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STOP PRESS 

Latesi news on the Amiga 
4000-030 shows demand out- 
stripping supply world wide. 
If YOU are having problems 
getting stock or perhaps feel 
disappointed that you opted 
for the A1200 before you 
knew about the new machine 
all is not lost. Check out the 
table on the right showing 
die A J200 fitted with the new 
,\112.WXA \1it robotics 
accelerator available from 
huh from 

ONLY £299.99 
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h \ enaiuty doesn't M v,uj a month ago thai t last wrote 
for Inch unci what a month it has been. 

With immaculate timing Commodore announced 
their superb Amiga CD, are Sega and Nintendo 
worried? 

Interesting question, 32 bit technology, 16.S million 
colours and the amazing AA chip set: what do you 
think? 
But, more to the point, what does it mean to you if 
\<>u currently awn or were I hi ti king of buying an 
Amiga 600 or 1200. First of all let's be clear, you 
cannot use the Amiga CD as a computer until there is 
a keyboard and drive option (promised for 1994). So 
if YOU want to do any more than run CD software 
remember you will not have access to the vast range 
of floppy based software on Amiga nor the processing 
junvet that makes the Amiga so rewarding if you want 
to do more than games play 

So what does this mean to the current Amigas? To 
make it simple, the Amiga 600 is a cheap entry ley el 
'ivNjrt'i{{ pa feet for the first time user or those working 
to a budget. The Amiga 1200 is the elite system for 
the dedicated user who wants to access the speed and 
performance of this mid range system: von can 
upgrade later via an external CD solution promised to 
be hot on the heels of the Amiga CD. 

The Amiga CD should be available to dedicated games 
players in August. Phone 1NDJ to check for pricing 
and availability: and don't be confused, both the 
Amiga 600 and 1200 are around for some time. In 
fact Indi have already finalised their plans for 
Christmas! 
Mail order purchasing can be worrying, sending 
your hard earned cash to a company that may be 
hundreds of miles away, will your dream machine 
arrive as promised and what do you do if it doesn't? 

Indi is part of a very large company with their own 
in-house experts and systems and yet it still 
sometimes goes wrong. At Indi they have a Customer 
Can tlcpai tmcnt who do nothing el^c but problem 
solve. So if Securicor couldn't find your house but 
will re-deliver tomorrow or you cannot load a disk, 
they are there to help. 

But what if the problem needs a fresh pair of exes, 
perhaps you feel that you have been 
unsymtHtthelicalh oi uufairh treated/ 

1 was delighted to learn that indi take their 
responsibilities so seriously that they have joined the 
DMA. 

The Direct Marketing Association is a very serious 
organisation (recognised by the Advertising Standards 

I s si fetation and other such official bodies), 
(retting accepted is difficult, staying in required Indi 
to set and achieve real customer satisfaction and 
solve problems quickly if they occur. 

1 sincerely hope that all Mail Order Companies will 
follow Indi and display the DMA svnilxd tm then- 
advertising. If they don't you should ask them why 
nor 

Regards, 
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GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, here is a cross- 
referenced list of all the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper. You'If find 
a detailed index to the many 
subjects dealt with in the problem- 
solving Amiga Answers section 
given on page 39- The page 
numbers given are for the first page 
of the article fn which the subject is 
mentioned. 

Accelerators 
Advertisers1 Index 
Amiga Exposed 
A miga DOS 
AMOS 
Answers 
Back Issues 
Bulletin Boards 
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CD-ROM 
Chaos 
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Oisk instructions 
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News 
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Video 
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Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Weil, Just 
drop a fine to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2SW. 

WELCOME mm   m %i ^0 mwm mm 

Although the release of new machines 
by Commodore can only be viewed as 
a "good thing", the fact that the 
company fails to supply an adequate 

upgrade path for owners of older machines has 
created some dissatisfaction. That's where we 
step in. Our main feature this month describes 
how you can bestow A1200-like powers on your old 
A500 or A500 Plus. Some of the modifications are 
also applicable to the A1500 and A2000. 

We tell you how to increase your Chip RAM for 
increased graphics and audio power, how to 
upgrade to the latest versions of Workbench and 
Kickstart for greater ease-of-useT and how to 
change over to the Super Denise chip, which offers 
extra screen modes. What we can't show you, 
unfortunatelyt is how to gain the new AGA screen 
modes of the A1200; instead we've discussed two 
low-cost display enhancers for the A500 that will 
provide similar facilities. 

Probably the most important advantage the 
A1200 has over its predecessors is its faster 
processor. WeVe taken care of this, too. Starting 
on page 28 you'll find a comparison of all the 

TERM OF ENDEARMENT 
Did you know there are thousands of Amiga 
programs which are available for little more than the 
price of a disk, and many more that you can try out 
before you buy? In Public Domain World we take a 
look at the best of these programs and show you 
how easy it is to get hold of them. 

This month we take a good took at perhaps the 
most fully-featured comms program available, Term 
3.1, as well as a barrel-load of Fish programs, 
including a Pascal compiler. 

It's a fishy business 

as we call it this month, starts on page 103 

latest processor 
accelerators from GVP 
and Progressive 
Peripherals. These are 
designed for a whole 
range of Amigas; some 
of them will give your 
A500 more power than 
Commodore's top-of- 
the-range A4000. All of 
them offer vast speed 
increases when it 
comes to maths, desktop publishing, graphics 
rendering and many other applications. 

There's a great deal of exciting stuff in this 
month's issue, not least the second part of our 
Amiga Exposed feature and a close look at Retina, 
a low-cost display card with some unique features. 

Read and enjoy. 

mm. 

Where can you find seven pages devoted 

to solving your Amiga problems? 

Our panel, comprising experts from each of the 
major fields of Amiga computing, supplies the 
answer. Every month It solves more genuine reader 
problems than any other Amiga magazine. And In 
the Code Clinic we look at how faulty programs 
sent In by you can be made to work. 

We answer questions every month on 
Workbench • The CLI * Comms • Programming * 
DTP * Video * Business software • And morel 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 39 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

Your guarantee of value 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just eight years ago but now 
selling more computer magazines than any other 
publisher in Britain, We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with ops, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight key 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
* Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contribution, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines (especially this one, of course) 
is like joining a nationwide user group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

The heme of Britain's finest computer magazines: 
Amiga Shopper • Amiga Format 

* Amiga Power • Commodore Format 
• PCW Plus * PC Plus 

ST Format * Your Sinclair • Sega Power 
Amstrad Action * PC Answers • PC Format 

Total! * Super Play • Mega * GamesMaster, 
MacFormat, Future Music., and some secret 
project they wont even tell us about yet,.. 

AMIGA SHOPPER • ISSUE 27 * JULY 1993 J 
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CONTENTS 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 

News 10 
Including a report from the Amiga Format Live Show 

Disk Pages 16 
Instructions on how to get the most from your cover disk 

Transform your Amiga 20 
Turn your aging A500 into a state-of-the-art machine 
with our step-by-step guide to replacing the custom 
chips, adding better graphics and updating Kickstart. 

jl 

Accelerators 28 
We review and compare eight boards from Great Valley 
Products and Progressive Peripherals that can increase 
your Amiga's processing power by up to 350 times 

Amiga Answers 39 
Our expert panel deals with more of your problems 

Subscriptions 41 
Guarantee your copies before the price goes up 

Code Clinic 49 
We rescue an errant assembly language routine 

Desktop Publishing 53 
Gold Disk's Professional Page 4 is laid bare 

CD-ROM 56 
A package that brings CO technology to all Amigas 

The Amiga Exposed 57 
Our series explaining the inner workings of the Amiga 
deals with subtraction and memory addressing 

Amiga DOS 61 
An expose of Pest 3T the calendar/reminder utility 
supplied on this month's cover disk 

Chaos 64 
Animate your fractals (source code supplied on disk) 

AMOS 68 
Write a file requester in AMOS Pro (source code on disk) 

Reader Survey 69 
Tell us what you think about Amiga Shopper 

C Programming 76 
How to set up and use DICE, an integrated development 
system that will ease your development cycle 

Listings 81 
This month we present a reader's 3D shape manipulator 

Video 84 
Reviews of GVP s ImageFX image processing package 
and DKB's Agnus enhancer, MegAChip 

Reader Ads 87 
The place to buy and sell used Amiga kit 

Communications 88 
A look at a bulletin board PLUS tips on saving money 

Letters 92 
Join in the debate on the hottest topics in Amiga-Jand 

Music 94 
A tutorial for OctaMED, which is on the cover disk 

Retina 98 
The new low-cost 16.7 million colour frame buffer with 
Workbench emulation is put through its paces 

User Groups 
Get in touch with other Amiga fans 

101 
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Public Domain World 103 
Among this month's crop of low-cost and no-cost 
software is Term, a superb comms program. 

Product Locator 117 
Your at a glance guide to the best in PD software 

Competition 122 
Just answer the three easy questions and you could win 
one of five Final Copy ft packages that are up for grabs 
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Once again it's your chance to win yourself 12 
fret issues of Britain's best-selling serious 
Amiga magazine- Tell us the name of the first 
aircraft to break the sound barrier, put your 
answer on a postcard and send It to: "A 
screaming comes across the sky'7, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 
2BW. First correct answer out of the bag wins, 
No one as yet has sent in the correct answer 
to last month's poser, so got your thinking 
caps on - we thought it was an easy one! 
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DEFERRED CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200. 

*PAY 10% NOW AND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONTHS. 

AMIGA A1 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

1NDI Direct Mail ]s original and very 
exciting. Before you buy mail order 
you must first be confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
that the supplier will still be there in the 
f uture^ should you need them* 

A mail order purchase from INDI is a 
safe and secure decision, and here's 
why- 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
public company now in its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
of computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need us. 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

The INDI sales team have been trained 
to take your order with the utmost care 
and efficiency. All stock offered for sale 
is held In stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and is available 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If at any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be banked 
until the product is available 
(a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sales 
team, however technical support is 
always at hand should you need 
assistance, 

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT, 

INDI TELESALES 
Tel 0543 419999 Fax 0543 418079 

CREDIT FACILITIES 

COMIC RELIEF PACK. 
The event may be over but the fund raising still goes on.If your looking for the lat« 
Amiga technology then this is the starter pack for you. Based around the outstar 
A1200, this pack also gives you sleepwafker, a most addictive platform game from o 
software, You'll be pleased to know (hat every one of these packs purchased n 
another £10 for Comic Relief. 
A1200 STANDARD FEATURES, 
• 60020 Processor. ft PCMCIA slot * 2MB Chip RAM. % 3.5" Intern 
Drive. • AA Chipset ft Built in TV modulator, ft Alpha numeric keypad 
ft 12 Months at home maintenance 

ZJ^M I INDI PRICE 

OFFICIAL A1200 HD SYSTEMS 
The Amiga 1200 supplied by INDI Direct Mail 

now includes the official (legal) Commodore 
installation disk and hard drive utility manual. Indi 
are proud to be an official supplier of Amiga 1200 
Hard Drive systems, that include the official soft- 
ware, documentation and on - site warranty 

60/80 Hard Disk upgrades available on any A1200, Upgrade 

£379.99  or from   £14.47* per mont 
* (Credit price based on 36 monthly payments APR 29-8%. 
Total repayment £520.92 and 90 day deferred payments.) 

A1200 60 MEG HD INDI PRICE £539.99 
A1200 80 MEG HD INDI PRICE £599.99 
A1200120 MEG HD INDI PRICE £679.99 
INDI A1200 ACCESSORY PACK 
Pack Contains: 
• 3 Superb Games * International Games Challenge m The Cool Cr< 
# ParadrokJ 90 • Zapsac and Zappo T- shirt 

INDI PRICE £19.99 
includes fuEl Wang warranty on A1200 and Hard disks. Phone for a qui 

4000 

NE TOR 

It's here - The new Amiga 4000 030 
The NEW Amiga 400D/D30 features a ECS803O processor 
running at an Incredible' 25Mhz, and upgradable at a later dale 
to a faster processor. The 4O0G/O30 has a powerful 4Mb of 32 
- bit RAM {2Mb chip & 2Mb fast} expandable to 18 Mb using 
industry standard 32 - bit Simms module. In lino with the 
Amiga flagship 4000/040 the 4000/030 features the new AGA 
graphics chipset giving you a massive pallet of 16-9 million 
colours. A range of hard drive options are available form 80 
- 240Mb and includes a SCSI option. 

4000/030 80 Mb HD INDI PRICE £939.99 
Other Drive Options 
4000/030120 Mb KD INDI PRICE £1039.99 
4000/030 240 Mb HD (exclusive to INDI) 
Phone for price 
4000/030120 Mb SCSI HD (exclusive to INDI) 
Phone for price 
A full range of approved upgrades are available for 
the 4000 030, including additional memory modules, 
hard drives, PC bridge boards, FPU's (63881 & S6B62) 
and the 24 - bit Opal vision graphics and video system. 

THE NEW DUAL SYNC 1940/ 
1942 Monitors have been spe- 
cially designed for the New Amiga 
1200 and 4000 computers. Both 
monitors feature built - in stereo 
speakers. 

INDI PRICE 

1940 Monitor £279.99 
14 inch screen size - 0.39 mm dot matrix. 

INDI PRICE 

Parnet Adaptor for CDTV 

Connect a CDTV Player to any Amiga, and aoce: 
world of CO - ROM software. 
The Parnet interface and software will allow the i 
CDTV to be used as a CD - ROM drive with any) 
and will give any Amiga owner access to the 
range of CDTV software currently available. 
The CDTV player offers excellent value for n 
when compared with a standard GD - ROM driv 
interface- Most CD - ROM drives will set you bad 
£400 while CDTV will cost you less than £300 ar 
play audio CD's in addition to CD - ROM / CDTV < 
The Parnet adaptor includes the software driv 
your Amiga, Interface cable and PD disk with 
software for your CDTV player 

1942 Monitor £379.99 
14 inch screen size - 0.28 mm dot matrix. 

INDI PRICE £39. 
A4000V030 PLUS CDTV + I960 MONITOR 
INDI PRICE £1599.99 
CDTV + PARNET. 
INDI PRICE £329.99 

AMIGA A600 

THE WILD. THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED A600 is an 
ideal starter pack containing a considered mix of software, 

i making the most of the Amigas amazing capabilities. 
PACK CONTAINS: 

I # AGQ0 SingEe Drive 
• Built in TV Modulator 

; # 1 Mb Memory 
• Pushover: Grandprix 
• Silly Putty: Deluxe Paint III 
• Mouse and Manuals 

I INDI PRICE 1 £215.99 

NEW 
LOW LOW 

PRICES 

AB00-SD A single drive Amiga for those of you requiring a basic A600 at a van 
competitive price. 
PACK INCLUDES: A600 single drive, built in TV modulator, 1Mb memory, 12 
Months at home service, 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Kick Off 2 • Pipemania * Space Ace ft Populous # Micros witched 
joystick 

I INDI PRICE ^39^ £189.1 
A600 EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDES: 
A600 Hard Disks (20Mb)   • 1Mb Memory   # Epic   # Rome   # Myth 
m Trivial Pursuit   • Amiga Text   • Deluxe Paint III   #12 Months at 
home service. PLUS INDI ACCESSORIES PACK AS LISTED. COMES WfTl 
AN EXTRA 512K RAM EXPANSION FREE. 

INDI PRICE] £3&53£ £339.5 

INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK (Featured with WWW) 
# Micro Switched Joystick  # Lockable Disk Box   m Disk Wallet 
# 10 Blank Disks   • Kick Off 2   • Pipemania   • Space Ace 
# Populous   • Zapsac Carry Case   • Zappo T-Shirt 

£26.99 

INDI are now able to offer competitive 
credit facilities on all orders over £200.00. 
All credit facilities are subject to status 
and applicants must be over the age of 18. 
If you would like a quote simply call our 
sales line where acceptance can normally 
be notified within the hour. We are also 
able to offer Credit Insurance to cover 
repayments in the event of sickness or 
unemployment. 

AMOUNT" U' MONTHS 24 MONTHS 36 MONTHS 
HP fBcnrr UTHLV TOTAl MTHLY TOTAL UTHLY TOTAL 

PAYABLE F'.'Vi PAYABLE JiMNTS PAYABLE 
m t22.no £-143 £290.32 tS.31 £33516 1 

SCO L54.99 £31.06 £745.44 ttttT £837,7? 
1000 £1*13.76 £62.13 £1431.12 £46-54 E1G75.44 ! 

APR 29-8% WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST 
'Alter deposit paid 



WANT THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL AMIGA. WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CREDIT DEALS AVAILABLE 
(SUBJECT TO STATUS). CREDIT AVAILABLE ON 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 MONTHS. 

WHY NOT RING NOW FOR A QUOTE. SAME DAY RESPONSE. 

& ACCESSORIES 

MBX1200. 
The original and the best floating point unit and 
memory uppgrade for the Amiga A1200. Available 
with 0,4 OR 8 MB OF 32 BIT FAST RAM and a 
choice of floating point units. Now complete with real 
time clock (RTC) 
MBX1200Z 68881 14 MHZ 0MB IND1 PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68881 14MHZ 4MB INDJ PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68881 14 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 0MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 0 MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE 
MBX1200Z 68882 50 MHZ 8MB  INDI PRICE 

New from Microbotics for the A1200!!!. 
M1230XA Accelerator launch!! 

crobotics beats the competition on price, performance, 
atures and configurations.INDI is very pleased to announce the 
all ability of the new 68030 accelerator product for the A1200: the 
crobotics M1230 XA (call it the "XA" for short) 50 MHZ speed is 
indardf Memory management is standard! Huge 126 MB 
amory design is standard {the biggest memory space on any 
200 peripheral) Just look at these specifications and prices! 

1230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 0MB 
1230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB 
1230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 0MB 
1230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 4MB 

INDI PRICE £299.99 
INDI PRICE £399.99 
INDI PRICE £399.99 
INDI PRICE £499.99 

£129.99 
£249.99 
£349.99 
£189.99 
£339.99 
£409.99 
£339.99 
£419.99 
£539.99 

MEMORY UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES 

M501 The original 0,5MB battery backed upgrade 
for the A500. 

I »*P>  PRICE j £29.99 

M502 The original 1 MB battery backed upgrade 
for the A500. 

I 1MDI  PRICE] £49.99 

8 Up memory board. Again designed for the 
A1500/A200. Memory upgradable to 214 or 8MB 

I INDI  FflicEl £69.99 

Hard frame suitable for A1500/A2000. Allows for th 
interface of a SCSI hard drive. 

r~mpi  PRICEI £110.99 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS. 
2MB SMARTCARD. The original and 5?ill 
the only Fully PCMCIA compatible memory 
card for A600/A1200. Comes with lifetime 
guarantee. Beware of cheap imitations 
INDI PRICE £129.99 

4MB SM A RTC ARD.Same a$ above but 
maximum 4 MB INDI PRICE €199.99 

ZAPPO 601. Trapdoor upgrade for the 
A600 1MB with RTC 
INDI PRICE £49.99 
ZAPPO 601NC.AS above only 512K 
no clock INDI PRICE €29.99 

MULTISTART ROMSHARER 
with kickstart V3 .INDI PRICE £44.99 
MUTISTART ROMSHARER. 
with kickstart V2.04 INDI PRICE £49.99 

COMMODORE MPS 1270A INK JET PRINTER, 
Whisper quiet yet prints at an amazing 160 CPS. 

Possibly the best value printer on the market. 
[ INDI PRICE | £94,99 

1270A - REPLACEMENT INK JET CARTRIDGE. 
INDI PRICE £12.99 

"'■'■sflfc 
AUDIO VISUAL 

MEGAMIX Low cost, hi spec digital effects 
cartridge plugs into printer port of Amiga. 
Allows stereo sampling from almost any 
musical source. 
INDI PRICE £29.99 

VIDl AMIGA 12. THE ultimate low cost 
colour digttiser for the Amiga,The best 
value full colour digittser on the market" 
AMIGA FORMAT. 
INDI PRICE £75.99 

TAKE 2. Animation package is a must for 
computer artists and enthusiasts of all ages, 
As used in Rolf Harris Cartoon Club, 
INDI PRICE. £37.99 

DISK DRIVES. 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY, 
YouVe seen all the reviews on this popular and 

affordable second Amiga drive. Compatible with all 
Amigas PRICE] £59.99 

''Quality: 9 out of 10." Exceptional value for money. 
AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93 

PRINTERS 

COMMODORE MPS 1230 A high quafity 
9-pin Dot Matrix Printer with paper and 
tractor feed and is fully compatible with 
Epsom FX80 and IBM Industry standards. 
High speed 120 CPS draft mode and an 
NLQ mode of 25 CPS. 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
D-PRINT - Design greetings cards, 
letters and posters. 
AMIGA LOGO- Educational and 
programming language. 
AMIGA VISION- Multimedia Authoring 
system for video, animation, sound, 
speech, graphics and text 

ROCTEC ROCGEN. 
Entry level Genlock for all Amigas. 
Record stunning Amiga Graphics onto 
Standard video or overlay text and 
graphics onto a video signal. 
INDI PRICE £69.99 

ROCTEC ROCGEN PLUS. 
As above but with extra features such as tinting and signal 
inversion. Allows for real time editing of graphics. 
Compatible with all Amigas. 
INDI PRICE £133,99 
ROCTEC ROCKEY. 
The ultimate accessory for Amiga / video fans. Separate 
RGB controls to croma key on any colour 
INDI PRICE £249.99 
PYRAMID SCANNER. 
A total hand held scanning package for all Amigas complete 
with interface and software (mono) 
INDI PRICE £99.99. 

MONITORS. 

10S4ST MONITOR. 
Commodores original and best selling colour stereo 
monitor. Now includes swivel and tilt stand for total 

ease of use,   f mm  FRICEI £189-99 
(£179*99 If purchased with A600/A1200/A1500) 

THE NEW CD AMIGA 

Just prior to finalising this advertise- 

ment Commodore have confirmed 

that the new CD Amiga has been 

delayed until August. 

If there is any change then the INDI 

Sales Desk will be able to take your 

order, 

However, Commodore are confident 

that circumstances will not change. 

INDI PRICEI    £134.99 



TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, 12, 18, 24 & 36 MONTHS SUBJECT TO STATUS. 

WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE) 

Panasonic Quiet p rinting 

We researched the colour printer market at great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the KX-P218Q + KX-P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it. We found that too, with h Word worth', yet at a 
retail price of £129.99 we thought that might be a tittle too expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of Wordwortrf free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

KX-P2180 Panasonic KX-P2123 

*WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE! WITH PANASONIC 
QUIET PRINTERS The writers choice. The ultimate word processor for AMIGA com- 
puters. Wordworth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/ document processor for the full range 
of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of WORDWORTH makes producing documents 
faster and easier, with the enhanced printing fonts (including full Panasonic 
KX P2180 + KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no 
other word processor comes close. "Without doubt this is one of the best document proces- 
sors for the AMIGA, Today"(Amiga Format) 
NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc VAT 

INDI PRICE 

£189.99 

The new Panasonic KX - P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with 
new quiet technology. The new KX - P2tfl0 is typically 15dBA 
quiet er in operation, than the competition. 
• Fast Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft and 38 CPS NLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
• Quiet Printing Super quiet 45 - 48dBA sound level (most matrix printers are typically in 

excess of 60dBA) 
• 6 Resident Fonts Over 6.100 lype styles using Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, 

Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total flexibility 
• 1 Year warranty for total peace of mind. 

INDI PRICE 

I      M  J i^M  ft The new ^'9n performance Panasonic KX - 2123 24 pin. 
MJ        U y    Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing 

1 technology at an affordable price- 
Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ 1   Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta and black] 1   Quiet Printing Super quiet 43.5 - 46KBA sound level (most matrix printers are in excess 
of oOdBA) 
7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PS. 
Roman, Script, and Sans Serif Fonis 

i   24 PIN Diamond Printhead High performance and high quality output 
1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

Panasonic LASER PRINTER 

WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE I 
WITH PANASONIC LASER PRINTERS 
The writers' choice. The ultimate word 

processor tor AMIGA computers. 
NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. VAT 

Once again INDI have joined together with Panasonic to offer all Amiga owners Ihe most outstanding Laser Printer offer ever. We are now able to offer high quality, professional laser printing at affordable 
prices. We are also giving away a free copy of Wordworth with every Panasonic Laser Printer purchased (RRP £129.99). Whether you are looking for a laser printer to handle word processing, DTP, pre- 
sentation or complex graphic applications - the Panasonic range offers you the power to meet your requirements. 
KXP-4410 
• 5 pages per minute 
• 28 resident fonts 
• Optional 2nd input bin 

(total printer capacity 
2 x 200 sheets) 

• Low running costs 
• Parallel interface 
• Optional memory expansion 

to 4.5 Mb (0.5 Mb as standard) 
• HP laserjet II Emulation 

INDI PRICE 

£499.99 

WOHDWCRTH COMPLETELY FHEE 
WrTH LASER PRINTERS 

KXP - 4430 
• Satinprint (optimum resolution 

technology)* 
• 5 pages per minute 
• HP Laserjet lit Emulation, PCL5 
• 8 Scalable fonts & 28 bitmap 

functions 
• Optional 2nd input bin (total 

printer capacity 2 x 200 sheets) 
• Optional memory expansion to 

5,0 Mb (1 Mb as standard) 

INDI PRICE 

£699.99 
inc. VAT 

'{Sat nprimers use cplimum resolution technology to produce injEy ou(5ian*ng print quaiily.Tnls software lechn que smooths away traditional jagged edges °n curved characters and Unas by varying the printed dot size and positon). 
WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE 

WITH LASER PRINTERS 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

1] PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123 holds 80 A4 
Sheets. INDI PRICE £89.99 
2) PRINTER OUST COVER 
Specially tailored quality dust cover tor Panasonic KXP 21 SO/ 
KXP2123 printer INDI PRICE £8.99 
3) PRINTER STAND 
2 piece printer stand. INDI PRICE £9.9$ 
4) PAPER PACK 
500 sheets quality A4 paper. INDI PRICE £9.99 
5) CONTINUOUS PAPER 2000 sheets 1 part listing paper. INDI PRICE £19.99 
6} PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 
To be used when connecting Amiga to Panasonic Printers. INDI PRICE £8.99 {£5-99 if purchased with a printer) 
7) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON Colour ribbon fo* KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. INDI PRICE £18.99 

SAVE £££££1s ON THE FOLLOWING 
ACCESSORY PACKS 

PACK 1 
PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK 
Contains 6 colour ribbons lor the KXP 2180/ KXP2123 RRP 
£119.99. INDI PRICE £89.99 SAVE £30-001!! 
PACK 2 
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK 
Contains 2 black and 4 colour ribbons for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. 
RRP £99.99. INOI PRICE £69.99 SAVE E30.00IP! 
PACK 3 
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSOR Y PACK 
Contains Automatic Sheet Feeder, 2 black ribbons, 2 colour rib- 
bons, f dust cover, 2 piece primer stand. RRP £169.99 INDI PRICE 
£139.99 SAVE E30.00III 

8J PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON 
Black ribbon for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. INDI PRICE £9.99 Acid £2-50 carriage to all printer accessories or combinations thereof 



12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON CDTV EXTERNAL 

HARD DISK SUBJECT TO STATUS. LOW INTEREST CREDIT 

AVAILABLE ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200 

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME 

COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
The problem with any new product is that it always 
takes time for everyone to realise its full potential 
CDTV is no exception and in our opinion everything we 
have read does a pretty poor job of explaining just what 
CDTV can do and why it is so exciting, 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 
ITS A CD PLAYER - Yest it will play ail your Primal 
Scream, Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you 
care to mention in superb high quality stereo, with infra 
red remote control 
ITS AN AMIGA - Plug in the keyboard, switch on the 
external disk drive and the colossal range of inexpen- 
sive Amiga software can be used on CDTV. 

S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM - Just imagine, stereo sound, tmages and text all on screen , It asks a question, you respond, it 
spends - truly interactive] Each CD disc holds hundreds of megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of 
itchinson's Encyclopeadia fits onto one disc. This interactive system is a unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure,The 
ure is here! 
^CK CONTENTS AS STANDARD    « Amiga CDTV Player    I CDTV keyboard 

« CDTV Infra red remote controller    & CDTV wired mouse CDTV 
alcome Disc       Manuals    # Fred Fish CDTV Disc 
Dl VALUE ADDED FREE  • Lemmings CDTV (£34.99) 
Blues Brothers (£12,99)    • Pipemania, Populous, 

;koff 2, Space Ace 

CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 

INDI PRICE 

PRICE CRASH J39&99 

PACK AS SHOWN £329.99 

£299.99 
MULTI MEDIA PACK WITH- 

OUT INDI VALUE ADDED 
CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET 

AMIGA CDTV ACCESSORIES 

THE BRICK • ETTE JuSt 
plug in the Brick ■ ette and 
use any wired Amiga com- 
patible joystick, moose or 
trackball device on the 
Commodore CDTV. The built 
- in 8 - bit Micro Processor 
gives the Brick - ette big 
smarts in a tiny package and 
makes it easy to use just 
plug into the remote port and 
it is ready to go with real time 
mouse or joystick movement 

your CDTV. Mo loading of driver programs or soft- 
ire. No switches for mouse or joystick. Special set- 
gs (with mouse} allow you to blast away with three 
jid fire modes & dual fire buttons. Comes complete 
:h Python Micro Switched Joystick. 
Dl EXCLUSIVE £49.99 
th two joysticks £59.99 
WHU^^^^^m BLACK 1064S MONITOR 

■ At last the CDTV Men iter 
I you have been waiting for. 
I The original and best sell- 
I mgcolour/stereo 
I monitor from Commodore 
I is now available in black to 
It complement your CDTV. 

WW  INDI PRICE £189,99 
(Or £ 179.99 when 
purchased with CDTV Multi- 

^^^^^^    Media pack). 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL 
HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the CDTV, you've got the keyboard and the 
floppy disk drive - for a total computer solutuon all 
that's needed is an ultra fas! hard disk drive. 
The CDTV'HD unit boasts a massive 65Mb of hard 
disk storage with lightning fast access times through its 
SCSI interface,The unit comes complete with 
Workbench 1.3 and all necessary cables, 

you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own 
one you'll be pleased to know that INDI stock all 
CDTV accessories and software that are available 
from manufacturers. We believe in CDTV and we 
therefore continue to support this exciting product. 
You will always have a source of product for your 
CDTV from INDI, 
Lto R: 
CDTV Encore SCSI Controller + Internal Mount £109,99 
CDTV Internal Genlock £149.99 
Black 1084S Colour Stereo Monitor £189.99 
(When purented wii*i CDTV Multi- MerJia Pack. £179.99 
CDTV Remote Mouse £49.99 
Scart TV/Monitor Lead £14.99 
(inc Stereo Phono Lead) 
Megachip - 1 Mb Upgrade Chip RAM Upgrade 
for CDTV £159.99 
CDTV Trackball £59.99 £269.99 

12 
MONTHS r INTEREST FREE CREDfT 1 

N THB PRODUCT. 
ONE FOR DETAILS. , 

L (SUBJECT T 
STATUS] 

DESPATCH 

All orders received by 6pm Monday to Friday are 
despatched thai day for nexi working day delivery 
using our national courier - Seeurieor .(UK 
Mainland only). Saturday deliveries are available at 
a small surcharge, if you are out when we deliver, t 
card will be left at your home giving you a contact 
telephone number to arrange a convenient re-deliv- 
ery 
Delivery queries can be resolved immediately 
using our on - fine computer. 
All orders are despatched on a next working day 
delivery basis. Cheque orders are despatched 
immediately on cheque clearance, usually 10 work- 
ing days from receipt. A delivery charge of £5 00 Is 
made per item unless otherwise stated- 

WE ALSO ACCEPT B.F.P.O. ORDERS 
(DUTY FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK 

POSTAL RATES. 

AFTER SALES AND 

SPECIALIST SERVICE 
All products are guaranteed lor 12 months. Some 
products carry a 12 months at home service repair 
guarantee (where indicated). In the unlikely event 
that any product purchased from INDI arrives at 
your home faulty, we will collect from your home 
and replace the product completely free of charge. 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, WE RESERVE THI 

RIGHT TO CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS OF 
PRODUCTS ADVERTISED, PLEASE CONFIRM 
CURRENT SPECIFICATfON AT THE TIME OF 

ORDERING, 
PRICES ARE VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATIONS O 

HOW TO ORDEF 

BY POST- simply fiEl in the coupon below. 
BY PHONE- phone lines open 9,00am- 7.00pm 
Mori- Fri. 9.00am- 4.30pm Sat. - where your call will 
be answered by one of our INDt sales team. After 
7.aupm each day your call will be answered by 
answerphone. M you would like to place an order 
have all the details at hand including credit card . 
The message will guide you through your order. 
All offers subject to availability. Prices correct at 
time of going to press. May we suggest you call 
before ordering. 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 
INDI DIRECT MAIL 
1 RINGWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
EASTERN A VENUE, 

AMIGA CDTV SOFTWARE 

LICHFIELD, 
STAFFS WS13 7SF 
Please send..  

AS0693 

TS AND LEISURE Mud Puddle £34.99 Classic Board Games £34.99 Guy Spy £29.99 
fanced Military Systems £29.99 My Paint £29.99 Dinosaurs for Hire £14,99 Cover Girl Poker £24,99 
men in Motion £29,99 North Polar Expedition £49 99 Hound of the BasKervilles £29.99 Logical £25.99 
nness Disc of Records £34.99 Paper Gag Princess £34.99 Psycho Killer £29.99 Prey £34.99 
mals in Motion £29.99 Scary Poems for Rotten Kids £39.99 Sherlock Holmes, Curse of Ra £24.99 
inoisseur Fine Arts £34,99 Tale of Benjamin Bunny £39.99 Consulting Detective £39.99 Space Wars 

MUSIC 
£29,99 

ts & Vegetables £34,99 Tale of Peter Rabbit £39.99 Sim City £29..99 
es and Shrubs £34.99 Thomas's Snowsuit £34.99 Trivial Pursuit (PAL) £49.99 Music Maker £34.99 rden Plants £34*99 Moving Gives Me Stomach Ache£34,99 Wrath of the Demon £29,99 Remix £29 99 
oor Plants £34,99 Barney Bear Goes Camping £29.99 Team Yankee £34*99 Karaoke Fun Hits 1 £14.99 
UCATION Asterix English for French 1 £34.99 Raffles £34.99 Voicemaster + Microphone £39.99 

t School - Under 5's £24.99 Japan World (PAL) £49.99 Prehislorik £34.99 Voice FX £19.99 
ona Hard Day at the Ranch £.24.99 NASA, the asth Year £19.99 Snoopy {PAL) £34.99 REFERENCE 
un for Barney £29.99 Fractal Universe £34.99 Town with No Name £29.99 American Heritage Dictionary £49.99 
derella £39,99 ENTERTAINMENT Lemmings £34,99 Complete Works of Shakespeare £29,99 
I School for 6 to 7 £24.99 Battlechess £39.99 European Space Simulator £34.99 Illustrated Holy Bible £29.99 
i School for Over 7's £24.99 Battle Storm £29.99 Fantastic Voyage £34,99 New Basic Electronic Cookbook £39-99 
ilher Hits Her First Home Run £34.99 Fred Fish (CO PD1) £19.99 Global Chaos £29.99 Timetable of Business £39.99 
/ - Enalish as a 2nd Lanauaae£34,99 AB Dogs ga to Heaven:Etearic Crayon £34.99 Turrican I £29,99 Timetable of Science £39.99 
d Run £29.99 Ultimate Basketball £29.99 Turrican II £29.99 World Vista Atlas £54,99 

Dr. Wellman £54.99 

Price... Delivery 

J enclose cheque/ PO for E. ,  

or charge my Access/Visa No...  

Expiry Date / 

Signature —  

Send to Name.. 

TEL 0543 419999 FAX 0543 41807 
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IMAGINATIVE BOOKS 
The book Understanding Imagine 
2.0 is now available from 
Alternative Image. 

The book, written by 
Stephen Woriey and published by 
Aphex Publishing, contains a 
wealth of hints and tips for own- 
ers of the popular Imagine 2 3D 
rendering package. It is available 
for £25, Including postage and 
packaging, from Alternative 
Image n 0533 440041 

OPUS UPGRADE DEAL 
Owners of INOVAtronlcs's 
Directory Opus, a program that 
vastly Improves the user-friendli- 
ness of the Amiga's operating 
system, can obtain an upgrade 
to version 4 for £47, 

The deal is being offered by 
Meridian Software Distribution. 
To take advantage of It, users 
should send the company the 
money along with their old 
Directory Opm disks. New fea- 
tures of Opus 4 Include support 
for the AGA chipset and 
Improved resource efficiency. 
This Is achieved by loading 
functions - such as diskcopy, 
format and printtext - only when 
they are required. For more 
information contact Meridian 
Software Distribution on » 081 
543 3500. INOVAtronics is on 
-e 0101 214 340 4001. 

STUDIO ADVANCED 
Studio Printer Software, a pack- 
age that enhances the output of 
printers, has been updated to 
offer support for Hewlett- 
Packard's newly announced 
printers, the DeskJet 1200C, 
DeskJet 510, LaserJet 4L and 
LaserJet 451. The software sup- 
ports the built-in features of 
these prlnteres. It offers 24/32- 
bit colour adjustment, custom 
dither routines, ink compen- 
sation and PJL support. 

A free update goes out to 
existing owners. Studio Printer 
Software 1.1 costs £49.95 from 
JAM B 0895 274449. 

A600 PRICE DROP 
INDI Direct Mall are now selling 
A600s at the price of £189.99 
each. Craig Saddington, INDI's 
general manager, says: "We had 
expected to get down to this 
price by Christmas, but this is a 
real bonus. There Is now a real 
price difference between the 
A6Q0 and A1200 - it must be 
the best value for money com- 
puter on the market." 

INDI * 0543 419999. 

Future Books 

Bonanza 

Future Publishing (makers of Amiga 
Shopper) have set up a new books 
publishing arm, and the first two 
titles off the presses are for Amiga 
owners everywhere. 

Get the Most out of your Amiga 
1993 is the third edition of the best- 
seller first published in 1991. The 
1993 version has been completely 
rewritten to reflect the ever-changing 
Amiga market, it features the work of 
ten Amiga specialists (including many 
names familiar to readers of this 
mag), and runs to well over 300 
pages. The cover price of £19.95 
includes two disks containing top PD 
a p p I icatio n s an d utiIities. 

Specific sections of the book 
deal with graphics, music, desktop 
publishing, programming etc, with 
buying advice in each one. New for 
1993 is an extensive AmigaDOS 2 & 
3 reference section. Books Editor 
Rod Lawton explains: "We want to 
produce the definitive Amiga guide, If 

that means bumping up 
the size, year after year.,, 
well, so be it" 

The second book is 
the Amiga Format Pocket 
Workbench & AmigaDOS 
Reference. The idea was 
to take the AmigaDOS ref- 
erence section from the 
Get the Most... book and 
publish it separately as 
an instantly-accessible 
ring-bound desktop refer- 
ence. Additional material 
includes sections on 
Workbench commands, 
everyday Workbench 
housekeeping, prefer- 
ences, tools, 
commodities and utilities. 
Lawton says "the only thing we didn't 
include was ARexx - that deserves a 
book of its own. Watch this space!" 
The 170-page Pocket Reference will 
seil for £9.95. 

Best-selling book Get the Most out of your Amiga 
has been updated to reflect the booming market 

Other titles in the offing are The 
Amiga Shopper Guide to AMOS 
Programming and guides to desktop 
publishing and desktop video. Look 
for these and others in the autumn. 

BLUE RIBBON IMPROVE 

THEIR CUSTOMER SERVICE 
The Slue Ribbon Sound Works, 
makers of Bars & Pipes, have 
appointed two authorised UK distrib- 
utors to improve their relationship 
with UK customers. 

The company president Melissa 
Jordan Grey said: 'We're dis- 
appointed to learn that certain 
distributors in the British market- 
place are disseminating inaccurate 
and misleading information about our 
products. In addition, customers 
have been unable to get the support 
they truly deserve. 

"We were amazed to discover 
that certain UK distributors are pro- 
viding their customers with pirated, 
unauthorised copies of our most pop- 
ular products. It is with this in mind 
that we ask all users and potential 
purchasers of Blue Ribbon products 
to look out for the following: hand- 
written disks, previously registered 
products and anything that fails to 
meet Blue Ribbon's standards of 
excellence." The company advise 

customers with orders from 
unauthorised distributors to contact 
their UK Customer Support line 
* 081 332 6959. 

The two distributors that Blue 
Ribbon has chosen to authorise are 
Meridian Software Distribution -n- 081 
543 3500 and Micro-PACE UK 
* 0753 551888. 

Blue Ribbon have just released 
version two of their sequencer pack- 
age, Bars & Pipes Professional. Its 
enhancements include the ability to 
control non-musi'eai events from 
within the prograrri This function is 
performed by the Media Madness 
Player, which can synchronise to 
SMPTE, ARexx and the special acces- 
sories that synchronise Bars & Pipes 
Professional to other products. With 
the package it is now possible to 
design multimedia presentations that 
are run directly from Bars & Pipes 
Professional. The package costs 
£299.99. The Blue Ribbon 
SoundWorks « 0101 404 315 0212. 

Official hard 

drive upgrades 
Contrary to what you may have 
heard, there is more than one com- 
pany officially able to supply hard 
drives to A1200 owners. 

Silica Systems' Andy Leaning 
explained that two distributors to the 
trade, Silica and 2CL, have been offi- 
cially appointed by Commodore to fit 
hard drives. They then sell these 
machines on to high street dealers, 
who can then sell the machines with 
their warranties intact to end users. 

Said Andy Leaning: "Most dealers 
in the UK have the ability to supply 
A1200s with a hard drive fitted and 
maintain the Commodore warranty. 

"One method of identifying an 
officially upgraded A120G is to look 
for a bright sticker on the outside of 
the box. If you see it has this sticker 
it is an officially upgraded system. If 
it doesn't.,, it may not be a legal unit, 
and it may not have a Commodore 
on-site warranty/ 

Silica Systems (* 081 309 
1111} also supply official hard drive 
systems directly to the public, 

Multitude of multimedia 

Pandora's CD - full of soundsr 
pictures and multimedia demos. 

Optonica have released a CD for the 
seriously low price of £4.99. 

Called Pandora's CD, the disc is 
a promotional device containing a 
wealth of multimedia material, it 
includes 2t000 items of colour clip 
art, a photograph library, a textures 
and backgrounds library, a sound 
effects library and a juke box pro- 
gram. In addition, sample versions of 

several multimedia applications are 
present: INSIGHT: Technology: Milton 
Keynes Point Of Information demo; 
Nuciear Power Training demo; The 
Five Senses educational demo; Learn 
To Count demo; Mega Mart Point Of 
Sale demo; and Mediator, Optonica3s 
file management software* Pandora's 
CD costs £4.99 from Optonica 
* 0455 55S2S2. 
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NEWS 

Living it up 

in London 

The Amiga Format Live Show, which took 

place at the Wembley Exhibition Centre 

early last month, was a great success for 

organisers, exhibitors and visitors alike. 

Cliff Ramshaw brings you the highlights. 

AMIQA 

WEMBLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE 

7-9  MAY 1993 

The Amiga is alive and kick- 
ing. This year's Amiga 
Format Live Show certainly 
demonstrated that. Like 

the Future Entertainment Show 
before it, it gave you the chance to 
meet the teams who make your 
favourite magazines and have some 
input as to their future direction. 

One of the show's main attrac- 
ts on st quite apart from the 
opportunity to play games for prizes 
or see new products and buy others 
at discounted prices, was the series 
of seminars run by Amiga Format and 
ourselves. People flocked to the 
Sound & Vision stand to watch as 
state-of-the-art hardware and soft- 
ware were put through their paces by 
experts (including our very own Gary 
White ley) in the fields of video, graph- 
ics and music. Another hit was the 
Amiga Answers seminar, which 
attracted a whole host of people 
eager for knowledge. Our thanks to 
Jeff Walker, Jolyon Ralph and Gus 
Chandler, who made up the 
redoubtable Answers panel. 

The show played host to over 60 
different exhibitors - far too many to 

mention individually. What follows is 
a selection from those displaying the 
most exciting products. 

Power Computing had a number 
of new things on their stand. Hrst 
and foremost was the ICQ accelera- 

People crowded to hear what dodgy-looking individuals 
such as these had to say about the state of the Amiga. 
tor for the A1200. Called the Viper 
1230, it comes with a 68030 (either 
EC docked at 40MHz or full version 
clocked at 50MHz), space for 
memory expansion and a maths co- 
processor, and a Direct Memory 
Access port for the addition of 
further peripherals such as SCSI 
adaptors. UK prices have yet to be 

finalised. 
Power's other 

main product was 
the XL floppy drive, 
a high-density drive 
that will fit up to 
1.76Mb of infor- 
mation on a single 
disk, although it 

retains compatibly with standard 
8S0K Amiga disks- The XL 1.76Mb 
drive costs £129.95 from Power 
Computing tr 0234 843388. 

More than a few people gathered 
around Digita International s stand, 

where the company 
were giving seminars 
about their 
Wordwortf) word 
processor. At the 
show Digita 
launched a number 
of related products; 
the second issue of 
their free Wordworth 
newsletter, which 
goes out to al l regis- 
tered users, and five 
more volumes of clip 
art - Cartoons, More 

Cartoons, Sports, Science And 
Nature, and Geography And 
Transport, each costing £14-99, 
Digita showed for the first time their 
three packs of Agfa CompuGraphic 
Fonts: Pride And Presentation con- 
tains 20 fonts and costs £29.99, 
The Classic Collection contains 25 
fonts for £39.99 and The Reference 

Library contains 50 fonts for £69.99. 
The company also launched a new 
version of Wordworth, to be bundled 
free with Panasonic printers, which 
provides extended support for their 
internal printer fonts. Digita 
International w 0395 270273. 

These printers were on sale at 
the INDI Direct Mail stand, along with 
the M1230XA accelerator from 
Mic robotics. Clocked at either 40 or 
50MHz, the M1230XA contains a 
68030 processor and space for up 
to 128Mb of 32-bit wide RAM. Prices 
start at £299.99 and £379.99 for 
the 40MHz and 50MHz versions 
respectively. INDI Direct Mail « 0543 
414817. 

American-based company 
INQVAtronics, who have just opened 
an office in the UK, were there to 
show off the latest versions of 
CanDo and Directory OPUS. CanDo's 
latest enhancements include Script 
Bookmarking, Bug Basher, support 
for the 68040, improved on-line help 
and more efficient memory manage- 
ment. It costs £149.95. Directory 
OPUS 4 is now AGA-compatible, has 
increased support for graphic and 
sound files and offers a Font View 
facility which prints out an entire 
alphabet in any selected font. The 
program is extensively configurable 
by the user, It costs £69.95 from 
INQVAtronics * 0707 662861. 

So - a smashing show. Wei! see 
you at the next Future Entertainment 
Show in November! fT$ 

VIEWS ON THE VITALITY OF VIDEO 

There was much on display to delight both the 
video enthusiast and professional, testifying to 
the Amiga's continued success in this field. 

The show played host to three new entrants 
to the high quality display device market. Two of 
these were on the Amiga Centre Scotland stand; 
Retina and Harlequin Pius. Retina is a low-cost 
board, and full details appear on page 98, where 
it is reviewed,. 

The Harlequin Pius, designed by Xi 
Electronics, has a Zorro II connector and offers a 
maximum of 16.7 million colours. 

Among the board's many enhancements is an 
improvement in its display quality, making it 
ideally suited to broadcast work. An internal gen- 
lock means the display can be synchronised with 
external video signals. New 15-bit and 8-bit colour 
modes are provided, along with palette mapping- 

A 4-bit overlay image can also be added. Two new 
horizontal screen resolutions are provided: 720 
and 768 pixels. It is available with 2Mb (for 
£1,499) and 4Mb (for £1,599) of RAM, for single 
and double-buffered frames respectively. Amiga 
Centre Scotland * 089 687 583. 

HiQ had on show the new YC version of 
AVideo, a display card that can act as a 12-bit or 
24-bit display with double-buffering. Alt Amiga res- 
olutions, up to 724x566 pixels, are supported. 
The board has gen locking facilities and an in-built 
24 bit digitiser. AVideo costs £599 from HiQ 
a 081 909 2092. 

Rombo's was the stand to visit for digitising. 
As well as their VIDi Amiga 12 package, boasting 
updated software, they were demonstrating VIDI 
Amiga 12 (FT), which can digitise 12-bit images in 
real time, and their latest baby, the VIDI Amiga 24 

(RT), which can grab frames from moving video in 
full 24-bit 16.7 million colour glory. Like the other 
VDIs, it supports AGA screen modes, provides 
controls for animation and has a number of image 
processing effects at its disposal. It supports a 
number of image file formats, including ones for 
PCs and Macs. VIDi Amiga 12 (£79) f VIDi Amiga 
12 (RT) (£199) and VIDI Amiga 24 (RT) (£299) are 
available from Rombo * 0506 414631. 

V3I were demonstrating VideoPiiot V330. It 
enables the Amiga to fully control, by means of 
scripts, the mixing of video signals from three 
video sources on to a further video deck. Audio 
dubs and previews are possible, as are special 
effects such as stills, slow motion and accelerate. 
An Amiga titter is included as part of the package. 
The cost of the basic unit is £1,299; upgrades 
cost £799. Call V3I *r 010 33 8876942, 
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NEWS 

NEWS IN BRIEF 

STICK OF FREEDOM 
The latest solution te the prob- 
lem of sitting too close to your 
screen comes from Blue Alpha 
Electronics. 

The company has designed a 
device that enables joystick 
wielders to sit up to five metres 
away from their computers. The 
Blue Alpha Remote consists of a 
transmitter and a receiver, The 
receiver attaches to the com- 
puter's joystick port, from which 
It takes its power. Any nine-pin 
Joystick can then be plugged 
Into the transmitter. 

The Blue Alpha Remote 
costs £34.99 (plus £2 postage 
and packing) from Blue Alpha 
Remote 9 0269 826260. It Is 
also being distributed by Fred 
Publishing « 0382 535 963. 

LEARN WITH VIDEO 
The Burgess Video Group Is sell- 
ing a range of Instructional video 
tapes entitled the Amiga Video 
Collection. 

The tapes deal with specific 
Amiga software packages and 
techniques, aiming to help the 
user get more out of his or her 
set-up. Prices for the tapes 
range between £8.99 and 
£14.99. Currently there are IS 
titles, including Amiga Primer, 
Animation VoL I, Amiga Graphics 
VoL /, How To Animate, 
Animation 1Q1, The Deluxe Paint 
IV Video Guide, The Magic Of 
Music And MIDI, Audio 
Production For The Amiga, 
Desktop Video VoL f, Hot Rod 
Your Amiga and The Amiga 
Service And Repair Video. 

The Burgess Video Group 
* 0874 611633. 

A1200 SPEED BOOST 
MicrobotlcsT accelerator for the 
A1200 is to be marketed by INDI 
Direct Mall, 

The M1230XA consists of a 
68030 processor along with 
space for the addition of memory 
and a 68881 or 68882 maths co- 
processor. Up to 128Mb of 
32-bit wide memory can be 
added to the board using SIMMs. 

The board Is available in two 
basic configurations: one 
clocked at 40MHz and starting 
at £299, and the other starting 
at £50MHz for £399. These 
prices are for boards without 
memory; each additional 4Mb 
will cost you £100, 

For more Information contact 
INDI Direct Mall * 0543 
419999. 

MORE CONTROL FOR 

SIMPATICA USERS 
Optonica have announced the latest 
version of their single frame video 
rendering system, Simpatlca. 

Simpatica, originally reviewed in 
issue 1 of Amiga Shopper, enables 
the video professional to achieve 
complete control over video hardware 
by means of the Amiga. By directly 

With Simpatlca you can fully automate the rendering of 
animations to your videotape deck. 

controlling the video recorder it auto- 
mates the process of recording 
frames of animation to tape as they 
are rendered on the Amiga. 

Version 2 of Simpatica now sup- 
ports AG A graphic modes, both 256 
and HAM-8 colours. This means that 
it can now handle ail Amiga graphics 
modes, as well as full 24-bit. 

Simpatica 2 also introduces a 24- 
bit rotoscoping feature, whereby 
sequences of video frames can be 
accurately digitised, modified by third 
party packages and subsequently re- 
rendered to tape. The company 
claims that effects such as those 
used in Terminator 2 and Roger 

WIDE-CARRIAGE 

PRINTER LAUNCHED 
Canon have announced the BJ-230, a 
Bubble Jet printer capable of 
handling sheets of A3 paper. 

A3 paper can be used in portrait 
format whereas A4 paper can be used 
in both portrait and landscape for- 
mats. Printing resolution is 360 dots 
per inch, at near-laser quality. 

The BJ-230 has a reduction 
feature which can be accessed from 
its front panel, compressing data in a 
wide carriage format to A4 landscape 
paper. The printer will also accept 
envelopes and overhead transparency 
film. It comes with eight resident type- 
faces and two emulation modes. It 
plugs into the computer's parallel 
port. 

The BJ-230 sells for a recom- 
mended retail price of £468.83. 
Canon * 0800 252223. 

Rabbit are now possible. Simpatica 2 
costs £350; upgrades are available 
for £49.95. 

Optonica have also released a 
brand new product that can be used 
in conjunction with Simpatica'$ hard- 
ware, VOL, or Video Timelapse, 
enables the user to create timelapse 

and stop motion 
sequences at the 
press of a button. 

Features include 
a point and click 
interface, on-line 
help, ARexx support, 
and an on-screen 
video deck with 
Dynamic Motion 
Control. You can start 

a sequence via timer or manually and 
stop it by rendertime, timer, duration, 
timecode or frames recorded. You 
can trigger controls via timer, fre- 
quency, period, keyboard, button, 
ARexx and hardware, and exclude 
time periods on a per day basis, and 
record fonward or backwards. Using 
the hardware trigger feature you can 
set the system up to record when an 
external event occurs - motion, heat, 
light or sound, for instance. 

VDL costs £350. If you already 
own Simpatica, and therefore the nec- 
essary hardware, you can buy the 
software for £199. 
Optonica = 0455 5582282. 

Compiler for 

AMOS Pro 

nears launch 

Owners of AMOS Professional hold- 
ing their breath for the arrival of a 
compiler can finally relax. Europress 
Software are about to release one. 

The AMOS Professional Compiler 
will work with all three versions of the 
language - AMOS, Easy AMOS and 
AMOS Professional. Obviously, the 
AMOS Professional interpreter pack- 
age will be needed to take full 
advantage of the compiler's com- 
mand set. It is also claimed that the 
compiler will produce faster code 
from standard AMOS programs than 
is currently produced by the earlier 
AMOS Compiler, 

In addition to compiling code 
(which makes it run much faster and 
independently of your AMOS inter- 
preter) the package upgrades AMOS 
Professional to give full AG A support, 
meaning that up to 256 colours can 
be used on screen at once. Compiled 
programs are compressed by up to 
80%. As well as individual programs, 
batches of programs may also be 
selected for compilation. ASCII files 
form acceptable input for the com- 
piler, so a programmer may use a 
favoured editor rather than one sup- 
plied with the AMOS package. 

The AMOS Professional Compiler 
is due for release in mid June, and 
will cost £34.99 from Europress 
Software « 0625 859333. 

TAKE YOUR PROGRAMS TO BITS 
Helios Software are distributing 
Resource, a package which the 
company claims to be the most 
powerful disassembler available for 
any computer. 

Published by US firm The Puzzle 
Factory, Resource disassembles pro- 
grams into labelled and formatted 

source code. It comes with an in-built 
understanding of the Amiga's operat- 
ing system. 

Helios are offering full technical 
support for the product, which is 
available for the first time in the UK. 

Resource costs £130 from 
Helios Software * 0623 554828. 

Tooling up for hard disk repairs 
Central Coast Software have 
announced the latest version of 
their hard disk utilities package, 
Quarterback Toots Deluxe. 

Its standard features, such as 
file undelete, disk reorginisation and 
user interface, have all been 
improved. Many new features have 
been added, including disk recovery, 
an advanced disk sector editor, 
Workbench 2 and 3 support, and 
ARexx support. 

On-line information makes inroads 
Multimedia development company 
Scale have been selling Amlgas into 
the sort of big business generally 
believed to buy nothing but PCs. 

Scala's InfoChannel IC400 sys- 
tem, based around an A4000, can 
schedufe, transmit and update muti- 

nied ia information to an unlimited 
number of TV screens. 

Companies who use Sea I a 
include: Esso, Ford, Ericsson 
Telecom, Nissan, American Airlines, 
Colgate Palmolive, Shell and the FBI. 

Scala UK » 0920 444294. 

A suite of complementary pro- 
grams is also provided, including 
Locator, which finds files, Replicator, 
Hie and Disk Eraser, which perma- 
nently remove information, Encryptor, 
Keystroke Finder and System Mover, 

Quarterback Tools Deluxe is pro- 
duced by Central Coast Software 
» 0101 512 328 6650 and sold in 
the UK by MicroPACE tr 0753 
551888. A UK price has yet to fixed, 
but the projected US price is $125. 

PRICING CORRECTION 
Software Demon's advertisement in 
this magazine contains the wrong 
price information for their A4000 30 
hard drive systems. The correct prices 
are: 85Mb for £899, 170Mb for £969, 
250Mb for £1,050, 330Mb for £1,250 
and 426Mb for £1,499, 
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The best a word processor 

can be... 

'ordwotth 2* 1981 9? Oiqita 
c   Document: SCREEMDOC felt 

tlMJL 

Digita Wordworth 

I c 

If you want to take a closer look at the new Wordworth call 0395 270273, 
or write to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmoul+i EX8 2YZ ENGLAND 

"The ultimate in ward 
processing power" 

Voted Best Word Processor 
"Inspirational, that's the word11 Voted Bear Word Processor 

"A good length dectr of Ihe field' 

AQFA^ 

toreli/Font 
printer support Besl silky-smooth printing Best Cwnpugrophic fonte Bast research and tesling Best interface design Best technieat support 

Wordworth, simply the best. 

DIGITA* 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited   Black Horse House   Exmouth   EX8 1JL   England   Telephone 0395 270273   facsimile 0395 268893 
- A member of the DigllQ group - Digita. *l Digita logo, and Wordwor* a« region* trademark* of Digita Holding* Ltd, Scalable type ou.lmes a* k.nsed from Ag<n Division of Mil*, Inc. Agfa is a registered trademark of Ag^-Gevaer-. AG. hwifonr i5 n rag stered trcd^cr',. oF £.« Inn D^le Hidings L?d £kia3eda« ^ "» ""gi^red o^d olkr trademark* vwf in A*     of *i» advert arg     prop^i** a? Ihei, .esp^tve companies Whilst «™ry       bos been taken ta ensure thai the mtormaHon prodded ,n (K,s ocvert ,* accural O.g.la Hc.ld,na> L*d cannot 3 be kid liable for ony errors or antiiuoni thai nay have occurred. 5old subject la standard conditions of sole. £ and OE. 



US NEWS 

W 'ft T I 

With their share value 

dropping by a factor 

of three in just over a 

year, Bob Liddil 

wonders if the Big C 

are all at sea. 

There can't be many things 
worse than being on the 
back of a bucking bull and 
having the rope break. 

That's what it must have fait like 
last month to have been an 
American Commodore Amiga dealer 
In the midst of the maelstrom of 
rumours that were flying about. 

First Commodore America 
sacked their entire sales force. Then 
they closed every single one of their 
sales offices in the USA. Then, 
without a word of comfort to their 
faithful dealers, Commodore sat 
smugly back and said nothing as the 
rumour circulated that "Commodore 
are withdrawing from the US" and 
"NewTek are taking over US 
marketing operations!" 

When the dust cleared and the 
organisation began answering 
questions again, the answers left as 
much apprehension as the rumours. 

FEAR AND LOATHING 
A spokesman for Commodore 
commented that: "All sales of Amiga 
products have been consolidated 
into a distributor network, eliminating 
the need for outside sales 
representatives/' When asked about 
the NewTek rumour, the spokesman 
simply said: "Commodore and 
NewTek are entering into a joint 
promotional effort concerning the 
A4000 and the A4000 Toaster." 

It seems as though it is actually 
easier to get gold from King Tuths 
tomb than it is to get a candid 
statement from Commodore USA. 
it's clear in a muddy sort of way. 

While CBM were busy making 

nervous wrecks out of their dealers, 
NewTek R&D were happily scurrying 
about creating a Video Toaster for 
the Amiga 4000. Since the 
announcement of the A4Q0G, 
Toaster groupies have been 
salivating, waiting for NewTek to 
replace the ageing 2000/3000 
platform base with a new jet- 
propelled Toaster. As you might 
know, in the USA the Amiga is 
distinctly identified with video and 
even film special effects, replacing 

expensive graphics workstations for 
a fraction of the cost. Prestigious 
production companies such as 
Ambfrn (Steven Spielberg) and 
Lucasfilms Ltd have invested heavily 
in A4000 systems. It only stood to 
reason that the A4000 Toaster was 
on its way. 

On April 18, 1993, Commodore 
made it official. They announced a 
joint marketing initiative designed to 
bring the combined marketing power 
of the two giants of video effects to 
bear on a 
marketplace that ^mmmm^^m 
accepts them as 
pathfinders. "The 
idea behind the 
Video Toaster is to 
give ordinary 
people all the tools 
they need to 
produce television 
at an affordable 
price," they say. 

"Ordinary people with $5,000 to 
spend," say L 

The fly in all this lovely ointment 
is obvious. With games 
manufacturers abandoning the Amiga 
like wildebeest fleeing a lion, and an 
almost completely non-existent 
business software base, plus only 
the barest minimum of a stake in 
desktop publishing, Commodore are 
betting the entire US Amiga 
operation on graphics and the 
willingness of Phil Ordinary from 
Pittsburgh to lay out serious money 
virtually exclusively for the 
manipulation and manufacture of 
pictures and sound. This, while 
ignoring the capabilities of CD-ROM 
and the obvious benefits derived 
from placing Amiga systems in 

"Commodore 

America sacked 

their entire sales 

force" 

schools, The wad is literally bet on 
one horse! 

While Commodore seem bent on 
turning their world upside down, 
NewTek actually look to have it all 
under control. At the National 
Association of Broadcasters' 
convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
NewTek proudly announced that the 
new Video Toaster 4000 would retail 
at $2f395, which is a lower price 
than the current flagship product. It 
will include a switcher with four video 

inputs, and three 
internal digital 
sources. Featuring 
close to 300 video 
effects, from wipes 
to dissolves to 
complex animated 
transitions, it 
promises to be a 
videophile's dream. 

. Many of the effects 
feature drop 

shadows, glints, special textures and 
smooth colour animation. 

If Commodore are going to bet 
on a horse, they could do no better 
than NewTek, who have proven again 
and again that they have the 
wherewithal to stay in the race. The 
new Seaquest D$V television series 
being prepared by Amblin and the 
Babylon 5 series, already picked up 
for broad-based syndication, are 
proof that Hollywood, at least, is still 
in love with the Amiga. 

Tm off to Montreal now to visit a 
friend who has discovered some 
interesting tricks involving a scanner 
a photograph of Madonna and 
VistaPro. So 111 be fully occupied 
untif next month. This is your Amiga 
Cowboy s ayi ng, " Whoo p i e-ty-yi-yea." 

$7 — 

$6^- 

$5-~ 

$4-- 

$3-- 

$2 

$1-- 

COMMODORE INTERNATIONAL'S STOCK PERFORMANCE 

_ 

November 
1992 

December 
1992 

January 
19B3 

February 
1993 

March 
1993 

April 
1993 

May 
1993 

In March '92 Commodore International's shares were valued at $14,75 each, and predicted to be worth $25 by this 
time. In fact, they've fallen to less than a third of their value, despite new launches and excellent European sales. 
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New Horizon Computers 

The Hard Drive Specialists 

A1200 & A600 2.5" 

IDE Hard Drives 

THE ESSENTIAL ADD ON FOR ALL SERIOUS AMIGA USERS. 

Upgrade your A1200 or A600 with a brand new 2.5" internal I 
IDE Hard Drive. Upgrade Kits include fully prepped and 
formatted drive complete with cable and mounting screws 
and comprehensive fitting instructions. Workbench, 
HDToolBox and Install utilities included. All drives are 100% | 
compatible with A1200 & A600 and sourced from Brand 
Name suppliers e.g. Seagate, Connor, WD etc. 

>>v/ \S v V V V V V 

HARD DRIVES SUPPLIED AS 

KITS OR PRE-INSTALLED IN 

A1300 OR A600 S PHONE FOR 

LATEST LOW LOW PRICES 

90,40,63, 85,120,137 ft 909 Meg In Stock Now !!! 

★ ★ ★ SPECIAL OFFER ★ ★ ★ 

New Horizon will collect your Amiga, fit the drive of your 
choice and deliver it back to you within 48 hours. Full 12 
month RTB Warranty on your Computer when we install 
the drive. Phone our Sales Hotline for further details on 

this Special Offer. 

★*★★★★★★**★★★★★** 

^£ft HI-RES MONITORS 

15", 17" &20" Flat Screen Technology 

with Lo-Radiation option. Ideal for 

A1200 & A4000 Hi-Res Modes. 

Phone for latest Prices 

^BUZZARD 32 BIT 

MEMORY & FPU 

ACCELERATORS 

Zero Wait State, 
Real Time Clock, 

68881 & 68882 

FPU Options. 
Four & Eight Meg 

Memory options. 

Fits A1200 Trapdoor 
4 Meg £179, 8 Meg £329. 

A4000/030 

The New Low Cost 

Mid Range Amiga 

Phone for Prices 8t 

Availability 

HOW TO ORDER 

1. By Phone 

FREE delivery on all 
items shown. Next Day delivery 
on Computers and Monitors add 
£10.00. 

2. By Post 

Send a cheque or 
Postal Order made 
payable to 11 New 

Horizon Computers" and post 
with your order to: 

NEW HORIZON COMPUTERS 
Mail Order Dept 
High Hope, Lea 
Ross on Wye 
Herefordshire HR9 7LN 

CREDIT CARDS 

WELCOME 
VISA 

Sft LES HOTLINE 0989 7502GO TiEGH SUPPORT 0989 /75033/7 



COVER DISK 

The Amiga Shopper 

hareware Collection 

volume IV 

Gus Chandler brings you 

the full details of all the 

goodies on this issue's disk* 

OCTAMED V2.00 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 395,825 bytes 
De-archived size: 842,391 bytes 
OctaMED is a sound tracker that 
enables you to use the impressive 
musical capabilities of the Amiga to 
the fulL You can create, edit and play 
sounds (a wide selection is included) 
and more advanced users can use 
the MIDI support to control external 
instruments. Every budding Amiga 
musician should check this out. 

When you de-archive OctaMED 
you will need to have a blank, 
formatted floppy disk available. Dent 
try to de-archive OctaMED to a floppy 
that has stuff on it already - it's 
most unlikely to fit. Now, OctaMED 
expects this disk to be called 
OctaMED v2.00 and the easiest 
thing to do is format a disk with that 
name using this Shell command (do 
not type a return at the *~ symbol): 
format device df 01 name **■ 
"OctaMED v2.00" 

An alternative method for telling 
OctaMED where to find itself is using 
an assign command. For example, if 

Volume IV of the Amiga Shopper Shareware 
Collection is brimming with interesting goodies. 
* OctaMED v2.00 - One of the most powerful 
sound-tracker packages going. To help you make 
the most of this feature-filled program, turn to 
page 94 and follow our introductory tutorial, 
• XOper - A systems monitor that enables you to 
keep an eagle eye on exactly what your machine is 
doing at any given time. 
• Virus Checker v6.25 - A regular favourite on 
Amiga Shopper cover disks, the latest version of 
Virus Checker is fully up-to-date and will ensure 
that your system stays safe* 
* Move - A simple but handy utility that copies a 
file to a specified directory and then deletes the 
original It will help you keep your files in the best 
of order. 

• Pest - From our Amiga DOS expert Mark Smiddy 
comes this compact and efficient appointment 
scheduler, For the full gen, see page 61. 
• Julia Movie - An AMOS program that animates a 
series of eight fractal frames from the Julia set 
(they're aiso included on the disk). For details, see 
the climactic part of our Chaos series on page 64. 
• Source Code - In this directory you'll find the 
source code from this month's regular columns. 
That includes: 

AMOS - Code for an easy-to-use file requester 
that can easily be incorporated into your own 
programs. See page 68. 
Code Clinic - Toby Simpson provides you with 
a useful assembler routine for generating 
requesters, based on a program written by an 
Amiga Shopper reader. See page 48. 

you de-archived OctaMED to the RAM 
disk rather than to a floppy, type this 
command in a Shell window: 

assign "OctaMED v2.00:w ram: 
tf you have de-archived OctaMED to a 
hard drive, you should add a similar 
assign command to your startup- 
sequence replacing the RAM device 
with the path to the directory you've 
put OcfaMEDin, 

VIRUS CHECKER V6.25 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 72,860 bytes 
De-archived size: 142,495 bytes 
If you've got a previous Amiga 
Shopper cover disk then you'll 
already have an earlier version of 
this essential utility for keeping your 
machine virus-free, Make sure that 
you do take the time to replace it 

with version 6.25 - this latest 
version contains protection against 
several new and rather nasty little 
viruses. 

Once you've de-archived Virus 
Checker it's simple to install on your 
system. If you use Workbench 2 or 
above just drag the Virus_Checker 
icon into the WBStartup drawer. 
Alternatively, copy the Vlrus_Checker 

IMPORTANT! HOW TO GET OUT ALL THE 

103 

SBflBj 

I'CII* ilraiift 

O Boot your machine with Workbench. Now take 
ycur backup copy of this month's cover disk (you 
have made a backup, haven't you? See the box 
headed "Vital..." - It 1st}, write-protect it (move the 
tab so you can see through the hole), then Insert 
the disk. The Amiga Shopper disk Icon wilt appear 
in the bottom right hand corner of the screen. 

0 Double-click with the teft mouse button on the 
Amiga Shopper Icon and a window opens, 
displaying the icons for the archived versions of 
this month 's offering of software. Do not double- 
click on these icons yet - If you do, the archiving 
utility wlti attempt to de-archive them, find there 
lsn*t any room, and fall over, getting you nowhere. 

0 Instead, double-click on the RAM disk icon. 
The RAM window opens, Select the package you 
want to de-archive (say, OctaMED) and drag its 
icon from the Amiga Shopper window into the RAM 
window. The red line shows this. Note: OctaMED 
won't fit in the RAM disk of unexpended Amlgas - 
you'll need a floppy as the OctaMED text explains, 
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COVER DISK 

VITAL: READ THIS FIRST 

The first thing you should do Is 
protect your cover disk from 
accidents by making sure that it rs 
write-protected - make sure that the 
movable plastic tab is in the open 
position, so you can see through 
the hole, This means nothing can 
now be written to the disk, 
especially viruses. If you don't write- 
protect your disk and end up with a 
virus on it - well, that's your 
problem. 

The next important step is to 
make a backup copy of the cover 
disk - in case any nasty accidents 
happen while you're busy working 
with it. The easiest way to go about 
this is via the Shell. So, open a 
Shell window and then type the 
following at the prompt: 

diskcopy dfO; to dfO: 
Your Amiga will now ask you to 
insert the SOURCE disk (that's the 
cover disk) in dfO; and then press 
the Return key to continue, 

Your computer will now read 
some of the information from the 
disk, and then another System 
Requester window appears asking 
you to insert the DESTINATION disk 
(that's the empty disk you want to 
make a copy of the cover disk on). 
You'll find that you need to swap 
disks several times - a System 
Requester window will appear each 
time, prompting you to insert the 
appropriate disk. 

If you have more than one 
floppy drive, you can of course copy 
from one drive to the other by using 
the foil owing instruction: 

diskcopy df0: to dfl: 
Right, now that you've made a 

copy of the cover disk, hide the 
original in a very safe place and 
work only with the duplicate. 

CANT READ THE DISK? 
It1 s rare, but it does happen that 
out of the tens of thousands of 

cover disks that we duplicate a few 
end up corrupted. You'll know if this 
has happened because you 11 get a 
System Requester window saying 
"Not a DOS disk", or a Requester 
will pop up to tell you just as 
unhelpfully that a READ ERROR has 
occurred while one of the programs 
was de-archiving. Don't panic. We 
will cheerfully replace your naughty 
disk, Just send the faulty disk 
(along with a self-addressed 
envelope - padded "Jiffy"-style ones 
are the best) to: 

Amiga Shopper 27 
Discopy Labs 
PO Box 21 
Daventry NN11 58U 

With the disk please include a brief 
note saying what the problem is. 
Also mention what Amiga you're 
using and the version of Workbench 
that you are running. A replacement 
disk should plop through your 
letterbox within a fortnight. 

file to your c: directory and add this 
line to your startup-sequence ; 

c:Virus_Checker 
Once Virus Checker is installed it 

will automatically scan any floppy 
disk that's inserted for viruses. If a 
suspected virus is found you'll be 
informed and given the option to kill 
the offending code. 

It is very important to remember 
though that self-booting disks such 
as most games may well use non- 
standard booth locks which virus 
checkers wift interpret as possible 
viruses. Do not attempt to kill these 
"viruses ° or you will render those 

disks completely useless. You have 
been warned! 

XOPER2.3 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 39,563 bytes 
De-archived size: S4T3S7 bytes 
XOper will help you keep a beady eye 
on what your Amiga is doing - that's 
because it's a systems monitor. 
You'll find that it's most useful when 
you are multi-tasking (that is, running 
several different processes 
concurrently) and it will help you 
keep track of such things as CPU 
usage, the state of the stack, what 

ports are in use and how much 
memory is tied up. 

XOper also provides you with a 
range of commands for changing the 
priority of tasks or removing them 
altogether. Other commands such as 
snoop enable you to examine what a 
particular task is doing, while the 
flies command wiil let you know the 
size and name of all currentiy-open 
files along with detai ls of whether or 
not they are locked. Further 
instructions such as frags report on 
the state of memory fragmentation 
while the screens and windows 
commands keep tabs on the size, 

addresses and titles of all screens 
and windows. 

If you install XOper (copy it to 
your c: directory) you can add a 
command to your startup-sequence 
that will start XOper as a background 
process. That means it will sit there 
invisibly until you invoke it by 
simultaneously pressing the two 
Amiga keys and X. Alternatively, you 
can start XOper from a Shell window 
by typing: 

run csxoper 
(assuming that you've put XOper in 
your c: directory), There are 13 
different parameters that you can 
use in conjunction with this 
command - for full details on these 
make sure that you study the file 
XOper.doc. 

MOVE 
All Workbenches 
De-archived size: 1,380 bytes 
The move command, which is used 
from the Shell, is a handy little 
housekeeping routine that will help 
keep you from leaving multiple 
copies of programs sitting in different 
directories. That means you should 
always be able to track down the 
most recent copy of a program. 

Using move is simplicity itself. 
Say for example that you want to 
copy a program called Hany_prog" 
from the current directory to a 
directory called "useful_stufT and 
then delete "any_prog" from the 
current directory. Normally you would 
have to type the following 
commands: 

copy any_prog useful_flttiff/ 
delete any_prog 

Move enables you to achieve the 
same result with a single command: 

move any_prog ueeful_Btuff/ 
What could be handier? O 

PROGRAMS ON YOUR COVER DISK 
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O Double-click on the new OctaMED Icon In the 
RAM window. A window with the name IconX 
appears and some text scrolls past - a report from 
the de-archiving utility LhA. This window soon 
vanishes and your screen should appear the same 
as It was In picture 3, That's because the contents 
of the RAM window are not automatically updated. 

XftwK. forth     frtJMS.tarcH rtw*.rnit"dii 

A | 

warn 
0 Close the RAM window (click with the left 
mouse button on the close gadget in the top left 
comer) and then re-open it (double-click on the 
RAM icon). You should now see the different Icons 
for the OctaMED package displayed - though you 
may have to drag the Icons around a bit so they 
don't appear on top of each other. 
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0 Now lost double-click on the OctaMED Icon and 
off you go Into the program - this is the opening 
screen you should get (But remember to follow 
the instructions on these pages about setting up 
your assigns or disk names for OctaMED or It 
won't work properly.) To de-archive the other 
programs on the disk, lust follow the same stepsi 
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(Amiga Form 

We'd simply call it the best Amiga Word 

Processor. But if after using it, the experts 

insist on calling Final Copy II the best Word 

Publisher as well, we're not complaining! 

eBest 

Report 

Lan* striped cat of Asian jungle ** 

long, and weighs 227-271 Kg. 
(50O600 lb.)> Both sews 
are   immensely strong, 
en*bbng them to bring 
down   and over 
come animals 
the    size of 
buffaloes. Their 
main   prey ** 
deer, antelope wild 
pigs and bushbucks 
Lacking theWamroa for 

re|y\n their sbiped mart 
™    conceal their nwve- 
Jntsa.theystotlyct.epup 

victims befor* making * ^ 

knocking the animal down with * Ho* 

1 claw* ttfflK^ng ^ a 

L their *eth to than to 
Zw ideating up to22,5 kg. (50^) 

inasiugJs meal 

~T^L* spend the day ***** ™ 
^a^einergeatdnskioh^ 
S are usualry solitary amm^, 

except during 
the breeding 
season- Each 
t^ale marks off 

a territory of 
from 65-650 

aq. miles), 
which con- 
tains several 
females and 
which he de- 
fends against 

other males, 
r marking 

boundaries by spying ^mix- 
ture of both bis urine and scent. 

Tiger* once 
ranged all 
the way 
from China 
to Turkey* 
but today 

^ist Asia, with W^P^T 

Final Copy n 
f^ftt<*w»fo* n*^i$:» 

Compatible ttiih all Amiiras 1mm A5W It > the httest A120fyA4()(>0 ranges v^ith either a second flurry or a hard drive. 
A minimum of ] Mbr flf available Ike RAM is required (AfiflO hanJ drive - i 5Mb,) however, as wih all advanced 
graphical prtjgrums, extra memory (eg. \5M>. - the more the better} will he required to exploit all features fully, 

Available from all good Amiga Software Dealers, 

or from SoftWood Europe - please phone for a list of nationwide stockists. 



ng Program or its Type 

s words not ours)     ( k, „, 
/ Annua Format think we nave the 1 

r dimments look, now you have it! Final Copy H incorporates: 
iting boxes, borders, and lines or arrows at any angle, Multiple Newspaper 
ith the unique ability to print the same PostScript quality outline fonts - on 
andscape, These all mean that no matter what you may have thought, no 
the capabilities that Final Copy II users now simply take for granted! 

The almost endless list of features includes On-Screcn Object Drawing Tools (no 
more importing of borders from drawing packages to fount graphics or rcverse- 
highlight text) with selectable rulers to aid precise positioning. Text AutoTbw\ 
around graphic objects and impelled pictures, which can he placed anywhere, 
sailed ami cropped, wiih no loss of printing quality. Text can also be printed 
actually oxer graphics (refer to 'Tiie Tiger' heading on our (kieurnem). No other 
Word Processor for the Amiga offers all this. (Xotnpuyraplm: fonts wqairr Kiek- 
sjnrt 2 and Vforkhettrft 1! or later, with Final Copy 11 Iky will nut output <m PostScript 
printers from any Word Processor ■ and woutd almiys be our second choice Mfonts 
used in Final &)py li MI print to the highest resolution that the primer will Otipnt}. 

YES 

NC*NO 

NO 
Limited to a total of 35 

NO, Cant download ertra fonts 
NO 

NO 

YES 
Limited by Screen Mode Used 

Good if Graphics not Scaled 
NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 
YES, 256 On-Scrwn Colours 

NO 
YES., Coflire Proximity with 

Legal St Medkat Supplements 
YES, Covins 926000 Synonyms 

One Frofcd Frirti Preview 
NO 

61 Seconds [On Amiga A120Q1 
YES, AutomalK 

YES, 2 to 32 
HO 

NO 

NO 
NO, Non Standard User 

Interface 
NO 
VES 
YES 

1.5Mb, Mmimum 
More Recommended 

NO, £38 per year aftef 60 days 

Amiga Format tliink we have the Best Word Publisher. 
Well show you why with a list of features that users tell 

us ane important (below). 
If you'd like to know who's also chosen Final Copy. 
Commodore specify it :LS an option with some of the 
most powerful Amigas available in the United Stales. 
W hat better recommendation could you have? 

compatible with Standard Amiga 
Workbench 2 Conipugraphic Fonts 
Compatible with Standard Adobe Type 1 
and Nimbus Q Scalable Postscript forms 
PostScript Font Outlines on all Printers 
Maximum Number of PostScript Fonts 
Download Extra Fonts to PostScript Printer 
Landscape (Sideways} Printing on all Printers 
Reclaim Printing Resolution (Ouafrfyltrf ScaEed 
{Reduced and Enlarged) Graphic Images 
Print any Test or Graphic in Colour 
No. of Colours Printed in Imported Pictures 
Graphics Printing (HAM ft IFF ILBMi 
Text Width (Compress and Expand) 
Variable Text Obliquing iSlanted Text} 
Both Positive and Negative Attributes 
Box, Rounded 8ox, Cirder Oval, Line, 
Variable Border & AJTEW Drawing Tools 
Crop (Trim] to Size Imported Graphics 
Supports A12W4O00 AGA Chipset 
Create Border around Graphics and Pictures 

British-English Spelling Checker 

British-English Thesaurus 
Page View Magnifications and Reductions 

| Edrl Document while Magniedw Reduced 
Search ft Replace 1150 words in 9000,7 Pages) 
Index and Table of Contents 
Multiple Newspaper Style Snaking Columns 
Style Sheets, Master Pages, Title Pages 
Uses Standard Amiga Ctipboard for Cutting 
& Pasting to and tram Different Applications 
Small Caps Typographical Control 
Conforms to Commodore's Amiga 
Standard 'Loot ft Feel' Guidelines 
On-Screen Maths (Column Addition) 

I Import ASCII Text tram any Word Processor 
UK Registration Upgrade and Support 

I Free Memory Required 

Free Ongoing Technical Phone Support 

YES, But would Suggest 
use of Better PostScript Fonts 

YE&YES 

VES 
Infinite 

YES, Automatic 
YES, Automatic 

YES, Same High Quality 
when Reduced and Enlarged 

YES 
OuljHJtasQnginallmags 

Always Best Possible 
YES 

YES 

VES 

VES 
YES, 256 On-Screen Colours 

YES 
¥ESr Collins Proximity with 

Legal ft Medfcal Supplements 
YES, Collins S260C0 Synonyms 
7 Variable stages -m to 400% 

YES 
7 Seconds (On Amiga A1200i 

NO, Reqinns Manual Entry 
YESJtofi 

YES 

YES 

VES 

VES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

1Mb. Minimum 

YESr Free of Charge 
£99.95 

SoftWood - Quality software 
With Final Copy U you're not just getting 
StfiWood ore itckiuwlafct'd ax the World's h 
cwifxmy who develop for the Amiga, and 

for your 
a otte off pt\ 

'tiding xojtwaii 
no other 

O SoftWood Products Europe O 

) Box 19 Alfreton Derbyshire DE55 7RW England Tel: 0773 836781 Fax: 0773 831040 



UPGRADE 

Transform your 

machine 

Jealous of the latest Amigas? No 

need! Jolyon Ralph explains 

how to transform your ASOO or 

500 Plus into an A1200 (almost). 

Then we look at accelerators that 

can beef up any model of Amiga. 

ow that Commodore 
have launched their new 
wonder machine, the 
Amiga 1200, many 

ASOO owners may he feeling a little 
left out of things. Is It time to get 
rid of the old 500 or Is there life left 
in it yet? 

Don't despair! Not only is the 
A500 a fine machine that is still up 
to most tasks you're likely to want to 
throw at it, but one of its great 
pluses is that, if you do find you want 
more from it, it is easily expandable. 

Over the next few pages you will 
find modifications and expansions to 
upgrade your old 500 so you won't 
be left out in the future. Most of 
these modifications apply only to the 
Amiga 500, Some will work on the 
Amiga 500 Pfus. The newer Amigas, 
the 600 and 1200, are in too many 
respects radically different 
machines, so this section does not 
apply to them, If you own an Amiga 
600 or 1200, do not waste your time 
opening up your machine - turn 
straight to page 28 for information 
on accelerators. 

First I'll describe how to open 
your Amiga 500, a scary prospect if 
you haven't attempted these sorts of 
things before. If you're at all worried, 
it might help if you read through the 
procedures first and make sure you 
know what you are planning to do. 
WARNING: Before you start on any of 

To open up your Amiga, turn it upside down and 
remove the six screws (arrowed here) on the under- 
side. Some Amigas use standard cross-headed screws, 
others are held together with Torx (hexagonal) screws. 

these modifications remember the 
following: opening and fiddling with 
your machine will void any warranty, 
and if anything goes wrong you only 
have yourself to blame. Neither the 
author nor Amiga Shopper can be 
responsible for any damage you do 
to yourself or your machine by 
following these procedures, 
VERY IMPORTANT WARNING: 
Always disconnect your Amiga from 
the mams before carrying out any 
modifications - 240 volts can kill. 

SITTING COMFORTABLY? 
THEN WE'LL BEGIN 
Unfortunately, the only way to tell 
what you can fit on your circuit board 
is to open up your machine and have 
a look. Opening your Amiga 500 is 
not difficult. See the diagram at the 
bottom left for instruct ions on 
removing the six screws. 

Next turn your Amiga the right 
way round again and remove the top 
cover. Below right is a diagram 
showing the next four screws and the 
shielding over the edge connector, ail 
of which must be removed. 

There are now four small metal 
tabs that you will have to bend into 
the upright position. Don't worry too 
much if these break off - they are 
not that important. 

You can now remove the metal 
shielding. Be careful! Some of the 
metal edges are very sharp, and it is 

very easy to cut 
yourself. 

Now you can 
determine what 
revision machine 
you have, and what 
you can fit. 

If, immediately 
underneath the 
square chip in the 
middle, you find this 
text - 

C= B52/R0CK 
LOBSTER 
GRR/JSP/TF/GUAY 
RVW/VFA/DCA 
- then you have an 
early revision 3 
motherboard. 

On later boards this text (or 
something similar) is printed below 
the floppy disk drive. Check this text 
and it will tell you the revision 
number, either rev 5 or rev 6a. Amiga 
500 Plus owners have revision 8a 
motherboards. 

Note down the revision of your 
motherboard - this will be important 
when you're considering what you 
want to attempt. 

HOW FAT IS 
YOUR AGNUS? 
Next, examine the square chip in the 
middle of your Amiga - on most 
machines labelled Tat Agnus", or on 
earlier machines U2 - and check the 
number on the top, 
■ 8370 or 8371 means you have an 

early Fat Agnus chip which won't 
allow any more than 512K (half a 
megabyte) of Chip RAM, If you want 
to take advantage of graphics and 
desktop publishing programs to the 
fullest, it's a good idea to replace 
this with the S372A chip. 
• 8372A. If you've got this chip then 

you're in luck. Upgrading to 1Mb of 
Chip RAM is simple, requiring only 
two simple board alterations 
(assuming you have 1Mb of memory 
installed). 
• 83728. Either you've got the wrong 
chip fitted, or you've got a Meg-A- 
Chip 2Mb Chip RAM upgrade fitted, 
or it's really an Amiga 3000 you've 
opened up. 
• 8375. You have an ASOO Plus. 
Many of the upgrades described here 
(including those on Kickstart and 
Chip Memory) are 
not necessary on 
your machine. 

AND DENISE? 
The final check is the 
Denise chip. It is the 
second-largest 
rectangular chip on 
the motherboard, 
immediately below 
the two big blue 
capacitors in the top 
left comer. Check 
the number on the 
chip: 
• 8362. The R? 
number after this 
chip (for example, 

S362RS) is not important. This is the 
older Denise chip fitted to almost aff 
Amiga 500s, You can replace this 
with the newer "Super Denise" for 
more screen modes - see below. 
• 8373, This is the newer "Super 
DeniseH chip, fitted to the Amiga 500 
Plus and a very few later A500s. 

Note down the version of both 
the Agnus and Denise chips - these 
will both become important later on, 

KICKSTART 
The most obvious difference between 
the A500 and the new Amiga 1200 
is the new Kickstart, the ROM- 
resident part of the operating system 
used to load or "bootstrap" the rest 
of the operating system, Workbench, 
from disk. The A500 was supplied 
with either Kickstart 1.2 or 1.3. and 
the A1200 has Kickstart 3.0 fitted as 
standard. 

Kickstart 3.0 is based on 
Kickstart 2.04 (which is found in the 
A50G Plus and A600). Although there 
are considerable internal 
improvements, and a farge number 
of new functions for the programmer, 
many of these are purely to support 
the new AGA chipset found in the 
Amiga 1200 and are not necessarily 
of much use to the A500 owner. 
Many of the best changes (like 
PostScript printing, localisation - the 
ability to run Workbench in another 
language - and much easier device 
driver handling) are available to 
Kickstart 2.04 users with the disk- 
only Workbench 2.1 upgrade. 

Why should you upgrade? Many 

Once you have unplugged and removed the keyboard, 
remove the lour remaining screws (arrowed above). 
Then remove the metal shielding that protects the 
edge connector on the left of the Amiga. 
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A CLOSE-UP OF THE A500 REVISION 5 MOTHERBOARD 

Here are the Kickstart ROM and the 
modifications to gain 1Mb of Chip 
RAM on a revision 5 machine. Read 
the main text before you begin! For 
info on the Denize chip, see the 
revision 6 diagram on page 24. 

: « m 

The three solder pads here make up 
IP2. To complete the 1Mb Chip 
RAM conversion, first carefuliy cut 
the track between the middle and 
the lower with a sharp craft knife 
(see the diagram above right). 

Next heat up a soldering Iron and 
add a small blob of molten solder to 
the top pad. With the hot iron gently 
spread this over to connect the top 
to the middle pad, 

The Kickstart ROM, In the same 
position for all revisions. On one end 
of the chip Is a semicircular Indent 
which must point up the board - I.e., 
towards the back. It should be next 
to a white "1" printed on the board. 

There are four small solder pads just 
across from the eighth pin down on 
the edge connector. Cut the track 
leading to the pad nearest to the 
edge connector (arrowed above}. Be 
careful not to cut the wrong track. 

programs, especially serious 
applications, now only work under 
Kickstart 2.04 or higher. You may 
even find with programs you already 
use that future updates will not work 
without the new Kickstart. If you're 
buying new software, make sure it 
features the green "Release 2.0 
compatible" sticker. 

Workbench 2.04 (supplied with 
the Kickstart 2 upgrade kit) Is a vast 
improvement over the earlier 
Workbench efforts. Many people 
gave up using the original Workbench 
1.2/1.3 and use the Shell or CLI 

instead* Workbench 2.04 was 
rewritten to be much easier to use, 
particularly for the new user - you 
can now do directly from Workbench 
almost anything that previously 
needed the Shell. 

What's more, Workbench 2 and 
above look a lot nicer than 1,3. You 
can have custom backgrounds, 
custom fonts and your own error 
sounds. 

Installing Kickstart 2.04 in an 
A500 is easy, as long as you make 
sure you buy the full Commodore 
upgrade kit. The upgrade kits now 

come tn three flavours: 
O Kickstart/Workbench 2.04. This 
contains the 2.04 Kickstart ROM and 
Workbench 2.04. This is now out of 
date, so you may be able to get one 
of these packs at a knock-down 
price, and you can always buy the 
Workbench 2.1 upgrade later. 
0 Workbench 2.1 with Kickstart. 
This contains the 2.04 Kickstart 
ROM and the new Workbench 2.1. 
There are a few differences between 
2.1 and 2.04 that make the newer 
version worth getting, although at the 
time of writing the pack has not yet 

been officially launched and the price 
of import packs is very high. 
0 Workbench 2.1 only. If you 
already have a 2.04 Kickstart ROM 
(for example if you're an A500 Plus 
owner) you may want to upgrade to 
the latest Workbench version, which 
is available separately. 

FITTING A NEW 
KICKSTART 
The Kickstart ROM has a wire 
soldered over the top. Beware buying 
cheap ROMs - some sources do not 

continued on page 24 
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Award winning innovative products from 

Hard Cards 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■Up to 8Mb SIMM RAM on-board 
■Supports external SCSI devices 
■ 14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare.., €129 
40MB... , „ £249 
80MB £319 
160MB £449 
200MB £549 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 
■ SCSI or IDE 3.5" 

80MB... , „,£199 
160MB £329 
200MB „£499 

(Suitable for GVP G-Force, GVP HD or Nexus HC) 
Other sizes of HD available, please call 

IGigabyte HD 
■Internal Hard Drive 
■A1500/A2000 

1GB Hard Drive... £999 

Power Board 

■ New RAM board from Power 
■A1500/A2000 RAM board 

2MB , „ .£99 
4MB   .....£149 
8MB   £239 

Macintosh Emulator 

AMax-IJ Plus £299 
I Mac ROM Chips required! 

Commodore Amiga 

■ Amiga 4000 includes 
■68040 micro processor 
■25MHz clock speed 
* 16.8 million colour palatte 
■ Display up to 256,000 colours on screen 
»Built-in 3.5" high density disk drive 

Amiga 4000 & 120MB HD £2099 
Amiga 3000 & 52MB HD .£1299 
Amiga 3000 & 105MB HD.. £1499 
Amiga 3000T 100MB HD 5MB RAM .,£1999 
Amiga 3000T 200 MB HD 5MB RAM £2499 

NEW Amiga 4000 

■ New Amiga 4000 now available 
■ A choice of 68030 or 68040 processor 

PJease enquire 

Video Backup System       Optical Hard Drive 

■ Use VCR as a backup storage device 
■ Blank video tape is all that is required 
■ 200 Amiga floppy disks fit on a 4hrtape 
■ Can be used for hard disk backup 
■ There is room for 175MB of data 
■ Backup an Amiga diskette in 1 mintite 
■ Low cost storage, 2 pence per MB 
■ Menu driven software 
9 Vou can watch TV on a 1084s monitor 

Video Backup System ..,„„„... ..£59.95 

Monitors 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 
■With cable 
■ Available with Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 
1 On-site maintenance 

CM8833 Mk2 £229 

Other Monitors 

Commodore 1084S £199 
Commodore I960 TRI-SYNC  £479 
NEC Multisync 4FG £549 

ICD Flicker Ffxei 

Flicker Free Video 2 
c Stop that annoying flicker 
■Fits internally in the A500 
■ Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2 £199 

IVI LISIC 

■The complete music kit for the Amiga 
■ Includes: 
■Musk Kit package 
■Realtime Sound II 
■Over 32 special efffects 
■ Can work with MIDI instruments 
-DigitalStudio III 
■ Midi interface 
■ Stereo sound digittser 
■ Stereo speakers 
■All leads & software 

The Music Pack .£69.95 
Speakers only . , £15.95 
Midi interface ....£15.95 

■Manufactured by Power Computing 
■ 128MB on one optical disk 
■ Read and write optical disks 
■40ms running speed 
■Built-in power supply 
1 High power cooling fan 
■25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 
■Thru port built-in 
* SCSI ID switch 
■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal) £849 
128MB opticaf drive (External) £999 
128MB 3.5" optical disk  £39.95 each 
SCSI controller card 
(forA1500/A2000)....   £129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PC, and Mac. A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

1.76MB Disk Drivel 

1.76MB Disk drive now available £129 

liscellaneous 

G-Lock Genlock £349 
Image Effects.,,,.... £299 
CineMORPH ..£99 
1-0 Extender .£149 
030 Auto change kit,,,*. ,..£39 
AT Autoboot Eprom kit £59 
FastROM Series 2 „ £29 
ROM Share £19.95 
ROM Share A600 £29 
ROM Share A600 inc. vl.3 .£55 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Force 
■ 68030 accelerator board 
■ 68882 Maths co-processor 

25MHz 1MB RAM , £499 
40MHz 4MB RAM .......,£759 
50MHz 4MB RAM £1099 
Hard drive mount kit ,...£35 

68040 Fusion 40 inc. 4MB £999 
6B040 Pro-Peripherals inc. 4MB ,....£999 

IMBxSSIMM ,.,.£25 
SIMM32x4MB-60 .£179 
SIMM32xlMB-6Q , .£59 

Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel H> 43386205 (6 lines)   Fax (11 43380028 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan" 
Amiga Format July 1992 
Power Scanner v3.0 

■ 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
■ 64 grayscales 
■ Thru'port for printer 
■ Award winning editing, image manipu- 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner vlO „.£115 
Power Scanner Colour £239 

Epson GT-6SOO 

■ 600 DPI Colour flatbed scanner 
■ 24-bit colour 
■ Software included 
GT-6500 inc. Powerscan v3.0... £799 
GT-650Q inc. ASDG Software £899 
Transparency Adaptor Unit .£499 
Document Feeder £399 

Epson GT-8000 
■ 800 DPI colourflatbed scanner 
" 24-bit colour 
■ A4 reading area 
■ Software included 
■ Amazing scan quality 
GT-8000 inc. ASDG Software £1199 

Upgrade Offers 
If you consider your scanner system to 
be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 
happily upgrade your software and inter- 
face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 
most scanning heads) 
v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface) ,£49.95 
v3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 
users (send SAE) £15 
The Amiga can only display IS grayscales 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad- 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PC8SOB Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 
Power Computing 

■ Super sfim design 
■ Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 
■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 
■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC8808 with Blitz Amiga £60 
PC880B with Blitz & XCopy £75 
PC880B [Cyclone compatible)* £65 
PC880B in black case £65 
"This drive \s only available to registered owners of XCopy 
Professional. You must provide proof of purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive £49.95 
PC881 A500 Internal drive £45.00 
PC882 A2000 Internal drive £45.00 

Dual Drive 
■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
■ Same features as PC880B 

Dual drive . „ £125 

Blitz Amiga 
■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga  £20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■ Stores 20MB on one ZW disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 
■ Can be used as a 1.44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AMAX 
■ AMAX compatible with DMI Mac driver 
■ Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
■ Additional disks available 
■ Internal version for A1500/2000/3000 
■ External version for A500 
■ SCSI Interface required 
Internal A2000 kit £289 
Internal A3000 kit ,£289 
External A500 kit.... £389 

A600 Memory Cards 

1MB RAM with clock £39.95 
1MB RAM without clock . .£34,95 

PC501 + RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A500+ computer and comes with 
1MB of ftAM on board to expand your 
memory to 2MB of chip RAM, Plug-in and 
go operation {Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+RAM card ..£35.95 

8MB Power Board 
■ Plugs into side slot, fully auto configrfull 

thru'port Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB£109 4MB£169 8MB£289 
1x4ZIP chips £14.95 

PCMCIA Memory 
■ Ultra slim memory cards 
■ 2MB Memory card 
■ For A600/A1200 
■ SRAM memory 

2MB Memory card  ..£149 

1.5MB RAM Board 
• Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 
■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 

(Kickstart O and above, not compatible with A50O+] 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effacl your warranty) 

1.5MB RAM board £85 

1MB with Thru port 
■ Expand your A500's memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

■ Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
(51 IK RAM must be 4 chip type or not exceeding 9cin in length} 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your Warranty) 

1MB with thru'port £49 

A500 RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A500+ compatible) 

512K RAM [4 chip) with clock £29 
512K RAM without clock  £24 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R. SRL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Dr Buonirtsegna Tel (06) 5193491/482 Fax 5040666 
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continued from page 21 
supply the official parts, only ROMs 
without a wire over the top, which 
may require some soldering to install 
in early A500s. 

You will need to cut the wire if 
you have a newer Revision 6a Amiga. 
On older Amigas, keep the wire 
intact. 

Extracting a rectangular chip 
from the motherboard is very simple, 
Use a flat-b laded screwdriver to 
gently ease both ends of the chip up 
from the socket- Do not try and pul] 
the chip out from one end only, 

because this will bend some of the 
legs. If you do bend some of the legs 
then gently bend them back into 
shape with a pair of pliers. 
ANOTHER WARNING: Observe anti- 
static precautions when handling any 
electronic components. Static 
electricity can kill, or seriously 
damage, the sensitive integrated 
circuits in your Amiga. Earth yourself 
by wearing a commercially-available 
anti-static wrist strap or else by 
touching an earthed conductor such 
as a radiator while handling chips, 
and don't touch the components any 

more than necessary. Always handle 
chips by the black plastic case - try 
to avoid unnecessary contact with 
the metal legs. 

By now you should have safely 
removed your old Kickstart ROM from 
your A500. You coufd keep this to fit 
into a Kickstart switcher, but most 
people never want to go back to 
Kickstart 1.3 after using 2.0. 

See the diagram on the previous 
page for information on how to insert 
the new chip the right way round. 
Gently press the chip into the socket, 
making sure you don't bend any of 

the pins too far. 
If you do not have a hard drive, 

then installation is now finished. You 
can put your Amiga back together 
(unless you plan to make other 
modifications) and boot your new 
Workbench 2 disks. 

With a hard drive all you need to 
dot after reassembEmg your Amiga, is 
connect your hard drive and run the 
Install program on your 2.0/2.1 
Install disk* This will copy over the 
necessary Workbench 2 files to your 
hard drive. After this, reset and you 
have Workbench 2. 

A CLOSE-UP OF THE A500 REVISION 6A MOTHERBOARD 

Here's how to locate the parts of 
the circuit board that need to be 
altered for 1Mb Chip RAM on 
revision 6a boards. Also shown is 
the location of the Denise chip, 
which is the same for ail boards. 

Later revision boards have their 
revision number printed on this area, 
below the disk drive. Make a note of 
this number, because some of the 
modifications are dependent on 
which revision Amiga you have. 

JP2 Is in a slightly different place on 
revision 6a machines, but the 
modifications to be made to It are 
exactly the same as for a revision 5 
machine. See the bottom left of the 
diagram on page 21 tor details. 

The difference Is in JP7A, which Is 
not present on revision 5 boards. 
The existence of this group of pads 
makes the conversion much easier 
for revision 6a owners. Above right 
is a diagrammatic representation. 

JP7A Is located next to the trapdoor 
RAM connector. Using a sharp craft 
knife, cut the connection between 
the two lower pads. Be careful, 
because repairing Incorrectly-cut 
tracks can be difficult. 
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A CHIP OFF THE OLD RAM 
There are several different kinds of 
Random-Access Memory that your 
Amiga can use. There are two main 
types, called Chip RAM and Fast 
RAM. Chip RAM is used for 
programs, graphics and sound, while 
Fast RAM can only be used for 
programs, but programs in Fast RAM 
run faster. 

Because graphics and sound can 
only be used in Chip RAM, however 
much Fast RAM you add you will not 
be able to use programs that require 
a lot of graphics or sound memory - 
for exampte, using Deluxe Paint 4 in 
Hkes Interlace 16-colour mode. 

Newer Ami gas, like the A1200, 
can use up to 2Mb of Chip RAM, 
allowing far better use of graphic- 
intensive programs. However, you 
can upgrade your old A500 to take 
advantage of more Chip RAM. 

If you have an A500 Plus you 
already have 1Mb of Chip RAM fitted 
to your machine. To upgrade to 2Mb 
of Chip RAM, all you need to do is 
buy an A500 Plus 1Mb RAM upgrade 
(the Commodore A501+ for 
example). Any other RAM you add to 
your system (RAM added to an 
external hard drive interface t for 
example the GVP HCS+) is Fast RAM. 

If you have an A500 with a half 
Mb expansion fitted (totalling 1Mb of 
RAM), you probably have the most 
common set-up, a half Mb Chip RAM 
machine with a half Mb of expansion 
(or "slow") RAM* Slow (expansion) 
RAM is the least useful of all 
memory types. It has the major 
disadvantages of both Chip RAM 
(programs operate slowly in it), and 
Fast RAM {it cannot be used for 
storing graphics or sound). 

All Amiga 500s can be upgraded 
to convert this less-useful slow RAM 
into far more useful Chip RAM, 
essential if you want to use Deluxe 
Paint 4 or any other graphics- 
intensive program to the full, 

FITTING NEW CHIP RAM 
This is an operation that involves 
handling static-sensitive components 
and a very simple soldering job that 
anyone with a soldering iron should 
feel competent to attempt. 

First, check which revision 
motherboard and Agnus chip you 
have- If you've got a revision 3 
board, read this fully before deciding 
whether to proceed or not - it's not 
as easy as on revision 5 or 6a 
machines. 

You will need an 8372A Agnus 
chip. If you bought your A500 with a 
half Mb expansion fitted by 
Commodore, it's highly likely you 
have this chip alreadyt In which case 
skip the next stage. 

If you do not have this chip, it is 
available for around £50 from most 
Amiga dealers, although you may 
prefer to ask your dealer to fit the 

chip for you. The removal of the old 
Agnus chip from your motherboard is 
by far the most difficult part of this 
operation. Without the right tool (a 
PLCC chip extractor) it s very easy to 
damage the chip socket when 
removing the chip. 

If you do feel lucky, use two very 
small flat-bladed screwdrivers at 
opposite corners of the socket to 
fever the chip out. 

Next you need to mask pin 41 
on the 8372A Agnus chip before 
insertion (unless you live in North 
America or anywhere else that uses 
the NTSC video standard, in which 
case ignore this paragraph). See the 
diagram below for details. 

Once the older Agnus is 
removed, insert your new S372A 
chip, Remember to align the chip in 
the same direction as the original. 
On one side of the square socket you 
will see the number I printed on the 
motherboard. Align the top of the 

ALTERING THE FATTER AGNUS CHIP 
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i Isolate pin 41 

The semi-circular mark at the top of Agnus* plastic 
case denotes pin 1. Count anti-clockwise to locate pin 
41. isolate It with a sliver of Seltotape or a dab of Tipp- 
ex, or bend ft up or even remove It altogether. 

chip with this when inserting it 
When everything is connected up 

again, test your Amiga with the new 
chip. It should work as before (still 
with half a Mb Chip RAM and half a 
Mb Fast). If it does not work, check 
you have the chip installed correctly. 
• If you get a solid green or yellow 
screen, you probably either have a 
faulty chip or you have installed it 
incorrectly. 
• If you get something that looks like 
a normal screen but either stretched 
out (so you lose some of your 
Workbench screen) or with a very 
fast rolling display, you have not 
insulated pin 41 correctly - remove 
the chip and insulate the pin. 

Now you have to make two small 
modifications on your motherboard. 
These depend on the revision of your 
motherboard. 
• Revision 6a 
First find JP2 on the motherboard. 

This is made of three small squares 
of solder, the bottom two connected 
by a small thin track,See the diagram 
on page 24 for details of what to do 
here. Next find JP7A - next to the 
trapdoor RAM connector - and carry 
out the modifications also described 
In the diagram on page 24. 
* Revision B 
This modification is very similar to 
the Revision 6 procedure described 
above, but there is no JP7A to 
change, so you will have to find and 
cut a track on the motherboard. See 
the diagram on page 21 for the full 
details. 
* Revision 3 
Oh dear, This is a tricky one. Most 
people regard it as impossible to 
upgrade the revision 3, It isn't, but 
it's certainly not for the 
inexperienced. The following 
modifications are needed; 

On the board there is a 
connection between pin 59 on the 

Fat Agnus and pin 
52 on the 6S000. 
(The top left pin on 
the 68000 is pin 1. 
Count downwards 
from there, and then 
from the bottom 
right to the top right 
for the highest 
numbered pin.) This 
must be cut, and a 
small piece of wire 
added to connect pin 
59 on the Fat Agnus 
to pin 47 on the 
6S000. 

Tricky? Yes, it 
is. If you feel uneasy 
about doing this, 
then perhaps it's 
time to retire your 
old A500 and buy a 
new machine. 

When you've 
successfully 
completed all this, 

put your Amiga back together and 
power up. Type AVAIL from the Shell 
and you should have one million 
bytes of graphics (Chip) memory 
available, if you still only have half a 
Mb of Chip RAM, then double-check 
all your connections. 

If, after you have made the 
alterations, your Amiga seems more 
unreliable than before, then check 
the RAM chips in your expansion. 
Commodore A501 boards are usually 
fine1 but some third-party boards 
(particularly older 16-chip boards) 
may be too slow to use as Chip RAM. 
If your system is unreliable try a new, 
four-chip, RAM expansion, This 
should solve the problem. 

If you use a lot of graphics-based 
programs, especially for video, 
desktop publishing or multimedia 
work1 1Mb of Chip RAM may not be 
enough. You can expand up to 2Mb 
of Chip RAM inside your A500. Follow 
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the procedure listed for the 
modification to 1Mb, except do not fit 
a 8372A Agnus chip. Buy the Meg-A- 
Chip board (reviewed on page 86 of 
this issue) and plug this into the 
Agnus socket. (Beware though, this 
will prevent you adding other boards 
inside your Amiga, such as 
accelerators.) 

SPEED TO THE HEART 
OF THE MATTER 
The A500 is a slow machine by 
today's standards. The Amiga 1200 
is between two and five times faster 
than the original Amiga, and even 
that is not as fast as it might be. 

The Amiga uses the Motorola 
68000 family of CPU (Central 
Processor Unit). The CPU is the chip 
that does most of the work in your 
computer. Faster CPUs enable you to 
use your computer more productively. 
Tasks that may take hours on slower 
machines can take minutes, and 
tedious tasks on slower machines 
(such as printing from a graphics 
word processor) are no longer 
irritating, and in some cases almost 
instantaneous. 

Processor clock speeds are 
measured in Megahertz (MHz). This 
is the frequency of a clock signal that 
drives the chip. Although the faster 
the clock frequency the faster the 
chip operates, higher-spec chips 
generally run at higher speeds 
because of design differences, so for 
example a 14MHz 6S020 
outperforms a 16MHz 68000 quite 
considerably in some cases. 

There are several versions of the 
Motorola chip used in Amigas; 
• €8000, This is fitted to the A1000, 
A500, A500 Plus, A600, A1500, 
A2000 and CDTV. Running at a 
rather slow 7MHz, this processor has 
been the standard fitted to almost 
every Amiga model since 1985. 
■ 68020. This is currently frtted into 
the Amiga A1200* Running at a more 
respectable 14MHz, it gives a 
significant performance benefit over 
the older generation of Amfgas. 
• €3030. This is a faster modei of 
the 68020 chip, Currently a 25MHz 
'030 chip is fitted to the Amiga 3000 
and the Amiga 4000/030 
• 68040. Currently the fastest 
processor fitted to Am (gas, the 
25MHz F040 chip may run at the 
same speed as the 68030 fitted to 
the Amiga 3000 and 4000/030 but 
outperforms it considerably by virtue 
of its better design, The top-of-the- 
range Amiga 4000/040 and Amiga 
4000T are fitted with this processor, 

To further complicate matters, 
there are several models of each 
processor. The 68020 and above are 
available in two models, the 
standard (for example the 68030 in 
the Amiga 3000) and the EC 
(68EC030 in the 4000/030). The EC 
stands for both "Economy" (the EC 
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versions are cheaper) and 
"Embedded Controller" - these 
processors were initially designed for 
cheap mass-market non-computer 
use in, for example, industrial control 
equipment washing machines and 
video recorders. 

The EC version of the 68020 is 
limited in the maximum memory it 
can address - an A1200 with the 
6SEC020 can only use a maximum 
of 2Mb Chip RAM and 8Mb Fast 
RAM, The 68020, non-EC, chip can 
theoretically address up to 
4 GigaBytes, or 4,096 Mb, of RAM. 

The EC version of the 68030 
does not contain the MMU (Memory 
Management Unit) present in the full 
68030 chip, This is a complex part 
of the chip that enables the 
computer to block the processor 
from accessing areas of memory, or 
remap a block to point at another 
area, if this sounds exactly the sort 
of thing you could do with, then the 
4000/030 isn't the machine for you. 
Luckily for most people there are 
only a handful of programs that 
require the presence of an MMU (the 
developer tool Enforcer and the 
virtual memory program GigaMem 
being the two most important), so 
unless you need these the EC030 
will be as good as the full '030 for 
you, and will save a few pounds too.. 

The EC version of the 68040 
leaves out both the MMU and the 
maths coprocessor present in the 
full '040 chip, Currently Commodore 
are not using the 68EC040 chip in 
any of their machines. 

Maths coprocessor? What's 
that? Maths coprocessors are chips 
which specialise in handling all the 
complex mathematical functions that 
slow down normal processors, 
especially calculations involving not 
just whole numbers (integers) but 
fractions. Because these fractions 
can be accurate to varying numbers 
of decimal places, maths 
coprocessors are also referred to as 
Floating Point Units or FPUs.) FPUs 

The A-Video card provides both 4, OSS-colour and 10,7- 
mlllion-colour modes, and has some special animation 
features too. The latest version will fit externally. 

can only be used by 
programs that have 
been specially 
written to take 
advantage of them, 
but many packages 
now support them 
and run much faster 
if you have such a 
chip fitted. These 
programs include Art 
Department 
Professional, 
VistaPro, imagine, 
Reai 3D, Scenery 
Animator, Morph 
Pius, and Sculpt 4D> 
Check that the 
software you use can benefit from a 
maths coprocessor before you buy 
one - otherwise it's wasted money. A 
maths coprocessor cannot speed up 
most programs on its own. 

The two models of FPU currently 
available are the 68881 and the 
688S2, both also made by Motorola. 
The latter is considerably faster in 
some functions, but not much faster 
in others. Choice of maths 
coprocessor is usually down to 
budget. If you can afford the 68882 
then go for that; if not, the 68881 is 
quite a bit cheaper. The 68040 chip 
has a built-in maths coprocessor to 
take the load off the CPU, so lucky 
people with Amiga 4000/040s or 
68040 accelerator boards do not 
need to add one. 

Sot you want a faster processor. 
How do you fit one? Unfortunately it's 
not a simple matter of unplugging 
one chip and adding another. Each 
chip is different and requires 
different circuitry to control it. 
Upgrading processors in the Amiga 
range requires the installation of an 
accelerator board. These vary in cost 
from around £170 to over £2,000, 
and they're so important an area that 
we've put together a separate round- 
up of them starting on page 28. 

GRAPHIC DETAILS 
The final area where 
the A1200 
represents an 
advance over the 
older Amigas, and 
by far the most 
important, is in the 
graphics display. 
The Amiga has been 
limited to a 
maximum of 32 
independent colours 
chosen from a 
palette of 4,096 for 
over seven years, 
Compared with the 
PC graphics at the 
time (CGA, with four 
colours using one of 
two fixed palettes, 
or EGA, with 16 
colours from a 

DCTV is another solution to the problem of insufficient 
colour resolution. It plugs in externally to give a 
composite video signal with thousands of colours. 

palette of 64)t and the Macintosh 
(then only black and white), the 
Amiga was amazing. Unfortunately 
for Commodore, the competition 
have caught up. IBM launched VGA in 
the late 1980s with 256 colours 
display able from a palette of 
262,112. Macintosh went slightly 
better with their Mac II colour 
computers - 256 colours from a 
palette of 16 million. 

Commodore have caught up with 
the introduction of the AGA graphics 
chipset. The Amiga 1200 is now 
capable of displaying 256 colours 
from a palette of 16 million, and the 
HAM-8 mode allows photo-realistic 
images, almost indistinguishable 
from expensive 24-bit displays, on a 
standard, £399 Amiga. 

Where does this leave the Amiga 
500 owner? Can the new AGA chips 
be fitted to the A500? Unfortunately, 
no* The AGA chips are far more 
advanced than the original graphics 
chips and require a totally different 
board layout. It's technically next to 
impossible to produce an add-on to 
use the AGA chips on an A500 - and 
if it could be done, it is doubtfuf that 
the price would be less than double 
that of a new A1200, 

Now, this doesn't mean you 
should just go out and sell your A500 
right away, There are alternatives. 

HiQ Limited supply the A-Video 
24 card (£499), an internaf-fitting 
card that gives the A500 12-bit 
(4,096-colour) and 24-bit (16-miflion- 
colour) displays. The best part of the 
package they supply is the excellent 
TV-Paint graphics package - what 
Deluxe Paint should be, it's probably 
the best paint package on the Amiga, 
The A-Video card won't enable you to 
run AGA software (like Deluxe Paint 
AGA), but if you1 re using your Amiga 
for graphics (for example, raytracing), 
the A-Video will perform more than 
adequately as a display device. 

The DCTVA570 (now £149) is 
another box that provides the A500 
with bette r-than-no rm a I gra p h i cs., 
Plugging in externally, so it is terribly 
simple to set up, it gives the A500 a 
composite video display in over four 
million colours. The box is ideal for 

simple video work, because the 
composite output needs no encoding 
to connect straight to standard video 
recorders. Also provided as part of 
the DCTV hardware is a frame 
grabber, which can digitise a colour 
video image. You can import this 
straight into the excellent DCTV paint 
program supplied, mess around with 
it and display it back as video. Again, 
DCTV won't run new AGA software 
and you can't have fancy Workbench 
backgrounds, but for a practical 
solution for a common use of the 
Amiga, DCTV is a solid performer. 

If all you're after is a flicker-free 
high-resolution display, then there 
are two ways you can reduce the 
flicker, although both require an 
expensive multisync monitor (like the 
Commodore 1960) to work. 

First, the A500 Plus introduced a 
new chip, the Super Denise (8373) 
to replace the original Denise video 
chip. This gives your machine several 
new display modes, including 
' Productivity", which can give a 
flicker-free 640 x 480 resolution 
display on an Amiga connected to a 
multisync. This chip will work on any 
Amiga that has the Fatter S372A or 
8375 Agnus fitted, and adding it in is 
easy - simply remove the old Denise 
chip and insert the new chip. 

Only software written to take 
advantage of different screen modes, 
or programs that run on the Work- 
bench screen, will run flicker-free, but 
it's sure better than nothing. 

If you want to fix the flicker 
permanently, you need the ICD 
Flicker Free Video 2 card. This plugs 
into the Denise socket and contains 
extra circuitry and RAM to remove the 
interlace flicker from any screen 
mode, although again this requires a 
multisync monitor to work. 

Or, for £399 or less, you can buy 
a hardware frame buffer that will 
enable you to display all the new AGA 
modes (including HANI8), flicker free 
on a multisync. It will run Deluxe 
Paint AGA, and even has its own 
floppy drive, 68020 processor and 
mouse. Yes, it's an Amiga 1200 - a 
bargain in anyone's language. 
Whether you buy one or upgrade your 
A5Q0 will depend largely on whether 
or not you have many A500 
peripherals you want to keep. But at 
least now you know how to upgrade 
should you choose to. 
• Accelerators round-up, page 28. 

WHERE TO GET IT 
• 8372 Agnus. Super Denise and 

other chip spares (£various) CPC 
Components   0772 555034 

• ICD Flicker Free Video 2 (£199) 
Omega Projects ^ 0942 682206 

• DCTV A570 {£149} Silica 
Systems ^ 081 309 1111 

■ A-Video 24 (£499) HiQ ^ 081 
909 2092. 
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OPENALLHOURS 

WELL, NEARLY! 

9om-10pm Mon-Saf 

10am-6pm Sunday 

1 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

rtoon Pack £229.99 
Zool Pack,. ........£249.99 

A12QQ .....£389.99 
A1500/A2000 £ phone 
A3000 £ phone 
A4000 ... £ phone 
Monitor .£195.00 

RAM & DISK DRIVES 

A500 512k no clock , 
A500 512k + clock ........ 
A500 + 1 meg exp.......... 
A600 1 meg + clock  
A500 1.5meg...  
A500 8megp 4 fitted  
Star LC20  
Star LC24-10  
GVP 42meg  
GVP BOmeg.... 

 .£18.95 
 £23.50 
 £37.00 
 £44.00 
 £79.00 
 £169,00 
 £133.00 
 £199.00 
 £299.99 
 £369.99 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 

Star LC100 Colour £169.00 
Star LC20O Colour .£194.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour £274.00 

LC100 mono ribbon £4.50 
LC100 colour ribbon  £6.75 
LC24 200 mono ribbon £5.50 
LC24 200 colour ribbon £13.50 
LC20 mono ribbon £4.50 

LEADS & CABLES 

Printer » £3.99 
Null Modem £5.99 
Joystick Extender 3 metre £3.99 
Joystick/Mouse Extender... £3.99 
Amiga to SCART ....£7.99 
4 Player * SPECIAL * .. ....£2.99 
Analog Joystick Adapter..........£4.99 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

AVAILABLE 

l i I f:Ul I 

i Hill 

HURRY WHILE STOCKS 
LAST 

DISKS & LABELS 

All disks are supplied with labels. 
UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error free. 
In the unlikely event that any ol our 
disks are faulty, then we will replace 
the disks AND reimburse your return 
postage! 

3.5" DSDD  
3.51 Rainbow,  
3.5" DSHD............. 

 £0.37 each 
 £0.44 each 
 £0.58 each 

Why not try our BRANDED disks! 
Supplied in boxes of 10 disks. 

3,5" DSDD Fuji.  
3.5" DSHD Xerox....... 
5.25" DSDD Fuji  
5.25" DSHD Fuji  

1000 3.5" labels  
1000 3.5" tractorfeed 

 £4.90 
 £8.90 
 £2.50 
 £4.90 

 £6,50 
 .£8.50 

STORAGE BOXES 

Our high quality disk storage boxes 
are constructed from high impact 
plastic and have smoked perspex tops. 
Or for space saving economic storage 
of large disk collections, wliy not try 
our stackable disk drawers. 

Most types are available for 3.5" or 
5.25" disks. 

10 capacity £0.95 
40 capacity .£3.49 
50 capacity £3.95 
100 capacity £4.50 
80 capacity Banx drawer £8.49 
150 capacity Posso drawer...£14.99 
200 capacity drawer £19.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Mou 
Disk 
A500 Dustcover 
A600 Dustcover  
A120O Dustcover  
Monitor Dustcover  
LC20 Dustcover.,.,  
LC100 Dustcover  
LC200 Dustcover  
LC24-2Q0 Dustcover. .. 
Roboshift...  
Amiga Lightpen   
Optical Mouse  
Megamouse 
Primax Mouse  
Itsa Mouse.....  
Altadata Trackball  
Crystal Trackball  
Zydek Trackball  
Zyfi Amp/Speakers  
Action Replay Mk III  
Technosound   
Midi Master  
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand 
2-piece Printer Stand... 
A4 Copyholder  
ROM Sharer  
V1.3 ROM .  
V2.04 ROM  
Micro pert Tractorfeed Paper: 

 ...£3.50 
 £3.50 
 £3.50 
 £3 50 
 £3.50 
 £3,50 
 ..: £3.50 
 , .£13.95 
 £32.00 
 .£32.00 
 £12.95 
 £12.95 
 £12.95 
 £26.95 
 £32,00 
 £25.95 
 £37.50 
 £56.95 
 £32 00 
 £26,00 
 ..£9.95 
 £3.49 
 £4,99 
 £14.95 
 .....£25.95 
 £35.95 
500 sheets .., £4.50 

KlitllE lm ESS BUM 

JOYSTICKS 

All joysticks 
except those marked *. 
Trigger Grip Models 
Quickshot turbo £6.95 
Python 1M , £7.99 
Jettighter £12.00 
Topstar £19.50 
Intruder £21.50 
Base Fire Sutton Models 
Maverick 1M £12.95 
Megastar £21,50 
Zipstick £12.95 
Comp Pro 5000* £10.95 
Comp Pro Extra £12.95 
Comp Pro Star £12.95 
Cruiser Multicolour* ....£9,95 
Comp Pro Star MINI £14.95 
Aviator 1 Flightyoke .,..£23,50 
Handheld Models 
Speedking £10 50 
Navigator £13.95 
Bug £12.00 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

0782 206008 
HOTLINES: 0782 €42497 

0782 302111 

■ Anytime 
■ 9.00am-5,30pm Weekdays" 
■ Evenings & Weekends 

BUSINESS HOURS 
9am to 10pm Mori-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

All items and offers subject to availability, E&OE 
P&P £3.30 All Prices inc VAT 
We accept POs, cheques & credit cards 

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME 

i .        ;   - i      54 SPRING ROAD, LONGTON, STOKE ON TRENT ST3 ZPX 



ACCELERATORS 

thrill 

Toby Simpson tests the single 

upgrade that improves every 

aspect of your Amiga, from 

display to data handling. 

What can an 
accelerator do for 
you? Just Imagine: 
no mora waiting for 

those "Walt" balloons to disappear, 
no more watching screen updates 
at the speed of trickling molasses, 
no more wondering whether your 
machine has crashed because 
nothing seems to be happening. 
Just imagine desktop publishing 
that really Is faster than setting 
type by hand, animation that 
redraws fast enough to look like It's 
actually moving, and ray-tracing 
that you don't have to wait a week 
to see. 

Your Amiga is a powerful 
machine, and it's capable of 
processing well over half a million 
instructions every second, but 
processor-intensive applications like 
these can push it to its limits. No 
matter how straightforward or how 
sophisticated the program you're 
running, the machine simply cannot 
run faster than the ' clock speed10 of 
its Central Processing Unit (CPU). 
The obvious solution; upgrade the 
CPU, increase its clock speed, or 
both. And the way to do that is to 
add an accelerator card. 

Accelerators are a major 
investment. As we noted in our 
overview in Amiga Shopper 20t an 

accelerator card is likely to be your 
most expensive add-on after a hard 
disk, (If you missed that issue's 
introduction to accelerators and 
reviews of other cards not covered 
here, turn to the Amiga Shopper back 
issues service on page 116.) 
However, a lot has changed in the 
last six months, apart from the 
addition of the A1200 to the Amiga 
range* Most importantly, the price of 
some of the much faster 6804a 
based accelerators has come down, 
meaning that it is now possible for 
even A500 owners to consider 
putting a high-speed 68040 card into 
their machine. 

If you're starting from scratch, 
with a 7.14MHz 68000 as fitted in 
the A500, A500 Plus, A1500 and 
A2000, there's a huge range of 
options available. If you are an 
A3000 owner, then you only have 
one practical choice, and that is 
specific A3000 cards - all currentiy 
68040b ased. The range and value- 
for-money of these cards is getting 
better by the day, so it's worth 
shopping around. For A1200 owners, 
the choice is not quite as wide yet. 
You already have a 14MHz 68020 
chip in your machine as it is. If you 
decide you need further speed, a few 
boards are already available and the 
options are increasing almost month 

Most Amigas 
have a Motorola 
68000 chip in 
them (but see page 20 for the 
exceptions), able to handle over 
half a million single instructions per 
second or half a MtP. That's fast 
enough to add all the numbers from 
1 to 5,000,000 inclusive together 
in less than half a minute. (Try it 
yourself and see how long it takes 
youl) A 68030 can do it in three 
seconds. The Amiga 4000/040, 
which can deliver about 20 MIPST 
can do it in a second and a half. 
Some of the most advanced 
processors available, such as the 
Dec Alpha, can execute 100 million 
instructions per second* This sort of 
blind ingly-fa st Su pe room pute r-le vel 
performance will soon find its way 
into desktop machines - and fn the 
case of the Dec Alpha, it already 
has. Dec have produced a version 
of the IBM PC with their Alpha chip 
in. Believe me, this does not hang 
about. If only we could get one of 
these beasts into an Amiga... 

Although chips are becoming 
very fast, memory has been finding 
it hard to keep up, and the 
bottleneck in some modern 

BEGINNERS 

START HERE computers is not 
the CPU chip, but 
how fast main 

memory can operate. It was getting 
to the point where the processor 
would have to sit idle, waiting for 
the memory to come up with the 
results. These forced delays are 
called "wait states". 

One way of easing this problem 
is to use a ''cache" (pronounced 
"cash"). This is a small amount of 
extremely fast memory that is on- 
board the CPU chip itself. The chip 
is able to read and write information 
to the cache much faster than main 
memory, and fetch one instruction 
while it is still executing the 
previous one. By holding the past 
few instructions In the cache, the 
CPU can execute small program 
loops entirely in the cache, making 
them biindingly fast. On chips like 
the 68030, the cache controllers 
"pre-fetch" both instructions and 
data, so they sit ready in the cache 
for the CPU to use. So, why isn't all 
your memory cache memory if it's 
so fast? Quite simply, the faster the 
memory the more expensive it is. 
Cache RAM is generally too costly 
for desktop machines. 

SCORING SPEED: THE REVIEWS 

Accelerators are tough to rate - it's very much a 
matter of horses for courses. We've looked at 
general considerations, such as the supplied 
documentation, software, and ease of fitting, but 
you should try to get a clear idea of your specific 
needs and not rely only on the ratings. 

We have given comparison figures for speed, 
but be aware that few processor speed programs 
are totally accurate - we found that three MIPS 
programs rated an A4000 at anywhere from 
14MIPS to 21MIPSI Such variations should 
balance out across the range of tests we carried 
out, but bear in mind that there is bound to be a 
margin of error and figures that are close to one 
another can t be definitive . For these reasons, we 
have rated these cards in relation to each other, 
but not by measures that pretend to be absolute. 

Terms such as FPU and MMU are explained in 
the main body text. 

These are the cards reviewed: 

For the A500: 
• GVP A530 - 68EC030 @ 40MHz, with high- 
speed SCSI interface and 1Mb RAM 
■ Progressive Peripherals 040^500 - 68040 @ 
33MHz, with 6Mb RAM 

For AlSOOs and A2000s: 
• GVP G-Force 030 - 68EC030 @ 40MHz, with 
68882 FPU and 4Mb RAM 
• GVP G-Force 040 - 68040 @ 33MHz, with SCSI 
and 16Mb RAM 
• Progressive Peripherals Zeus 040 - 6S040 @ 
33MHz, with SCSI and 16Mb RAM 

For the A3000/A3000T: 
• GVP G-Force 040 - 68040 @ 28MHz, with 2Mb 
RAM 
• Progressive Peripherals Mercury 040 - 68040 
@ 35MHz, with 16Mb RAM 

For the A1200: 
• GVP A1230 - 68EC030 <§> 40MHz, with 4Mb 
RAM and FPU 

A NOTE ABOUT RAM 
Some of these cards (all of GVP's) can accept 
SIMM (Single In-line Memory Module) RAM 
modules (about £60 for 1Mb), up to a total of 
8Mb in all. This means that if your budget is tight 
you could buy a basic accelerator and add RAM 
later as you needed it, saving on the initial outlay. 
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ACCELERATORS 

by month. A4000 owners don't have 
a choice at all, just yet, but the word 
is that you can expect to see some 
accelerator cards for the A4000/030 
coming out shortly. 

TEN QUESTIONS 
Before you plunge in and splash out 
on an accelerator card, Jolyon Ralph 
and Toby Simpson suggest you ask 
yourself these questions. 

O Will It do me any good? 
Not all software will work with an 
accelerator. Some software, 
particularly games, will appear to be 
no different in speed. Usually this 

| isn't a bad thing - after all, you don't 
want to play games that are 
uncontrollable. Other programs - 
again, some older games in 
particular - may not work at all, 

GVP A530 

For the A500. 68EC030 @ 40MHz, 
with high-speed SCSI Interface and 
hard disk and 1Mb RAM 

This is a neat add-on for the A500. 
It plugs into the left hand side 
expansion port and gives you a 
stylish 42Mb or 120Mb SCSI hard 
disk, 1Mb of 32-bit RAM 
(expandable to 8Mb) and a 40MHz 
6SEC030 chip, with optional 40MHz 
68882 FPU. 

FITTING 
As easy as pie, If s another GVP 
plug-in-and-go product, and you do 
just that. 

IN USE 
Transparent, You don't have to 
worry about complex set-ups - the 
RAM and processor are 
automatically recognised by your 
A500, as is the hard disk, GVP 
supply their excellent hard disk 
preparation and partitioning 
software, which, although it looks a 

little daunting at first, is in fact very 
easy to use. Documentation is 
excellent, The "game" switch on the 
front is a nice touch - it disables 
the 68030 processor so you can 
run slower software. Unfortunately it 
also disables the RAM, 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
This is a very easy expansion to the 
A500 computer, making it a fast 
and powerful machine. What it does 
not do, however, i s give you AG A 
performance, faster graphics. If 
youVe going to be expanding your 
A500 to this extent, you want to 
think very carefully about whether an 
A1200 would be a better buy in the 
long term, tf you do want to expand 
your A500, however, this is ideal If 
you already have a lot of A500 
hardware and don't want the AGAT 
this is a good way to go. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 9/10 
Software: 8/10 

Documentation: 9/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A500, with empty side expansion 
slot. 
MMU: No. 
FPU: Optional. 
Hard disk interface: Yes, SCSI, with 
hard disk 
Price: £699 with 1Mb RAM + 42Mb 

hard disk 
£899 with 1Mb RAM + 120Mb hard 
disk 
OVERALL: 8/10 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products tr 0101 215 337 8770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems 
■B 081 309 1111 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 040-500 

For the A500/A500 Pius. 68040 @ 
33MHz, with 8Mb of 32-bit RAM 

This 33MHz 68040 expansion card 
for the A5O0 comes with 6Mb of 32- 
bit RAM as standard, and it gives 
you some serious power to boost 
the A50CL It fits internally and does 
not take up any expansion slots. 

FITTING 
Requires a lot of heartache to 
install, and could potentially age you 
50 years. You'll also invalidate your 
warranty, and you can easily cause 
some serious damage, When fitting 
this sort of card, read the manual in 
detail before starting. You really 
don't want to get this wrong! 

You have to remove the 68000 
chip and re-seat it on to the 040 
card. Then you fit a socket 
extension to the 040 card and 
insert this into the 6S000 socket. 

IN USE 
This is quite a large board, and runs 
quite warm. Because the 68040 
chip requires 2.04 ROMs to work, 

Progressive have cleverly put these 
on to their board as standard, which 
saves you having to buy new ROMs. 
Of course, if you already have them, 
this is a bit of a waste. The supplied 
software enables you to boot off 
your old processor and ROMs, which 
gives you excellent compatibility 
with games and other software 
which refuses to run on the 040 or 
under 2.04. This board acts as a 
ROM switcher as well as a 
processor accelerator! 
Unfortunately, RAM is not on SIMMs 
and not socketed, so it would be 
difficult to expand the memory of 
this board any further. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
What can I say? You can't really 
make an A500 go any faster than 
this, The question is, do you really 
want to do it? If you can afford one 
of these, you can afford an 
A4000/030, which is AGA-based 
and future-proof, If you've got this 
sort of money, maybe now is the 
time to upgrade your machine. If you 
want to keep your A500, you can't 

beat this for speed, although 
installation is a bit of a nightmare. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 5/10 
Software: 8/10 
Documentation: 3/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A500, with no Gary towers or 
internal gadgets. 

MMU: Yes 
FPU: Yes 
Hard disk Interface: No 
Price: £1,099 
OVERALL 6/10 

Manufactured by: Progressive 
Peripherals * 0101 303 238 5555 
Distributed by: Micro-PACE UK 
* 0753 551888 
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though nowadays this Is the 
exception rather than the rule- As an 
Amiga Shopper reader, you may not 
be too concerned about games, and 
the good news is that probably 99% 
of new Amiga software, and virtually 
all the serious software available for 
the machine, will work with an 
accelerator, 

O Do 1 already have a hard disk? 
Some cards have hard disks on 
board with special high-speed 
interfaces - the G-Force cards from 
GVP have an extremely quick SCSI 
interface indeed. The one we tested 
managed about 2Mb per second 
peak performance using a disk 
speed program, whereas a standard 

A3000 peaked at 1.4Mb per second. 
If you are getting an accelerator card 
for general use, then you might like 
to think about a compatible hard 
drive as well. An ideal solution if you 
have neither a hard disk nor an 
accelerator already is to get both at 
once with one of the dual cards. 

0 Am I using a DMA Interface? 
Because Direct Memory Access 
devices send data straight into 
memory, they in effect bypass the 
processor your accelerator would be 
accelerating. If your hard disk 
controller is not a DMA type, you 
have no problem, but DMA 
controllers such as the Commodore 
A590 hard disk interface will not 

work properly with most A500 
accelerators. If you have the A590 
then you are currently limited to only 
one accelerator, the Microbotics VXL- 
030 (£274.99, reviewed in Amiga 
Shopper 20). Solid State Leisure 
claim to be working on a software 
patch to allow their A5000 and 
B5000 cards to work properly with 
the A590T but this isn't yet available. 
Currently this problem can slow down 
the A590 by as much as 75%. Again, 
this occurs only with DMA controllers 
and does not apply to most other 
hard disk controllers, such as the 
GVP. If in doubt, check with the 
supplier of your hard disk or the 
manufacturer of the accelerator card 
you are considering. 

O Do J need an FPU? 
A Floating Point Unit or maths co- 
processor is a hardware goodie that 
bolts on to the CPU to give extremely 
fast processing of 'floating point" 
maths - that is, calculations 
involving lots of fractions rather than 
just whole numbers- What exactly 
uses floating point maths? Well, if 
you are a desktop publisher or a user 
of programs such as Real 3D, 
Imagine, Vista, Sculpt 4Df ProDraw 
and Art Department Pro, then you are 
someone who could really make use 
of the FPU. The speed comparison 
graphs on page 37 show the speed 
advantage of floating point maths 
with an FPU clearly. There are two 
FPUs, the 68382 {which came out 

GVP G-FORCE 030 

For the A1500 or A2000. G8EC030 
@ 40MHz, with 4QMHz 68882 FPU, 
SCSI Interface and 4Mb RAM 

This is basically the GVP A530 card 
(see page 29), but for the A1500 or 
A2000 computers rather than the 

A50Q. This card doesn't take up any 
of the conventional expansion slots 
- instead, it sits in the processor 
expansion and gives you fast SCSI 
and 4Mb of 32-bit RAM. The unit 
tested had a 40MHz 68882 FPU 
fitted also. 

FITTING 
Installing this requires no soldering 
or complex fitting, fortunately. Take 
the case off your Amiga, insert the 
board, attach the 25-pin external 
SCSI connector to a Zorro 
backplane so that you can plug 
devices into the back, and away you 
go, The board can take a hard disk 
on board if you have one. 

IN USE 
Nice. Functionally identical to the 
A530 In operation, and has all the 
same features, This one had the 
40MHz 68882, and this made 
rendering operations very fast 
indeed. GVP's excellent hard disk 
installation software is supplied. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
A practical, good value-for-money 

general expansion for the A1500 or 
A2000 computers. If you're not 
upgrading to the A4000, then this is 
ideal. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 8/10 
Software: 9/10 
Documentation: 9/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A1500 or A2000 with empty CPU 
expansion port 
MMU: No 
FPU:Yes 
Hard disk interface: Yes, SCSI 
Price: £699 
OVERALL: 8/10 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products • 0101 215 337 8770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems 
H 081 309 1111 

GVP G-FORCE 040 (A1500/A2000) 

For the A1500 or A2000. 68040 @ 
33MHz, with SCSI interface and 
16Mb RAM 

This is like the G-Fo rce 030 card 
reviewed immediately above, but it 

contains a much faster 68040 chip 
(clocked at 33MHz, but this runs 
faster than the 40MHz '030 in the 
card above) and 16Mb of fast 32-bit 
RAM. There is a fast on board SCSI 
interface. 

FITTING 
As in the case of the other 
A1500/A2000 cards, fitting this is a 
simple procedure if the instructions 
are carefully followed. 

IN USE 
Works without any problems and 
produces an impressive turn of 
speed, although we felt that the 
Progressive Peripherals Zeus board 
was slightly faster. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
A fast, easy-to-use 68040 board 
that benefits from GVPhs excellent 
software. This is a good buy at the 
price, though if you have this much 
to spend you might again be 

thinking of trading in your machine. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 8/10 
Software: 9/10 
Documentation: 9/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A1500/A2000 with empty CPU 
expansion port, 
MMU: Yes 
FPU: Yes 
Hard disk interface: Yes, SCSI 
Price: £1,299 
OVERALL:8/10 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products ? 0101 215 337 8770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems 
tf 081 309 1111 
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primarily to accompany the 68030) 
and the 68881 (which is what comes 
with most 68020 boards that include 
an FPU). 

0 Do I need an MMU? 
A Memory Management Unit is a 
clever little device that enables your 
Amiga to make use of virtual memory 
and memory protection. Virtual 
memory increases the amount of 
free RAM you have by setting aside 
part of your hard disk and fooling the 
CPU into thinking it is real RAM. This 

virtual RAM is considerably slower - 
than the real thing, but it can come 
in handy if you desperately need 
more memory and is one way of 
overcoming the Amiga's norma] 
10Mb memory ceiling - but then an 
accelerator card can do that anyway 
because it can access its own 
memory. Memory protection allows 
the CPU in a multi-tasking 
environment to stop one task taking 
out other tasks when it goes wrong 
by preventing it from writing to 
memory that it does not own. The 

Amiga currently supports neither 
memory protection nor virtual 
memory, so what is the point of 
having an MMU? If you are a 
programmer, or are thinking of taking 
up programming seriously, especially 
in C or assembly language, then an 
MMU a Hows you to run some pretty 
neat debugging tools, such as 
Commodore's Enforcer. Enforcer 
jumps in when your program screws 
up and tells you what it did and 
where it went wrong. Believe me, if 
you are thinking of purchasing that 

new C compiler or looking enviously 
at DevPac 3t then you ought to be 
drooling over the possibilities of 
having an MMU. 

O tX> I need 32 bit RAM? 
The 68000 chip (used in the Amiga 
500, 600, 1000, 1500 and 2000) is 
a 16-bit processor - that ist it can 
access 16 bits of memory at once. 
The 68020 and above are 32-bit 
processors - which means they are 
capable of running twice as fast as a 

continued cm page 36 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS ZEUS 040 

For the A1500 or A20OO. 68040 @ 
33MHz, with SCSI and 16Mb of 32- 
bit RAM 

This is a 68040 expansion card for 
the A1500 and A2000 series 
computers. It gives 16Mb of fast 
32 bit RAM, a 33MHz 68040 chip 
and a fast SCSI interface. 

FITTING 
Like the GVP GeForce, this is a case 
of plug in and go. Installing this card 
is a stratghtforward procedure. 

IN USE 
This board is very impressive 
indeed. It has worked faultlessly 
since the first time it was switched 

on a month or so ago now, in a 
development environment We're 
pretty upset to see this one got The 
hard disk performance is blisteringly 
fast and it really does make the 
A2000 move. Software is excellent. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
A good buy if you are intending on 
keeping your A1500/A2000 for a 
while. The hard disk performance 
has to be experienced! 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 8/10 
Software: 9/10 
Documentation: 8/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A1500/A2000 with free CPU slot, 

MMU: Yes 
FPU: Yes 
Hard disk Interface: Yes, SCSI 
Price: £2,099 with 16Mb RAM, 

£1,199 without RAM fitted 

OVERALL: 8/10 
Manufactured by: Progressive 
Peripherals w 0101303 238 5555 
Distributed by: Mlcro-PACE UK 
n 0753 551888 

GVP G-FORCE 040 (A3000/A3000T) 

For the A3000/A3000T. 68040 @ 
28MHzt with 2Mb RAM 

This is a rather neat 28MHz 68040 
expansion for the A3000 or 
A3000T. \t can have up to 8Mb of 
ultra-fast 40nS 32-bit RAM fitted in 
the form of SIMMs. This has a fan 
on the 040, as with the other 040 
cards. It comes complete with the 
2.04 Kickstart 2 ROMs for the 
A3000, in case your machine does 
not have them already. 

FITTING 
You really have to take your 
machine to bits. Replacing the 
ROMs is a pain if you have to do 
that as well. Fitting the connector 
for the fan is fairly simple - it plugs 
into one of the hard disk power 
sockets and offers a through 
connector, and this means you 
don't require any special leads for 
the A3000T version. Unfortunately, 
on my A3000T some adjustments to 
the PCB had to be made, including 
the removal of a resistor. Fitting this 

is not for the faint-hearted, and 
should really be done by a trained 
fitter or your dealer, 

IN USE 
Once the card is fitted, the normal 
collection of excellent GVP utilities 
make this board easy to use. It's 
fast, but only just faster than the 
A4000/040. Software is supplied to 
speed up your Kickstart by copying 
it to RAM, and to fall back to the 
original 6S030 chip inside your 
Amiga if you need to do so. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
Nice board, but a real tough cookie 
to Install Unfortunately I've yet to 
see any A3000 expansion that is 
simply pEug-in-and-go, so I guess 
this is about as good as you're 
going to get. The rumour is that this 
board is likely to be superseded 
soon, so the price may well be 
coming down. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 6/10 

Software: 8/10 
Documentation: 9/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A3000 or A3000T with empty 
processor expansion port. 
MMU: Yes 
FPU: Yes 
Hard disk Interface: No 

Price: £lt499 

OVERALL: 8/10 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products w 0101 215 337 S770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems 
* 0S1 309 1111 
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£289 

OFL. WHh POWERPUY GOLD BUNDLE 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW,,. 

IWIMlJtl SOFT W A R E 

PUSHOVER 

-SlLLV PUTTY- 

FSOSE GRAND PRIX 

♦DELUXE PAlHl 111* 

at only 

£289 

AMIGA£> 

>.HARD8 
CHIVE VERSIONS ^B^^ 

WITH A NEW... B 

mill SOFTWARE gg 

EPIC -MYTH* ROME 
•DELUXE PAiNT Mi- 
TRfVlAL PURSUIT TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION [Friruh, Garni**. Eigliihl 
MULTi LANGUAGE 

•DlCTfONARY- 
AMlGATEXT WORD 

PROCESSOR 
20Mb. Version.. 

ini 
If you want a 

DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! 
You can choose 

from either a 
40/60/80/120Mb, 
Capacity Drives. 

£379! 

40Mb. Version 

l£429: 

' such as cables, delivery and. aproper >™      corlipare 0ur 
at EXTRA COST! 

■ 
< 
1 

feat 
iculkm ami intrude the ft 

1\ MM 
AM).,. 

EXCLUSIVE! liUlVlfriJfili 

SPECIAL EDITION 
ADD our great 
POWERPLAY  PACK to 

your order for only.. 
you get: A Superb High Quality 
Microswitched Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick * 10 Essential 3.5* 
Blank Disks -Disk Storage Box- 
Tailored A600 Dust Cover and a High Quality 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse 
PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME.,.ZOOL! 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games 

£49 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIONAL GAMES WHICH g| 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO £30!M — 

Xenon 2 Megablast * Pinbalt Dreams * TV Sports Football*^* 
Hostages * Jumping Jackson * Striker • Bubble Pfus •TinTin on 
the Moon* BEoodwych * Sttr Crazy * Krypton Egg * Skychase 1 

Eliminator * Purple Saturn Day * Safari Guns * Lombard RAC^J 
Rally* Captain Blood * Strike Force Harrier-Lancaster* Sky Fox II 

AND..Transwrite ■ Word Processor for the Amiga 
With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages! 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb, for just £47.95 extra 

AMIGA 

32 BIT-2Mb 
6Q020 PROCESSOR 

the latest AMIGA... 

ujFIRST NEW 

ZAMIGA FOR 5 YEARS 
^AVAILABLE NOW! 

The new A1200 
Oy' is the Amiga of the 

and the first true 
^ advancement totheateady 

powerful Amiga range 

^} Operating at 14MHz this is 
a revolution En power for the 
home market, With the new 

^ AG A Graphics chip set you 
^5 nave a truly remarkable colour 
£^-J palette of some 16.8 million 

colours allowing up to 
r      256000 colours at any one 
r& time and.,, it runs lots 
O   of existing Amiga 
/P    software! JUST THINK 

OF THE IMMENSE 
POSSIBILITIES! 

% TheAIZOO 
is supplied with \/f^ 
2Mb RAM and has 
a full one years on ^ 
site maintenance 
warranty FREE! *y 

I Available at Harwoods 5^ 
with optional hard ^ 
disk drives - fitted! Co 

Floppy Drwe Version 
ONLY... 

80Mb Had Drive 
Version ONLY... 

£384? £5991 

FOR A LIMITED 
PERIOD... 

RED NOSE PACK 
including Sleepwalker 
The Red Nose Game 

With ALL 
A1200's!M 

If you need a 
DIFFERENT 

CAPACITY Hard 
Drive simply call 
forour LATEST 

prices; Choose from 
40/60/120Mb Sizes 

*Fiimnc$ Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack. 



from the 

If you want the POWER^theri 

lookwrfurther... 

e put together some great top of the range Amigas 
\H Kill  f'j'kfr1 fn^m  fln.fi mit£-i A ,m\ t\ t\ A] A truism iiivn* 

AMIGA 

1200NEW 

PROPACK 

Everything you'd 
expect from a 1200 
then LOTS MORE! 

AMIGA A1200 COMPUTER FITTED 
WITH 80Mb,HARD DISK DRIVE 

and supplied with... 
CITIZEN 240C COLOUR PRINTER 

INC.all leads required plus 
I Citizen Print Manager program 

ALSO...A1200 Dust Cover, 
240C Dust Cover, Mouse Mat, 
Printer Paper and Labels plus 
the brilliant new Final Copy II 

Word Processing package. 

FOR A LIMITED "ED NOSE P«* 
PERIOD      including Sleepwalker 

The Red Nose Game 
With all A1200'sl 

at Mil] tit tU 

We've taken the powerful A1200 and turned it into something 

extra special with a massive 8(Mb< Hard Drive! But if 

that's not powerful enough for you, just \mk at the o 

available options and note the tremendously low p 

WE'VE GOT THE POWER! 

^"Monitor/Television 
Superb definition Philips Monitor TV! Ideal for all Amiga and (/} 
CDTV Users giving for the first time true SO column text Monitor 
Quality from a fully featured Teletext television set and... at a really 
AFFORDABLE price! Far better than domestic TV quality!!! I!! 
Just look at the extensive fetures... 
* 2000 Character Dark Glass FST Picture Tube 

for Superb Text Quality and Graphics Displays 
Direct SCART connector for Amiga/CDTV/VCR or Satellite 
Auto-Program, Auto-Switch Off, Auto FineTuner Sleeptimer 

Ot Full Fastfext Teletext Facilities [using external aerial socket] 
& Headphone Jack Socket & Infra-Red Remote Controller 

Loop Aerial for indoor use >V On-Screen Display (OSD) 

S£939M_ I philips 
mmmmmJJ.Uumoiw       monitors I 

4 Free SCART cable for direct audio and RGB connections 

only 

£239 

IPR0+ s 

2000 
DC <1 

l£> Includes a FRFE 
cable to your 

VAI A M I G A 

If you need a DIFFERENT CAPACITY HanJ 
Drive simply call for our LATEST 

prices! Choose from 40/60/120MhSizesl 

FANTASTIC 68030 MODEL AMIGA I 
Operating at 25MH* with 2Mb. Chip f 

RAM a nd 2Mb. FAST RAM ByilHn 
3.5" Floppy 1t.76Mb,| Drive and vour I 

Choice of either aOMb. or t2GMp. 
Hard Disk Drives... 

80Mb HD £979.95 

120Mb HD£1079.95 

Phone about 040 Versions!! 

in 
14" stereo     *g a 

iC O L O U R 2 

r ,
R

t c  r C |*J Add a CM 8833/11 
&       IW% monitor or Monitor/ 

cable $ CO        TV when buying your 
'and dust ^ IN# Amiga and pay the 

low PHILIPS GOLD 
■      DISCOUNT prices to 

* save even more! 

whh an Amigs*] 

tC O v er + 
'I rt - H o m e 

is* 

onrtors 

GOLD 
monitor TV's 
DISCOUNT 

CM8833/I! 
£219.95" 
MONiTOR/TV 
£229.95* 

Commodore 1084S Monitor 
14' Colour, Stereo Sound, 12 months warranty £199 

.95 

A600/A1200 

RAM UPGRADES 

PCMCIA Cards 

|W®!i? 

COMemory Card * J 
2Mb, Card, £119.95 4Mb Card, £174.95 

CD ACCELERATOR 80ARD 
40MHz 68030ec Processor, 32Bit RAM 

Various configurations, from 0 to 32Mb. 
NEW SUPER LOW PRICING. 

1Mb. £289.95 4Mb. £479.95 

^ RAM BOARD M s 
Available in various configurations.,. 
14W!Hz;oMb £149,95 

1Mb.£214.95 
4Mb.£304.95 

25fVIHz:oMb,£2l4.95 
1Mb. £279.95 
4Mb.£369.95 

50MHz:oMb,£324.95 
1Mb. £389.95 
4Mb.£479.95 

32Bit SIMM for MBX BOARDS 
1Mb. £69.95 
4Mb. £159.95 

A1200/3/4000 MONITORS 

?3    £265 ^ 
- (CBM 1936 gives limited Screei 

Modes on Amiga Al200/4000r 

£4091 
.28' dot pitch 

CBM 1960 monitor gives access to 
ALL Amiga A120074000 screen 

modes, without interlace flicker. 

EXTRA UPGRADES 
 AMIGAS  
A500 1/2Mb £32.95    A500+ 1Mb £39.95 

A600 1Mb £47.95 
| A500 & A600 RAM expansions inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
 SIMMS FOR GVP'S-  
HC8 & HD8 Drives add RAM in 2Mb. iricrementsts 
IMbSimm £29.95     4MbSimm £132.95 
32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators [min. 2Mb. increments] 
1Mb x 32Bit £64.95   4Mbx32Bit £174.95 

AMIGA® 

nternalo 

HARD ^ 

)ISK 

DRIVES 

40Mb.or.iy £149.95 

60Mb.oniy £199.95 

80Mb.oniv £249.95 

120Mb.oniv £299.95 
All our Amiga compatible hard drives 
are IDE units from reputable sources,. 
Conner, Seagate, Western Digital etc 
depending on size...and are supplied 

with our 1Year Gold Service Warranty 
6Q0HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb. Hard Drivef Phone for details 

REMEMBER: 
In ths price... 

Harwoods collect 
fit the hard drive, 

configure, test 
& return by courier, 

and then add 
Our Gold Warranty. 
Can you be SURE 

of this service 
anywhere else? 

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF 

VAT AT 17.5% 

X. N 
; \ 



the extensive range of 

peripherals and software 

90's Sfltoonix 

g PRINTERS 
"TOT MATRIX 

NKJETS AND 
.   A   S   E   R S 

I   All our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 

a cable, paper and labels 
FREE OF CHARGE. 

Dot matrix models come 
with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks lor 
Citizens, Stars and Canons. 

ALL Citizens have a 2Year Warranty | 
Please call for prices on any models not listed 

INTERS 

STAR LC 20 MONO £139.95 
STAR LC100 COLOUR New Low... £ 154.95 
STAR LC ZOO COLOUR £204.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £129.95 
NEW CITIZEN 90 s. 
NEW...CITIZEN 90 MONO £164.95. 
NEW,.,CITIZEN 90C COLOUR £179.95 

INTERS 

nor 

STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR New Low:£269.35 
STAR XB 24/200 COLOUR £389.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 200 MONO£209.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 200 COL. New Low: £229.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240 MONO£259.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240 COL New Low: £274.95 

PRINTERS G 
RES 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOsx INKJET £249.95 
NEW...Superfast CANON BJ200 
INKJET PRINTER - 250cpsl Inc. 
automatic sheet feeder £349.95 
HP DESKJET 
NEW 510 MONO 
500 COLOUR £479.95 
HP DESKJET 
550 COLOUR £709.95 

A superb new range of Genlocking and Editing 
products that give you...THE POWER TO CREATE1 

GENMAN GENLOCKS: A terrific range of equipment 
with an upgrade path as YOUR requirements grow.., 

^^ j| Composite In/Out 

SSS F^El Composite In/Out,RGB Loopthrough 

5 if 5 EH AstheGL2 plus Caption Fade 

| OOO EES S-VHS/HiS Compatible, Y/C In/Out 
EDITMAN DESK TOP VIDEO: At last a desktop video 
editing suite that's simple to use. Again there is the 
upgrade path to keep pace with your creativity... 

€DHMfiN HI 2 VCR System 

€DITMfiN ISl 3 VCR System 

£99.00 

£129.00 

£175.00 

£475.00 

£399.00 

£799.00 

Because Editman is packed with features, we've made a video 
to show you just how good it is!!! Send us only £3.99 (including 

postage) for your own copy on a full E180 VHS tape, then see 
how Genman and Editman give you THE POWER TO CREATE' 

LOW 

COST 
Three Superfast NEW Laser Printers from Star which offer SUPERB 

QUALITY PRINTOUT & all have great standard features... 
Sppm, 14 Resident Fonts +15 True Type PC Fonts, LCD Display, Combined 
300 Sheet Capacity Dual Paper Feeds, 1 Year On-Srta Warranty and more,.. 

iS-5   Sppm  B12K exp. HP L&wjet BP 1 tetd+15PC 
to4», [PCUJ 
lMb.exp,HPUJIIPtPCUL 14a«d+15PC 
to 7Mb.  IIUPCL&i HPGL2 +£PCL&Agfa St Serial 600x3TjCcipi 
2Mb. &xp. As LS-5EX pJus: 14$td+15 PC Auto Paralle 300x300 & 
to 8Mb. TfiHrlmagelMfero- +SPCL5Agfa Si Serial plus 6&0x30{idpi 

soft Postscript],   +35Tryelype Applets 
A|?pde Imvmittft +35Post$cript 

Resolution Price 

LS-5EX 5ppm 

t$*5TT 5ppm 

Auto Parallei 300x360 
; Si Serial dpi 
Auto ParaHaf 300x300 & 

£629.95 

£749.95 

£$99.95 

SUPPLIED WITH FREE DUST COVER AND LEAD 
Phone us now and ask for your FREE Guide to Stars NEW Lasers!!! 

9 e n u i rpRiNTER ACCESSORIES SS=I 
PRINTER PRINTER BLACK BLACK: RIBBON COLOUft LttLQLf R RIBBON TYPE RIBBON 'SIX PACK' RIBBON 'SIX PACK* 

CITIZEN 1MD+ BLACK ONLY £4,75 £22.95 N/A N/A 
CFTEEN 124 BLACK ONLY £4.75 £22.95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN SWIFT $ BUWCOiOUR £4.75 £22.35 £16,45 £94.95 SWFFT 24/24FJ224 BLACK/COiOUFt £4J5 OZ,95 £16.45 £34.95 
STAR LCM/20/1M BLACKiCCtOUfi £4.45 £23.96 £595 £34.95 
STAHLCZOO BLACK/COLOUR £5,95 ZX9 £32.yE> ZX9 £TZ.4EJ.O;HQ. £64.95 MBCL 
STAB icwm BLACK/COLOUR £6.95 224 £33.95 Z24 £12.95 XZ+CL £69.95 am 
STAR XB RANGE iJLACK/COiOUfl £8.35 Z24 £43.95 Z24 £14.95xz*cL £74.95X*4CL STAR SJ4S INK CAHTRIDGE BLACK ONLY AI» compart lb to with Apple Stytowrrtw and Canon BJ10*K Bubhlajal £15.95Ba 
Citizen..._ BO Column^ Pin 
Prmw CoiourKit [All models 
BMcep! the Chmn 1.24 mods!! 
32K FLAM Expansion 
[24Pin Citizens except 200/240] 
32K RAM Expansion 
[Citian2Dty2tt! 
12SK RAM Expansion 
[Crlizen 200/2401 

Htwhlt Packard Original Consumables 
£37.95   DESKJET SWL PAINTJET., m<* 

Black Ink Cartridge   £21.95 Black Ink Cartridge gjjg 
IDouble Ufei   Colour Ink Cartrioge m& £13.95  Colour InJtCartfidjft £25.95 Single Sheel Paper £ia« 
f Standard I Z-FaH Paper ^jgg 

£13,95   Pl«» pbone for any 'Am not Trartspafwcy Film: 
Shown in Our listings |Pack uf BO Sheets] 

*32.95  AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS: Onty ,m» 
ALL Star /Citizen BDCol. models [please state type when ordering] 

EAR DO 

DIS K^5s 
DR1VESwith wm*r,'-^j 

San cl 

<PLUS 5 

Simply 
plug in 

the 
miga 
deport 

HD8 Hard Drives 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£389.95 
£444.95 
£494.95 
£654.95 

120Mb. 
£489.95 
£539.95 
£594.95 
£749.95 

A530 Combined NEW 
Hard Drive and LOW 
68030 Accelerator PRICES 

RAM 
1Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£609.95 
£674.95 
£774.95 
£939.95 

120Mb. 
£709.95 
£769.95 
£869.95 

£1029.95 

68882 M 
floating 
unit for A 

aths j*? 
point 
530 s £5 

A
M

IG
A

 

nterha[ 

502Qoofi£ 

HC8 Har d Drives 

RAM 80Mb. 120Mb. 
0Mb. £339.95 £419.95 
2Mb. £394.95 £469.95 
4Mb. £444.95 £524.95 
8Mb. £549.95 £629.95 

NBI! I Hard drives fitted with memory may 
fluctuate in price due to the S/£ exchange 

ratej^ieasecor^ 

CUMANAI 3.5" 
EXTERNAL with free disk head cleaner 

j-LONG CONNECTING CABLE AND 
THROUGHPORT- The Most Reliable 

External Drive on the Market! 
CD 

At2l» COMPATIBLE TOO!! I 

■=■§ 

£69.95 

^Finance Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack. 



**^^-"^8fi 

COMPARE OUR 

GOLD SERVICE 
Before yttu chomefrtm whom to purchase, pfease phone its. 

We are always happy to diseuss your reqtiirentcjth and (waver 
any queries you may Iwe. And., remember Norwoods have 

always provided THE RESTservicc in the industry,* 
FREE GOLD SERVICE: Any computer, monitor or printer ti 
requires service in the first year is collected FREE OF CHARGE { 
Mainland only}. Remember at Harwoods we charge no more for t 
GOLD service. The fastest turnaround possible is GUARANTEED by i 
OWN SERVICE ENGINEERS. -Many items have In-Home Warranties 
TECKNICAl SUPPORT: You will be given our Exclusive Techni 
Support Phone Number to call should you require any help or adv 
on any aspect of the system you have purchased. 
MINIMUM 12 MONTH HARDWARE WARRANTY;   items provi 

s uniess otnerwise STateo. ror me guarantee per*onr warranry serv 
I will be completely FREE OF CHARGE [some items are 2 yr warran' 

YOUR SYSTEM READY TO GO: All main hardware products coi 
with mains plugs and leads - just connect up and use straight ftwa\ 
How to amtaef us... 
■1 BY PHONE: Plume our Order Hotline with your Acce 

Visa., Masteruanl Switch or Lombard Creditenarge C< 
'      quoting number & expiry date jMost Dixons, Curr 

NASCR and other 'store1 cards are Lombard Creditchai 
and are happily accepted by us). 

BY POST: Make cheques, bankers building srarety drafts 
postal orders payable to GORDON HARWOt 
COMPUTERS. jPersonal/business cheques take 7days 
clear from day of receipt whereupon your order will 
despatched). Please send Name, Address, and mi 
importantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number alo 
With your order requirements. Please check you * 
ordering from our latest advertisement before posti 

for example many September publications appear dun' 
August, etc., therefore prices you see may have chang 
(either up or down!). 

□EXPORT; Most items are available at TAX FREE PRICES 
non UK residents and service personnel. Please contact 
for confirmation of export prices before ordering. 

HFREE DELIVERY: by Parcel farce, UK Mainland only, C 
SPEEDY NEXT WORKING DAY COURIER SERVICE A 
just £6.95 per maior item for guaranteed delivery for €10 
for Saturday delivery], UK Mainland most region 
(Despatch normally on day of order or payment cleararK 

All fatal prices are what YOV frt Y. and then an SO fit DIMS EXTRA 
VAT and postage are intituled, andprkes are correct at time of going t 
press iPaek details may vary from time to time). Offers and Services an 

subject to availability ond to heina the latest advertised oroduets. ottt'kf, a 

IGA 

sortware 
Listed below is a sample from our vast range of software at 
competitive prices. If you need a product not listed simply 

phone us and we'll be delighted to quote for your requirements. 

word processors/publishing |    animation and graphics 
Pen Pal V1.5 £49.35 
Final Copy II Release 2 £99.95 
Kind words 3 £37.95 
The Publisher £39.95 
Professional Page V4.0 £129,9 5 
Pagesetter III £49.95 

integrated titles 
Mini Office £42.95 

d a t a b a s e s j 
Ho mebase 
Superbase 2 Personal 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/DB 

£19.95 
£29.95 
£39.95 

! CAD & structured drawing! 
X-CAD 2000 
X-CAD 3000 
Art Expression 
Expert Draw 

£109,95 
£269.91 
£149,95 

£49.95 
video 

Video Mastar 
Scala 500 
Sea I a Professional 
Broadcast Titler 2 

£59.95 
£79.95 

£189.95 
£ 16 9 9 5 

miscellaneous 
GB Route Plus £37.96 
Voyager £5 4.95 
Turboprint 2.0 £34.95 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing £24.95 
Workbench Upgrade Kit £7 9.9 5 
Action Replay Ml £54.95 
Softfaces 1 to 4 £49.95 
Softclips 1 to 4 £29.95 
Softwood Proper Grammar: Grammar 
checker, for ALL Amiga WP's £49.95 

Deluxe Paint 4.1 £64,95 
Deluxe Paint 4 (AGA) £79.95 
3D Construction Kit £49.95 
Adorage £54.95 
Vista Pro 2 £54.95 
Vista Pro 3 £99.95 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £149.95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24-Bit Graphics 
System (PAL) £529,95 
Morph Plus £149.95 

utilities & development 
Quarterback V5 £44.95 
Quarterback Tools £54.95 
Cross DQS £29.95 
Easy Amos £24.95 
Amos The Creator £36.95 
Amos Compiler £23.95 
Amos 3D £25.95 
Amos Professional £49.95 
New SAS Lattice C V6 £239.95 
Devpac 3 £54.95 
Directory Opus V4 £54.95 
Can Do 2 £99.95 
Charts & Graphs £49,95 

games & entertainment 
Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range of 
Amiga Software Titles now and 
pick up a great deal!!! 

AMIGA + x 
softwareponEDiwioNeasj, )e "ii'.-JViKiM.'S, 
micro science - to GCSE standards £18.95     ^  13tol4 or 14to?5 
micro maths - to GCSE standards        £18.9$ 3° english £18,95 
micro english ■ to GCSE standards    £18.95 *^tnot 14to15 age group} 
micro french - to GCSE standards      £18.95   <°    maths £16.95 

f ranch £18.95 micro germs n - to GCSE standards £18.95 
primary maths ■ 3tol2's       £18.95 v 
mega maths ■ A level £19.95 c,^ ' noddy's playtime £19.95 
reading and writing *un school 4 (various ages!£18,95 
course - over 3 s    £18.95 ' fan school 2 - 2to6, 6to8P over 8's £5.45 
compendium six £27.95 
fun school 4 software: £ NEW...Childs Play Activity Centre £24.95 
choose - under 5's, 5to7's /> * & Word Processor with SPEECHF Zto12yrs 
or 7to1tls, only.,. £19.95 each l® GC^Tl rA' ctandafG* 

Amiga A1200 Insider Guide £14.95 
Amiga A600 Insider Guide £14.95 
Mastering Amiga Assembler £22.95 
Mastering Amiga C £18.95 
Mastering Amiga Workbench £18.95 
Mastering Amiga DOS Volume 1 £20.95 
Mastering Amiga DOS Volume 2 £18.95 
Mastering Amiga AMOS £18.95 

AMIGAaccessories 
Colour Pic Plus £679.95 

-=    Super Pic £579.95 
Rombo Vidi 12, V2.0O   £79 95 

J^Viol 12 St Sound & Vision 
co MegaMix Master £99.95 

|o&— Amas 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 
"o|H Interface inc.Microphone £74.95 
5jc_D Audio Engineer Plus 
o— Sound Sampler £179,95 
wQ Technosound Turbo Sampler £32.95 

I f\ M i racle key boa rd       £299.9 5 
^ Music X full version 1.1 £24.95 

' Midi interface 5port c/w cable £24.95 
I £f\ Super JAM £79.95 

Bars & Pipes Professional £209.95 
> ZYFI Stereo Speakers with £39.95 

separate power supply 
J Clarity 16 £109.95 
1 Stereo Master £31.95 

I ££? Power Mono NEW V3.G Hand 
i Held Scanner €109.95 
I Power Colour Hand 
■ Held Scanner £239.95 
; Sharp JX 100 Colour 

| CO Flatbed [AS Paper size] £549.95 
ProGen - Perfect high quality 

L—    entry level true video signal 
fj^o genlock £64.95 
[o> RocgenPlus £139.95 

-S Rendale 8802 inc switch £179.95 
>   a n d fa de r controls, A1200 

I HQ Microswitched MEGA MOUSE 
| C—^ excelEent magazine reviews.,. 

I    MEW LOWER PRICE...£12.60 
! HQ Microswitched mouse inc. 
'Mouse Mat & Holder £19.95 
j High Quality micro- 
i switched Optical mouse £28,95 
] HQ Microswitched Trackball £29.95 
3 Automatic Mouse and Joystick 
3 Switcher £17.95 

SgGVP 286 PC Emulator 
JgForGVPASOO HD8/530 that 
= simply plugs into your GVP 
^ drive mini slot [no DOS]. 

|tJTap into a wealth of PC 
"compatible software for 
j the new low price of just... 

£149.95 
a Premier Control Centre & Monitor 

*JpPlinth with shelf: 
'^^For Amiga A500 £39.95 
O   For Amiga A600 £34.95 
£   For Amiga A1200 £39,95 

jgZipstickautofire £11.95 
_gCompetition Pro-Star autofire, 

^to DU r5^i re & s I ow motio n £ 13,95 
Python 1M £10.95 

Full range of Qvickjoy and other mdkes 
stocked - please catt us for prices 

81M10 Sony 3.5" DS OD £8.95 
i JJZ 50 Sony 3.5" DS OD £34.95 
| V7 Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

110 with I ib rary case £6.9 5 
J 50 Disks ■ only.,. £24.95 

I w# 250 Disks - only... £94.95 
Q- 3.5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

_ for reliable loading £2.95 

prices. Please note goods are not s applied on a trial barn.      E& ttii 
VISIT OUR SPACIOUS SHOWROOM; 

Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised ran 
and morer available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. (Pie; 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby toot 

How to find us... 

WE ARE JUSTS MINUTES FROM THE m. JUNCTION 26 I Third HH t>H iUt A38 tow»rd» D*fby] 

L\ OPENING TIMES 
* ;9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays - 9.00 until 1.00 



ACCELERATORS 

continued from page 31 
16-bit processor, It also means that 
when you add an accelerator board 
(which amounts to replacing your 16- 

bit chip with a 32-bit one), you need 
32-bit RAM to keep up wit it. (The 
actual RAM chips are no different 
from other RAM chips, but they are 

arranged differently on the board*) 
Without 32-bit RAM your accelerator 
is crippled, and in some cases an 
accelerator without 32-bit RAM can 

actually run slower than a standard 
Amiga. Most Amiga accelerators can 
take 32-bit RAM expansion. You 
cannot convert existing RAM to 32 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS MERCURY 040 

For the A3000/A3000T. 68040 @ 
35MHz, with 16Mb RAM 

This is the ultimate in luxury 
expansions for the A3000 or 
A3000T, A rather large card, it fits 
into the special processor 
expansion port and gives you 35 
(yes, thirty-five) MHz of raw 68040 

processing power. This, coupled 
with 16Mb of very fast 32-bit RAM, 
makes an attractive package, 

FITTING 
Installation of this card is a little 
complicated, depending on the 
machine you're fitting it into - the 
A3000T is slightly harder than the 

A3G00. You have to take not only 
the case but just about everything 
else to bits in order to fit it in. 
Because the T040 is being run 
faster than its recommended speed 
(35MHz rather than 33), it s just as 
well that a fan is fitted (as on the 
other 040 boards reviewed here) 
and to wire it up you need the little 
adaptor supplied. This plugs into 
the disk drive power, and you will 
need an extender if you have an 
A3000T. You require Kickstart 2.04 
to fit this, but it is not supplied. 

IN USE 
Blindingly fast in all operations. 1 
was slightly worried about the way 
the board sits in the machine - it is 
so big and covers a large area of 
PCB, including areas where RAM 
chips and other warm chaps sit. 
This, and the general weight of the 
board, make tt a bit worrying. On top 
of that, even with the fan, I was 
nervous that a 33MHz chip was 
clocked at 35MHz, and kept 
thinking something was about to go 
wrong - but I must stress that 
nothing did. It's easy to use, and 
the software is easy to install, 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
This is a speedy boardr no doubts 
about it. The 32-bit RAM does not 
hang around, and this is the fastest 
040 I have ever seen, My only 
quibbles are that the board seemed 
to fit uncomfortably in my machine, 
and everything got a tad warm over 
time, though with no apparent i l l 
effects. Installation in an A3000T is 
a right pain, but if you need the 
processing power, this is worth it. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 6/10 (A3000T) 
Software: 8/10 
Documentation: 3/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A3000 or A3000T with Kickstart 
2.04 in ROM. 
MMU: Yes 
FPU: Yes 
Hard disk interface: No 
Price: £2,099 with 16Mb of RAM, 

£lt199 with no RAM fitted 
OVERALL: 8/10 

Manufactured by: Progressive 
Peripherals * 0101303 238 5555 
Distributed by: Micro-PACE UK 

0753 551888 

GVPA1230 

For the A1200. 68EC030 $ 
40MHz, with 4Mb RAM and FPU 

This is one of the first accelerators 
available for the A12G0. It comes 
with a 40MHz 68EC030 chip, a 
socket for a 40MHz 68882 FPU, 
and 4Mb of RAM, expandable to a 

massive 32Mb, all nice fast 32-bit 
RAM. It all comes in so compact a 
box that you wonder how on earth 
they packed it in. 

FITTING 
Fitting this is a breeze. The 
documentation is excellent. Simply 

unplug your A1200T turn it upside 
down, remove the trapdoor and slot 
the card in. It does require a little 
thinking about how you are going to 
get the card through the hole, 
because it's actually larger than the 
trapdoor, but the manual very 
helpfully describes how to do it, and 
it can be done. 

IN USE 
Using this card is even more of a 
breeze than fitting it. Software 
installation is nil. This is literally 
plug in and go: the 68030 and RAM 
are automatically detected by the 
A1200 and used. You might as well 
not bother with the supplied disk - 
you donTt need it. It includes a 
couple of basic utilities for testing 
memory, controlling your 68030 
chip, and examining various parts of 
your computer. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
This is a real winner. It couldn't be 

simpler to fit {well, all right, it could, 
if it were a bit smaller or the 
trapdoor were a bit bigger), it takes 
no setting up to get going and it 
works just fine. It turns the A1200 
into a really serious productivity 
tool, and represents excellent value 
for money. 

FEATURES 
Fitting: 9/10 
Software: 9/10 
Documentation: 9/10 
Minimum hardware requirements: 
A1200 with an empty trap-door slot 
MMU: No 
FPU; Optional, 40MHz 6SSS2 
Hard disk interface: No 
Price: £299 with no RAM or FPU 

£599 with 4Mb RAM and FPU 
OVERALL: 9/10 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products * 0101 215 337 8770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems 
IT 081 309 1111 
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ACCELERATORS 

bits, Your Chip RAM, for example, 
will always be 16 bits, as will any 
trapdoor RAM added by A500 or 
A600 owners. The A1200 and A4000 
( 030 and '040 versions) are a major 
step forward in Amiga technology 
because they are 32 bits throughout 
- there is not a single byte of 16-bit 
RAM anywhere. If you "re accelerating 
any other Amigas, make sure you 
budget for some 32-bit RAM when 
planning to buy a card. 

O Will It fit in my machine? 
Check the design and overall size of 
the card. The 68000 socket was not 
designed to bear the weight of heavy 
cards and after several months1 use 
of an accelerator in my A500 Plus, I 
have had many problems caused by 
my accelerator (the Microbotics VXL- 
030) popping out of the socket, 
probably thanks to the combined 
weight of the VXL-030 card and the 
associated RAM-32 card. I have 
recently tried out the CSA Derringer 
'030 card in place of the Mic robotics 
card, which is smaller, looks better 
builtT and appears so far to be more 
reliable. 

If you have other boards plugged 
into the area around the accelerator 
(for example, ROM switchers, Meg-A- 
Chip, ICD Flicker Free Video or 
AdIDE) then you will have to remove 
them or your accelerator will not fit. 

And a warning for A500 Plus 
owners, On some models there is a 
large blue capacitor about three 
inches directly below the power 
connector {marked C307). If the 
capacitor is about the same height 
as the two capacitors immediately 
behind the power connector (about 
three-eighths of an inch high) and 
cannot be bent over to allow greater 
clearance, then Et will clash with 
several of the accelerator boards 
present. On my A500 Pius I had to 
de-solder this capacitor and re-solder 

JARGON BUSTING 

CMOS - Complimentary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor. A type of chip that 
requires very little power to run on. 
Originally CMOS chips were very 
slow in comparison to other chip 
types such as NMOS, so weren't 
used so much in computers. These 
days they are lightning fast, but still 
require a fraction of the power. This 
makes them ideal for portable 
computers - but there's no Amiga 
Portable because the old chipset 
and ECS were NMOS chips. The 
new AG A (AA) chipset in the A4000 
is now CMOS, so fingers crossed... 

DMA - Direct Memory Access. A 
process where external hardware, 

such as a hard disk controller, is 
able to put data directly into the 
computer's main memory without 
the need for a program to transfer 
the information. This makes for very 
fast data manipulation indeed. 

Linear Address Space - The 
maximum amount of physical RAM 
that the CPU can 'see" at any one 
time. A 68000 chip can see up to 
16Mb of memory. The 68020 and 
above can see up to 4 Gigabytes - 
that is, 4,096Mb - at once. 

MIPS - Millions of Instructions Per 
Second. Represents how many 
single machine code instructions a 

processor can execute in one 
second. A standard Amiga executes 
under 1MIP. An A4000 will manage 
around 19 to 20 MIPS, 

MFLOPS - Millions of Floating Point 
Instructions Per Second. A bench- 
mark, rather like MIPS, but refers to 
"floating point" maths instructions. 

NMOS - Negative Metal Oxide Semi- 
conductor, A type of chip requiring 
more power to run than CMOS, 

SIMMs - Single In-line Memory 
Modules, These simply plug into a 
special socket on your circuit board 
- much easrer than chips to install. 

it at an angle to fit my accelerator 
board. 

0 Can I fit If myself? 
Almost all Amiga 500 accelerators fit 
easily inside the A500, (But see 
question 7 above for a note about 
the A500 Plus.) They require the 
removal of the 68000 chip (the 
largest rectangular chip on the 
board, on the left hand side). All you 
have to do is open up your machine 
(see pages 20 to 26 for details) and 
gently phse the chip out of the 
socket and the board will plug back 
into the socket. Some boards require 
you to plug the 68000 chip back into 
a new socket for it on the accelerator 
board afterwards. 

Remember that if your machine 
is still under warranty, opening it up 
may invalidate the warranty, so if 
anything goes wrong you're on your 
own. (See Talking Shop, page 92.) 

If that or the thought of opening 
your machine up is too much for you, 

and particularly if you haven't already 
got a hard disk but would like one, 
you could do worse than look at the 
A530 hard disk/accelerator from 
GVP - just plug it into the side of 
your 500 or 500 Pius, and it works. 
No messing with 68000 chips, no 
de-soldering capacitors. 

0 What about the cost? 
You get what you pay for. If you have 
less than £150 to spend. itTs 
probably best not to bother. The 
best-value accelerator you can get for 
this sort of money costs around £12 
and is a drop-in replacement for the 
68000 chip: a 68010, This will give 
a very small, but still noticeable, 
speed increase. The modification 
should be done by a qualified dealer 
- otherwise you could both invalidate 
your warranty and cause expensive 
damage to your Amiga. This is 
useless for A3000, A4000 and 
A1200 owners, however, who already 
have a higher-spec processors. The 

accelerator cards reviewed here 
range in price from under £300 to 
over £2,000, 

© Should I just get a new Amiga? 
This is a serious question. If you are 
thinking about accelerating your 
A500, A1500, A2000 or A3000, you 
might like to think twice and then 
again. If you1 re going to be spending 
£1,500 or more anyway, it might be 
cheaper and better in the long term 
to simply sell your machine and 
upgrade to a newer, AGA-based 
Amiga such as the A120Q (starting 
at just £399) or A4000 (about 
£2,000 or so). Both of these 
machines are 32-bit throughout and 
offer excellent future expandability. It 
is likely that over the coming year, 
more and more software will require 
Jots of RAM, greater processing 
speeds and better graphics. It might 
be best to get yourself set up for the 
future now, and save a whole load of 
heartache later. 

SPEED TRIALS: THE RESULTS 

These tables set out comparative speeds for the 
accelerator cards reviewed, against the 
benchmark of a standard A500 and other 
unaccelerated Ami gas. We carried out a number 
of tests, using standard utilities such as AIBB, 
and a couple of real-life operations, including a 
Vista frame and some processor-intensive DTP 
operations. For each configuration we then 
averaged the times taken for mteger operations 
and those for ''floating point" operations. In these 
tables, the performance of each card is given as 
the number of times It Is faster than a standard 
A500 - the higher the figure, the faster the result. 

For floating point tests, some of the results 
seem low. These are for machines without an FPU 
or maths coprocessor present In such cases, 
floating point calculations are carried out in 
software instead, which is a slower process* 
• AfBB or Amiga intuition-Based Benchmark Es a 

INTEGER 
A500 Standard .1 
A4000 '030 19,18 
A4000 '040 41.60 
A1200, Standard 8.31 

A500 with GVP A530 .. 28.27 
A500 with PP 040-500 ... 55.05 
A2000 with GVP G-Force 030 28.36 
A2000 with GVP G-Force 040 53.48 
A2000 with PP Zeus 040 54.73 
A3000 with GVP G-Force 040 20.52 
A3000 with PP Mercury 040 58.49 
A12O0 with GVP A1230 ..28.71 

public domain program that tests various aspects 
of an Amiga's system and performance, then 
compares this graphically with other standard 
Amigas. It is available from PD Soft (w 0702 

FLOATING POINT 
A500 Standard  
A4000 '030  ... 
A4000 '040 , 
A1200, Standard.,,.,,.,..., 

 1 
 4.81 
.214.61 
 1.67 

A500 with GVP A530 7.12 
A500 with PP 040-500 262,30 
A2000 with GVP G-Force 030...... 37.67 
A2000 with GVP G-Force 040. 262.30 
A2000 with PP Zeus 040 283.28 
A3000 with GVP G-Force 040 236.07 
A3000 with PP Mercury 040 337.24 
A1200 with GVP A1230* 7.23 
* Tested without FPU 

466933) on disk V948 and was reviewed in 
Amiga Shopper 25 - if you missed that issue, you 
can order a copy on page 116. 
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of Hampshire Established 8 years 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or mouse are included. 

Special price £27.50 

New Citizen 

Swift 90 
Advanced 9pin printer, (Swift 9 
replacement),*optional colour. Price 
with cable & paper 

90 Mono £1 55 
90C Colour        £1 79 

Swift 240 
24pin Colour* 

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E 
replacement), •optional: colour. Price with 
cable & paper 

240 Mono £245 
240C Colour £265 

Swift 200 
24pm Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224 
replacement.) * optional colour. Price with 
cable & paper 

200 Mono £205 
200C Colour £229 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable 
& paper £115 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty.       r o o o 

With cable & paper LOOO 

Deskjet Colour 
300dpi colour inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost 
3 year warranty. r /r o r\ 

With cable & paper      £ 4 Z y 

Deskjet 550C 
300dpi colour inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality, with colour 
and black cartridges resident 

3 year warranty. ffiOQ With ca bie & pa per       I- O Z £J 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 

£52.90 
1M external 

While stocks last 

New Roctec/Zappo 
All Amigas A500-A1200  p^n Q*V 

1 M external drive £D Z. \? U 

Printer Packs 
AH printers are supplied with a printer pack consisting of printer paper and a connection 
cabte.   free of charge 
A stand is £5.00 extra {with a printer) 

Ink Refills 
BJ10 twin refill varoius colo urs   15 90 
Deskjet twin refill various colours 15,90 

(We stock 200 types of ribbons) 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 
A500 Hard Disks 
50Mb Hard Disk £289 
80Mb  Hard Disk £369 
120Mb Hard Disk £459 
40Mb A530 Combo £459 
30Mb A530 Combo £549 
1 20Mb A530 Combo £645 

A1500 Hard Disks 
40Mb Hard Disk £275 
80Mb Hard Disk £319 
120Mb Hard Disk £395 
Controller (no disk) £129 

GVP ram £29 per 1Mb 

GVP PC Emulator £99 
286 16MHz Emulator for HD8 + /A530 

Commodore A590 

£189 20M Hard Disk 
for A500 

Accelerators/Emulators 
MBX 1200 4Mram 14MHz £309 
MBX 1200 SMram 14MHz £439 
1 500 CBM A2386 SX-25 £249 
A3220 Display Enhancer £99 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 0.5-1 Mram + clock .... £24.90 
A500 0.5-1 Mram no clock ,,. £19.90 
A500+ IMram + clock  £49.90 
A600 CBM IMram + clock .. £29,90 
2 M Smart c ard A600/1200 £124.00 
4M Smart card A600/1200 £195.00 

Amiga 600SD 

£234 £229 
with free game     no software 

Amiga 500 + 

£215 Cartoon Classic 
Pack 

Amiga 600SD 
(D. Paint III, Grand Prix, Putty, Pushover) 

Wild Weird 
& Wicked 

£269 

Amiga 600HD 
(20M Hd, Trivial P., Epic, Rome, Pusho1) 
■ £319 

20M Hd NO Soft/W £299 

Amiga A1200 
Now with free game 

5x faster. Workbench v3. 2M ram. 
Custom graphic 256K col, from 16,7M 

£359 
£589 

No Hd 
80M Hd 
120MHd £669 
Official Commodore approved 
Hard Dtsfi with Wang on-site. 

Amiga A1500 + 
with fu!l software £459 

All Citizen printers have 
a 2 year warranty 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4/70 
Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform 
colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24E)  £5 
Version 2 (Swift series 2) £10 
Drivers 1 (2 price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-1 Oe/ex  £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably trie best 24pin 
mono printer available,   f 1 RQ 
With cable & paper      M— I 

P&nasonic/Epson 
KXP4410 Laser 5ppm 493 
KXP1170 Spin  134 
KXP1124I 24pm  215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229 
Epson LX400 9pin   119 
Epson LQ570 24pin  265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Scanner 
with touch up   C 1 HQ software      I- I \J& New 

Canon BJ-10ex 

Commodore 

1084ST 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor, 

0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res> + stand 

Amiga A4000 

4000/40 120Mb £1975 
4000/30 80Mb £929 

360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper £199 

£179 £175 
with cable without cable 
Prices valid while stock lasts 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper £199 

Star LC100 
9pin colour with 
cable & paper £154 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga p *> 1 

with house & mat 1 

Golden Image Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £13.90 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin  123 
LC200 Colour Spin  179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  185 
LC2410O Mono 24pin .... 175 
LC2420O Colour 24pin 259 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only v1.3   29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer " 24,95 
Keyb d operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelerator ..239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip ,...37.50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £14,90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £14.90 

Philips CM8833 MK2 

UK, 240V  £215 with eabte 
+ 9*me     £211 without cable 

Some monitors include a free 
ST/Amiga game 

Accessories 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3,75 
A500 Printe r cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension  10.95 
23way Plug or socket  2,95 
Computer Oust Cover  4.70 
Type Through Covers 1 7,50 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) 4.95 
Mouse House 2,95 
1M internal 3.5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU  39.00 
A590 replacement PSU ....... 49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + .. 129.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks .  7,95 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  7.50 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  141.00 
1kx   3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY / DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  5.95 
50x   3>5" DS/DD 135tpi  2t,86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.......... 39.60 
250x3.5" DS/DD I35tpi ,..,,..„., 94.88 
Ikx   3,5" DS/DD 135tpi....... 379,53 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock...... 5.49 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock,... 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 
Phone for our 70 page c&tBlogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT 

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME c 
All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty. J~ 

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification, <§ 
Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8% 
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking, 

Open 9 to 5 30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order. 
Postage 94p or £3,53 Securicor £6.46 Sec uric or AM £11.75 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants UleServE 

Larger items delivered 
by Securicor 

POT6 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

UJeSCrVC   Best for service   Telephone 0705 647000 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

ANSWERS 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
'basic" in content. 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

General: 
this icon is 
used for 
any 

general Amiga-related 
queries. 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer 
before trying it out. 

programming will have 
this icon next to them. 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware. 

Danger: 
the answer 
to thps 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or you! 

Ah 4 y1 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

MIDI, sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Hardware: 
this Icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
general hardware. 

Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them. 

H 

JjjTf*^ Buying 
^ advice: w 

use this 
kTW^^H icon if the 
question asks us for 
buying advice, 

Comms: ft 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 
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WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves In giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find It 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about AmlgaDOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If It's to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do Is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We aiso cannot enter Into personal correspondence - all 
enquiries will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay in solving your problem, but you'll just have to 
be a little patient and wait for It to appear In print. You won't get a 
personal reply even If you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to; Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smlddy and Jeff Walker and the experts listed below. We will 
also be calling on the services of all our other contributors, so you 
won*t catch us napping, whatever the subject of your query. 

Each panellist will be dealing with queries In his own specialist 
area(s), so It would help us greatly If, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who you feel can solve 
your particular problem. 

Below Is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about any 
subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary Whitetey- Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Toby Simpson - P rogra mm Ing, ha rdware 
Jeff Walker - Desktop publishing, printers 
Mark Smlddy - Amiga DOS, business, hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Holbom - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jolyon Ralph - Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Dave Winder- Comms 
Wlif Rees - Hardware, general 
Gus Chandler- All the other bits and pieces 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Name:  

Address; 

Hard disk: Mb as DH   : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size In Mb and manufacturer 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500 □ A500 Plus Q AGOO □ A1000 □ A1200 Q 

A150O Q    A2000      Q    A300G Q    A4000 Q 

Approximate age of machine:  

Klckstart version (displayed at the 'insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 2.x □ 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 1.3.2 □ 2.x Q 3.0 □ 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart Just to look 

for this!   

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for 1.3 Workbench)   

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)   

Agnus chip (If known)  

Extra drive #1 (3.5y 5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

Extra drive #2 (3.5ys.25n} as DF : Manufacturer  
AS 27 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Subscribe fc$P 

Jtmigci Shopper 

* now, or you'll 

On 1st August the price of a subscription 

toTuniga Shopper rises 16^29.95. 

If you hurry and get this form to us 

before that date, you can save £12 on 

12 issjibs of your favourite Amiga 

magazine delivered to your door 

Offer applies to UK subscriptions only; overseas subscribers call« +44 458 74011 for prices 

FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 74011 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO AMIGA SHOPPER 

Please tick me subscription you require 12issues Q UK £17,95 24 issues Q UK £33.95 

Total amount payable J 'IZ 

NAME TELEPHONE NO  

ADDRESS  

 POSTCODE . 

i 

>1 

  i 

METHOD OF PAYMENT please tick □ CHEQUE □ POSTAL ORDER □ VISA/ACCESS 

J CARD MO □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□      EXPIRY DATE □□ □□ § | 

■     Please make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send together with this form in an envelope to the following address (no stamp required): | i 

AMIGA SHOPPER SUBSCRIPTIONS, FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD, FREEPOST, SOMERTON TAl 1 7BR 

>\ -j* 
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AMIGA 4000 

HOW TO 

ORDER 
For Customers not able to visit 
our Showroom we offer one of 
the fastest and most complete 
mall order services available. 

Next day delivery only £5,00 
2 day delivery £3.50 

To order by phone: 

0532-350091 
Quoting your Credit Card No. 

By Post to: 

PHOENIX COMPUTER WORLD, 
UNIT 2, YORK TOWERS, 

383 YORK ROAD, 
LEEDS LS9 OTA. 

Please make cheques payable to 
Phoenix. Allow 5 working days 
for cheque clearance. 

- Same-Day Despatch oi CriiHt Card Orders/ bankers 
draft' building aflcletv elieipie.'Prtsrai orders. 

Customer Care/General Enquiries 
0532350652 
FAX: (0532)350702 

E&Oi.* 

This has got to be the greatest 
development to the Amiga since its 
conception in 1985. The 4Q00-030's. are packed 
full of features and truly represent a milestone in 
design and value for money from C.B.M. 

Mil AT VOU REM ■ 68030ec processor * vv B s 11 dock speed - 
2Mb of chip RAM  ■ 2Mb of Fast Memory 

(expandable to 16 Mb on mother board, 2 
iteLiuS^— gigabyte max • 9 interfaces • 4-16/32 bit 
W*     '•" Zorra III expansion slots * BQ/12D hard disk 

wmn YOU rut ▼ 

04000-030 with 80Mb HD. £929.99 
04000-030 with 120Mb HD.., £1025.99 
Both the above include FREE next working day delivery 

NEED EHTRfl FAST ROM? 
NOW AVAILABLE!! 32 Bit Memory Modules 
inn £36.99 a MD £129.99 
8 MD £299.99 
Call telesales if yoj require a larger 
hard drive fitting to your 030. „_„ 
-FPU'S 25 ranz/50 Mnz £P0A 

AMIGA 1200 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 68020 Processor Running at 14 
Mhz • 2Mb Chip RAM jexpandable) 256 colours on screen 
from a 16.B million colour palette * Full Amiga Key board 
I with Al pha num eric key pad).      A 4 ff* A  ft A 
cm PRICE ioba.yy 
41286 HARD DRIUE UPGRADE PACKS 
INCLUDES: 2.5" Seagate Connor IDE Hard disk cable 
screws and software. 
ao mo ?m .,.£119.99 
60 MD POCK £169.99 
00 mn POCK £199.99 
120 mo pacK ..... £294.99 
J year warranty on all models,}} 
GUP A1230 Turbo +....£209.99 
INCLUDES; the 4DMHz 68030ec-acceleraior chip, optional 
4DMHzfpu        - up to 32Mb 
GUPA12304fnb+CO Pro 

INCLUDES: th* 40MHz 68fl3Dec- 
^dt&.V>i   accelerator chip. 40MHz 

.^Umr? fpu \§mt\ ■ up to 32 Mb 
"^^^MST for the most hungry 

y  I '     .-ipp'inai ens    s r- bIv 
awesome!! (Bolh on demol 

MNion 32-bit 
1 MD £65.99 aftlb £179.99 
16Wb £P0A 
ai200-pcmcifl FAST Hum EHPansian 
Credit card memory now available 
2IYID £114.99 4Mb £169.99 
POWER-PC 1204 4Mb 
Memory expansion for the A120D, features 
include: Zero wait state ♦ Optional Ultra fast FPU (SOMhzl - 
REal time battery backed clock * Low power • Optional FPU 
disable switch 
PC 4 liiDY/rp FPU). £165.99 
PC 4 Uih(20 Mhz 68881 FPU). ..£259.99 
PC 4 nWtfs Mhzm$2Fpuu  .£279,99 
PC 4 fflDtf? Mhz 68832 FPU). .£269.99 
PC 4 MbVtf Mhz 88B82 FPUk £299.99 
PC 4 IflDffl? Mhz 68882 FPU)........* £339.99 
includes rest time clock 
A1200 ACCESSORIES 
INSIDERS GUIDE BOOK   £14.95 
Control Centre ^^1^ £36.99 
Dost Covers £5.99 
mum-sync monitor adaptor cable £12.99 

<mmwm- The Microbotics M1Z30XA is availabre in a 40Mhr 
version Si a 50 Mhz inc memory management unit. This 
peripheral can expand up to 126 Mb of FAST 32-bil memory. 
Existing MBX users can transfer their current memory 
and fpu and iriduties real-time clock 
M1230HA 40 MtlZ 0Mb £269.99 
M1U0HA 40 fflOZ 2011 , £349.99 
mi23oxQ 40 mnz 4MD , £426.99 
mwm 40 mnz snm £569.99 
mi23DHA mmu so mnz omo ...£349.99 
mi230XA mmu 50 hitiz 2hin £426.99 
mi230HA mmu so Mhz 4itio £499.99 
mi230HA mmu so Mhz 6Mb.. .£642.99 

Expansion 

PHQEMIK PRICE 

£(170 00 

WHAT VOU PAY 

AMIGA'S 

"CARTOON CLASSICS PACK' 
Its Back and if s bad - the pack they tried to hill returns for its 
final mission - don't miss this gotten opportunity to acquire one 
of the best ever home computers, features include: 1 Mb of 
RAM Workbench 2.04 • TV modulator« Lemmings • C3ptain 
Planet ■ The Simpsons * D e luxe Pa irrt 111 AAA M A A 
cm PRICE £224.99 
0500+Base Pach    ^ £194.99 
'THE WILD. THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 
1 Mb A 60C as standard and includes the excellent value 
Software titles: Deluxe Paint III * Formula One Grand Prix • 

 mm £299.391 
A 600 2IK1D Unci above software) ....£339.99 
A6D0 Base PacK     - £234.99 
A 600 2Mb find, above software). ...£274.99 

EPIC * LANGUAGE PACK1 

1 Mb A BOO as standard and includes 20MB HARD DRIVE 
the excellent value Software titles: Deluxe Paint III 'Trivial 
Pursuit * Epic • Myth 'Rome AAEfl Aft I 
cw Price irnzFui £033.99! 
A 600 2fflb+20 mo Hard Drlue .£399.99 Iboth include the above dvtsiiwl software) 

EXTRA MEMORV-ooiy £36,99 per Mb. 

MONITORS 

AM monitors an spoiled urnn s FREE cable lor canneciion lo your Amiga. 
PHILIPS B&33MH II ^^£219.99 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including 'Lotus Turbo 
Challenge', and 1 years on-site warranty. 
COMMODORE 1900 ..£394,99 
This excellent colour, multi-sync monitor works in all 
A12O0/4O0C modes inc low-res. 
ADD £29,99 if you would like COMPUTER WORLD 
STEREO SPEAKERS bundling with your order. 
MONITOR ACCESSORIES- 
14" Dust cowers ...£4.99 
141 Tilt & swluei stand £13.99 
Anti-Glare filter screen.. £19.99 
A4 GODLT Holder....... £12.99 

A 570 CD-ROM 

Long awaited, superb performance, tempting 
but too expensive-NOT ANY MORE!!!! This 
excellent interface for A500/50O+ owners is now at 
a price that YOU can afford. Use it to exploit 
stunning software packages or simply to listen to 
your favourite tunes 
WHAT vou 
T OET HI 

• A570 CD ROM *| 
Fred Fish Dlsksl 
1/660 • Sim City, 

A 500+ 
A RAM module oan expand your chip RAM up to 2 Mb b 
using the trapdoor expansion port. All our boards carry 
full 2 year no quibble replacement guarantee. It's neve 
been cheaper to upgrade!        Oft All 
cm PRICE  ioy.yi 
i mo Fully- poDuim&u RAM boaro  £34.9! 
1 mo unpopulated nam ooaro ....£16.9! 

Vzltibinc. clock £29.9! 
A 60S 
PA 601-poouiaEBii-iniD £39.9! 
PA B0i-unpapui*t6d-0Mb £24.9! 
PA 60202 Mb PCMCIA card.. tmmuM £114.9) 
PA 6040 4 MD PCMCIA CaiML ffiMBB £169.9! 

HARD DRIUES 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the fastes 
Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga. Features Gam 
Switch, external SCSI port, FAAASTRQM SCSI Drive 
GVP's custom VIS I chip and internal RAM expansion up t 
fl megf Units use high specification fast-access QLWJTIIA 
Herd Drives coming with 2yr, guarantee. 
500/500 + 
A50D-HD8+ 42 Mb £299.9! 
A500-HDB + 60 Mb £369.9! 
A500-HDB + 120 Mb £459.9! 
A500-HD6+ 213 Mb        zmmizm £564.9! 
4500-Hoa controller onio... £179.9 E 
1500/2066 
Series n Hero DISH GooiroiiBr/Rfiin caro £122.9! 
Series i( 42 mo Hero DISH and RAM caro £204.9! 
series it ao hlb Hard DISK and HAnf card £329.9! 
series II m Mb Ham Dish and Ram caro..*£4Q6.9! 
series M 213 MD Hard DISH and ROM cart.,£544.99 

BOOST YOUR AMIGA'S PERFORMANCE WITH 
EHTRA MEM DRV - ONLY £29.99 

ACCELERATOR- 
HARD DRIUES 

500/500 + 
GVP Combination Accelerators & Hard Orives-Tn 
ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 
MM GMbl 00MHz + 42MD IftVM'MW £474.9! 
A53Q COOIDI 40MHz + ao Mb ixmmn ...£569.9£ 
km camoi AonnHz + imroo ci3EEm ...£659.9! 
4330 CnrtiDI 10MHz + 2I3MD LlffiMZfl JE744.9! 
4S3Q 60002 Cfl-Processor,.„ £219.99 
1566/2666 
GUP Q-F0rce 030-25MHZ + 1Mb £474.95 
our G-Force 03G-40MHz + 4Mb. .....JS757.91 
GVP G-FOPCe 030-50MHZ + 4MD .....£1136.9! 
OVPQ-Ferce 04D-33lr1HZ + 4IH1D. ...£1419.9£ 
GUP Accelerator RAM 
1IYID simm-32 Bit 00 Hanosecoods £65.9£ 
4Mb simm-32 Bii BO Naooseconds.... £179.99 

We stock the best sell inn range nl Bruce Smith books 
mastering Amiga DOS uot i Jtl J! 
MasieriJig Amiga D0S2 vol 2 .111.01 
masienqg Amiga Ul.D, 2... E1I.II 
Mastering Amiga c ♦ S1f.ll 
Mastering Amiga Primers.. £11.11 
Mastering Amiga Assembler ,>..£24JI 
fnasiering Amiga m\m.     JHJI 
Masiaring Amiga AMOS J1I.II 
Mastering Amiga AREHK J21.ll 
Mastering. Amiga Beginners JIM! 
A BOD insiders noide. til. IE 
A1200 losmars Guide   JHJI 



PRINTER 

ACCESSORIES. DISKS 

NEU7 LDUf PRICE 

£199.99 

star 

COMPUTER WORLD PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with AIL printers containing 1,8m std. 
printBr cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE- 

COHFUTER WORLD ARE A 
"CITIZEN SUPER DEALER" 

CITIZEN! CITIZEN! CITIZEN 

sunn so colour . .mm£189.99 
swiu so Mono fTim £154.99 
Swill 200 Colour £269.99 
Swill 240 mono £259.99 
suvm 200 Colour £219.99 
suuiii 200 mono. £192.99 
citizen flu to sheet leader £79.99 
Citizen printers come with 2 vear warranty, + V,2,0 Amiga 
driver disk 

BUBBLE JET 

MAJOR DEALER*MAJOR DEALER 

Canon Canon 
CUM BJ10BK 

Up9raded version of 
Jfl^BJlOe, the worlds 

^biggest selling portable 
nkjet printer. Includes 

BJ1Q Driver Disk!! 
coifOH BJ IOSH - fTMTi £227.99 
canon BJ200.., 1349.99 
Feature include: 300 dpi. * Mirs BO page Auto sheet feeder4 

minimum 3 pages per minute SUPER VALUE! 
canon BJ 300 £374.99 
8D col J bubhlejel provides laser quality output- 
canon BJ 330... £499.99 
136 column bu-bbtejet. 
canon Dudhiejei cartridges ..£17.99 
BJ IOOK Aufoshsoi leader. £49.99 

LC-100 colour £155.99 
LC24-100 £169.99 
LC-20 . £132.99 
LG-24-20 (in £224.99 
LC-200 colour..... ..£199.99 
LC24-200 colour £264.99 
KB24-200 colour £379.99 
SJAB Bubbteiet ,.....£219.99 
Star primers come with one year warranty. 
STAR LASER PRINTERS 
STAR LASER JET fYlK III £724.99 
STAR LS-5 fTMT        HTTTiWiTil A 
b Pages per minute 1 years, on |3bl* I I! I *\ 
site maintenance warranty and nHll] L^l^l u 14 resident lonts ^^^^^^^^^ M 
STAB LS-5EX fTttB £734.99 
5 Pages per minute 1 years on site maintenance warranty 
enhanced control logic board 14 resident fonts (eight 
scalable). 
STAR LS-5TT fTHTS £954.99 
As above but with 35 postscript fonts and 2Mb of memory 
I expandable ED sight. 
AUTO SHEET FEEDERS 
STAR LC20 ,..£57 J8 
STAR LC200 £59.99 
STAR LC24-20Q £62.99 
STAR LC24-29 ..£62.99 
STAR SJ48 £49.99 

Wj^i HGWLCTT    wgm HEWLETT 
W!M PACKARD  mHEM PACKARD 

H.P. porleoie /?mw £359.99 
H.P. 5io Mono „ fTi^ii £319.99 
Successor to the top selling 500 Mono 
H.P. 500 (Colour) , £446.99 
H.P. Deskjet 550 (Colour}... fTJJVJl £649.99 
4 times faster than previous HP range • Top sellers * 
Superb printers HP printers come with 3 year warranty. 
H.P. Deskjet 1200C Laser/ink jet .£1369.99 
45 scaleable fonts;P.C.L. level 5, & pages per mtn. 3QDxfifl0 
dpi lit using the resolution Enhancement technology 4 
pages per min.) 2Mb of RAM expandable to 2& Mb, laserjet 
compatible, 
H.P. Laserjets . £624.99 
6 pages per minute, laser easy to install &. use, no an/off 
switch (turns off automatically when not in use 11 tray 100 
input 50 output. 26 scaleable typeface's, rmcrofine tonerr 300 dpi, 1 Mb of RAM expandable to 2Mb. 
HP DiacH Ink cartridge £24.99 
HP colour ink cartridge £23.39 

We have a large range of high quality pTin'cr acce^:;rjriub. 
for all the printers we sell including: dust cavers from £2.99 
■ Ink cartridges from £13.99 ■ Mono ribbons from £3.50 * 
Colour ribbons from £7.99 • Printer stands Ircm £7,99 

4 MICE & 
TRACKBALLS 

ft 

GOLDEN IMAGE hieoa mouse.... ...£12.99 
Re c e i ye d 90% Am rga Fo rmat. G o I d Awa rd 
mega mouse t MT>£16.99 
Newly designed, 400 dpi Award, an absolute 
mustH 
optical mouse £29.99 
High precision, pointing device, 
crystal Trackball ..£37.99 
inlrared-Cordless-Mouse ...£47.99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovavuri.! 
Optical Fen Mouse £39.99 
Hign Quality omm mouse Mais £3.99 
Aulo mousB/JousticK swiicn ,£15.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's ports'This device 
saves wear and tear makes switchover FAST, and 
does NOT require power unlike many others. 

SCANNERS 

Powerful image processing tools for 
the office or the home environment 
P0UJER—Features include: lao-ua dPi - s-4- 
Greyscales Thruponto printer - FREE Editing software. 
Power scauner ua.D.. £109.99 
Includes FREE upgraded editing software. 
Power Scanner colour... £234.99 
GOLDEN IIYIAOE-Hand scanner 
Features: 4QfJ dpi * 256-Greys-cale * Touch up and 
Merge- it software ■ Mi graph J nr. OCR software. 
cw PRICE wfimvi&m £149.99 

AMIGA MUSIC 

Technosound-turbD £29.99 
pro-mini 2 interface .£21.99 
This fully featured; professional quality midi interlace is 
very flexible giving semi-paich bay facilities. It has five 
ports in, out, thru and two switchable out/thru. jinc. FREE 
midi lead! 
GUP Digital sound 
studio High quality sound 
sampler for all Amiga Computers. 
Amiga Music Made Easy- 
Only from Phoenixl 

REDUCED! 

£39.99 

Don't confuse those quality disks with others 
currently available, 3,5" 100% certified error 
free 70% clip. All disks include FREE high 
quality CW labels. 
to £4.911 208 172.99 
25 £12.99 500 £174.99 
so ...£22.99 7S0... 1259,99 
ioo.. .£38.99 1100 £339.99 
OySJffl Branded diSKS- Now available In rainbow 
packs with clear plastic box + 10 labels at the same price 
as standard 
10 . £5,99 100 £52.99 
50  £28.99 500 £249.99 
1000 computer1 worm DISH lanais—£0.99 

DISK DRIUES 

All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 /cat 
replacement guaranteef 
Computer World Deluxe orlne 15A.99 
ROGIBG R oolite smm £69.99 
This famous drive- has now been upgraded to include 
Antic lick and Virus Checker 
KGS Dual HD-Driuo £5zy£P0A 
Dish head cleaner.. £3.99 

LEADS & CABLES 

midi-midi 2M....S3.99 modulator BKU.S9.99 
Mm-Midi am....£4.99 Amna-Stari £9.99 
midi-midi sm £5.99 Aaiga-BSaaMHii.29.99 
Bill DNUB Ail....£9.99 JOUECICH long Blt.14.99 
ffiousB/jfvsiicH Bit. £4.99 
mausfl/JDustiE H spin tan.. £4.99 
■SBPiai/fnoaam caaies  ..,.19.9 9 
Amigs-mu Itlty n c tr o m£ 9.9 9 

*ABtiia-RUE rtvii BE ..19.99 
"Amisa-GPG aiiiltir 19.99 
'Amlgi-MB/TV ........19.99 
sesi came various ........£9.99 

pPIniBr 1 .sm 15.99 Printer LOm HQ 17.99 

ACCESSORIES 

Control Centre £34.99 
Heavy duty construction,rubber edging, 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A500/A500+ A 600 
control centre now available, 
CUI Stereo soeahers 137,99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 
Analogue Joystick adaptor 19.99 
Gravis Joystick.... £22.99 
Grains game pad £14.99 
ZIDS1ICH Prt  111.99 
Foot Pedal 124.99 
DATA SWITCHES-!25 pin 0 type! {all include cable) 
% way £15.99 
3 way..... ...117.99 
1 way 119.99 

CHIPS 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Klchstart 2,04 uotfl Jt 34.98 
HicKstart 1.3 ROM .....£27.99 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
.19199   f HI) H 4 Hp... _m99 J mil K 9 sunn  

1 Mb K 9 simiuu™ J££B,99 MM i t m .*£29.M 
M a Siitim £12.99 1 Mb x 1 BRIM -J 3.99 

MSN M ORAM... _£3J9 Tin BUM it MM in or HAin 
These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie. GYP, SUPRA, MICR0B0TICS, COMMODORE 

SOFTWARE 

NEW TITLES..STOP PRESOEUI TITLES 
Bars + Pipes Pro 2 £25*1.99 
Brilliance   £149.90 
Personal Paint .. £46.99 
suoeriam U1.1 ..£69.99 
Turbo Prim Pro..... ..... ..£32.99 
Real 3-D Pro/TUrDO ...£77.99 
Essence ....£49.99 
Art Dent pro 2.5 £136.19 
Pixel 3-D Professional ....£139 J9 
Glgamem innouatronics £99,99 
DaluKfl musicConstroc»onHltU2o .....£49.99 
uista Pro U 3.0 mmnviam4f £59.99 
Distant suns £36.90 
N copy Pro U5.0.1 (With Harnware) £29.99 
Quarter Bach u s.o.i .£29.99 
Quarter Back Tools u 1.5,.., £52.99 
Clarity 1B.,.. » £107.99 
Video Masier £52.99 
Morpfl PIUS £149.99 
image masier £129.99 
Big Alternative scroller u2.B.........£59.99 
AmIDaDH U2.Q £42.99 
system 3E £49.99 
nelUKO Paint 4,5 (ABA lor 1200> ....£94.99 
WORD PROCESSING / DTP 
Final COM 2 AG A £69.99 

MULTI-MEDIA 

Computer world are a major stockist of torn bo's 
multi-media products for the Amiga and P.C. Be 
assured that we offer extensive technical backup on 
all Rombo products and that the majority are on 
demo in our showroom. 
uidi amiga 12 (III \\\\\\\\   £77.99 
uim Amiga 12 isu rcnM  £75.99 
Rennaie BsmocH eeo2   £164.99 
Rociec P.I.P uieuj   £113.99 
Vidi Amiga 12 price includes insured postage for extra 
peace efmindl 

GAMES-LEISURE 

Chaos Engine (Renegade} £23.99 
Bodv Blows (team 17) £24.99 
Superfroa {Team 17) £24.99 
Lemmings 2 iPsygnoais) imn .,£27.99 
Desert Strike (E. Arts) £27.99 
Sensible soccer .....£23.99 
Chuck ROCK 2 (Son el chuck) £23.99 
sirooi rignter i (us Bold) £25.99 

..£29.99 Bi7 Flying Fortress (microopose).. 
zooi (oremiin) £23 JO 
Humans (Jurassic Levels] £27.99 
Abandoned Places (ice) £32.99 
Premier manager (Oremiin) ..£23.99 
HIGH Faldo's Ghamiionsnlp QOIT £32.99 
Historyllna 1914-1S1B (Blue Bute) £32.99 
Sleepwalker-comic Relief (Ocean ,£23.99 
intiu Jones i Fate or Atlantis (US Bold) £36.99 
Legends ei valour (us oeid) £37.99 
uiing Commander (Mind sea pa) £32.99 
Sporlsmaslers (Empire) (AimcompaHh(e^l27M 
inc PGA Tour Goff • European Championship Soccer • tody 
500 * Advantage Tennis 
Syndicate  JOT£P.0.A. 
me LOSJ uiKins  y?75^£P.O.A. 
The Ancient Ari of war in the smes.. OT7£P.0.A. 
Goal bv Vlmin new bu dino omi.... /TT^T £P.0.A, 
eeauers Grandstam  ftfflw £25,99 

Pace »4 £124.99 
The Publisher £34,99 
pagestream u2.2 nn^z £134,99 
now inciuaes 47 nm fonts! 
pro page 04 ,. mm? £124.99 
Tne Publisher „ £36.99 
Page Seller 03 £41.99 
Pen Pal irt.5 , £39.99 
worowortn u2.o Std £74.99 
Wordworlh 02.0 AQA.. mv^tlBM 
noui includes t7 eompugrapn lo rontsi 
Tupesmlih (SoltlogiO ...£122.99 
Arl Expression nz^ £139.99 
IKTEGROTED PACKAGES 
Oold Disc Dflice 2 £46,99 
Hume Accounts 2,. .£39.99 
mini Olflce « ....£39,99 
PROGRAMMING 
Easy Amos £22.99 
Amos Professional £39.99 
Amos creator £36.99 
Ames Compiler £21.99 
Amos 3D £25.99 
Deupac a £47.99 
Limce CT 06 £214.99 
Hisort rascal £64.99 
Hisolt Basic ....£39.99 
Hisoft EKiended £16.99 
UTILITIES 
A-Taih a , ^4.99 
Cross 90S VS Cine- Gross PC Enuiamr] £29.99 
DisHmester 2 ,,...£43.99 
BOS 2 DOS £29.99 
Opus Directory u4.0 fTMVB £49.99 
DATABASE 
Suoerbase Pro 4 £164.99 
Superbase Pars 2 mi'idffl £39,99 
PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Art Boparimani pro Conu. Mil £57.99 
Can DO It 0.1.0 .£94.99 
Hyper Book £44.99 
CAD & DRAWING 
lOtru CAD PIUS .£74.99 
H CAD 2000 .£99.99 
K GAD 3000  JE2C9.U 
UIDEO PRODUCTIOIt/TITLING 
SCALA 600 £79.99 
SCALA Professional £219.99 
Big Alternatlue Scroller £35.99 
Broadcast Titter 2 £179.99 
Font Pacfc 1 for Broadcast Titler 2 £88.99 
Font Enhancer lor Broadcast Tiller 2 £66.99 
TU Show Pro , ,£51.99 
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A600 & A1200 

Hard Drive 

SPECIAL OFFER 

80 meg 2.5" internal IDE 
IDE Hard Drive Is fully formatted, complete with cable. 

ONLY £179.99 

INC. VAT 
& DELIVERY 

WE OFFER PART EXCHANGE ON:- 

IDE DRIVES AMIGA 500 s & 

500+ MACHINES. 

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS. 

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851 784 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 

Dept AS0693 Glen Cefyn House, Penybonh 
Llandrindod Wells, Powys LDI5SY 

Telephone: 0597 851792 
Fax No: 0597 851416 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

AS THE FIRST OFFICIALLY ENDORSED DISTRIBUTOR OF BIUE ALPHA 
ELECTRONICS, WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT THEIR PREMIER PRODUCT 
FOR THE COMMODORE MARKET - THE REMOTE. 

THIS IS THE FIRST PRODUCT OF IT'S TYPE - NOW YOU CAN MAKE 
YOUR OWN JOYSTICK REMOTE CONTROLLED! 

THE TRANSMITTER PLUGS INTO ANY JOYSTICK YOU CURRENTLY USE 
WITH YOUR AMIGA, AND THE RECEIVER PLUGS INTO THE JOYSTICK 
PORT. 

WHERE ELSE HAVE YOU SEEN A PIECE OF HARDWARE THAT WORKS 
WITH ANY COMMODORE, IT IS COMPATIBLE WITH ANY JOYSTICK AND 
ALLOWS THE TWO TO BE OVER TWENTY FEET APART? 

NOWHERE, BUT YOU CAN GET IT FROM US FOR ONLY £34.99 
(+£2 P&P) (BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED) 

PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH MACHINE YOU HAVE. 

FRED PUBLISHING 
PO BOX 17 
DUNDEE 
DPS4YL 

Educational 

Software 

The Connoisseur's Choice 

Tf you ate looking for software Co help with Che National Curriculum, 
then look no further. Our new free catalogue Is packed with 
programs suitable for all ages from six Co adult on a wide range of 
educational and leisure subjects. 
Subjects now available include... 
Maths 

Write or 
telephone for 
our new FREE 
16-page colour 

brochure of 
Educational 
and Leisure 

software 
{Please state 

computer type) 

German 
Spanish 
Italian 

Science 
Geography 
History 
English Words 
Spelling 

Arithmetic 
Football 
Sport 
First Aid 
General Knowledge 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 ©BR 
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

Convert your Amstrad 

COLOUR MONITOR 

£9.95 

464/6128/664._£9.95 

with Stereo Speakers**.£39,95 

464 Plus (includes sound)*..£ 19.95 

Hagars Electronics 

3 Victory St, Sheer ness, 

Kent ME12 1NZ 

Tel(0795)663336 

INKJET REFILLS 

For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers. 

Refill your cartridges at less than half price. 

From only £12.95 for 2 refills 

Full colour printing kit £24,00 

Over 24 exciting colours to choose from 

Write or phone for free information pack to: 

PUAEMIY 104 Skipton Road-llkley'West Yorks LS29 9HE 

ccDwircc TEL: (0943) 607256 

jtKVILtb All prices fully inclusive UK mainland 

Amiga-64-Link 

• Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port *C64 Not required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

• Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
• Graphics output on dot-matrix printers     • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs      • Bead/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard BAmt-64-LinkB £35.25 Prices include VAT and defivery 
Budget   BAmi-64-LinkB £23.50   Budget stops mutti-tesking cfajjnQ printing 

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE 



NO PROBLEM! 

Every month our aim In the Amiga Answers 
pages Is to provide straightforward solutions to 
those tricky problems that have had you baffled. 
And. while this section Is based firmly on solving 
Individual readers' questions, we also seek to set 
each answer In a wider context - thus giving 
helpful advice to everyone with an interest in a 
particular topic- This means that even If you 

haven't sent In a particular query you need 
answered, reading Amiga Answers can be a very 
Illuminating experience. 

It's our use of a wide variety of experts to 
tackle your queries that makes the Answers 
pages as vibrant and informative as they are - 
and we've got lots of ideas that we'll continue to 
introduce over the next few months to make sure 

that Amiga Answers stays the most exciting and 
readable problem-solving section of any Amiga 
magazine. You ain't seen nothing yet! 

EXTRA LARGE PORTION 
What chips and/or 
modifications are 
necessary to upgrade 
my Amiga 500 

(revision 5} to 1Mb Chip memory? 
Are any other chips (other than the 
ROM) necessary to make the 
machine run Workbench 2.0? 
Andy Newell 
Reading 
Berks 

Assuming that you have a normal 
512K trapdoor expansion you need 
to do the following: 

Purchase an 8372A Agnus Chip, 
and if necessary a PLCC chip 
extractor. Locate pin 41 on the 
Agnus chip (the Agnus diagram in the 
back of the Amiga 500 manual will 
help here) and insulate the pin to 
prevent contact with the socket. This 
is to force the Agnus chip into PAL 
mode. Pull out the old Agnus chip 
carefully, preferably with a PLCC 
extractor, because it is very easy to 
break the Agnus socket, which is 
difficult and expensive to replace- 
Plug the new Agnus chip in its place 
and power on. 

If all is well you should have a 
working Amiga, but still only 0.5Mb 
Of Chip RAM, 

Find JP2 on the motherboard, 
which consists of three jumper pads. 
Cut the two that are connected and 
solder a link between the other two. 

Find Pin 32 on the Gary chip and 
follow it down the board until it 
reaches the Edge Connector. Cut it 
as near to the Edge Connector as 
you can. Turn on your Amiga and you 
should have 1Mb of Chip RAM. For 
more on upgrading, see this issue's 
main feature, starting page 20. JR 

NOT ALL AT ONCE 
I have an A500 Plus 
with a 1Mb RAM 
expansion fitted to 
the machine's 

trapdoor connector to give a total 
of 2Mb of RAM. I wish to buy a PC 
emulator/bridge board (thanks for 
the roundup in AS 191). However, I 
do not want the AT-Once Plus, so 

therefore my budget limits me to 
the KCS Power PC board. Seeing 
that this plugs Into the trapdoor 
slot, is it possible to run both the 
emulator and my RAM expansion 
simultaneously? 

I wish to run Turbo Pascal, Will 
PC'Task do this job anyway? Also, 
is there a program available that 
will allow me to format PC disks on 
my Amiga? 1 hope you can help me. 
Darren Kemp 

West Yorkshire 

You make it sound as if the KCS 
card Es a poor alternative to the AT- 
Once card, tn my opinion (and I know 
many of my colleagues will agree 
with me), the KCS card is a far 
superior product. Although it uses a 
slower processor, the difference in 
speed between the KCS card and the 
AT-Once is hardly noticeable. In some 
circumstances (screen handling, for 
example), the KCS card is actually 
faster! I've got a KCS card installed 
inside my 2000 and I swear by it! 

UnfortunatelyP it's not possible to 
use both your RAM expansion and 
the KCS card simultaneously. It's not 
all doom and gloom, though - don't 
forget that the KCS card comes 
complete with its own built-in 1Mb 
RAM expansion, so you won't be 
losing out. Your best bet is to sell 
your RAM expansion and put the 
money towards the KCS card. 

As for Turbo Pascal, I see no 
reason why PC-Task couldn't handle 
the jobT but compilations would be 
unbearably slow. Not only that, but 
PC-Task doesn't support hard disks, 
so running Turbo Pascal on a floppy- 
based system would be bit of a joke. 

As for the Amiga MS-DOS disk 
formatter, why not treat yourself to 
issue 40 of our sister magazine, 
Amiga Format? They gave away a 
program called CrossDOS that will do 
just the job that you described! 
Phone Future Publishing's back 
issues warehouse tt 0458 74011 to 
check availability. Alternatively, you 
could look around for a public 
domain program called MessyDOS - 
it may be all you need, JH 

TRY A SAMPLE? 
I own an A500 Plus 
with 2Mb of Chip 
RAM and am thinking 
of adding an 4590 

hard disk as well. I really want to 
get into MIDI and sampling and 
want to be able to create and use 
16-bit samples with MIDI 
sequencing software. Over the last 
few months I have been hunting 
through a number of computer and 
electronics magazines reading 
reviews, buyers' guides and so on, 
looking for packages that are as 
good as some of the Atari ST 
offerings, I've narrowed It down to 
three: Steinberg Pro-24, Blue 
Ribbon Sou networks' Bars&Pipes 
Professional, and Dr T's KCS (level 
2). Which Is best and how do they 
really compare to Atari offerings 
such as Cubase and 
Creator/Notator? 

I'm also very interested in the 
new 16-bit stereo sampler from 
Microdeal. Can you toil me about 
the software's features? 
Reza Kish 
Richmond 
Surrey 

For years I've been telling people 
that Amiga MIDI software is getting 
better. This is perfectly true, but the 
trouble is that Atari ST software has 
also improved as well and at the 
moment the differential between the 
ST and Amiga music packages 
remains almost as wide as even So 
the bad news I'm afraid is that if you 
didn't already have an Amiga but 
were after Cubase and 
Creator/Nota t o r q u a I ity soft wa re, 
then I'd have said that at the 
moment your best bet would be to 
get an Atari ST or Falcon. 

Having said that, I must say that 
at least two of the Amiga sequencers 
you mention are pretty impressive: 
I've used Dr I s KCS for a long time 
and have found it versatile, well 
supported, and very reliable - so 
much so that I even use it on live 
gigs. Bars&Pipes is another package 
that I use regularly, but despite the 
fact that it is innovative and more 

powerful than 
KCS in many 
respects, I 
personally tend 
to regard KCS as 
a better "work- 
horse" sequencer. But 
be warned: I know an awful lot of 
Amiga musicians who take exactly 
the opposite view to thisl 

Steinberg Pro 24 doesn't seem 
to have gained much support from 
the Amiga community, and although I 
did use a review copy for about a 
month when it was first reieasedt I've 
had nothing to do with it since then, 
Of late I have not come across 
anyone who uses this particular 
package, although one good reason 
for going down this trail would be to 
shorten the learning curve If, say, 
you were moving to an Amiga set-up 
after using Pro 24 on an ST. 

16-bit samples are a new area 
as far as the Amiga is concerned and 
there aren't any Amiga sequencers 
that can use them* Microdeal's 
Clarity 16 (£149.95 from Microdeal 
* 0726 68020) is a bit of an 
unknown quantity at the moment - in 
theory it is going to provide lowcost, 
MIDI-basedp 16-bit sample triggering, 
but on my machines the software 
crashes regularly and it remains to 
be seen how useful the package will 
be to serious musicians - particularly 
since there is no provision for direct- 
to-disk recording and playback. 
Alternative options, however, such as 
the 16-bit Sunrize boards, are of 
course pretty expensive - for details, 
contact distributor HB Marketing 
w 0753 686000. 

Incidentally, there's another 
snag. If you want to do real MIDI 
sequencing using something like 
Clarity 16 as a 16-bit sound output 
source, then you are going to have to 
drive the Clarity cartridge with 
sequencer-generated MIDI data. You 
will not be able to do this with just 
one Amiga, because it'll be 
impossible to run Clarity 16 and a 
sequencer program at the same 
time. It'll mean another Amiga set-up 
(and possibly new hassles), and I 
suspect that you might be better off 
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using the Amiga for your conventional 
sequencing needs and adding an 
established 16-bit sampling MIDI 
keyboard or sampling module to your 
existing set-up. PAO 

1. When I enter tool 
types (-M -N -P#) in 
the Say icon's 
information window 

and save the changes they are not 
recognised when I run the program, 
although if I enter them into the 
input window after the program is 
running, they work. Why Is this? 
2. Is it acceptable to re-format IBM 
PS/2 disks on my Amiga? 
3. Do I have to throw a disk away if 
it has a hard error? 
Dave Wilkinson 
Sutton Coldfield 
West Mids 

1. Probably because the Say program 
does not read the ToolTypes array; 
the vast majority of Workbench-based 
software does not! 
2. Yes. You can use any double- 
sided, double-density 3.5-inch disks 
on the Amiga. Quad-density disks are 
usually acceptable, but are not 
recommended - just in case you ever 
get a 16Mb drive. 
3. No - but you must re-format it. 
Only if the format process fails 
should the disk be dispatched to the 
bin. It's usually a good idea to use 
DiskDoctor before you re-format to try 
and rescue any files that might still 
be on the disk. MS 

MULTIPLOT MUDDLES 
I refer to Muttiptot, 
reviewed in issue 14 
of your magazine. It 
seems to be just 

what I want, but I cannot get it to 
run on my data! The article said: 
"Requirements: Workbench 1.3 or 
higher, including Maths libraries, 
assignments of ENV:, T:f & CLIPS:. 
The c: directory must contain the 
files c:run, c:failat, c:mount and 
crtype/' Seeing that I have 
Workbench 2 I assume the maths 
libraries are In ROM, 

The startup-sequence has the 
assignments okay, but the c: 
directory does not show c:run and 
c:failat although mount and type are 
present- So, how do I get these files 
into my c: directory? 

I do not have any requirements 
to output to printer, so can I forget 
the PLT requirements? Again I 
quote: 'The directory which 
contains Muttiptot must contain a 
sub-directory called 'MPIot support', 
which must contain the files 
'Intro, sen % 'txt 2 lead', 'plot 2d rawT 

and 'HPGL2PS'. The file 'MPIot.def 
should either be in the 'MPIot 
support' directory, or in the S: 
directory/' Are these files just for 

printing, or are they essential for 
the running of Multiplot? 

Since I have Workbench 2, no 
notepad is provided. I do not wish to 
buy a word processor because I still 
use my BBC B and second 
processor with extra memory, and 
Wordwise and View, which cope 
with my modest requirements. 

How do I insert my X and Y data 
columns into the clipboard? It would 
be much appreciated if you could 
sort this out for me. I use my Amiga 
purely for mathematics, using APL2, 
which in a few keystrokes can 
perform the most complex 
mathematics to an accuracy of 15 
digits. To plot a graph we have all of 
the above rigmarole. Surely there 
must be an easier way! 

The curves provided in Muttiptot 
respond to commands such as 
"zoom", * cross-hairs" and 
"polynomial calculations" and so 
on, but I cannot run my own data. 
So presumably the program has 
loaded correctly, and the failure is 
my lack of knowledge of the Amiga. 
C E Williams 
Cockermouth 
Cumbria 

First, my thanks to 17-Bit Software 
who graciously supplied a copy of 
Multiplot, Nowt to the problem: the 
reason why Muttipiot will not run 
properly with your data is most likely 
to be the format of the data that you 
are entering. The best way to find out 
how the data files are constructed is 
to actually look at one of the 
examples with a text editor such as 
ed. For your data files, try and copy 
the format from these given 
examples. Here's what one of the 
files might look like: 

*TITLE*  Plot Title 
*XLABEL* The X Label 
*YLABEL* The Y Label 

*LEGEND* 

0. 100 
10 100 
10 0. 
0. 0, 

*LEGEND* 
2 20 
2. eo 
e eo 
8 20 
2 20 

*LEGEND* 
11 -10 
-1 -10 
-1 110 

Once you have set up your data 
in this format everything should work 
fine. You can edit your own data file 

using ed from the Shell. 
It is worth taking note that not all 

the maths libraries in Workbench 2 
are held in ROM, but those that are 
not can be easily tracked down on 
the Workbench disks. 

The files that are contained in 
the "Mplot support" directory are not 
just to do with printing, although I 
assume that the program will load 
without them. And as for any extra 
functions - to be on the safe side, 
do as the instructions say and keep 
them where they are. WR 

THE RACE IS ON 
r*^m I have an A500 with 

yP, a Canon BJ-lOex 
| bubble jet printer 

which I use to print 
out illustrations and documents 
from DPaint and PageStream 
respectively. Although the print 
speed from DPaint is quite 
acceptable, printing from Page- 
Stream takes an absolute age. Is 
there anyway to speed It up? 
John Mathews 
Bristol 
Avon 

Printing from a desktop publishing 
program such as PageStream will 
take longer simply because the 
program doesn't just perform a 
graphic dump, as DPaint does. 
Instead, a DTP program has to create 
a very high resolution version of the 
page in memory (up to 360 dots per 
inch when printing to a BJ-lOex!) to 
ensure maximum print quality. This 
obviously takes time - which is the 
reason why PageStream prints so 
much slower. 

It is possible to speed up 
printouts from PageStream a bit by 
using the CMD utility on your 
Workbench disk. CMD is a very 
handy little program that traps the 
output to your printer and writes it to 
a disk file instead. This can then be 
sent to the printer 'en masse" once 
PageStream has done its stuff. 
However, the files that CMD 
produces do tend to be rather large - 
around 500K is a reasonable 
average. 

To use CMD, simply swap back 
to Workbench as soon as you'd like 
to print your page. Then enter the CLI 
and type the following command 
(don't forget to replace <filename> 
with the filename that you'd like the 
print file to be stored under!): 

SYS:System/CMD Parallel 
<Filename* 

You can then go back into 
PageStream and print your 
document. YouII notice that instead 
of sending the printer information 
direct to the printer, the Amiga saves 
it off to disk. When PageStream has 
finished printing and the drive light is 

no longer lit, go back to the Shell 
and type the following command; 

Copy <filename> PAR: 

Speed isn't the only advantage 
of this approach. If you have a 
document that you feel that you'll 
need to print out again in the future 
(a company logo, for example), you 
can store it permanently on disk and 
then print it out again simply by 
"copying" the print file to the parallel 
port, Once the print file is there, 
you II find that the document will 
,; print" even faster than DPaint! JH 

ANY DRIVE WONT DO 
I have been given a 
Conner CP341i type 
43 hard drive. Wly 
question is whether it 

is compatible with the A500 and 
can it be connected and run via the 
SCSI port of the A590? 
CJ White 
Orpington 
Kent 

Unfortunately your drive is an AT-IDE 
drive and won't work with the 
Commodore A590 at all. You are 
probably best off trying to sell the 
hard disk to a PC owner who will be 
able to use It on a PC without any 
problems. JR 

DRIVING ME CRAZY! 
Until recently, my 
machine ran fine, but 
now when I run 
Kindwords 2&3} and 

some other software - Vista for 
example - the whole machine 
freezes- If I eject the disk, and put it 
back in againT it's okay. The CIA 
chips seem to be fine, so what's 
wrong? I also have a "Big Lump" 
PSUT and when I plug In the printer, 
the external drives do not work, 
even when I switch the power 
supply on. So what's wrong? 

Also, can you make a processor 
"swapper", like a ROM sharer, 
between a 68000 and a 68010? 
Simon Hughes 
Eastbourne 

The symptoms you describe could be 
down to several things, Simon. The 
first and most obvious thing I would 
worry about is viruses. Do you check 
your disks regularly to see if they are 
virus free? If not, do so soon - you 
can use Vius Checker, the latest 
version of which is yours on this 
issue's cover disk. 

You say the 8520s are okay. Are 
you sure? How do you know? I would 
also suspect the Gary chip, which 
has a major role handling the devices 
you mention. Try borrowing another 
power supply from a mate, and see if 
it works without the external drives 
connected. Now, if (a) the same 
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problems occur; (b) you know the 
disks are virus-free; and (c) the 
8520s are okay, then try replacing 
the Gary chip - borrow one off your 
mate first, if possible. 

it s perfectly feasible to have a 
daughterboard holding a 68010 - in 
fact, that's just what accelerator 
cards are. Unfortunately, it's not 
quite as simple as with a Kickstart 
ROM, because the different 
specifications of the 68010 would 
require several other components on 
the board. The limited increase in 
processing power from a 68000 to a 
68010 would not really support a 
market hence the usual option of 
r020r '030r and '040 cards, WR 

PLAY FASTER 
My main use far my 
Amiga is to run a 
MIDI sequencer, but I 
like to play the 

occasional flight/driving simulator. 
Some games (notably Grand Prix 
from Micro prose) give you the option 
to change the detail of the games 
graphics. However, when the game 
Is run using the highest possible 
detail setting, the game slows down 
to a veritable jerk. How can I speed 
up my games? Do I need faster 
graphics chips? 
J D Glasscoe 
Rugby 
Warks 

What you need is a processor 
accelerator board. Depending upon 
the type of processor used and the 
clock speed of the whole affair, a 
processor accelerator can speed up 
not only games, but virtually every 
aspect of your Amiga's operation. If 
you don't believe me, try running 
MicroProse Grand Prix on an A4000 
- thanks to the A4000rs 68040 
processor and faster RAM chips, 
some applications can run up to 38 
times faster! Processor accelerators 
don't come cheap though - expect to 
pay around £200 for even a fairly 
basic 68020-based card with no 32- 
bit RAM, See the accelerators 
feature starting on page 28. JH 

IFF TEXT INTO DPAIIMT? 
Is it possible to 
Import text from a 
word processor into 
DPalrtt IV? I have 

Final Copy 2 and I keep getting a 
"Not an IFF file" error message 
displayed. Is it that the format of 
word processed text can only be 
changed in DTP packages? 
Alex 
Cleveland 

Importing text into DPaint is not 
possible under normal 
circumstances. This is because 
DPaint only accepts IFF files, and 
word processors use a variety of 

formats, many of them dedicated to 
the specific package itself . There is a 
way to get around this though, and it 
really is simple, You need to use a 
screen grabbing package such as 
Screen-X or Grabbit This enables you 
to grab any muIti-tasking screen and 
save it as an IFF file. This can then 
be imported directly into DPaint You 
will obviously not be able to use 
DPaint in the same way as Final Copy 
2 - you can't edit the text once it's 
saved as a graphic, for one thing - 
but it's amazing what a little bit of 
cutting and pasting can do. WR 

ALL AT C 
1. I have NorthC, and 
have created the 
IMC Boot disk. I have 
also purchased the 

Commodore include files, but do not 
know what do do with them - 
please will you tell me? 
2. What is the difference between 
Aztec C and lattice Cf 
3, When using the NCBoot disk, 
when I compile a program I get the 
output inside the NCBoot window, 
but when I programmed using 
BASIC, I was used to a separate 
output window. How can I do this 
using C? 
Simon Hull 
Monk sea ton 
Whitley Bay 

1. The include files are needed when 
you do Amiga-specific functions, such 
as opening windows and screens, for 
example. As you learn to program in 
C, you will find out what they are for, 
I'm gradually introducing them in the 
C programming column here in Amiga 
Shopper. 
2. Well, Lattice C is no more. It s 
now catted SAS Ct and is currently 
the best C development package for 
the Amiga by far, The latest version 
is number 6.1, For further 
information on SAS C, you can 
contact Hi Soft. Aztec C is another 
powerful commercial C compiler 
available for the Amiga, 
3. Well, the easiest way of doing this 
would be to redirect the output of 
your program to your own window* If 
your program is called "testx", for 
example, you could try this: 

test.x >coa:0/0/640/200/^ 
Test_Shell 

If you've typed it in correctly, the out- 
put will, appear in its own window. TS 

INSTALL-IT-YOURSELF 
I intend to buy an IDE 

V 2.5-inch hard disk 
I drive for my Amiga 
I 600 but ( have a few 

queries- I wonder if you can help. 
1. Does the disk drive need any 
additional mounting hardware to fix 
it Into the Amiga 600? 

2. Do I need to buy or make cables 
to connect the power, the LED or 
data signals from the main PCB to 
the drive? 
3- Will standard Amiga DOS allow 
me to partition the drive, make a 
bootblock, and so on? 
4. If so, can you detail the 
procedure? 
Geoff Willett 
Hawley 
Kent 

1. The Amiga 600 does not need any 
additional mounting frames to acid a 
2.5-inch IDE drive, except four small 
screws that must be the right size to 
fit your hard drive. Make sure your 
drive supplier gives you these with 
the drive* 
2* You do need a data cable. The 
correct type is a 44-way high-density 
IDC connector - these are specially 
made for 2.5-inch IDE drives, and 
standard 40-way IDC cables will not 
work. Data, power and LED 
information all share the one cable, 
unlike larger hard drives. 
3. You will need some extra software 
to partition and format your drive, 
This can be found on the Amiga 
600HD install disk. You can either 
borrow it from a friendly A600HD 
owner, or buy your hard drive from an 
Amiga dealer who will pre-format the 
drive for you, so all you need to do is 
plug it in. 
4. With the Amiga 600HD install 
disk, boot the disk (making sure it is 
wnte-enabledp so use a copy - your 
friend will not be impressed if you 
ruin his or her disk!), and then click 
on HDToolbox (in the tools drawer), 
You will then get a screen showing 
the drives connected to the system. 
One will be shown, and identified as 
UNKNOWN. Click on this and then 
click on the Change drive type 
button. Click on Define new at the 
bottom, and then on the Read 
configuration button. This should fill 
in the boxes with information about 
your hard drive. Don't worry, you 
don't need to understand it! 

Click on OK, and make sure the 
drive type you have just created is 
selected in the fist - if not, click on it 
to highlight it. Select OK and you will 
be returned to the main menu. 

The drive type should now be 
shown alongside the address [0) for 
your drive, with status "Changed". 
Click on Partition drive (you never 
need to do a low-level format). For 
large drives this defaults to two 
partitions, You can now change the 
number of partitions on your hard 
disk by deleting, re-sizing and adding 
partitions to the bar showing your 
hard disk. Make sure all the 
Partition Device names are different 
(DHO:, DH1: and so on are good 
choices) and make sure you select 
"bootable" for only one of them 
(usually the first one). Click on OK. 

Choose Save Changes from the 
menu, and you have finished the 
tricky bit. 

Boot Workbench and you should 
see some unusual icons on your 
Workbench screen - DHO:JFQR or 
similar weirdness. These are 
unformatted drives* Select them one 
by one, and choose Format disk 
from the Tools menu on Workbench. 
If you have Workbench 2.1 or 3.0 
choose the Format quick option. If 
you have Workbench 2.04, it is 
faster to use the Shell to format your 
drives by typing in the foil owing: 

SYS:SYSTEM/FORMAL DRIVE DHO:** 
NAME MyNewHardDrive QUICK 

Do the same for your other 
partitions, substituting DH1: or 
whatever for DHO:, and choosing 
different silly names to replace 
MyNewHardDrive. 

Now reboot, again, using the 
600HD install disk. Run the 
InstaJIHD icon, and follow the on- 
screen instructions, insertingdssks 
when asked, and your hard disk will 
then be ready. Reboot, this time with- 
out any floppy disks in the drive, and 
your hard disk is installed! At least 
you only have to do this once. JR 

DEAD AND BURIED? 
Now that the A1200 
has been released 
and many magazines 
are claiming that the 

[A 

A500 will soon he dead and buried, 
how long do you think that support 
for lesser Amigas such as the A500 
and A600 will continue? Having only 
recently bought my machine, I'm 
not overly keen on the idea of 
having to sell up and buy a new 
machine! 

Secondly, is it possible to 
upgrade the A500 further than just 
1Mb through the trapdoor 
connector? 
PH Clement 
RAF Gutters I oh 

I think the predictions of the A5001s 
(and indeed the A600's) quick 
demise were rather premature, and 
the kind of journalists who are 
responsible for this sort of ridiculous 
scare-mange ring should be taken out 
and shot The fact is, the A500 still 
accounts for the vast majority of the 
Amiga user base En this country. (I'm 
not sure of the exact figures, but I 
expect the A5O0 still accounts for 
around 90% of the market share.) 
With such a huge number of people 
still using A500st it would be 
financial suicide for any company to 
suddenly stop producing products for 
the A500 and support only new 
machines such as the AI200. 

That's not to say that 
development will continue at its 
current pace, though. Although many 
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products will be released for both the 
A500 and the new Amigas, you'll 
eventually start to see products 
being released that take advantage 
of the A1200 s extra facilities, It 
won't just be A500 owners who 
suffer though - anyone who owns an 
Amiga that doesn't come equipped 
with the AG A chipset will eventually 
start to feel rather left out, However, 
these will undoubtedly be specialist 
products - other mass-market 
products such as hard drives and 
processor accelerators will continue 
to be developed for the A500 for a 
long time to come. Rest assured, the 
A5G0 is still alive and kicking) 

Several jumbo RAM expansions 
are available for the A500 that offer 
up to 2Mb of extra RAM through the 
trapdoor connector. These usually 
require you to fit a jump lead 
between the board and the Amiga's 
GARY chip, so stay well clear of them 
unless you feel confident enough to 
open up your machine and fit the 
jumper. But apart from this minor 

problem, they're great little 
expansions. Check out the ads in 
this issue of Amiga Shopper for the 
best current prices. JH 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 
I have programmed 
before on the 
Commodore 64 using 
BASIC and machine 

code, and I wasn't too bad at thatT 
but the Amiga is very different! 

I can open a window and screen 
using Open Window and 
OpenScreen, with their definitions 
set up. What I want to know is how 
to do this so that I can first design 
my own screen, say, in DPa'mt IV so 
I can have better graphics. Do I 
need to change the format that 
DPaint tV saves in from IFF to 
RAW? Can I do the same thing with 
gadgets? 

Also, can you tell me how I ask 
for input from a window - just 
simple things, like a filename for 
example? Could I use the 

console.device , and If so, how do I 
open one? 

Could you point me in the right 
direction and tell me how you open 
windows and get to choose a file or 
directory with a simple mouse 
click? Most programs have a bar 
that moves up and down when you 
press a gadget on the screen which 
highlights the file or directory. 

1 am using DevPac 2 and I'm 
programming In assembly language. 
If you can't give me the full 
answers, could you recommend a 
book that would show me how 
these tasks are done? 
David McGlynn 
Winsford 
Cheshire 

There is not much more you could 
have asked! You certainly do need a 
good book or two, First I would 
strongly recommend that you follow 
the C programming series here in 
Amiga Shopper, not to actually learn 
the language (although for the sort of 

thing you seem to be wanting to do, 
C is much better suited), but so that 
you can understand the official 
Commodore Libraries book that little 
better. This, together with the 
Includes And Autcdocs volume, are 
by far the most useful two books that 
you can have. 

It's not necessary to write your 
own file requester these days, 
because they've been written before. 
There is little point n re-inventing the 
wheel, to be honest If you are using 
Workbench 2 or 3, you can use 
functions in the asl.library to ask the 
user for files. If not, there are many 
public domain file requester libraries, 
two of which are certainly worth 
mentioning: reqtools.library (up to 
version 2.1 now) and req.library. 
Both are available with full 
documentation. 

Briefly, on the subject of the 
consoie.device, this is certainly the 
most complicated way of going 
around this sort of problem - but it's 
also the most flexible. There is a 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

TOBY 
SIMPSON 
DEBUGS 
ANOTHER 

READER'S PROGRAM 

Author: Anthony Chancer 
Program:      Simple test routine to 

show requesters. 
Language: €8000 
Fault summary: Crashes when 

called if an argument Is specified 
to appear inside the requester. 

This month we iook at a problem 
which I had myself only a few months 
ago. Owners of the RKM Libraries 
book wilf know that it is heavily 
orientated towards C programmers, 
and if you're a 68000 assembly 
language sort of person, Et can take 
a fair while to figure out what is 
going on - and a working knowledge 
of C is almost essential. 

JARGON BUSTING 

printf - A general-purpose string 
output routine in G. 

RKMs - Rom Kernal Manuals - 
The bibles for Amiga 
programmers. Weighing in at a 
hefty 10 tonnes {surely notl - 
ed), these books are invaluable. 
And also quite expensive. The 
most useful two are Includes and 
Autodocs {third edition) and 
Library reference manual (third 
edition). Ask at your local 
specialist computer bookshop. 

Some of the functions are quite 
complex, and very little information is 
supplied about how to cait them from 
assembly language. For any 
information whatsoever, you'li need 
details of each function itself - the 
Includes and Autodocs book* This, at 
least, tells you what registers to use 
when calling things. 

Even with this lot at your finger- 
tips, it's still possible to become 
confused, Take " Easy Request" for 
example. Easy Request is a 
Workbench 2 routine that was added 
to the Intuition.library as a simple 
replacement for the Auto Request 
function. It's designed to be a super- 
easy method of bringing requesters 
up on screen, along the lines of 
"Please insert disk blah blah In any 
drive". The reaiiy exciting thing about 
it for C programmers is that the 
string can contain arguments in 
exactly the same way as printf. So, 
it's possible to say ,J Pi ease insert 
disk %s in any drive'' and specify a 
pointer to the string, and the 
operating system will sort the whole 
lot out for you, 

You'd have thought that 
Easy Request wouid be just that. 
Anthony Chancer, however, 
disagrees. He feels it should be 
called ' Only Easy FromCRequest*. 
What he was trying to do was quite 
simple: he had a routine that would 
open a requester and show the 
name of a library that couldn't be 
opened, and the version wanted - for 
example: "Could not open dos.library 
V39r. Unfortunately, Easy Request 
crashed every time he specified any 

arguments. 
The fault itseif turned out to be 

quite straightforward in the end. To 
illustrate it, let's have a look at the 
function definition for EasyRequest, 
from the third edition of the Includes 
and Autodocs book: 

num ■ EasyReguestArga 
{Window, easyStruct, •** 
IDCMP_ptr, ArgList) 
do aO al a2 a3 

The problem arises because the 
explanation of ArgList is confusing 
to non-C programmers. Anthony was 
calling the routine like this: 

move.1 #0,aO 
lea easy_structral 
move,l #0,a2 
lea my_argfa3 
move -1    int_bas e,a € 
j sr   _LV0E a syBe que s tArg a(a €) 
rts 

His argument looked like this: 

my_arg: deb "doB,librarY",0 

Here's what was happening. 
EasyRequestArgs is actually 
expecting a pointer to a list of 
pointers to arguments, not a pointer 
to the argument itself! Sounds 
complex? It isn't. It's nice and easy. 
In the case of Anthony's program, 
the letters d, o, s and a period V" 
were used as the pointer to the 
argument. As you can imagine, this 
would make a mighty strange 
pointer. We could fix the program by 

changing the my^arg line to this: 

my_arg: del argument_l 

arguments: dc-b 
"dos.library",0 

And this would work. 
EasyRequestArgs wouid look at 
my^args for a pointerto the first 
argument. Pointers are fuii Jongwords 
with addresses to things. In this 
case, our pointer points to 
argument_l, which is, in this case, 
our first and fast argument. This will 
work a treat. 

IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS 
There are a number of little things 
which Anthony can improve in his 
program to make it better. One is a 
short cut to clearing address 
registers. As all us 68000 
programmers knowt you can clear a 
data register like this: 

clr.l dO 

What not so many people know is 
that the following is a lot quicker and 
achieves the same thing: 

moveq #$00,do 

Unfortunately you can't do either of 
these with address registers, so 
most people do this: 

move.1 #0,a0 

A rather neat shortcut - quicker, 
shorter, and generally much sexier - 
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much easier way - if you simply want 
to print text to the screen and get 
the user to input things, then I 
recommend you have a look at the 
dos.library and opening console 
windows. T$ 

DISNEYLAND DREAMER 
During the summer I 
will be going to 
Florida for my 
holidays, and I would 

be grateful if you could tell me 
whether there would be any 
problems (excluding customs limits) 
on buying software while out there? 
I am aware of tbe problems 
associated with the smaller NT5C 
screen size, but also, when I switch 
my computer to the 60Hz mode, the 
screen flickers horribly. (I think my 
TV lacks vertical lock.) 
J Putsman 
Billingham 

There are no problems about buying 
software in the States and using it 

here, but there is a need here for a 
little explanation about modes. You 
say that you are using your Amiga 
with your TV rather than a 
specialised monitor. If you try to 
access the higher modes with a 
normal television, then you will 
experience horrible flickering. I 
presume you are using a modulator, 
and what this does is give you 50Hz 
frame frequency - the PAL standard. 
If you go for a higher frequency you 
are asking the old TV to lock on to a 
frequency which it cannot handle. 

An Amiga monitor - the 10S4S, 
for example - will cope with the 6OH2 
mode. A multiscan monitor will too. 
The NTSC (American TV-standard) 
mode that you refer to will actually 
work on a normal 50Hz PAL Amiga 
with a TV, but the bottom three- 
quarters of the screen will be blank 
because of the lower vertical 
resolution of NTSC screen-modes* 
There is no need to switch to the 
60Hz mode on your Amiga - the 
software should run fine in 50Hz. WR 

HATCHING OUT 
JT~A      ^  I have a couple of 
r±      I questions concerning 

L      . A the A120CL 1. Will it 
I ^ be possible to replace 

the A1200 s internal drive with a 
hard drive at a later date? If so, will 
It be a straight swap or will I need 
some extra circuitry and software? 
2. Assuming that Commodore don't 
supply the A1200 with an optional 
hard drive such as the 20Mb unit 
fitted to the A6O0HD, how easy is it 
to install a higher capacity drive to 
the machine? 
3. Just what is the mysterious hatch 
next to the A1200's mouse port? 
Kevin MIHyard 
Felt ham 
Middlesex 

1. The A1200 comes complete with 
its own built-in IDE hard drive 
controller and space for the internal 
fitting of a IDE hard drive. You 
therefore don't need to remove its 
floppy drive to install a hard drive. 

2, Although the current batch of 
machines that Commodore are 
shipping aren't equipped with hard 
drives as an option, the A1200 will 
be made available with "official" hard 
drives at a later date. In the mean- 
time, several Amiga Shopper 
advertisers are already offering the 
A1200 with hard drives of up to 
300Mb in size. Scan the ads in this 
issue for more information, Failing 
that, why not check our feature in AS 
23 on fitting hard drives to AGOOs 
and A1200s - you'll be surprised 
just how easy the process is! (To 
order that issue, see page 116.} 
3. That mysterious hatch is there 
"for future expansion*. No hints are 
yet available about what sort of 
devices will use this hatch, but my 
guess would be that we can expect 
such things as flicker fixers, sound 
processors (who knows, a DSP 
upgrade may even use this port!) and 
perhaps even a SCSI-2 interface. In 
time-honoured fashion, we'll just 
have to wait and see! JH O 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

is this elegant little line: 

suba*l ao,aQ 

t works Subtract aO from itself! And it \ 
fine too. 

The other matter is the calling of 
Easy Request Args itself. You can 
write macros to make your life a 
whole lot easier, and reduce the 
possibilities of making bugs. If you're 
not sure about macros, consult your 
assembler manual to find out how 
they work. This month1 s example 
program contains one for accessing 
the intuition library routines. Its 
simply called "INT". I can type: 

INT EasyRequestArgs 
t Display our requester 

And the assembler does the work for 
me - it actually converts the above 
line to: 

move,1 lntBase,a6 
jar   _LV0E as yRe que stArg e(a6) 

; Display our requester 

This reduces the possibility of me 
making mistakes by reducing the 
places I can make mistakes in, 
Handy to remember. 

THE PROGRAM 
This month's program is a simple 
demonstration of Easy Request Args 
in assembly language. It was tested 
using DevPac 3f but will work fine on 
all versions of DevPac. You will need 
Workbench 2 or higher to run it, and 
you'll need the include files supplied 

THE LISTING 

TTL Amiga Shopper Code Clinic EasyFeguest demo. 
t 
i 
;    Shows an easy regiieBter with a couple of 
arguments in it. 
; By Toby Simpson, For Code Clinic. 

section easy_code,code 

i — Includes 
incdlr "inc:" 
include "exe c/exec.i 9 

inc lude " exec / f uncde f. i ** 
i YOU HAY MOT NEED THIS. 
include "exec/exe c_lib.i" 
include "intuit ion/intuit ion. i1* 
include "intuition/intuiti <m_lib.i" 

_EXECBASE: e<IU & 
i exec.library base. 

t — Library access macros 
1ST; macro 

move.1 IntBase,a£ 

endm 
j Por calling intuition.library 

SYSi macro 
ffiOVe.1 _EXECBASE,a6 
jsr_LV0\l(a6) 
endm 
; For calling exec.library 

I Our main code 

START: lea lntName,al 
moveq #LIB_VERSION,dQ 
SYSOpeuLibrary r Open Intuition.library 
move.1 dO,IntBase 
beq.s ST_Lib_Fail 

i — Show our requester .... 

fiuba.l aO,aQ 
I Open cn workbench screen. 
suba .1 a 2 , a 2 

; NO Shared IDCMP 
leaer_Our_Arga,a3 j Our argument list. 
1ea e r_Easy_St ruet,a1 

i OUT easy request struct. 
iNTEasyRegue s tArgs 

/ 
; — dO contains the button number we pressed at 
this point   
;  .... put code ID here to process buttons 
i 
; — How close the library and quit .... 

move.l IntBasejal 
SYS Close Libr ary 

i Close library after us. 
ST_Lib_Pail:     moveq    #$00,dD 

rts ; Return to dos. 

t — Data for our program 

J 
easy_test,data 

intuition.library",0 

section 

— Misc data 
Intname: 
intBajw i 

dc.b 
del 

; — Hy EasyStruct 
e r_J2 asy^Str uct: dc. 1   es_S IZEOP 

del 0 
del er_ES„Title 
del erjES_Body 
dc.1 er_Es^Gadget s 

er_ES_Title: dc.b 
er_ES_Gadgets{ dc.b 
er_ES„Bodyi dc.b 

"Amiga Shopper Code C Iini c:", 
"Yes IHaybeI PossiblyINo",0 
"Hy string is %s, and %s",0 

er_Our_Args: 
del 

dc. 1 arg_l 
arg_2 

f — Arguments themselves . 
arg_li dc.b 
arg_2: dc.b 

"string-string", 0 
"Another",0 

END 

with commercial assemblers such as     files* together with all sorts of 
DevPac. If you are using a PD goodies, for £25 from Commodore - 
assembler, you can get the include       for full details, see the C column In 

Amiga Shopper 25. (If you missed 
that, turn to page 116 for our back 
issues service.) 
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JRST COMPUTER CENTRE (LEEDS) Tel: 0532 319444 

THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

'PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
5EN MON-SAT 9.30AM-S.30PM 
INDAY OPENING I I.00AM-3.00PM 
WRSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM 
r~i nccn D AMI/ uni IHAVC 

-km\GA 1200 £369.99/.'.'| 
32 bit technology based on the 68020 chip running at 
14,2 Mhz. AGA custom chipset. The 1200 represents 
the future of the Amiga. Buy it.'.' Comes with WB3. 

The New Amiga 4000/030 
B.i-,1 <i on the 60030 processor. Complete with hard 
drive & 4Mb of RAM (2Mb of chip & 2Mb ofFast) & WB1 
only £919.99 for 80Mb version 

Or £1039.99 for 120Mbversion 

The Amiga 4000/040 £POA 

AMIGA 500 Plus only £189,99 
or Cartoon Classics Pack £219.99 
with Lemmirips.Caatain Planet. The Simosons & D- Paint 3 

PRINTERS 
All our printers are UK spec. 

Canon CITIZEN 
FUJITSU 

Ijm HEWLETT ^IL 
KJ PACKARD COM PL'TEI PElNTtRE 

All our printers come with ribbon/toner 
printer drivers (if available), paper & cables," 

CANON 
NEW.'Canon Bj I Osx £229.99 | 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
Star5j48Canoru'S tarbu bblejct cartridges £ I 7.99 
NEW! Canon BJ200 £347,99 
3 page a min speedh 360 dpi, small footprint & 00 
MP** shen tfeeder 

MONITORS 
All our monitors are UK spec. 

All monitors come complete with 
a free Amiga lead 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 
Colour stereo monitor. 600*295 Hint" resolution, green 
screen facility, one years on site maintenance. 

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit// 
only £224.99 UK Spec. 

♦ 
PHILIPS TV Tuner for the 8833 £64,99 

♦ 
Commodore I084ST 

monitor from Commodore is outstanding value 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR 
ACORN,CITIZEN, 

COM MODORE,DIG LTAr 
PACErPRIMA, SEGA, ROMBO, 

STAR, SUPRA, 

FREE DELIVERY! 

HOW TO ORDER 
rder by telephone quoting your credit 
rd number. If paying by cheque please 
ake payable to the: 

"FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE. " 
any correspondence please quote a 
ione number & post code. Allow S 
arking days for cheque clearance 
Low interest credit available! 

Please phone for details 
All prices include VAT & 
UK mainland Delivery 
All hardware/computers 
ire genuine UK spec, 
Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 
lay Delivery 
Guaranteed 2 to 3 day 
week days) Deli very..£2.50 
Guaranteed Next Day 
week days) Delivery.„£4.90 
Open seven days a week 
I 100 sq. ft. showroom 
Free large car park 
Overseas orders welcome 
Full repair service 

SALES&TECHNICAL 
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER 

SERVICE 6 LINES! 

0532 319444 

FAX: 0532 319191 
* 

FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS 
ENQUIRES TEL, 0532 637988 

♦ 
SHOWROOM ADDRESS: 

DEPT. AS, UNIT 3, 

ARMLEY PARK COURT, 

OFF CECIL STREET, 

STANNINGLEY ROAD, 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE. 
I 

Prices are subject to change 
without notice. E&OE, 

AMIGA 500 Deluxe only £269.99 
with built in ROM sharer 2.04/1,3 

t 
AMIGA 600 Basepack now with 

X OUT game (LIMITEDOFFER) 

only £237.99? 
t 

AMIGA 600 20HD The Epic packzo 
Mb Hard drive, Epic, Rome, Myth, oV Trivial 
Pursuit, Dictionary, Language Lab & D. Paint 3 
only £354.99 (Inc On Site Maintenance) 

The A600 Wild, Weird & Wicked 
inc Micro Prose Grand Prix, Deluxe Paint 3, Potty & Pushover 

Pius "X OUT" shoot em up 
only £279.99 

A600 DELUXE ONLY £329.99 
A600 20HD DELUXE... .ONLY £414.99 
inc. ROM sharer with L3 & 2.0S ROM's making 
incompatibility a thing of the past, The A600 
HD Deluxe tames with a Built in 20 Mb hard drive 

just add 39.99 for a 2 Mb 600 Deluxe.'! 

PRIMA Al 200 REAL 
TIME CLOCK 

at la^t now you Can date and time stamp your files 
Fits directly onto the motherboard with no soldering. 

nnlv 4 I 7.00' only £17.99/ 

A600& 1200's with built 

in Hard Drive plus HD kits 
forA600/l200's 

Add £ / 7.99 for Real Time Clock! 
♦ 

HD KIT      A600 A1200 
20Mb *£99.99 N/A £534.99 
60Mb„„*£ 179.99 £464.99 £564.99 
80Mb„„*£l95.99 £489.99 £589.99 
l27Mb„*£279.99 £589,99.., £689.99 
2IOMb..*£369.99 £674.99... £774.99 

*J ust Add £15.00 for fitting 
# 

All Amiga's come with Workbench, mouse A 12 month 
warranty. The A600\, AI 200 & A4000 come with 12 

months on site warranty All 1200/600's al so come with a 
built in integral hard disk option. 

THE AMAZING ZOOL PACK* 
• ZO O L (9 7% Am iga C omputi ngt Nov 92) 
• STRIKER {94% CU Amiga, June 92), 
•PI MB ALL DREAMS (94% ALII, Sept 92) 
•TRANSWRITE word processor 

only £29,99 
only £ 19.99 with any AMIGA/ 

CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK j 
Complete with COTV\ Keyboard, Mouse, 
disc drive Fred Fish & Workbench 13 

only £469.99 
CD Rom Amiga A570 

Turns your Amiga 500 into a CDTV. Includes 
Fred Fish, CDPD disk & Sim City 

now only £ I 43.99* 

Canon BJ300 £429.99 
Desktop bubble jet with laser quality 
Canon BJ330 £464.99 
Wide carriage version of the BJ300 
BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder„.£52,99 

CITIZEN NEW LOW PRICES! 
Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 
NEW! Citizen Swift 90 Col. £ 169.99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour, Highly recommended 
NEW,' Swift 240 Colour....£272.99 
24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps. 
NEW.' Swift 200 Colour.£224.99 
Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities 
Automatic Sheet feeder..£79.99 

FUJITSU 
12 month onsite included except 

DL-11 SO (12 month B T Base) 
FujitsuDL-l l50Colour.£274.99 
24 pin, 10 fonts, 200 CPS 
Fujitsu Breeze 100 £219.99 
ink jet, draft & LQ mode, BJ 10EX beater 
Fujitsu Breeze 200 in k jet..., .£3 09.99 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
HP Deskjet Portable..only £369,99 
HPSOOmono.. now £339,99 
HP 500 Colour now £419.99 
HP 550 Colour now £549.99 

4 times faster than the HP500C.'.' 
HP500 mono cartridges £ 14.99 
Double life 500 cartridges £24.99 
All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty 

STAR 
StarLCIO . „..£ 137,99 
ISO cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi 
fonts, pushbutton operation. 
StarLC200 colour .£195.99 
9 pin colour. 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4 
landscape printing, 
N£W/StarLC24-20 MKII £229.99 
24 pin quality, 2 I 0 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 39K buffer 
expandible to 4BKT 10 fonts and quiet mode. 
Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99 
Colour version with 3OK buffer expandable to 62K 
Star XB24-200 colour..£379.99 
Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet, 
Star SJ48 Bubble jet £214.99 
Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable 
Star SJ48 Autosheetfeeder\..£49.99 

Laser Printers 
on-site warranty standard 

Fujitsu VM 800 Laser £679.99 
E pages per minute, HP emulation, multi font, 3 00 Dpi 
Panasonic KXP-4410 £514.99 
5 pa^c laser, rnuli font. 512k memory, HP emulation,300Dpi 
Ricoh PC L5 £809,99 
400 Dpi, 2Mb RAM, 5Page per minute 
add just £ I 14.99 for 2 Mb of extra RAM 
Star Laserjet 4 MK5 £599,99 
5 page laser, HP emulation, multi font+ 300Dpi 

All the essentials required for the first time buyer&at a 
bargain priceiJ Comprises: 
• Top quality micros witched 

Power play Cruiser jo/stick 
• Mouse Mat 
• Dust Cover 
• 10 high quality Blank Disks 

CDTV 65 Mb Hard Drive ......,.£339,99 
CDTV keyboard,,, £49,99 
C DT V mo u se/joy st ickinte rface £45.99 

I us 3 

only £29.99 

only£l99.99 
♦ 

PRIMA SVGA ,28 dp Colour 
monitor with overscan 

The PRIMA monitor has a high quality Super VGA 
resolution. Includes, overscan facility, .28 dot pitch,& 
tilt/swivel stand. 

only £309.99 
* 

PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 
7CM3209 SVGA .28 dp 

Colour monitor 
only £309.99 

♦ 
COMMODORE I960 

multisync only £409.99 
Microvitec Multisyncs 

all Microvitec monitors come with a 3 
year warrenty 
14" £434.99 
20M £1149.99 

♦ 
SPE CI AL OF FERS ON ACC ESS OKIES wi th mo n kors 
TILT & SWIVEL STANDS £11.99 
14" MONITOR COVERS £5.99 

j  SUPRA MODEMS ! 

The Supra-Fax Modem 

V.32bis(l4400 baud.'.'.') 
Allows you to send and receive fax messages- This new 
modern from Supra has full 14400 baud capability. 
Spec includes V,32bist V.32, V,22fc>ist V22, VII. MNP2 
S. V,42, V42bi&, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400 
Group 3 Fax. Includes free to mms software and modem 
cable 

only £269.99! 
or £279.99 with 

Heavy duty Prima power supply, 
recommended 

* 
Supra Fax Plus 

With the ability to send faxes! Even faster than the 
standard 2400from Supra with autodial & auto receive. 
Hayes comp. V22b, V42 Bh. MNP 2-5 & auto adjust to 
maximize transmission speeds. Includes free modem 
cable & tomms sJw.'J 

only £139.99 
* 

GP FAX SOFTWARE only £39.99 
if bought with modem 

* 
Supra 2400 

Get on line using this great value fast modem with auto 
dial & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22 BIS. Inc 
modem cable & eomms v'w." 

only £79.99 
All Supra Modems come with a 5 year warranty 

US ROBOTICS 
Sportster 14400 FAX Modem, BABT approved 

only £339.99 

PACE MODEMS 
MicroLink V22b FAX £216.99 
MicroLink V32b FAX £449.99 

5 year warranty and FULLYBABT Approved fl 



POWER SCANNERV3 
BEWARE of cheaper RAM expansions. Some } the lattlt version i sofware for bright & sh 
dubious companies usesecond hand chips. We onty s»'* perform^. JFIexWe scanned image . „ r , .    _                       .   \. ....   .   ' maniipubtion options, pi us Cltan up, enibolden.re-5.1 use new chips of the finest qu al i ty and re I iabi Eity" ' 

r*™r\ (NEwni °nly £ 1!4,9 V «™ « VwARRANTY/y V- ^Colour version only £229.99 
 ASOOP   A600 | FFcnNfi^n^nnmi nun F i ATI 

ion 3 vufwarc for bright & sharp grey 
- Flexible scanned image display 
. pi us Clean upr embolden, resize ft flip. 

Unpopulated only£l6.99...£23.99 
Populated to 512K...only £29.99..£36.99 
Populated to I Mb..,only £37.99.£46.99 
2 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card.CI 14.99 
4 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card.£179.99 

AMIGA A500 512K RAM by PRIMA 
for the original 1.2/1.3 AMrG/LOflly £27*99 

1 Mb SIMM 
4 Mb SIMM 

 £35.99 
....£142.99 

Motorola 68881 £POA Zydec Trackerball 
Motorola 68882 ,..,..,..£POA '      ,   ,J<t Qg 
I mb by 8/9 SIMMS (3 chip).£29.99 per Mb   _ _ ^    T IT 
4Mbby9SiMMS Per4 Mb £ 124.99 Golden Image CrystalTrackball 
I Mb by 4 DRAMS per I Mb £42,99 only £38.99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS per I Mb £39.99 _ 
256by4DRAM(DlLs) DISK DRIVES 
4+ (5 I 2K) ...now only £3.99 * c,»     *   -.c, aa 
8+(1Mb) now only £3.94        Prima 3.5 only £56,99 
16+ (2Mb) ..now only £3.89 1 m*g h'fih quaUty external dHve at a sreat *ow Prke 

EPSON GS6500 COLOUR FLATBED 
Only £799*99 phone for detail* 4 dtroo 

MICE &TRACKERBALLS 

NAKSHA MOUSE....only £24.99 
wit h Ope ratio n Stealth, mo u se mat, holder and 1 year 
warranty, 290 DPI. 

Golden Image Mega Mouse 
only £12.99 

Alpha Data Optical Pen Mouse 
only £37.99 

Axelen Optical Mouse (300DPI) 
only £26.99 . 

Golden Image optical mouse 
only £29.99 

Zydec Trackerball 
only£29.99 

Golden Image CrystalTrackball 
only £38.99 

DISK DRIVES I 

Prima 3.S" only £56,99 

New.'VIDI l2RealTime.£l38,99 
Real time colour digitizing from any video source, 
full AGA support 
New/VIDI24RealTime.£229.99 
14 bit quality real time colour digitizing From any 
viiiuu source. Full AGA support 
New.'VIDI I 2 AGA .,.£74.99 
Fully support tor AGA cliipsctColour images captured 
in less than a second, mono images in real time with 
any video source. Multitasking s/w, cut & paste, 

VIDI 12 AGA with built in 
Megamix Master....only £98.99 
TAKE 2.... £37.99 
Features include load and save from D. Paint 
animations and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics. 
Megamix Master £29.99 
8 bit, high spec, sampler, Special effects include echo 
that can be added in real time, fully multitasking St 
easy to use. 

Kickstart 1.3 ...£POA 
Kkkstart2.04. ..£POA Ko 

Fatter Agnes 8372A £POA c rv    * ,n^A   super slim Super Denise ... .£POA An~^ forn 
6571-0326 Keyboard controller...£POA anti dick de 
CIA 8S20A I/O controller..,.. „.£POA 

Roclite3.5" only £66,99 

Roclite. Best review 
nat. Now with built i 

for disk drives m 
i virus checker and 

The MBXI200 
CO-PROCESSOR & RAM 

BOARD for the AI 200 
Realise the full potential of your Al 200 with 
this trapdoor expansion 
68881 I 4MHZ £1 I 9.99 
68882 25MHZ , ....£169,99 
68882 50MHZ ....,,.........£507.99 
I mb 32 bit fast RAM £35.99 
2mb 32 bit fast RAM ..£97.99 
4mb 32 bit fast RAM ..£142.99 

The RAM boards can only work with 
the use of the Co-Pro board 

Simply the best! Fits onto the side expansion port 
Auto configures with no software patching. 

When 254*4 ZIPS arc used, the Supra RAM can only be populated 
up to 2 M b without re placing with I M b by A ZI PS. 
8Mb pop to 1Mb.. ........£119.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb fl56*4zips) £144.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb (I Mb*4 zips). 1159.99 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb ... .. £214.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb.... , £319.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/1500 ranged 149.99 

HARD DRIVES 

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 
GVP Series II HD8+ 42Mb .....only £299.99 
GVP Series II HD8+ 80Mb Only £374.99 
GVP Series IIHD8+ 120Mb,. only £469.99 
A500 GVP Combo's 
A530 Comho 40MHz/42Mb HO. Only £669.99 
A530 Combo 40MHz/80Mb HD.xmly £759.99 
AS30 Combo 40MHz/i20Mb HD..only £849.99 ' 
A5J0 Combo40MHz/2l3Mb HD,.Oflly £939.99 
&8882Co-Pr0eessorKStforA51Q..onEy£2l4.99 
32 bit 60ns I Mb SIMM for Accelerator..only £64.99 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM for Accelerate r..only £ I 79.99 
1500/2000 Hard Drives 

I m pact Series 11HC8 + with 42 Mb HO., o nly £289.99 
Impact Series II HC8+with 80Mb HD.,Onty £339.99 
Impact Series IIHC8+ with 120Mb HD only £409.99 

All GVP products come with a full 2 year warranty 

Cumana 3,5" only £57.99 
I meg external drive. The best name in disc drives 
now at a great price. 

OPALVISION 
24 bit graphics card & video system for the I 500 
2000/300014000. Includes software bundle 

only £635.99 
or £695.99 with Imagine 21 

GENLOCKS || 

GVP Genlock only £349.99 
features professional SVHS output 

* 
Rocgen Plus only £134.99 
Includes dual control for overlay and keyhole effects, 

I extra RGB pass thru 
* 

Rendale 8802 FMC.only £ 169.99 

ROCGEN ROCKEY j 
For creating special effects in video production 
with genlocks 

only £269.99 

EMULATORS [ 

Vortex Golden Gate 386 
only £389.99 

This is a PC 354-I5SX Bridgeboard running at IS MHz 
Vortex Golden Gate 486 

only £699.99 
This is a PC 4B6-2SSX Bridge-board running at 15 MHz 

Vortex ATOnce+ 286 
only £214.99 

286 emu lator now with 16Mh ic lot k speed. 

RQCHARD DRIVES 

ROCTEC A500 CONTROLLER CARD 
Very similar in style to the GVP HDB+ but without a 
hard drive so you can fit your own. Expand* to 8Mb 
of RAM using SIMMS £ I 64.99 
ROCTEC42Mb £275.99 
ROCTEC 80Mb £339.99 
ROCTEC 120Mb ,,.£399.99 
ROCTEC ROCMATE..£99.99 

This high quality ROM sharer features a flexible 
ribbon connection so that it can be positioned 
anywhere withinyour A500 Plus or AoDO. Full 2 year 
repl acement warranty 

now only £ I 9.99 or £27-99 
for keyboard switchable version 

MiCROBOTICS NEW! 
NewM/230forA/2Ww;thi/p to 128Mb fan RAM! 
M I 23OXA33MhzMMUO30 £294.99 
Ml 230 XA 40Mhz EC030 £274.99 
M1230 XA SOMhz MMU030 £345,99 
VXL30 25Mhz. ,., £229.99 
VXL30 40Mh* ..£349.99 
68881 Co pro for above £79.99 
I 68882 Co pro for above... i I 19,99 
32 bit 2 Mb ram for above. £ 189.99 
32 bit 8 Mb RAM for above £399.99 
GVP 
A1230/1 Mb RAM for A1200 only £384.99 
1500/2000 G-FORCE 030-25MH* with I Mb 
32bitRAM , only £459.99 
G-Force 030-40MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM 

only £729.99 

Real Time AI200 i n ternal c lock module o nly tl 7.99 
Mouse/foystlck manual port switcher o n\yt\ 3,99 
C omputer Video Scart Sw Etch only £19.99 

2illA way Parallel port sharers £POA 
Amiga Sound Enhancer Plm by Omega Projects. Hearths Amiga's 
sound like you've never heard it before! ...only £36.99 
QUALITY MOUSE MATS.........  ....£3.99 
20 CAPACITY DISK BOX ....£2.99 
40 CAP LOCK ABLE DISK BOX, £4.99 
100 CAP LOCK ABLE DISK BOX ..£$,99 
*90 CAP STACK ABLE BANX BOX £9,99 
* 150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO BOX £16.99 

tlM delivery if purdhasirtg pust one POSSP ar Bans has, Free delivery 
when purchased with other product or when buying 1 Of more. 
AMIGA AS00 DUST COVER. ...£3.99 
AMIGA 600 COVER.... ,.......£2.99 
14" MONITOR DU5TCOVER £6.99 
12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER<...........,...£5.99 
AMIGA TO SCART CABLES  £9.99 
STD I.B METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD.,..£4.99 
MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES......£9.99 

AMIGA CONTROL STATIONS 
AS00 VERSION £39.99 
A600 VERSION.... „ £31.99 
A1200 VERSION  £39.99 
PRINTER STAT ION £28.99 

All disks are 100% error free guaranteed 
New High density 3.5 inch bulk and Fuji branded 

Please phone for best prices! 

QTY|!1OR||!! 

10 £4.99 .£6.99 
30 £14,99 7,99 
50. £2 I ♦S?.... £28.99 
100....£39.99 £54.99 
200....£73.99 £99.99 
500 £169.99 „ £POA 
I 000.,£339.99 £POA 
Branded disks come complete with labels 
Disk Labels...,500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels,. 10OO.,„rK>w only £9.99 

SOFTWAR 
BUSINESS 

Gold Disk Office U.K.spec  £45.99 
Home Accounts 2  £37,99 
Mini Office £38.99 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER Plus 
only £29.99 

PLATINUM WORKS—only £29.99.'.' 
Excellent integrated business/office pack, with powerful 
[ 23 tomp spreadsheet, word processor & database 

EDUCATIONAL 
6 Pack compendium...,,, now only £25.99 
inc. Kids Type, Weather Watcher, Calender Qui*, Words 
& Numbers, Game Set & Match + What is it? Where is it? 
Chi Ids Play talking word processor... £24.99 
Gallery Multi-Media Dbas* £44.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A Talk comms Software.........  .„„£9.99 
Distant Suns new version!!.. £4 9.99 
GB Route Plus. £45.99 
GP FAX Software........ , - £39.99 

MUSIC/SOUND 
Audio Engineer Plus V2 £159 99 
Clarity 16 sampler. , £105.99 
Deluxe Music Construction Set,.,..£49.99 
Pro Midi Interface by Microdeal £24,99 

! Stereo Master....,,...,,.,,,,.,,..... £29.99 
SUPER J AM..... £79.99 
Techno Sound Turbo..... £26.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amos Creator £34.99 
Amos Compiler.  £21.99 
Amos 3D.. £25,99 
Amos Professional,, „, ,.„. £47.99 
DEVPAC3  ,£50.99 

! Easy AMOS £24.99 
SAS C LanguageVersion*. £219.99 

UTILITIES 
AM I BACK „ „  £39.99 
AMIBACK TOOLS NEW.' £46,99 
AM I BACK PLUS TOOLS BUNDLE NEWL.£74.99 
AMIGA RELEASE 2.1 UPGRADE KIT 
Complete with: Kitkstart 2.04 CHIP, Workbench 
2.04, Install, Fonts it Extras disks full manual set 

only £49.99 
CrossDosVS  ,£19.99 

| Directory Opus3.,... - £26.99 
Directory Opus 4 „....£49.99 
GigaMem ...„ £49.99 
QUARTERBACK V5 NEW/.now only £39.99 
Latest version of this Fast A Famous hard disk backup utility. 

! Quarterback Tools..,-.,-,,....,,,,—„..„.now only £45.99 
, Xcopy Pro inc. hardware  rt„.......„.,..,...£33.99 
I   VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 

DIGI-VIEW GOLD MEDEA SYSTEM 
Complete graphics presentation package. Complete 
with Digi-View Gold, Digi-Paint 1 & Elan Performer 

now only £ 119,99 
37 Comptigraphic fonts Vol I f % or 1 by GT.only £9.99 
Adorage (creates special video effects),, , £61.99 
Art Department Pro 2-2... only £ 129.99 
ART EXPRESSIONS BfS=rIlu|.( £145.99 
BRILLIANCE NEW! pro P*r* *KJ A™™^ i 144.99 
CALIGARI 24 NEW.' JO ot*qn mi «Mmau«i_.£239>99 
Deluxe Paint 4 AGANEWV, £69.99 
EXPERT DRAW only £49,99 
EXPERT 4D JR. .only £37.99 
Flexidump printer utility ..£3 1.99 
Imagine V2.  £119.99 
Make Path for Vista £28.99 
MorphPlus... £147.99 
Personal Paint NEW!   £48.99 
Pro Draw 3    £69-99 
ScalaSOQ , £75.99 
TRUE PRINT/24. ...£41.99 
VIDEO DIRECTOR   .„£! 24.99 
VIDEO MASTER , £49.99 
Visto 1.2 white nocks fasti .£J2.99 
Vista Pro 3 {2 Mb required) NEW'.. £54.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
1 FINAL COPY UK version 2/..„only £65.99 

built in outline fonts, hill graphics import {IFF and HAM), UK 
thesaurus, ipelllng checker & much more. 
KlND WORDS V3 only £36.99 
PENPAL 1.4 ..only £38.99 
Best selling feature packed word publisher with database. 
PAGESTREAM 2.2 U.K. version only £59.99 
Special price-.. Limited period Only CE! 
PACESETTER 3 NEW! £42,99 
Personal Write NEWL Postscript compatible ..£ 17.99 
Hot Links. , .£48.99 
PRO PAGE PROFESSIONALV4 NEW.'...£ 14*.99 
Pro Page professional V3 DTP,., now £99.99 
Protext 4.3 W/P.............. ......now only £39.99 
Prowrite 3.3 NEWT. .£38.99 
THE PUBLISHER DTP NEW PRlCE!.....£31.99 
TY PESMITH, FONT EDITOR NEW. £99 99 
WORD WORTH 2 AGA.   £89.99 



ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 115 and 270 original, high quality, images tor use with Amiga Art, DTP 

& video programs - Deluxe- Paint, Pagesetier, Pro Page, Pagsstraam, Wordworth, Penpal etc. 
1. Pets    2. Castles, cottages and churches     3. Trees    4. Signs & symbols 

5. Wild animals      5. Prehistoric life     z Signs & symbols 2 
e. Weddings & family occasions 9 Fishing & freshwater life to. Signs & symbols 3 

£6.99 each - 3 or more £6 aach - Over 1700 images lor only £60. Inclusive of 1st class PS P. 
_ VISA 

AMIGA COMPUTING   "Best Buy" 
CU AMIGA awarded - AMIGA FORMATES % 

PI Base make cheques/PQ's payable to ARTWORKS 
fDepMsh) 1, Pond View, Wootton. U Ice by, S.Humberside. DN39 6SF « 0469 588138 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

IMbx 1 - 80ns 
256x4 - 80ns 
IMb x 4 (44C1000) - 80ns 
IMbx 4 [44C1000) - 80ns 
IMbx 8 - 80ns 
4Mbx 8 - 80ns 
4Mb (32) - 60ns 
4Mb [32] - 70ns 

DIP 4.35 
DIP or ZIP 4.35 

A3000    ZIP 16.04 
Static Col ZIP 16.04 

SIMMs (GVP) 30.55 
SIMMs (GVP) 123.38 

COMBO 64 Pin 170.37 
4000/30 72 Pin 160.85 

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT included. Delivery £4.70 

2S    KINGSWAY UK LTD 
Phone: 0923 836473 Fax 0923 836474 

18 Foxfield Close, Northwood, Middlesex HAS 3NU 

AMIVISION SOFTWARE PRESENT 

PowerBase v3.30 

The POWERful dataBASE system 
r    Up tO 10.U0Q rtCMilK HI J I MB Aswg* 
I   Easy 10 use - pult down nienLt!if V.C.R. style 

control panel, and a rn-'parate pop up menu with me mosi 
u<«d functions. 

^   H POWERful field types include IFF picture*) (even in 
HAM mode) and unlimited length text fites into your records. 
Calculate lieJds automatically from others. 
Incredibly powerful record tilierins. 
Lightning fast searching i2 tj'pe<n and sorting (3 types) 
Label priniinp, reporting and many other printer opt ions 
Design an unlimited number of form layouts 
Output data to screen, printer, labels, or file for mail merging 
View your records in -i ptmcriul m<>.ics:- iv-:*-'1'- ream I, tulilr. 
and the new form layout 
Hard disk in^iullmion utilitj, iutduional utilities, and example 
files 
fjllK 

|>ersonjlised, tafetttgest date fields, on-line help for all features, 
easy record editings and much more alt from one package. 
Widely regarded as ihc best value for money dulabasc 
sysiuii) available on (IK* Amiga today. 

Mr T Wagstaff, Mansfield 
"file best and mast powerful 

database for tinder £ 100 on the 
Amiga* 

Amiga Shopper 
'the finest example of business 

software to elate" 
'Incredibly easy to use" 

CU Amiga 
7 liaw never seer such a powerful 
database that costs so little before, 

nor haw J come across such a 
pohshed program that is so easy to 

use.M 

9/10 - Amigamaiuac Magazine 

Amiga Format Gold Award 

A small selection of the praise 
received so far. 

Complete with instruction 
manual for just £14.95! 

FREE  FREE FREE 
Working demo disk & catalogue 
Send SAE. or 20p to cover P&P 

OTHER AMIVISION SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDE 
(FREE Catalogue available upon request) 

POWER PLANNER - Person*. coanisHr ;D'*ry, HCICSSS lal&uhcr* book. aurcmatc remincers. regular evenis eic. 
MENU POWER- Create manus few your disks (add an IFF picture tD Die background - stunning) 
WORD POWER v2 - Complete word utWy (Crossword'anas-rsi- solving - loads nrora) 36.000+ word tfctunary 
FORMULA OME CHALLENGE • (.:)ir;ikl;:   in,.-i:i'■"    / ■:-IIJ, -= > ■■ viy C L-in '-id "Cfes ' :'^5 ;?3FQn 

£5.G0 
£5.00 
£9.96 

The POWER COLLECTION 
PowerBase v3.30 • Word Power v2 • Power Planner • Menu Power * & Disk Power 

SPECI AL INTRODUCTORY OFFER * SAVE £15 - ORDER NOW FOR JUST £24.351 
All of our programs require 1MB of memory and itre compatible with all Amiga* including 500. 500+, 600 & 1200 

Prices include P&F for UK. Overseas orders please add £1.50, 
Please make cheque/postal order payable to:- S. Ken nocks 

DEPT. AS, 1 CHERRINGTON DRIVE, GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL WS6 6NE 

SELECTAFONT 

Pic n Mix 

from over 60 Disks in 

ADOBE/COMPUGRAPHIC. 

Format.... Each disk contains 

12 fonts and costs a 

paltry £3.00 

STARE3URST Piifllllil AMY NCRM 

CwmESE WftfeWWts KkS^i^k. hairpin 

HEADHUNTER ^HHW^SH fflEDaSH 

Please send large SAE with 36p Stamp for a 
comprehensive Print-Out of all Fonts. Also 

state which programs you will be using 

(Dept AS) 84 Thorpe Road, Hawkwell, 
Nr Hockley, Essex SS5 4JT 

Railway Simulations 

for the Amiga 

NEW! Here at last for the Amiga! For years PC owners have been able to 
run these realistic railway simulations, acclaimed by customers in 23 
countries, many of them working railway staff; now at last they've arrived on 
the Amiga, 
These simulations include on-screen track plans and are based on authentic 
track plans, timetables, and operating practices of the period. They do not 
offer arcade-style graphics, simply realistic displays based on those used in 
modern signalling centres. Compatible with Workbench 1 and 2. 
Traffic Control: Bristol 1981 - Temple Meads on a summer Saturday. 
Frequent toco-hauled services between Cardiff and Portsmouth have to 
reverse and change engines, fighting for platform space with Inter-City 
services from Paddington, also between the South-West and North-East etc. 
Some parcels traffic uses the parcels platform, while engines and units visit 
Bath Road depot for servicing or refuelling. Price £15.95 

Traffic Control: Cardiff 1992 - Frequent local services on the Valley lines, 
also Regional Railways services to Portsmouth, Manchester, Nottingham, etc, 
and Inter-City services to and from Paddington. You also have to cope with 
extensive freight traffic, and workings to/from Canton depot Price £15.95 
Traffic Control: Bristol 1990 - More HST and Sprinter traffic than in 1981, 
but still very busy. Price £15,95 

Special offer: Both Bristol 1981 and Bristol 1990 for 
only £23.95. 
Prices shown above include VAT, postage & packing (UK or overseas). 
Please send payment with order, or quote full credit card details (including 
expiry date), and remember to state your computer type. 

Over 50 other railway simulations 
available now for the PC are being 
introduced for the Amiga over the next 
few months - SAE for complete list. 

SI AM Ltd, {Dept AS06), 1 St. David's Close, Leverstoek GreenT 

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP3 8LU 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

ere we go, leapfrog time 
again. Many Amiga DTP 
users alleged that 
PageStream version 2.2 

had bettered Pro Page 3, although I 
believe this has more to do with 
wishful thinking than actual fact. 
While PageStream certainly has 
more built-in features than Pro 
Page, more doesn't necessarily 
mean better. 

The truth is that neither DTP 
package is as good as it should be. 
If we could mix PageStream's 
features with Pro Page's quality and 
accuracy, then perhaps we'd be 
getting somewhere. But we can't. So 
we have to play leapfrog along with 
Soft-LogFk and Gold Disk, 

The latest leap is by Gofd Disk, 
with version 4 of Pro Page. And it s 
actually quite a large Eeap, arguably 
larger than the leap from version 2 to 
3f with some new features that even 
experienced users will need time to 
learn about. 

To start with, there's better 
support for Workbench 2+ screen 
modes. Upon startup you are now 
presented with a requester that 
enables you to choose your preferred 
screen mode, enabling Pro Page to 
be seen at its best on virtually any 
monitor, By default it selects the 
Workbench screen mode and sizeT 

"New features that 

even experienced 

users will need time 

to learn about" 

but if you want to open Pro Page on 
a larger size screen - 1,000 by 
1,000 pixels, for example - you can. 

Autoscroll is supported, the 
Workbench 2+ feature that enables 
you to quickly scroll around pages 
that are larger than can be displayed 
on the screen. While this eats up 
graphics (Chip) memory, ft is a very 
fast way of getting from one part of 
the page to another, particularly at 
high magnifications. 

Talking of magnification, Pro 
Page now supports variable zoom 
percentages. The old and well- 
thumbed zoom sizes are still there, 
but a new Custom facility has been 
added that enables you to select any 
magnification level from 10% to 
400% in 1% steps. This will please 
users who would like to be able to 
display the full width of a page. While 
there is no "Show Full Width" option, 
it will take only a couple of tries to 
find the correct level of magnification 
for any particular width of page, and 
if you are ARexx-tr\\r\6e6 it wouldn't 
be too difficult to create a Show Full 

Professional 

pages 

Which is the better 

Amiga DTP 

package, Page- 

Stream or Pro 

Page? Each has its 

advocates, but with 

the release of Pro 

Page 4, Jeff Walker 

has decided which 

one hefd opt for,,. 

Width function genie if you decide 
you want one. The support for large 
autoscrolled screens arguably 
negates the need for variable zoom 
levels, but the people wanted itr so 
the people got it. 

Typeface support has improved 
again. Apart from a new version of 
FontManager, which doesnt "go to 

j  sleep" as the version with Pro Page 
3 sometimes did, the Typeface 
requester now has a Preview button 
that displays "AaBbCc" in the 
selected typeface. This small preview 
window can be left open while you 
click on various typefaces, so you 
don't have to keep selecting a 
typeface and then hitting the Preview 
button to find the one you're after. 

You are still limited to the one 
CGFonts: directory though, another 
feature of Pro Page that causes 
some users problems, mainly those 
who like to have three million 
typefaces from which to choose and 
want them sorted alphabetically, or 
by styles, in different directories on 

Frofessitmal Pdye U4.9 Si993 Gold Dizk Inc. 
<fl. i?L ifl 11 fl 11 fl i ffl, ffl, fl, ffl, tfl.ffl.^^l.ffLri,??!, ffl, ffl, ffl, ffl   ,ffl .ffLT.fl 
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The much-requested Typeface Preview feature, enabling you to view 
typefaces before you use them, is implemented in Pro Page 4, along 
with three new type styles: shadow, superscript and subscript 

their hard drives. Can't argue with 
that - you should be able to work the 
way you prefer - but I'm afraid with 
Pro Page 4 you'll still have to have all 
your typefaces in one directory. 

Or manage them by hand, which 
is what I do - f have a small 
collection of often-used typefaces 
permanently in CG Fonts:, and 
everything else in alphabetical 
directories. When I want another 
typeface 1 simply copy the the fiies 
into CG Fonts: and run CG_Update. 
When I'm finished with the typeface I 
move it back into the "library'' and 
run CG_Update again. I keep 
meaning to knock together a little 
typeface manager program in ARexx 
or CanDo but if there are any budding 

PD/shareware programmers out 
there looking for something useful to 
create,,. 

There are some new type styles - 
Shadow, Superscript and Subscript - 
and the much-loved PageSetter-style 
text fill patterns have been included. 
There are 16 pre-defined fills to 
choose from, or you can create your 
own. You can choose any single 
colour for the fill pattern. Text fill 
patterns are hardly ever used in 
professional publishing, which is 
probably why they have never been 
added to Pro Page before, although 
PageSetter has had them for years, 

Ah, almost forgot to mention that 
these fill patterns can also be used 
to fill any object you create with any 

ProFr»i»r>»l Ffljr W,G Co IJ Disk Inc.  
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Text fill patterns are of limited usef but if you feel the 
urge, Pro Page 4 will let you use one of IS pre-defined 
patterns - or, of course, you can create your own. 

Usefully, a number of new bitmapped and structured 
graphics formats are supported, including Art Expression 
files, which get converted to Pro Draw clip format. 
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The new /conic p^e sorter /s Idiot-proof, It presents 
you with a little map of your document and enables you 
to position pages by dragging them around the screen. 

The ability to work on facing page layouts and still have 
them print as two separate pages can be a major aid to 
productivity if you often work with double-page spreads. 

of the Pro Page drawing tools. 
Extended character sets are now 

supported, which means that via 
various Alt-key combinations, Alt- 
numeric-keypad codes or both, you 
can type characters that were 
previously unavailable in Pro Page. Of 
course the typeface you are using 
needs to have the extended 
characters defined for this to work, 
and defined in the correct places; 
many typefaces aren't all they should 
be in the extended character 
department, including some of those 
supplied with Pro Page, so don't 
expect to get ligatures, en-dashes 
and em dashes from every typeface. 
If this is important to you, you might 
need to invest in TypeSmith. 

The most important addition to 
typeface support is Kerning Control. 
This new feature enables you to 
create kerning pairs for any of your 
typefaces, and save out a custom 
kerning table for each typeface, 
Almost all of the PD/shareware 
CompuGraphic or PostScript 
typefaces are supplied unkerned, 
and often they are so poorly 
designed that there are very large or 
very small gaps between some pairs 
of letters, which makes for extremely 
amateur-looking text. With Pro Page 
4 this is no longer a problem. 

In the Kerning Control panel you 
may type in a value (percentage of an 

"em") or use the mouse to drag the 
right-hand character of the pair 
closer to or further away from the 
left-hand character. You can select 
pairs of characters simply by typing 
them on the keyboard. 

If you are unsure about which 
pairs of characters need kerning, 
then you can select the Times or 
Triumvirate typeface first (these are 
already kerned), save out a kerning 
file, select your unkemed typeface 
and then load in the Times or 
Triumvirate kerning file that you just 
saved. This kerning table will then be 
applied to your unkerned typeface. 
Because each typeface requires 
different kerning values, the kerning 
values you leach from this file will 
probably mostly be wrong, but at 
least you now have a list of kerning 
pairs so you don't have to work it out 
for yourself. To me, this feature 
alone is worth the cost of upgrading. 
But there's more^< 

GRAPHICS SUPPORT 
Support for bitmapped graphics has 
been extended to include BMP, GIF 
(87a)T PCX and TIFF formats, ail of 
which may be displayed in up to 256 
colours if you have an AG A Amiga, or 
in shades of grey otherwise. Once 
they're imported you may of course 
scale them, crop them, rotate them - 
do anything to them that you can to 

normal Amiga IFF-ILBM files. 
Structured drawing support has 

also been extended. As well as Pro 
Draw "clip" and Aegis Draw files, Art 
Expression format graphics may now 
be imported, and Adobe lllustrator$$ 
format, plus Aldus Freehand format 
When imported, these get converted 
into Pro Draw "clip" format, which 
means they get displayed on-screen 
of course, and it also means you can 
send them to Pro Draw via the 
hotlink for further editing (and saving 
as clips) if required. There is not yet 
support for the Amiga's moribund IFF 
DR2D structured drawing format. 

EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) 
and EPSF files are supported as 
before - as a shaded box on-screen 
that may only be printed to 
PostScript printers, unless the EPSF 
file has a TIFF "header", in which 
case a bitmapped representation of 
the EPSF graphic will be displayed on 
the screen. All the other formats will 
print on dot-matrix printers because 
they will have been converted to 
"clip" or IFF-ILBM format of course. 

To display EPS and EPSF files on- 
screen, and to print them to 
dot-matrix printers, would require Pro 
Page (or any other DTP program for 
that matter) to include a fuil-blooded 
and complete PostScript interpreter, 
which would take time to implement 
and would probably increase the cost 

of the program considerably. 
However, because Pro Page's import 
facilities are now modular, it is 
perfectly possible that this could be 
included in the future* I guess it will 
depend on how many people 
continue to shout about it to Gold 
Disk. The only important use for on- 
screen EPSF support is to load a 
document prepared on another 
program or computer platform. 

Pro Draw 4 comes with, and is 
hotlinked tot the GrEgraphics editor, 
which was first released with 
PageSetterS. For the life of me I 
can't imagine why it's in with Pro 
Page because it really is a pile of 
rubbish that should have been killed 
at birth. It might be useful for quickly 
editing the odd bit of ILBM clip art, 
but, well, GrE has hidden shallows, 

SORT PROBLEM SORTED 
Sorting pages has been made 
easier. Many's the user who has 
wanted to insert a page into the 
middle of a document only to find 
that they don t remember how to do 
it and, after struggling through the 
manual again, still can't work it out. 
No problem any longer. Page sorting 
is now "iconic", which sounds like 
something John Barnes drinks after a 
football match but is actual ly just a 
panel that pops up containing a 
miniature representation of every 
page in the document, each of which 
can be dragged into another position. 
If you can't sort your pages using 
this, you need a brain transplant 

Another small but very useful 
addition is the stick-on note feature. 
If you ve ever left a document part- 
finished, reloaded it the next day and 
then sat there scratching your head 
trying to remember what it was you 
were go tog to do next, then stick-on 
notes will help. They are simple little 
boxes which you can make notes in 
and plaster wherever you like- No 
need to delete them before printing - 
they get totally ignored at that stage, 
even if you have the whole page 
covered in them. In colour mode they 
are bright yellow and difficult not to 

SPOOLING YOUR RESOURCES 

1 
*i n 

—- 
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PostScript users will enjoy using Professional 
Spoof, which works with any program that 
outputs in PostScript, not just Pro Page. 

An added extra in the Pro Page package is 
Professional Spool, an easy-to-use PostScript 
print-spooling system. It enables you to set up any 
n umber of named printing devices, each of which 
prints to a different port. So if you owned a multi- 
port card and had two PostScript printers 
con nected to two para 11e I ports and a noth er two 
PostScript printers connected to two serial ports. 
Pro Spool would enable you to print to all four 
printers at the same time, (And while they are 
printing you could zoom off to Monte Carlo in your 
Lear Jet-.) 

You'd give the devices names like QMS!:, 
EPS0N1:, LASER:, LINO:, and from Pro Page's 

PostScript output requester you would send the 
output to one of these devices, instead of PAR: or 
SER:. This creates directories and files in RAM {or 
hard disk if you prefer), and is similar to simply 
"printing" the PostScript file to disk. The difference 
is that Pro Spool is "watching" what you are doing 
and enters each file you "print" into its requester. 
Eventually you will have "printed" every chapter in 
your book or every article in your magazine 
(whatever it may be), possibly to two or more Of 
the named devices, and the Pro Spool window, 
which sits on the Workbench, will contain a long 
list of files. 

If you prefer, you can print PostScript files to 
disk and then load them into Pro Spool later. 
Whichever way you do it, the files end up in a 
"queue", waiting to be actually printed. All you 
have to do is hit the Stop/Go button and all the 
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If you already use Pro Page but haven't yet upgraded to v4 
direct from Gold Disk in Canada, you can take advantage of 
a special offer from Sfttca Systems ^ 081 309 1111. All you 
have to do is send Silica your original Pro Page disks plus 
the cover of the manual - copies of the disks and 
photocopies of the manual will not do - and in return for this 
small sacrifice plus the trivial sum of just £82 you will 
receive the complete Pro Page 4 package, including new 
manuals. This extra-special offer is only open until the end of 
June, so hurry - and tell them Amiga Shopper sent you. 

Em-dash - A dash as wfde as the character 
"m" in the particular font you're using. An 
en-dash is as wide as an "nh or half an em. 
Gutter - The margin on the inside of any 
page, where the pages are bound or 
stapled. Text and illustrations have to be 
kept well clear of this or risk being obscured 
when the publication is bound. 
Kerning - Altering the spacing between 
(pairs of) letters. For example, the first three 

letters in AVAILABLE need to be "squeezed 
up", but the last three don't If they were all 
spaced evenly, you'd get AVAILABLE, which 
looks clumsy, especially at large sizes, 
Ligatures - Special characters such as "fP 
and "tr for commonly-kerned letter pairs. 
PostScript - A language used to describe 
graphics and text as images to compatible 
printers. It doesn't rely on pixels, so images 
can be scaled or rotated without distortion. 

see, so they can also be used to 
pass on notes or comments to 
colleagues who may also be working 
on the same file, 

There are a couple of small 
changes to the paragraphing system. 
With Pro Page 3, paragraph indents 
and spacing facilities were changed 
so that they could be altered only via 
the paragraph tagging system. Many 
users complained that they liked it 
better the "old" wayT so it s been 
changed back. The Line Spacing 
requester now has a Paragraph 
Spacing gadget again, and the 
Paragraph Indent menu item has 
returned. You can still do it via 
paragraph tags if you wish, and the 
actual indent (or "outdent") 
measurement is taken from the 
Default paragraph tag setting 
anyway, so in the end it might be 
better if you took some time to learn 
how the paragraph tags work. 

One other small change Is that 
Pro Page makes a list of up to 32 of 
the most recently opened files, and 
the paths to those files. Whenever a 
file requester appears, Pro Page 
creates a menu called Previous Files 
from which you can select the files - 
a great little time-saver, and 
something that every piece of 
productivity software should have. 

Printing to dot-matrix printers is 
unaltered. It still takes as long as it 
always has done, and Gold Disk has 
resisted the temptation to match 
Page Stream's printing speed - 
which, contrary to popular belief, is 

files in the list will be sent to their 
relevant ports one after the other. 
Print progress is displayed as a 
percentage of work completed, 
actual time passed and estimated 
time left to complete the task. The 
data transfer rate is also displayed - 
it almost goes without saying that 
the more devices Pro Spoof has to 
serve, the slower will be the data 
transfer rate. Task priority and buffer 
sizes can be adjusted to gain 
optimum speed if required. 

Before pushing out the boatT you 
may select a number of PostScript 
typefaces to download (Type 1 or 
Type 3) to any of the devices, which 
saves you having to select the 

not due to "special" printer drivers or 
because it is a "better" program, but 
is simply because PageStrearn 
sacrifices dot-matrix output quality in 
favour of faster printouts. If you want 
speed and quality you have to pay a 
premium, either by buying an 
accelerator or a faster Amiga, or by 
buying a PostScript printer, 

Pro Page 4's PostScript output 
requester hasn't changed, but a late 
addition to the package, documented 
on a four-page loose-leaf manual 
addendum, is Professional Spool, an 
easy-to-use PostScript print-spooling 
system. Full details are below. 

SPREAD DELIGHT 
There's only one more major addition 
to Pro Page 4, and I've left it until 
last because it is my favourite 
feature and something 1 (and a few 
others) have been begging Gold Disk 
to include for some years - Facing 
Page Layout, or double-page-spread 
support, to put it another way. 

Books and magazines may be 
composed of single pages, but open 
either type of publication anywhere 
you like and what you actually see is 
two pages, one on the left and one 
on the right. From a design point of 
view this double page spread (DPS) 
is a single canvas and needs to be 
designed so that left and right pages 
don't clash, so that they are 
"balanced". It's all well and good 
having a facing pages preview (which 
is what Pro Page 3 had)t but having 
to make up the two pages separately 

'Include Downloadable Fonts" option 
in Pro Page and consequently 
speeds up the printing process, 
particularly if many files share the 
same typefaces. 

So that's Pro Spool, and no 
doubt non-PostScript users are green 
with envy and fuming that they don't 
have a similar utility... 

Well, you can always use the 
standard Amiga SMD and Copy 
commands, but if all that Shell work 
is too much for you, and provided 
you have Workbench 2.04 or greater, 
check out Fish Disk S10 and a little 
program by Nicola Salmoha called 
PhntManager I think you'll be 
pleasantly surprised. 

means you continually have to toggle 
between layout and preview modes. 

Not any more you don't. The new 
Facing Page Layout feature puts up 
two pages on the screen - even page 
number on the left, odd page number 
on the right - and to all intents and 
purposes you can treat this DPS as if 
it were one page. The ruler is marked 
from 0 to the width of one page, then 
back to 0 to the width of one page 
again, making it easy to see where 
the gutter is. At printout time 
(PostScript or dot-matrix) you print 
each page separately, as normal. 

This means you can run titles 
and graphics across the gutter 
without having to worry about 
duplicating them and positioning 
them correctly on each of the pages, 
as you used to have to. It may seem 
like a small point but open any 
modern magazine or "coffee table" 
book and you'll see that this 
technique is used all the time. 

This is all very well, but it would 
be dishonest of me not to mention 
that there are a few problems with 
the version of Pro Page 4 on review 
here, v4,0A. The most obvious bug is 
that it sometimes crashes when 
yo u1 re q u ittt ng the progra m... rve 
spoken to people to whom this 
happens every time they quit, and 
I've spoken to people who have 
never had it happen, To date, it's 
happened to me three times out of 
60 or 70 quits, so it s an annoyance 
rather than a real problem. 

More of a disaster is the fact 
that imported bitmaps always fill the 
bounding box right to the very edges, 
even when you specify margins. This 
results in any line weight you may 
have specified for a border being 
overwritten by the bitmap. The only 
way to get your border displayed is to 
move the bitmap within the bounding 
box so that it is down and to the right 
a bit (positive offsets), and to make 
sure that it is smaller than the 
bounding box, otherwise the bottom 
and right-hand keylines are over- 
written. I ve worked around this 
problem by altering my RtBitmapTo- 
Box genie, but I'd rather Gold Disk 
fixed this bug, and quickly. 

It shouldn't take them too long 
to sort these problems out, and by 
the time you read this there will 

almost certainly be another update. 
Pro Page 4 still isn't a match for 

the famous Mac DTP package Quark 
XPress, which is used to produce 
this (and many other) magazines. But 
Gold Disk are getting there. The 
question is: will rival DTP company 
Soft-Logik get there first? © 

ooooooooo 
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by Gold Disk Inc 
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PROFESSIONAL PAGE 4.OA 

Features • • • • O 
When Pro Page is combined (as it is 
supposed to be) with Pro Draw, there's 
not a lot you can t do. But there are a few 
small bugs still to be ironed out. 

Documentation ItOOO 
An old version 2 manual and slim version 
4 supplement is not good enough 
documentation for a professional piece of 
software, to be honest, 

Ease of Use titOO 
Once you've learned the ropes, it's a 
doddle, but the poor manuals can make 
learning those ropes very hard work. 

Speed • • • • O 
Considering the complexities of desktop 
publishing, It's amazing how fast Pro Page 
runs, even on a 68000-based Amiga. 

Value for Money      • • • • O 
Pro Page 4 is selling through mail order for 
just over £100. Add £SO-ish for Pro Draw 
and you've got an incredibly powerful 
publishing system for about £200. 

Overall rating       • • O 
It has its faults, and there is still a fair 
way to go measured by the Macintosh 
Quark Xpress yardstick, but Pro Page 4 is 
currently the most professional DTP 
program for the Amiga, 
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What handy add-on gives you 

access to as much data as 600 

floppies? Jeff Walker boots up 

the CD-ROM from Toshiba. 

Jjjjijjjj^jJ 

I most all serious Amiga 
^V^L   users have a wish list of 

^mJ^L kit that they want 
i^TRi desperately but can't 
quite yet afford, and the first few 
lines of every list look very much 
the same: more memory; more 
speed; more storage space. 

Not necessarily in this order, but 
the top three best-selling bits of 
hardware for the Amiga are RAM 
boards and chips, accelerator boards 
and hard drives. And when you have 
saved up enough to go shopping, 
choosing what to buy can be difficult 
because there are so many different 
makes and models. So I'm not going 
to help you by adding another choice 
to the "more storage space' 
category - a CD ROM drive. 

You may consider a CD-ROM 
drive to be a real luxury, and it 

or desktop publishing, or simple "clip 
art", which has a myriad of uses. 
And, again for desktop publishing 
and multimedia purposes, what 
about typefaces? You can get 
thousands of these on one CD-ROM 
for well under £50; the equivalent on 
floppy would cost thousands of 
pounds. And think of the time saved 
in backing-up ail those disks? 

Then there's text files. One of my 
favourite CD-ROMs is jam-packed 
with the complete transcripts of 
hundreds of very famous old books 
that are no longer covered by 
copyright. 

And, of course, there's PD and 
shareware. You can get hundreds of 
Fish Disks on one CD-ROM - in fact, 
this drive comes with two free Xetec 
CD-ROMs that contain among other 
bits and pieces, a few hundred of the 

You know how durable and reliable CDs 
store data your Amiga can read. Alt you 
certainly isn't a replacement for a 
hard drive, because hard drives are 
faster and can be written to, whereas 
CD-ROMs can only be read (CD-ROM 
stands for Compact Disc Readonly 
Memory). However, there are some 
very good reasons why a CD-ROM 
drive can be a better choice than 
buying yourself a larger or additional 
hard drive. 

Data is the key. If you regularly 
need read-only access to enormous 
amounts of data, having that data on 
a single CD-ROM, which can hold the 
equivalent of about 600 standard 
Amiga floppy disks, is a much more 
practical and effective solution than 
wasting 600Mb of space on a 
writable hard drive. 

What kind of read-only data? 
Pictures, for example - either high- 
quality colour scans for multimedia 

are, so it makes sense to use them to 
need is the hardware to read them... 
early Fish Disks split into program 
categories rather than disk by disk. 

There's no doubt about it, even 
at today's high prices you can recoup 
the cost of a CD-ROM drive with the 
purchase of a single CD-ROM, 

INS AND OUTS 
The CD-ROM drive I'm looking at here 
comes in two models, externa) and 
internal. Both need to be connected 
to a SCSI card. 

The internal drive fits neatly into 
the 5,25-inch disk drive bay of the 
Amiga 1500, 2000 and 4000. The 
slimline Amiga 3000, of course, has 
no 5.25-inch bay, so you'd need to fit 
the external model, but at least that 
model of Amiga comes with a SCSI 
interface as standard. 

The external model, which costs 
£100 more because of the case, can 

either plug directly into the SCSI port 
(usually provided by your hard disk 
controller card) at the back of your 
Amiga, or it can be "chained" on to 
another SCSI device if you've got one 
already fitted. 

Once everything is connected you 
need to run the setting-up software, 
which provides you with a "form1* to 
fill in on-screen, rather like 
HDToofBox does when setting up 
hard drives, it's at this point that 
novices may start getting the 
butterflies because it all looks rather 
technical. Thankfully, Almathera 
provide a sheet of instructions that 
amount to "click this button, enter 
such-and-such in this gadget, select 
that option, and away you go". 

Without these instructions, I had 
to have two goes at installing the 
software. Following the idiot-proof 
steps, which is what I should have 
done in the first place, I had it up 
and running in five minutes, 

IT'S NOT CDTV! 
Part of the software that is provided 
is a whole load of CDTV startup 
scripts which, essentially, execute 
the startup-sequences on CDTV titles 
after setting up system files, 
directories and assigns the way a 
particular CDTV title wants them. 

I don't have many CDTV titles, 
and of the few I do have only one or 
two "booted ' successfully. 
Almathera provide a list of CDTV 
titles they've tested, 11 of them 
known to fail but more than 60 found 
to work with various Amiga set-ups 
from Kickstart 1.3 to 3.0. I'm using 
Kickstart 2 and Workbench 2.1 and 
out of the titles Almathera says work, 
some don't on my system. But, to be 
perfectly frank, if it s CDTV-specific 
titles you want to run, then you're 
much better off buying a CDTV to 
start with. You can always network it 
to your Amiga with ParNet, 

This Toshiba CD-ROM drive will 
read Macintosh (HFS) and PC format 
CD-ROMs as well as Amiga-CDTV 
format, and while you will not be able 
to run any Mac or PC software on 
such CD-ROMs (unless, of course, 
you have a PC or Mac emulator in 
the Amiga), data is normally stored in 
standard formats - ASCII for text, 
PostScript for typefaces and clip art, 
various common graphics formats 
like GIF, TIFF and PCX for pictures 
(but not usually IFF-ILBMJ - so 
there's usually no problem reading it 

A little program for playing and 
controlling normal audio CDs is 
provided, and the whole system is 
also controllable from ARexx. 

Talking of audio, sound may or 
may not be important to you. 
Currently both internal and external 
models come with a simple 3.5mm 
headphone audio socket. If you want 
sound through speakers, you'll have 
to buy a suitable lead, Almathera say 
that the design may change later, at 
which time proper stereo audio 
sockets will be fitted to both models. 

The price of CD-ROM drives is 
bound to come down over the next 
year or so. If you re prepared to wait, 
fine; if not, then you'll not go far 
wrong with this Toshiba drive, 
especially seeing that Almathera 
provide a technical helpline should 
you have any trouble at all in getting 
it up and running, 

CXXXJOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 
Toshiba external CD-ROM drive 
   .£499 

Toshiba internal CD-ROM drive 
 ..£399 

by Almathera Systems Ltd, Challenge 
House, 616 Mile horn Road, 
Craydon CR9 3AU, 
w 081 683 6418 

CHECKOUT 

TOSHIBA EXTERNAL 

CD-ROM DRIVE 

Quality • • • • 
Top-quality mechanism In a tough-enough 
but slightly old-fashioned looking case. 

Speed • • • • 
Data transfer rate is fairly fast, over 300K 
per second with a 200 millisecond access 
time, which is more than twice the speed 
of CDTV... 

Documentation       • • • O O 
The manual is out of date and not much 
help to novices, but Almathera supply 
clear idiot-proof instructions separately. 

Ease of Use • # • • 
Thanks to the idiot-proof instructions, 
setting up is painless. 

Value for money      # # # O O 
It s a lot of money, especially if you don't 
already have a SCSI card, but the ability to 
buy hundreds of floppyfuls of data for 
about the price of 100 blank disks might 
enable you to justify and recoup the cost, 

Overall rating  • • m m o 
Once you've spent some time with a CD- 
ROM drive, it's one of those bits of kit that 
you suddenly can't do without. 
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The inside story 

This month we show you how 

you can recycle an adder to make 

a subtracter and also demystify 

harder sums as the incorrigible 

Gus Chandler continues poking 

about in the Amiga's innards. 

I n this month's exciting 
I episode of "The Amiga 
I Exposed" we continue our 
I journey in the world of digital 

logic with a close examination of 
the way in which a computer goes 
about performing the process of 
subtraction by re-using much of the 
circuitry of the MPU {Micro- 
Processor Unit) that was needed for 
carrying out addition, Indeed, all 
that we need to do to perform 
subtraction is to 11 mess around" 
with the number that we want to 
take away and then feed it, along 
with the number that we are taking 
it away from and an extra 1, Into a 
modified version of the eight-bit full 
adder that we considered at length 
last month. Baffled? Well, read on 
and all will become clear, 

Now, before we start to delve 

into the mysteries of binary 
subtraction, let's just take a minute 
out to recap the concepts we 
grappled with last month and remind 
ourselves of exactly what the 
functions are of all these different 
"building block" logic gates. 

We've shown the standard 
symbols that are used to represent 
the six gates in the box at the 
bottom of this page. Strictly 
speaking, it*s only necessary to 
make use of three of them - the 
AND, OR and NOT gates - because 
with just these you can construct a 
functional assembly of logic gates 
capable of performing any logic 
operation. The other three logic 
functions that we have summarised 
here - the NAND, NOR and XOR 
(exclusive OR) - can in fact all be 
constructed by using combinations of 

the AND, OR and NOT gates. 
Check back to pages 24 and 25 

in last month's Amiga Shopper if you 
want to see how these functions are 
constructed using the basic "building 
block gates". (If you missed ltf turn 
to page 116 and order a copy!) 

HOW COMPUTERS 
SUBTRACT NUMBERS BY 
ADDITION 
Before we looked at the procedure by 
which computers deal with binary 
addition last month, we first 
considered how human beings go 
about the task of adding decimal 
numbers - for the processes are 
functionally identical. In both cases 
you start with the least significant 
digit of each of the numbers (that's 
the rightmost), add those together, 
then put the least significant digit of 
the sum in that column of the 
answer. Any "carry" digit is then 
taken forward to the next column and 
added along with the next two digits 
from our sum 

Now when it comes to performing 
binary subtraction you could follow 
exactly the same rules as if you were 
working with a pair of decimal 
numbers - that means "borrowing 1" 
from the column to the right as 
necessary and then "paying back". 

The trouble however with adopting 
such an approach is that computers 
aren't actually equipped to deal with 
subtraction in this manner - they 
could be, but the process would be 
slow and require them to employ 
additional circuitry within the ALU 
(the arithmetic and logic unit, which 
is the internal sub-assembly of logic 
gates that the 68000 MPU in your 
Amiga uses to deal with all of the 
mathematical operations). 

Instead, computers do the job of 
subtraction by following a process 
that involves taking what is called 
the "complement" of one of the 
numbers. The exact method that 
we're going to discuss is known as 
"two s complement subtraction". 
This involves carrying out what is 
known as a "bit-wise negate" on the 
number that you wish to subtract and 
then adding it plus another 1 to the 
number you want to take it away 
from. This all sounds rather 
complicated, doesn't it? Well, don't 
worry - it isn't really that difficult to 
get your head around the basic 
principles, 

Let's see if showing a simple 
worked example helps to make it all 
clear. We'll assume that we want to 
subtract the binary number 100 
(that's 4 in the decimal system) from 

THE BASIC LOGIC GATES REVISITED 

NOT GATE 

INPUT OUTPUT 

AND GATE 

INPUTS 

OR GATE 

OUTPUT OUTPUT 

NOT GATE 
Function: Given an input of 1, the NOT gate 
produces an output of 0. With an input of O the 
output Is 1. In other words, the NOT gate's 
output Is a negate of its input. 

XOR (EXCLUSIVE OR) GATE 

OUTPUT 

AND GATE 
Function: The AND gat© gives an output value of 
1 only if both of its inputs have a value of I. 

NAND GATE 

OR GATE 
Function: The OR gate gives an output of 1 if 
either one or the other of its two inputs has a 
value of 1, 

NOR GATE 

INPUTS 
OUTPUT OUTPUT 

XOR GATE 
Function: The XOR gate gives an output of 1 if 
either one or the other of its two inputs has a 
value of one, but, unlike the OR gate, not If both 
of them have that value. 

NAND GATE 
Function: The NAND gate produces an output 
value of 1 except when both of its inputs have 
the value 1, Placing a NOT gate in the output line 
of an AND gate gives the NAND function. 

NOR GATE 
Function: Gives an output value of 1 only if both 
of the input values are 0. The NOR gate is 
equivalent to an OR gate with a NOT gate in Its 
output line. 
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JUST HOW DOES BINARY WORK? 
the binary number 101 (decimal 5) to 
give us the answer !♦ 

STEP 1 - THE BIT-WISE 
NEGATE (ONE'S 
COMPLEMENT) 
First we have to "bit-wise negate" 
100. All this actually means is that 
we have to apply the NOT function 
that we discussed last month (that 
is, we feed each digit of the number 
through a MOT gate) to each of the 
bits (each binary digit) in the number 
like this: 

which gives us the result Oil. 

STEP 2 - ADDING 
Now we just add the numbers 101, 
Oil and an extra 1 together: 

Er, but we seem to have ended up 
with the result 1001 (that's 9 in 

In the decimal system (base 10) that weTre all familiar 
with, there are ten numbers, 0 to 9, that can be used 
for each digit position. This means that each time we 
move one digit along In a decimal number (starting 
from the rightmost digit, which is known as the least 
significant digit) its value increases by a factor of ten 
- giving X, 10,100,1,000 and so on. 

With the binary system (base 2) however there are 
only two numbers available, 0 and 1, for each digit 
position. Therefore as we move from one digit to the 
next in a binary number Its value is changed by a 
factor of two, so the decimal equivalents of the binary 
numbers 1,10,100,1000 are 1, 2T 4 and 8. 

If you look at the eight-digit binary number we've 
shown, you'll see that a 1, the most significant digit 
(and the largest digit value that we can use in binary), 
represents the decimal value 128, while If we put a 0 
In the most significant digit position of our decimal 
number It gives us a value of 90,000,000. 

An eight-bit number ("bit" stands for "binary 
digit") can have 256 different values, representing the 
decimal numbers 0 to 255, Remember that the 
chipsets in the various versions of the Amiga work 
with 16-bit or 32-bit numbers - we've stuck to using 8- 
brt numbers En this feature simply because showing 

something like a 32-bit full adder isn't really feasible 
given the amount of space on our pages. Alternatively 
we could print all our diagrams at a quarter of the size 
and hope that our readers don't mind using a 
magnifying glass to look at them. The principles that 
we're discussing in these pages, however, are exactly 
the same as those that would apply if we were dealing 
with 16-bit or 32-bit numbers. 

DECIMAL 
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decimal) for the sum 5 minus 4t and 
we know that isn't the correct 
answer. Don't panic just yet though - 

the largest number that we were 
manipulating had three bits, while 
the answer that we've come up with 

THE ONE-BIT FULL ADDER 

INPUT A* y—... 

INPUT B1 1 Jmam% 

T })l  
XOR GATE • OUTPUT Pi 

AND GATE 

i i i i i 

i|o|o|i|i|.|B|i| + 

mm 

°M°Mi|°h|i| 

'□mm 

INPUT A INPUT B I N PUT C OUTPUT P OUTPUT C 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 

o 0 1 1 0 

■ 1 □ Q i 
1 0 0 i 0 
1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

has four. You can probably guess 
that what we do is to take only the 
rightmost three digits of the answer 
(this is the three least significant 
bits), which are 0 0 lt orP if we 
ignore the leading zeros, we are left 
with 1 - the correct result. But what 
about that first bit, the 1 that we've 
just ignored? Well, it doesn't just get 
thrown away, but well leave 
considering what it is used for until 
we come on to number 
representation next month. 

So far we have only dealt with 
straightforward sums that involve 
small positive integers. The eight-bit 
numbers that we've been working 
with are, as we have explained, 
limited to representing onfy 256 
different integers - the numbers 0 to 
255, Obviously, to be useful in the 
real world, the assemblies of logic 
gates that we're discussing here 
must be capable of handling all the 
unusual cases that can crop up - for 
example, dealing with negative 
numbers and fractions and detecting 
when "overflow" or "underflow1' 
conditions occur. 

We get an overflow when the 
number that is generated by a 
mathematical operation turns out to 
be too large to represent using our 
eight-bit number. Try adding the 
numbers 128 (10000000) and 129 
(10000001) using the adder 
cascade that was printed last month 
and you'll see this for yourself. In a 
similar manner, an underflow 
condition occurs when the result is 
too small - with the way we're 
currently using eight-bit numbers, 
this happens if the result is less than 
zero (it's negative). 

In this feature next month we'll 
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be discussing just how the 68000 in 
your Amiga represents numbers 
internally, the use of a sign bit to 
distinguish between positive and 
negative quantities, and how 
fractions are handled, We'll also 
consider the issue of precision - the 
accuracy with which numbers can be 
represented (that isr the number of 
significant figures that are given in 
the result). 

What we're going to look at first 
though are the changes that we need 
to make to the eight-bit full adder 
assembly that we explained in detail 
last month so as to adapt the unit to 
function as a binary subtracter 

ADAPTING THE EIGHT-BIT 
FULL ADDER FOR 
SUBTRACTION 
Last month when we were discussing 
binary addition we introduced the 
functional unit called a one-bit half 
adder and found that this would take 
two inputs, A and B (the two bits that 
we wish to add) and produce two 
outputs, P and C. P was the least 
significant bit of our answer (that's 
the rightmost of the digits) while C 
was the carry (if there is one) to the 
next column of our sum. 

We decided to use a half adder 
for the first unit of our eight-bit full 
adder because we only needed to 
deal with two inputs in this position 
when adding. For the second and 
subsequent digit positions we had to 
use one-bit full adders because they 
can cope with the three inputs that 
we now have to process (the next 
digits of the numbers that we're 
adding plus the carry from the 
previous column of the sum). 

You should be able to see that 
we could perfectly well replace the 
one-bit half adder with a one-bit full 
adder and still end up getting the 
same result, providing that we set 
the third input (that's called CIN) to 
be 0. We've illustrated the top 
stages of our eight-bit full adder from 
last month, and the unit as it has 
now been modified, in the boxes on 
this page. 

Okay, so we now have our eight- 
bit full adder assembled from a 
cascade of eight one-bit full adders. 
Let's make some additional 
modifications so that we can also 
make use of the unit when we want 
to subtract If you check back to step 
1 of our simple example sum on 
page 58, you can see that the first 
thing that we have to do is modify 
the number that we are subtracting - 
that is, bit-wise negate it. 

This is very simple to achieve 
with logic gates. All that we have to 
do is pass each bit of the number 
that we want to subtract through a 
NOT gate before we pass it on to the 
full adder. If you look at our 
subtractor assembly on page 60, 
you'll see that all we've done is to 

TOP UNITS OF ADDER 

When we explained the eight-bit full adder last issue (see page 116 to 
order a copy if you missed it), we used a one-bit half adder for the first 
step in the chain. We did this because for the first step in the addition 
there is no "carry in", so we could get away with a smaller number of 
gates, six rather than the 13 required to construct a one-bit full adder. 

INPUT A01 

INPUT B° 1 

1 BIT HALF 

ADDER 

INPUT A1] 

INPUT B* 1 

OUTPUT P° 

OUTPUT C° i 

1 BIT FULL 

ADDER 

OUTPUT P* 

OUTPUT C1 

Insert a NOT gate in the input line for 
each bit of the second number B, to 
carry out the complementation 
operation. 

The result that we get after we 
have applied the NOT operation to 
our number is called the "one's 
complement". We'll see next month 
when we come to discuss "sign bits ' 
that "ones complement"' is an 
alternative method for representing 
negative numbers- Nowt to get the 
"two's complement" of the number, 

we have to add 1 - exactly as we did 
in step 2 of our example. 

We could carry out this addition 
with our full adder in a two-stage 
process, first adding our numbers 
101 and bit wise NOT 100 (Oil - 
that's the "ones complement") and 
then feeding the sum of this addition 
back through our full adder along 
with the number 1. However, now 
that we've modified the first stage of 
our eight-bit full adder by replacing 
the one-bit half adder with a full 

adder, this can all be easily carried 
out in a one-step process. AH that we 
need to do is set the third input of 
the first stage (CIN) to 1 and, hey 
presto, we ve constructed a 
functional arrangement of logic gates 
that will serve to perform subtraction. 

If you care to refer back to last 
month's feature you'll be able to 
check that our eight bit full adder 
modified for subtraction Is now 
constructed using 112 of our basic 
"building block" logic gates - 24 OR 
gates, 40 NOT gates and 48 AND 
gates. 

You'll see that the array on page 
60 is the eight-bit full adder from last 
month, but now modified to perform 
subtraction. We have used the same 
two numbers - 10011001 (decimal 
153} and 1011011 (decimal 91) - 
as we did last month, but instead of 
performing addition with them we're 
now using the method of two's 
complement subtraction to give us 
the result 111110 (decimal 62), 
which happens to be correct 

HARD SUMS WITH 
MULTIPLICATION AND 
DIVISION 
Right, we've now explained the 
functional logic assemblies that are 
required to carry out the two most 
basic of the arithmetic operations - 
addition and subtraction, We're not 
going to devote the same amount of 
space to discussing the more 
complex m ath em at i ca I proces ses of 
multiplication and division, but we 
will just explain briefly how these are 
tackled by the internal circuitry of the 
microprocessor. 

First let us deal with 
multiplication. In the earliest 
generations of digital computers their 
full adder assemblies were re-utilised 
to perform multiplications. They 
would treat a sum such as 6 
multiplied by 6 as a series of five 
additions - 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6. That's 
a perfectly reasonable approach and 
both methods yield the same result 
However, this approach has the 
disadvantage of being slow, so these 
computers also employed a number 
of tricks or "optimisations" to reduce 
the number of additions that had to 
be performed. For example, when we 
are multiplying the numbers 6 and 6 
it's not actually necessary to perform 
a chain of five additions, adding 6 
each time - three additions are 
sufficient First we add 6 + 6 to give 
12, Then we add the result of this 
first sum, 12, and another 6 to give 
18, Finally we add this result, IS, to 
itself to give us the final result, 36. 

Nowadays, microprocessors rely 
on a different approach that employs 
what are called "shift registers". 
They do this because all but the 
most trivial of multiplication sums 
can be performed more speedily by 
the technique of shifting than by 

MODIFIED ADDER 

If you followed the principles behind last month's discussion of the one- 
bit half and full adders, it should be clear that we could equally well have 
substituted a one-bit full adder instead of the half adder for the first 
stage of our cascade - provided that we set the "carry in" bit to be 0. 
That is In practice the way that multiple digit adders are constructed in 
electronic components. Why? So that much of the circuitry can be re- 
used for other operations. For example, by adding a set of eight NOT 
gates and changing the ''carry In" bit on the first stage to 1, you get the 
correct logic gate array for performing subtractions. 

C IN 

INPUT A° 

INPUT B° 1 

1 BIT FULL 

ADDER 

OUTPUT P° 

OUTPUT C° I 

INPUT A1 

INPUT B1 1 

± 

1 BIT FULL 

ADDER 

OUTPUT P1 0 

OUTPUT C1 
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ADDER MODIFIED FOR SUBTRACTION 
employing multiple additions. 

To use an example, we know 
that if we take any decimal number, 
say 28 r we can quickly multiply it by 
ten by justu adding a nought" to the 
end to give us 280. We can adopt a 
parallel approach when working with 
binary numbers. Take 11100 
(decimal 28). "Adding a nought1' to 
the end (this is described in 
technical jargon as the process of 
"shifting left") grves us 111000 
(decimal 56) - that's equivalent to 
multiplying by 2. By combining a 
series of shift left and add 
operations it's possible to perform 
any multiplication sum. 

SoT now let s see if we can 
debunk division for you. Again this is 
performed using shift registers - but 
in this case we have to shift the 
number in the other direction, to the 
right. This is equivalent to moving the 
decimal point when you1 re working 
with base ten numbers So 11100 
(decimal 28) shifted right by one digit 
position gives us 1110 (decimal 14) 
- we've divided by two. By using a 
sequence of shift right, compare and 
subtract operations, the MPU is able 
to cope with any division. 

NEXT MONTH 
Okay, if you ve been following this 
and last month's features you will 
now have a good grounding in the 
principles that are used for designing 
digital logic circuits. If you want to try 
some "hands-on" experimentation 
with logic, then make sure that you 
get your hands on a copy of the 
freeware program DBS (Digital 
BreadBoard). This is a very clever 
Sittte package which enables you to 
design and dry-run your own simple 
logic circuits. It's being distributed 
on Fish Disk 844 and if you turn to 
page 109 you'll see that our PD 
aficionado Ian Wrigley rates it highly 
with a star review, awarding the 
program 10 out of 10, 

No doubt you've now had your fill 
of logic, so next month we'fI be 
moving on from the theoretical side 
of digital logic to see its practical 
implementation inside the 68000 
microprocessor. 

We'It be taking a look at the way 
that numbers are represented 
internally in your Amiga and how 
these numbers are coded to 
represent other information - such 
as text. We'll then be discussing the 
"registers" (such as the shift register 
that we touched on when talking 
about multiplication and division) 
that are used to manipulate this 
data, and the various conventions 
that are employed when it comes to 
moving it about - that's the process 
of "addressing". So if you want to be 
properly addressed - and if you want 
to find out more about what goes to 
make the heart of your Amiga beat - 
then don't miss it. 

CINI 

INPUT A° 1 
11 

OUTPUT P° 0 
1 BIT FULL 

ADDER 
 £>^- INPUT B° 1 

NOT GATE 

INPUT A1 0 

OUTPUT C° 1 

INPUT 1 

£ 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT ] 

NOT GATE 

INPUT A* 0 

INPUT B2 0 

OUTPUTS 0 : 

I 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT P2 

NOT GATE 

INPUT 1 

INPUT B3 1 

I 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT P3 I 

NOT GATE 

INPUT A4 1 

OUTPUT C3 0 

INPUT B4 1 

X 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT P4 j 

NOT GATE OUTPUT C4 0 

INPUT A5 

INPUT Bs 0 

X 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT P5 I 

NOT GATE 

INPUT A* 0 

OUTPUT C5 0 

INPUT B* 1 

X 

1 BIT FULL 
ADDER 

OUTPUT P6I 

NOT GATE OUTPUT Ce 

INPUT A* 1 _I ■ 

1 BIT FULL 
OUTPUT P7 0 

  
ADDER 

INPUT B7 0 U*00^ 
NOT GATE 1 

C OUT 

OUT 6 

BIT-WISE 76543210 NQT 
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76543210 
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The Pest is back 

This month, Mark Smiddy brings 

you the full low-down on Pest 3, 

proving it's at least as much fun 

to pull it apart as to run it... 

Pest is probably the most 
powerful and 
comprehensive time- 
scheduling utility yet 

devised - but what makes ft 
special, and what will make other 
computer users pale, is the fact the 
whole thing is written in AmigaDOS. 
There are no clever assembly- 
language cheats, no hidden utilities: 
everything Is handled by the 
Amiga's own DOS language. That 
also means itTs a lot smaller than 
anything you could reasonably buy 
off-the-shelf. And it's yours on this 
issue's Amiga Shopper cover disk. 

Pest can handle an almost 
unlimited number of "events" and is 
accurate to within a couple of 
seconds of the computer's own clock 
- depending on processor load* It is 
fully multi-tasking and works quietly 
in the background until it's needed. 
Memory requirements are frugal - 
each running event takes only a 
couple of K+ Once active, it will flash 
a message on the ^^^^^atmmmtm 
Workbench even if 
other applications 
(DPaint, Wordworth 
- whatever they may 
be) are running. 
Being disk-based, it 
is totally reset- 
protected - the 
events are set every 
time the machine is - 
started. 

You may set an event (reminder, 
or alert) to trigger on any day, days, 
date, or dates, at a specified time or 
a set time after the last reboot. For 
example, you can set any event to 
happen at specific times on days of 
the week; at weekends only; every 
day in a specific month, and so on, 
Typical uses include: birthdays, 
regular appointments, TV programs - 
the list of possibilities is limited only 
by how full your social life is. 

Mow the less-good news: Pest 3 
will work on any Amiga with Kickstart, 
Workbench 3 and a real-time clock. 
Amazingly, Commodore did not 
supply an RTC with the A1200, so 
unless you have bought one 
separately, Pest will be of limited 
use. (It still works, but only the 
instant and deiayed events are 

"probably the most 

powerful..* time- 

scheduling utility 

yet devised" 

workable.) The 
nature of the 
program 
means a hard 
disk is 
recommended 
but not required 

I can imagine a 
lot of readers 
spitting teeth and demanding to 
know why this ail-time best is 
AmigaDOS 3 only. The reason is 
simple: AmigaDOS 3 has a new 
command which is crucial to Pest 
and implementing it in AmigaDOS 2 
is technically quite tricky. It is 
possible to write such a utility 
(Request Choice) in assembler or Ca 
but that rather defeats the object. 
Demand arising, I will fix this - but 
for now, here stands Pesf 3, 
batteries not required. 

STARTING PEST 
The archive utility used to compress 
Pest clears the script flag required by 

^^^^^^^^ these programs. A 
utility is provided to 
fix this problem and 
should be used 
once only. After un- 
archiving, the 
entire Pest3 
drawer should be 
copied to your 
Workbench disk. 

——P™«~ YOU acti vate Pest 
by dragging the 

"StartPest" icon to your WBStartup 
drawer and re-booting the machine. 
After that, you can just let Pesf do 
the rest The program is like an 
alarm clock - which means you must 
remember a couple of things: 
* It does notning unless told to. 
* You have to be around to hear it. 
The second point cannot be stressed 
strongly enough. Pest is intelligent 
enough to spot when you miss an 
appointment time on a specified day 
- but the machine must be used on 
that date. This is just like an alarm 
clock - if you're too fast asleep to 
hear it or not there when it goes off, 
you'll be late for work just the same. 

To get going, just double-click on 
the AddPestEvent icon and select 
JStart ". Pesf will ask you what it 
needs to know - the sequence of 

Cancel I 
i 

Tti« Pest a - \H 1??3 He Batttf-iM Hfr^ufcrBd i \m\C&l F*St "S^tiV "H Jr k   S^MtfHly 7J PyM ished by flniga Shopper /I flfi rights reserved / rl "vent 5 set at 1§:55 «#r,t 6 set  at 14:51 

The Pest system starting up at the beginning of a session - fully automated 
once StartPest has been added to the WBStartup drawer. Not how in this 
case an event has already passed, and a requester appears to tell the user so. 

Date fornats are fuU  or partial dates +or+ days 
Eg Saturday,  rTon,  *2-oct-33,  14-Feb-,  -Kar-33 etc 
Patterns nay be used,   te: Hon(Med(Sat 
Hon-Fri  is Monday to Friday 

CLI   | TUw*  | Dates   | Delays | 

UB3.B 
Kl UPestevent DeletePesteuent 

Add Pest Events, which is used to inform Pest of any new events about which 
you need to be reminded, has a comprehensive interactive help system. Here 
it is describing the acceptable formats for dates that it understands. 

prompts is defined by exactly what 
the event will do. The most important 
input, and the only one required from 
you, is what message Pest will 
display when the event occurs. You 
will then be given a choice of days, 
dates, times or delays. Note that in 
this version CLI options are not 
supported. 

The message can be any string 
of text, although around 60 
characters is about the maximum. 
However, there's 

event for some particular day. Basic 
dates are simple. For example, if you 
have a dental checkup on 23 July 
1993, you'd have to set an instant 
event (no time) dated as 23-Jul-93. 

More regular occurrences (such 
as birthdays and anniversaries) are 
entered similarly, but without the 
year. Pest just registers the date and 
the month: 23Jul would define a 
single dated event every 23rd July 
regardless of the year - birthdays 

-Sain*. , Canfirrtlhg 
.ift-'Jui' v.ng/1'vc-v M-JUfl 

JSJ 

no reason why you 
shouldn't use the 
message to 
remind you to view 
a longer note 
about that 
particular event. 
Times and dates 
need more 
explanation. Pest 
can accept times 
in 12 or 24-hour format and 
recognises the difference by the 
presence of AM/PM in the string. For 
example: 1:00 and 1:00am are the 
same thing, just as are 1:00pm and 
13:00. The 24-hour method means 
you have fewer characters to type, 
but it's entirely up to you. 

Dates and days are more 
complex, although you only have to 
use them if you want to specify an 

f ixScnpts 

Pest uses a requester to confirm 
that everything's okay before a new 
event is added to the list. 

and that sort of thing are good 
candidates for this event. This 
technique can be extended to cover 
every day in a month, such as Jan, 
Months and dates can be grouped 
using the bar (I) character - this is 
explained for days below. 

Now let's imagine you have to 
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pick the kids up at 3:00 every 
weekday and it takes you ten 
minutes to get to school. You might 
set the event day as Mon-Fri. Pest 
recognises this special string and 
enters the string: MonlTuelWedl 
ThulFri. Specific days should be 
entered as three-letter strings, 
separated by bars if necessary - 
otherwise the entire week is taken 
as default. 

TIMED EVENTS vs 
DELAYED EVENTS 
Most Pest events are constructed 
from a time + day and/or date plus a 
message. You can opt for a reminder 
to occur as you boot the machine or 
for something to appear after a short 
delay - say 60 minutes. The___ 
timed delays 

1V» 

List Pest Events 
gives a list of the events 

currently under Pest's jurisdiction. 
Kill Pest Event removes one. 

are useful to remind you to take a 
break, although a reset is required to 
re-trigger them. 

Four other Workbench-compatible 
utilities are supplied. (Other scripts 
present in this drawer are used by 
Pest and reserved for Amiga DOS 
proper - see below for details.) The 
utilities are: 

■ ListPestEvents: used to list the 
current events and their status, Note 
this utility only affects running events 
scheduled for that day. They can be 
reset by re-booting the machine - 
see DeletePestEvent for a more 
permanent solution. Three states are 
possible: 
(1) Active: event is running and 

waiting to execute. 
(2) Deceased: event has been 

removed by the user (with 
KillPestEvent) before completion. 

(3) Complete: event has already 
timed out normally. 

• KiifPestEvent: used to remove any 
running event from the system list 
before it has completed. This script 
lists all the current events (and their 
status) and will prompt you for the 
number of the one to remove* If no 
number is supplied the script exits. 

• DeletePestEvent: permanently 
removes any Pest event from the 
system and should be used with 
care. It works along similar lines to 

KHIPestEvent but this one actually 
lists the main "Event" script 
(Pestflle). Enter the number of the 
line to remove or "0" to escape. 

• ChangePest Message: was 
provided because the problem was 
there. Although I have found little 
use for it, I suspect someone will like 
it. Essentially you are provided with a 
list of all the current events (those 
already running) and are given the 
opportunity to change the message 
attached to any one* Exactly why you 
might want to do this is beyond meT 
but you never know, 

HOW PEST WORKS 
Pest stores its events in 
the S: assignment in a 
script titled "Pestfile", 

\ where every event 
takes a single line in 
the file* You can 
permanently remove 
an event by deleting 
the line or disable it 

by placing a semi- 
colon V at the 
beginning of the 

tine. You can edit 
this file directly and call the 

relevant Pest Commands as you see 
fit. There is no requirement to use 
AddPestEvent - that software is 
provided for beginners. 

The system is constructed from 
a hideously complex set of 
AmigaDOS algorithms - but just four 
simple commands are central to the 
operation of the entire system, and 
only one of those is specific to 
AmigaDOS 3. Pest keys on dates, 
days and times shown by the DATE 
command like this: 

l>date Monday 19-Apr-93 
10:57:03 

Provided your machine has a battery- 
backed real-time clock, this date will 
be correct every time you switch on 
or reboot. By comparing the date 
portion to a known date. Pest can 
determine whether to set an event. 
The burning question is: how can any 
day, date or combination be tested 
for? The entire test is performed in a 
single-line command based on 
SEARCH: and this is what makes the 
system so powerful. 

SEARCH can test for the 
presence of a sub-string within a file 
and report on its findings. Let's see 
this in action: 

1>SEARCH S:SFAT FAILAT 
8 FailAt 21 

18 FailAt 10 

The command displays the line or 
lines the string was found on and 
also their line numbers. 

You don't have to specify a full 
word of course: 

1>SEARCH S;SPAT FAIL 
8 FailAt 21 

12 IF NOT FAIL 
18 FailAt 10 

As you can seer an extra line also 
containing the string "FAIL" appears, 
This is fine when used from a Shell, 
but useless when used in a script. 
Someone thought of that, and 
SEARCH returns an indication, in the 
system variable "RC", to say 
whether the string was found or not. 
Here is an example run: 

1>SEARCH >NIL:  S:SPAT FAIL 
1>GET RC 
0 

1>SEARCH >NIL: S:SPAT FUDGE 
1>GET RC 
5 

In the second instance, the string 
"FUDGE" could not be found in the 
file, so SEARCH sets the variable RC 
to 5, (This variable can be easily 
tested and acted upon with IF.) 

Now how about our dates? The 
date itself can be easily written to 
disk like this: 

1>DATE >DateFile 

The ">" is a re-direction operator - it 
takes everything that would normally 
be displayed on screen and writes it 
to a named file - "DateFile". 
Ordinarily this file would be written in 
the RAM disk (T: assignment) but to 
avoid confusion just take that for 
granted at this stage. 

We can now use SEARCH to 
quickly test if the requested date is 
present in the date file like this: 

1>SKARCH DateFile "2-Jun-93" 

If the date is the 2nd June, SEARCH 
returns RC=0 (OK) otherwise it 

returns RC=5 (WARM). Simple 
enough, but remember how SEARCH 
does not differentiate between words 
and parts of words. What would 
happen in this case? 

1> SEARCH DateFile "Jim" 

The search is true if any part of the 
date contains the word "Jun", or, as 
Pest sees it, the date is any day in 
June of any year. Exactly the same 
method can be applied to days of the 
week too: 

1>SEARCH DateFile "Monday" 

This search will return a true value 
(OK, RC=0) whenever the day name 
is Monday and a false one (WARN, 
RC=5) at any other time. 

Now for the 64-million-dollar 
question: what happens when an 
event should be scheduled for more 
than one day or date? The 
immediately obvious solution is to 
set an event for each day required - 
but this is wasteful SEARCH offers a 
less obvious, but far more elegant 
answer: pattern matching. The 
special bar character *T (pronounced 
"OR") solves this. In longhandt if you 
want an event to activate on a 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,, this 
would reduce to: fJMon OR Wed OR 
Fri" and further reduce to its 
AmigaDOS equivalent, 
"MonlWedlFri" thus: 

1>SEARCH DateFile +~ 
"Hon I Wed IFri" PATTERN 

Note that the PATTERN switch used 
on the command line in this example 
tells SEARCH to interpret the string 
as a pattern) rather than a literal. 

All of this translates into a few 
fines of code which introduce the 
SetPestEvent and SetWaitEvent 
scripts and quickly determine 

PEST COMMANDS 

The following is a list of the Pest 
system commands and what they do 
from Shell. 

• AddPestEvent [Private].... 
This command is used to simplify the 
entering and construction of the Pest 
events. If it is called from Shell, you 
should not supply any arguments. 
{This is a bug.) 

* Change Pest Message [Event] *~ 
[Message] 
This command can be used to 
change the message attached to any 
running event. If executed without 
arguments it will list the current 
events and prompt for the 
information it needs. If the Event 

number is supplied, the script will 
prompt for a message. Example: 

l>ChangePestMeBBage 1 "Time *■ 
for bed!" 

• DeletePestEvent [private]... 
This script is designed to be used 
from Workbench but can be used 
from the Shell in interactive mode. It 
takes one argument, the event 
number to delete. Caution: this effect 
is permanent and cannot be undone. 
For example: 

l>DeletePeBtEvent 

• FixScripts <none> 
This function is provided to set the 
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Past event: time. 
Most events are set 
to appear at a 
specific time, but it 
is possible that the 
time has already 
passed when the 
machine is booted. 
Here's the fragment 
which determines 
this: 

■List LunntC £ HO Batfcftrta* Efo<nfi,r>J 
I. , Star Ire* w> Sky 1 

Eflttr tvtt\l jinnlsc-r l«i rbarvjtH-J 
Ente-r neu Mime- for ♦ wmt 3:R*aiI *»<?i Strapper 

whether or not to bother with a 
specific event Here is the actual 
code segment: 

1. if {day) not eq 
2. date >T:TPToday 
3. search >NIL: t:TPToday *~ 
"({day}}" pattern 
4. if warn 
5. skip out 
6. endif 
7. endif 

Now here is how it works: 
1. {Day} is an optional argument 
supplied by the user as defined 
above which carries the day(s) or 
tiate(s}. This test determines if an 
argument has been supplied by 
checking if "{day}" and ** are not 
the same. (AmigaDQS pre-parses 
every script by replacing every 
argument name with any values 
supplied for it) Two possible ways 
this line can be expanded are: 

A: if not eq 

or alternatively; 

B: if HonlWedlFri not eq 

IF is a conditional test, When such a 
test evaluates to TRUET execution 
continues at the next line (Step 2 
here). Ifr on the other hand, the test 
returns FALSE, execution jumps to 
the matching END IF (Step 7 here). In 
this first case, things are slightly 
more complex because the test is 
reversed by "NOT". The unknown 
string on the left is compared for 
inequality to the empty string on the 
right: Test A evaluates FALSE; B 
evaluates TRUE. 

Constructs such as this are very 
complex to get to grips with at first 
unless you have some prior 
knowledge of programming, so we'll 
return to them later on. 

"S" protection flags on all the Pesf 
functions, It only needs to be run 
once from Workbench and can be 
deleted afterwards. 

• GetArgs <Name> [private].,. 

2. This sends the current time and 
date to a temporary file. The name is 
arbitrary, but use of the "T:" 
assignment ensures the file is 
written to RAM for speed. 

3. Here is the practical version of 
the search described earlier, 
Although this line looks complex, all 
that has been added is the day/date 
argument collected from the 
command line. When AmigaDOS 
expands this it might look like this; 

search >NIL; t:TPToday * 
"(HonlWedlFri)" pattern 

;  (Brackets and quotes are added here 
to prevent the command becoming 
confused if the date argument 
contains spaces.) If the date file, 
TPToday, contains one of the 
substrings Monr Wed or Fri, SEARCH 
will returns OK; otherwise it will 
return WARN. 

4. Checks if SEARCH set the WARN 
flag - the date/day substring was not 
located in today's date. If WARN was 
found, execution continues at Step 
5; otherwise it jumps to Step 6. 

5. Immediately transfers control to 
the end of the script (not shown 
here). Steps 3 and 4 determine if the 
date is valid, and if not, this step 
exits the program to save time. 

6. Marks the closing point for the 
IP...ENDIF construct at Step 4, 
Execution continues at Step 7* 

7. Closes the first IF...ENDIF 
construct at Step 1 and allows 
execution to continue with the 
remainder of the script. 

TIME SYSTEMS 
With the dates taken care of, there is 
something else that can affect a 

Message argument is reserved for 
use by the Pest system although you 
can supply one if you wish, When an 
event is removed, the "++Actlve++'1 

string is replaced by the contents of 
the message argument. In any case, 

1. date >env:TimeNow{$ $} 
2. echo to T:EdTime "2(dta/ 
/);pa/:/;pb/:/?3#" 
3. edit env:TimeNow{$$} *~ 
with T:EdTime 
4. if $TimeNow{$$} GT "{Time}" 
5. RequestChoice >env:RQ«* 
{$$} "Feet" "Requested * 
event time: {time) has * 
already passed.*nShould I 
wait until tomorrow?'' "Yes" *~ 
"Show" "Cancel" 

Here's how this works; 
1, Writes the date and time to a 
global environmental variable, 

2. Constructs an EDIT macro to 
extract the time from the current 
date. This is quite involved, so let's 
examine it in more detail. The actual 
macro file can be split into separate 
commands like this: 

2(dta/ /) 
pa/:/ 
pb/:/ 
3# 

Now recall how the date is actually 
written: 

Monday 19-Apr-93 10:57:03 

The first part of the macro deletes 
everything up to the time by 
searching and deleting everything up 
to the second space inclusive. This 

Enter event number to delete: 

• ListPestEvents [QUICK] 
This function is provided to list 
information on ail the current events. 
The QUICK switch is available from 
the Shell only and is used to 
suppress the date heading and 
message output. 

• Set Pest Event [Tlme=<time>] *■ 
[Day=<dayldate>] + 
[Message=<"x">] 
This command sets the normal 
time/date events and is normally 
executed from a startup script, You 
can, however, call it directly to set an 
immediate event which does not 
require a re-boot. This command is 
stripped-down for speed and times 
should be entered in 24-hour clock 
only. If the message contains spaces 
it should be surrounded with quotes. 

Change Pest Message, running here, 
can be used to change the message 
displayed when an event occurs. 

leaves us with: 

10:57:03 

Next the edit41 pointer" is placed 
after the colon in hours and before 
the colon separating the minutes and 
seconds. If this seems odd, it s just 
the way EDIT works. Finally the 
second colon and the last two digits 
are deleted, leaving us with: 

10:57 

3. Ed its the variable TimeN ow{ $ $} 
directly using the macro just 
described. 

4. Compares the requested event 
time to the actual time. This test 
returns TRUE if the event time is less 
than the actual time - in other words 
if the time has already passed. 

5. If the test at Step 4 is true, this 
presents a requester indicating what 
has happened and provides some 
options as what to do. The user's 
response is sent to a variable which 
is made use of later in the script (not 
shown here}, 

Next month we'll continue exploring 
the workings of Pest 

You can use this command with care 
to add events directly to 5: Pest File if 
you wish. Example: 

l>SetPestEvent Time^l3:QQ + 
Message="Time for a break" 

* SetWaitEvent [Time=<delay>] 
[Day=<dayldate>] 
[Message=<"x*>] 
This is the same as SetPestEvent, 
only the time is a delay in minutes. 
Example: 

l>SetPestEvent Time-5 
Hessage="Five minutes have ** 
elapsed..." 

* Start Pest <none> 
This command is provided to start 
the pest system and should only be 
executed from the WBStartup drawer 
by dragging its icon there. 

This is a private function used by the 
Pest system to retrieve an input line 
from the user. Everything is taken in 
up to the carriage return and the 
result is passed back in a local 
variable Arg<Name>, where <Name> 
is the name supplied at run time. 
Remaining command line options are 
private to the script. 

• KillPestevent [Event] *~ 
[Message] [Private] 
Removes a current running event 
from the list. This command is 
designed to be used from Workbench 
and may be used without arguments 
to trigger its interactive mode. The 

when KillPestEvent terminates an 
event, it echoes the process slot 
used (check STATUS). Examples: 

l>KillPestEvent 1 
Running as process:10 Bang! 
Event 1 bites the dust 

1>Ki11Pe BtEvent 

Pest active Monday 27-Apr-93 
11:30:23 
Event Time Status Message 
0, 12:59 ++Active++ Time for 
lunch!! 
1. 14:47 +Deceased+ 
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There is no 
doubt that the 
bizarre patterns 
and psychedelic 

colours exhibited by fractals 
have played an important part 
in the popularisation of chaos 
theory- However, no matter what 
the subject matter, a still image is 
no substitute for the real thing. Of 
course fractals don't exist In the 
real world - the nearest you can get 
to seeing a real live fractal is by 
using animation. With the help of an 
Amiga and AMOS, fractal animation 
becomes simple, and you can soon 
be creating the kinds of effect 
you're used to seeing In rave videos 
on The Chart Show or MTV. 

So far in this series we've been 
using GFA BASIC or Amiga BASIC 
because their syntax conforms well 
to general standards, making 
conversion to other languages very 
easy. However implementing the 
high-speed graphical operations 
required to produce animation is very 
difficult in these languages. It is 
therefore more sensible to use 
AMOS in this instalment, because it 
has a vast array of built-in 
commands which are ideal for fractal 
animation. 

As you will have found if you 
have tried out any of the example 
programs from this series, fractals of 
any type take some minutes to plot. 
This obviously makes it impossible 
to animate a fractal by completely re- 
drawing it in real time. It is therefore 
necessary to employ techniques 
which make use of pre-drawn 
fractals. Two such techniques, colour 
cycling and screen switching, are 
explained here. Both techniques can 
be applied to a wide variety of fractal 
types, 

COLOUR CYCLING 
The easiest way to animate a 
colourful fractal like the Mandelbrot 
or Julia set is to use colour cycling. 
This is basically the rapid changing 
of the colour assigned to each colour 
index. Implementing this technique in 
AMOS is extremely easy - all you 
need to do is plot a Julia set with 

In the final part of our epic series on 

chaos theory, Conrad Bessant 

explains how fractals can be 

brought to life using the 

animation capabilities of AMOS, 

coloured 
contours 
and then 
invoke the 
SHIFT UP or 
SHIFT DOWN 
command. The 
AMOS program 
given in listing 1 - 
and on this issue's 
cover disk - does this. 
The speed of the colou r 
cycling can be changed by 
changing the value of the 
speed variable at the top of 
the program. 

In other languages the 
SHIFT UP and SHIFT DOWN 
commands are not available, so it 
is necessary to implement clones of 
these commands which perform the 
samejob, M ost I an guage s i nc I ude 

some way of changing the colour 
associated with a particular 

colour index, so it is just a 
case of using this facility in 

a loop involving all colours. 

SPEED FREAK 
The actual Juiia 

plotting part of the 
program in testing 1 

works in a very 
simitar way to 

the Julia set 
plotter given 

in AS 23, 
except 
that this 

time the 
code 

is in 

The animated sequence in numbers 

Frame B b 
0 -0.5 ^0.11 
1 -0.6 -0,11 
2 -0.7 -0.11 
3 -0.8 -0.11 
4 -0.9 -0.11 
5 -1.0 -0.11 
6 -1.1 
7 -1.2 -0.11 

AMOS. Also, this listing employs one 
of the many speed-saving tricks 
found in the better public domain 
fractal generators. 

The trick makes use of the 
unusual symmetry of Julia sets, 
which is best explained by analogy. 
Imagine plotting a Julia set onto 
cellophane, and then cutting it 
vertically into two exact halves. If one 
half is then turned back to front and 
upside down, it will look exactly the 
same as the other half. Listing 1 
uses this symmetry by only 
calculating half of the points on the 
Julia set, but plotting the calculated 
points twice, once on each side of 
the set. The best way to understand 
the listing is to load it into AMOS and 
watch it at work. 

The great disadvantage of this 
speed saving method is that it will 
only work on full sets, not on 
magnifications of sections of a set 
This is because there is not 
necessarily any symmetry in such 
magnifications. 

Of course listing 1 could have 
used AMOS's powerful sprite 

grabbing and flipping commands. 
This would have meant that ft 

would only be necessary to 
plot the left hand side of the 

set and then grab that as 
a sprite, flip it 

horizontally and 
vertically and then 

place it next to the 
original half. 

However, this kind 
of advanced 

AMOS 
programming 

is best left 
to the 

AMOS 
section 

of the 
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LISTING 1 

CHAOS 

Screen Open 
Palette 0,0 
Flasb Off 
Hide 

0,320,200,1G,Lowres 

■1.05 
■0.11 

For x#=-2 to 0 Step 0,0125 
For Y#=-l to 1 step 0.01 

P#*X# 
Oj=Y# 
ITERATION 0 
While F#*P#+Q#*Q#<4 and ITERATIONS 

FNEW#=F#*P#-Q#*Q#+A# 
QNEW#=2*P#+Q#+B# 
P#=PNEW# 
G#=QNEW# 
Inc ITERATION 

Wend 
Ink ITERATION mod 16 
Plot 160+X#+80,100-Y#*lOO 
Plot 160-X#*80,100+Y#*100 

mxt Y# 
Next K# 

Shift Up SPEED,2,15,1 

m agaz i n e. (I f yo u1 re i nte rested, wr ite 
to the editor and ask him to cover 
this in the AMOS column!) 

SCREEN-SWITCHING 
Colour-switching is certainly an easy 
way to animate fractals, but this 
ease of implementation has made it 
a standard feature in most fractal 
generators. Much more impressive 
and unusual animations, involving 
changes in the actual shape of the 
fractal, can be created with only a 
little more effort using screen- 
switching. This is just like a high-tech 
version of a cartoon flip-book. First 
you prepare a series of pictures, 
called frames, which make up an 
action sequence. You then flip 
through them in sequence to create 
the impression of movement. 

In AMOS you can open up to 
eight screens at once, which means 
you can have eight full-screen frames 
of animation. This may not seem like 
a lot, but it is still enough to produce 
a very impressive display. However, 
the problem is in determining how a 
Julia set can be subtly deformed to 
generate a series of frames which 
are similar enough to create a 
smooth animation. How you do this 
is really a process of trial and error, 
because there is more than one way 
to animate a Julia set. By way of 
example we'll use a method where 
the horizontal component (a) of the 
initial position of the point in the 
Mandelbrot circle, which determines 
the shape of the set (see AS 21 and 
23 for details), is reduced by O.l in 
each successive frame. Starting with 
a set where a = -03 and b = -0,11 
we get the sequence in table 1. 

This sequence is shown 
pictorially on page 64. Clearly the 

sequence is not 
cyclic - when we 
reach frame 7 we 
can't go straight 
back to frame O. To 
get back to frame 0 
smoothly, we have 
to go backwards 
through the whole 
sequence. The 
entire process, from 
frame 0 to frame 7 
and back to frame 
O, can then be 
repeated 
indefinitely, creating 
a never-ending 
smooth animation. 

Putting all this 
into practice in 
AMOS is not 
difficult, although 
the initial plotting of 
eight Julia sets is 
necessarily time- 
consuming. A great 
deal of time can be 
saved on repeats of 
the animation by 

saving all eight frames to disk when 
the program is first run and simply 
loading them, rather than plotting 
them, onto the eight screens 
whenever the animation is repeated. 

So that you can get an idea of 
the scope and techniques of fractal 
animation without the tedium of 
waiting for the sets to be plotted, full 
screen IFF format plots of ail the 
sets in the sequence in table 1 are 
provided on the cover disk. They are 
saved under the names Julia Frame 0 
through to JuKaFrame 7. An AMOS 
program to load these into memory 
and then cycle through them at a 
reasonable speed is also provided, 
under the name JuiiaMovie.AMOS. A 
listing of JuliaMovie.AMOS (with 
comments omitted to save space) is 
given as listing 21 to show how the 
animation is achieved. 

Thanks to AMOS's convenient 
command names, most elements of 

"Screen-switching is 

just like a high-tech 

version of a cartoon 

flip-hook." 

this program are self-explanatory. 
The first FOR... NEXT loop opens the 
eight low-resolution screens and 
loads the correct Julia set onto each 
one using the LOAD IFF command. 
The HIDE command is then used to 
hide the mouse pointer and the 
REPEAT,.. UNTIL loop is invoked. It 
is this loop which actually cycles 
through the sets in the right order at 

the right speed/The WAIT 
commands in this loop are vital - 
without them the animation would 
just be too fast. 

Note that having all these 
screens open at once uses a lot of 
memory, so you may not be able to 
run this program on a 512K Amiga or 
on other Amigas with a number of 
accessories or muIti tasking 
programs loaded, 

Even though listing 2 is limited 
by the pre-drawn animation frames 
stored on the disk, there is still a lot 
of scope for experimentation. Colour 
cycling could be added, and the 
speed of the whole animation can 
easily be changed by altering the 
value assigned to the speed variable 
at the head of the program. Since 
the program is in AMOS you could 
even add your own sampled 
soundtrack. 

If you are prepared to forget 
about the frames given on disk and 
produce a sequence of your own, 
then the scope for experimentation 
widens considerably, since there are 
many different ways in which the 
Julia set can be altered for each 
successive frame. For example, a 
different range of values for a could 
be used, or the value of the vertical 
component (b) of the starting point in 
the Mandelbrot circle could be 
changed as well as, or instead of, a. 

OTHER FRACTALS 
The emphasis in this article has 
been on animation of Julia sets. This 
is because, from the feedback I have 
received from this series, these still 
seem to be the fractals which people 
find most interesting. Obviously the 
only fractals that can make direct 
use of colour-switching are colour 
ones, of which we have only met a 
few. However, almost all fractals can 
take advantage of some kind of 
screen-switching. For example, the 
Lorenz attractor can be plotted in 
three dimensions and rotated. Eight 
frames is not really sufficient to 
produce a smooth 
rotation of the 
attractor through 
360°, but a rotation 
of about half this is 
just possible. The 
difficulty here is the 
plotting of the 
attractor at different 
angles of rotation in 
three dimensions on 
the Amiga's two- 
dimensional screen, 
because it requires a 
reasonable 
understanding of 
three-dimensional 
mathematics. 

wider activity of ' recreational 
programming". This is the name 
given to a loose array of amateur 
semi-scientific programming activities 
that don't usually result in any 
practical application, but can still 
produce some very interesting and 
educational results. Other areas of 
recreational programming include 
cellular automata, which is based on 
the simulation of an imaginary colony 
of bacteria cells, The latest offshoot 
of cellular automata is artificial life, 
where the aim is to produce self- 
replicating "creatures" within the 
computer that evolve, feed and die 
just like real creatures. Other areas 

"Self-replicating 

'creatures' that 

evolve, feed and die 

just like real ones." 

of recreational programming have 
their professional parallels - for 
example artificial intelligence 
manifests itself recreationally as 
simple conversation programs, and 
in the reaE world it has found uses in 
route-planning and problem-solving. 
Environmental simulations have also 
leapt from the world of recreational 
programming to the world of 
professionals in recent years. 

And as demonstrated in this 
series, the Amiga's processing power 
and its wealth of facilities make it an 
ideal machine for exploring the whole 
field of recreational programming. 
Creating chaos on your Amiga is only 
the beginning! 

• Well, that's the end of this series - 
if you have missed any earlier 
instalments (the first was back in 
Amiga Shopper 18), turn to page 116 
for our back issue service, C0 

WHAT NEXT? 
Chaos is just one 
small facet of the 

LISTING 2 

SPEEDS5 

For N=7 To 0 Step -1 
Screen Open N,320,200,16,Lowree 
Palette 0,0 
Plash Off 
Load iff "JuliaPrame"+str$(Kf} 

Next N 
Hide 

Repeat 
For N=Q To 7 

Screen TO Front N 
wait SPEED 

Next N 
For N»6 To 1 Step -1 

screen TO Front N 
Wait SPEED 

Next N 
Until False 
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MICE & JOYSTICKS 

DIGITISERS,  GENLOCKS, SCANNERS 
ROCOEN PLUS MOW OKTLT £139,99 
A tHqxztb value Genlock, with overlay 4 fader controls. 
ROC KEY Chroma Kayi 119 unit £269,99 The ideal partcuir for the RooGen Flue. 
ROC TEC TV TUHER        MEW E119.SS Picture in Picture, and remote cnniml. MONO SOUND 
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•wnr n i-tmsp   (jirnnicky' Lay . Perfect for use vith most Counter* r inc PC aaond cards, keyboards, Stereo VCRsj Satellite S>aL«*s 4 WalJowns,   Built-in mains supply - tva asternal adaptors req; d. It Bassp treble 4 VQIUHH contra 1B- t emai wi 
OMLt £54.99 

JOYSTICK. MOW £19,99 Superb low cost n-ootli aettion inalogjM jovstick vith fire button on trie end, plus presttufrlD X t Y imiii, Kicroavitch fire buttons) autofire fnot all f«Hi aupport riu 1 (iT i 1 r.-) iLfed 1 tor flight similators etc (Hot nil qa*es support analogue joysticks] 
MOUSE  / JOYSTICK PORT SWITCH 

£12,SS Has sockets for mouse 4 joystick. Pu*h button selects mouse or jnyjil Lck. Uaee no power unlike other type*, 
SJWMI wt 4 tear on souse port. 

AMIGA TMITtHAI.1  BWrX^T REPLACEMENT MOU5B  ,.. £15 + 99 OPTICAL MOUSE < + . £J7.99 PYTHON JOY5TICR E9-9S TOPSTAR JOYSTICK   ........... £19 .90 HEGASTAR JOYSTICK   £21.99 SCffERSTAR JOYSTICK   ......... £13.99 IIPSTICR AUTOnWE   £12.99 SPEEDKING AUTOFIRE   ♦,♦.+..,, £II.93 vmwnm AHALOOUE   £ 14.99 PRO Sa(J0 BIACK  £12*99 SPEED*!NG AHALOGUE , 111.99 MOUSE MAT . +  £J.99 HOUSE HOU«P-  £1.99 JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEAD [ 3*) E7*99pr 2 MAVSR ADAPTORS  , "-90 PC AMALOC JOVE-TICK CONVERTER £7.99 ifc^- pc nrm]oiiufj Joystick on Amiga. ~~ AN^rOOJE JOYSTICK   £14.99 use i 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
SUPERFI 
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2 STEREO SYSTEM 

.<3S QUALITY, 
HI PI QUALITY   f"ao^ATTSCrT| 
,4 

LF  SPEAKER SYSTEM. > 20WATT femmm. 1 BASS CONTROL » TRF.JNJT CONTROL 
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STEREO SAMPLER 2   NOW ONLY £3499 
Our Svpvrti sounding STEREO SAMPLER 2 uses an expensive stota of the art A/D chip which aaaplea so fast, it captures every detail of the sound.        l.y adjunLad level J tsmir-iil, t^nriot;tinq lead siipplied- folly conpatible with "tl rx^juloc uamfjiling software, PTUS ^THHHC. filWLIW 9DFTMUE nec 20 sin DIM BOI 

BACKUP UTILITIES 
X COPY PRO MEW C34 M Latest versioti -    complete with NEW Hk 2 Automatic Cyclono mternal drive adaptor.  Highly SUCOHIMEUL. 

Mkl CYCLONE ADAPTOR    £12,99 
nn. Hiking backups without *-hv permission o( the copyright holder id illegal. 

EDUCATIONAL 
MANY TITLES REDUCED 

ALU ENGLISHJ MATHS; FRENCH,. 11*.M ANSWERBACK Q0I1ZES - EACH ... £14.99 ANSWERBACK JEJHIQR/SENIOR . T .. £1*, 99 BETTER MATHS (12-li.)   £17.99 BETTER SPELLING (8+)  £17,99 MTAWORD , +       ^14. 90 DISTANT SUMS V4.1 £52*99 PUN SCHOOL*   RANGE .....£17.90 FUN 5CHOOL SPECIALS   £19.99 FRENCH MISTRESS   £15.99 GERMAN MASTER £15.99 ITALIAN TUTOR £15.99 JUNIOR TYPIST (5-12>  £19.99 KIDS ACADEMY;PAINT POT 4/10 . £14.09 KIDS ACADEMY:ALVIN PU3BL 6/8 £14+99 KIDS ACADEMYESHUPPIN BASKT " £14.90 KIDS ACADEMYfWMICH,WHERE 4/t £14.90 IETS SPELL SERIES EH . IS LIHSWORO LANGUAGES . ,  £21,99 MAGIC STORY BOOK .<...<>»..». diOO MATHS TALK 4 S—1 JYRS) **. 115,99 MATHS TALE FRACTIONS ,..+.+.. £19.99 MATK5 MANIA ...,« £19,99 MATHS ADVENTURE £19.99 MICRO MATHS £3 8.99 MICRO FRENCH  £19.99 MICRO ENGLISH   £19.99 MICRO GERMAN ..*,*.». £19.99 MEGA MATHS EIJI.99 MONEY NATTERS (4-7YRS\ ...... £14.99 NODDY"S PLAYTIME  El*.09 PLAYDATS   E18.99 PICTURE BOOK £14 99 PU3ZLE BOOHS 1 t 2 ...... £15.99 READING WRITING COURSE tlf,99 RrflfMIHG HOTF-BOOK £12,99 SPANISH TUTOR  £15,99 TARGET MATHS (4+)  £lS.90 VOYAGES 1.1 £54,99 
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KEYBOARD 'MIRACLE 

" Teechem you Mow to play" 
Includes 4 ocUtf* PUIX SHE touch sensitive Keyboard, with Midi in tor foe* built-in. + 100 Instrument sounds 4 effects, *- Artificial 1 p tel LLgence software for the Amiga ^which cue t^iunca the lessons each individual. CALL IN AMP SAVE ANOTHER 

£1.00 OFF MANYAMrGA 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT EXPANDERS IB DI4YTISeRS^ KAmS ETC 
enable you to connect upto tour paripharals to your computer. The connectors on the units are th* tame type as the Computer's printer mnndni.tir BO yemr peiiptiiralB ^uat plug straight in. A connecting lead worth £19.90 - 2m tor use with printers only,   or JOB™ <»cvj if   used with Digitise™, scanners I naoplnrs (state whicJi rsg'd ) is supplied free, to link the Expander to the co-put*r. All 25 connections are switched. 36 way Printer sharer* are also available - share one printer with I or more ceafHitaea - phone for prices. 2w«y - £24.99 he cable      3way - £27.99 inc tabic       4way ■ E2B.afi Inc cable 

TWO WAT SCAAT SWITCH €i?*99 This compact switch bq.3t carwarLa moat Tvs t Tw monitors to DUAL SCART INPUT. Thus you can connect: ymir Aai<]a i yuui VCR tu the un« scart socket on your Tv   A pu awitch selects input one or input two - ie VCR or eoaputar. ** sinputs are switched. Also suitable lut Satellite receivers. 

DISKS  S BOXES 
TOP QUALITY BLANK HS/H [> J.5" DISKS 
(DYSAN)  IN BOXES OF 10 WITH LABELS. 1 PACK   OF 10 IH STORAGE BOX £6.09 2 PACKS OF 10 IN STORAGE BOX £11.99 5 PACKS OF 10 IH BTORAGE BOX £29,90 10 PACKS OF 10 IN STORAGE BOX £54.99 1PK OF 10 DS/KD 3.5- DISKS , £11.99 ROLL OF 1000 DISK IABEL5 ... £12.99 

J.S" LOOWBLE DIM BOIES ETC. MOLLS 10^50 DISKS HINGBD LIP £5.99 HOLUS Ftu DISKS HINGED LID ... £7.99 HOLTS 100 DISKS HINGED LID .. £0.99 HOLDS 260 DISKS DftAWHR TYPE . £2S.90 HANDY 20 SIEE FLIP TOP BOX ,. £1-99 VI.5- DRIVE HEAD CLEANER   UMA 

SPARES,  ACCESSORIES  & RISC ITEMS 
KICK START 1.1 ROM,  £31-99 KICK START 2.04 ROM  £39.99 TV MODULATOR. (sn;lumg»)  £19,99 FATTER AGNUS 9372A  ,. £39.99 SDRPR DEMI EE  .  £39.99 

<IART   £39.99 8520A I/O CHIP .............. E15.90 IMBG x 0 SIMMS  £34.99 4MBG x 9 SIMMS .............. £139-99 25GKx4 DRAMS   for A590     lpeg U4.99 AMIGA INTERNAL   DRIVE  £59.99 MA1HS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4HAY . £13.90 UPRATED A500 POWER PACK.  £44.90 A59B REPLACEMENT' PSU  £49.99* GVP   REPIACEMENT PSU  £40.09* GVP GENUINE   PSU............ £69.95 EXTFRMJUL DISK DRIVE PSU , £20.09 * Cpsywitjble type - Genuine V        replapomentM available - POA 

f       AMIGA SERVICE DEFT 
AMIGA 500 REFA1R £49,99 Includes parts i labour, excludes psu, dirk drive t keyboard fault*.     FAST TURWAROUNC A520 MODULATOR REPAIR  ...... £19.99 WW REPLACE INTERNAL DRIVE   £69.99 inc drive AS00 PSU REPAIR*  ,  £25.09 PIT HARD DRIVE TO 600/1200  . £15*00* (NO charge if fitted -at time of purchase, j Add £10 for aaeeday turnaround tby prior arran^emenc only}. *wfier* spare parts ava ilaole. Coll in OT M»od by Insured post enclosing return carriage - F&Q 'fRw to Order' for carriage caarges. 

f 
BOOKS & VIDEOS 

ABACUS BOOKS ■ DISK lHCUDF.D FREE WITH THESE BOOKS AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS  £14.99 AMIGA BASIC INSIDE I OUT .... £21.99 AMIGA GRAPHICS  £21.99 C FOR BEGINNERS £17.95 DESKTOP VIDEO  E18.95* GRAPHICS IHSTDE * OUT   £31.95 MP.}:.EtC HU51C OTJ PR AMIGA ... E27.99" USER INTERFACE MANUAL £18.09 HARDWARE REF MANUAL ......... £7,1-95 ROM KERNEL REP KANUATA - EACH£20.05 
VIDEOS 

MIDI & MUSIC VIDEO  EI4.09 (ALUKE FAIHT 4 VIDEO £14.99 ADVANCED DELUXE PAINT 4 VIDEOH4.99 

BRI.1CES.MITH HOOK5 ^ MASTERIHG AMIGA DOS 2 VOL 1 £21.05 MASTERING ANICA DOS 2 VOL 2 £10.05 MASTERING WORKBENCH 1   .+.,,. £19,95 MASTERIHG AMIGA C  .......... £19.05 MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS ... £19.95 MASTERING AMIGA ASSEMSLER .. £24,95 MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM   £29,95 MASTERING AMIGA AHOS £19,95 HASTER1NG AMIGA AREXK   7 MASTERIMG AMTGA - BEGINNERS £19.95 A600     INSIDER GUIDE  ....... £14.95 Al200 INSIDER GUIDE   ........ 114,95 
THESE BOOKS ARE FROM A \% PIDIJSHER AND HAVE JUST RECENTLY hBKN RELKASED - THEY ARE THE MOST UP TO DATE BOOKS AVMIAWP * Al I ARE VERY HELL WRITTEN t HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. 
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DUST COVERS 
'SEAL n TYPE'     TTPE THAU 

KETBOARD SKIM- Don't risk aplliaqea - they're quarnnLnod to 'write off' your Amiga, Waterproof t mouJoVirf to in cnuqly over cacrfr Jteyf hut flexible enough to type Chru. AHIOA SOU, 500+,SM),  1Z00, L5O0/20O0 State which when ordvring .. t!2.9» 
AMTI STATIC DUST COVERS AMIGA 500 h SDfi Plus £4.99 AMIGA SOO/6D0HD/1200  £4.99 AMIGA 1500/2000 2PIECE El2.90 AMIGA 15QD/2O00 KEYBOARD   £3,99 8B3J /10D4 MONITOR  £6.99 SWIFT 0, LC200 PRINTER £6.99 SWIFT 24/LCJ4-200  .  £6,99 VCBM1960/CUB5CAN Hu ..... £T,99 J 

NOW £269.99 
I SAVEEX.QQ 

TOP 50 GAMES 
AJ20 AIRBU5 "        NOW ONLY £25.99 A TRAIN  £7 ABANDONED PLACES I ......... £25.99 ARCHER MAC LEANS POOL  ... £18.99 ALIEN BREED SPEC ED £10.09 ASSASIH ..   £18.09 BEAVERS  ,  £18.99 KID £18.09 BODY BLOWS .,  £19,99 B17 FLYING FORTRESS   £25,99 CAMPAIGN  £25.00 CHAOS ENGINE NEW ,. £21,99 CHUCK ROCK 2   - , £19,99 CIVILISATION  . .,►   £2*, 99 COOL WORLD    £18,99 CREATURES   .. £19.99 CRAZY CARS III  £19.90 CURSE OF ENCHANTIA  £25.99 CYTROH REDUCKE) .. £^1.99 £ifi.99 STRIKE £21.99 BYE OF THE BEHOLDER II   £26.99 FANTASTIC WORLDS   £26.09 UNO PRIX E35.99 PIS STRIKE EAGLE 11 E25.99 GOBLIIIHS I  * £21,99 HAGAR THE WH)l\H\V.   S 1 ft, &9 HARRIER ASSAULT  £35,99 HISTORY LINE NEW ., £24,99   £31.90 HE WANS 7.  ,........ . £21.99 INDIANA JONES £ PATE OF ATTAN£19.99 INDIANA JONES -AUVFiMfIffiE ...   126 . 39 JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER   £21.99 KGB NEW .. £22.99 KNIGHTS OP THE SKY ......... £26,09 LETHAL WEAPON .............. £18.09 LEGEND OF KYRANOTA   E25.99 LEGENDS OP VALOUR ., E29.99 LEMMItiCS 3  .. £21.99 L10H HEART  ,  £20.99 LINKS  £24.09 LINKS COURSES ,  £12.99 EOTUS TURBO 3  £1B.99 MONKEY ISLAND 2  E3&,99 NICK FALDO'E CKAMPSHP GOLF . £25,90 NIGEL HAHSELLS HORLD CHAMP . £21,99 PGA TOUR GOLF +  £31 ,99 POPtneUS 2 PLUS    REDUCED £24.99 PREMIERE £21.90 PREMIERE MANAGER   £19.99 PROJECT X  £19.99 PKOPLICHT  ,.  €31.99 RAMPART  ,.,..Lli.90 REACH FOR THE SKIES ......... £22,99 RED JOME  £18,99 ROAD RASH   £19.90   £21,99 AD'92  ,. £21.09 CER 92/93 £19.09 SIM ART  £25.99 SIM EARTH  E25--99 

ACTION BP,PLAY 1, A500     NEW £56,90 ACTION REPLAY J A1500     WW £66.99 ADORACe  ,.,  £67.90 ADVANTAGE                 REDUCED .. £67.00 AMI SACK  ,.,  £42.99 AMI SUPBRCARD II                   .. £34.99 AKAS 2                      REDUCED £57.09 AMOS   £34,99 AHOS - EASY   £25.09 AMOS JD     £23,99 AMOS COMPILER   ETjl.99 AHOS PROFESSIONAL - DOWN TO £39 -99 ART DEFT PRO     iww VBRH* . £169.99 ART EXPRESSIONS          NEW ... £145-99 ArjDITlON 4      ,  , ■ £37 .99 ArjDIO ENGINEER   2  ,. £165.99 BSC EMULATOR V2           HEW .,, £31.99 BROADCAST TITLER 2 ,,,,  £169.99 BROADCAST TILTER SUPERHIRES £299.99 CAN DO VZ       Wf> VER^tON ... £94.99 CASHBOOK CON1-RLR/PIHAL VCS £54.90 CROSS DOS VS         REDUCED,.. £*9.90 DAY BY DAT  £22.99 DELUXE PAINT 4AGA £74.99 DELUXE MUSIC 2             NKW ... £54.09 DELUXE VIDEO 1  £74,99 DEVPAC 3  £51.09 DIRECTORY OPUS            HEW .,- £49-09 DISK MASTER 2       REDUCED ... £44.99 EASY AMOS  E24.99 EXCELLENCE 2 REDUCED .,, £5"?. 99 FINAL COPY 2 r/ HEW   VERSION £74.99 GS ROUTE PLUS -    REDUCED ... £35.99 GOLD DISK OFFICE    PJSDUCED £49.99 GALLERY -              BARGAIN ... £37.90 HIGH SPEED PASCAL   £74.99 HISOFT BASIC   £49.99 HOME ACCOUNTS 2   £30.90 HOME BASE  £24.99 HOTLINKS                    REDUCED , £47.99 HOTLIHPS EDITIONS    REDUCED , £64,99 HYPERBCOK                   BARGAIN . £44.99 IMAGINE 2                 HtlWCKTj . El64,99 IMAGINE OBJECTS DISK ....... £84.99 IHAGEMASTER -                HEW , £129,99 KINDWORD5 3                    NEW ,, £36,99 LATTICE/SAS   C V6    REDUCED £219,99 MACRO 6B0O0 ASSEMBLER  £39.99 MEDIA SHOW  £51.99 MINI OFFICE            BARGAIN £42,99 MORPH PLUS              £13 OFF .. £142,99 MUSIC X         GREAT BARGAIH £24.99 ON LINE PLATINUM  £34.09 ORGANISE   £46.99 PAGESTTER 3           SAVE E53 ., £44.09 PAGE STEAM 2.2         REDUCED .. £fi9.09 PAGESTREAM BUSINESS FORMS ., E33.99 PENPAL             STILL ONLY , - ■ £15.99 PERSONAL FINANCE MANG+   £39.09 PBOOATA                   REDUCED , .. £69,99 PROFESSIOHALPAGE 4      '.h'n ... E129.90 OUARTEBRACK 5   £41, 99 QUARTERBACI! TOOLS .,  £37.99 QUARTET                   REDUCED £34,99 REAI. ^D PROFESSIONAL ,. £179,99 5CALA    £74.99 SCALA PROFESSIONAL   £209-99 SUPERJAM                   REDUCED .. £69.9? SYSTEM 3a REDUCED £54,99 TORBOPRTNT PRO V2     T*JW C*fl Y £35.99 VIDEOMASTfiR               REDUCED . £54.90 WOttDWORTH 2   - NEW VERSION - £84.90 XOOPY   PRO - LATEST VERSION £34,90 XCAD 2000           PRICE DOWN .. £99.99 SPECIAL OFFERS- LDHUtt) SfOCJaS GFA BASIC  £9,99 DELUXE FAINT II +,+.*.,.,... £9.90 MUSIC X 1.1   £Z4.09 
^ENHAHCID  1200 GAMES^ 
aooi, uoa £19.9?' TROLLS E1R . 90 WING OOMHANDER  £J6.99 SLEEPWALKER 120O. £25,99 NIGEL NANSELL!240 .,  £21,99 
FOR EVERT STREETKALKER SOLD 
OVER *6,D0 OOE3  TO THE RJ 

MORI: WHOA GAMES., . SHADOW OF THE BEAST III   .... £21. 
SPORTSMASTERS   ..,  £21. STREET FIGHTER II  £19. SLEEPWALKER  £25. STRIKER  E13, SHUTTLE  £22. SUPP.RPROC  £19, 
SWORD OF HCNCUR   ... £19. THE MANAGER  £39 . TRODDLERS  .,  £11, VIKINGS ,  £25. wiiKID  £18.99 WIHG CCrt4AtmER  £26.99 
WORIJu CEASS CRICKET  ....  £21-99 HWF 2  £18.99 20OL  £1S.99 SOOL 1200   , ,  £19.99 COMPILATIONS 
COMRAT CLASSICS ............ £21.99 
DREAM TEAM ,..,  EIO.99 LEMMINGS TWIN PACK  £22.99 MEGA SPORTS .  £19, 99 ODE ST £ GLORY   £22,99 SIM CITY I POPULOUS   £21.99 £19.90 

t«,SS 
£5 OFF MOST HEGADRIVE 

GAMES 
HEGADRIVE CD ROM £264.49 

POPULAR PC GAMES 
DISCOUNT PRICES EG: COMHAHCHE MAXIMUM OVERLKILL £32.99 STRIKE COMMANDER   E35,99 

PC SERIOUS SOPTHARE. WINDOWS 3.1 , , , £94.99 TIMKWORKS 3,.,,,  £144.90 PARADDOX £S   L&9 . 99 OUATTRO PRO FOR DOS 4 WINDC*5£LOR.99 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

TOUT 16 TALES . I[ buying haidware or eoftvare For y:?ui Amiga was as easy as shopping at ASDA, you ooulAi't go wrong buying from the cheapest 

OFFICIAL ORDERS PROM GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS HILCOHE. PRICES My hare ch*ng«d by the tine you read this* Ai» t--> currency duetnnioni t uiwr«^unri/ •upplur* pric* i (Cl TltJIOCIC *L]' rj^h!« ALL  ustjletered Tradewrks ere acknt*rlrfrtjrsl.Ci I Ler» »re mt XCICOM ■o«l Ht-n. ifl »teclc unlike ICM of Oir floapilitor* »nd will glidly put ltm ailda loc JOi l& COlUCX, b«JL ihcrtigaa 

I COtasCT AS OP 2-5-S3, but at our cryf Ul b»U i« ei, do HVE ■UltHfll Iroi lis* to tjae too J liUE. Pirate M*e CihOM- lint to check. «<ilabilit.7 i mteU Jinj;i'jiy-n«r 
H l%tm co ccoir free tlH 10 tla*. 

But if I bad a tenner for every customer fex-customer ?h of the box shifters' up Lhc riiad who've cruji^ LCJ ue for help, I'd never n«J bo work aoain ■ Ai alwnji,, you 5*t vhat you pay fnr a that includaa, after sales lerrice. 



AMIGA 1200HDS A1200 
WITH CUBSCAH 

AT LOW PRICES. MONITOR 

A1200+40MEG HD £499.99 SPECIAL OFFER £939.99 

A1200+60MEG HD   £559.99 £999.99 COMPLETE WITH 
A1200+80MEG HD   £579,99 B*TTER* f 1 n?q . Q< BACKED CLOCK 
A1200+120MEG HD £689,99       - ADD £lfl °? 
PRICES  INCLUDE  2YR EXTENDED WAR 

NEW LOW COST lj 

AMIGA 4000oao RANGE 

WITH 80MEG HD FROM £979.99 
WITH 120MEG HD FROM £1079.99 

VISIT OUR 
NEWLY 

REFURBISHED 
& 

ENLARGED 
SHOWROOM 

OPEN SUNDAY 10-3PH 

TRILOGICl 

SALES:  0274 691115 

3MIC RELIEF 
£369,99 

AMIGA 600 
STANDALONE 

FROM 
£229.99 

AMIGA 600 
WILD, WEIRD 

WICKED * 
£279.99 

AMIGA 600HD \ 
'EPIC■   PACK' 
20 OR 40MEG 

FROM £379,99 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 
STANDALONE 
ftUXLf-ltf 3*5" 
1HEQ RAM 
HOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 

ijijijijid^ifiiiiiiiji 
£139*99 add just 

IJO,00 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
> BUILT-IN 3,5" 

titm DRIVE 
> IWEO RAM 
> HOUSE 
> W MODULATOR 

PLUS 
> LDfrilKM 
> tArata PLANEf 
> TEE S IMP SONS 
> DELUXE PAXOT 3 

> WORKBENCH 2.04 OML.T £224.99 

PRINTERS 
NEW CITIZEN SHIFT 90  E199.99 or 1*>B (phon.) 
THIS BRAjrtJ rrw MODEL r*pi*e*i th* swift 9 COLOUR 
Spinf <Jpto 24fJcps in high speed draft L E4cps HLQ printing apaad. ft HTO built-in font*. Friction 1 tractor («wb. Paper port. Law coat ribbons. 2 year warranty. Epton FXB5-P i IBM Proprinter III emulations. Low noise Level, ♦   quiet ■ode1. 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR ONLY €179,99 
Spinf 192cps draft t iScpe KL0 printing spaed. 4 built-in. rem La. Fricticvi I tractor feeds. Paper park. Ley ts»t r J htxinn. ? yoar warranty. Epson i IE* Pirjprinbw epulationsi Low noiee Level. 

/"FREE"\^ 
STARTER 

PACK 
HITS ALL CITIZEN SHIFT PR UTTERS 

PRINTER CABLZ; 

CITIZEN SHIFT 24DC COLOUR 
CITIZEN SHIFT 240 MONO 

£284 .99 
£269 ,99 

a pin; draft I 80 cpe Letter quality print speed. 4 fonts, % scalable fonta. Paper parking, push i pull tractor feedj friction feed. Epson LQS7&, 1BC P20 £ IBM   emulation** Ultra low noise level, t quiet ■ode for even, lemr noiee* 2 year warranty. J2W RAH 8XPAHSI0N 

ANJ-CJA DRIVER 
+ 250 fapprox/ SWEETS OF A4 

CITIIDI SWIFT 200    SUPERS MODEL ft OWL* £209,99 
ciTiini sNirr 200 COLOUR £244.4$ 24 pin; 240cps draft < SO cps letter quality print epaad. ML™? l«Uer quality fonts., 2 scalable letter quality fonts. Paper parking, push I pull tmotor feed, friction feed. Epnun [ijSTQ,  mC P7-2  L  TP,H Propr i nt<?r 74TO emulations.   2 fOHt HRM^ 12BK RAM KXPANSICM £.H^9 
CITEEN PRO JET INKJET    LASER QUALITY PRINT £309.99 INC VAT JOOdpi Laser quality SO nozzle   If* jet printer. Fast t very quiet. 160cps draft i 240 ope letter quality print speed+Three letter quality fonts +■ opticuvsX loftt enrfis, HP Cflskjot Plus eamlation. Optional 12Bk t 2S6k r™ enrch. 1D0 sheet automatic feeder. Ink oir+riAjno tl.1.99 
AEIKOflSA OP 101  budg-.t  LASER  FHJ HTEH £559,99  ilK WMt Pour pneje per ainul.n; HP Ivuerjet IIP emulation,r 100x300 DPI; iyr on eite warranty. 
FOBtscript ftniSB with ru £949,99 ittO vat 
RICOH LF1200 LASER PRINTER £79 9.99 im *at 6 pagee / su.nut«; PCL5 with scalable fonte; upto 4 CO dpi resolution (iDO n twa ncbi d, requires estra 2neq raa}: buaq rat as standard; atraioM paper path; resolution enhancement; flash ton far dowfilond:™j n«v firmware* TC card alot for flash rose; parallel ports; 1 yr on-site warranty. 

AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES 

1292^9 £365.99 
t575.99 

FURTHER REDUCTIONS ON 
GVP HDS FOR ASOO i 500+   - HD DfliVE GV'P SERIES II HDt+- 42 Hag    for AiDu - PRICE DXWH - EVP SERIES II HDflt- Bu Heq    for Jt5d0 CVF SERIES II HD8* UOneq   for ASOO - now only GVP SHtlBS II HD«+ 2l(hnM|   for - now only The HDfl series II can accept either 1 at 2 or 4r 1 Ob    tfeO,     4    HI] «1BB: 
GVP SERIES II IO tor A150Q/2Q0O - WO DRIVE £119.99 CVP SEMES II HCS * iim*] for M504/2DOD t2B5.99 CVP SERIES II HCS * Bdweq for AlSQD/iOOD 1 GVP SERIES II HCS +- 12Dneg for AlSflD/ZOdO - mm* only tJD9.99 GVP SERIES 11 HCS - 210meq for AlSOO/2000 - now only £SS».99 Ui# AC * f«riv« fl uan a&wpt vpte 8t  Imeg *P SLUKE in 2 meg; 

CYf «10 OCMBOS with 42tt> drive GVP A3 30 COJWDS vith l(M> drive CVP A530 COMBOS vith 12DM> drive 1HEG *9 SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES 1HEG 32 BIT SIM   mma *n SIWHS FOR rar DRIVES *WCr 3-7BIT STWS FOB k5JQ * * 

fi-JS.M S51S.9? 
U4*99 ES9.99 £139.99 £179,99 

EMULATORS & ACCELERATORS 

GOIJKH GATE JSGSK PC CARD FOR A1SQD^?D0D t.199-99 UOLDCW GATE 4SftK! PC CARD   FOR A15C-Q/20O0 £749.99 OffTIdttL WTVF CQtrrnOXER CHIP PGP 00L0BN GATE £34*99 IIT 80JE7SK25 OC-FROCESSOft POR GOLDEN GATE £89.99 G-PORCE OiO/^mi FOR AlSDu/2flD<) othrra available £479.99 

IDEAL 
FOR 

YOUR 
A1200 

OR 4000 

LOWER HARD 

DRIVE PRICES 

2.5" IDE 
600 
99 

99 

99 

99 

HARD DRIVES 
1200 

FOR YOUR 
or 

FAST ACCESS 
AMIGA 

40MEG only £119 

60MEG only £169 

80MEG only £199 

120MEG only £299 
PRICE INCLUDES: 
READY FORMATTED t JARTZTZONED DRIVE? DRIVE CABLEj FULL FITTING 1HSTRUC- 
TIONS a FIXING SCREWS t LEGAL FORMATTING DISK t* RECOVERY HINTS. 

MAILORDER COLLECTION & DELIVERY SERVICE JUST £19.99 

£164.99 

£214.99 

£249.99 

£349.99 
FITTED FREE while U wait 

COLLECTION, DELIVERY, 
DRIVE AND 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

FIT A HARD DRIVE YOURSELF -  IT'S EASY AND WITH 
OUR 2 OR 3 YEAR WARRANTY PLANS,   YOU * RE COVERED 

FOR BOTH BREAKDOWNS & ACCIDENTS * 
OUR Specially Negotiated LOW COST NO FUSS Warranties 

cover BOTH COMPUTER & DRIVE FROM ONLY £27.99 
* COMPUTER & DRIVE BOTH COVERED 
* ACCIDENTS AS WELL AS BREAKDOWNS COVERED 
* COVERED EVEN IF DRIVE FITTED BY PURCHASER* 
* COVERED EVEN IF COMPUTER NOT PURCHASED FROM US 
* VERY FEW EXCLUSIONS 
* UNDERWRITTEN BY A LEADING UK INSURANCE Co. 
COMPUTERS UPTO £600 
COMPUTERS UPTO £999 

Not available for Busing users. Exclusions:- theft; willuldamaoe; cosmetic damage - full writter 
details on request. These are Return to Base warranties. Computer must be under 6 months old 
Campuler value used to calculate warranty cost must include cost ol internal hard drive. 
WHTf HOT COVER YOUR AMIGA 500, 600, 12 00STANDALONE OR 4000 - 
th* prices  above  apply.  Monitor* * print*?■ c*n *l*o ba cov«r*d -poa. 

£27.99 for 2yrs or £42.99 for 3yrs. 
£32.99 for 2yrs or £67.99 for 3yrs. 

DONT BE WITHOUT A WARRANTY^ 
COSMO dor* h*T* told us that tfa*ir On-flit* warranty will not apply if th» 
War rant j aula ■» brok.n by AMTOME including d.al.ra. 

ft AMIGA 1200 MEMORY fir CLOCK UPGRADES 

J 

IN 

A1200 INTERNAL CLOCK 
MODULE    - £21.99 

Flu* into internal  Bocktt  (not fitted 
to all 1700s}- fitting inv*lid*t** 
warranty. URDtT BACKED. 

AMIGA 1200 FAST  RAM CARDS 
A1200 POKIA 2 HEG 1 h BIT FAST RAH A12QQ PCHCIA C 4MEG IS BIT FAST RAH 

COLOUR MONITORS 

PHILIPS 
ONLY 

> H* 

CMSB33mk2 
£229.99 

> RGB [ COMPOSITE IMPITTS > 0M SITE WAftftWBTV > LOEUS TTJKBO CHALLENGE > OFPTCiAL m MtTORr. LFAD HIRE 

COMMODORE 
1084S 

£199 .99 
> 14" SCRPRH > STEKEO S0UTB > stq& i eras incurs > SUPER0 PICTWU? > AMIGA LEAD FREE 

IT*D ln*gj of 32bit f*stm*a givas *pprox 
100% Hp**d incnaa*. 

LOWE* macs MTCBOfiOTICS Mm rnnyr!  HCK (ViBSl  nr ■nre.jrj,- MICRCeOTICS lflHHi  int: D ux]  .IJhit  IntL rim 019,99 MICftOBOTieS 14MHE inv 1 meg 32bit fast ran £1*9,99 HICHCGDTICS 14MHz inc 2 moq 31fait teal ram £229.99 MICftOOCTICS 14NHz inc 4 meg Hbit fast ran E219.99 Available vxth or without 6B3B1/2 ff"J t fit in the unifier*Id* tr^prtoor.  tiarsanr.y is ufratfr?ttrsl. ALSO AVAriAHLE WITH OH-BCMKD CLOCK - ADD £20 PASTE* :5MWJ 5Sff«U l^EPSJOWS AJffi AiaO AVAILS RLE - PLEASE ADD TO ABfflT PRICES . (50.DQ SOHHz 68862 version also availabla, D aeg £419.99 

CUBSCAN 

MULTISCAN 14" MONITOR. 

FULLif 
CCHPATISLE. 

Dot pitch - 0.28mm. 
Antiglare 14" hi-brightness screen. 
Digital memory sizing - for automatic 
borderless   display in all Amiga modes 
All controls at front. 
VGA compatible for PC use* 
15-40KHz horizontal scan rate, 
45-90Hz vertical scan rate. 
Tilt-swivel base included. TEAR 

WITM ALL 
AMIGA12 00 

VXDBO 
MODES 

SHARPER 
PICTURE 

THE 

ONLY £469.99  INC AMIGA LEAD 
OR      £499.99 WITH SUPERFI 3 STEREO SYSTEM 

**  DEDUCT £20  IF BOUGHT WITH ANY AMIGA 
ifO- CUBSCAH HQOFT. A|.S0 AVATWTJ - POA  

COMMODORE 1960   
14" MULTISYNC COLOUR MONITOR 

WORKS IH AIL hlim HOOES inc lw m [1&>HHZ aode&> 
SPECIAL OFFER -    £399,99< 

V.^ PriCi it>c FroductiTity adaptor i. eablaa 

1960 

wr J2aIT IUH /Mocipnr BQAIH for A12O0 C1T».» lncludea 68030 running at JOMHzplufi *neq J2bit raa. «SSB2 [«tet Eor FPU [ included    Has tvo J2bit Bin skts. With ns fpu 1 Ctaag 
32BIT jlWS FOR MX / QVP / 

1HEG 12BIT  2MEG 12&IT  4HEG JUBIT double aided   4HEG J3BIT sinqla aided for A4.Q051 

£54.*9 199.99 £179.99 £179.99 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
R0CLITE RF382av 3.5" 
EXTERNAL DRIVE £67.99 

WITH ANTIVIRUS & ANTI CUCK FEATURES. RRP £79.99 
OR WITH NEW XCOPY PRO £99,99 

VCUMANA CAX354 £56.99 , 

ft MEMORY UPGRADES 
A500 / 500* l/2»eq upgrade without clock £24.09 ASOO / 500+ vith clock i battery £29.09 ASOO* IMEG UPGRADE   £J4.09 AMIGA 600 l»eg upgrade y clock - now only £M.99 FOB Ac, CD PCMCIA CAB OS - SEP. Al 200 PCMCIA PRICES 
SPECIAL OFFER - LIMITED STOCKS 
COMMODORE A590  2 QHEQ FOR ASOO £177.99 Includes sockets for up to 2meq fast memory (£14,99 If meq extt a,  Upqi fl(tatjle with  Larger- SCSI tuiid 



AMOS 

action 

This month Jason Holborn brings you some 

hot news and shows you how AMOS Pro's 

powerful Interface language can be used to 

write some quite complex requesters. 

Sinple File Reque 

Appleon,irr Backdrop.iff 
Colo HI* s . iff 
Coimodity,i££ 

ensi ty . iff 

A 

fter last month's look at 
AMOS Professional's 
Active Lists and Scroll 
gadgets, no doubt 

you've probably already started to 
appreciate the power that Interface 
delivers. Before the arrival of AMOS 
Professional, application 
programmers were forced to handle 
the drudgery of creating and 
maintaining user interfaces 
themselves. Now; with Interface at 
your disposal, you can create some 
very complex user interfaces 
Incorporating a whole range of 
different gadget types with a 
minimal amount of code and - more 
importantly - a minimal amount of 
hassle. 

So far we've restricted our look 
at Interface purely to the odd 
demonstration program that shows 
Interface's various gadget types up 
and running, but we haven't actually 
created anything particularly useful. 
This month we II be putting all that 

practice to work by creating a fully- 
working file requester similar to that 
used by AMOS Professional itself. 
Many people have voiced concern at 
the fact that AMOS programs can 
easily be spotted by users whenever 
the standard AMOS file requester is 
used, so here's your chance to get 
your hands on a fairly usable file 
requester and learn mo re about 
AMOS Professional's Interface 
language to boot! Can't be bad... 

REQUESTIONNA1RE 
So how do we go about writing a file 
requester? Well, the first thing we 
need to do is to sit down and 
analyse exactly how the file 
requester should work and what 
gadgets will be needed, Our file 
requester isn't going to be one of 
those "all-singing, all-dancing" affairs 
that other programmers boast about 
- nope, our file requester is a no- 
nonsense affair that gets the job 
done. First then, what's the aim of 

our file requester? Well, that's easy - 
to allow the user to select the 
filename of any file on any device 
without having to resort to typing In 
complex path strings, Our file 
requester therefore needs to be as 
friendly as possible. What's more, 
let's make it as simple as possible - 
we won11 therefore be including lots 
of complex buttons that might 
confuse some users - you can add 
these in yourself if you're feeling 
adventurous! 

Now we need to decide what 
gadgets we will need. Well, obviously 
we'll need an ActiveLlst that will 

It may not quite be up to the same standards as 
Commodore's own ASL file requester, hut our file 
requester offers all the basic functions, 

hold a listing of the current directory. 
We'll also need a scroll gadget that 
will enable the user to scroll back 
and forth through the directory listing 
whenever a directory is read that 
contains more files than can be 
displayed on-screen at once. Finally, 
we'll need a string gadget that will 
enable users to enter a path string 
manually should they feel the need. 
These three basic gadgets should be 
enough to give us the workings of a 
usable file requester. Obviously it 
won't quite be in the same league as 

continued on page 74 

CLOSE TO THE EDit 

Along with Active Lists, scroll gadgets and buttons, 
AMOS Professional1 s Interface language offers an 
additional gadget type - the "text edit zone" - 
that is specifically designed to handle text. 
Whereas most gadgets are restricted simply to 
informing your program that they have been 
clicked upon, an edit zone can be used to enable 
the user to pass a text string to your AMOS 
program. A good example of an edit zone is the 
fields that you type into when entering a record 
within a database program. 

AMOS Professional's edit zones are created 
using the EDit command, and the syntax is as 
follows. 

EDit ZoneNumber, X, Y, Width, Max, <r 
Default, Paper, Pen; 

The zone number is exactly the same as the zone 
number parameter that we pass to all other 
gadget creation commands under Interface. 
Because we have already created two other 
gadgets (and have therefore already used zones 1 
and 2), we use zone number 3. This parameter is 
followed by the X and Y parameters that, not 
surprisingly, define the position of the string 

Interface's Edit Zone gadgets, designed to 
handle text, can be used to create professional- 
locking front ends for your AMOS programs. 

gadget on screen using the conventional screen 
coordinate system. 

Although the Y position can be any value, the 
X value must be an exact multiple of 16. If you 
don't enter an exact multiple, AMOS Pro will do 
the kind thing and automatically round down your 
value - often with unpleasant results. 

Next we have the width parameter that 
controls the horizontal width of the string gadget. 
Unlike some gadget types, this is not expressed 
in terms of screen pixels. Instead, you must state 
the width of the gadget in terms of characters, For 

example, passing a value of 20 will give you a 
string gadget that is capable of displaying a 
maximum of 20 characters at any one time. 

The size of the string gadget doesn't control 
how many characters the string gadget can hold, 
though - you could, for example, create a string 
gadget that could hold up to 100 characters but 
could only display ten at any one time. This is 
where the Max parameter comes in - the value 
you enter here controls how many characters the 
string gadget is actually capable of storing. 

The Default parameter is used to load the 
string gadget with a default string. In the case of 
our file requester, well be loading the string 
gadget with the device name of the default 
directory (dfO:)< Although the file requester will not 
read the directory listing, the user need only press 
the Return key and the default string is passed 
back to the main program. Note that the string 
that is to be used as the gadget's default value 
should be contained within single quotes 
('DFO:Pictures\ for example). If you want to leave 
the string gadget empty when it is first created, 
just pass a couple of empty single quotes (**}. 
Finally, we have the Pen and Paper parameters 
that control the colour of the string gadget. 
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SURVEY 

THE AMIGA SHOPPER 

READER SURVEY 

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT... AND WHAT YOU DON'T 
We want to improve Amiga Shopper and to do so Which of these would you like to see in the maga- Hard disk                fO fQ 
we need your opinions, so please help us decide zine? (Never, sometimes, frequently or every Graphics enhancer    gQ gQ 
what goes in future issues. If you can spare five month) Emulator                tQ tQ 
minutes, just fill In this simple questionnaire, out Never Som Freq EvMo Floppy disk drive        iQ iO 
out the page and fold it up according to the 24 Single product Modem jO 
instructions overleaf, then just put it in the post reviews J tQ cQ dQ Acceferator             kO kO 
with a stamp on the front, Thanks for your time. 25 Comparative Extra RAM                 iO iO 

product reviews aQ tQ cQ dQ CD-ROM drive           nO rrQ 
When filling in this questionnaire: 26 Graphics tutorials aQ bQ cQ dQ 

indicates you should tick only one box; 27 Music tutorials aQ tQ cQ dQ Do you own or intend to buy in the next six months 
l01 indicates you may tick any number of replies 28 DTP tutorials aQ bQ cQ dQ any of the following software? 

29 Beginners Own (4o)   Intend to buy (49) 
0 How did you first hear of Amiga Shopper? programming tutorials aQ tQ cQ dQ Word processor        aQ aO 

AQveniserneni in nmsga rormai 30 Advanced Spreadsheet          bQ tQ 
MGvercisemeni in Amiga s DOX programming tutorials aQ tQ cQ dQ Database              cU dJ 

cQ Recommended by a friend 31 Tutorials based on Painting program      dO dQ 
dQ Picked up a copy 'on spec' particular programs aQ tQ cQ dQ Drawing program       eO aQ 

32 Genera) interest DTP                                f(J fU ... 1 How did you buy this issue of Amiga Shopper? features aQ tQ cQ dQ Comms program       gQ gQ 
;sLJ Delivered by newsagent 33 Show reports aQ tQ cQ dQ Sampler/sequencer   tQ hQ 
tQ Reserved by newsagent 34 Foreign news reports aQ tQ cQ dQ Progging language     iO iO 
cQ Planned visit to newsagent 35 Comms coverage aQ tQ J dQ 
dQ Subscription 36 Book reviews aQ tQ J dQ 50 Roughly how much do you expect to spend on 
QQ Just saw it in the shop 37 CDTV & its software aQ tQ J dQ hardware in the next six months? 

38 New PC/Mac software aQ Nothing 
2 Approximately how many issues of Amiga for Amiga emulators aQ tQ ed dQ tJJ £l-£99 
Shopper have you read? 39 Cover-mount booklets aQ tO cQ dQ dJ £100-£199 

40 Colour editorial pages aQ bQ cQ ,Q £200-£500 
41 DIY hardware projects aQ tQ cQ dQ fQ More than £500 

3 How many other people read your copy of Amiga 42 Program listings aQ tQ cQ dQ 
Shopper? 51 Roughly how much do you expect to spend on 

43 How do you rate (out of 10) the usefulness of software in the next six months? 
the cover disk? aQ Nothing           dU £200^-£500 

Overall, how do you rate {out of 10) Amiga Shopper „/10 tQ £1—£99           tQ More than £500 
compared to other Amiga mgazines which you read cQ £100-£199 
regularly? 44 Which of the following are reasons why you buy 

Amiga Shopper? (You may tick more than one) 52 What is your age? 
aQ For the hardware reviews 

6 Amiga Computing  /10 bQ For the software reviews 
7 Amiga User international  /10 cO To find the best prices from advertisements 53 What is your approximate annual income? 
CV    a  - -■* — -   I*/ .    l -J iA 8 Amtga World  /10 cO To learn about my computer and how to use it aQ Student grant/at school 
9 CU Amiga  /10 eO For an interesting read LQ Other under £4,000 

fQ lt1s cheap cQ£4,001-£7r000 
gQ To buy through mail order advertisements dQ £ 7,001-£10,000 

For each of these sections in the magazine, would hO It's the only one with no games QQ£10, 001-£15,000 
you like to see less, more or the same space iQ For the cover disk fQ £15,001-£20,000 
devoted to it in future? (Bear in mind you can't gQ £20,001^30,000 
have more of everything!) 45 What model of Amiga do you own? hQ Over £30,000 

Less   Same More aO A500              fOA1500 
11 News                           aQ      bQ cQ iOA500Plus gQA2000 54 Does your job largely involve working with com- 
12 Letters                        aQ      bQ cQ cQ A600              hO A3000 puters? 
13 Amiga Answers               aQ      t>Q cQ dQ A1000             iQ A4000 iQ Yes    oQ No 
14 Video and Graphics         aG      bQ dQ eO A1200            jO None 
15 Education                    aQ      bQ dG The details given in this questionnaire will remain 
16 Communications            aG      bQ dQ Do you own or intend to buy in the next six months confidential, hut if you wish to be Informed of spe- 
17 AmigaDOS                     aG      bQ dQ any of the foiiowing hardware? cial offers and subscription opportunities, please 
18 DTP                                *Q       bQ dQ Own (46) Intend to buy (47) fill In your name and address below. 
19 AMOS                            aG       bG cQ Monitor aQ aQ 
20 PD & shareware              JJ      bG cG Printer tO tO 
21 Competitions                 aG      bG cG Sound sampler cQ cQ 
22 C Programming              aG      bG cG Video digstiser aO dO Address  

23ARexx                         aQ      bG dQ Genlock «G eO  ...Postcode  
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I CRAZY SUMMER OFFERS FROM BCS 

NEW SHOWROOM OPENING 1ST JUNE AT 

295 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON 

DISKS ! DISKS I DISKS ! 
1M% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD £23.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD £41.00 
150 3.5" DS/DD £58.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD £75.99 
300 3,5" DS/DD £112.50 
400 3.5" DS/DD £150.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD £176.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD ....CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 
All prices include VAT/free labels. 

REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 
^ PLEASE PHONE FOR tATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS ^ 

( DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES ^ 
ioo% cutnnu nutoit FREE FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box  ♦ £33.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box  , £49.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2x80 Cap Banx Boxes £77 99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes ♦ -„£95.99 
300 3,5" DS/DD + 4xS0 Cap Banx Boxes £152.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 5x80 Cap Banx Boxes.,..,.. £197,99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £237.99 

Ail prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 
^ Pi EASE PHONE FOR LA TEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

3.5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity „ £1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockable).. ..... £4,10 
J 00 Capacity (lockable) , £4.50 ^ 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3,5" 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box ,.£10,95 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box £16.50 

.5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box , £16.50 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE PUIS FREE COLOUR CODED 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box ...£26.99 
100 3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap box ... ..£44.00 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £61.99 
200 3.5"1 DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes £81.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes £122.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 100 cap boxes ....£160.99 
500 3.5* DS/DD + 5 x 100 cap boxes £188.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 x 100 cap boxes £ call 
All prices include VAT/ free labels 

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 
PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

( DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3,5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box ..»...». £37.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box  £55,99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box,, , £73,99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £106.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £144.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £196,99 
500 3,5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes , ..£241.99 

AH prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 
^     PLEASE PHOrlr :-OH ■      ■ ^:.;>c ;j; > W) ^SSI&EINTRQDUCTiON OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

^ 60 P EACH  £61 FQf100inddelivery/lab€ls/VAT 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
15.25" DS/DD Disks 21 p each 5.25" DS/HD Disks 39p each 
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BOX OF PAPER 11X 9,5,60GMS MICROPERF 3,000 SHEET..X11.75    BOX OF A4 PAPER, 70GMS MICROPERF 2.000 SHEETS...C12.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER 

Citizen 12 OD 
Citizen Swift 9 
Citizen Swift 24/24 E/2 24 
Panasonic 1124 
Star LC-10 
Star LC-20 
Star LC200 
Star LC24 10/15 
Star LC24-200 

BLACK RIBBONS 
BRANDED COMPATIBLE 

£3 40 
£3.40 
£4,70 
£8.50 
£4,47 
£4.47 
£6.11 
£5.58 
£5.58 

£2.70 
£2.70 
£2.70 
£3.58 
£3.06 
£3.06 
£4,70 
£3.53 
£3,53 

COLOUR RIBBONS 
BRANDED 

N/A 
£15.30 
£15.30 

N/A 
£6.70 

N/A 
£12.30 

N/A 
£13.25 

^ CALL FOR PRICES ON Mif PRATER RIBBON HUNDREDS IN STQCK,^ 

r A<*Ei<t6RIE*/JOYSTICKS  
1000 COLOURED LABELS  
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) , , £10,00 
MOUSE MAT „„ ., £2.7S 
MOUSE HOLDER , £2.50 
14" MONITOR STAND . £10.00 
PRINTER STAND, £6 00 3-5" CLEANING KIT £2 75 
CHEETAH BUG £12.99 PARALLEL LEAD, £8.00 
ZtPSTtCK .. ..£11.50 OS PYTHON III ....£9.50 
A500 1/SMB UPGHADE....E34.0O A60Q 1M£G UPGRADE -„„ • - £45.99 
JJST CUMANA DISK DRIVE .« .... £54.99 
A500 REPLACEMENT DISK DRIVE.... £54,95 

.DO TV MODULATOR,..,,.,   £25,99 

INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
BC01 BJ10E Cartridge ....£16.99 
BC02 BJ200 Cartridge , , ... £22.91 
BC01 Refill Black/Colours ,   £U,98 
HP 51608A Black , ...£1 7.04 
HP 51626A Dual Cap Black , , ,.£23,94 
HP 51639 Colour for 500..,   £19.39 
HP 51625A Tri Colour — £26,96 
Refills for HP51608A £14.98 
Refills for HP51626A ,        £19,92 
Refills for HP51625A , , .. £29,85 
Refill5 for HPS1639   , .£14,98 
Inkjet Transparencies Pack 9.0 sheets ...... . ♦...♦.£13.98 
Inkjet Transparencies Pack 100 sheets.. .►♦..►♦...♦...♦♦ ♦...♦*...♦ ..£59.99 
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL FOR PAJNTJfT SKItS AMD MANY OTHIRS. 

2 

6 

3 

DUST COVERS 
A500 £3.50 
A600.......  . £350 
A1Q00 ..♦. £3.50 
STAR LC2Q0 — £3.50 
STAR LC-24 200.,.. £3.50 

CITIZEN 9 ♦.♦ £3.50 
CITIZEN 24. £3.50 
PHILIPS MKI/II .,-£3.50 
ATARI > ..£3.50 

OTP A500 HARD DRIVES ft ACCELERATORS 
A500 GVP 42Mb HD8 II . .   £289.99 
A50O GVP 80Mb HD8II , .... ..£359,99 
A500 GVP A530 Combo 40MHZ+ 80Mb HD £639.99 

CALL FOR PfUCES ON RAM AND OTHER GVP PRODUCTS 

r AMIGAS 

A1200 Comic Relief Pack £364.99 
A1200 Standalone £359.99 
NEW A1200 + 80Mb Hard Drive..ONLY £585.99 

INCL 1 YEAR ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

BCS LTD 
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 6JJ 

ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

ORDER HOTLINE 0271 506269/0831 279084 
All offers subject to availability. E&OE, Prices/pack details may change without notice* 

~1    Due to currency fluctuations, all prices may change without notice * Please call for latest prices. 



The best trade-in allowance, extra for permhecals and 
accessories. Trade ifi your old machine for a brand new 
A600/ Al 500/1200/3000/40GD/CDTY or even PC. 

A limited number of refurbished A5O0/150O/30OCh are 
available, complete with 3 months warranty- 

ASOOs FROM £149 
Al 500s FROM £249 

1MB 199 tSOOHD+Controllers 
A600 20HD (mint) 279 40MB FROM 199 
A3000s FROM 699 120MB.., FROM 379 
CDTV . ...FROM 249 Adion Replay 39 
A590 20/40HB....129/159 XT BBoard 79 
Flicker Fixer 15O0 J9 AT B Board 149 

OTHER ACCESSORIES - PLEASE ASIC 

AMIGA 500+ 

£ 1 79.99 
LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE 

- PHONE! 

I     N G, 
YEARS; 

'*X?TOU"THlS AO 

WE WANT TO 

BEAT ALL PRICES! 
CALL US!! 

AMIGA 600 
A600, SD & HO versions with 12 month on site warranty, 1MB, WB 

2 05,15" FD + Smart Cord interface Mouse and Manuals 
ALONE laffPlJWJSr*^.040143 

A600 40M8H0 384 
A600 85M8* 469 
2MB VERSION ADD £25 

******* La* 

NEW CBM 1084ST 
WITH TliU SWIVEL STAND i LEADS 

£179.99 WITH ANY COMPUTER 

AMIGA 3000 
12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

WITH FREE AMIGA VISION 
NEW PRICES!        52MB 120MB 
IMS video + 1MB Fast lam 999 1149 
2MB video + 4MB Fast Ram     1149 1299 

With extra 4MB Fast RAM {lifted if required) ADD £169.99 
With Philip s SVGA 28dpi inc. tilt & swivel ADD £309.00 

AMIGA 
4000/30 

NEW MID RANGE AGA AMIGA 
AGA Chip Set 4 68030 processor 688B2 25/50 MHz 

ta*prcces$ar option, 256,000 colours front UMt scan doubling for 
flicker free display, Mouse, Amiga 3.5 "/l 76 ME 3.5" drive, Herd Drive as 
below, Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilities, Gold Service on-site warranty 

SPECIAL THIS MOUTH 
on 1 ?00 and 600 with slartei pack 

(see below) 
ADO ONLY £15 

Competitive no-deposit credit nlwavs 
available phone FOB written details. 

AMIGA 1500 inc. on-site 

68030 

25MHz 
80MB HQ 
BOMB HD 
120MB HD 
120MB HD 25MHz 
120MB HD 50MHz 
240MB HD 

68382 2 + 2MB 
STANDARD 
VES10N 
999* 
1129* 
1Q99* 
122j£ 
1349" 
POA avail 

2 + 4MB 
SUPER EXPANDABLE 
VESIOM 
1099 
1229 
1199 
1329 
1449 
POA WHILE STOCK> 

With CBM 1960 mulli sync colour monitor 
inc tilt and swivel  
ADD £349 
Per extra 2MB filled to standard machine... ADD £89 

I PwMtmdMBtiHpHtaciirwr mm machine ADD £159 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

* Mulli-millinn campnny with 9 yen/s experience in Commodore 
product and here to stay 

* Commodore trained staff are friendly and helpful and are 
parenls, multimedia, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more ihnn one!} 

* 0 pen 9-6 am Monday la Saturday and 10.00 am to 4.30 pro 
Sundays (St Albans only) for comrerrienl shopping. 

* Callers welcome for advke end demonstration at our 1600+ sq It 
High Si Town Cenlre breeches 

* Seme eay despatch for most orders received by 5.30 pm; express 
am aed Saturday services available 

* Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, lop name courier service 

* Pre-despotch testing on Amiga systems 
* Free 30 day, next day coerier collection and delivery of NEW 

replotemenUexcept product with en-site maintenance) 
* Hotline support and io-bouse engineers 
* Upgrade and Irade in offers to keep you up ta date 
* Exceptional after sales service — 

Dual Drive 469.00 DD+GVP+12QMB HD 872.00 
DD+GVP+-52MB HD 73100   With 8833/10A4ST ADD 179.99 
DD+GVP+80MB HD 79*00  With 7CM + M/W FF ADD 379,99 
Per extra 2MB fitted la GVP ADD £60.00 
Also with Kickstarl 1.3 + ROM Sharer ADD £39.90 
Abo with (fen 200 24 sin lol Primer + Starter Pack   ADD £199,00 

NEW PRICES 

AMIGA 4000/40 
New AGA fiiip Set +■ blistering 6AO40 processor, 256,000 cahurs from 
16.6NI, scan doubling, far flicker free display, 25 MHz, Mouse, Amiga 
3.5Y1.76 MB IS" drive Plus Cross OOS for Iransfer of files bfilweeo 
Amiga DOS +MS DOS, 2 rear + 2 front 3.5" hoys, 1 x 5.25" bay, Hard 
Drive as below, Amiga OOS 3.0 syslem and utilities, Gold Service Warranty 

FULL 68040 ALONE 
120MB HD    2i4MB £1989 
120MB HD    2 +8MB £2139 
240MB HD    2 + 8MB £2239 

With CBM 1960 multi sync colour monitor 
inc tilt and swivel ADD £349 
Per extra 4MB fitted ADD £159 

4000/40T INC. SCSI - COMING SOON! 

AGA GG PACK 
JGRAPHICS + GAMES) 

MR A1200, 4000 ETC. 
VALUE/RRP 

Personal Point AGA ■ Fop reviews, impressive DP IV clone with additional 
features inc. image protessino, pafnls in a ny screen made 69,99 
Your choice of -      Wioq Commaiader AGA 

or ZoolAGA 
or    Sensible Soccer AGA 34.99 

5 Hot List' games (AGA compatible) individually boxed 174.95 
Mkfttwikhsd Joystick 9.99 
Mouse Mat * Dust Cover 9,9* 
10 Blank Discs + 80 capacity kxkable disc box 16.98 
Yirus Killer 4.99 

TOTAL VALUE 321.47 " 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 109.99 

MAXVAUIE/ftRP 
MfcroswilM Joystick 9.99 
BO cap. lackablc disc box PLUS i 0 blank discs 16.93 
4 great boxed cnames - See HOT L 1ST 159.96 
Phone for current choice OR DPainl III +700 Clip Art Pics/graphics 
Mouse Mot and Oust Cover 9.9* 
16 Days Free Hotel Accomodation in OK, Ireland or France - 
you pay only far meals 

TOTAL VALUE 196.91 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19.99 
St PAR AT ELY 2999 

This «9«rtlie 1   
\ /Wffl "■flfl,,gTT * STAR 

AMIGA 1200 
HUE 510 WA1XER # £10 MMUfflON 10 COMIC fcfcUff 

(WHILE STOCKS LAST) 
12002MeSD 369    1200 2MB +80MBHD   *5S9 **595 
1200 2MB +20MBHD *495   12002MS +IZOMBAD *669 +*675 
1200 2MB *60MB HO *535   1200 2MB +207WB HD POA **S9S 
SEE NEW AGA GG PACK IE10W 
*1200 SO fitted with top quality 3rd porly drives, install disc + full 
12 months return to base warranty. 

Om AFPtOVEP HARP WIVES 
1200s with hard drives marked ** include CBM approved drives 
fitted by CBM approved engineers, full legal installation/utility disc 
and documentation and come with CBM on site warranty service.,  
Extra 4MB + clock fitted to above ADD €180 

1MB, with DIM Caddy. Welcome CD 
ALONE 

CDTV 
tuiorial + remote control unil. 

WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE+ WB1.3 

£339** 
Super Agnus £157.99 extra 

WIFH ANY COMPUTER 
ZOOL, STRIKER. PINBAU DREAMS & TRANSWRITE 

OR LEMMINGS, SIMPSONS &CAPTAIN PLANET 
ADD £19.99 

VAIUE/RRP 
All as Starter Pack 203,90 
PLUS: 
Anolher tG GREAT individually padaged games, BETTER  269M 
THAN THE REST previous RRPs up to 39.99 rach, phono ta 
choose from HOT LIST, or leave it to usL Children's games available. 
80 Prog. Hobhyte PQ Greals Pack [[ - Includes top games like 
Battlecars, Star Trek, Compiiler Conflict, Megobal[ dozens of arcade 
classics, board classics ana 'shoot-cm-ups", DPaint clip art, Utilities 
Word Processor, Spreadsheet,, Database + Desktop Publisher and tie 
ultimate virus killers - a must for every new Amiga owner! 39,99 

TOTAL VALUE 513,71 
WITH AMIGA 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

SPECIAL; ALSO 10 extra 'Hot list* games    ADD 25.00 

WWW EXTRA PACK 
VALUE/RRP 

25,99 
25.99 
2199 
79,99 
9.99 

WMlW games:   Silly Putty 
Formula 1 Grand Prix 
Pushover 

B Point 111 wilh animation 
700 clip art pics/graphics for DPainl III 

* 3 disc Same Packljicl W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 
Virus Killer 

9,99 
4,99 

TOTAL VALUE 132.93 
WITHAM10A/CDTV 29.99 
SEPARATELY 49.99 

EPIC PACK EXTRA 
Neds 1H& and Hard Drive VALUE/RRP 

Epic Pack:       Trivial Pursuit language Lab, Amiga text 29.99 
Epic, Rome, Mylh 77.97 

D Point ill with oni ma lion 79.99 
700 dip on pits/graphics far DPainl III 9.99 
3 disc Home Pack i ncf. W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 9.99 

Virus Kilter 4,99 
TOTAL VALUE 212.92 
wmiAJWGA/arrv 29.99 
SEPARABLY 39.99 

HO CREDIT CARDS 
Mo deposit ireditavai 
I 

rilqble (sublet 
S)tm% 28.8% APR, writlen dptmh 

tation. All mat or Mil corrfs ar« 

ito rS Oil 
anepte 

CDTV CENTRE * PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALE 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
{1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RftP 
Cartoon Classics Games: Lemmings OR Elf 25.99 

The Simpsons Pimnic 24.99 
Caplain Kanel Toki 25.99 

Del use PaFnt III with animation + 700 Clip Arl pics 89.99 
Gold disc Office - WP + UK guess spelling thecker, 
spreadsheet, database, graphics + desktop publishing 169.99 
Edd Ihe Duck 29.99 
OR G FA Bask OR Round the Bend 
Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
80 Proa. Hofabyte PD Greats Pack - see Hottest Lot Pactf' 39,99 
4 disc DP pack w. Fonts, Co Art and Disc Tutor 9,99 
Hobbyte Prirnarary {specify) or Secondary 
Educational Pack 19.99 
1:0 Blank Discs + 80 Capacity lockahle disc box 26.98 
Mouse Mai + Dust Cover and Joystick 1 9,97 

TOTAL VALUE 4*3,85 
WITHAMJGA/CDTV 79M 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Citizen 200 24 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pock ADD 1*9.00 

PACK 3-13 YEARS 
VALUE/RRP 

* Your choke from: 
■ Fun School 2, 3 or 4 ifor 3-9 yrs - specify ago, 9 cliff. 75.99 

versions available) Up to 6 stunning UK ducaliord gomes in each 
package, with beautiful pictures., exerting animation + music that 
helps lo develop numbers, ward + other skills. Up lo 6 levels of 
difficulty. Conforms wilh National Curriculum. 

OR Merlin s Moths (fur 7-11 yrs) from the award winning 'fun School4 

stable, 6 engrossing games to leach essential math; skills, in a way 
children wilI love. 

OR Spelling Fair (for 7-13 yrs} all the fun of the Fair an 6 levels make; 
learning spelling oddiciive and fun, Includes 6 games plus 3000 word 
dictionary + selection of words for needs of dyslexic children. Parenls 
can creole own dictionary of words requiring special attention. 

OR Any API Junior 
* Edd the Duck {7 yrs) OR flf (7+yrs) OK Round the Bend 25.99 
* Hobbyte Prirnarary (specify) Educational Pack, featuring 

op la 12 Learn wfirle you play' games 19.99 
* Hobfjyte 30 Easy Chrldrens' Gomes, 10 pock disc; including Train 

Stl and oiher lop entertaining PD tides 19.99 
* Photon Painl II f 700 Grp Art pics 89.99 

inc, children, Fairytale +Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons etc. 
* Joystick +10 blank discs 15.9ft 

TOTAL VALUE 197.91 
WITH AMIGA/COTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 
SPECIAL: Each extra title from first 
selection odd jusl 15.00 

TftAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NODDY'S PACK 

2-S YEARS 
AT LEAST 57 EDUCATIONAL/FUN Fllllu GAMES! 

MAX VALUE/RRP 
• Thomas Ihe Tank Engine's Fun with Wards - 6 separate easy 29.99 

to use learning programmes wilh animation and sound. 
OR Noddy's Playtime [to 7 years} - 8 magical learning games al 3 levels, 

PLUS Junior Art package inc. Colouring electronic 'Fuzzy Fell', FREE Toy 
Town map Keyboard overlay and wobbler. 

• The Shoe People ■ 6 colourful and entertaining games 
featuring Trampy and Friends lo encourage early number Tending and 
pre-reading skills. Willi Shoe People music 

OR Fun School 2 (for 3-9 years - specify age) 9.99 
» Fun School 3 or 4 - the "Fun School" suite have won just about every 

award going. S or 6 wonderful animated games. 24,99 
OR Picture Book -1 colourful and amusing games from ex 'Fun School' 

design manager will delight young children 
• Photon Paint [I + 700 flip Art pio 

inc. children, Fairytale + Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons, elc. 
• Hobbyte Primary Educational PD Pack, containing 10 

fun while you learn games 
■ Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 
• 10 Blank Discs, Joystick, Mouse Mat 

TOTAL VAIUE 
WITH AMIGA/QTV 
SEPARATELY 
SPECIAL: Each extra title from first 
selection add just 18.99 

e9.99 
1199 
19.99 
26.96 

221.90 
59,99 
79.99 

+ SCHOOL PACK 
Zaol - Number 1 Chartbuster 
Striker ■ 94% CU Amiga 
Pinball Dreams-94%AUI 
Transwrile UK WP + SpeUchecker 
AD I French, Moths or English (1115, specify age) 
AD I the lovable extra terrestrial gifted teacher, guides you 
through National Curriculum. Ideally compliments school work, 

25.99 
25.99 
25.99 
49.99 

GREAT individually packaged games. BETTER THAN THE REST 
(previous RRPs up to 39.99 each} 

CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES: 

Fran i he award win ring Fun School team 25,99 
OR ADI Junior (under 5's) 
OR 6 HOT LIST Games 209.94 
• Hobbyte BO Prog ramme PD Greats Pack ■' See Hotles! Lai'  39.9 9 

Hobbyte Secondary Educational Pack 19.99 
Microswilched quality ioystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 407.87 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

ACCESSORIES 
A500/600/I200 printercentra.2B.99 A520 Modulator 29.99 
A5DD/l200 control cenIre 34,90 Alien/Balman/T2 Joyslick.. 10.99 
AMD control centre 27.90 Bug Joystick 11.99 
Brlckette CDTV Joystick adapt, ,44,95 CDTV Keyboard..., ,54.99 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Zydec 3.5 external drive, daisychain + on/off ,43.95 
Cumana CAX 354 3.5 external drive, beige 52.99 
CDTV external 3.5 drive, black + 10'blank discs 49.99 
PC 880B with ami click + Blitz back up and virus protector 59.99 
PC 88GB as above, Cyclone compatible „ ...........64.99 
Dud drive as PCSBDB , 124.** 
Replacement A500 drive 34.95 
HEW!! High density 1J6MB ext. drive for any Amiga [WB 2) POA 
HEWN A2U15 high density int 1.76MB 3.5" drive for 1500/2000,,78.95 
HEWN A3015 high density int 176MB 3.5* drive for 3000.... 78.95 

Pal 
Colossus flies 
Challenge Golf 
Neighbours 
Frankenstein 
Erfd the Duck tunderl23 
Spiderman/C[rtn America 
mtmderbirrJs 

+ LOIS MORE 

Hunt for Red October 
Blinky's Scar/ School (under 12] 
Boffehips 
Licence to Kill- Bond Gome 
Silkworm Helicopter jeep mission 93% CU 
Conlinertd Grtus - 8 IrH race circuits 92% AA 
Xenon - C+YG Gome of \h Month 
Blade Warrior - A Power, A Format, A Action 
superb reviews 

AT LEAST 25 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM! 

AMIGA 24 BIT - £ BESTS 
A Video ?4wrrhlY Point for 500 5A&.90 
DCTV 403.99 
GVPIV +VIU-S 989.99 
GVPIV + V1U-CT „ „ 1279.99 
Harlequin 4000 24 bit card POA 
Image Master 105.99 
Opal Vision 24 bit board t Opal Paint, Opal Presents, Karate 24bits/w.__629.99 
Video Processor for Opal Vision POA 
Video Suite for Opal Vision POA 
Retina 24 bit graphics card + 1MB+ VD Paint „  339.00 
Retina 24 bit graphics card + 4MB t VD Paint 489.00 
V lab 24 bit real lime dighiser 1200/600 external 334.99 
V lab 24 bil real lime digitiser 1200/600 internal 289.99 
V Lab 4000/3000 internal SVHS 334.99 
FOR SPECIALIST ADVICE PHONE JP ON 0727 856005 

.188.95 CBM 1084ST including till + swive 
Philips UK 3333 MKlfmon,+leods+ Turbo Challenge + on-site ,,,,,.219.99 
Tilt -i- swivel stand for 14M monitors 12.99 
CBM1960 High res monitor .359.99 
NEW!! CRMlgh res AGA Quad synch Monitor for 1200/4W0 POA 
NEW" MicrovSec Cut-scan 1440,2ftdp far}200/4000 429,99 
EIZO 9O60M Multi-Sync for 1200/4MC models 595.00 
CUM 1936 Hi-res SYfcA .2Bdp inc. till & swivel 259.99 
HEC4FG Multi-Sync 544.99 
NEWJ! PiP View lY tuner 4 remote with sub picture for Amiga monhofS...POA 
UM Flicker Fixer , 99.90 
ICD Flicker Free Video 2-A50O 197.90 

SCANNERS & DIGITIZERS 
Epson GT 6500,600dpi 24 bit A4 Int Scnn s/w 779.00 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Greyscoler Powerscan software 88.99 
Power Hand Scanner as above, V3 for 1200/4000 , 104.99 
Power Colour Hand Scanner .... ....219.49 
Sharp JX TOO A6 Scanner + scanlah s/w up to 18 bit 469.99 
vldi Amiga 12. 

HARD DRIVES/ACCELERATORS 
Al500/2000/3000/4000 

GVP HCB/II40MS „ 273.99 G Force 030 40MHZ 4MB 748.99 
GYP HCB/II 80MB 314.99 G ForcB 030 50MHZ 4MB 998.99 
GVP HC8/EI12DMB 354.99 G Force 040 33MHZ 4MB 1398-99 
GVP HCB/II 213MB,, 5*6.99 ftog Wetxury04O28MH2 (3000) 1149.99 
Extra 2MB fitted lo any obave&9.99 NEWI SOI II rjorrtroler for 400039.99 
G Force 030 25MHZ1MB„.47*.99 Sysqwesl removable HO BBMB .i58.99 

EXPANSION 
A500 512k Ram Exp+Oack .21.99 NEW!J PCI 2044MB exp- dock 104.99 
A500+ 1M8 exp 29.99 PCI 204 4MB exp + 68B81 20MHz.239.99 
A500+ 2MB, exp. taflMB ...149.99 PCT2D4 4MB *jcr>+68BB2 2SMMz.274.99 
CBM AaOO 1MB exp 4 clock ..27.99 PCI 204 4MBexp4 o8B82 Mz.244.99 
A600/1200 2MB exp (card) .! 17.99 MBK 1200'1MB+688B114MHz... 268.49 
A600/12Q04Mfiexp (card!.. 179.99 M8X1200 4MB+6S88? 25MHJ.-334.49 
CD1V 3 MB exp+Super Agnus __157.99 MBX1200 4MBVDB882 50MHz ....409.00 
A500 Rom Sharer 1.3 „ 37.9 5 BMB version MBX boards above ADD 8950 
A500 Rom Sharer 2.04  38.95 NEWU CBM11 upgrade kit 74.99 
A600 Rom Sharer + 1.3 49.95 A2Q65 Ethemel Cord.... 229.95 
Chip fitting and hoard upgrade available, by our qualified 
engineers ~ , POA 

EMULATION 
G Gale 386s* 25MHz 336.99 386 Bridgebaard fori 500 233.50 
G Gate 486SX 409.99 AT Once 214,99 
GVP 286 for GVPII +530 146.99 GVP 40/4 for 1500  945.99 

GENLOCKS/MODEMS 
Rendale B8D1 (['ZOO compati 139.99 fcPilolv330 1094.94 
HEW!!RenddeS8Q2 fflC- -. - -  159.95 Rmm 13130 
Rendok 8802 SVM860.„.„  469.99 GVFG-Lock .^^Jm.W 
nana GerM 5290 689.99 Supra 2400 Modem ...78.95 

Summa Sketch U A4 Tablet Digiliser/A3 Tobfel Digitizer 319.' 
mi 

500/600/1200 

DISCS 
10 Blank DS/DD discs in box .4,99   50 Blank OS/DO discs J 7.99 
10 Blank OS/HO discs .6.99   50 Blank DS/HD diss 27.99 

CHiun 1Z0+D J06.99 
AS 30 1MB 120MB 679.99 
A530 1MB 213MB 749J9 
A530 68882 218.99 
GVP HQS 42MB .....284.99 
GVP HOB BOMB ....368.99 
GVP H 08 120MB 458.99 
IVSTrump_cord42MBHD....279.99 
Extra 2MB fitted to above ....69.99 
A590 20MB 259.99 
A570 for 2.04 1 MB 500 ,...139.99 
GVP B5 MB HO 600/1200.274.99 
GYP 1230030^11^00374.90 
Ml 230 XA 40MHz 209.99 
M1230XA 4QMHz4MB 389.99 
Ml 230 XA 50MH3 4MB 409,99 
Microbo1icsWL30 25MHz..219,99 
VXL 30 40MHz 339.99 
2MB Burst RAM For above.179.99 

A60Q/12QQ HP 
UPGRADES 

SELF    CB.M. APPROVED 

20MB 
iO.ViE: 
60MB 
B0/8SMB 

FiniH&\ , (on-sitfl iiwclisatM] 
.,119.. 
,149,, 
.179. 
.215. 

 w 

214 
275 

120/127MB 319 ,..399 
209MB 549 
INTERNAL CLOCK , POA 
'ADD ri4.99 for HnUyiB filtinn "Including FSEE tfluiiw [oflflttiafl i delivery 

StarLC20 11699 
nEW3Glifflri9D mm\. 156.4? 
NEW! GHZHB 90 trioBrM 69.49 
Star iC 100 9 pin col 158.69 
Citizen Swift 9*rol 163.49 
Star LC20D col 174,99 
Star LC 24-20 n .21S.49 
SH1C24100 24 pin.. .173.49 
SlarLt 24-200 209.99 
Star LC 24-200 CD! 24B.49 
Gtizen 124D 176.99 
Epson LO, 100 189.99 
Epson 10 570,..,. 259,90 
Epson LQ870  449.90 
Epson LQ 1170 569.90 
Ciliuen S200 24* 179.99 
Cto S200 24cal* 194.99 
Crtimn 5240 24 col* 259,99 
Epson Stylus 800 294,90 

Citizen S24x col1 

HPD«kjEtSH)...._ 
HP Deskjet 500 cpl& 439.99 
HP 0&5k|el 550C3..B 639.99 
riPO«kiel^rtab!i?§ 339.99 
HP Pnintiets 639.99 
«PD«ki6ll20K 1349.90 
BJlOsx Bubbkpi port, ..,219,90 
BJ 200 349.90 
BJ 330A3 ,,..469,9? 
BJ 300 389.99 
5larSJ4B 198.99 
Panasonic W 4410 

Laser 5pm. , 494.95 
Star LS 5 laser... 61195 
HPLaveijel 41 619.90 

WITH 
ALONE STARTER PACK 
.296.99 
.319.99 

GRAPHICS/CAD 
Ajadin4l>...„ 213.99 
AmigaVision 17.90 
Artbtpressian AGA... 134.90 
ArtDep1.Proi3A....147.9l) 
Brilfcnce 143.90 
Cdigan 24 ,.234.49 
Deluxe raint IV 53.99 
Deluxe Paint AGA 64.90 
DrstarrlSuns. ,49.49 
Essence.,.,,., , 35.99 
Expert Draw 40.99 
Galery .3949 
Image FX POA 
Emapetf.. ,,109.49 
Image Master AGA...J 19-49 
InlroCAOHus.H, 6199 
PfxelSOPra H9.9S 
Prodraw4AGA POA 
ProVislnM... .49.49 
Real 3DTurba Pro J8.90 
Scab 500HVT _._.64.49 
Scala Pro 1.13 173-50 
ScalaMM200 .434.99 
Sculpt Anim.4D 198.99 
Spectra Colour 57.99 
lake 2 W.90 
IV Point 544.90 
Vista Pro ,49.99 
XCAD 2000 89.50 
XCAD 3000 245-99 
VIDEO PROD/ TITLING 
Aitornre. „ 59.49 
AfnigoVrston 17,90 
Broodcostrnlarll 173.90 
Deluxe Phoiolofa ..,..51.49 
Morpk 130.99 
Pro Video Plus ,, .137,99 
ScroUer ,59.99 
TV5nowPro,„ ,„.„il,39 
TV Text Pro 79.50 
Video Mo 3 ..,115.95 
Video Director 123.99 

SOFTWARE 
Video Master 49.49 
Vidi Amiga 12 73.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
Any Fun School 3 or4, .15.99 
Any ADI... 16.99 
Merlin's Maths ,..16.99 

Superbase Pro 4 148.99 
Wordsworth AGA 72.90 
Works Platinum .38.99 
MUSIC 
AD 1012 Studio la 
Sampler 349.95 

Point I Create 16.99 ^ ^™e; +2 . .149.49 
Spelling Fair...._ 16.99 Audio M^ler 4 41,49 
See also software packs       Bars & Pipes 2 „ 199.99 

darity Sampler... 1M.99 UTILITIES/LANGUAGES 
AMAXIIPlus ,249.99 
Ami bock.... 39.90 
Amos 3D 21.49 

GVPDSS... .38.99 
Midi Interface 19.95 
RombaMooamixMstr .27.99 

toK&wS^^^iSi Stereo Mflster 26.99 
Amos Compfer 19.49 LEISURE TOP SEU£RS 
AmosProf.— ...4150 AVBBHamer Assault ...27.49 
fcV^       -        Cnnipoign - 32.99 Om0»2„-    W-50 ch^  16,49 
&°s*te;*"~;Hil ChuckrocE? 17.99 Directory Opus 4 47.49 ^                .9 99 
gk

D
M^ U ■ \\J2 ntm^~$M 

Giaamem .89.90 nAana Jof 
siS/Lattiie C .215.99 ^mmin?,2-J'I?^S Quarter back .39,49 Monkev slardU. 71,99 
Quarter back Took. . 43.99 Mick Faldo s Ch, Golf ,..22.99 
Xcopy Pro _ 34.95 Higet Manselt AGA 21.99 
APPLICATION Prw,fer Mn™1^ 15 

Arena Accounts .02.50 *W 3Cj,c>rj Sensdne Soccer......... 1 BaeJlence 3, „...„ 
final Copy V2 64,99 Sleepwal^r 20,90 
Kind Words m 32.99 Sleepwalker 2MB _*9.99 
Maxiplan Plus v4 34.50 Streerfightern 17.49 
SSe=22:::i49J0 THUNDERBIRDSEJ2.99 
Pogesetter 3 AGA 42.49 Trvkl Pursuit *9.99 Pen Pal 1A J4*S0 uflng OMnmander 19.49 Pers finance Men 4 ....29.50 jM\              15 ao 
Pre. Page 4 AGA136.49 ^TTTZT?. 
Publfehar 31.90 ™E "PP1"5 Dn|y ffl1n 

Saxon Publrsber 177.95 kutotan purchase 

1 
AT 

r 

11 

Stor IS 5en Sppm 
dual bin.. 

Sharp J X 9500 9pnm 
QMSInk let cal A4.... 

,729.?0 
...599.50 
.4999.95 

Studio driver/tJtiHty (W8 2 S above} highly naammended ADD E39.95 
, Amiga to printer lead, 

ORDERING: 
TIUMUS NOt 0T%7 SSMOS MX! 0727 83*944" 

Same day itsspaKh for debir or credirtard orders placed before Spm subject to availability. Alternatively send chegye. pcs!nl order, 
bonkers draft or ofhaol order (PLCs, Educaftan and Governing bodies only) fr>; Dept. ASr Hobbytft Corn|)urer Centre, 10 Maikei Floce, 
St, Albflns, Herts AL3 SDG. Reese allow 1 working days for cheque clearance. Subjecf to civnilnbilik.. despolth is nixmally wiltii 1A 
hairs of receipt of cleared pflymenr. Prices are correct or time of ooing to press, however, we ore somelimes farced to change them, 
either up or dawn. Please check before ordering. Additional services aisd drJferenf pockages moy be offered in our shewrcons, and prices 
may vary from Mn3 Ordei prices. Personol collers ore asked to qi«re Htis od to ensure Mnil Order parkoges me offered. 
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small corisrirmWes t Desptickd ny past, ofoase dieck 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except lasers Next day courier servke, $ 10 pa box 
Offshore araf Highlands Pbse enquire 
IK ADDITION WE OFFER THE F0L10WWG EXPRESS SERVICES: 
SOMC i'i deliveries Normal rate plus £15 
Am next day Normal rate plus £B 

CITIZEN DEALER PLUS * 
tiga prices, excepi where state if are inc. VAT, E.&O.E. 

HP AUTHORISED DEALER 

HO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit terms at 34.8% APR (variable] tan 
hf arranged lot purchases ovei tlSO subject 

to status Competitive leasing schemes are 
also available fai businesses including sole 
■roders end porlnerships Jvst lelephaae far 



AMOS 

continued from page 68 

Commodore's own ASL requester or 
even AM OS's sometimes quirky 
requester. 

Right, now lot's get stuck into 
the serious business of coding our 
requester. Because our file requester 
will be handled almost completely by 
AMOS's interface language, let's 
start by coding our three gadgets into 
an Interface program. And, as they 
say on Blue Peter, here's one I 

LISTING 1 

BAse 0,20; 
ActiveList 1,16,16,30,15,OVA,0,4 

[ZoneChange 3,OVA ZoneFOBition 
VSlide 2,272,16,16,120,0,1,5,1; 

[ZoneChange 1,zonePo sit ion j] 
EDit 3,16,140,30,30,'DF0:',0,2; 
EXitj 

t Of 3/ 
ABray; ] 

prepared earlier... Listing 1. 
As you can see from our 

interface program in Listing 1, it 
starts by offsetting the positions of 
all gadgets by 20 pixels along the 
horizontal using the Interface "BAse" 
command, We haven't really covered 
this command in any great detail 
before, but it's a pretty simple 
instruction. Like all drawing 
operations, it positions gadgets 
according to an origin relative to pixel 
position 0,0 within the current 
screen. Using the BAse instruction, 
however, you can reposition this 
origin, allowing you to move a whole 
series of gadgets in one operation 

without having to manually 
recalculate the position of each 
yourself. 

Next, our Interface program 
creates an ActiveList that Is capable 
of holding a maximum of 30 different 
entries. Okay, so most file 
requesters handle considerably more 
than this, but 30 will serve as a nice 
e a s y-to- m s n age f i g u re i n th c 
meantime. You can increase this 
yourself if you so wish - just check 
out last month's issue for a detailed 

description of the 
ActiveList 
commands complex 
parameter format. 
(If you missed that 
issue, turn to page 
116 for the Amiga 
Shopper back 
issues service.) 

The most 
interesting part of 
the ActiveList 

command, though, is the [options] 
parameter on the next line. As you 
know, most Interface commands 
offer an [options] parameter which is 
essentially a section of embedded 
code that is executed every time the 
gadget is selected - in the case of 
our ActiveList, the [options] code will 
be executed every time the user 
clicks on an entry. In this particular 
case, we need our ActiveList to 
automatically transfer the entry that 
the user clicks on to the string 
gadget We could have done this 
ourselves by having a section of 
code within the main program that 
monitored when the user clicked on 

an ActiveList entry. 
We would then 
transfer the 
appropriate item 
from the ActiveList 
array (a 30eiement 
dimension array 
containing the 
directory listing) into 
the string gadget 
using the "Dialog 
Update" command, 
We can, however, 
automate this 
process completely 
using the section of 
Interface code In the 
box to the left. 

What it does is to use the 
ZoneChange command to copy the 
element that the user selected 
directly to the string gadget by 
plucking it directly from memory. 
(Don't forget that the OVA variable 
simply contains an address that 
points to the position in memory 
where the ActiveList array can be 
found.) The element that we're 
interested in is pin-pointed by the 
ZonePositlon command, and this 
holds the number of the ActiveList 
entry that the user clicked on. Clever 
stuff, eh! 

SLIPPERY VSUDE 
The VSIfde command is then used to 
create a pretty bog-standard scroll 
gadget that runs down the right hand 
side of our ActiveList. It contains a 
handle (the bit that you drag with 
your mouse pointer) offering five 
different positions with a maximum 

DELUXE FILE mmm vt.i 

EPECHE1.IFT 

,irr 

mM.m 

i 

If you 're feeling reatiy adventurous, have a go at 
writing a fully-featured AMOS Interface file requester. 
We've provided the basics for you to work from, but we 
haven't done everything for you! 

value range of 0 to 29 (don't forget 
that our file requester only displays 
30 entries - remember to change 
this too if you decide to expand your 
file requester!). Once again, an 
[options] parameter is added to 
enable the scroll gadget to inform 
the ActiveList whenever the user 
drags the scroll gadget up or down, 
thus automatically scrolling the 
ActiveList1 s contents up or down. 

Finally, we have another 
command that we haven't covered 
before - EDit, As its name suggests, 
the EDit command creates a string 
gadget - or a "Text Edit Zone", as 
AMOS prefers to call them. See the 
separate boxout on this page for a 
detailed description of this 
command. Anyway, let s move on by 
taking a look at the section of code 
that does the hard work of handling 
the workings of the file requester 
(Listing 2), 

DOOM OR BOOM? WHAT'S 

Life, eh? Funny old world, inn it? Would you believe 
it? Who'd have thought... (Get on with It - ed.) 
Little more than a couple of weeks ago, I was 
struck down by the sort of gloomy feeling usually 
reserved for visits from relatives. It alt started 
when I was chatting to a certain well-known AMOS 
personality - let's cail him Mr X. (Names have 
been changed to avoid embarrassing the guilty.) 
He said he had heard that Euro press were 
planning to pull the plug on AMOS now that work 
had started (or was due to start) on PCOS, the PC 
version of AMOS. 

Even software that Eurepress had already 
planned to release, Mr X had heardt was 
supposedly either up for the chop or would be 
hacked together just enough to make it saleable. 
Among the packages mentioned was the AMOS 
Professional Compiler, which my source claimed 
would no longer undergo the sort of rigorous 
redesign that Europress had promised. 

Instead, the compiler would simply be an 
extended version of the existing AMOS 1.35 
compiler. As for the AMOS Pro AG A extension - 
well, so convinced was Mr X that this would be 
killed off that he had actually already started work 
on his own AG A extension! 

PRO COMPILER LATEST 
Contrary to recent rumours, Europress are soon to 
release the long-awaited AMOS Professional 
Compiler, Although the package was originally 
pencilled in for a February launch, Europress are 
now aiming for a launch date of 17 June. Anyway, 
here's all those juicy compiler-type details you've 
been eagerly awaiting. 

• Compiles Easy AMOS, AMOS 135 and AMOS 
Professional source code - including AMOS Pro's 

The new AMOS Pro Compiler will produce 
compiled code that runs considerably faster than 
the current AMOS 1.35 compiler. 

You can imagine how I felt when I picked up 
the phone to Europress to check the story. I 
wasn't really expecting them to come totally clean 
if I had rumbled their littie game, but I was 
expecting some sort of evasive, non-committal 
answer. To my utter surprise, Europress not only 
put my mind to rest, but tucked it in and read it a 
bedtime story by revealing full unadulterated 
details of both the AMOS Pro Compiler and - wait 
for it - AMOS Professional 2,0. 

Look out for the AMOS Professional Compiler and 
AMOS Pro 2.0 on the 17th of June! 
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A M OS 

PSEUDO-CODE LISTING 2 

LOOp 
Have any of the gadgets been selected? 
If Yes, then 

Has the ActiveList been selected? 
if Yes, then 

Find out what Aotiveiiiet entry was selected 
Is this the second time this entry was selected? 
If Yesr then 

was a directory selected? 
If Yes, then 

Read directory and redraw ActiveList 
Else 

Set filename to entry 
End if 

End if 
Did the user enter a string into the Edit Zone? 
if Yes, then 

Read string from Edit Zone 
Read directory and redraw ActiveList 

End If 
End If 

Until filename has been selected 

I know what you're thinking - 
what on earth does it cio? Well, the 
file-requester code looks more 
complex than it actually is. Most of 
the code is there to help the file 
requester get around the limitations 
of AMOS's "Dlr Flrst$" command, 
the instruction that is used to read in 
the directory listing. Let's make our 
AMOS code somewhat more 
readable by converting it into pseudo- 
code, as in the box above. 

As you can see, the file-requester 
code suddenly becomes so much 
more readable once it has been 
translated to pseudo-code. Looking 
through our code, you may notice 
that there are some limitations with 

the requester. 
Although the 
ActiveList 
works exactly 
the same as 
any other file 
requester that 
you may have 
used (even 
double-clicking 
on an 
ActiveList entry 
works!), the 
string gadget 
handling is 
somewhat 
weak. At the 
moment, our 
file requester 
does nothing 
more than treat 
the string 
gadget as the 
means for 

entering a new pathname for the file 
requester to read. But what happens 
if the user wants to go back to a 
parent directory? Well, the simple 
answer to this is that you can't 
unless you enter the entire 
pathname for the directory you want 
to access. 

Also, the string gadget handling 
code does not distinguish between 
filenames and pathnames. Even if 
you decided to enter the filename of 
the file that you wished to select 
instead of clicking on it, the file 
requester would automatically 
assume that you've entered a 
pathname. When the file requester 
then tries to reread the directory, the 

Repeat 
DIAG^DialogflJ 
If DIAGOO 

Else 

file requester will 
crash. 

Although the 
foundations of a 
very workable file 
requester are 
undoubtedly there, 
there's obviously 
plenty of room for 
improvement with 
our file requester. 
I'm afraid that I'm 
not going to do the 
rest for you,though 
- that's your job! 
Try extending the 
file requester by 
enhancing the 
string gadget 
control code, and 
you could even add 
a couple of device 
buttons that enable 
the user to select 
any one of the 
more common 
devices (RAM:, 
dfO:, dhO: and so 
on) without having 
to enter the 
pathname 
manually. Talking 
of the pathname, 
you could even split the filename into 
two separate edit zones - one for the 
pathname and one for the filename. 
What's more, the file requester code 
given here at ready has the facility to 
handle wildcards, so you may want to 
add an edit zone that would enable 
the user to control what files are 
read in.,, Give it a go and see what 

Rem +++ Have gadgets responded? 

Rem. *** if the ActiveList responded... 

If DIAG-1 
ACTILIST^Rdialog(1,1) 
If ARR$ (ACTILIST) <>**** 

If PRSV-ACTILIST 
If Hid$ (A*R$(ACTILIST),1,1) 

EflTRY$*ARR$(ACTILIST) 
PATHS=PATHS+Right$«* 
(ENTRY$,Len(ENTRY$)-1)+*/" 
_HKADD1R[PATHStPATTS] 
Dialog Update 1,1,0, 

FILSNAME$=ARR$(ACTILISTJ 
SELECT=1 

End If 
End If 

PREV=ACTILIST 
End If 

End if 

Rem *** If tbe string gadget responded... 

If DIAG=3 
PATH$=Rdialog${l,3) 
_EE ADD-IR [ PATH $ , PATT$] 
Dialog Update 1,1,0* 

End If 
End If 
Until SELECT>0 

you can 
achieve! 

SOURCE 
CODE 
Complete source 
code for our AMOS file requester can 
be found on this month's Amiga 
Shopper cover disk. 

REALLY UP WITH AMOS 

200-plus extra commands. Compiled programs 
can be run from within AMOS or separately from 
the GLI or Workbench. 

• You don't even need AMOS Professional to use 
the AMOS Pro Compiler. Yep, you can now write 
your AMOS code using your favourite ASCII text 
editor (EdWord, for example - it was yours as part 
of the Amiga Shopper Shareware Collection 
volume 3, with AS 25) and then compile it directly 
without ever having to load up AMOS Professional. 
This enables you to create a development 
environment similar to C by running both the editor 
and compiler from the Shell. 

• Optimisation of the compiler's internal 
expression evaluator makes compiled code even 
faster. According to Euro press, code compiled with 
the AMOS Pro Compiler will actually run faster 
than code compiled using the standard AMOS 
1.35 compiler. Now that's fasti 

« Smaller compiled programs. Not only will the 
compiler automatically squash compiled programs 
by up to 80%, but compiled programs can also be 
made to use a special AMOS library file held in 

your Workbench LIBS directory. This library will 
enable you to produce compiled code of oniy a few 
kilobytes in size. 

• Not only will the AMOS Pro Compiler be 
powerful, but also very easy to use. Euro press say 
it uses some more up-to-date and professional- 
looking graphics and offers a far more intuitive 
front-end that is a doddle to use. What's more, the 
press of a single key from within AMOS 
Professional is all that is needed to start the 
compilation process - the compiler will then 
compile the current program and place it into a 
new window. Clever stuff, eh I 

PRO UPGRADE SOON 
That's not all the news, though - not by a long 
chalk. Euro press also revealed that fcompiler 
purchasers will also be given an extra disk 
containing AMOS Professional version 2.0. Before 
you hop out of your seat in excitement, though, it 
should be said that version 2.0 isn t as radical as 
its rather glorious name implies. 

What it does offer is full support for the AG A 
chipset introduced with the launch of the Amiga 
A1200 and A4000. According to Richard Vanner, 

project manager at Eurepress, AMOS Professional 
2.0 will enable A1200 and A4000 owners to take 
full advantage of the AGA chipset's extended 
palette, (Don't forget that AGA offers a full 24-bit 
palette - that's 16.7 million colours - and new 
256-colour and HAM8 screen modes.) Although 
Richard could not confirm whether the upgrade 
supported HAMS, he assured me that it would 
most certainly allow AMOS programmers to open 
and use 256-colour screens. 

Even without HAMS support, AMOS 
Professional 2.0 and the AMOS Pro Compiler look 
very attractive. Contact Europress on 0625 
859333 for more information and watch for the 
full road-tests in Amiga Shopper soon, You can be 
sure well be buttering up Europress to get hold of 
a review copy as soon as it's finished! 

TOME BOO BOO 
Oops! it looks like I made bit of a boo-boo when I 
recently told you that Shadow Software's TOME 
extension works with AMOS Professional. 
According to Aaron Fothergili, author of TOME and 
just about everything else from Shadow, TOME still 
doesn't work with AMOS Professional. Oh well, we 
all make mistakes occasionally... 
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C PROGRAMMING 

This month, Toby Simpson 

introduces the DICE C compiler as 

the mother of our 

bouncing baby Address 

Book application, and 

explains a little about it 

In keeping with the 
"upgrading" theme of this 
Issue of Amiga Shopper, It's 
time to upgrade our C 

compiler from NorthC to DICE. DICE 
is Matt Dillon's Integrated C 
Environment. Why are we doing 
this? The bottom line is that we're 
going to be attempting some pretty 
high-powered stuff, and DICE is 
simply the best compiler for the job. 
It Is also compatible with the latest 
version of C, the ANSI standard. 
Unfortunately It is far too big for us 
to give it to you on a cover disk, but 
it is available from PD libraries (see 
the directory on page 112), so you 
should be able to get hold of It 
easily and cheaply. 

This month's C programming 
column will therefore be dedicated to 
getting you set up and working with 
the DICE C compiler. In future well 
feature fully DICE-compatible code. 
DICE code will work with little or no 

alterations with the 
SAS C compiler. We ll be testing our 
programs on both packages, and 
we'll specify any changes you might 
need to make to get the programs 
working on the SAS compiler. 

INSTALLATION 
The first hurdle is to get DICE set up. 
It is supplied as a single archive of 
about 525K in size. This un-arc hives 
to about 1.4Mb. If you're a hard disk 
user, this is going to be really easy, 
so skip the next bit and go to 
'Installing for hard disk users71. If you 
talk to the supplying PD library nicely 
enough, they may be able to supply 
DICE already un-archived on to two 
floppies. If you have more than 
1.5Mb of RAM, you can un-arc hive 
DICE using popular utilities such as 
LhA to your RAM disk. Fortunately, 
there's a great deal of this archive 
that you won't ultimately need. 

Format two floppy disks, and call 

Urti dice: Is C0PVRI6HT.DOC RERDfE cd ex an p Irs Is cst*c   count, c bello.c dne c at, c 

vers ion,doc 

puti("UfU, returnf 1 i; 

nsinfar, aw) Cfiw *3oM; 
short ii char bufr.256]; 
tf <ac — 1) < 

> 
□ hbn»akCbf-k); 
for U - 1: I < ac; char ttfilettone FILE Hft; 

. I £31*5 

If you Insist. . 

if (ft wMIe Cfgetstbuf _ zeofibuf)t sidout); fputs(but FcloieCf O; > els* t ^     prlntf ("UnabJe to open %$\n' 

Last month, we explained how programming was really not just writing code 
hut thinking and planning. Of course, source code isn't the end of it either... 
them Dicelncs and DiceExec. Now 
make a copy of your Workbench disk, 
and call that DiceBoot (as distinct 
from Das Boot, which was a cracking 
film with nothing in it about C 
programming). From the DICE 
archive, youll need to put the 
following drawers onto Dicelncs; 

■ include 
• dlib 

If you have purchased the includes 
from Commodore, then you can copy 
them directly into the include drawer, 
superseding any files supplied with 
DICE. 

Copy the following drawers from 
the DICE archive onto the DiceExec 
disk: 

• cc 
• bin 
• doc 

This might leave some bits and 
pieces, but don't worry about this. 
The doc drawer contains lots of 
useful documentation, and is well 
worth looking at if you have a 
problem. 

That's the hard bit done. Now 
you'll have to set up some assigns 
and paths. This involves editing 
either your user-startup file (for 
Workbench 2 or higher users} or the 
startup-sequence (for 1,3 users). 
Consult your manuals for more 
information on how to actually do 
this. The procedure for this is 
described in the file "README" which 
is supplied with the DICE archive. 

INSTALLING FOR 
HARD DISK USERS 
This is going to be a breeze. Find a 
nice pEaee to put DICE, and create a 
drawer called Dice. Now un-archive 
the entire DICE archive to this 
drawer. That's it. You're now ready to 
set up the assigns and a path. How 

to do this is described in the file 
' README" which is in the archive. 

HAVING SET IT ALL UP 
Okay, you've got through the process 
of setting this up and you think 
you're ready to go. We d better write 
a quick program to check how we're 
getting on then. Well, no first 
program could be anything other than 
"hello". So here we go. Use your 
favourite editor (or the DME editor 
supplied with DICE - documentation 
on how to use it is supplied in the 
documentation drawer) to create a 
file in the RAM disk called hello.c. 
Type in the following: 

/* Our first DICE program */ 

void main(void) 
( 
printf("Hello world L\n"); 

} 

Now type in the following line exactly 
as it appears from the Shell: 

dec ram:hello.c -o ram:hello 

After a short delay (a few seconds for 
an A4000 user with a hard disk, 
maybe a minute if you're having to 
work from a floppy!) the dec 
command will return. If youve made 
any mistakes, DCC will point them 
out to you. If you're using a floppy- 
based system you might need to be 
the proverbial disk-jockey with the 
three disks. If all goes well, and 
you ve made no mistakes setting up 
DICE, you should now have a 5K 
program in the RAM disk called hello, 
Type in this from the Shell: 

ram:hello 

With fuck, you should get" Hello 
world ■ on the screen. Let's just try 
something a little more advanced to 
get the feel of it: 
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Archive - An archive is a collection 
of files all joined together into one 
single one, In most cases, these 
files will be compressed at the 
same time as creating the archive. 
This allows a number of related files 
to be sent as one smaller file, DICE, 
for example, takes up eight 
drawers, each containing several 
files, The whole lot added together 
is 1,4Mb, but supplied as an 
archive it's only one file and 550K, 
The archiving process can then be 
reversed (un archiving), recovering 
the original files. The most common 
archiving program on the Amiga is 
called LhA. 

Compiler - This turns the C 
programs you write in your text 
editor (the source code) into an 
object file which contains machine 
code instructions that your Amiga 
can execute* This then may need to 
go through a further stage, called 
linking, to turn it into a program that 
you can run from the Shell. (See 
Linker.) DICE can do the linking 
automatically for you. 

Editor - You use an editor to write 
your C programs. DICE comes with 
one, written by the author of DICE, 
called DME. Instructions for using 
this are with the DICE archive. Your 
Workbench disks came with a rather 
less advanced editor, called Ed. A 
very capable editor called EdWord 
was yours on the Amiga Shopper 
cover disk with issue 25 (order a 
copy on page 116 if you missed it). 
Other editors worth thinking about if 
you're interested in buying a really 
good one are CygnusED 
Professional and TurboText. 

Linker - A program which joins 
together the various segments of 
code produced by a compiler, along 
with any relevant library routines, 
and produces a finished, executable 
program that you can run from the 
Shell. Unlike some compilers, which 
need a separate linker program, 
DICE is capable of doing the linking 
automatically for you, 

Shareware - Shareware is almost- 
free software. It is distributed like 

PD - public domain - and will only 
cost you a couple of pounds to get 
hold of, usually from the same 
sources as PD, The difference 
between shareware and public 
domain is that if you intend to keep 
using shareware programs you're 
expected to register them by 
sending something to the author, 
usually money and usually iess than 
a comparable commercial program 
would cost you. Not only does this 
make you feel incredibly virtuous, 
but it helps enthuse the author of 
the program you've just registered 
to continue updating and improving 
it, which is good for you. So look on 
registering shareware programs as 
an insurance policy for your future 
use of them, or as a kind of try- 
before-you-buy system. In the case 
of DICE, the registration represents 
superb value for money: for only 
$US50 you get a complete working 
C compiler, of near-as-it-can-be to 
commercial quality, the includes, 
leads of utilities and other bits sent 
direct to your home. You don't get 
much fairer than that! 

/* Our next DICE program */ 

void niain(void) 
{ 
int loop; 

for (loop = 1; loop < 17; 
loop++) 

printf{"*Ud x 16 = %ld\n", 
loop, loop*16); 
> 

This one, when compiled and runt 
should simply produce the 16 times 
table up to 16x16. 

Well done, you've got a working 
DICEC compiler environment. Further 
introductions to DICE are supplied 
with the compiler in the DOC 
directory, called BEGINNER_README- 
.DOC. I strongly recommend that you 
read this file closely before really 
getting in to it. You might also like to 
get some of our examples from 
previous months working using DICE 
as part of your experimentation. Try 
to get yourself as familiar as you can 
with the DICE environment and 
above all, read the docs. 

Next month, we'll start our Address 
Book application and try to get some 
basic filing working. You will need the 
Amiga includes, so if you haven't 
already got them, read the next brt»« 

ONE LAST CHANCE AT 
THOSE INCLUDES 
If you choose to register your copy of 
DICE, then the includes will be 

supplied for you as part of the 
registration. However, this won't give 
you the rather large collection of 
really handy debugging tools and 
example C code that come with 
Commodore's Native Developers 
Toolkit. Since we first published the 
address of Commodore and 
information about this toolkit, 
demand has been incredible and 
Commodore are almost snowed 
under by requests from Amiga 
Shopper readers - which just goes to 
show how many people are 
interested in serious programming on 
the Amiga. If you haven't already 
sent off for the Toolkit, now might be 
the time. Send a cheque for £25, 

made payable to Commodore 
Business Machines UK Ltd., to: 

Developer Support, 
Commodore Business Machines UK 
Ltd, 
Commodore House, 
The Switchback, 
Gardner Road, 
Maidenhead, 
Berks SL6 7XA, 

THE FOLLY OF 
THE FLOPPY 
If you have only a floppy-based setup 
and you've already installed DICE, 
you've probably realised that this 
may involve quite a lot of disk 

dlr ran: netdce <dlr> ENV (dlr) CIipbcuards Cdir) 1 tdlr) ced ran:hello-c type ran:hetlq c r Our first C program In Dice W 
void nafcn(uold> 

printf ("Hel ta u«rldlMT*)J 
dec ran: he Ha. c -o ran 3 hello raft:he I la let la worId J 

DICE at work: the fourth-last line hero is 
the code; the next line is the "execute" 

the Instruction to DICE to compile 
command; "hello world" Is the output 

swapping. If you1 re serious about 
developing programs on your Amiga, 
you really ought to strongly consider 
upgrading your Amiga to one with a 
hard disk in it or adding an external 
hard drive, A hard disk is one of 
those things that once you've had it 
you can t live without it. Simple as 
that! Prices are continually coming 
down, and you can get a 40Mb hard 
drive for an A500 for around £229 or 
a 20Mb IDE hard drive for an A600 
for as little as £120 (see the feature 
on IDE hard drives in Amiga Shopper 
23, or page 116 to order a copy If 
you missed that). For an idea of 
what's available, flip through the 
adverts in this issue or watch for the 
Amiga Shopper hardware Product 
Locator next issue. (To make sure of 
your copy - and score yourself a 
bargain in the process - turn to the 
AS subscription service on page 41 
this issue. End of Public Service 
Announcement) 

WHERE TO GET DICE 
DICE is available from all good PD 
libraries (see the directory on page 
112), as Fred Fish disk 491. It will 
cost you around £2.50. DICE is 
shareware, wh ich means that if you 
like the software you are expected to 
register it by sending the author 
some money. 

DICE, as the author himself 
says, is the deal of a lifetime. For 
$50, you can register DICE and get 
the Commodore includes (something 
we mention almost every installment 
of the C programming column). Once 
you've got your PD DICE, read the 
document supplied called 
"register.doc", This will describe in 
detail how to register your compiler. I 
do recommend you take the time to 
do this. The author, Matt Dillon, has 
invested a great deal of time and 
therefore money writing this 
compiler, which looks pretty 
impressive even next to some 
commercial compilers. Supporting 
him by registering your copy will help 
ensure that he continues to update 
and improve it in the future, which Is 
good for all of us! Okay, preaching 
over. Now register it! 

And by the way, if you have a CD- 
ROM drive or own a CDTV, you can 
also get DfCE (and thousands of 
other goodies) off Almathera's CDPD 
disc. Contact Almathera on * 081 
689 8927. 

As an alternative to DICE, if 
you're getting into C in a big way and 
you can afford itT you might like to 
buy the SA5 C compiler from HiSoft. 
This rather weighty (and I mean 
heavyweight too, as well as 
expensive} package is the definitive 
C development environment for the 
Amiga. It's quite simply excellent. 
The latest version is v6.2; if you're 
interested in further information, 
contact HiSoft * 0525 718181. CD 
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THE eEffcrRE OF TEC 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTC 

Amiqa 1200 Packs 
• 32-bit 6S020 Full power 
• On site warranty 
• Two Python joysticks 
• Free Paint package software 
• Mouse mat 
• A1200 Standalone £3€9 
• A1200 with 20MB £459 
• A1200 with 40MB £499 
■ A1200 with 60MB £539 
•A1200with 80MB £559 
• A1200 with 120MB £629 
• A1200 with 200MB £699 

Amiqa 4000 Packs 
* AGA Chip set 
• 68030 processor 
* Co-pro option 
• 4MB RAM 
* A4000 030 with 80MB & hard drive £918 
■ A4000 030 with 120MB & hard drive £1024 
• A1200 040 with 120MB Si haw drive £2139 

A500 Plus 

»Amiga 500 Plus 
1 Cartoon Classic pack 

£187 
£217 

A1200/A600 Hard Drives Amiqa 500 Hard Drives Monitors SVGA Monitors 

* Ea^y to install upgrade kits 
* Full instructions and cables where necessary 
* All drives supplied with tor matting 

instructions and software 
* Free fitting available - phone for details 
* 20MB HO Upgrade Kit £95 
* 40MB HD Upgrade Kit £135 
* 60M8 HD Upgrade Kit £169 
■ 80MB HD Upgrade Kit £189 
* 120MB HD Upgrade Kit £269 
* 200MB HD Upgrade Kit £329 

A1200/A600 Upgrades 
* A1200 PCI 204 4MB + clock {copn?optional78 
* ProRam 2MB PCM-CIA A600/A1200 £118 
* ProRam 4MB PC M- CIA A600/A1200    £ 172 

High Quality Hard Drives 

* GVP 80MB hard drive A500 £349 
* GVP 120MB hard drive A5G0 £439 
* GVP 500MB hard drive A5Q0 £989 
* GVP 120MB hard drive A1500 £382 

internal Hard Drives for A500 

* Easy to install - Full instructions 
* ICD technology 

* Pro Internal 20MB hard drive £175 
* Pro Internal 80MB hard drive £325 
* Pro InternaE 120MB hard drive £178 
* Pro Internal 200MB hard drive £475 
* A570 CD drive £149 

* Philips 8833 MK1I Monitor   £219 

• Commodore 1084s £194 

'When purchasing with 

an Amiga deduct £10 from above 
pricing 

• Dust cover for the above £5 

• 14"Super high resolution colour display 
• Professional IBM compatibility 
• Complete with cable 
■ Full UK warranty 
• 2 Free games 

• A1200 SVGA Monitor (Displays high 
productivity modes) £228 

• A1200 SVGA Monitor (Displays all modes 
high and low) £389 

• A1200 SVGA plus 20" Monitor (Displays 
all modes ideal for DTP,CAD etc.)   £1044 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Pro ROM Swapper 

•Made in the UK 
* Strong and robust 
* Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

■ A500 Workstation £36 

•A60Q Workstation £36 

• A1200 Workstation £36 

* Wor kstat i on d ust cove rs £ 9 

• 100 Capacity lockable disk box £5.99 
• Squtck mouse £1339 
• Mouse mat £1.99 
•TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
• Computer Mai! DSD (10) disks £6.00 
• Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
• Apache joystick £6.99 
• Python joystick £9.99 
• Zipstick joystick £14.99 
• A500/A600/A1200 Dust cover s £4.99 
• Trackball controller £24.99 
• Control pad £14.99 
• A500 Modulator £36.00 
• Mini Office package £54.99 

• Vast range of leads Please calf 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation manual 
• One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 
•High specification coupled with cost 

effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 grayscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru'port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4r etc. 
• Advanced software 

• Power Hand Scanner v3,0 £105 
• Power Hand Scanner Colour £229 

• Swap between Kickstart chips 
• Fits A5GQ, A500-K A60G,A1500 
• Auto swapping via keyboard control 
• Flexible cable allows the swapper to 

work in conjunction with 
accelerators etc 

• Simple to fit - full instructions 

• Pro ROM Swapper £ 18 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 1.3 ROM £37 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 2.04ROM£40 

• Workbench 2.04 plus manuals£49 
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I, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) OD 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
■ Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 * Designed and 
built in England * Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus ■ Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling * Provides the same max. chipmem- 
ory as the A30QQ/A6GO 8500+ * Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10M6 • Complete with full instructions and 
flying leads • British made 
* Pro Agnus 2MB £139 
(Free fitting available - Phone for details) 

  A500 Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 
* Allows 1 MB software to run 
* Chip memory compatible 
* British made 

* Without clock 
- With clock 

£16 
£19 

AS00 Pro-RAM 1.5 Meg Upgrade 
* Gives a full 2MB of memory £74 

A500+ 1 MB Meg Upgrade £29.95 

High Current Power Supply  |  Cumana 3.5" External Drive Supra Modems Chips and Spares 

* Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

* Switch mode design 
•Full crow bar projection 
• A500r A500+ and A600 compatible 
* British made 

• A500 Power supply unit £44.95 
• A590 Power supply unit £44.95 
» A1200 Power supply unit £54.95 
* A2000 Power supply unit £99.95 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
■ Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£56 

£59 

£65 

£46 

* Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
* Communicate with fellow computer 

users 
* Cuts down on telephone bills by using 

fast efficient baud rates 
* 100% Hayes compatible 
» Tone pulse, Auto DiaJ/Auto Answer 
* Standard RS232 Interface 
* Program ma b!e number storage 
* Free Corns software 

* Supra 2400 Modem £89 
* Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) £148 

* Supra v,3,2 (Fax Modem) £ 199 
* Supra v.32 BIS (Fax Modem) £358 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2,04 Kit 
(Includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2.04 
• Kickstart 1.3 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper 

{Swap between kickstarts} 
»Fatter Agnus 8372 
•Obese Agnus 8375 
• High Res Demise 
• 1 MB x 9 Simms (3 chip) 
•1MBx4Zips 
•8520 CIA 

£78 

£24 
£26 
£18 

£49 
£54 
£29 
£29 
£14 
£13 

II - 

SALES HOTLINE 0582 491949 (6 UNES), 0480 471117 (24HR), FAX ON 0582 505900 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card nLimber., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form pfease write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND, MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15.00, 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method includes Comprehensive insurance. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips), 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Malt Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 218228 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.6 

priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St, 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 
0582 475747 

All prices queued or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable or supply reimbursement for force majeure, or items, which are out of slock due to demand or low stock at its suppliers which 
may result m delayed delivery or non delivery, please a!low 28 days for delivery. WTS reserve the right to arnmend prices, revise packs, specifications and or substitute product wihtout prior notice at any time without liability upon itself- 
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Information at 

your fingertips! 

At last - all the Workbench/AmigaDOS info you 

need in one handy volume! It's small enough to fit 

in your pocket and wiro-bound so it stays open on 

your desktop. And it explains all this... 

Workbench 
windows and 
'gadgets': what 
they are, what 
they do and 
how to use 
them. 

The Workbench 
menus: every 
menu option 
and its function 
explained. 

Routine 
Workbench 
tasks made 
easy:. 
renaming, 
moving, 
copying and 
deleting. 

Workbench 
preferences: 
using the 
preferences 
tools to set up 
Workbench to 
suit you. 

Command 
Reference 

Workbench 
tools, 
commodities 
and utilities: 
what they are, 
where to find 
them, what 
they do and 
how to use 
them! 

AmigaDOS 
reference: a list 
of alt 
AmigaDOS 2 & 
3 commands, 
Including 
function, 
command 
syntax, and 
simple 
Instructions. 

160+ pages packed with day-to-day reference for 

all Amiga owners, beginners or experts! 

84 
PL, 

Pocket 

Workbench 

* AmigaDOS 

Reference 

Cover, Worhbenei, 2 « 3 

The Amiga Format Pocket 
Workbench & AmigaDOS 
Reference is designed to 
provide Amiga owners with the 

information they need in the form 
they need it[ 

No more cfumsyt heavyweight 
manuals - quite often you don't need 
a wordy lecture, just a quick 
reminder, 

No more fumbling around in naff 
a dozen books for information that 
can easily be packed into one. 

No more emptying the 
garage/1 oft/ward robe for 
documentation and manuals you 
thought you wouldn't need again. 

Why? because it's all here! 

Only 

£9.95! 

* Contains some material also published 
in Get the Most out of your Amiga 1993. 

Pocket Workbench & AmigaDOS Reference      Order Form 

The Pocket Workbench & AmigaDOS CARD NUMBER 
Reference will be available in the shops, but    □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ Your signature  
you can order a copy of this book right now, 
direct from our own Mail Order department.       Expiry date: □□□□ Now send this form to: 
Postage and packing is FREE - you don't even 
need a stamp to send this order off \ Please tick here if you do not wish to receive Future Leisure Books Offer 

direct mail from other companies: □ Future Publishing Ltd 
Please send me: (tick as appropriate) Free post 

Your name......... ....  Somerton 
 copy/copies of The Pocket Somerset TA11 7BR 

Workbench & AmigaDOS Your address   
Reference at £9.95 each 

 ....................  For office use only: 
Method of payment (please tick one): 
VISAD    ACCESS □    CHEQUE □    P/OD .  ORDER CODE: FLB017A 



LISTINGS 

Readers' listings 

Our listing this month 
comes from Mark 
Thomas of Cardiff, it's 
called Vectobject and 

is a simple three-dimensional vector 
graphics manipulation program. 
Mark originally wrote the program In 
GFA Basicr and his listing appears 
first. We've also provided you with 
an AMOS version of the code to 
make this useful little routine 
accessible to a wider audience. 

We've picked out this program 
because it offers a good entry-level 
beginning to vector graphics 
processing, The user is offered the 
choice of two objects, a cube and a 
pyramid, to manipulate. Moving the 
mouse causes the object to rotate, 
and holding the left mouse button 
down while moving the mouse 
pointer up and down the screen 
allows the object to be resized. 

This is a simple piece of code 

Have you always "wanted to make money out of 

programming? Whatever your language, this is the 

place to do itl We pay £25 for each listing 

published* This month> we present Mark 

Thomasfs Vectobject & useful utility that 

enables you to manipulate 3D shapes* 

but it provides lots of opportunities 
for the enthusiast to fiddle with 3D 
shapes. Currently, the objects are 
animated in only two planes - why 
not expand the program to rotate the 
shapes in three planes? TheyII then 
appear to 'tumble" as well as rotate. 
The code can easily be expanded to 
incorporate further objects and 
features, such as a menu-driven 
object requester - in fact, you could 

use the code for the file requester 
that is featured in this month's 
AMOS column on page 68. Or the 
code could be modified to perform 
hidden line removal - that is, make 
objects appear more realistic by 
concealing planes that are not visible 
from the current display angle. 
* We're always interested to receive 
listings from readers - and 
remember, any that we print earn the 

sender the grand sum of £25. Send 
a listing of the program along with a 
disk with copies of ail the files on it 
(source code, object code if you have 
a compiled version, plus any 
documentation required} to: 

Listings 
Amiga Shopper 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath 
Avon, BA12BW 

REM Vectobject VI.47a 
REM 3-D object manipulation program, 
REM written by Mark Thomas. 
REM 
REM Open up window 
OPENS 1,0,0,320,256,2,0 
OPENW #0 
REM set up variables 
n%=0 
INPUT "Enter 1 for cube and 2 for «•* 
pyramid", n% 
vars 

Here Mark is using a procedure to inltalise the 
program variables, it s quite reasonable style to 
do this - especially if you want to re-initalise the 
variables at some later stage, although in this 
program it's uneecessary because the procedure 
is called only the once. 

REM main loop 
REPEAT 

checkmouse 
REM calculate the 2-D coordinates from 
REM the 3-D positions 
calc 
CLEARW #0 
REM draw the 2-D positions 
IF n%=l 

drawcube 
ELSE 

drawpyr 
ENDIF 
xturn^=(mx-160) 
zturn%-(my-120> 

UNTIL 0 
PROCEDURE vars 

DIM pM9,l) 
dist%=10Q0OQO 

dstepVO 
scale=0,75 
sstep%=0 
xturn%=Q 
xstep%=3 
zturn%= 0 
zstep%=3 

RETURN 
PROCEDURE checkmouse 

REN read mouse position 
tmy-my 
mx=MOUSEX 
my=MOUSEY 
mk=M0USER 
REM Adjust scale as appropriate 
IF mk=l AND tmy<my 

scale^scale+0.05 
ENDIF 
IF mk=l AMD tmy>my 

scale=scale-G.05 
ENDIF 

RETURN 
PROCEDURE calq 

LOCAL x%,y%tz%,xts,xtc,zte,ztc,r 
REM Restore the chosen ohject 
REM coordinates 
IF n%=l 

RESTORE obj cube 
ELSE 

RESTORE objpyr 
ENDIF 

Mark has listed the origin co-ordinates for each 
object in a series of data statements - a perfectly 
sensible approach, but he then goes on to restore 
and read the data each time it is required, ft 
would have been much more efficent to read the 
data once into an array and then manipulate it 

there. This is the method that we've adopted in 
our AMOS version of the program listed on the 
next page. 

xtB-SIN(RAD(zturn%)) 
xtc=COS(RAD(zturn^)) 
zts=SlN(RAD{xturn%)) 
ztc=CO£(RAD{xturn%)) 
REM aet number for loop corresponding 
REM to the number of points defined 
IF n%=l 

numofpoints=8 
ELSE 

numofpoint3=5 
ENDIF 
FOR TO numofpoints 

READ x%,y^,z% 
r=di8tV (dist%+x%*zte*xts- 

y%*ztc*xts+zVxtc) *scale 
p%(i%, 0}*(xVztc+yVzts)*r+16Q 
p%(i%,l)=<y%*ztc*xtc- 

xVzts*xtc + z%*xtB) *r+120 
NEXT i% 

RETURN 
PROCEDURE drawcube 

COLOR 1 
REM join all the points on the cube 
REM join all the bottom points 
LINE pMl,0) ,P%{1,1) ,PM2#0},PM2,1) 
LINE pM2,Q) ,p%(2rl) ,pM3,0),p%(3,1) 
LINE p%{3,0) ,pM3,l) ,pM4,0),pM4,D 
LINE p%(4r 0) ,pM4,i) ,pMl,0)fp%(l,l} 
REM join one bottom to top 
LINE p%{l,Q) ,PM1,1),P%(5, 0) ,p%(5,l) 

It may appear strange that Mark has decided to 
join the points in this order - but by so doing he 
improves the appearance of the animation on the 
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screen. If he had connected, say, all the bottom 
points together, then connected all the top points 
and then joined them together, the cube would 
appear "disjointed''. If you want to see how this 
would work, move the above Line statement to the 
end of the procedure. 

REM join all the top points 
LINE p%(5,0) ,P%(5,1) ,p%(6, 0) ,pM6,l} 
LINE pM6, 0) ,p%{6,l) ,pM7r0) ,p*(7,l) 
LINE pM7, 0) ,p%(7,l) ,p%<8r0>,pM8,l) 
LINE p%{8,0),p%(8,l),pM5,G>,p%(5,l) 
REM join remaining top and bottom 
REM points 
LINE p%(2,Q),p%(2,l),pV{6,D),p%(G,l) 
LINE p^(3,Q),pM3,l>,pM7,0),pM7,1) 
LINE p%(4,0) ,pM4,l) ,P%(8,0),p%(8, 1) 

RETURN 
PROCEDURE drawpyr 

COLOR 1 
LINE p%Cl,0),pVfl,l),P%(2,0),p%(2,I) 
LINE p%(2,0),p%£2,l},p%(3,0),p%(3,l) 
LINE pV[3,G) rpM3,lj ,pM*, 0} ,pM4, 1) 
LINE p%(4,0},p%{4,1),p%(!,G)r p%{1,1) 
LIKE p%{l,0>lp%(lil),p%(5,0)fp%{5,1) 
LINE p%(5,0)f p%(5,1> rp%(2,Q),p%(2,1) 
LINE p%{5,0),p%(S,l)rp%(3,0)tp%{3t1) 
LINE pV(5,0hp%(5,l),p%(4,0),p%(4,l) 

RETURN 
ob j cube: 
REM x,y,z coordinates for each point of 
REM cube 
DATA 50,50,-50 
DATA -50,50,-50 
DATA -50,-50,-50 
DATA 50,-50,-50 
DATA 50,50,50 
DATA -50,50,50 
DATA. -50, -50,50 
DATA 50,-50,50 
objpyrj 
REM x,y,z coordinates for each point of 
REM the cube 
DATA 50,50,-50 
DATA -50, 50,-50 
DATA -50,-50,-50 
DATA 50,-50,-50 
DATA 0,0,50 

NOW FOR SOMETHING ALMOST 
COMPLETELY IDENTICAL... 
Here's a vers Eon of the same program in AMOS. 

REM Vectobject - A 3D object manipulation 
REM program 
REM AMOS version based on design by 
REM Mark Thomas 
REM 
REM Open a lores screen window 
Screen Open 0,320,256,2,0 
Dim P(8,l),X{12i,Y{12),Z(12) 
REM Initalise variables 
REM 
DIST=10000O0  : DSTEP=0  : SCALE#=0.75 
££TEP=0 
XTURN=0  : XSTEP=3  :  ZTURN=0  : ZSTKP=3 
Global SCALE#,XTURN,STURN,MX#,MY#, * 
REPLY$, BEGIN, NUHPOINTS 
REM 
For 1=0 To 12 

Read X(I),Y(I),Z(I) 
Next I 
The above loop reads the data for the origin points 
of both objects into three arrays - X()f Y() and Z(). 
This is more efficent than the Read and Restore 

approach Mark used in his GFA Basic version. 
REM 
REM Data for cube 
Data 250,250,150 
Data 150,250,150 
Data 150,150,150 
Data 250,150,150 
Data 250,250,250 
Data 150,250,250 
Data 150,150,250 
Data 250,150,150 
REM 
REM Data for pyramid 
Data 250,250,150 
Data 150,250,150 
Data 150,150,150 
Data 250,150,150 
Data 200,200,250 
REM 
Radian 
The Radian command allows us to specify the 
angles that we're going to use in the trig functions 
(SIN, COS, etc) directly in radians - rather than 
have to perfrom a conversion each time, as was 
necessary with the GFA version. 

Do 
Cla 
Print "Type C to animate a (C)ube, P*" 

to animate a (Pjyramid, or Q to (Q)uit" 
Clear Key 

Clear the keyboard buffer before checking whether 
a key has been pressed. 

Repeat 
REPLY$=lnkey$ 

Until REPLY$o",r 

RBPLY$=Upper$(Hid$(REPLY$,1,1}) 
If REPLY$-"Q" 

Exit 
End If 
If REPLY$="C" 

BEGIN=0 
NUMP0INTS=8 

Else 
BEGIN* 8 
NUMPOIilTS^S 

End If 
The above If structure sets up the offset pointers 
so that they point to the correct addresses in X[), 
Y() and Z() for the origin data for the selected 
object. We can then use BEGIN to select the 
chosen object for animation. 

REM Main program loop 
REM 

Do 
CHECKMOUSE 
CALC 
Cle 
If BEGIN-0 

CUBEDRAW 
Else 

PYRDRAW 
End If 

The two procedures DRAW CUBE and DRAWPYR 
have been renamed in this AMOS version of 
Vectobject because DRAW is a reserved AMOS 
command, which means you can't start the names 
of your variables or procedures with it. 

XTURN=(MX#-160) 
ZTURU= (MY#- 120) 

Modifying the values of XTURN and YTURN gives 

us the new angle of rotation for the next frame of 
the animation. 

Loop 
Loop 
End 
REM 
Procedure CHECKMOUSE 

REM store the previous y co-ordinate 
REM position for the mouse 
LASmY#=MY# 
REM get the current mouse positions 
MX#=X Mouse 
MY#=Y Mouse 
MK=Mouse Key 
REM If the left mouse button is being 
REM pressed increase or decrease the 
REM scale of the shape 
If MK-1 

If LASTMY#<MY# 
SCALE #=SCALE #+0.05 

Else 
If LASTMY#>MY# 

SCALE#=SCALE#-0.05 
End if 

End If 
End If 

End Proc 
REM 
Procedure CALC 

Shared X(),Y{),Z(),P() 
XTS#=Sin(ZTURN) 
XTC#=COS{ZTURN) 
ZTS#=Sin{XTURN) 
ZTC#=Cos(XTURN) 

The above four lines are used to calculate the 
angles for the next rotation position of the object 

For I=BEGIN To BEGIN+1TUMPOINTS-1 
Rtf-DIST/ (DIST+X(I) *ZTS#*XT$# 

Y(I1*ZTC#*XTS#+Z(I)*XTC#)*SCALE# 
P(I-BEGIN,0) =(X(I)*ZTC#+ 

Y(I)*ZTS#)*R#+160 
Pjl-BEGIN,!)=(¥(!)*ZTC#*XTC# IT 

X(I)*ZTS#*XTC#+Z(I)*XTS)*R#+120 
Next I 

The For/Next loop is used to calculate the new 
2D co-ordinates from the 3D co-ordinates stored 
in the arrays X()P Y() and Z(). 

End Proc 
REM 
Procedure CUBEDRAW 

Shared P() 
Polyline P(l,0),P(1,1) To *~ 

P(2,0),P(2,1) To P<3,Q>,P(3,1) 
Polyline To P(4,Q),P{4,1) To 

PU,O),P 
Polyline To p(5,0),PCS,1) TO 

P(G,0),P(6,1) To P{7,0},P(7,1) TO 
Pl&,0),P(8,1) To P<5,0),P<5,1) 

Draw P(2,0),P{2,1) To P(6,0),P(€t1) 
Draw P(3,0),P<3,1) To P(7,0),P(7,1) 
Draw P{4,Q),P{4,1) To P(8,0),P(8f1) 

End Proc 

Procedure PYRDRAW 
Shared P() 
Polyline P(l,0),P(1,1) To 

P(2,0),P(2,1) To P{3,Q),P(3,1) To m 
P(4f0),P(4,1) 

Polyline To P(1,0),P(1,1J To *•* 
F(5,0),P(5,1) To P(2,0),P{2rl} 

Polyline Pf3,0),P(3,1) To ^ 
P(5,0),P<5,1) To P(4,0),P(4,1) 
End Proc fj-i 
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FED UP WAITING? 

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL 

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED 

*NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

('ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends) 

COMPUTERMATES (UK) LTD. 

^All disks can be supplied formats 
arid ready to use for any IBM 

^machines for as little as 4p per dif 

Access 

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

P1NEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH 
BUCKS, SLO ONH 

TEL; 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX:0753 553530 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY 

FUJI FILM BRANDED DISKS 
5.25" 
DSDD 
£5.00 

5.25" 
DSHD 
£7.00 

3,5" 
DSDD 
£6.50 

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON FUJI!!!! 
3.5" DSDD 5 BOXES (50 DISKS)  
3.5" DSDD 10 BOXES (100 DISKS), 
3.5" DSHD 5 BOXES (50 DISKS)  
3.5" DSHD 10 BOXES (100 DISKS) 

3.5" 
DSHD 
£12.00 

 £29.50 
 £55.00 
 £50.00 
 £95.00 

AND £2 OFF ANY STORAGE BOX 
WITH PURCHASE ABOVE £6.50 

3.5" TOP QUALITY JAPANESE 

MEDIA - BULK DISKS 

LIFE TIME WARRANTY 
DSDD DSHD 

50 DISKS £23.00 £35.00 
100 DISKS £42.00 £65.00 
200 DISKS £77.00 £127.00 
500 DISKS £177.00 £297.00 
1000DISKS £330.00 £590.00 

SUPPLIED WITH LABELS 

5.25" TOP QUALITY JAPANESE 

MEDIA - BULK DISKS 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
PACKED IN 25'S WITH ENVELOPE 

LABELS + W/P 

48TPI 96TPI H.D. 

25 DISKS        £8,50 £8.75 £12.00 
50 DISKS        £16.00 £16.25 £23.00 
100 DISKS       £28.00 £28.25 £36.00 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
DC600A..  £15.50 
DC6150   £17.50 
DC6250   £24.00 
DC6320   £24.00 
DC6525   ,..£28.00 
DC2000..  £13.50 
DC2080   £16.50 
DC2120   £16.50 

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH!!! 
50    3.5" DSDD DISK WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX. ..... £26.50 
100 3,5" DSDD DISKS WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX.. £45.50 

50    3.5" DSHD DISK WITH 

100 CAPACITY BOX £38.50 

100  3.5" DSHD DISKS WITH 
100 CAPACITY BOX £68.50 

DUST COVERS 
AMIGA 
CPU + MONITOR .**„JE6J0 

PRINTERS 
50 0R132CLM 
LASER £6.00 

84 OR 102 KEY 
KEYBOARD... ...£6.00 
TOWER CPU £6.00 

COMPUTER PAPER 
2000 SHEETS PER BOX 

80GSM 1B0X 2 BOXES 3 BOXES 

80 CUV! £21.00 £38.00 £55,00 

132CLM        £39.00 £75.00 £110.00 

PAPER TRIMMER £5.00 
COMPUTER DISK LABELS 

(MULTICOLOURED) 
3.5" OR 5.25" (WITH W/P) 

100 . £1.00 
1000 . £8.00 

aUtCKSHOT JOYSTICKS 
MULTI-SYSTEM 
QS11ATurbo2 £9 
QS149 Intruder 1 £25 
QS128F Maverick 1 £14 
QS155 Aviator 1 £27.50 
QS131 Apache 1 £? 
OS130F Python 1 £9.50 
QS127Starfighter 
Pair Remote 
Control £36,50 

NINTENDO 
QS130N Python 2. ,.£9.50 

ACCESSORIES 
CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI-VAC ..... .. £7.00 

UP TO £3.00 OFF ABOVE JOYSTICKS WITH ANOTHER 
PURCHASE ABOVE£15/ 

HEAD CLEANER   ...£2.50 
3 J" OR 5-25" 
MONITOR SOLUTION   £3.00 

ALL THE ABOVE + MORE p   £11.00 
3" CLEANER...   ...£3.00 
SAVE YOUR EYES 
14" MESH FILTER ...   £13.99 
14' OPTICAL GLASS   £25.00 
20* OPTICAL GLASS   £35.00 

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
COMPUTER DESK  .......mM 
COMPUTER CHAIR   £400 

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS 
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKED IN BLUE PRINTED 

CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS, 100% GUARANTEEED. 
3.5" 720/580K 
MF2DD10"S 
1 BOX £5.00 
MF2DD 30'S 
1 BOX £14.00 
BAMBI-2DD 
25 DISKS IN 25 
CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX,... ....£14.00 

3.5" 1.44 MEG 
MF2HD 10'S 
1 BOX £8.50 
MF-2HD 30 S 
1 BOX... £21.50 
BAMBI-2HD 
25 DISKS IN 25 
CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX .. £21.00 

5,25" DISKS 
M-2D 48PDI360K 
1 BOX (10) £4.00 
M-2DD 96TP 720K 
1 BOX (10)... £4,75 
M-2HD 1.6 MEG 
HD1 BOX (10) £5.00 

10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON 10 BOXES OR MORE 

3.5" DISKS 
140 £11.50 
120 £9.50 
100 ......£7,00 
80..... £7.50 
50 £6.50 
40 £6.00 
10 ,£1.50 
5 ,£1.15 
1 , £0.50 

ALL BOXES 40 CAPACITY AND 
ABOVE - L0CKABLE + 2 KEYS 

STORAGE BOXES 
DISKS 5.25" 

140..., , £9.00 
120 .....,......£8.50 
100 £7.50 
50 £6.50 
10 ...£1.50 
5 £1.15 

STACK ABLE BOXES 
3.5" BANX 
80 CAPACITY £12.99 
DUAL BANX £14.99 
130/180 CAPACITY 
3.5" BIMBY £18,99 
200 CAPACITY 
5.25" BIMBY £18.00 
200 CAPACITY 

CALL OUR 

SALES 

HOTLINE 
NOW!!! 

WE ALSO STOCK 
MOTHERBOARDS,CASES ETC. 

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE 
TEL: 0753 553535 

MICE/TRACKBALLS 
AMIGA MOUSE..... £20.00 
AMIGA TRACKBALL £22.00 
MOUSE MAT £2,50 
MOUSE MAT (hard) £3.50 
MOUSE STAGE £9.00 
MOUSE POCKET. £2.50 

PRINTER STANDS 
(5 DIFFERENT TYPES PLEASE CALL) 
80 OR 132 COLUMN (FEET) ..£8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS   £5.00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 

2-WAY £15,00 
4-WAY £20.00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS £8.00 

£2.00 OFF STORAGE BOX WITH 
100 DISKS OR MORE 

COPY HOLDERS 
A4 DESKTOP £15.00 

A4 DESKTOP G-CLAMP £15.99 

A4 DESKTOP.... „ , £8.00 

PAPER CLIP MONITOR SIDE ..£4.00 

PAPER CUP MONITOR TOP..........£5.00 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED SAME DAY BY 3-DAY COURIER 



VIDEO 

Improve your 

The latest addition to the Amiga 

premier division comes from 

American big-league players GVP 

with ImageFX, which combines 

image processing, morphing, 

"compositing" and more besides* 

Gary Whiteley checks the plays* 

What's the use of it 
all? What can a 
program like 
ImageFX (orT for 

that matter. Art Department or 
ImageMaster, its long-established 
rivals) be used for? And why would 
you need it? 

There are as many answers to 
this as there are functions in the 
software. You might need to process 
scanned images prior to a printing 
process, perhaps to colour-separate 
images before making printing plates 
or to adjust the density of a 
monochrome image. Sometimes 
images also need to be cropped, 
scaled or resized. Or you may want 
to prepare composite pictures which 
could be used in animation, video 
output, slide-making or presentation 
work. Perhaps you need to create a 
morphing sequence or adjust a few 
pictures - even a relatively simple 
process such as retouching a 24-bit 
image needs some capable 

software. Image format conversion is 
yet another common requirement, 
allowing images from one computer 
platform to become available on 
another. The great thing is, all of 
these uses are addressed by 
ImageFX. 

IN THREE PARTS 
fmage FX consists of three main 
programs - the Image Processor, the 
Morpher and the Multi-Effects 
processor - and all can be 
interlinked for even greater flexibility. 

Unlike the opposition, ImageFX 
has a user interface which is both 
extremely flexible and can easily be 
customised. This applies not only to 
remapping the keyboard commands 
but also to changing the functions of 
some of the screen gadgets. There is 
also the option of entering control 
parameters directly via a command 
line interface - for instance, the 
command "Grid 0 0 SO 64" sets up 
a grid with a width of 80 and a height 

ImageFX struts Its stuff in this obligatory effects Image - halftone, explode, 
distort * bas-relief and. In the centre, a feathered composite. 

Yet more effects from ImageFX - this time a selection from the Colour effects 
functions. (Colour? In Amiga Shopper? Well, we had to show you, didn't we.) 

of 64. This configurability sets 
ImageFX apart from both ASDG's Art 
Department Professional and Black 
Belt's ImageMasterand, with a little 
practice, can help to make 
operations reasonably simple. And if 
this weren't enough, there is a set of 
commands to keep even the most 
die-hard ARexx programmer happy, 

INS AND OUTS 
tmageFX supports an impressive 
number of external devices and tons 
of image formats, both for input and 
output. There is direct support for 
flatbed image scanners such as 
Sharp's JX100 and Epson's ES300G, 
as well as Progressive's Frame- 
grabber and the framegrabber 
functions of GVP's own Impact Vision 
24 card, enabling high-quality input 
directly to the program. 

For disk-based operations and 
format conversions a very wide range 
of input formats is supported, 
including all the standard IFF (and 
AGA) ones plus Alias, GIF, TIFF, PBM, 
PCX, Autodesk Rick, BMP, ANIM, 
JPEG, Targa, Rendition, Impulse, 
PPM & PGM and RAW. Many of these 
are also available as output formats. 

ImageFX can render directly to 
many display devices as well as all 
the Amiga's native display formats- 
Supported boards currently include 
IV24, HAME, Firecracker, DCTV, DM I 
Resolver, Opalvision and GVP's 
mythical EGS card. The first three 
can also be used for direct previews, 
though no doubt more will follow. Oh 
yes - there's also a choice of screen 
preview modes (including HAM, 
Greyscale and Dithered), which will at 
least keep those who have no AGA, 

JARGON BUSTING 

ALPHA CHANNEL - An 8-bit (256-greyscale) buffer used as a mask when 
"compositing" images together - for example, an alpha channel containing 
a smooth white to black gradient will cause one image to fade smoothly 
across into another when used for "compositing". Alpha channels can be 
used to great effect for overlaysh fade outs and so on, especially if a 
sequence of frames is effected over time, 

MORPHING - A process that essentially shape-shifts and dissoives one 
image (or sequence of images) into a second image (or sequence of 
images) - you usually define the start and end points, and let your Amiga 
calculate and render the intermediate steps, Morphs are extensively used 
in TV and film advertising because they are visually very striking. 
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image 

CONFIGURABILITY 

Many aspects of imageFX are 
fully reconfigurable by making 
simple adjustments to one or two 
text files, If there is a keyboard 
shortcut that you need to add, 
simply choose your key, find the 
command you need to add, 
change the definition file and 
you're in business. The same 
applies to the gadget menus. If 
you want a gadget to do some- 
thing different from its default 
state - change it. Configuration 
changes can really save a lot of 
trips through the gadgets looking 
for the one you need. 

24-bit or other special display 
devices moderately happy - though 
probably not ecstatic. 

PAINT AND PROCESS 
Once you have an image to play with, 
imageFX can pull any number of 
cunning stunts to make an old image 
into something new. Take the 
processing effects, for instance: just 
employing a bas-relief effect can turn 
the mundane into the magical. 
Composite a new image over the top, 
add some text (ImageFX can do this 
too - though only with bitmap fonts), 
create a nice gradient-filled border 
and you could be on to a kttler 
image. And all without ever swapping 
software. 

The range of paint and drawing 
tools provided is very wide and most 

can be mixed with the majority of 
ImageFX's other tools to achieve 
some stunning effects. How about 
putting rain on a window pane? No 
problem - knock up a quick 8-coJour 
greyscale image, turn it into an Alpha 
channel image, pick out the area to 
be "rained on\ apply the Distortion 
effect and Bob's the brother of one 
of your parents. Well, maybe not so 
easy but certainly far easier than 
doing it all by hand! The now-usual 
ripple effects are also included, plus 
several others, so you won't be stuck 
for choice. 

Colour balancing, "convolve" 
effects, brush transformations, 
image rotation, printer output, ARexx 
control, halftone effects, colour 
effects, dithering effects - they're all 
there. So is a very handy image 
conversion feature. 

GET CONVERTED 
Many people have access to (or 
alternatively need to output) images 
which are in non-Amiga formats, 
whether through work, electronic 
media, bulletin boards or software 
outputs. Sometimes these need to 
be changed from one format to 
another - for instance from an Amiga 
format into one which can be 
displayed on a Mac or PC. This is 
where format conversion comes in. 
Of course, there are PD programs 
which can do limited format 
conversions, but only commercial 
software like ImageFX can deal 
effectively with such a variety of 
formats - for both input and output. 
Conversion is simplicity itself: just 

jz|_?J 0116,363) 

Q\ Full | Balance Composite] Rotate |   Si29 
Color  | Convolve Iransfornl  Biter | Effect | 

Buffer j Brysh alpha [   Hook  j flraqi 

Scanner 
PalettQ 
Toolbox 
Render Load Save 
Print  | Erefil Quit 

Just a part of imageFX s main user interface - clear, concise, and not too 
hard to understand, even if you're new to all this image-manipulation stuff. 
load the image (its format will usually 
be automatically recognised if it is 
supported by ImageFX), render as 
necessary - which might mean using 
the Foreign render module to force it 
into 256 colours, for instance - and 
then save it out again, choosing the 
appropriate save format as you go. 
Copy the image onto a PC-formatted 
disk and you're all done. 

Of course you can also use 
format conversion on Amiga-Amiga 
images too, maybe to convert a 24- 
bit image into a 16-colour dithered 
one for use with Deluxe Paint or 
Scaia. So instead of being the limit, 
the sky may just be the beginning. 

(CINE)MORPH ON 
Regular readers of this column will 
find ImageFX's morphing software 
rather familiar - it is a slightly 
extended version of GVP1s own 
stand-alone CineMorph software (as 
reviewed in AS 23), though the 

IMAGE PROCESSING FEATURES AT A GLANCE 

ImageFX Art Department 
Professional 

Image- 
Master 

Notes 

Version vl ,03 V2.1.3 v9.20 
Load formats Many Many* Many ♦Some require optional Pro Conversion 
Save formats Many Many* Many *Some require optional Pro Conversion 
24-bit operation Yes Yes Yes 
AGA support Full 256/HAM8 256 
Painting tools Yes Yes Yes None with direct 24-bit operation 
Brush tools Yes No Yes 
Scanner support Yes Yes* Yes *With optional Scanner Drivers Pack 
Framegrabber support Yes Yes No PP&S and IV24 
Morphing Yes (1) Yes (2) Yes (3) (1) CineMorph incl; (2) Morph Pius extra 
Colour operations Yes Yes Yes 
Image compositing Yes Yes Yes 
Alpha channel Yes Yes* No * Limited 
Alpha channel effects Yes NO No 
ARexx support Yes Yes Yes 
Multi-Image processing Yes Yes Yes 
Printer output PS/PF PS/PF PF PS = PostScript, PF - Preferences 
Colour separation Yes Yes Yes 
Dithering effects Yes Yes No 

imageFX version can also be linked 
directly to the image-processing 
software so that further effects can 
be automatically added during 
morphing operations. 

While there have certainly been 
some overall improvements 
(particularly with the addition of a 
Dissolve-only command to enable 
time-based mixing, rather than 
morphing, between two images) I'm 
still not too enamoured of 
CineMorph, and once again I had 
great problems successfully 
producing an acceptable sequence 
morph, I find the grid system 
obstructive and, although there is 
now a zoom facility - which certainly 
helps accurate point placement - the 
continuing lack of "onion-skfnning" 
stilt makes CineMorph a pig to use, 
at least in my opinion. As you can 
guess, it would not be my first choice 
as an Amiga morphing program, even 
though this version (which cannot 
work without ImageFX) now has full 
AGA support. 

MULTIPLE PROCESSING 
Despite only being given a cursory 
two pages in the manual, the Multf 
Processor hook program (known 
familiarly as IMP) is one of this 
package's hidden gems. IMP is a 
very powerful piece of software which 
can be used to batch-process 
sequences of frames and then 
composite, effect and compile them 
into animations or other single 
images. Sadly, the manual gives very 
little insight into any of this, but 
users of the excellent Rend24 
shareware program, also written by 
ImageFX's author, Tom Krehbiel, will 
quickly recognise the similarity. 

in simple terms you could, for 
example, take a sequence of 24-bit 
images, convert them to 256 colours 
and compile them into an animation 
which can be played back on an AGA 
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Beneath this mild-mannered 
requester lurks a processing 
powerhouse. For this is the ImageFX 
Multi-Effects Processor - the key to 
automated batch processing. 

Amiga, Or maybe take an image 
sequence and composite it onto a 
single background image while 
stripping away the single-coloured 
background from the foreground 
sequence by using transparency and 
matting commands, and then render 
and save each new frame as GIF 
files. You could even use an Alpha 
channel to affect the "compositing", 
With a little application many strange 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 
ImageFX . . £269.95 
by Great Valley Products int. 
600 (lark Avenue, King of Prussia, 
Pensylvania 19406, USA 
« 0101 215 337 8770 

Distributed in UK by: 
Silica Systems, 1 -4 The Mews,\ 
Hatherley Road, Sid cup, 
Kent, DA1440X. 
^081 309 1111 

and wonderful things are possible. 
In fact it is even possible to 

instruct IMP to wait for frames which 
are being generated by an external 
program (for example, imagine) and 
each time a new frame is produced it 
will be automatically processed into 
an animation (or whatever). I found 
that I could run two copies of IMP 
and have the first process the 
frames in once and then have the 
second process them again and then 
save them, IMP is, without doubt, 
very powerful - but fru strati ngly 
u nde r-doc u rri ented. 

Overall, I have to say that 

Features • • • • • 
Packed to the gills with useful tools - 
possibly more so than either of its rivals. 

Documentation      Iff OO 
We 11-presented and extensive but Still 
very sketchy in pi aces - too many 
potatoes and not enough meat, ff you 
ask me. 

Ease Of Use • •••O 
Generally quite easy to use, though more 
specific tutorials would help. Good, welt 
presented, user interface. 

Speed • • • • O 
Mostly quite nippy, though some very 
intensive processes - tike Motion Blur - 

can be very slow, even with the benefit of 
an accelerated machine. 

Value lor money •••OO 
Overpriced, compared to its ImageMaster 
rival, though significantly cheaper than an 
equivalent ADPro/MorpftPivs 
combination. Might be better value if 
CineMorph were an optional extra. 

Overall rating • © • • o 
I've not been overly impressed with the 
finish of some of GVP's recent products, 
but ImageFX is a well-put-together, 
powerful, flexible and, above ail, useful 
package which will take care of all but 
the most esoteric image-processing and 
manipulation needs. 

Image FX provides a comprehensive 
suite of programs and tools which 
are, in general, excellent - though 
rather let down in the morphing 
department. Otherwise the 
impression I got is of professional- 
quality software which benefits 
enormously from being run in a high- 
powered environment Although 
ImageFX is the new brat of the image 
processing pack, I think it stands 

every chance of doing very well for 
itself. Impressive, 

REQUIREMENTS: At least 3Mb 
memory, Recommended: hard drive 
(using a floppy can be excruciatingly 
slow)r Workbench 2.x or greater (will 
work under 1.3), accelerator, 24-bit 
card or AGA Amiga. 

Full installation requires around 
2.4Mb of hard disk space. CD 

BROADEN YOUR CHIP MEMORY 

The original DKB MegAChip has 
been redesigned and Is now 
significantly smaller than Its 
predecessor, while still offering a 
convenient (If fairly expensive) way 
of upgrading arty Amiga 500,1500 
or 2000 to a full 2Mb of Chip 
Memory, providing far more 
flexibility for video, graphics and 
sound applications. 

Installation in most Amiga 
1500s or 2000s is very straight- 
forward, though a few older ones 
(rev 4.x) will require that a solder 
trace is cut If you are competent 
with a screwdriver, have a steady 
hand and a reasonable amount of 
patience, the whole procedure 
should take around 20 minutes. The 

Thought you'd got through ait the upgrading stuff this 
issue, did you? No chance. You seer your video 
applications could benefit from DKB's MegAChip... 

power supply unit has to be removed 
(and all peripherals too, for easier 
access) and the original Agnus chip 
has to be carefully removed from Its 
motherboard socket. DKB 
recommend a proper chip puller be 
used, but a small screwdriver, great 
care and a strong elastic band 
wrapped around the socket have 
worked fine for me in the past and 
didn't fail me this time either. 

Once this is doneT the whole 
MegAChip card easily locates into 
the empty socket and a gentle 
downward push seats it correctly. A 
small clip-on lead has to be 
connected to either pin 48 of the 
68000 CPU chip or pin 36 of the 
Gary chip. I opted for my namesake. 

Just to make sure 
all was well, I partly 
reassembled the 
machine and booted 
up. Success! No 
problems and all the 
Chip RAM appeared 
to have been 
configured okay. 

After 
reassembly, I set 
about trying to 
cause the MegAChip 
to fall over. In fact, 
the only sign of 
trouble was when I 
really pushed the 
multitasking (lTve 
also got 10Mb of 

Fast RAM installed) and had two 
large DPaint screens open and a big 
brush, as well as ProPage 4 running 
too. The worst I could get to happen 
was that the brush left a few 
artifacts on the DPaint screen when 
it was being moved about. Fingers 
crossed, lFm happy to report that 
otherwise all seems hunky-dory and 
I've had no cause to worry in the 
month or so that I've had the 
MegAChip installed. 

The procedure for Amiga 500s is 
a iittie different, and various 
revisions require that certain 
jumpers and solder traces be 
removed and cut, With care most 
people should be able to manage 
this installation. However, the cost 
of the MegAChip may make it a more 
attractive proposition to buy a new 
A1200 than try to upgrade an old 
A500 - unless you have a load of 
A500-specific peripherals which 

oooooooool 

SHOPPING LIST 
DKB MegAChip £250 

(subject to US exchange rates) 
by DKB Software 
50240 W. Portfiac Trv 
Wixom, MI48393,USA 
■ 0101 3139608751 

Available in the UK: 
From most good dealers. 

obviously won't work on an A120Q* 
Note that the MegAChip will not work 
with A501 slot RAM expansions 
which carry more than 512K of RAM 
because these do not operate as 
true Fast RAM and interfere with the 
Chip RAM addressing. 

WARNING. Great care is needed 
while working on your computer 
innards. If you are at all nervous 
about it, or want to avoid any chance 
of damaging your Amiga, it may be 
better to get a qualified professional 
to do the job for you, 

CHECKOUT 

DKB MEGACHIP 

Documentation       # • • • • 
No worries with these instructions. 

Installation • • • • • 
Most users should be able to do it No 
soldering required. 

Ease Of Use # • • • • 
In use ft is completely transparent to the 
operating system, 

Value for money      •#•0 0 
The pound-dollar exchange rates mean the 
cost has recently soared. 

Overall rating • ••o 
A must for those who want to keep up with 
the A3000 and 4000 in terms of memory 
power but want to keep their peripherals 
and pockets reasonably intact. 
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Reader Ads 

...or flow you can reach 50,000 fellow 

Amiga owners for only a fiver. 

FOR SALE 
Amiga 1500, 10S4S Monitor, 
SwitchSoft input output port. Dust 
covers, three joysticks, 110 
original and PD disks, manuals, 
Abacus books, loads of 
magazines, AM for £500. » 0484 
641533 
Amiga 500 Plus, 2Mb RAM, GVP 
52Mb hard drive, Philips CM8833 
MK2 monitor, external drive. 
Sampler, joysticks, mouse, over 
£600 software, only £500 ON0. 
» Mark 0908 674228 anytime. 
A500 Plus, 2Mb, 8833 Mk II 
monitor, external disk drive, hand 
scanner, PageStream 2,2, games, 
PD, business software, all boxed. 
£450. with HP Deskjet 500, £675 
0N0< * 031 669 9085 
A150O, 5Mb RAM, Supra 120Mb 
hard drive. Commodore Flicker 
Fixer, Kickstart Sharer, Workbench 
2,04/1,3, boxed, with original 
software and manuals, £399 0N0. 
» 0529 413407 
Amiga 3000, 6Mb, fully loaded 
105Mb hard disk, NEC multisync 
monitor, PC emulator, mouse, 
joystick, MIDI interface, manuals, 
lots of software, serious and 
games, £1,500. * 0483 769139 
A500, Workbench 1.3 with 1Mb 
RAM, Naksha mouse, joystick, 
manuals, modulator and software 
(including Zoof and various PD and 
other games), Only £175, * 0260 
299619 after 6 pm. 
I CD Adspeed accelerator for A5D0, 
6 months old, boxed with manual, 
£65. AMOS Basic ver 1.34, and 
Sequencer One Plus, both 
originals with manuals etc., £18 
each ON0. w 0308 56945 
evenings, 
GVP 120Mb hard disk with 4Mb 
RAM, S months old, £400 ONO. 
» 03S3 880607 
A1S0O, DOS 2.04, 9Mb RAM, 
52Mb Quantum hard disk, £550. 
AOC multisync monitor £250. 
Deskjet 500 printer £200, Genlock 
£50. W0/£5O. DrT's KC$£10Q. 
£900 the lott * 0332 882044 
GVP Impact Vision IV 24 hardware 
and software £800. « 0889 
584492 evenings. 
Bare 52Mb Quantum SCSI HD 
£120. Auto/manual parallel port 
expander, 4 outlets, £40, ^ Phil 
0322 279297 {after six) 
Amiga 1500, Workbench 1.3, 20 
games, 2 joysticks, 2 mice, 
utilities, PD disks, disk box, 
manuals, boxed as'new, worth 
£750+, accept £265. « Oxbridge 
0895 252905 
GVP 52Mb with 4Mb RAM £300. 
» Blackpool 0253 86S954 
Amiga 15004- GVP 52Mb HD and 
2Mb fast memory, GVP 68030 
accelerator at 40MHz, FPU and 
4Mb 32-bit memory, 3 months old, 
3 disk drives, £300+ software, 
£1,100, * 081 309 1587 
GVP EV24 with Pro transcoder 
£700. PP+S 0/40 Mercury £650. 
Rambrandt from PP+S £1,000. 
Rendale Pro Genlock £300, All 
items as new. -e Joe on 0279 
730020 
A15O0 1.3/2.04, 5Mb RAM, GVP 
II 52Mb 2x3 drives, manuals etc., 
£650 ONO. Swift 24 colour, £150. 
ZVP Videostudio £50. Pro version 
(1.3 only) £100. « Steve 0264 
355399 after 6 pm 
Amiga A1500, 105Mb Quantum 
hard drive, 4Mb RAM, Golden Gate 
25MHz 386SX PC emulator, 
Citizen 224+ printer, various 
games, £800. » 081 543 9519 
after 6 pm. 
Amiga 500, Wbench 1.3/2.04, 
ECS, 1Mb Chip, 1Mb Fast, 20Mb 
A590 hard drive, plus 14 top 

games, £300. Star LC24 printer 
£100. * 081 207 2075 
Atonce Pius 16 MHz 286 £100. 
Lattice C 51 £100. Action Replay, 
latest version, £40, Wanted: hard 
drive controller, Visionary software. 

after 8 pm only Robert 0875 
613793, Also prefer before 10 pm 
Thanks! 
A500, 2,5Mb RAM, 60Mb GVP 
hard drive, all boxed, excellent 
condition. Will accept any 
reasonable offer, «■ Neil 0993 
778596 
Amiga 500, Workbench 1.3, 52Mb 
GVP hard drive, 4Mb Fast RAM, 
Power external drive, joystick, 
games, excellent condition, £600. 
v 081 778 4677 after 7 pm 
KCS PC power board for Amiga 
600/1200 including DOS 4,01 
and 5.0, used once. £135. Also 
Amos Pro (latest version), unused, 
£40, w 0255 220247. Visa 
payment possible, 
HP Deskjet SOOc InkJet printer 
plus cable, drivers etc. Only 3 
months old. Quick sale required, 
£400 ONO. * Chris Lewthwaite 
0602 625150 [anytime). 
A500, Wbench 1,3, GVP 52Mb 
hard drive, 1Mb Chip RAM, 2Mb 
Fast RAM, external floppy drive, TV 
monitor, stereo speakers, software 
etc. £500. " 070" 341895 
(evenings) 
Commodore 1084sdi monitor 
£120, floppy drive £25, 
SAS/Lattice C V5.10B £80, all 
excellent condition. « Paul 0452 
507539 
Blizzard Turbo Memory Board, 
14MHz boxed as new, half meg 
populated , £130. Datachat 
modem, £25. Amiga 500 software 
included. New titles - Dune. 

Kyrandia, Photon video etc. from 
£5. « 0838 743718 
A500 V1.3 1Mb Chip, modulator, 
£150, GVP 52Mb HD + 2Mb 
£250; GVP PC2S6 emulator £100; 
CM8833 monitor £100; SA$ '0' + 
RKM'S £100. All GC, boxes and 
manuals. « Chris 0400 61691 
(Lines) 
Amiga CSA Mega Midget Racer 
accelerator 68030/33MHZ for 
500, 1500, 2000.Cost £465, 
want £230. Commodore MPS 
1230 pinter, 9 pin, £65, both as 
new with boxes, *r Phil 021 382 
4153 
Vortex G Gate 386SX emulator, 
8Mb memory, VGA Card and 
monitor, less than 1 year old, 
£400. » 0530 815907 
Amiga 2000, 52 Mb Quantum 
hard drive, Wbench 1.3, 2.04, 
1Mb Chip. 4Mb Fast, flicker fixer, 
XT bridge board, VEA card, £100 
ONO. * 0730 264637 
Amiga S00T 1Mb RAM, modulator, 
1,3 Workbench, needs power 
supply, mouse, £100. Also Amiga 
Format Issues 12 - 24 with disk/s 
£3,50 each. Binders £3.50 each, 
« 0527 852771 after 6pm 
Amiga 1500 + Wbench 2.04, GVP 
52Mb hard drive, 5Mb RAM, all 
docs and software. Philips 8833 
monitor, all for £650 cash. » 
Peter on 0277 363351 Essex. 
A500 1Mb, two D-Drives, £1000's 
software pro/games, £230. Vortex 
PC-286 VGA hardware emulator, 
lots software, £150. Slight fault 
Swift printer, £60. £370 the lot, 
w Mark 0602 664393 for much 
more Info! 
Accelerated A500, Workbench 1.3 
with 1Mb Chip-RAM, B5000 
63030-25 with 4Mb 32-bit RAM, 

104Mb fasttrack hard drive 
(870k/sec), ext. floppy. All boxed 
as new. Cost £1,800, sell £750 
ONO. « 081 6749497. Will split. 
Amiga 500+, 2Mb RAM. hardware 
PC emulator, stereo sound 
sampler, joystick and some 
software, everything boxed and in 
very good condition. All for only 
£290. » Steve 0702 461334 
A150O, 52Mb GVP Quantum HD, 
3Mb RAM, colour monitor, Action 
Replay, Naksha mouse, free 
software, coverdisks and 
magazines. Excellent condition, 
boxed with manuals. Only £600. « 
Yatish 0533 707908 after 5 pm 
GVP 52WD HD8, 7 months old. 
Perfect condition, boxed as new. 
£240 ONO. « 0903 762306 
(West Sussex) 
Amiga 1500, Wbench 2.04, 3Mb 
RAM, 10845 monitor, business 
software, DTP, games, loads of 
utilities, manuals, books, 
magazines, boxed, hardly used. 
Bargain at £700 ONO. » Richard 
0444 245102 (Sussex) 
Citizen Swift 240C colour printer 
with starter kit and print manager. 
Brand new. Unwanted gift, £250 
ONO. tr 0525 220486 
GVP 52Mb hard drive, 2Mb RAM, 
£250, ProGen genlock £30, VIDI+ 
splitter (digitiser) £30. AMOS 
1.21, AMOS 3D, AMOS PD £30; 
Soectracoior 3.2 £30; PenPat 
£30, * 0850 211087 after 7 pm. 
A2286 Brlclgeboard, PC 40Mb 
hard disk, SVGA adaptor for 
A1500, A2000, £330. ProPage 2, 
manual with upgrade pack to 
version 4, PAL-AGA, sealed 
supplement manual and disks, 
£80 ONO * 0252 20221 [Hants). 
GVP A530 120Mb hard disk, 

40MHz 68030, 1Mb 32-bit RAM, 
see ads elsewhere for specs. 
Costs up to £899 new, only four 
months old. yours for a mere 
£649. Matt* 0262 851108. 
Amiga 2000 ROM 2.04 ECS 
9+Mb, flicker-free video, SVGA 
monitor, DeskJet 500 printer, 
hand scanner, GVP 80Mb HCII+ 2 
floppy drives, £1,500. * Chris 
0407 762241 x 7444 weekdays. 
Olivetti m2l/ETV300 word 
processor in good working order. 
Hutchinson, 34 Alty's Lane, 
Ormskirk L39 4RQ ^ 0695 
577966, 
A1500t 2.04, GVP II 105Mb hard 
disk, 4Mb RAM, Philips 38331! 
monitor, Power 1.76Mb dual floppy 
disk drive, stereo sound system, 
VGC with Wordworth, home 
Accounts 2, Superbase 2, all 
£775 u 0491 411624 evenings. 
Amiga A1200 + 60Mb hard drive 
£500, Seal a 500 £45, Citizen 
Swift 200 colour £170, all mint 
condition. Contact Steve * 0892 
538645. 
Amiga 2000 3Mb 20Mb Hard 
Disk, 2x3.5 disk drives, 10S4S 
monitor, Kickstart and Workbench 
1,3, printer, programming 
software, manuals, 20+ games, 
mouse, Music Studio, Photon and 
Deluxe Paint. Only £850 * 0602 
765138, 

FANZINES 

Trojan Phazer owners! Marksman 
Disk 2 now available. Reviews, 
samples, hints, Phazer-compatible 
games. £1 only to David Green, 67 
Thicket Drive, Maltby, Near 
Rotherham, South Yorks S66 7LB 

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts, Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
{made payable to Future Publishing} or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us If you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers, Ail 
ads are accepted in good faith* The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service, 

Trade ads will not be accepted, Including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name  

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 27 

Postcode.. ...Date 

Tel ... ,  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted ..... J 

Personal...□ 

Fanzines J 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed. Return with your 
cheque to; 

Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper 

30 Monmouth 

Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
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COMMS 
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Dave Winder fakes a look at archiving while doing 

some bedtime reading and logging on to the Amiga 

Swop shop, all at once. Talk about multi-tasking! 

QW that more and more 
people are discovering 
the Internet, more and 
more people are also 

discovering what a vast and 
sometimes difficult place it is. At 
last someone has written a book 
aimed squarely at the newcomer to 
the Internet, and I've been doing 
some intensive bedtime reading to 
bring you this review. 

The Internet Companion (A 
Beginner s Guide To Global 
Networking) is quite a mouthful of a 
title, but it does describe the content 
of this book very well. The author, 
Tracey LaQuey, obviously knows her 
subject matter very well indeed. The 
book is a paperback, in "pocket" 
format (you know, tall and slimt just 
like Sigourney Weaver), and it has 
the complete lowdown on that huge 
international comms network. I was 
immediately impressed by the fact 
that the foreword was written by 
Senator AI Gore -yes, in America 
senior politicians are involved in 
comms! (And yes, I suppose I am 

pretty easily impressed.) The book 
has a very logical structure to it, 
starting off with the reasons why you 
should want to know about the 
Internet and then sketching a brief 
but very complete history of the 
network, I found this section quite 
fascinating, and it goes to show that 
this book has something to offer 
even to people who are in no way 
new to the Net. 

Tracey manages to combine the 
technical intricacies of this subject 
with examples of Internet lifet and 
she does this very well indeed, There 
are many boxed-out examples in the 
book - such things as a marriage 
made on the Net, Internet in the 
classroom, and even Sightings of 
Elvis on the Net. It isn't all just jolly 
anecdotes, though - the technical 
details that people really need to 
know are all here as welL 
Explanations are given on what FTP 
is, for example, and how to do it 
EMail, Usenet, Telnet, and Gopher 
are all also covered, 

Although this book has a 

somewhat natural American bias, 
that doesn't mean it is not just as 
useful in the UK. Similarly, the bias 
is towards the PC and the Mac, but 
that doesn't make it any less useful 
to the Amiga user. 

The one area of the book that I 
found lacking is that there is no 
glossary. \ am amazed that this Is 
missing in what is meant to be a 
beginner's handbook. The text is 
littered with all sorts of comms and 
Internet technical terms, as well as 
all the "in words" that tend to mean 
nothing to those outside this world. 
So I would have to say that if you 
really are a complete beginner to 
comms, you might find the book 
heavy going because you won't 
understand half of what is being 
referred to. However, provided you 
are already using comms, this book 
really is the best introduction to the 
Internet that I have seen so far, I 
heartily recommend it. 
• Thanks to Gordon Hundley for 
drawing my attention to this book 
and lending me his copy to review. 

NEWS • NEWS • NEWS 

One of the most useful utilities available for the Amiga, 
in my opinion, is SnoopDos. This program enables you to 
see exactly what programs are doing at Amiga DOS level, 
and therefore trace problems, snags, and so on* Its 
author, Eddy Carroll, recently became aware of a hacked 
version of his program that was becoming available on 
some BBSs. The latest official version of SnoopDos is 
1,7 but a version 2.0 had started to appear. 

Eddy, being a comms enthusiast himself, used this 
medium to warn people about the bogus file. He posted 
a warning message urging anyone who sees SnoopDos 
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SnoopDos 1.7 is the genuine article, seen here doing 
its stuff, revealing all about what your Amiga's up to. 

2,0 to inform the Sysops concerned and not to download 
it. Word has spread around the networks, not just in the 
UK but worldwide, and as a result, with luck, the fake 
version (which could contain anything - viruses are quite 
commonly spread in this way) will not be allowed to 
spread. 

Just goes to prove the power of comms, if used 
correctly. 

Please note, once again, that the last official version 
is SnoopDos 1.7 and the fake version that you should 
avoid is SnoopDos 2.0, 

THE NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR... 
The comms world at last has a co-ordinated voice to 
safeguard its interests. Community {The Computer 
Communicators Association) is being set up even as you 
read this. Representatives from the major Networks are 
forming the initial steering commi:tee, including FidoNet, 
InterNet, CiX and GT-Power, with Janet to follow soon. It 
is a big job to set up an organisation such as this and 
the steering committee certainly have a lot of hard work 
ahead of them. They hope to schedule an inaugural 
meeting of Community for September, 

I will keep you Informed of progress, and when such 
things are finalised I'll let you know how to join and help 
to ensure that comms continues to grow and prosper in 
the UK. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 
The Internet Companion 
(A Beginner's Guide To Global 
networking) „   £9-95 
by Tracey LaGuey with Jeanne C fty&r 
ISBN 0-20142224 6 

Available from all good 
bookshops 

WAVEY'S BBS GUIDE, 
PART 2 
This month I am continuing my look 
at some of the Amiga-orientated 
Bulletin Boards that deserve 
attention, and the deserving BBS this 
time around is Amiga Swopshop 
(w 081 986 5964). 

Amiga Swopshop is unusual in 
that the Sysop really makes an effort 
to make contact with his users, and 
not just on the BBS. Now I don't 
mean to say that most Sysops don't 
try to do this, but Jim Hendry 
appears to try just that little bit 
harder than most. For example, Jim 
does not validate new accounts on 
Amiga Swopshop until he has 
actually made voice contact with the 
user. He really does phone up and 
check that the user is genuine - I 

THE VERY 

Here's a chance for me to tell you 
about a really useful utility if you 
ever want to transfer binary files by 
EMail. Oh yes, it can be donef but 
it involves something called 
"uu en coding" and "uudecoding", It 
all sounds very Secret Squirrel, 
doesn't it (I know, I'm showing my 
age again), but it really is quite 
straightforward, Basically what is 
happening is that when you 
uuencode a program file it is 
converted into printable, ASCII, 
characters so that the program 
can, in effect, be sent as a 
message. Of course this means 
that the program is useless to the 
recipient in this format. So the 
person receiving the program 
uudecodes it to convert it back into 
binary form. 

The main problem with this is 
that the uuencode/decode 
programs available are not exactly 
user-friendly, and I have lost count 
of the number of people who have 
begged me for help in getting the 
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know, because Jim phoned me after J 
logged on for the first time to look 
around for this article. By doing this 
Jim can ensure that users are 
genuine, which results in much less 
likelihood of abuse of the system 
and its other users. 

The Swops hop runs on an Amiga 
3000, a total of just under 500Mb of 
hard disk space and 6Mb RAM, and 
a Miracom HST Dual Standard 
modem. Although the name may 
suggest otherwise, this BBS has a 
very strict no-piracy rule - as all 
BBSs worth using should have. After 
all, piracy is theft and that's all there 
is to it. There are also rules 
concerning bad language and 
pornography. This would appear to 
be a very above-board Bulletin Board. 
(Try saying that after a few pints 
down the local.) 

So who is behind the screen? 
Jim Hendry is a 32-year-old 
handyman who started out in 
computers with a 16K Spectrum 
back in 1981. It wasn't until 1990 
that Jim got really interested En 
comms though, and his explorations 
led him to the conclusion that he 
didn't really feef that Sysops were 
helping new users enough. This was 
enough to prompt him into action, 
and Amiga Swopshop was born. All 

O Save money by using the 
"capture" facility of your terminal 
software program to study the menu 
options and file lists of the Bulletin 
Boards you log on to, This way you 
can get to know your way around 
the BBS and decide which files you 
want without paying excessive 
telephone charges. 
0 Buy the fastest modem you can 

new users are treated to a phone call 
so Jim can chat with them to check 
they are who they say, and this 
usually happens within 24 hours of 
you asking to join the BBS. Jim also 
prides himself on answering 100% of 
EMail enquiries within 48 hours, and 
99% within 24 hours. He believes it 
is vital to make users feel welcome 
and at home straight away if they are 
actually going to participate on his 
BBS, and of course he is right. 

To give you an idea of how much 
work has gone into the Swopshop, 
here are some statistics. There are 
currently 92 Echo Mai I Areas covering 
just about every topic you can think 
of, including the Real 3D and 
Imagine mail and file areas. In total 
there are 58 different file areas, and 
a totally amazing 38 on-line games to 
choose from, (Not that Amiga 
Shopper readers ever play games, do 
they?) There is a live tele- 
conferencing facility, an on-line IQ 

afford, The stower the modem, the 
more time you spend actually on- 
line, and so the more money you 
pay in telephone charges. 
0 Because keeping telephone 
charges down is the best way to 
save money, try to keep your 
comms explorations to off-peak 
times. Learn to do without sleep... 
O Think about using Mercury for 

test (I've carefully avoided this. I m 
not stupid, you know. No, that's not 
right...), and even a fun life- 
expectancy test. Future plans include 
more dedicated lines for the BBS - 
Jim hopes for at least three - CD- 
ROM on line (I think all Sysops would 
rank this high on their wish-lists), 
and the takeover of Amiga Shopper, 
although I'm not sure if he really 
means this, 

CIX TRICKS 'N' TIPS 
The Amiga Shopper "Cix For Free" 
offer in AS 24 has been a roaring 
success- In fact the powers that be 
at the Compulink information 
exchange tell me that ours has been 
the most successful offer they have 
ever been involved with. Of course, 
what this means is that more and 
more Amiga users are now Cix users 
and have access to many of the 
Amiga Answers Panel, I've been 
flooded with questions in the last 

long-distance calls. If you make a 
lot of them, you should find that you 
can make considerable savings 
when compared to Telecom charges 
(but it does cost £11 a year). 
0 Finally, don't archive text files, 
Although text files are bigger than 
the archived versions would be, 
plain text travels much faster, so 
the balance ends up in your favour. 

month - not that I'm complaining. 
(Not that anyone would listen if I did.) 

The internet gateway has proved 
very popular among the Amiga 
Shopper readers who have joined, 
and the question I have been asked 
most about this has been, "How do I 
write to a Usenet Newsgroup?" Well, 
the answer is quite simple- By the 
time you read this the new Cix 
Newsreader should be up and 
running. This is a version of the very 
popular TRJM Newsreader, and gives 
the user read/write access to all the 
Usenet Newsgroups available via the 
UKNET feed. There will be an 
informative on-line manual and also 
on-line helpT so it really will be easy 
to use. I've been playing with it for a 
few weeks now and it is brilliant. 
There is, of course, no charge for 
this excellent service over and above 
the normal on-line charges. 

Watch this space for more Cix 
tricks and tips, fTi 

USEFUL COMMS UTILITY CORNER 

right syntax to actually do the 
business. UUCoderWindow solves 
these problems by creating a simple 
window interface for the UUEncodeX 
and UUDecodeX programs> The 
interface really is quite intuitive, and if 
you do have any problems, the 
documentation, although brief, is very 
pertinent and easy to understand. 

Full marks to the German author 

on this one, (Okay, okay, so my puns 
are getting worse, I admit it.) 

The second utility lTm going to look 
at is something that any user of 
comms really cannot do without: an 
archiver - in fact the archiver. Yes, it's 
true, in the wonderful world of Amiga 
comms these days there really is only 
one archiver that people are using, and 
that is LhA. It is one of the quickest 

arc hi vers available and also one of the 
best at getting those files reduced to 
the smallest possible size. 

So why use an archiver, you may 
be asking, and I'm going to tell you, oh 
yes! Simple: sending a file over a 
telephone line costs money, and the 
smaller the file the less time you are 
using the telephone and therefore the 
tess it is going to cost. 

InF i te 
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Secret Squirrel makes short work of a difficult 
job. No, waft - It's realty UUCoderWindow giving 
you a more user-friendly interface for uuencoding 
and uudecoding. UU could do a lot worse. 

LhA's Command Line. The archiver Is great hut 
does having to type in commands took confusing 
to you? Well, there Is a solution for people who 
never got to grips with typing... 

LhA is run from the Shell, using a 
command line interface. Although this 
is realty quite straightforward, and 
there Is a helpfile for all the 
commands, some people do find it a 
bit confusing. If you prefer selecting a 
button with a mouse, fear not, there is 
a utility out there just for you, It's 
called LhA-Win, and it provides a basic 
mouse-controlled environment for LhA. 

c I Lhfl Hn VI* fflttM by Patrick Schnutt/CoroUorks 
riienane                       to/t iHr ! Hoout 1 Start              |         Odd HIM (     fWf ni«i 1 Extract Files         |     delete Files j      Test ftrthtv 1 View ftrdnv            |     Updkt* Hrchiv 1 IS                 i I/O Buffep 32 FptrAti Tiles n 

Q ) LHh khn ifl Vi32 - Preference r 

And here tt Is. A nitty little utility catted LhA-Win 
replaces that difficult Command Line Interface 
with a slightly less difficult point-anddick 
environment. Your choice, realty. 
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NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY • IvPTiTTTifi 1 PUB 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

A500 512K ONJX£ 1 9 99 

RAM/CLOCK 1 

UPGRADE 

INC. VAT AND DELIVERY 

^ JOINT WINNER OF 
CbMPUTEIi4gOPPER& 

^Best Customer 

SerricW 

I AWARD FOR 1991 - Ll 
| 

PRICES 1NC.DEUVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
Evesham Micros Fit St. f |n>l for choice, prices and service. Established 
for over ten years, with a strong financial status and secure future. Our Computerised T&lesalCS Order Processing investment means fast, 
efficient SCrViCCr Well appointed Retail Showrooms With large product range on display. Our huge Customer database, nigh percentage of repeat Custom nncl personal referrals underlines our popularity, 
REMEMBER - when you neatf us, wc will still be here. Our extensive expansion program mcfins we could eventually be there as well... 

ORDER. 

0Sm Co'1 us now on 

LX 0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES; 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
Access / Visa/Switch/Am Ex 

card details to: 
Evesham Micros Ltd., 

Unit 9, St Richards Road, 
Evesham, Worcs, WR] I 6TD 

i  or FAX your Order with 
?_    Access, Visa, Switch, Am Ex 
©      card details to us on : 
E»f 0386»765354 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome * Same 
day despatch whenever possible ■ Prices include delivery 

(UK Mainland only) • Express Courier delivery (UK 
Mainland only) £ 6.50 extra « Please note that & banking 
days must be allowed for cheque clearance. Immediate 

clearance on Bank Drafts * Credit card orders: We do not 
charge the card until the goods are despatched. 

, Cards Welcome  

VESA 

\lw iiys A t:«od SrRQ 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal Opening times: Monday-Saturday. 9.uQ-S.3G 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday-Friday 

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM 
Unit 9 St Richards Rd, 

Evesham 
Worcs WR11 6TD 

■H1 0386*765160 
fax :038c-765354 

251-255 Mosetey Rd, 
Highgate 

Birmingham 812 OEA 
^021*446 5050 

fax: 021 4465Q10 

CAMBRIDGE MILTON KEYNES 
5 Glisson Road, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

S 0223«32389S 
fax: 0223 3226B3 

320 Witan Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK92HP 
■S 0908-230698 

fax ; 0908 230665 

^ijJIMJj^ ^ 0386-40303 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Details correct at time of going to press * AH goods subject to availability 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY : 

^—  16.99 
~> CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH > AUTO RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK ft COMPACT, ULTRAS EAT DESIGN 

'A500 PLUS' 

1MB RAM 

UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A5O0+ TO 2MB RAM I 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area 2r 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb 'ChipRAM' 

RAM On/Off Switch     Compact unit size > 
Only B low power RAM IC's > High reliability 

UPGRADE 

•ssss: 

ONLY £42.99 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases total RAM in A500 to 2Mb! £ Plugs 
Into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY' chip & Includes Battery- *§l 

Backed Real-Time Clock ft Socketed RAM fCs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 
_, „. M '   N.B.: Tr» expansion board Unpopulated RAM board with clock i. J4.yo     requires Kk&start 1 a io 

_        - _   operate - Kickslart 1.3 upgrade ■ 
With 15Mb FASTRAM installed £ 69.99 av^fromusior^vs 

MEGABOARD' 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further 

expand your ASOO's memory to a total of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type, 
or not exceeding 9cm In length). 

ONLY £47.99 

CONNECTS TO YOUR 

512KRAMUPORAM 

TOOTYIUME 
MEGABOARD needs Kiehstarl T 3 ID operate 
(Krckslarl 1.3 upgrade available Irom as for 

E29.95) InalaUalion requires counsel ion lo th* 
GARY chip. Easy lo follow instructions provided, 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, the 
HaCIM Gi?nlc0KI of tor levr's 
of quality, tunctton and 
sophistication not normally 
available in this price category 

SPECIAL GFFER1ROCGEN MK.il INCLUDES 'HOME TifLER' SOFTWARE FOR A500 
Genlock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.II 
ONLY £79.99 

GENLOCK PLUS 
ONLY £149.99 

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR 

«- J 

With its dedicated monilor input, this model 
combines the advantages of a high quality 
15" medium resolution colour monitor with 

the convenience of remote control Teletext 
TV - at an excellent low price ! Features dark 
B       glass screen for improved contrast 
1 OOAO OH  Including VAT, 
1  t^Htf.UU delivery & cable 

Philips CMB033 Mk.ll Monitor {Genuine UK version), 
includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance 
and lotus Espiit Turbo Z game £ 229.00 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 
ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Star LC 20 Successor to IC 10, 4 fonts, 1oOV44cps.... £ 129.99 
NEWi Star LC 100 Entry level 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts... X 16S.03 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts, 1SQ/45cps 1198.58 
NEW! Star LC 24-100 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps £ 198.23 
NEW! Star LC 24-20 Mkll 24-Pin, 2t0cps higti speed drall E 229.13 
Star LC 24-20OC Superb 24-Pin Colour, 5 fonis, 200/67cps ....£ 276.13 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for 10" LC printers (pis.state model}...£ 64.95 
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, BD col. power printer........ £405.38 
Star XB24-2S0 132 column version of XB24-2DQ £492.33 
Citizen 240 COLOUR printer E 299.99 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet S00   E Ml,33 
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500C (Colour) £ 445.33 
NEW/ Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550 Colour £ 645.08 
Canon BJ-10SX InkJet Printer .„„ £ 233.63 
NEWI Canon BJ-20D InkJet Printer 36Gdpi, uplo240cps, B lonls, 80'Sheet feeder, IBM and Epson emulation £ 339.66 
Epson LX400 budget 10" carriage 9-pin 160V2&tp£ ...E 139.00 
Epson LQ10O 24-pin ia0/60cps,, 6k buffer £ 205.00 
Panasonic KXP11241 uprated 24-pin model 300/1 OOcps £ 279.00 
Panasonic KXF3123 good value 2A-pm colour model £ 269.00 

3 A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AM AUNG LOW PRICE < 

£52.99 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

including VAT & delivery 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 660K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

E44.99 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY* 
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TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
At a genuine 4Kmpi scanning resolution, this, 
scanner produces 1f jly superf quality scans. 
Has a lull 105mm scanning width, variable 
brightness TOnlFiQl and 100 t £00 i 300 / 400dpi 
resolution. DA flt a scan Professional Version 3 
scanning and editing software allows real-time 
scanning m either line art ar in up 1O 64 
simulated grsy scales. Provides powsrfW 
editing features and excellent compatibility with 
most DTP end Painl Packages,, eg. Del JSC Paint 4. 
Touch-Up, Also Supplied is The Publisher DeskTop 
PubiShmg package, ideal Far incorporating your 
scennea images into flyers and nawstEtters. 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

1 A500 HARD DISKS 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the 
smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price ! 

C"i A QQ SATISFACTION 
X. It.W GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent travei+accuracy assured. NEW LOW PRICE! ,. E 29.00 

TRACKBALL 
High performance trackball, directly compatible lo 

any Amiga or Atari ST. Plugs into mouse or joystick 
port. Super-smooth and accurate - you probably wonl want to use a mouse again after using this TreckheH! Pull one-handed control Top quality oplo-mecharocaf design, giving high spaed and accuracy every tine. No driver 

software needed! 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICK START ON 

YOUR A500 IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You can improve software compatibility on your A500 Plusl By titling our ROM Swilcher, 
you can attemate blwn the Kickstan- 2 already resident and another version of 
Kickslarl ROM chip, giving you 1he tieedom ot choice. 
Fining is very simple indeed, and requires no soldering or 
special technical knowledge. Fitting ellowa two methods 
ol switching. either by keyboard reset, or by an external 
toggle switch, H.B. Kkck*tart HQM nut supplied. ASM 
Revision 5 boards will require circuit modification. 

ONLY 

£24.95 
KICkStarl 1.3 ROM LAipr.'l 
Ktckfltart 2.0 ROM supplied ee 
A50C Revision 5 PCB Circuit Modification Service F 2S.9F, 

Amplified Stereo 
A I if Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 
OF YOUR 
AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiga produces fine quality hi-li stereo sound. 
Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the hiHwWh thie new design twin speaker system' Incorporates a 
built-in amplilrer with separata adjustable volume controls for each speaker gnil. Runs from PSU (supplied) or from batteries {not included). 

Speaker Dimensions l6Qx95xlQ$mm (HxWxD) 

POTENTIAL 

ONLY 

£39.95 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 
Unit, Good quality switch mode' 

type. Super low price f 

r 
Replacement Power Si 

ONLY £39.95 
Replacement Power Supply for A590 Hard Disk £ 49.95 

ACCESSORIES 
MIDI interlace connects to serial port  
Virus Protector (Its lo last drive in system, protedng ell drives.. VlDI-12 AmigB vidBD digitisBr peckage inc. VI Dl-Chrome  
Amiga 500 Dual Cover ,  
Amiga 600 Duel Cover  

SOFTWARE 
 ~& &9,00 

Kind Words 3 ™„ £ 49.95 
Prolext V6.S  £ 120.00 Home Accounts W2 —t 49.00 Deluxe Paint 4 £ 79,99 
Deluxe VideoS £ B4.9S 

£ m« 
C 696 ..£110.00 

...£ 29.95 
AMOS £37.50 
Hi Soft Lattice C E 199.00 □FA BASIC Compiler ...E 24.96 
Devpac 2.15 £ 44,96 Workbench Menagement .£ 9.9E 

All life t^uiurnJ 

Ware* 1993., 

ferdic) 84% 

"Very attractive indeed - you 
ct good deal for a decent drive, 

# SCSI HARD RISK MECHANISMS for optimum performance, 
fast Access Time & Autoporking 

t Includes its own DEDICATED PSU. CBM recommends pgpinsl usn of 
Hard Disks without independent power supply. 

* Option for up lo 4MB additional easy RAM EXPANSION, using 'SIMMS' 
t COOL.,,, by popular demand, we have fitted a Cooling Fan! 

40Mb MODEL 

ONLY £229 
100Mb MODEL 

ONLY £329 
2Mb RAM Version: ADD £70.50 

4Mb RAM Version: ADD £141.00 I 
Reference Add-On Hard Drive | 

Cased Hard Disk with powei supply 
4QMb..,Eloa i00Mb.»M99 

* GAME SWITCH allows Games to be loaded wittioul disconnection 
* Includes SCSI THROUGHPOflT al rear for further expansion 
* Compatible with Reference Add On Hard Drive and Reference RAM unit 
* High quality metal casing, colour end style matched lo Ihe Amiga 50D 
* Includes HD Setup 3' (external SCSI jow level lormat and partition utility) 

and 'MRBACKUP PRO' (backup ulrlity) 

RAM access LED 
■Ct HAM test/run switch 

Uses 1Mb 4-bit ZIPS 
ft Style matched to the ASOO 

Very low power consumption 
$t Thro ugh port for further expansion 
ft Compatible with A590 and most other 

SCSI Hard Drives (please call to check) 
# Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power other devices) 
ft Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, or fully populated with 8Mb 

Incorporating the latest 
'ZIP' DRAM technology, 

our External Memory 
Upgrade allows the 
ASOO / A5D0+ to be 

upgraded by up to a 
further 8Mb of auto- 

configuring FASTRAM, 

rV. B. Any memory fitted to this unit is in 
addition to that on your machine already, 

to a maximum of 8Mb on the external unit. 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99   with 4MB...£159.99   with SMB...£259.99 
PARTtALL Y POPULATED UNITS EXPAND TO 8MB WITH 2MB MODULES. A VAILABLE SEPARA TELY AT QNL Y £39.99 PEP 2MB • OP TiONAL POWER SVPPL Y £U 95 

AMIGA 60m 

STA WA  PA od ■ 
With 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £244.99 
Vm RAM/CLOCK VERSION £364,99 

Mv Wem? 

WICKED PACK 
Features: 20Mb Hard Disk • Push-over 

• Grand Prix ■ Putty • Delux Paint III 
■ 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £294.99 
2«§ RAM/CLOCK VERSION £ 334*9 

EXCITING 
^PACKS 

Built-in TV 
Modulator • Built-in 

IDE Hard Disk Controller ■ Kickstart 2 • 
1Mb Chip RAM * Accepts Memory Cards 

4MB RAM CARD 
For any A600 £189.00 

MIGA 600 

STANDARD PACK 
Special Hard Disk Model 

Supplied with Evesham Micros fitted 
60Mb Hard Disk. 

Please note that the Hard Disk installation is 
not coveted by on-site maintenance 

ONLY £409.99 
1MR MAM/CLOCK VERSION £44999 

EPIC PACK 
40Mb Hard Disk • 12 months on-site 

maintenance 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £489.99 

AMIGA 1200 
KickStart/Workoench 3,0 • Fast 68020 
processor ■ AGA chipset ■ CPU/DMA 

expansion pott * PCMCI A expansion slot £379.99 

Hard Disk 
Model 

With Evesham Micros   OC/IA QQ 
fitted 60Mb Hard Disk. £,0t3-99 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 
A600/1200 TO HARD DISK 

Bring the benefits of a Hard Disk 
installation to your existing Amiga 

600/1200 with our easy to fit upgrade. 

60Mb kit....£229.00 

A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE! 

:< Simply Plugs into the AMD's 
trapdoor expansion area 

vV Increases total RAM capacity of 
A6Q0 to 2Mb 'ChipRAM* 

it RAM Enable / Disable Switch 
ft Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 

£44.99 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 



Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters 

pages - where you get the chance to speak your 

mind. So join your host, the editor, Cliff Ramshaw, 

for some more no-hoids-barred bantering. All you 

have to do to be included is send your missive to: 

'Talking Shop', Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Get to it!... 

"IN EFFECT, UNFINISHED" 
I am sorry to have to write con- 
cerning an article in the last issue 
of Amiga Shopper which angered 
me. The article in question was the 
review of Clarity 16 from Mlcrodeal. 
The reviewer did well to point out 
the fact that the software crashed. 
What is totally unacceptable, 
though, is the manner In which the 
reviewer condones this, passing it 
off as being par for the course. 

An unstable piece of software in 
constant use Is more trouble than 
it's worth. I realise that the 
multitasking environment of the 
Amiga makes it a difficult machine 
to program for, hut properly tested 
software could put an end to the 
days when the Amiga was seen as a 
quirky little games machine. If 
serious Amiga users were sure that 
they had a solid base to work with, 
they would be far more likely to 
invest in their machine, Investment 
is what the Amiga needs to make it 
a real success. 

Surely the software companies 
would gain more In the long run If a 
reviewer could say that after a week 
of intensive use a program hadn't 
stepped out of line once? I realise 
that testing takes time, and time 
costs money, but I would much 
rather pay a fair price for a stable 
piece of software which does the 
job that it set out to do, than pay 
for one which is in effect unfinished 1 

Jason Dllllng 
Chatham 

Point taken, Jason, although since 
the review mentioned that there were 

bugs in the software it is up to the 
potential buyer to decide whether or 
not this is acceptable. Any remotely 
complex program has flaws, and tbe 
only advice that can be offered to the 
more wary user is to wait until a 
program has been on sale for some 
time before buying it. That way you 
can be sure that most bugs have 
been removed, 

It would be nice \f software were 
more carefully tested before release, 
but as you say this costs more 
money and denies the manufacturer 
its edge over the competition, as well 
as delaying the release of new 
technology to the consumer. 

"ORIGINAL PURPOSE" 
Can you please explain why the 
words "From the Makers of Amiga 
Format" have appeared on your 
cover? This, along with the 
inclusion of the odd cover disk and 
glossy covers, gives me the 
impression that Amiga Format is not 
so much your "sister" magazine but 
you are becoming a "doppelganger" 
magazine. Thankfully the excellent 
contents of your magazine have 
remained faithful to the original 
purpose, that being to act as a no- 
nonsense no-frills informative guide 
to the whole area of Amiga com- 
puting, but for how long? 

Personally I would have thought 
that It was unnecessary to try and 
"ride on the back" of Amiga Format 
when what really sells your 
magazine is the contents. I would 
prefer not to have a cover disk 
because the software It contains Is 
easily available, and I wonder how 

long it will be before a cover disk Is 
provided every month. 

Paul Matthews 
East Sussex 

Let me first stress that we are 
completely independent of Amiga 
Format The reasoning behind the 
"From the makers of..." text is as 
follows: Amiga Format is the world's 
best-selling Amiga magazine, and if 
we can convince some of its readers 
to try Amiga Shopper on the 
understanding that we maintain the 
same high standards of production, 
then we can only benefit. 

As you sayT our editorial content 
and style are quite different from 
those of Amiga Format, and they will 
continue to be. 

The cover dish is something that 
has proved very popular, and we're 
currently debating whether or not to 
make it a permanent feature, if any 
readers have strong feelings on the 
question, do write and let us know. 

"BUT HOLD ON" 
Soon after the ASOG's appearance, 
third-party manufacturers began 
creating peripherals that could be 
added externally and keep the 
machine's guarantee intact. To 
offset this, Commodore produced 
the likes of the A2000 that catered 
for internal expansion. Commodore 
blatantly advertise this machine, 
and others such as the A4000, as 
containing internal Zorro slots for 
the addition of extra memory and so 
on. Great stuff, but hold on - if you 
open the machine to insert your 
extras into the slots, then your 
machine is no longer covered by the 
guarantee, Even if you take your 
machine to an authorised dealer to 
do the job, the same rule applies, 

If Commodore are advertising 
the machines as upgradable, and 
then saying that opening a machine 
will invalidate its guarantee, then 
this must contradict the claim of 
the advertisement that the machine 
is upgradable. If this is so, why 
don't Commodore just produce a 
system whereby machines can be 
upgraded via a rack-mounted 
modular system? 

D R Thompson 
Norwich 

This is an important issue. Posing as 
a customer, I phoned Commodore 
and spoke to a person who 
confirmed that opening up my A4000 
would invalidate its warranty, it was 
suggested that I contact my dealer, 
who would fit any expansions for me, 
and then replace any warranty seals 
that got torn when the case was 
opened, so no-one would be any the 
wiser. When 1 asked what would 
happen if I bought an expansion card 
via mail order and my local dealer 
didn't care to fit It, I was told that I 

could write to Commodore explaining 
the problem and I would probably be 
sent some spare warranty seals, 

Some time later I phoned 
Commodore again, this time 
identifying myself as a journalist and 
asking for the company's official 
position. I was eventually assured 
that opening up an A4000 in order to 
install expansion cards would not 
void your warranty. Mjke Gosheron, 
Commodore's multi-media sales 
manager, told Amiga Shopper on the 
record that "the machine is a 
workstation that's designed for 
users' ungradabtlity.'' 

Despite this official statement, 
there's clearly still some confusion 
about warranties. I'd be interested to 
hear of any readers' experiences. 

"THINGS LIKE PRINTFS" 
Just a little note to sort out a few of 
the problems that some people have 
written in about concerning NorthC. 
People say that things like printfs 
and puts don't send their output to 
the screen immediately. What you 
have to do is: 

(a) Open up your "clibs" drawer and 
load the file called "defaults.c" into 
a text editor. Scroll down and find 
the line that says: 

"int stdoutunbuffered - 0" 

and change the 0 to a 1. 
(b) Move the file into the "include" 
drawer. 
(c) Put at the top of every C 
program you write this line: 

# include <default e.c> 

By the way, it says how to do 
this in the documentation. 

Jonathan Levell {aged 14) 
Rlngwood 

So now we know. 

"DARE I SAY IT" 
In these recession-hit times, don't 
you think it would be a good idea to 
concentrate on ways to save and 
even, dare I say it, make money 
with your Amiga, rather than 
printing loads of articles telling us 
what to buy with money we don't 
have? 

Leopold Bloom 
Dublin 

Yes, Next month well be printing a 
mammoth article all about how you 
can make money with your machine. 
We'll be covering just about every 
concefvable application, from basic 
typing through desktop publishing to 
video and graphics work, not for- 
getting commercial programming and 
music. We1 II also be offering lots of 
useful advice on things like tax and 
grants, and giving you a whole load 
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When Clarity 16 was first released it suffered from a number of bugs. Should 
reviewers condemn this sort of thing, or just accept tt as normal? 

of useful contacts. (To make sure of 
your copy and save yourself some 
money to boot, see page 41.) 

Incidentally, if any of you have 
ideas for what you would like to see 
in the magazine or, just as valuable, 
comments to make about articles 
we've already published, then don't 
hesitate to write and let us know* 

"MOST OF THE TIME" 
I am replying to a tetter from 
Jonathon Williams regarding 
downloads from bulletin boards, 
printed in the May issue [AS 23]. 

I run a BBS in Birmingham 
called Bright Lights BBS (* 021 
325 1723, 7pm-7am every day) and 
once users have become members 
they get a ratio of 4/1. If this ratio 
is not suitable, then users have only 
to explain that they are new to 
comms and an agreed ratio can be 
arranged, As regards connecting at 
only 2,400 most of the time, the 
user will have to shop around for the 
14.4 BBSs like my own - it is as 
simple as that. 

If Jonathon wants to give me a 
call on my BBSTI will give him any 
help I can. We all started 
somewhere. 

Alan Clarke 
Birmingham 

Thanks for that. 

"OUTLINED ABOVE" 
I read with Interest the article on 
Commodore's new Amiga 4000- 
030; at under £1,000 it really is a 
stunning machine and worth every 
penny. It makes the A4000-040 
look prohibitively expensive - surely 
its faster processor doesn't warrant 
an extra £1,000? 

The most interesting thing 
about issue 26 was the proposed 
Amiga CD. For It really to take off, it 
must be well advertised. Just how 
many adverts on the telly have you 
seen for any Amiga? Not many, 
that's for sure. As for the machine's 

technical specification, Commodore 
have achieved a correct balance of 
hardware trickery and price. It 
sounds far superior to Sega's Mega 
CD and is far cheaper, too. I know 
which machine I would rather buy. 

For CD-ROM to take off on the 
Amiga, CD-ROM devices need to be 
made available for all Amlgas, 
including the A600. In the CD-ROM 
box should be the AG A chipset to 
enable advanced graphics to be 
displayed on earlier Amtgas. 1 feel 
this could be done, since GVP have 
produced a hard disk with an 
accelerator In the same box. 

Once CD-ROM has been 
established with all Amlgas, 
software support needs to 
be much better than was the 
case with CDTV. For Amiga 
CD to be taken seriously It 
should include an internal 
IDE hard disk with a 
minimum capacity of 40Mb. 
Ami gas at present are 
criticised for lack of built-in 
hard disks as standard in 
the low-end machines. A 
hard disk would enable 
Workbench and applications 
software to be used. 

If Commodore don't take 
the measures outlined 
above, then the Amiga CD 
will die Just like CDTV, and 
PCs and other machines will 
overtake the Amiga again. 
The Amiga has only Just 
managed to get back on top 
because of the AG A chipset 
and the A4000-040. 

One last thing: where Is 
the assembly language 
tutorial? I enjoyed the first 
Installment and expected to 
see it every month. 

Andrew Smith 
Tamworth 

it's not £1,000 more. I expect the 
price of that one will be dropping 
soon enough. 

Remember that when you talk 
about Commodore getting the 
balance between specification and 
price right on the Amiga CD, they 
haven't done so yet* £250 is the 
price we believe that Commodore are 
aiming to bring the unft out at - it 
may well change between now and 
Christmas. Furthermore, Sega have 
recently dropped the price of the 
Mega Drive and Mega CD to £75 and 
£175 respectively, so the 
competition is already hotting up, 

I agree about the necessity for 
CD-ROM technology across all 
Amigas, and so do Commodore. They 
have stated that this is one of their 
aims, 

Because of the growth of interest 
in CD-ROM on various platforms, I 
think that Commodore are unlikely to 
suffer again from the shortage of 
software that beset CDTV. It will be 
relatively easier to convert titles from 
the likes of the PC and Mega CD to 
work with the Amiga (admittedly 
games, but they are, after all, what 
made the Amiga so successful in the 
first place). 

I can't see Commodore putting 
hard disks into low-end machines, 
simply because the majority of 
people who buy those machines 
simply don't want hard disks. They 
want to play games, 

I'm glad you liked the assembler 

article; if more people write in 
requesting another, well do one. 

"WITHOUT CHARGE" 
I would like to sing the praises of 
DAVAL Electronicsr my (relatively) 
local computer shop. 

I have had cause to use their 
repair skills on a couple of 
occasions since buying my Amiga 
500 from a friend, knowing it to be 
faulty- They fixed the original fault 
and, when It re-appeared a few days 
later, re-investigated and found the 
loose connections causing the 
failure. This second repair was done 
free. 

A further repair was completed 
within the promised ten days. Yet 
another fault surfaced a few days 
later, quite independent of the 
others [was this cheap A500 such a 
bargain? - ed], and when I took my 
machine into DAVAL it was repaired 
within ten minutes without charge. 

In these difficult times for 
businesses it is really refreshing to 
come across a company with such 
an honourable attitude towards their 
customers. 

K I Dickinson 
Lincolnshire 

It's always good to hear of a 
reputable dealer. May I also point out 
that fve had nothing but exemplary 
service from my parents' computer 
shop, Marcl iff computers in 
Sunderland. O 

Well, an 040 processor 
costs significantly more than 
a 6SEC030, but you're right - 

WANTED! 

Salary according to experience 

Editors • Deputy Editors • Art Editors 

Production Editors • Art Assistants 

Europe's biggest publisher of computer and console magazines is once 
again on the lookout for first-class talent. The company responsible for 
such market-leaders as Amiga Format, Total, GamesMaster, Sega Power, 
MEGA and Super Play is gearing up to launch yet more worldbeating 
magazines onto the market. 

If you're already an Editor with experience in Future territory and 
you're hoping to join us, we want to hear from you, If you're an 
experienced, ambitious Deputy Editor keen to move on and up, we want 
to hear from you. If you're an Art Editor, Art Assistant or Production 
Editor working with Quark XPress and desperate to get on, we want to 
hear from you. If you don't work for a magazine but would dearly love to, 
and know Sega and Nintendo consoles and console games inside and 
out, we want to hear from you. If you really, seriously believe you have 
something to offer Europe's market leaders, we could well have 
something serious to offer you. 

Write now, enclosing a GV, an example of work published or 
unpublished and Five Good Reasons Why Future Needs Me to:- Annie 
Chalmers, Future Leisure, at the address below: 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
Tel: 0225 442244, Fax: 0225 446019 
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Now's your chance to get 

started in making music on 

your Amiga, All you need is 

OctaMED v2.0, and it's 

yours on this month's cover 

disk - no extra kit required! 

Tim Tucker shows you how 

to get going. 
OctaMED*s file panel at the top left of the screen. This Is where you load and save all 
songs and instruments, as well as delete any unwanted files on disk. 

Trackers have long been an 
alternative to sequencers 
for making music on the 
Amiga. They are convenient 

because they use the internal sound 
capabilities of the Amiga, meaning 
that you don't need any external 
hardware to make music. MED and 
its successor OctaMED have 
established themselves over the 
last few years as the best trackers 
around, and on this month's cover 
disk we've supplied you with 
OctaMED version 2. 

Although initially intended for 
those with little or no knowledge of 
more professional music software, 
OctaMED has amassed loads of 
features since its conception, and if 
you've never seen a tracker before it 
may look a little complicated on first 
sight, But it's really quite easy to 
use, as you'll see. 

First a few notes about trackers 
and what they do. With a tracker 
program, you can use IFF samples 

and string them together into 
sequences to play music. In most 
cases the number of samples you 
can ptay together at the same time is 
restricted to four - the number of 
sound channels in the Amiga. 
OctaMED, however, can play up to 
eight samples at a time by a ctever 
bit of jiggery-pokery which enables 
two samples to play on each 
channel, The only downside is that 
when you're using more than four 
sounds at once there is a 
degradation in sound quality. 

There are all sorts of other 
features in OctaMED, The sound 
sources are not just limited to IFF 
samples - you can use Synthsounds, 
which are built up from simple 
waveforms, and even output notes 
over MIDI to play any MIDI 
instruments you may have. It also 
enables you to view and edit music 
ias standard musical notation, which 
can be printed out on a printer. 

You can run OctaMED by double- 

if you prefer working with music notation, you can edit and create tracks 
using the notation editor. You can also print It out. 

clicking on the OctaMED icon. 
However, you may want to make your 
OctaMED disk bootable, which 
enables you to boot straight into the 
program from the OctaMED disk. 
First, follow the instructions on the 
disk pages on how to de-archive 
OctaMED from your cover disk onto 
its own disk. Then open a CLI or 
Shell window and type the following: 

Install "OctaMed v2.00:" 

You need to put quotes around the 
name of the disk, because it has 
spaces in it. If you have only one 
drive you will be asked to put the 
OctaMED disk in drive dfO:, 
otherwise you can put it in any drive. 
Once it's finished the Install process 
you can turn off your Amiga and re- 
boot using your newly-bootable 
OctaMED disk. 

If you want to install the program 
onto a hard drive, copy the entire 
contents of the OctaMED disk to its 
own drawer on the hard drive. You 
then have to assign the name of the 
original disk to the name of your 
drawer, so that OctaMED knows 
where to look when it's trying to find 
files and things. You have to edit 
your start-up sequence to do this. 
Assuming you put them in a drawer 
called OctaMED on dhO:, add the 
following to the list of assigns in your 
start-up sequence: 

assign "QctaMed v2.00:" *" 
dhOjOctaMED 

Again, don't forget the quotes. 

Before we get started with the 
specifics, let's take a brief look at all 
the functions of OctaMED. In the top 
left of the screen is the user 
interface panel, and this is where 
you issue commands to the program. 
There are ten panels that can be 
displayed here, but only one can be 
displayed at a time. You bring up the 
other panels by clicking on one of the 
ten gadgets immediately to the right 
of the panel, marked FILES, MrSC, 
PLAY, VOL, INSTR. MIDI, BLOCK, 
TRANS, EDIT and RANGE. 

When you load the program, the 
panel FILES is highlighted and this is 
where you load and save files, 
including songs, samples and hybrid 
sounds. Next to it is MISC. Click on 
this and a panel appears which 
enables you to set up certain 
preferences, such as screen colours 
and mouse pointer - if you don't like 
that little man pointer, click on the 
OFF gadget next to JUMP:. It's also 
here that you clear songs from 
memory and Quit the program. 

Next down is PLAY, This is not 
only where all the play options are, 
but also tempo and channel 
information. The VOL panel enables 
you to adjust the relative volumes of 
each track. The INSTR panel is 
where you can load samples and 
alter some of their characteristics, 
including how long they play for, how 
loud they are and any transposition 
values. The MIDI panel takes care of 
all the commands you might want to 
output to a MIDI instrument. 

The BLOCK panel deals with 
manipulation of Blocks. A Slock is a 
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section of music, which we'll look at 
in more detail shortly, TRANS 
enables you to transpose larger 
sections of music as a whole, 
including Tracks, Blocks or the entire 
song. EDIT is where you set up 
parameters for entering and editing 
music in the tracker, and finally, 
RANGE enables you to perform cut 
and paste operations to existing 
pieces of music. 

To the right of the ten gadgets 
we've just looked at is another 
column of five gadgets. These switch 
between the five main screen 
displays below the top panel. The top 
gadget, marked = = = =, shows the 
main tracker editing display, which is 
where you do most of the entering 
and editing of music In OctaMED. 
Below that is a gadget marked with 
various musical symbols. Clicking on 
this brings up the Notation editor. 
Here you can edit and enter music 
with standard music notation if you 
prefer, and print out the music on 
your printer. The gadget SYNTH is 
used to design and edit sounds 
using simple waveforms as 
components. This is a powerful 
feature which enables you to create 
some very interesting sounds of your 
own. An extra advantage is that the 
sounds themselves take up less 
memory than normal samples. 

The next gadget, marked 
SWIPED, brings up the sample editor. 
Here you can sample sounds (as 
long as you have a hardware 
sampler) and edit existing samples. 
Finally the gadget SLIST brings up a 
list of all your sample disks and 
directories and the samples 
themselves. This makes file 
manipulation a lot easier when 
you're loading samples from lots of 
different disks and directories, and 
helps to minimise disk swapping. 

Underneath the main display are 
two graphs which display notes as 
they are played from the keyboard 
and tracker. This helps you to see 
what notes are being played, how 
loud they are and what channel 
they're on. It will become more clear 
once you start playing music. 

MAKING A TRACK 
Before you start making your own 

music, take a look at the demo Track 
supplied with the program. Click on 
the FILES gadget in the top right 
hand panel, and the files panel will 
be shown to the left of it. Click on 
the CURRDIR gadget and a list of 
the directories on the OctaMed 
v2.00 disk is displayed in the window 
to the left, Click once on Demos in 
this window and the file Esc2Heaven 
is shown. Click once on its name. 
Now click on the gadget LOAD: SONG 
to load the demo tune. 

Make sure you've got the gadget 
marked = = = = in the top right hand 
corner selected to display the tracker 
editing page in the main display. Now 
click on the PLAY gadget beneath 
FILES. A new panel is displayed 
which controls how to play the 
music. Click on PLAY SONG in this 
panel to hear the demo. The demo 
plays through the song, and when 
it's finished loops back to the 
beginning. When you've heard 
enough, click on STOP in the PLAY 
panel. If you pressed STOP in the 
middle of the song, you can continue 
playing from where you stopped by 
clicking on CONT SONG. Clicking on 
PLAY SONG again plays the song 
from the beginning, regardless of 
where you stopped. 

Above the CONT SONG gadget is 
a gadget marked SPEED: with two 
numbers, 033/04, next to it. These 
are the primary and secondary tempo 
displays. You can change either of 
these while the music's playing by 
using the two sets 
of arrows and 
slider bars directly 
above them. 
Experiment with 
them. You111 notice 
that the secondary 
tempo control (04) 
changes the tempo 
by much larger 
increments and the 
music gets faster the lower the 
number (setting the number to 02 
makes the track exactly twice as 
fast), whereas the primary tempo is 
a much finer control and the music 
gets faster the higher the number, 

Now you've heard the demo 
track, it's time to enter some music 
of your own. Click on the MISC 

gadget in the top right panel to bring 
up the "miscellaneous" panel. Click 
on the CLEAR SONG ONLY gadget in 
the panel and click on CONFIRM to 
perform the command - all 
operations in the MISC panel have to 
be confirmed, to stop you making a 
mistake and erasing something you 
really want to keep, A message 
appears in the title bar at the top of 
the screen asking "Rush unused 
instruments (Y/N)?n This is where all 
the messages from OctaMED to you 
are displayed. Press N on the Amiga 
keyboard to 
answer No. All the 
note information 
disappears, 
leavingjust the 
samples in 
memory. We can 
now use these 
samples to create 
our own track, 

You can play 
the samples using the Amiga 
keyboard (it's also possible to use a 
MIDI keyboard to enter notes). The 
keys on the Amiga are ordered in the 
way a piano keyboard is arranged, 
thus: 

23    567 90 =\ 
QWERTY UI 0 PI ] 
SD GHJ L; 

ZXCVBNM,./ 

Z is the lowest octave of note Ch 
and Q is C an octave above. Play 

not the 0) with the left mouse 
button. This changes the number to 
02 SlapBass. Keep clicking on the 
second number to scroll through all 
the samples in memory, and play 
them on the keyboard to hear what 
they sound like. To go back down the 
list, click on the second number with 
the right mouse button. (If you 
accidentally clicked on the first 
number with the left button, use the 
right mouse button to bring it back to 
0.) The instruments are numbered 
thus: 01 - 09, OA - OV, 10 - 19 and 
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WHEN YOU GET HOOKED... 
The MED Users Group (or MUG for 
short) aims to provide a service for 
all users of MED and OctaMED. 
Members can send in their problems 
or ask for advice about any aspect of 
MED or the Amiga, and there's a bi- 
monthly disk-based magazine called 
Total irrelevance. This contains 
demos, modules, samples, features, 
a small PD section, and reviews of 
readers' original and "covered1' 
modules. As a special offer to Amiga 

Shopper readers, MUG will send you 
a free copy of Total Irrelevance if you 
write a nice letter and enclose a disk 
of your own mods for the club to 
listen to. A blank disk will suffice, it 
says here, "but we'd rather have 
some mods!" 

If you're hooked on OctaMED, or 
just curious, contact Richard 
Bannister, The MED Users Group, 6 
Glevum Road, Stratton St Margaret, 
Swindon, Wilts SN3 4AF, 

You can edit samples in OctaMED "s 
sample edit screen, which saves you 
having to quit the program, 
them now to hear what they sound 
like. You should hear the notes being 
played by the sample JPBrass2.u20, 
which is the currently-loaded sample. 
You can transpose the keyboard up 
to higher octaves too. Click on EDIT 
at the bottom of the panel in the top 
right hand part of the screen and 
you'll see the Edit panel appear to 
the left of it. Use the gadgets 
marked OCTAVE: 1+2, 2+3, 3+4, 
4+5, to access the higher octaves of 
the sound from the keyboard. 

Between the top panel and the 
main block display is the status bar. 
This displays information which its 
useful to see at all times, Notice on 
the right of the status bar is a gadget 
marked 01 JPBrass2.u20 You can 
change the current sample to 
another in memory by clicking on the 
second of the two numbers (the 1, 

Create your own custom synth 
sounds by combining simple 
waveforms in the synth screen. 

1A - IV. 
So much for playing the sounds, 

now we want to actually put them 
into some music. For this we use the 
main Block display. A "Block" is a 
section of music - it could be a verse 
or chorus for instance, You compose 
songs by creating a number of 
Blocks and then playing the Blocks in 
sequence. You'li notice that the 
Block is split into four columns, each 
column representing a Track - in 
eight-track mode there would be 
eight cofumns. There can actually be 
up to 16 tracks, but OctaMED can 
only play four of them at the same 
iime in four-trnck mode, and eight of 
them in eight-track mode. Down the 
left hand side of the block is a 
column of numbers - 000, 001, 
002, etc. These are known as Lines, 
and you can enter a note per Line on 
any of the four tracks. Each Line 
represents a sixteenth note, and you 
can leave Lines blank to create the 
rhythms you want. The best way to 
understand this is to enter some 
music, so we're going to start by 
entering a simple bass drum pattern. 

First, select the bass drum 
sample by left clicking on the sample 
number until it reads 05 
BassDrum.u20. Now click on the 
EDIT gadget in the top right hand 
panel. This brings up the Edit panel, 
which you use to enter notes. Click 
on the gadget marked EDIT to the far 
right of this panel (notice that the E 
in the status bar below is also 
highlighted when you do this - you 
can enter EDIT mode by clicking on 
the E symbol at any time). Below it is 
a gadget marked SPC, with a 
numeric field beside it. Change the 
number from 2 to 4 by clicking on the 
number, using the Del key to erase 
the old number, and then typing in 
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the new value. Click on the SPC 
gadget to highlight it. (Again, notice 
the SP box on the status bar is also 
high lighted.) 

Move the edit cursor box (the red 
outline box), using the cursor arrow 
keys, to the top of the first track in 
the field marked with three dashes, 
s. Now press the Q key on your 
Amiga keyboard, You'll see the note 

Once you get used to OctaMED's 
method of entering music It will 
become second nature to you. 

C - 2 entered on line 000T with the 
field beside it showing the number 
5000. The 5000 indicates a number 
of things, The first number (5) is the 
number of the instrument (remember 
this is 05 BassDrum). The next three 
numbers can be used to add certain 
effects to the sounds, which we 
needn't go Into right now. You can 
edit these fields by moving the 
cursor over them and typing in new 
some values. 

Notice also that the edit cursor 
jumped four spaces forward to line 
number 4. This is because we set 
the SPACE value to 4. If you turn off 
SPACE* the cursor moves to the next 
consecutive line after a note is 
entered. You can use the Del key on 
the Amiga keyboard to enter a space, 
but if you're entering a part with 
regular spaces it's easier to use the 
SPACE function. 

Now type in Q until you reach the 
end of the track - line 60 should be 
the last field you enter. If you make 
any mistakes, move the cursor to the 
line and enter the note again, or use 
the Del key on the Amiga keyboard to 
delete it. You've just entered the 
bass drum part in your first block. 
Click on the PLAY gadget, and click 
on PLAY BLOCK in the PLAY panel. 
You should hear a bass drum played 
on each beat of the bar. If you don't 
hear anything, check that you haven't 
inadvertently muted the Track. To the 
left of the sample name on the 
status bar is a group of 16 little 
blocks coloured red. Each block 
represents a Track, and if the block 
is black it means the corresponding 
Track is muted. The top left block is 
Track one - if itrs black, click with 
the left mouse button on the column 
you've just been entering notes into. 

To create the next section of our 
Track we need to create a new Block. 
Click on the BLOCK gadget in the 
right hand panel and then click on 

NEW BLOCK in the bottom left hand 
corner of the Block panel. You'll see 
the second gadget from the left on 
the status bar beneath it change 
from reading 000/000 to 000/001. 
The first number of these two is the 
current Block selected, the second is 
the total number of Blocks in 
memory. To move between the 
Blocks in memory, click with the left 

mouse button on 
the third digit Of 
the first number 
(000) and it will 
change to 001. At 
the moment the 
Slock is empty, 
so go back to 
Block 000 by 
clicking on the 
third digit with the 

column with the right mouse button. 
Choose sample number 08 
CloseHiHat.u20, go to the EDIT 
panel and turn SPACE off (Click on 
the SPC gadget so that it s not 
highlighted). Press the Y key on the 
Amiga keyboard repeatedly until 
you've filled the track. Select PLAY 
BLOCK to hear the bass drum and hi- 
fi at play together. Go to the RANGE 
panel, click on SELECT BLOCK 
followed by COPY. Create a NEW 
BLOCK, in the BLOCK panel, and 
move to ft using the numbers in the 
second gadget from the left on 
status bar (they should read 
002/002). Right click on the top of 
the first track and choose PASTE 
from the RANGE panel. The bass 
drum and closed hi-hat part are 
copied into the new block, Move tne 

cursor to the top 
of the third 
column in this 
Block, choose 
sample number 
09 Open Hi 
Hat.u20 and 
press the 
following key 
sequence: 

if you Have tots of samptes on 
different directoriesf the Sample 
List helps you organise them. 

right mouse button (remember, to go 
back you have to use the right 
mouse button). 

We want the bass drum part to 
continue in the second section, so 
we need to copy it from the first 
Block into the second. Move the 
mouse pointer to the top of the first 
Track (line 000) and click on it with 
the right mouse button- Now click on 
the RANGE gadget in the top right 
hand panel. In the panel to the left of 
it, click on SELECT TRACK. The 
whole of the first track is highlighted. 
Click on COPY to copy the track. Now 
move to Block 001 by clicking on the 
number in the status bar, and dick 

in eight track mode OctaMED 
displays eight racks on screen. Use 
the Edit panel to change this. 

on PASTE in the RANGE panel. You 
can choose smaller sections to copy 
and paste by clicking on a Track with 
the right mouse button and drag 
selecting the notes you want. 

Now we need to enter a new part 
in the second Track of this Block. 
Click on line 000 of the second 

Del Del P Del Del Del P Del 

until you reach the end of the Track 
(make sure SPC is not turned on in 
the EDIT panel). There should be the 
note E-3 entered on line numbers 
002, 006, 010, 014, 018, 022, 
026, 030, 034, 038, 042, 046, 
050, 054, 058 and 062. Now 
choose sample number 06 
SnareDrum.u20 and move the edit 
cursor to the fourth column. Enter 
the note E-3 by pressing the P key on 
the following lines; 004, 009, 012, 
020, 025, 028, 036, 041, 044, 
052, 057, 060, 062, 063. You can 
use the Del key or the down arrow 
cursor key to create the spaces. 

Finally we're gorng to add a bass 
part. We want to copy the Block 

again to keep the 
drums playing. 
There's a quick 
way to do this 
from the BLOCK 
panel First click 
on the BLOCK: 
COPY gadget, 
then select the 
NEW BLOCK 
gadget in the 

bottom left of the panel Move to the 
new block (003) using the numbers 
on the status panel and click on the 
BLOCK: PASTE gadget. We've used 
all the available Tracks in four-track 
mode, so we have to create some 
more Tracks for our bass part. You 
will notice a change In the quality of 
the sound when adding more than 
four Tracks. 

To make this block an eight-track 
block, first go to the BLOCK panel 

and click on TRKS: 8. There are now 
eight columns in the Block, but you 
can still only play four at a time. To 
increase the number of channels 
available for playing tracks, go to the 
PLAY panel and click on the 
CHANNELS: 5 gadget. A message in 
the message bar at the top of the 
screen asks you if you want to halve 
your samples. Answer no (press the 
N key). We can now add a bass part 
to the drums, The tempo is reduced 
as a result of this operation. In the 
PLAY panel change the secondary 
tempo to 05 to bring it back to 
normal speed. 

Choose sample number 02 
SlapBass. Go to the EDIT panel 
click on SPC and change the number 
in the box next to it to 2. Move the 
cursor to the top of the fifth column 
in the main display and type the 
following key sequence on the Amiga 
keyboard: 

C Del C Del B C Del Del M N 
Del 8 Del G. 

This should take you up to line 026, 
Drag-select lines 000 to 026 using 
the right mouse button. Go to the 
RANGE panel, select the COPY 
gadget. Now move the cursor to line 
032 and click on PASTE. Go to the 
PLAY panel and click on PLAY 
BLOCK to hear the resulting bass 
line in time with the music, 

Finally, we're going to create a 
song by putting together all the 
Blocks we've used so far, Go to the 
PLAY panel by clicking on the PLAY 
gadget, To the far left of the panel is 
the play sequence window, which is 
where you string together Blocks to 
make a song. There is only one entry 
in the window at the moment, 000. 
Click on the down arrow gadget right 
next to the window to move down a 
line, then click on INS and + to insert 
a new block and increase its number 
to 001. Click on the down arrow 
again, select INS and hit + twice to 
increase the third block in the list to 
002, By the same method add two 
lots of block 003. The window should 
now read: 

000 
001 
002 
003 
003 

Now click on PLAY SONG to hear the 
blocks played in the specified order. 

This is obviously a very simple 
example of putting a song together 
on OctaMED, but with luck it's given 
you an idea of how to work with the 
program. Next month we'll be looking 
in more detail at some of the 
features in OctaMED. You'll find full 
documentation of the program in the 
Read Me file on the disk if you can t 
wait. Experiment with the features to 
see what you can do. Until next 
month, happy tracking* 
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Pump up the v 

Want more on music from 

your favourite monthly? 

Thon tunc in to the perfect 

companion magazine... 

BRITAIN'S BEST-SELLING MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE 

offers the latest 

lowoown on music 

for your machine* 

every month. 

Reviews, tips, 

tutorials, ths top 

stars - everything 

you expect from 

your favourlts 

eomputsr mag, but 

with music as ths 

msssags. 

Don't miss this all-star double-act. Buy 

Future Music - issue 8 on sale NOW! 



GRAPHICS 

vision 

The Amiga is renowned for its 

graphics capabilities, but if you 

want even more, the Retina card 

could give you up to 24-bit images 

and 2,400 x 1/200 pixel displays* 

Gary Whiteley looks into it 

Following the success of 
their vtab digitisers, 
MacroSystem have come 
up with another potential 

winner. It's a display card called 
Retina, for owners of Amiga 1500, 
2000, 3000 and 4000s who want to 
display Images in formats up to 24- 
bit and in screen resolutions of up 
to 2,400 x 1,200. 

A4000s may have AGAP but, 
good as HAM8 isr it still isn't up to 
the 24-bit quality which many pro- 
level users require. For the others, 
even adding one of the proprietary 
third-party de interlaces such as 
Micro way's Flicker-Fixer card, or 
using the ASGOG's built-in hardware, 
still doesn't permit 24-bit images to 
be displayed. Adding a Retina card 
(appa rent I y p ro n 0 u need * Ret-ee-n a"} 
does, and offers a lot more besides, 

THE HARDWARE 
Retina is a three-quarter length card 
which fits into one of the Amiga's 
iOOpin Zorro I l/l II slots and 
connects to a monitor via a 15-pin 
VGA-type connector. It doesn't 
provide a composite (or YC) video 
output directly. It outputs horizontal 
frequencies between 15.6kHz and 
44kHz and vertical frequencies from 
50Hz to 100Hz, so it can be used 
with a very wide range of monitors - 
from cheap VGAs to top-of-the-range 
multisyncs. It can even work with 
Commodore 1081/1084 monitors 
(or equivalents), though a special 
lead is required. 

Because Retina is independent 
of the standard Amiga RGB output 

and can be used simultaneously with 
it (plus any video card you may have 
installed), a second monitor could 
also be attached to the Amiga to run 
applications which perform more 
effectively on a dedicated Amiga 
screen. Whether a particular screen 
is displayed on a Retina or Amiga 
output is fully programmable from 
within Retina's software. Up to four 
Retinas can be installed at once in a 
machine, each with its own outputs. 

Retina comes fitted with either 1, 

animation on flicker-free screens to- 
be achieved (though double-buffered 
animation is still to be implemented). 

THE SOFTWARE 
Two disks of software are provided. 
One contains all the Retina software, 
the other VQPaint, a 24-bit paint 
program in an exclusive version for 
the Retina {see the box on page 99), 

Before the Retina can be used, 
its software has to be installed 
(preferably on hard disk) and then 

24-bit display modes, either as 
individual settings or from "groups" 
which hold a family of settings from 
which the best choice under the 
p reva iling circu mstan ces wi 11 
automatically be made. Then you run 
RetinaEmu (not a large flightless bird 
but Retina's own Workbench 
emulator), load a program and set 
the resolution and screen refresh 
rates you require for that program's 
window(s). (The screen refresh rates 
are vital especially for graphics: if the 

[ST 

m 

It doesn't took like much, but this window is the nerve 
centre of RetinaEmu, Retina's Workbench emulator. 

2 or 4Mb of its own exclusive 32-bit 
display RAMt and the 1Mb and 2Mb 
cards can easily be expanded to 4Mb 
later by swapping the installed 1Mb 
ZIP RAM chips for 4Mb ZIPs. 2Mb is 
ample for displaying hi res screens, 
especially in 24-bit (remember that 
large 24-bit images are often over 
1Mb in size); 4Mb permits more 
Retina screens to be opened at once 
as well as fuli double-buffered 

configured for use. This can be a bit 
complex, and a fair amount of trial 
and error is necessary before you 
begin to understand what is going 
on. The skimpy manual doesn't help 
that much either. 

The first stage is to choose the 
appropriate monitor type from the 
extensive fist provided in the Retina- 
ScreenMode program. Next you 
choose the sizes for 8-bit, 16-bit and 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Detnterlacer - Hardware to remove the visual flicker 
from a computer display by physically doubling the 
number of horizontal lines and the display frequency. 
Requires a multisync monitor, 

Digitiser - Hardware for capturing video images into a 
computer. 

Double-buffering - The use of two rapidly-aEtemating 

display buffers to present the illusion of smooth 
animation, so long as the loading rate is fast enough, 

Multisync monitor - A monitor capable of working at 
higher frequencies than standard video monitors, giving 
higher-quality, higher-resolution, flicker-free displays. 

24-blt graphics - The use and production of high-qualrty 
images which can contain up to 16.7 million colours. 

This 1,000 x 512 8-colour Workbench shows how much a 
targe screen can hotd - and tt is absolutely flicker-free, 

display isn't updated fast enough, 
changes can seem to have had no 
effect.) Finally you close the program 
and rerun it to make sure the display 
is what you require- This all takes 
some experimentation, but once 
you're happy, all the settings can be 
saved so that any individual program 
listed in the file will open correctly on 
subsequent occasions- Like normal 
Amiga multitasking, RetinaEmu lets 
you have as many applications open 
as memory allows. 

Displaying existing images with 
Retina is simpie - just drag an image 
icon onto the RetinaDispiay window 
and, if Retina can handle the format 
it will be opened on an appropriate 
Retina display. All standard IFF 
formats are supported (including 
HAM8 and 24-bit files) but not JPEG 
or GIF files, though I understand that 
JPEG conversion will be available 
soon - and perhaps even GIF. 
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RetinaDisplay is theoretically 
capable of playing back animations - 
and smoothly double-buffering them 
with the 4Mb version. Trouble is, the 
software can't handle it - yet. While 
it is easy to display sequences of IFF 
images in a page-flipping fashion, 
only the unusual SunRaster 8-bit 
format (unusual on an Amiga, at 
least) can currently be used to 
produce double-buffered animation, 
but I wasn't able to test this out. 

INTEGRATED 
Retina integrates well with several 
professional Amiga packages. In 
addition to providing a direct 24-bit 
display for MacroSystem's own VLab 
digitisers (and mono or colour real- 
time monitors for it as well), Retina 
comes supplied with a saver for Art 
Department Professional, enabling 
any image in ADPro's buffer to be 
displayed directly on the Retina. An 
ADPro loader for MacroSystem's 
YUVN image format is also supplied, 
making the conversion of the YUVN 
files grabbed by VLab that much 
easier. And if that's not enough, a 
direct link from ADPro to VLab is 
provided to directly control VLab, 
grab images and port them straight 
to ADPfo for further processing. 

There's also a display 
module which enables a 
buffer from Black Belt's 
imageMaster to be 
displayed on the Retina - 
though I thought this was 
rather poorly done. 

Lastlyt an emulation of 
Amiga Centre Scotland's 
Harlequin card is provided 
as a library, so any program 
which can use the Harlequin 
for display can now use 
Retina instead - and 
completely automatically. 

In contrast to some 
companies, MacroSystem 
are keen to encourage new 
applications to be written 
for their products, so they provide 
free developer support with all their 
hardware and software. If only more 
companies would follow suit... 

SOFTWARE PROBLEMS 
Several programs didn't behave as I 
would have expected, including Black 
Belt's ImageMaster, GVP's tmageFX 
and Scala's Scala MM210. All work 
normally under ordinary Amiga 
conditions, but when run via Retina 
their menu screens mysteriously 
migrate to the very top of the screen, 
rather than taking up their usual 
lower screen positions. The effect is 
that any images for editing or display 
become obscured, rendering the 
software quite useless. The 
problems seem to occur because 
such programs open up several 
screen levels which overlay each 
other, often in different resolutions. 

LIE BACK AND THINK OF DPAINT... 
VDPaint (an unfortunate name, though undoubtedly 
meaningless in its native Germany) is supplied as a 
bonus with Retina. Supposedly worth $500 if sold 
separately, VDPaint is a well-appointed, though slightly 
idiosyncratic, 24-bit paint program which runs directly on 
a Retina display. It has all the tools you'd expect from 
any paint program worth its salt - and then some. 

The first problem is working out what does what - 
the screen icons are tiny and the manual is in German. 
The second is that the tool requester obstinately plonks 
itself in the middle of the screen and has to be entered 
and ex Fled every time you want to change toots and carry 
on sketching. There are keyboard shortcuts for 
everything though, so by careful study of the right bits of 
the manual it Is possible to work out what each key does 
and find your way around without too much trouble. 

VDPaint can load and save a variety of files - 24-bitr 

JPEG, IFF, PPM (for PCs) and HAMS - and can access 
any VLab digitiser, grabbing straight to its workscreen for 
instant results- it can also do useful things tike add drop 
shadows to brushes, anti-alias text (and also drop- 
shadow and outline it), set brush edge transparency, 
draw with colour cycling (though not "animate" it) and do 
quite a lot of other good things too. 

Everything seems to work welt enough and, whife 
VDPaint isn t quite trie fastest 24-bit paint program 
around, it is definitely worth getting for free - though I 
wouldn't be too keen on paying the quoted price of $500 
(that's about £330). 

VDPaint isn't perfect and in my opinion it doesn't 
quite measure up to either TVPaint or OpalPaint (both of 
which come "free" with certain other graphics cards) but 
there's no doubting that it is indeed a very valuable 
bonus, particularly considering the cost of the card. 

The Amiga can handle this, but 
Retina apparently cannot, though 
MacroSystem are reported to be well 
on the way to fixing this and several 
other peculiarities. 

Programs which take over the 
operating system (such as many 
games) will also not work, and 
applications such as Broadcast Titter 
2 also fail to run. A small program 
{RetinatRQ} is supplied in an attempt 
to fix some of these problems, but it 

Setting up tor your monitor Is no problem, About 66 are 
pre set or you can build your own display settings. 

didn't do anything for the 
applications I tried it on. (Mind you, I 
don't have any suitable games,,,) 

Impressively, most other 
programs I ran through Retina 
worked fine - from my Trans write 
word-cruncher to utilities such as 
GrablFF, though I'm afraid there isn't 
room to print a list. Yet again, trial 
and error is the key. 

WHY BUY RETINA? 
There are as many reasons for 
buying a Retina as the screen modes 
and monitors it supports. Some folks 
will buy it purely for its ability to 
display 24-bit graphics, others for 
displaying their software on large 
format hi-res screens with a rock- 
steady display - perfect for CAD, DTP 
or othe r d i s p I ay-cri tic a I a p p I i catio ns. 

In operation the 4Mb Retina I 
tested ran very well, combining 

impressive screen display 
capabilities with very fast updating - 
significantly faster than the normal 
Amiga display on my Amiga 2000. 
For instance, running Professional 
Page 4.OA on a Retina, screen 
redraw under high magnification was 
very good, even with colour screens 
at 900 x 512 resolution (or more), 
though unsurprisingly some "flicker" 
was still apparent on both monitors - 
though I suspect this was 

interference patterning rather 
than true flicker. 

For Workbench 
applications I tried setting up 
a 1,280 x 566 Workbench on 
the 15.6kHz/50Hz 
Commodore 1084 monitor as 
well as 1,280 x 1,024 (at 
31.2kHz/50Hz) and lt2SO x 
1,024 (at 38kHz/70Hz) on 
the NEC II multisync monitor, 
The results were sharp and 
readable, making a single 
screen abie to display much 
more visual information than 
usual. On the multisync, the 
results were no less than 
stunning. 

As far as transparency of 
use goesT once you've got the 
various displays for the programs you 
use set as you want them, Retina is 
virtually undetectable. To all intents 
and purposes the machine behaves 
exactly like a "normal" Amiga - 
except for the noticeably im proved 

OOOOOOOOO" 

SHOPPING LIST 
Retina display card, by MacroSystem. 
1Mb RAM version, £345 
2Mb RAM version £409 
4Mb RAM version „ £499 

From Amiga Centre Scotland, Harlequin 
House, Walk erb urn, 
Peeblesshire, 
Scotland, EH43 6AZ. 
* 0896 87583. 
Rix;0896 87456. 

displays, of course. 
Mind you, Retina probably won't 

work with most games (and other 
programs) which override AmigaDOS, 
and it isn't at all happy with 
programs that output and overlay 
several screens at once. But for 
graphics, CAD, DTP and top-level 
display purposes, Retina provides an 
excellent screen display, particularly 
when teamed with a capable 
multisync monitor* 

REQUIREMENTS 
Amiga 1500, 2000, 3000 or 4000. 
At least 1Mb of Chip RAM, 2Mb (or 
preferably more) of Fast RAM (5Mb 
for VDPaint), AmigaDOS 2,0 or 
greater. A hard disk is, as usual, 
recommended for these kinds of 
graphics applications. A monitor 
capable of multisync display is also 
recommended, though a standard 
Commodore 1081/1084-type 
monitor can be used, 

Gary Whiteley can be contacted over 
email as drgaz@dx.compulink.co.uk. 

CHECKOUT 

RETINA 

Flexibility • • # • » 
With a wide range of monitors and display 
modes to select from, any monitor in the 
world should work with Retina. 

Documentation •••GO 
A mixed bag: Retina's (quite thin) manual 
is in English; the VDPaint manual most of 
the updates and doc files are in German. 

Ease of Use • • • • O 
Initially confusing, both to set up and use. 
Gradually begins to make sense, though a 
fuller manual would help a lot 

Price 
Very competitive for clearert faster, higher- 
res displays and a 24-bit paint program. 

Overall rating o 
Something for everyone, no matter what 
your needs and what Amiga you use. 
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| COMMODORE j 
j 386 BRIDGEBOARD i 

For 1500/2000 
ONLY £219.00 

GOLDEN GATE 
386/25 

BRIDGEBOARD 
FOR 1500/2000/3000 

ONLY £279.00 

Open Monday to r" 
Saturday 9am - 6pm j 

Callers and Mail | 
Order Welcome I 

Easy Parking j 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC EMULATOR 
For Amiga A500 

PLUS 
ONLY £79.00 

GVP / SUPRA 
HARD DRIVE 

POWER SUPPLIES 
ONLY £55.00 

. J 
■1 

J 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

12QMb Maxtor 
Space for Bm RAM 

£379.00 

ROCGENPLUS 
GENLOCK 
£119.00 

HITACHI 
VIDEO 

CAMERA 
£169.00 

XT BRIDGEBOARD 
1500/2000 

£49,00 

CLEARANCE OF EX DEMO STOCK 
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
AT BELOW COST PRICE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST. 

HARDWARE AMIGA A4000*1 r 
1500/2000 INTERNAL GENLOCK £35 00 

I AT ONCE IBM EMULATOR £49.00 
| PHILIPS MONITOR SPARES OR REPAIR £39.00 
| ROGGEN GENLOCK ....... ...„.£7&00 

SUPRA A500 52 MEG HARD DRIVE. ..£229.00 

AMIGA A600 PACKS 

6MRAM 
120MHD 
£2150.00 

I I Wild, Weird, Wicked Pack £319 I 
I Cartoon Classic Pack £299 I 

! I Epic Pack £479 I 
I Standard Pack £279 I 

-I I 1 

SOFTWARE 

CROSS DOS V5 £39 00 
AMOS + EXTRAS , £32.00 
PRO-WRITE „„£19.QQ 
VIDI12  
KIND WORDS V3 £39 00 
PACESETTER V3 ...£52.00 
PAGESTREAM V2.2 £151.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS £49.00 
FINAL COPY 1 £19.00 
TRANSWRITE £19.00 
ADORAGE Effects Generator  

AMOS PROFESSIONAL £45.99 
EASY AMOS £24,00 
PRO-WRITE V3,2 £59.00 
 £79.00 
PHOTON PAINT 2 £12.00 
DESIGN WORKS ...£39.00 
DOS 2 DOS £28.00 
Q/BACK TOOLS. £39,00 
AMIGA VISION £19.00 
AMI-BACK ..£25.00 
 .£45.00 

PEN PAL VI.5. excellent easy to us9 word processor ..£39.00 
K DATA DATABASE...  £9 95 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL ..£135.00 
BROADCAST TITLER 2...,  M £119.00 
DIGI VIEW GOLD MEDIA STATION £59.00 
SUPRA GP FAX MODEM SOFTWARE „, , £29.00 
PROJECT D DISK COPPER.................... £8.99 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT r  £25 Q0 
HOMEBASE DATABASE £9.95 
IBM EMULATOR Emulates a PC on the Amiga £39.00 
MINI OFFICE Integrated Package £39,00 
THE DIRECTOR Animation Package £21,00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3.00 ., £69,00 

HOME ACCOUNTS i,„ £9.95 
GFA BASIC 3.5 Interpreter £7.95 

TYPE SMITH.. ...£105.00 

Publishers Choice, Kind Words, Pagesetter, Clip Ait...... ,£20.00 
All In One Word Processor, Music, Midi, Paint £29,00 

1 1 

HARDWARE 
HARD DRIVE MOUNTING KIT FOR GVP'S , £29.00 

■ FRAMEGRABBER 256 Real Time Video Capture £249.00 
I A570 CD ROM FOR A500 £129.00 
I VIDI COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION £59.00 

PCMCIA Card 2Mb for A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £109.00 
PCMCIA Card 4Mb for A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £159.00 

I AMIGA 3000 52Mb HD 2 Megs Ram.,., £379.00 
I DCTV 24 Bit Graphics Board £329.00 
I GOLDEN GATE MONITOR STATION £49,00 
I AMIGA A1500 Workbench 2 £389.00 
I AT ONE PLUS £99.00 
I 240 Meg SCSI Quantum Hard Drive £209.00 
1 120 Meg SCSI Hard Drive Maxtor,,..,, , £279.00 
j 80 Meg SCSI Quantum Hard Drive £419.00 
■ GENLOCK £55.00 
I A530 GVP 40MHz, 120 Meg Hard Drive, 1 Meg RAM £729.00 
I Microphone for Sampling £9.00 
■ Cordless Microphone £29.00 
■ 40 Mhz CO-PTO for A530 GVP £189,00 
I 4 meg 32 Bit RAM for GVP A530 £149.00 
I Rendale SVHS 8806 Genlock £249.00 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 9 pin mono inc. free lead .  

I CITIZEN PRO JET Inkjet mono printer inc. free lead  
I HP DESKJET 550 COLOUR Inkjet inc. free lead  
I CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc. free lead.. 
I CITIZEN Semi Automatic sheet Feeder  
■ STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc, free lead  
■ HP DESKJET 500 Inkjet inc. free lead  
J HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR Inkjet inc lead  
J CITIZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer inc, free lead  

..£132.00 

..£299.00 

..£535.00 

..£175.00 

....£12.00 
.£215,00 
£349,00 

..£425.00 
,,£239.00 

1  MODEMS & FAX 1 
I Supra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc. comms software ....£315.00 

MEMORY 
ACCELERATORS 

1 ROM 1.3/V2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset {Rom 1.3 J. ...£22,00 
j ROM 1.3/V2.0 Sharer by switch . , £12.00 
J A500 512k with clock £29 00 
I A500+ 1Mb £15.00   A600 1Mb £47.00 

68881 25Mhz Co-Pro For Microbotics VXL ACC £35,00 
68882 25Mhz Co-Fro For Microbotics VXL ACC £69.00 
Microbotics Accelerator VXL 40 Mhz £229.00 
Microbotics Accelerator VXL 25Mhz £159.00 
Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga A500 Speed £79.00 
GVP 68030 25Mhz WITH 1 MEG RAM £454.00 

I ,-J 

HOW TO ORDER; 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address* Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units IS-I7* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Clara Road, Harrogate HGx 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Although every effort is 

made to ensure the 
prices are correct, we 
recommend calling for 

confirmation prior to any 
order. 

Access 



USER GROUPS 

Find your local group 

1-1 Amiga Club Postal software, ideas etc. SAE 
plus blank disk for details. Contact Peter Duckett, 
11 Avon Close, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 DO 
» 0932 855834 after 8pm, Membership free, 
1B20 Plotter Group (ICPUG) John Bent lev * 
06286 65932. 
16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly 
famine, PD, (Fish->590). Membership 10QFF or 
£10. Contact F Moreau, 132 rue Jean Follain, 
50000 Saint-Lo, France m 315220 02; 
24-Gtt Club For users of Video Toaster, OpalVh 
sfon, DCTV and AGA machines, imagine 2, Light- 
wave and other 3D modelling software. Contact 
Gordon Keenan, 24-bit Club, 6 Skirsa Square, 
Floor 1, Glasgow 023. Send stamp for details. 
Membership £20 a year. 
Action Replay Users Club For help, tips, lists of 
pokes. Free. For more details contact Gordon 
Hagan, 66 Mulrside Avenue, Kirkintillochp Glas- 
gow G66 3PR. 
Aden PD Advice and AMOS for beginners, cheats. 
Free membership. SAE pius disk to Den Round- 
ing. 8 Primrose Lane, Miami Beach, Trusthorpe 
Road, SuttorKin Sea, Lines LM12 2JZ. 
Allbrt Computer Club General hints and tips, ad- 
vice, competitions, draws, shop. Entrance fee 
£1.50. Contact Mick, 170 CJaughton Ave, Crewe, 
Cheshire CW2 6ET. 
Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open nights. For 
info SAE to A Minnock, ClonkeHy, Binn, Co Offaly, 
Ireland. 
Amiga Artists Ctub 34 Roundhay Mount, Leeds 
LS8 4DW. For Amiga artists, musicians and 
coders. Pirates not welcome. Free, » Kam on 
0532 493942, 5n8pm. 
Amiga Athens clirb PD swaps, tips, cheats etc. 
Free membership, just new PD or tips in ex- 
change for our services. Contact Stefanos Pa* 
pamlchael, 9 Derfeld Rd, Patisia, 11144 Athens, 
Greece * 01/2027973. 
AmigaBASIC club Free bi-monthly disk, help for 
beginners and experts. Membership £lO/year. 
Contact: Conran Ahmad, 15 Weybridge Rd, Thorn- 
ton Heath, Surrey OR7 7LN   0816S9 9102. 
Amiga floatowners All things nautical, WHY ex- 
change, nautical aid programs etc. Free member- 
ship, send SAE to D Beet for details. Lock, 
Branson Fen, Lincolnshire LN3 SUN. 
Amiga Club Newsletter, disks, PD etc £10 mem 
bership. Send SAE for details to Imp, 190 Fa I lo- 
de n Way, Hampstead Garden Suburb, London 
NWll 6SE * 081 455 1626. 
Amiga Graphics Club I want to set one up! But to 
do so J need your help. If enough of you reply, 
your graphics can onry benefit. For details you 
should write to Jonathan McBrien, 16 Drumbawn, 
Enniskillen, Fprmangh BT74 6NF, 
Amiga Helpline Software/hardware help service, 
free access to PD, DTP fonts and clip-art, plus > 
general chit-chat. Send a stamp for full details. 
Contact Gordon Keenan, Amiga Helpline, 6 Skirsa 
Square, Glasgow G23. Membership £20 per year, 
Amiga Mania Bi-monthly publication (28+ pages). 
Public domain, licenseware, bargains, classifieds, 
free advice, free gifts, free disks. Annual member- 
ship £12. Contact 0 Cryer, SB Blackball Rd, 
Folkestone, Kent CT19 5QX. 
Amiga Maniacs Help Graphics, sound, WB, pro- 
gramming, help. Beginners welcome. Free mem- 
bership (by post). Contact Johnny, S Tart-y-Grais, 
Caernarfon Rd, Bangor LL57 4SD. 
Amiga Musician* Club Membership gets you a 
disk with 50 IFF samples a month for 12 months. 
Also sample service. Membership £30, Contact 
Gavin Wylie, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, Angus. 
Amiga Navigation Contact Dave Thomas 4a, Allis- 
ter St, Neath, W Glamorgan. PD, advice, even 
small repairs and social evenings. Weds 7-9pm. 
Membership £10 per year. 
Amiga Network International 2 monthly club 
disk, reviews, advice. For info contact Phil or 
Steve: 434 Denby Dale Rd East, Wakefield, W 
Vorks WF4 SAE. 
Amiga Utd Disk based, reviews, competitions, 
help service, BBS, games and utils. Contact D 

There's sure to be a group of Amiga users near you! 

If your group isn't here, just send in the form below 

Collingwood, 14 Linden Close, Hutton Rudley, 
Varm, Cleveland TS15 OHX. £10 a year. 
Amiga Users Group - Luton Help, advice, swap- 
ping PD, exchange and discounts on software and 
hardware, monthly newsletter. Membership £5 
per year. Contact Dave * 0582 502S06. 
Amiga Users Klub Meets every Friday from 6.30- 
9pm, to expand members' knowledge of Amiga 
and to help solve people's problems. Contact 
Jack Tailing, Windsor House, 19 Castle St, Bod- 
min, Cornwall PL31 2DX. 
Amiga Video Producers' Group Disk magazine 
five times a year; meets quarterly in Swindon. Ob- 
ject library for mainstream Amiga 3D programs 
(imagine. Sculpt, VrrteoScape, etc). For info SAE 
to J Strutton, 8 Rochford CI, Grange Park, Swin- 
don, Wilts SMS 6AB IT 0793 S7Q667 before 9pm. 
Membership fee £10 a year. 
Amiga WTttiam Users Group 85 High fields Rd, 
Wltham, Essex CMS 1LW. Tips and Basic pro- 
grams. K Anderson « 0376 518271. 
Amlgahollcs Club Disk magazine covers PD, pro- 
gramming, music, art, DTP, and more. Free mem- 
bership. Contact Kevin Bryan, 49 Coutts House, 
Charlton, London SET 7AS * 071-580 2000 Ext 
240. 
AmlgaSoc PD, tips, cheats, MiDI, programming, 
disk magazine, all welcome. Free membership. 
Contact Neil Cartwright, 17 St Winefrides Ave, 
Manor Park, London E12 6HQ * 018 553 5434; 
Amiga Users Group Part Z Advice, technical sup- 
port, BBS, PD library, tuition, etc. Contact Andy 
Wilkinson, 25 Glen Eldon Road, Lytham St Annes, 
Lancashire FYS 2AX ■ 0253 724607. Free mem- 
bership. 
Ami-info Interested in the serious side of the 
Amiga? Then send an SAE for details to Paul Ca- 
parn. Ho me side, Higher Warberry Road, Torquay, 
Devon TQl 1SF. 
AMOS Programmer Club Free membership, swap 
AMOS programs and PD, disk magazine and help 
for new users. Contact Gareth Downes-Powell, 6 
Brassey Avenue, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2DS. 
AMOS Programmers Exchange Free member- 
ship, Swapping software and ideas. Help avail- 
able. J Lanng, 7 Majestic Rd, Hatch Warren, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD. 
AMOS Programmers Group John Mullen at 62 
Lonssdale St, Workington, Cumbha CA14 2YD. 
Hints, tips, tutorials too. SAE for info. £10 mem 
bership for bi-monthly disk mag, 
Angus Amiga CDTV club Contact J Robertson, 
22a High St, Brechin, Angus DD9 6ER « 0356 
623072. Review software, discuss anything 
Amiga. Free membership. 
APDEG (Amiga Public Domain Exchange Group) 
Laser printing service, free PD, advice service, util 
disks for members, PD swaps. Contact Richard 
Brown, APDEG, 18 High Street, Mundesley, Nor- 
folk MRU 8AE a 0263 720868. Membership fee 
£6 a year. 

i News, views, reviews, free PD for your ar- 
ticles. Free membership. Send blank disk plus 
SAE for free disk mag and two free games to A 
Greenwood, 40 Northwell Gate, Otfey, West Yorks 
L521 2DN « 0943 466476, 
Asia Amiga Association Newsletter, PD, informa- 
tion, advice. Ideas, exchanges. Membership 
HK$250 per annum. For more info contact Pete 
Alex, Room 11c, Fortune Court, 4-6 Tak Hlng St, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong * 7245196. 
Astro PD Send SAE and blank disk for catalogue. 
Help and advice also available. Contact D Ben- 
son. 3 SkirJdaw Court, Nunthorpe. Middlesbrough. 
Cleveland TS7 ORD. 
Atlantic Wave BBS 100s of files for download. 
DTP, clip art, graphics, utilities. Frrst 200 mem- 
bers get unlimited downloads for life. Free mem- 
bership. Message areas ranging from sport to 
cookcTy. AH Amiga BBS. Call 0462 481745 (300 
- 2400 baud 8N1) 24 hours a day. 

AUGFL vzw Bi-monthly newsletter, PD, distribu- 
tion Si support of Belgian programs, registration- 
site, tips. 750 Bfr/year membership. Contact 
Lleven Lema, Meesberg 13, 3220 Holsbeek, Bel- 
gium. 
Avon Micro Computer Serious Club The first Sun- 
day night of each month 1900-2200, members 
50p guests £1. Centre For The Deaf, 16-18 King 
Square, Bristol BS2 SJL Fax: 0272 311642. 
BASIC Programmers' Group 68 Queen Elizabeth 
Dr, Nomnanton, West Yorks WF6 UF. Encourages 
the use of BASIC, exchanges Ideas and assists 
beginners to the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackall n 0924 S92106. 
Betty's PD Everything to do with PD - friendly 
help and advice. Contact Ian or Lynn Battison, 7 
Denmark Road, Northampton NN1 5QR » 0604 
22456. Membership £3,99 for life. 
Beaconsfleld and District CC Contact Philip Lish- 
man 27 Russell Court, Chesham, Bucks » 0494 
782298. Meetings at St Michaels Hall, St 
Michaels Green, Beaconsfleld 7.45-9.45pm. Pro- 
gramming, gaming swapping PD, having fun. 
Membership £10 for 6 months. 
Bible Bureau Online scripture output and informal 
bible study. Quarterly meetings, membership £5 
quarterly. Contact AD, 24 Brodie House. 10 Har- 
court Avenue, Wallington, Surrey SMS 8AR «■ 081 
669 7485. 
Blocmflaid Video and Computing Beginners, 
video techniques, Meetings at Bloomfleld Com- 
munity Centre, Narberth, 7.30pm alternate Tues- 
days. Membership £5. Contact Mrs Beryl Hughes, 
Nashville, 50 Glynderl, Carmarthen, Dyfed SA31 
2EX * 0267 237522. 
Bournemouth Amiga Club Problems, fun, social 
beginners welcome. Free. Contact P Chamberlain, 
36 Homeoaks, 30 Wimbcme Road, 
Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 6QA v 0202 296714. 
BR & CJ Computet Club Regular disk mag 
packed with tips, reviews of games and serious 
software, game cheats database, demos and 
utils, very large PD library. Contact B Robinson at 
23 Fairway Rd. Shepshed, L oughborough, Leices- 
tershire LE12 9DS * 0392 72869 or 03922 
841296. Membership fee £1.25. 

I Amiga Club wants new or novice mem- 
bers. Help service, PD, games and utilities avail- 
able. Free membership. Contact Chris Wiles at 3 

Parkstone Avenue, Horfleld, Bristol BS7 OBX * 
0272 512052. 
Cacophony (Unlimited) Aims to create quality PD 
with AMOS and others. Help given. Mark Wickson, 
49 Perrott Close, North Leigh, Witney. Oxon 0X8 
6RU. 
Camberiey User Group Lectures, competitions, 
advice, meetings, free membership. For more info 
contact F Wellbelove * 0252 871545. 
Cambridge Sixty-Eight Group (CASE) SuperBa- 
sic, QDos, QL Emulator and QL software Support 
on Amlgas (serious users only). Meets 7.30pm, 
second Monday of each month, at Robinson Hall. 
Lolworth, Cambridge. Contact EPL Rowel!, 347 St 
Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QL * 
0954 210692. 
CDTV User Group Newsletter, reviews, advice, 
helpline, CD swaps. Membership fee £4,99. Con- 
tact Gary Ogden, 50 Averill Road, Highfields. 
Stafford ST17 9XX » 0785 227059, 
CDTV Users Club Technical support, news, com- 
piling compatible software list. Free membership 
-just send SAE. Contact Julian Lavaninl, 113 
Fouracres Rd, Newall Green, Manchester M23 
8ES. 
Champion PD Club PD at 30p, newsletters, ad- 
vice, help and more. Membership £10. Contact 
Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, Catterick, N 
Yorkshire DL9 SHE. 
Cheapo PD Club Non-profit making postal PD, 
newsletters, advice. Membership £5. Contact 
Jason Meachen, ivy Cottage, Chapel Road, Beau- 
mont, Clacton, Essex CO 16 OAR. 
ChesteNe-Street 16-Bit Computer Club Ex- 
change advice and swap tips, Meets Mondays 
from 7.30-9 30pm, Ground floor function suite, 
The Civic Centre, Newcastle Rd, Chester-le- 
Street. Contact Peter Mears * 091 385 2939. 
Chic Computer Club Full details with an SAE to 
STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PO Box 121, Ger- 
rards Cross, Bucks. For Info contact Steve Winter 
B-0753 884473. 
CHUD Free membership. Send SAE for details to 
Mr M Sellers, 103 Newward Rd, Bulford, Salis- 
bury, Wilts 5P4 9AH ■ 0980 33154. 
Club 68000 Competitions, programming, music. 
Meets Harrogate Leisure Centre, Mondays 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 
If you run a user group which Isn't listed on this page, fill In the form below 
for your free entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User Groups List, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. We reserve the right to refuse entries. 

AS27 

Group name  

Type of activities, 

Place of meetings.............. 

Time of meetings  

Contact name  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Membership fee, 
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U5ER GROUPS 

O.iSpm-lOpm. SAE to Chris Hughes, 59 Walton 
Park, PannaL Harrogate, N Yorks HG3 1EJ v 
0423 891910, 
Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24-hr 
helpline (091 385 2627). For more info send SAE 
to Chris Longley, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row, 
Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and Wear. 
Club Futura Advice to programmers and begin- 
ners. Send SAE for info to G Holland, 16 Hermit 
ton, Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, Tyne & Wear NE25 
9AN. 

Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users in the out- 
back. Newsletter, hetpline, PD Horary. Member- 
ship A$24. Comp-U-Pal, 116 Macarthur Street, 
Sale, Victoria 3850, Australia. 
Computeque From beginner to advanced user. 
Meets 7.45pm 10.30 pm every Tuesday at Ins kip 
Meeting Hall, Ashurst. Skelmersdale, Lanes, Con- 
tact Steve Lalley » 0695 31378- Half year mem- 
bership £2.50 children. £3 adults 
Computer Club A 16-bit club dedicated to being 
computer enthusiasts. Membership costs £15 
per year. Contact 16 Laton Rd, Hastings, East 
Sussex v 0424 421480. 
Coventry and Works Commodore Computer Club 
Self-help, PD library, guest speakers, newsietter. 
Meets Christ the King Community Centre, West 
Hill Road, Coventry. Contact Will Light, 22 Ivy- 
bridge Road, Coventry. West Mid « 0203 
413511, 
Danish AMOS user group Bimonthly disk mag, £2 
each, PD library, SAE for info. Contact Tom 
Poulser, Stenmjjllen 2S, 2640 Hedehusene. DK 
Denmark n 42 16 54 84. 
Darlington Commodore Users Club News, dis- 
counts, cheap PDr advice, newsletter and more. 
Annual membership £5. Contact S Wheatley, 1 
Ruby St, Darlington, County Durham DL3 OEM. 
Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group Software advice. 
Updates every 2 months I £4 for disk, £2 for up- 
dates. Contact Steven Frew, 96 Campden Green, 
Solihull, West Midlands B92 8HG. 
East Midlands Amiga User Group Self help group 
for beginners and experienced users. Meets 
Willoughby Social Club, 7-10pm every Wednes- 
day evening. Contact Richard Haythorn, 70 Fel- 
stead Road, Aspley Estate, Nottingham * 0602 
298075. Membership £5 a year. 
Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5, in- 
cludes free advice and PD. Contact Neil McRea, 
37 Kingsknowe Road North, Edinburgh EH14 2DE 
with SAE. 
Enfield Amiga club Meet, swap, competitions, 
help for new users. For info contact Sean Clifton 
32a Hoe Lane, Enfield, Middx v 081 8042867 
Exeter 16-blt User Group Programming. Andrew 
Deeley or Phil Treby at 25A Gloucestershire Rd, 
Exwick, Exeter, EX4 2EF. Meeting every Wednes- 
day 7pm. Membership £6 per annum. 
FST Amiga Club Bi-monthly newsletter, all types 
of activities. For £15 membership you receive 
one free commercial game plus one PD disk plus 
11 further PD disks, one per month. Contact Tel 
or John, 17 Grasmere Close, Penistone, 
Sheffield, Yorks S30 6HP. 
Fylde Computer Club All aspects of computing. 
Meets 7pm, Lostock Gardens Community Centre. 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of month. £15 per year, 
50p on door. Contact Colin Biss, 90 The Es- 
planade, Fleetwood. Lanes FY7 7BQ » 0253 
772502. 
Game Swap Club Swap original software and 
hardware. Membership £3. Contact Ade Ajidahun, 
St Andrews House, 125 North Road, St Andrews, 
Bristol BSG 5AH • 0272 240399 
Gamer-Link International pen-pal cfub for gamers. 
Free swap service, advice on tips and cheats. Life 
membership £5. Contact Stu, 28 Churehfield, 
Wane, Herts SG12 OEP. 
GFA Basic Forum Free advice on programming Fn 
GFA. Also tutorial disk for sale. Beginners and ad- 
vanced users welcome. Contact J Rod I ay « 0788 
891197 or send SAE to 52 Church Rd, Braun- 
ston, Mr Daventry Morthants NN11 7HQ. Free 
membership, 
Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, monthly 
newsletter, disk magazine, competitions, regular 
meetings {in the John Macintosh Hall). Member- 
ship from £6 per year. Contact David W rider, 7 
Lime Tree Lodge, Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar * 
010 350 79918. 
Hanover Computer Club DTP, PD, games, help, 
monthly meetings, beginners welcome. Free 

membership. Contact Colin Jones. Hanover Com- 
munity Centre, 33 Southover Street, Brighton, 
Sussex * 0273 602834. 
Harley's PD Swaparama Public domain swapping 
by mail. Contact G Varney, 140 Weston Drive, 
Otely, West Yorks LS21 20J * 0943 466B96. 
Hereford Amiga Group Help, exchange of PD and 
shareware. Membership free. Contact John Mac- 
do nald. Alma Cottage, Allensmore, Hereford HR2 
SAT « 0981 21414. 
Hermit Computer Club Hardware help and Infor- 
mation, program swapping. Meetings 7-10pm. 
Mondays. Membership £3 per term, 50p per 
night. Contact John Maynard. Hermit Centre, 
Sheffield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM 15 SAG « 
0277 218897. 
Highland PD Free PD list contains lots of educa- 
tion, business and games disks. Free advice to 
beginners. Contact David Paulin, 255 Drumrossie 
Avenue. Inverness IU2 3SX * 0463 242431. 
Highlander BBS Lots of files, two CD-ROMs about 
to go on-fine. Free membership. Contact Alan 
Walker, Mark Price IT 0452 384702 & 0452 
334557, 300-14,400 speeds, 24 hours, 
HTS {Malta) Free membership. Contact K Cas- 
sar, Block 1 Rat, 6 H E Hal-Tmiem. Zejtun 2TN07 
Malta IT 674023, 
Hyndbum Amiga Users Club Tuition, advice, PD. 
and more. Meets Mondays 7pm, at the Canine 
Club, Aoorington (£1 on the door). Contact Nigel 
Rlgby, 7 Brecon Avenue. Oswaldtwistle, Lan- 
cashire B85 4QS w 0254 395289. 
impulse BBS Comms, files, games and chat, Con- 
tact James Morris * 081698 8978, online 10pm 
till 6pm the next day. 14.4 HST. 
Independent Commodore Products Users Group 
Free PD software, 100 page journal, technical 
helplines and discounts. Contact the Membership 
Secretary, PO Box 1309, London N3 2UT » 081 
346 0050 after 6pm, or your local branch: 
Chelmsford * David Elliott 0245 460189 
Coventry ^ Will Light 0203 413511 
Dublin * Geoffrey Reeves 010 353 1 288 3863 
Exeter » John Buckle 0392 214760 
Macclesfield tr peter Richardson 0298 23644 
Mid Thames TF Mike Halt 0753 645723 
(8-lOpm) 
Solent» Anthony Dimmer 0705 254969 
South East IT John Bickerstaff 081-651 5436 
South Wales * Ian Kelly 0222 513315 
South West * Peter Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage * Brian Grainger 0438 727925 
Stoke-on-Trent * David Rose 0782 815589 (eve) 
Watford » Bob Rigby 0923 264510 
West Riding * Kevin Morton 0532 537318 
Wigan «■ Brian Caswell 0942 213402 
In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD. swaps 
£2,50 per year. For more information contact P 
Allen, 0342 835530, PO Box 21 r Ungfield, Surrey 
RH7 6YJ. 
Kent Youth Computer Group Computer fair visits, 
video and DTP work, monthly newsletter. Member- 
ship 40p per month. Meetings at the North Youth 
Centre, Thursdays 7-10pm, Contact Jim Fanning 
North Youth Centre, Esse I la Rd, Ashford, Kent » 
0233 629B04. 
Lothian Amiga Users Group Advice and help in 
buying hardware, software etc, group buying, deal- 
ers" circulars welcome. Membership free. Contact 
Andrew Mackte, 52 Birniehill Ave, Bathgate, W 
Lothian EH4S 2RR » 0506 630509. 
Magic Windows Hardware projects, programming, 
PDt help and advice on all topics, beginners wel- 
come. For more info send SAE to Frame, 26 St 
Be nets Road, Stalham, Norwich, Norfolk NR12 
9DN. 
Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, inter- 
act with seafarers ashore on Amigas. Contact 
CDR K Osei, Gfsl Ships Refit Office, 51 Rue de la 
Bretonniere, 50105 Cherbourg, France. » 33 
33225447, 
Marksman {Trojan Phazer user group) Promotes 
use of the Trojan Phazer, swaps PD and own pro- 
grams, disk magazine. Contact David Green, 67 
Thicket Drive, Maltby, Rotherham, S Yorkshire 
S66 TLB. 
MED Users Group Club for all users of OctaMED. 
Bi-monthly disk magazine, advice, newsr competi- 
tions. Contact Richard Bannister, 6 Glevum Road, 
Swindon, Wilts SN3 4AF. Membership free, send 
SAE for details. 
Melton Amiga Users PO, serious, advice No pi- 
rates. Beginners and experts welcome. Contact 
Stephen Mowbray, 68 Ferneley Crescent, Melton 
Mowbray, Leics LE13 1RZ « 0664 63421 
(evenings Only}. 

Navan Computer Club Software reviewing, graph 
ics, business, news and chat. Meet various ho- 
tels in Navan, 7.30-9pm, Contact Mark Arnold, 
Cannistown, Navan, Co Meath, Eire « 046 
21078. Membership £6 per year. 
N Ireland Amiga User Free PD. disk-based mag 
£2.50 per issue. SAE to Stephen Hamer, 98 Cre- 
billy Rd, Ballymena, Co Antrim BT42 4DS. 
New Hall Amiga Users Club Games, graphics, 
music, Workbench programming. Meets 7pm 
even,' Tuesday. New Hall Social Club, 104 Bury 
Rd, DawtenstaN. Membership £5 per year, under 
16s not allowed. Contact Bill Grundy, 115 Stanley 
St, Accrington, Lancashire «■ 0254 385365, 
Northside Amiga Group Lectures by professionals 
on different Amigas and associated hardware. 
Member demonstrations on serious software and 
games. Meets 8pm alternate Mondays, Don- 
amede House, Dublin 13. Contact William Kelling, 
10/A Rainsford Avenue, Dublin 8, Ireland » 01 
532 807, 
Nothing But AMOS Help wtth AMOS, tutorials, 
monthly disk mag-£7 for 6 issues. Contact Neil 
Wright, 3A Riding Dene. Mickley Square. Stocks- 
field, Northumberland NE43 7DL. 
Pascal Programmers Group Disk-based newslet- 
ter for Highspeed Pascal users. Free member- 
i;hip. Contact Colin Yarnall, 93 Manchester Rd, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 2JQ, 
Pennine Amiga Club Free membership, free ad- 
vice and a newsletter. Contact Neville Armstrong, 
26 Speriuer Street. Keighley. West Yorkshire 
BD21 2BU * 0535 609263. 
Perth and District Amateur Computer Society 
General advice, talks, Amiga PD. Meetings third 
Tuesday in every month, 8pm, Membership £6 or 
free for under 16s. Contact Alastair MacPherson 
137 Glasgow Rd, Perth. 
Phoenix Demo Coders, musicians, artists and de- 
signers making the best demos. Free member- 
ship. Contact Frank. 46 Hall Road, Chadwell 
Heath, Romford, Essex, RM6 4U * 081 597 
4661, 
Ray Tracers Postal club to swap ideas, objects, 
pictures etc for all formats, Also disk mag and 
help. Membership 50p. Contact Neil Hanaro, 12 
Meesons Mead, Rochford, Essex SS4 iRNr 

Redburn Computer Users Group Help, ideas, PC, 
graphics and business. Meets every second 
Wednesday 6.30pm to 9.30pm. Contact Ruby An- 
derson ■» 0294 313624. 
Red Vox For musicians and artists to swap sam- 
ples, modules, artwork etc. Beginners and ad- 
vanced. Free membership. Send SAE to Ian 
Ridley, G6 Birtley Villas, Birtley, Chester-le-Street, 
Co Durham DH3 1HP m 091 410 2228 after 
6pm. 
Robotronlx Amiga Club Bi-monthly newsletter, 
tips, cheats, programming support, advice. Send 
SAE for details. Contact P Symonds, 36 Century 
Road, Cobholm, Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31OBX 
« 0493 667161, Membership £15 a year. 
Royal Air Force Amiga Club Loads of new PD. 
Meets 1900-2000 hours, Thursdays, Blk 35, 
Room 40, Send 10 of your PD disks plus 2 x 24p 
stamps to Stan Voung, HMF RAF Laarbruch, BFPO 
43 » 445. 
Rye Amiga Group Regular newsletter, swap/meet 
at the Rye Community Centre. Contact Oliver 
Campion, 71 The Mint, Rye, E Sussex TN31 7EW 
*0797 222876. 
Shropshire Amiga Link Advice, monthly disk mag, 
PD, Free membership. Contact N Cockayne, 2 
Dodmoor Grange. Randlay. Telford. Shropshire 
TF3 2AW « 0952 591376, 
Sid The Kid Amiga Information on the Amiga 500, 
Plus, 1200. Free membership. Contact Sid 
Reeves, 75 Blossomfleld Road, Solihull B91 ISA 
* 021 705 8619. 
Sittingbournc Co-op Computer Club Program- 
ming. PD, games, free write-in advice service, 
£10/year, £5 unwaged. Meetings Mondays 
6-9pm at Mall beneath Regis Suite. Contact 
Andy, Unit 11, The Mall, 121-127 East Street. 
Sittingbcume. Kent ME10 4AQ «■ 0795 842608. 
Slim Agnus PD library, BBS, advice from Amiga 
experts. Group meets the last Thursday of eveTy 
month. Contact Philip Worrel, 115 Brocks Drive, 
North Cheam, Sutton, Surrey SMS 9UW. 
Software City Swapping, competitions, club mag- 
azine. Membership IS. Contact N Richards, 9 
Hollis Close, Manor Estate Farm, Rawmarsh, 
Rotherham, South Yorkshire S62 7IX » 0709 
526092. 

Software Exchange Club Free help and advice. 
Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's Post Office, Ennis- 
corthy, County Wexford, Republic of Ireland, 
Software Exchange Service 13 Bournville Lane, 
Stirchley, Birmingham, West Midlands B30 2JY. 
For more info ^ Michael Pun 021 459 7576. 
South 16 Amlga/ST User Group. Bi-monthfy disk 
based mag, discounts available from local stores, 
free advice and extensive PD library, £l2/year. 
For more info send SAE to PO Box 15. Southamp- 
ton, $09 7AU, 
Southend Team Music, PD. Free membership. 
Contact Scotty. 52 Prince Avenue, Southend-on- 
Sea, Essex SS2 6NN » 0702 333974, 
Soirthport Amiga Users Advice, friendly evenings 
Mondays at Spm. No charge, discounts from local 
store. For info contact Michael Mitch am, 5 Eas- 
dale Drive, Ainsdale, Southport, Merseyside » 
0704 79936. 
South Wales Club Newsletter, PD library, free 
newsletter, programs, help and advice. For more 
info contact D Allen 53 West Avenue, Trecenydd, 
Caerphilly CPS 2SF, 
Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art, program- 
ming, hardware mods. Free membership (postal 
only). Contact James Whitehead. 33 Middle 
Cllffe, Drive Crowedge, Sheffield S30 5HB. 
Tay-Soft PD Club Non-profit-making postal PD, ad- 
vice, disk newsletter, helpline 6-10.30pm. Con- 
tact Dave Thornton, 45 Ba I merino Road, Dundee 
DD4 SRR * 0382 505437, Membership £2.50 
(free Utils disk on Joining), 
The Amiga Club Monthly newsletter, competi- 
tions, software exchange, huge PD library, 
cheats, tips, reviews. Contact G Starling, 31 Pine 
Lea, Brandon, Durham DH7 BSR. Membership 
£10 life plus two free games and DCopy, 
The Amiga Studio Friendly, helpful advice for seri- 
ous users of the Amiga. Monthly newsletter, PD li- 
brary, free loan of equipment to members, bar. 
Meets 7pm Tuesdays, Mitchells Club, Scotia 
Road, TunstalL Contact Dave Rose » 0782 
815589. 
Twilight Advice on hardware end software, Fred 
Fish PD. Free membership, disks 50p each. Con- 
tact 13 Mavis Court, Ravens Close, London IMW9 
5BH. 
UK Subs The Hanger BBS, trading post forPD 
files, swapping, Free membership. Contact Diddy 
or Arklight * 0525 875518. 
Unique Styles Postal club for Amiga artists, pro- 
grammers, musicians. Free membership, Contact 
Derek at 15 Montgomery Rd. High brooms, Tun* 
bridge Wells, Kent « 0892 518319. 
Video Visuals Exclusively for video producers, PD 
library, genloeklng, digitising, Quarterly disk maga- 
zine. Membership £10 per year. Contact Chris 
Brown, 4 Lavender Close. Witham, Essex CMS 
2YG. 
Ward ray Hem Consortium User group for Amiga 
and possibly others. Membership fees to be dis- 
cussed and incurred. PD library to be set up. Also 
Hern connection - worldwide contacts wanted. 
SAE and disk to WardCon Info, (AS) Warren 
Hardy, 21 Stockfield Ave, Fenham, Newcastle 
upon Tyne NE5 2DX, 
Warpdrtve Help-line, PD library, bi-monthly disk 
mag, free drinks, competitions and infosheet, 
£15 per year. Contact B Scales 110 Burton Ave, 
Balby, Doncaster DN4 8BB » 0302 859715, 
WCSPSAI Help available. PD disk of your choice 
and newsletter every month. PD at £1. Member- 
ship £25, For further info contact A Jamieson « 
0749 677609. 
Worldwide PD Club Over 2,680 disks - send 
blank disk and SAE for catalogue. Membership 
DM60 a year or DM6 a month. Contact Dave 
White, Berliner Str 39, 4030 Ratingen 1, Ger- 
many * 02102 499729 (Germany). 
Wrexham District Computer Club PD, library, 
equipment loan. lOp to join, SOp to get in. Meet- 
ings at the Memorial Hall, Wrexham every Thurs- 
day, 7-10pm. Contact Paul Evans, 3 Ffordd Elfed. 
Rhosnesi, Wrexham. Clwyd LL12 7LU, 
Zymurgy General Amiga computing. Free mem- 
bership. For further info contact A Carr. 39 Sewl- 
kirk Rd, Ipswich. Suffolk IP4 3JB * 0473 
725241. 
Mote: this list Is provided as a free service for 
amateur, non-profit-making user groups, Amiga 
Shopper does not endorse or recommend! any 
particular group and cannot be held responsible 
for any losses or problems you might suffer. 
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for free 

Once again, Ian Wrigley tests out 

a mixed bag of low-cost and no- 

cost software for all tastes. 

ore Fish disks this 
flftflH   month - as usual, 
■WH many thanks to 
B V IH Angfia PD for 
supplying them. It's actually a 
bumper crop this month - Fred's 
output seems to be increasing with 
timef after a rather sparse winter. 
So, without further ado (as they 
say), here we go... 

PAGER 
Fish disk 824 
Pager is a CLI-based utility which - 
quite simply - adds page and line 
numbers to any ASCII text file. Not 

the most exciting task, true, but 
programmers and the like may find it 
useful. It requires OS 2.04 or higher 
- as do more and more programs 
these days - and is freeware. The 
documentation isn't incredibly clear - 
the author is German, and his 
translation isn't perfect, with the 
result that some of the options need 
to be guessed at, However, he 
includes a couple of example 
commands, and from them you can 
relatively easily work out the syntax. 

Pager wonTt set the world on fire 
but it does the job quickly and 
without hassle - and for thatT in an 

Archive Suffix Connand 

B|           Add files | 

fi) Choose Archive 6| Choose files or path 

test., archive 

IH Preserve Attributes 

HI Set Archive Attributes 

HI Keep Backup of Archive 

■: J Keep Partial Files 

l|| Store big files with ratio <3K 

PERFORM 

All-the Archiving Intuition Interface - now provides a friendly, attractive 
front-end for a wide range of archfvers, so you never need use the CU again. 

environment where more and more 
people seem to be releasing half- 
tested programs, the author 
deserves congratulation. 

Program rating 7/10 

Ail 1.35 
Fish disk 825 
I looked at All a couple of months 
ago, but this version is quite a 
significant improvement. For starters, 
it will now run under OS 1,3 as well 
as 2.04r thanks to the use of Nico 
Francois' ReqTools library. 
In case you missed the review (where 
were you?), All stands for Archiving 
Intuition Interface, and it's a friendly, 
Intuition-based front-end to archiving 
programs such as LhA. These are 
very powerful tools, but tend to put 
many people off because of their 
complexity. Now, you can easily 
create archives simply by selecting 
filenames from a requester - no 
more remembering arcane command 
structures. 

All version 1.35 supports not 
only archive creation with LhA, as 
previous versions did, but now also 
LZH, Arc and Zoo. It will de-archive 
fries created in LhA, LZH, Arc, Zoo, 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Zip and even Arj, if you need it to do 
that - there is no Amiga program 
written yet that creates Arj files, but 
you may receive files created on 
other machines that have been 
compressed in this format. 

Installation of the program is 
simple - just drag it to wherever you 
want on your hard drive or boot disk. 
From the Project menu, choose 
"Select Archived and you1 ft be asked 
to find the various archiving 
programs that All supports. (They 
aren't distributed with the package - 
you'll have to get them separately.) if 
you don't have a particular one, just 
hit Cancel in the requester and the 
program will move on to the next. 

After you've done that, you can 
get to work. Click on Choose Archive 
to create or select an archive. Then 
click on Choose Files or Path to 
select any files which you want to 
add Pick what you want to do - add 
files, list the contents of the archive, 
extract files or whatever - and hit 
Perform. It s as simple as that. 
There's even an on-line help facility 
for if you get stuck. 

There are check-boxes to let you 
invoke various arch iver options such 
as preserving file attributes and so 

What is PD? 

BEGINNERS 

START HERE 

PD is a general 
term which many people 
incorrectly use to refer to ail freely- 
distributable software. In tact, FD 
(which stands for Public Domain) 
software is only one branch of this 
area; the other morn one is 
shareware. 

Essentially, PD software may 
be copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount tor the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software, Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - it's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. Paying 
your shareware fees encourages 
software authors to write more 
programs - and if they don't, the 
Amiga scene will be a poorer 
place. Don't think that you're 
paying money for nothing, either - 
often hundreds or even thousands 
of hours of work have gone into 
creating a program, and it's only 
right that the programmer receives 
some reward for his or her work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

licenseware. 
This is a form of 

shareware which is licensed to one 
(or more) PD libraries. In essence, 
when you buy a licenseware 
program you are buying shareware 
and paying the license fee at the 
same time. For this reason, you 
should treat any licenseware that 
you buy exactly as you would treat 
a piece of full-price commercial 
software - don't pass it around to 
your friends. You've only bought 
the right to use it yourself. 

Can I pass other people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution. These are normally 
things like not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, not 
altering the program, or making 
sure that all the original docu- 
mentation is included on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an improved version of 
the program, then be careful not to 
give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware* 

You should not, of course, pass 
on licenseware - It should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the 
like are given a 'value for money' rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boardsT are given a 'program rating', 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account usability, 
bug-pro of n ess, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 
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on. Although you can't access 
absolutely all the features of, say, 
LM, you can certainly do 99% of the 
things that you'd ever want to do 
from within All. 

This is an Aus$5 shareware 
program which deserves to become 
extremely popular - especially now 
that it supports just about every 
Amiga archiving program, and 
certainly all the main ones. Highly 
recommended. 

Program rating 10/10 

DATE2DAY 
Fish disk 826 
Why oh why oh whyT dear Points of 
View, why do people release basic 
programming exercises as freeware? 
Date2Day, by Gerard CornuT is a 
program which will, given a date, 
month and year, tell you the day. 
And... er, that's it. You enter the 
relevant details by moving a slider 
and clicking on a couple of buttons, 
and the full day and date are shown 
at the bottom of the window. 

I'm fairly sure I remember doing 
something similar to this for my Gr- 
ieve! Computer Studies course some 
three centuries ago. Okay, my 
program didn't have a cute Intuition- 
based interface, but then, the Amiga 
wasn't invented when I wrote the 
program. This is the sort of thing that 
you write just to see if you ve got the 
hang of programming for Intuition - 
you certainly don't send it out to the 
world with a documentation file more 
than half full of messages telling 
prospective users that they may not 
sell or distribute it for a profit, and 
that no magazine cover disk can 
carry the program. Sorry, Gerard, but 
1 don't think that Amiga Shopper 
were considering it in the first 
place... 

Program rating 2/10 

MEMSNAP 
Fish disk 826 
MemSnap is probably of most use to 
programmers, or those trying to find 
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Date2Day: probably the most useful piece of freeware ever written for the 
Amiga. The program you should have bought your Amiga to run. Or not 

out why their Amiga seems to run out 
of memory after a while. It simply 
puts a small window on the screen 
which displays the amount of free 
memory available, Clicking in the 
window takes a "snapshot" of the 
amount available, and this figure 
continues to be displayed, along with 
the difference between the current 
free memory and the snapshot figure 
- so if you take a snapshot, launch a 
program, quit it and then look at the 
difference between current and 
snapshot, you can see whether the 
program has freed up its memory 
properly, or whether it has "hidden" 
some from the operating system - 
which can only be reclaimed by re- 
booting the Amiga. 

MemSnap is small, it's free and 
it does its job. If you need such a 
program, this one will do just fine, 

Program rating 8/10 

AMASTER 
Fish disk 827 
Old Hans-Peter Guenther must have 
just discovered the Fish system of 
software distribution - this is the 
third of his programs that we've 

Current Snapshot Used 
1856248 2084448 148208 
3313632 3702136 388504 
5169872 5706584 536712 

MemSnap: see it your programs are freeing up their memory properly -just 
compare the current figure with the "snapshot" of the free memory you had. 

looked at so far, in the space of just 
seven disks! 

AMaster is (groan) a simple 
database. Really, quite why people 
keep on writing these things I don't 
know - perhaps on the principle that 
if everyone keeps trying long enough, 

appear on any printout - so if you 
just want to print people's names 
and phone numbers, that's no 
problem, 

It was only when I started to use 
the program that I started finding 
problems. First of all, you have to tell 
the program explicitly that you want 
to edit records. Without clicking on 
the "Edit" check-box, you can't 
create, delete or edit records, This, 
in its own way, is useful - no hitting 
the "Remove" gadget by mistake. 
Unfortunately, though, although your 
changes don't take effect, you can 
type over information in an existing 
record to your heart's content I 
happily scrolled through a list of a 
dozen names, adding extra details, 
only to discover that all my typing 
had been ignored, because I hadn't 
checked the Edit gadget. Not very 
user-friendly - I would have preferred 
it if the program hadn't allowed me 
to change the text; at least then I 
would have been alerted 
immediately. 

That, though, is more a user 
interface issue than anything. What 
is more fundamental is the fact that I 
couldn't persuade the search feature 

Kane..,; 

State.,: 

ftuga Shopper 

Cliff Xamhaii Editor 

31 Honpyth Street 

Bath i 
Avon 

9225 442244 

fiote,.,: 

Record; 2 of 4 

Search |  | CaseSenSj. 

fill: ffl   Fail? fa* 

Jest" I? 

fill: Bl 

_| f POB Z 

City 

Print 

Preis Uin About 

Open h Save E 

Urn help 

N « soto » >] suit 

A Mas ten as simpte A ddress-Book-type databases go, It may look prettyr 
but if It won't search for records it's really pretty useless... 

someone, someday, will produce a 
totally usable, flexible, program that 
people might actually trust their 
precious data to. 

Even though address book 
programs aren't my favourite 
software, my first impressions of 
AMaster were quite favourable. On 
the down side, there are only seven 
fields, each of which has a pre- 
defined name. And they can only 
display around 25 characters each - 
you can enter more, but to view them 
you must select the field and scroll 
along the text. 

All the usual "go to record", 
search and sort options seem to be 
present, and (quite usefully) you can 
decide which fields you want to 

to work at all. I would have thought 
that, if I entered 'Amiga Shopper" 
and hit Search, the program would 
immediately produce my entry for 
this esteemed journal. But no - 
apparently all (or none) of the entries 
in my database were found. With 
that, I gave up; there are other 
programs about that, if not as pretty- 
looking, at least do the job properly. 

Program rating 4/10 

GRABKJCK 
Fish disk 631 
Hmm. An interesting one, this, and 
no mistake. GrabKick copies the 

continued on page 107 

GET IN CONTACT! 

If you've written - or discovered - any PD, shareware or license ware that 
you think should be reviewed, or if you've got any comments or 
suggestions, write to me c/o Amiga Shopper. 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW Alternatively, you can contact me on cix as iwrigley', or on the 
internet as 'ian@vampire.demon.co.uk'. 
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DISKOVERY P.D. 

TEL 0274 880066 

(No.) = HOW MANY DISKS TO ORDER, EG (2) = 2 DISK PACK 

WHY NOT USE OUR TELEPHONE HOTLINE FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH. CREDIT CARDS WELCOME. 

IKNOfESSIANALSTAHM'IIW IHM5TRIIUTIWI 

DEMOS 
D1.. .Mental Hangover 
02...Intercepts! Demo 
D4...Wiid Ccpper 
DlD...l7Bil Mute Demos 
D11...WorWDmK»at Dl 3.. .Total Remi* Demo 
DW15... Predators (2) 
D2W21...Red Sector (2) D24/25..New Tek Reel 3 (2) 
D26..Total Her.K 3 Demo 
027..TV Theme 
O30...Eplc Deme 
D34...PUCollfict(on 
D36.. Virtual Worlds 037,.Wctra Sinking Cterrjo 
038, TFF Demo Vhyagg 
D4G...Safy Demo 
D59...V-tteQ Eflacls 3D 
064.. CdN Vector Oanoe 2 ..Phenomena Demo 
D70...Amos 3D Damn 
D74,.,AThiplaMars □76..A2O0O Genlock Demo 
D81/B2..Budbrafn 1 (2) De3.,.Budbrain2 
DB5.,Crionics Neverwherc 
Dar.. Piranha Demo 
DW1..^a5raz WDamo 3 
Dt02-A Ctiapfin Demo 
[Jl03..Tciial Destruction 
DT05..MrBDemo Comp4 D106.. Walter S.T Demos 
Di:i...Defwn 1 D117..-Aurora MVUemo 
01 m..Ci«M.'Deme£ 
D125. ..Precise Demo 
Oi33...FascJrtaiion Dl3S..Goldlire Megademn 0137/133. .So Wha; (£) 
0139. .Devils "No Reality" 
D144..The Stents ■ ICB

- 

0145. .Crystal Symphonies 
D148..RayOfHope2 
D149. MO Brain No Pain 
D1 53/1 S9,.Cytorg Demo (2) 
D195.. Coaxial Comp 
D197..,MCDisk1 Coma 
m99..EnrJOfCarHury1»9 D206...Dreamers 3 
D203 Avengers M'Domo 
D21S.'217..BassoMatic(2j 
0218 .Disorder Demo 
021B.. Tuff EnuH D225-.Coos Fridge Demo 
D226..HerTjcrack WDerno 
D233..Hypnau1ic Hammer 0235 .Si K of One Pemo 
D233..Ptanet±i& 
D239..Lemrriin9s Revenge 
D240...To!al Re&pray 
D243...Budbiain 3 
D244. .Phenomena Jnarspace D245...Total Retrial 
D247..Pu*nglhe Trigger 
0253. .CES Demo* 
D256...Total Recount 
D257.,.Tota! Rebate 
0262. ..Spasmolytic 
0264...D-Mot>M/Oemo 0267..Sun Connection 2 D270,.K«fions The Wail rJ27f...Timex Hydra 
0272. .Eieclnc Demos 1 
D274...Derpacker3 Demo 
0276.. .Cave La Weird 
0279..,lraquf DBmo □2Bdn28t..DelBriaus <2} D2go...Popeye Demo 
D292...E)(CHlitHir Demo 
D293.. Silent + Anarchy 
D3D1...Subway Oemo " 
D302...Tamt Demo 
D303„,Despair Demo 
D307...LS.0 Derro 
D312...Devils Colours D314...Tia4(mo 
D315.,The Growe Ramjam 
D322i'323..Slar Wars (2) D325.'32G..Heal Empathy (2) 
D32H'329..fled Dwarf (2) D33f>,. .Darkness Mtiemo 
D332 . Melted Experience 
D333'337,..Odyssay (6) 
0-338-,.Beascio Boys Demo 
D340 ..Walchman Demo 
D341,. Ararcfry Smoker Co 
D342 ..Ea 209 The Revenge 
D34#m.Hardwired |2) 
D346...Wildrim M/Demo 
D347..Mindwerp M-Xterrw 
034&.'349..S*!lz2O Damo<2> 
D35rj-352..Treacie Team(31 
D35B.. Mr Men Stories 
D3SS..Seeing is Believing 
D36TJ.. Stale 0<1he Art 
D361..Mayday Resistance 
D3«£'363..Jesu£DnE,9(2) 
0364. ..Fish Tank 
D365. ..Optimum Pressure 
D366...Mind flirt 
0367. .In the Can Oemo 
0363. .Dynamic lluHOoa 
0369. ..Piece of Prfkid 
0370. ..3D Demo 2 
0^7t..Lathel Exit 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
1. FOR EVERY 10 RD DISKS YOU BUY, WE WILL GIVE 
YOU A 10 CAP BOX WORTH £1.99 ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

2. FOR EVERY 25 RD DISKS YOU BUY, YOU CAN 
CHOOSE ANOTHER 5 FREE! 

UTILITIES 
Ut..Games Music Creator 
U21..The Comms Disk 
U32.. Modem Utils 
U34„ Red Devils Lftjlsl 
U38.. Soundtnacker Special 
U3S.. Pamf. Music. Media U3S...Card Designer 
040...%jectaim Emuialof U41...fte<J DevSs U1its 4 
U4&. Future Composer U44,. Keirons Mafceboot 
U45.. RE Giant Utsls16S 
U47.1abef Designer 
U49...Ult.mater:onDi5k 
U50...Power Comp Lfljte 
U51 Jazz Bench 
U55...vlsicaJc 
U57...CKitckbench 
Lf59...Font Designer 
060... D'Paint Fonts 1 
U61,.0-PaintFciTta2 
U62...Med 3.20 
U63... Direct Anim Creator 
U64.,.Crossword Designer U66...CLI Help Others 
U67...S'Traci(er Mega 
U6fi...Uir.imate Boots 1 
U69...UlrirTiateBcots2 U73...ftiwar1ago 
U74...M-Cad 
U75...Journel Home Ace's U76...Homa Utilities 
U77...Bedmced 
U7B ..Arm Base 
Ufl1...BoolbenchV2.0 
Ufl2...Sltdesfiow Maker 
D33...Catalog Workshop t 
UB4..,Catalog Workshop 2 
U87,.,Hard Dish Utile 

-94.,.Amateur Radio <6) 
Lr95..C'Ligh! + Others 
U96...GFX UHIs 1 
U100...HamLab 
UT01..,SidV2.0 
Utoa...A-Gene 
Ufl3...M»di Ulilities 
UT 10/119..Video Ulils (2J U132...GFX Ulils 2 
Ul33J,T34...r*0r1hC(2} 
Ul3e.,.CrossDo&5 (demo) 
U136.,.Squid Squad Ulils 
Ul39.„TeffiUnalitjes Vf.O 
Ui40.,.Squ33hH2.04only> 
U14T ...Squash 2 {2.04 only) Ul42...Ta)d Plus 3 
LI144...De!Ynis Samples 1 Ul45...0igHaJEntro0asign 
U146... Viz Clip AM 
U147...Sp6Ctrunt Emutaior 
U151 ...Slipstream WKHfers 
U152...fled Davtss Ulils 6 
U154.,.Amlgafo«W;P 
U155...RD Ulils Does Disk 
U163...Quickberich + (2.tM) 
U164...Rim Database 
U166.. .Dennis's Hack Disjt 
U167...DamoiisherUtife 
U169.. .Home Business 3 
U172,..St{uelch (1.3 only) 
U176...QFXUHfa3 U177...Star Chans 
U179 -1B0...Dice{2) 
Uifll...CelBc Demo Maker 
Uf 36 - 206.,.Tn=K!k Ins 10-30 
U207...kw Collection 1 
U20fl...Dave Jones Fonts 1 
U21D...Ullrapaint3 
U2!l...Cnamacltietic$ U2l2..Anlmalad Pointers 
U2l3...Desk Top PiABsttor 
U2t4...De£kber«;h Icons 
U215. ..Messy Sid 2 
U2ie...Maslar VjKiller 2^ 
U2t3...Data Base Wizard 
U223..Ton Pm Database U224...G-Base Database 
0226. ..Games Solutione 1 
U231...D^Pa*itFcnts3 
U232„. Games Cheals2 
U234...Flexi Base 
U235,..AnilCeph VI rJ2:^;...iconmania U240...lcrjn Editar 
U2S2...0ptsCOtnm3 2.0 
U254. ..Mew Superiors 2 
U255...Protracker v2-0 
U256...Atari ST Emulaior 
U25S...D^Copy 3 
U262...PC Emulator 
U263...Med 3.21 
UJ73...V>dlFon!sl 
U274...tllinoi Labels 
U275...600 eustness Lettera 
U279...Invoice Printef 
U2B0...Woman V2-02D 
U263.. .Headline Fonls 
U2B9...Amos Updater 
U290...Kickslart2.04 
U292...B!ack Tiger UBIs 1 
U293...BiackTigeTUtjts2 
U294...T«rt Engine V4.0 
U295...Game Tamer 
U296-. .Ultimate Disk Ciea 
U297...10PD Copiers 
U'29B...Pn?lraokBrV3.0 

SEND YOUR 

ORDER TO: 

GAMES 
G1. ..Return to EaMh 
G2.,.Games Comp 5 
03., .Dizzy Lizzy 

..Scum Hatefs 
G5 ..Parachute Jousl 
06.. Franlic Freddie 
GB-.-Twintris 
Gfl,..Pseudo Cop G1Q...Drip 
Gil-Bug Bash O'Z. Asle-osds 
Gl3...Uematron 
GT4...Escape From Jovi 
Gffj...Moda Adventure Gf6...Ground Attack 
Gf7...Me$abaii 
G13... Insiders Club 
Gt9...Vanous Adveniures 
G20...Bametorce G22... Dragon Cavs 
G24...Rings of Zen 
G25,. .Mayhem 
G26,.,Mechffighl 
G27, The Tennis Game 
G2e..Flaschbier 
G29-Buck Rogers 
G30-.-0reyslaye^ 
G31 ..7-Tiles 
G32..Mega Comp 1 
G33-34...SlarTtek1 (2) 
G35-37...SlarTrek2(3) 
G3B-39...Mechforce(2) 
G40...Klcndyke G42...Car 
G43. ..Games Comp 2 G44...S.E.U-CK Games 
G4S...Sacc Games Comp 
G46...Gamas Comp 3 
G46. .Rays Game Oi$K G49...Games Comp 4 
QS0...Gemes Comp 6 
G51 -52.. TfLCking (2) 
GS3...Jetpac 
G&5...Quick and Sllva 
G56„.Minibfast 
G57...Lamer Game 
G58...Games Comp 7 
G59...Games Comp 3 
GB0,.,Pom Pom Gunner 
G61 ...Cflvefunner 
G62...Crystal Caverns 
G63., .Intact 
G64„.Eterm»J Rome 
G65...Lemmingoid& 
G66...Dovmhill Challenge Ge7...Leme ST Perls 
G63...Paranoid 
G69...Puggle$ 
G7CChalnsaw Death 
G71 ...Pirate Pete's Treasure G72 ..Scrarse 2 
G73... Castles 
G74... Dynamite Dick 
G75..,Cajd Games 1 
G76...Wizzy,s Quest 
G77. ..Growth 
G76...Skala 
G79.-.A1ic Atac 
G80. .Napoleor c Sim 
G81 ...Project 1 
G32...Lazer Zone GB3.-.Lemmings Peel 
G84...StarTrek S-E.U.P 
GB5...Le1trij< 
GB7...Matoh6d Pairs 
GBa.. .Raphaels flevenge GB9...Srake Pi! 
G90..Zaus 
G91 ...Merv The Mereiess G92...BHzzanrJ 
G93...The Maze Game 
G94...Subortture 
G95...Hollywood Trivia 
G97.. .Shootout 
G99...Roly Grail Adventure 
G100.. .Amos Coindrap 
G101. ..Classic Comp 1 
G102.. .Card Games 2 
G103,.Super Skoda Chat 
GW..,Grand Prix Sim 
Gl05-..GemesComp9 
Glu3...r^rnputerConirBct 2 
Glfl7...Mi£Sicn X Raid 2 
G106...NU Game 
G109.. J^itep + Slot Cars 
G110...Thcky +The Turn 
G111...Marble Slide 
G" 12 Games Comp 10 
GT13...Black Jack Lab 
Gl 14. ..Dungeon of Madroj 
GT 15. ..Amiga Columns 
Gt16...Rc*CH»p In Iraq 
Gl 17. ..Mutant Camels 
G116.. Games Comp n 
G119. ..Number Fumbfer 
G120-122...Waricck{3) 
G123. ..Card Sharp 1 
G124. ..Bart Simpson 
G125...CC Games Comp 
Gt26...AlrAce2 
G127...Breakoul Con Kl 
G123. ..Pipeline 
G12y... Dung of Dorician 
G215. .Amos Games 1 
G212-21J ...Tlmalordts fi-S 

G132. ..Peters Quest 
G133... Star Trek 3 
G134,..Fipendar G139.., Door To Door 
G143. ..Solid Quad G144. ..Omega Race 
G145.„MissiDnXAaid3 
G146..Trek 73 
GW...Wacfc In Wonderland 
Gl46...Squats Revenge 
Gl49...Slcy Fight Gi5D...wet Beaver Gl51...Airmania 
G1S2...Wizard World 
Gl M...Totally Franlic Quiz Gl 55.. .Chess V2.0 
G1S6...Smash Telly 
Gl59...BiHy The Dragon 
GT60...t-Ching 
Gtei...E-Type' 
G162...TomCat Gl63...Sea Lance 
G164, ..Dizzy Diamonds 
G165...No Mans Land 
G1BB... Wo«d Square Saivar 
G167..Cross Fire 
Gl53...Westelands 
G170...Spece6titi 
G17L..Crazy Sue 
Gl72...MekeABreak 
Gl73...So,uemble 
G174...F-1 Challenge G175...0lheHo 
G173...EvilDeadGeme Gl79...Trainset 
G130-131 ...P Compe 1+2 
G132.. .Diplomacy 
G1S3...Tractor Beam 
Gi9<J,,Motor Due' 
Gtfl5 ,,Gama BoyTotris2 
Gtfi6...Water Works 
Gl87..,ActOfWar 
Gtaa.. Mutants Games 
G169-193. ..Timekwds 1-S 
G194...Nirvana 
Gl95-196.-Neighbours (2) 
G197. ..Amoeba Invaders 
G19B. ..Game Boy Tetris 1 G199...Telren 
G2to...Battlecar5 2 G20f...Dr Mario 
G204...AshWo 
G2G5...Cheats Disk 2 
G2ue...Cheat5 Disk 3 G207...Ne)d Generation 
G203...Ajrport 
Q2M...F.H.A.C. G210...The Golden Fleece 
G211 ...Legend Of Lothian 

51 ...Hem Pics Show! 
S J., .Madonna St ides 
S5..,Moviestar Slides 
SB...Parly Disaster 
Sa.Jmmacutale Cotrection 
S9. ..Simpsons Slides 
S10      Cha-nrl 42 (2) 
S12.nBruceLeeSHdes 
S14...Addams Family 
SKUVb Mag Slides Si 6- -Boris 13 
Sl7...Docklands Jarre 
Sl3...Dr Who Demo 
S19...Napalm Death 
S^0...rlasa Stides 
S21 ...Exodus 3D Slides 
S22-24 - WWF SlkJea 
S2E...Cascade Demo 
S27. ..Demons Sltdes 
S26.. Tolsl Recall 
S29._,Joe's Slides 
S30...Ham Pics Snow 2 
S31 ...D>Pain| Slides 
S32... Neighbours Slides 
S33...Roger Dean Slides 
S34...lron Maiden Slides 
S35-36.. Tobies Rlchler(2) 
S37...Joe Trsl Slides 
S38...Basket Case 2 
S39...EC0S Slides 
540...Fraxlon Devlne 2 
S41...Fraxir>n Devine 1 
542...Go(«ms Gate Slides 
S43,..Cheinsaw Slippers 
S44...Cry For Dawn 
S4j...Forgotten Realms (2) 
$47.Kick Off 3 Slides 
S48...PD Slldeshow 

• [-.2.. Term i nalof (4) 
SS3...Robocop 2 Slides 
S54...Treckmaster Sltees 
S5S,..Forgotten Realms 2 
SE6...Gartield Slides 
S57.. .Pawnbroker Slides 
S5&...Helk aiscr Slides 
S59...Nighl Breed Slides 
560 ..Raytracing 
561 ...Horror Slides 
S€3...Tate Gallery 2 
SE4., .Reck Star Manager 
S65...Images Slides 
S70...Muscle Martia 
S71 ...Creature Comforts 

CENTRAL 
LICENCEWARE 

572...The Wonder Years 
B73...WaterehipDown 
S75. ..Ferrari 348 Pics 
37&...Bel-iido Carlisle 
$77...Chef Slides 
S7SL.Freddies Dead 
S80...Wendy Jamas Sridas 
S8t ..The Invisibte World 
SS2-33..TarminatDr 2 {2) 
S84.-.Fari(tasy Pics 
SB5...GUH war Slides 
SB6...Magital Pice 
Sea,Gulf WarTrrbute 
SB&-90...S/7hing Fishy (2) 
S91. .Eldorado Slides 

ANEV1S 
A1.. .Probe Sequence 
A2.. .Ghost Pool 
A3 . .,:'rigor i Magciar 1 
A4.. Gyr "ISMI D?mn 
A5.. Fractal Flight 
A6.. Baskelbatl Demo 
A9. ..Magician 2 
A10...Pugs In Space 
A11...Luxor Teenager 
A13, ..Juggler Demo 
Ate. ..Cool Cougar 
Ai7,jMono Cycle Anlm 
A18...flobocop Anim 
A20....Wayhem on W^ieels 
A2t...Jugetfe2 
A22. .Shuttlecock Anim 
A23.-.T-PotAnim 
A27..,Fleet Manouvre 
A28.. .Billiard Anim 
A?S BPnse Leaves DOCK 
A30...StarWars2Anim 

...Star Trek Anirri 
A32...Frajtion flevenge 
A34...Madonna Anim 
A35.,.stealthy Ar«ms 2 
A3fi...Raiders0f The Lost A* 
A37...Bugs Bunny Show 
A3B...lraq Vs UK Anim 
A39. ..Mike Tyson Anim 
A40...Knight Anim 
A42... Walker 2 
A43...Weiteer3 
A45-4fi...Lig(ht Cycle (2) 
A47...Exploding Head 
A48. .PoEce Car Chase 
A49...Top Gun Demo 
ASO.-.Anlmators Demo 
A51...S Ways to Kill a Mole 
A52... Another 5 Ways 
A53...Balman The Movie 
A54...3D Spaceship 
A55... MT Potato Head 
A57.. .Camouflage 
A5e...VGAAnm4 
A5B...Low Level Flight 
A63...AmyVs Walker 
A64-.-Rea.l Plnoall Anim 
A65...FrankHn The Fry 
A66...Porky Pig Anim 
A67. .-Adventures of Chuck 
A59.. Bunser Burner 
A70-71 ...Max Overdrive (2} 
A73..-Space5huttte Anim 
A74...Ghostbu6lers + Horse 
A76. ..Alarm Anfci 
A77... Fight Anim 
A73... Piano Anim 
ATS. ..Dart Anim 
A80.„8ad Bird Anim 
A31. He.day An 7i 
Afl2...Filfe1The Fieh 
A83...The Boings 
AB4... Glomes Peg 
A8Si... Miners Anim 
A8o...Pockel Watch Anim 
A90-93,. The Movies 2 (4) 
A95....My Tin Toy 
A96...T-P012 Anlm 
A99...Terminator 3 
Airxs.-.Dolphln Dreams 
A10in02..Thunde!bkds (2) 
A10(J...HlstorOf Amy 
A104.,.Pogo Anlm (2 Meg) 

CLR LICENCE WARE CLE01 DfNOSAURS (LEARN ALL ABOUT CSRTAIM TYPES Of D*40SAJJF5 I.E. AlfWS&C, TRlASlC AMD CflE«*CECXJS^ DM £ 
DISKS E4J50J 
CLE02 GEOLOGY [wm TO KNOW ALL ABOUT TNI- VDL- 
CAMOS AND THEIR SUBSTANCES THEN TRY THIS 2 DISKS £4 50) CLE03 SOUVR SYSTEM (OET TO KNOW WORE ABOUT THE SOUtfl SYSTEM WITH WFOflHATtON ON PLANETS ETC AND WITH PCTUflES TO LOOK AT 3 DISKS £4.99) 
CLE04 COLOURING mo (A UWQUE COLOURING BOOK TO KEEP THE KIDS MUSED FOfi HOURS 1 DISK £3-50) CLE0i5...._A ■ CHORD (LEAJRM TO PLAY THE GUITAR ey ue> TENING TO NEARLY EVERY SINGLE CHORD AVAILABLE CN THE INSTRUMENT 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLEM MATHS INSTRUCTOR (HELP YOURSELF GET THROUGH THE GCSE'S yVTTH THIS SUPERB MATHS INSTRUCTOR: TRIGr QUAOflATlC, SIMULTANEOUS, VOLUMES, AREA ETC ETC 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLE07 FRESHWATER FISHING (THINK YOU KNOW ALL ABOUT FISHING ? TRY THIS 2 DISKS £4.50) 
CLE08 NIGHT SKY (LOOK AT THE STARS PLANETS ETC FROM ANYWHERE ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH AND CLICK OK A DISPLAYED OBJECT FOR INFO 2 OtSKS £4,50) CLE09 WORDS + LADDERS (A WORD SPELLING GAME FOR 1 OR 2 PLAYERS 1 DISK £3-50) 
CLE 10 BASICALLY AMIGA {GET TO KNOW YOUR AMKSA TO THE FULL 3 C SKS £3.50) 
CLE 11 LETS LEARN V1.1 (LEAF* SUMS, TUNES, COOES ETC ON THIS EXCELLENT LEARNING «□ AGE RANGE FROM 5 - 7 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLE12....ALPHABETTEACH (TRY TO SPELL WHAT rou SEE ON THE SCREEN 1 OlSK £3.50) 
CLE13 HOME BREW (WTTH RECIPES TO INSTRUCTIONS ON FEFMENT&IG ETC LEARN HOW TO MADE HOME MADE WINE 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLE14 ECOLOGY (LfAfiN MORE ABOUT EOOLOGV VWTH THIS BRILL PROGRAM 3 DISKS £4.89] 
CLU01 „..VIDEO TlTLEH (MAKE YOUR VIDEOS LOOK PRO- 
FESSIONAL SCROLLERS ETC t DVSK £3.50) CLU02 ....FISH INDEXER {MAKE PYE CHARTS GRAPHS ETC WITH FIGURES f rj$K £3.50) 
CLU05 ....SAS MENU MAKER (WAKE MENUS TO sun; YOU 1 DISK £.50) 
CLU06 ....SUPER SOUND 3 (CREATE YOUR OWN TUNES WITH THIS UUSJC UTILITY 2 DISKS £4.50) 
CLU10 ....POWER ACCOUNTS (KEEP ACCOUNTS OF YOUR 
EXPENDITURE WITH WSSWORD FUNCTKJN 1 DISK £3-50) CLU11 ....CALC V1.3 (AN EXCELLENT SPREADSHEET FOR THOSE CROSS CALCULATIONS 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLU12 .. . VIRTUAL WINDOWS 1 (A COLLECTION OF USE- 
FUL UTILITIES LIKE ADDRESS BOOK, NOTE PAD, SOFTWARE CATS ETC 1 DISK £3.50) 
CUM3 ,.„DATQS (EASV TO USE YET VERY POWERFUL DATABASE 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLG01 ....NORRIS (A VERY ADOICTWE GAME SET IN THE MEDIEVAL ERA 1 DISK £3.50) CLG02 ....DARK THINGS (A BRILL PLATFORM SCROLLV GAME 1 DISK £3,50) 
CLG03,,..PHASE 2 (AN EXCELLENT STDEWAYS SCROLL 
SHOOT EM UP GAME 1 DISK £3-50) 
CLG 04... X-SYSTEM (A VEITY ADOPTIVE GAME WTTH THE 
USUAL ENO OF LEVEL MONSTERS 1 DISK £3.50) CLG05 ....TRUCKING ON (TRY AND MANAGE YOUR OWN TRUCK FLEET EXCELLENT 2 DiSKS £4.50) 
CLG06 ....OBLITERATION (ANOTHER FAST SHOOT EM UP TYPE SAME 1 DISK £3-50 NOT PLUS COMP) 
CLG08 ....DRAGON TILES (OLD JAPANESE TYPE MAJ JONG STYLE GAME 1 DJSK £3,50) CLG09 ....MOTOR DUEL (DRIVE A 3D CAR SHOOTINQ AND RACNG WITH OPPONENTS 1 DISK £3.50i CLG 10....FUTURE SHOCK (A CASE OF GETTING THE BALL 
THROUGH THE MAZE 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLG 11 ....ALL GUNS BLAZING (CAR GAME FOR 2 PLAYERS WfTH THE OVERHEAD VIEW THEME 1 DiSK £3-50) CLG12 ....BULLDOZER BOB (WIPE OUT THE SCREEN OF COLOURED BLOCKS 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLG 13... .RARADOX (A PUZZLE GAME TO TEST THOSE POW- 
ERS OF SOLVING 1 DISK £3.50) 
CLG \ 4 SONIC SMAHTTHEAt] (ANOTHER PLATFORM STYLE GAME 
\ DISK £3.50} 
CLGtS ....SPLODGE THE REVENGE (ANOTHER PLAT- 
FORM GAME WITH PUZZLES TO SOLVE 1 fflSK £3-50} CLGt7....lMBRlUM DAY OF RECKONING (ONE OF 
THOSE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE TYPE GAMES EXCELLENT! 1 DISK £3.50) 

ASSASSINS PACK 
£1.50 EACH ,...£l(L5(H.pJtp 

DISKS  XiSJU+pAp 
DISKS  ^34^<h-p&p 

54 DISKS... 
ALL 7e  

..JiJ3.0O+p&p 
.u..J6O.G0+p4bp 

ORDER NO PJIt 
DANCE IN STYIJZ WITH ALL THE 

LATEST RAVE AND TECHNO 
SOUNDS. AVAILABLE ON THL 
AMIGA. THIS PACK IS A MUST 

FOR ALL YOU RAVERS. 
tO DiSKS EOR ONLY £9.50 f P+P 

ORI)i;RN<mi4 
WHETHER ITS JDSTTYI'lNO A 

LETTER OR KEEPING A RECORD 
Or YOUR KINANCLS. 1H1S PACK IS 

A DEFINITE MUST! 
10 DISKS ROB ONLY £9.50 + P+P 

ORDER NO VM2 
THJS PACK CONTAINS EVERY- 
THING FROM LEARNING LAN- 
GUAGES TO PLAYING GAMES. 
AND AGES RANGE: J-ROM 4 TO 

ADULT. 
t fi DISKS FOR ONLY £t4_S» t [' -15 

OHD^K NO 1*06 
A C:OLI-ECTION OF GAMES 

WHICH ALL INCLUDE THE BOUL- 
DERBASH GAMES THEME. IT 

ALSO H AS AN EDITOR SO YOU 
CAN MAKE YOUR OW N CAVES. 

10 DISKS FOR ONLY £9i0t P+P 

OKDKRNOR05 
THIS PACK EMULATES THE 

AMIGA INTO A CfA WITH OVER 50 
GAMES TO CHCX )SK I ROM. 

COMES W ITH FULL 
INSTRUCTIONS. 

3 DJSKS K)R ONLY LL75+ P+P 

ORDER M) PJ03 
WITH JII^S 01 Dll I LKIM JMC- 

I I kl N TO( HOOM; t RON S 
PACK IS AN ABSOLUTE MUST 

FOR ALL YOU DTP AND D PAINT 
ENTHUSIASTS 

15 DISKS FOR ONLY £]4.5u+ P+P 

WE OFFER A EAST AND VERY 
FRIENDLY SERVICE TO ALL OUR 

CUSTOMERS WITH THOUSANDS OF 
TITLES TO CHOOSE EROAL PLEASE 

SEND A S,A,E FOR A FREE 
CATALOGUE. 

ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE HOUSE   ....£1.99 
MOUSE MAT.* ....  .....S2.80 
SQUICK MOUSE «  . .^.119.99 
10 CAP BOX     Mf£1.99 
100 CAP BOX    £6.99 
A5W DUST COVER ^  £3.99 
AiSOO DUST COVER -   £3.99 
3.5" BLANK DISKS..   .£0.69 
PRINTER STAND    £4.99 
MONITOR STAND    £10.99 
MONITOR COVER    JE4.99 

PRICES 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS 
PUT THE NUMBERS OF 

THE DiSKS REQUIRED AND 
SEND IT TO THE ADDRESS 

BELOW ALONG W ITH A 
CHEQUE OR F.O MADE 

PAYABLE TO DISKOVERY. 
PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO 

INCLUDE THE CORRECT 
POSTAGE TO ENSURE 

—|    SPEEDY DELIVERY. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
1-9 DISKS = £1.50 EACH 
10+ DISKS =£1.25 EACH 
2£H-DISKS=   TOP EACH 

POSTAGE 
Europe PD = 60p 
Accessories = 90p 
World PD =£1,50 
Accessories =£1.90 

ASSASSIN'S GAMES PACKS 1-54 NOW !N STOCK 

KICK 1.3 
NOW ALL RD DISKS WILL 

WORK ON YOUR A500+/A600 & 
A120O WITH THIS AMAZING 

DISK 
ONLY £1,50 

WE ACCEPT ACCESS, VISA AND MASTERCARD 



1. Prtfr^ckgr v.3 (P) (New Update) 2. Hard Drive Utilities (2) (P> 3. Opticom V2.2 (NCom V2 Btc) (P> 4. Std V2 (P) 5. Mesayaid V2 (P> 6. How to Coda in C (2) {New) 7. Order V1.7 (P) (database prog.) G. Astronomy Pack 1 (4) (P) s. Term V3.2 (5) A1200 only 10 Amateur Radio 1-25 (25) (P) C Manuals V3{12HP) North C V1.3 (2) (P) -   Tools V2 (PV [N( Copy Vl.fi (P> 
12 13. Pool Tools V2 
15. D Copy V3 (IMP) Rattle Copy V5 Pro (P) Pacman. Copier [F\ Virus Checker V6.22 (P> The Science Collection (4) (P) Spectrum Daladisk (P) Spectrum EmulalorV 1.6* Green E 

41. Database Compilation (PI 42. X. Cornm (WB2+) j;N«w) 4-3. Assassins Handy roots 3 {P) 44. Battle Cars 2 (F) 45. Super Pacman 92+ {P) 46 Deluxe Pecmen VI 1a (P) 47. Hclaeat Football Managamanl (P) (New) 4B. V. MOrph V1.1 (New) 49 Card Games (2> (P) 60. Quality Time Anim. (5 Meg) f4) (P> 51. A500+ 21 Games (P) S3. AgsasBin Games Disk {1-55} (55) (P) 53, Classic Games Pack (5) {P) 54. Cash Fruit tP} . Supar Skoda ChalFange (P) -) 1.5 Meg 

*E%press T\ 

A64 Emulator V2 (2HP) A64 Game Disk 1 +2 (Z Super Kctota AIDfJUonly Kick 1,3 Emulator {WB2+) Action Replay V1.5 (P) World Geography fP) ■ 1f5HPi Medonne'e Sex Bggk (3) (P) 29, Education Pack 1 
Aeeaasin Copier Disk [PI Fake Fas! HAM Emulate (P) (New) Print Master 2 (2) (PI A1200 Fix Program (A 1200 only) PC TaekV1.11 (P) Graphic Construcfion Kit (P) Desktop Music Workshop (P) The Money Program (P) Radbench V1.4" (Workbench 2+) Easy Spell 2 (P) Kids1 Education (3) (P) 

flags to Rleh&s (P) 1 57. Bomb Jacky (New) (P> 5&. Dodgem (New) 59. Tennis Game 1 Meg (P) 60. Escapa 2 (P) 61. Neighbours Gams (2) (P) 62. Raid Four (F) (New) 63. Grapevine issue 14 (P) (3) 6*. Clip Art Disk (10) (P) 65. LSD Jesus on E (2) (20) (P) 100% 66. Mirron - Andromeda (2) (P) (New) 67. Ratena Burning (P) 68. Kearans Desert Dreams fS) (P) (NaW) 69. Lethal Exit (P) (New) 70. Speed Limit Anim (3) (3 Meg) (P) 71. Stale of the Art (P) 72. Station at Kern (3) (2 Meg) (P) 73. Eplisea 2 (P) 74. Tetris Game (New) (A1200 only) 75. Lost Worlds by Balance (P) 76- Sexy Beauties (5) A1200 onfy 77. Lest Will &. Testamenl (P) 76. Exalic Ripper V2.10 (F) (New Update) 79, Hackers & Hacking (p> 80. Crack and Copy Otils (P) 

EXPRESS P.D,, Dept A52, 
47 ABERDALE ROAD, 

WEST KNIGHTON, 
LEICESTER LE2 BSD. 
M (0533)8*7061 

All P.D. is £1,05 per disk. Buy 12+ get 1 disk free and receive free Catalogue    Disk (2). includes 3 Games, 3 Virus Killers, Gnarly Music Demo and complete listing of Graphics. Music. Demo Business. Uti lilies, DIY, T- Bag (1-63), Fred-Fish (t- 610), Ames, Amicus (1-22) Scope (1-220). 
Pl&ase add 60p le order irom U.K.jesl af Europe £1,00, res! of worid £2.50 lor PS P 

ALL OUR DISKS: 
□ Guaranteed emx free! 
0 Complete with own labels! 
0 Virus fnwi! 
□ 24 hours despatchll 

B ELS HAWS P.D, 
tel 0636 725Q3 

r 0-REAT AtAiOA PUBLIC VOMAIN TITLES 
ONLY 99P PER DiSK. DEJA VU SHAttWARtZ tt$9 P£K VtSK 

POSTAGE 15P PEK OWE*. FKCE CATALOGUE DISK PER 0RVEK 

VEMQS 
Dolphin Anim 
Kingfisher (2) 

Thunderbirds (2) 
Ghost (2) 

Lawnmowerman (2) J 
Spiderman | 

.   msic    - GAMES 
Space balls Assassins 

I Gigamix A & B (2) j Smash TV Rip Off 
LSD Rave {2} 

CDTV 
Beatjes(2) 

Neighbours (2) 
Games Galore 

Erik The Warrior 
Star Trek (2) 

■ UTILITIES 
Kickstart 1+3 

j Fancy Disk Labeler 
Cheats List 

Easter Island 
Clip Art 

Mendel Fractal 
Battle of Britain I 

Send cheque/Postal Order made out to Belshaws' 
to Belshaws Computers, 55 Baldertongate, Newark, Notts NG241EU. 

Or Call/Fax Linda on (0636) 72503 with Access/Visa. 
Personal Callers at shop always welcome, 

{ ) = No. of disks m 

18 STATION ROAD, 
ILKESTON 

CompUt&f-^ TEL: (0602) 444501 
Visage Computers Public Domain Library 

• Over 2000 disks in stock  • Including Fred Fish 1-810 
• All the latest demos, games & Utilities • All RD on branded disks from only 99p 

For free disk catalogue please send 2 first class stamps and an SAE to: 
VISAGE COMPUTERS, 18 STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE DE7 5LD. 

Telephone (0602) 444501 

KT'S P.D, (SOFTWARE) FOR THE A.VUG A USER 
THE FAST AND FRIEMDLY LIBRARY     500 • 500+» 600 • 1200 

ANIHI 0 UNSPORTING +y □ FILLET THE FISH+ □ GULF WAR+y □ AT THE MOVIES + 0 RJGGS IN SFACE □ MAGICIAN 2 +Y □ AMY V WALKER+Y □ JETANIMATJON □ HOW TO RUN II WALL+y O BATrvWN ty G STEALTHY 
□ GYMNAST +Y GJUGGIEP +Y □ ATFAGJLrTYty □ GULF CONFLICT + □ SCHWART2 3 ANFMS+y O BUSY BEE £ TREE FROGt □ MR POTATO HEAD + □ DOiSWLD DUCK+ 

|Q POM FDM 
|  GUNNER+y 
|D W1ZZVS QUEST +y 
p DRWVRfCH 
p NEIGHBOURS p SUPER SKODA GH +y 
p REVENGE* 
p FIGHTING WARRIORS* 
|D NUMERIC* |Q DELUXE FWCM*N+y 
\D DONKEY KONG+ 
P SEALANCE ty P BlIZZARO 
P ATTIC ATAC +y 
P ULTIMATE STAR I TEEKfZJ+ p CROSSFIRE* 
pTETfilSAGA 1200 
\n &y_LOONACT +y 
P BOMJWCKV *y P FRUrr SALAQ +y 

□ COMA DEMO □ NEWTEK 3+ \2\ □ RED SECTOR * (2j □ VOYAGE* □ IRON + (2) □ ODYSSEY (5) □ flUDHRAIN MEGA* \2\ □ REFLEX DEMO* □ AiCATRAZ MEGA* (3] □ RAZOR 1911 + □ VANGEUS DEMO* □ THE JUGGLEER RACPC+ □ ANTH£MMING+J2t fl GLOBAL T.RASH+ □ LUXO TEENAGER* □ POUCEMANS 
CI REBELS MEGA* □ 3D DEMO JU □ MAVDAY+ □ SR^jCEBAlii* 

□ AMIGADEUS+ □ MED 3.2+ □ MED MODULES N02+ □ MUSIC MANIA* □ CRUSADERS BACTERIA* □ MVHONr KAKTUS+ □ REBELS MEGAGLAST □ AMAZE □ DMOB 2* □ TECHNOTRONIC* □ ERM 93 DANCE 1 + □ RAVE VISION (INTENSE)* 0 100 C64 TUNES* □ JESUS ON ES \2)* □ NOfSEflAYER 4+ □ BRUNOS MUSIC BOX 2+ □ PRO SOUND SAMPLES 1 + □ KTs MOCJULES I* □ KTs MODULES 4+ 

□ V MORPH +y □ AGENE+y □ ASI GPXUTILS+y □ ASI BOOT UTILS +Y □ OCOPY+y □ DYNAWITE FONTS (2) +y □ ICON^Wi*. +y □ MESSYSID 2 +y □ PRINTSTUDJO +y □ OPTTCQMMS 2 *y □ P SUITE +y □ SID2+V □ FREtCOFY □ STARCAT2+y □ AMIGA BEGINNER+y □ KICK 1.3 +y □ 600 BUSINESS LETTERS +y □ SFECTRAPAIWT+ □ CLf TUTORIAL+y □ TEXT ENGINE 4 +y 

l+y I INTO A | 

i AJf Disks 80p each 
I Postage j UK orders 60p ■ Europe + 20p per disl; Wtorld + 40p per disk 

HOW TO OBDEH: Please make cheques payable with bankers card nc*.r or postal orders to Kti P.D. {Software}. All orders sent First class the same day. 
FRIff OfSKSi Order any ten disks from above 

+ Plus Compatible, y 1200 Compatible H No. of dFiks.We stock CUT Llcensewafer Aisanlni Col lectin, Fred Fish £ Scope. * PFeaie cut out and send. 
Catalogue rJpsk at 5Op. or FREE with your first order 

75 THE DRJVE, RQCHFQRD, ESSEX SS4 TOO. Telephone; 0702 542536 anytime 

(   MICROLAND BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM ) 

0891 990 505 
To Download 

0483 725 905 
To View 

fAmi Amiga shareware including fifes from the Fred Fish Collection plus tots more 
download at V32blsT V32, V22 his, V22t V23 3 HST 8 data hits, no parity 

c 
Calls to 0891 990 SOS charged at 36p par minute cheap rots, 48p per minute all other times, 

ALL DISKS NOW   AM disks work 
ONLY with the A1200! 

£L05 EACH! unless stated 
Anglia 

PD 

LASER PRINTED Catalogue Disk (V) 
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE ,„|h 7f|   _ Includcs a FQF DISKS WITH THIS L      ' „ SIGN (l)ONLY. superb Scenery 

JUST ADD SOP! Generator! 
(P) = Works on A500, A500 Plus and A600 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (?) £315 
Cvlenchr, Mcn^iq^. S&i&dstKet, Qdn\r&, Mite^e, World Time. 
Fuc^ Cbeqixtiook, twtotuse. 7>pirrs Tutor, Typewriter, 
Grocer,-, i«f Mafcc, Heme Bontomi, 
CLIPART PACKS 1,20R3 EACH PACK = S DISKS £5.25 
3 diffaeri! pads of 5 disks, *)! M ofttv wy best chptrt fey 
Dftj'.nr etc, ((>} FONTS PACK 1 OR a EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
£ differed pads of 5 disks, ptzk 1 covins: PubtttteT forts, 
various forts, fonts disk ?, Ccsmopol/!Bn fonts, large fonts (hads 
of gut fonts faDPwt etc.; (P) ANGLIA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 (P) 5 DISKS £5 25 
5 disks fuil of ort$ml colour fonts produced here stAnBlv Then: 
ore 16 colour fonts -not cutandpsstei They &e produced mtfie 
some way as trie chisel font supplied >Mth Dflaint art the Km 
rafjge ofconwiierdel forts/ They arc ty&tfstr&ffi inandwori: wpjfi Dpamtend TV Text 
ANGLIA CLIPART PACK (P) (NEW).,5 DISKS    £5 25 
&ancr/*wiTF c,\wrf prodxtd fr/Ai^iA1 toads of r^flfi goaWy arid-Stasfd 
.W7 rnsges .ncJW^ cats, dcrp, twefe. wtWdrwiH^ pecpfeandcharacters. 
use wih Dfert <xnfty propim (f»( accepts iFFvaphics. 
EDUCATION PACK 2 (WE 2/3 ONLY) 5 DISKS £5.25 
A rwpadt. M cfrw&cparrs ttvt only wcrt .<f 'Ku hM W3rt6cncri 
2 or 3 ircildes a syoerb prosram that g»e$ you dttAiied rtamatoy} on 
EVEftY cotntry in 6K wctfdfPhjs lots mart. Bkxythms, Luna, Conversion 
tebies, clouds. Maths tester, fijncfw pints, Xnodtdse quiz, Worid 
times, Cdknder, Scientific csiculatQr, Xtwon aids, Chemcai Element 
table, surface plcts and mart! ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 20 
This superb pack now includes. Stzr Cfwr, Ajnr^Ker, Total 
Concepts, Astronomy, Gravity Well, GravSim, Orbit, Planer and 
Fast Facts on the solar system. PRINTER USER PACK S (P) (NEW) * DISKS £4,20 
A completely newcdlectico of programs to help you gel the best 
our of your printer! includes: D)skprint V3 51 (Disk laoeis), 
MCMaster (Cassette cow), Primates. JBSPoot, Eruprint 
(B*e)cpesl, f^ewPrint (Marsins - Headers Footers etc) dndnxxe. 
SIMULATIONS PACK (PI 5 DISKS (Not A1200) £5.25 
AlfthePD Simulations in one pack Metro, ting Otl, Nuke, 
Irnperium, Sealance, Tnxton. DC1Q, Conquest, traders Club, Air 
Warrior 
DISK EXPERT PACK <P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
if you want to team mc*e aucvt your Amiga, get ifws padrt - you'll 
beadiske>pertinnotimet includes Power Packer (Easy file 
compocter), Sid (Brilliant 0.1 Peplacement Tooi'X yconrnenia 
(Otinge any icon in seconds). F/KdisK Virvschecker V5.3, D-Copy 
(Copies, Repairs, formats and more), Q.I Tutorial (All you need to 
know) and SOS other utHitieslli HC* PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6,30 A complete *C language and superb instruction manual provide 
aHyou need'to leamthe'C'lansuase, inducts North C (2 disks) 
and the CManual (4 disks) MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
MK> is widely recognised as the best music package, PQ or 
othenvrsel! JTiis pack contains V3.S1, the latest version complete 
with ioads of digital samples, a disk Ml of MED music scores and 
some great MED music to had and pfoyi bsten to what your 
machineis caoaute of? 500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS       £5 35 

An ::\.ied:'sv co'iectionof superb ccrnnerzial quality arcade 
gomes! Hours of fun for both kids andadults. includes-. Defender, 
Gaiaxiarts, Scramble, Missile Command, Pac-Man, Bi-PSones, Dnpl, 
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Breakout, Tetris + mote! CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) A DISKS £4.20 
Another wterancrirTg coiled>on! 38 very good 'Thinking' Games!- 
Chess VS, Bacltgammon, Blocftiox, Towers, Pipe, Zerg, Maze, 
Connect*, Dominoes, Draughts, Othello, Go Moku, Dragon Tiles, 
Klondike, Canfield, Mastermind, Wordsearch, Hangman, Pontoon 
and many more 
A1200 PICTURE PACK 5 DISKS £5 25 
5 disks full of pictures thatshowoff the capabilities of the new AGAMachines. You must hove an Amiga JAM or 4000. 
HARD DISK PACK 2 (P) 3 DISKS    £3.15 &wr collection of the latest hard disk utilities includes HOcbck (menu 
maker), frleminder (directory etc), a backup (superbl). superkxk 
(passweri protect every drive, mouse and keybcwdll), cfet 
optimizer, copter, virus HSier and morel 
COMPUGRAPHIC FONTS PACK 1 3 DISKS £3.15 
36 Scalable Compugraphic fonts on 3 disks. They work wrtfi 
Workbench 2 or 3, Pagestresm V2+ (on atryArnrgalPropoge V3+ 
and Pagesetter V9. excellent fonts and great -^slue for money! 
MATH S REFLEX PACK (P) (N EW) 2 DISKS        £2.10 
For ages S to adult • A stioerti way Co improve basic maths. Includes 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, dnosion, fractions and algebra. 
Also includes a Jlrt memory game. 
HOME BUSINESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4-20 
Designed especially for newcomers to bijsrrrcH sorWe.. trtfs pack 
contains a database (DBase), spreadsheet, accounts package and 
W0T>3processcv (QED) A'*o included are a 19,S0O word speitmg 
checker arri a word statistics prognml HOME BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £2.92 
Appro* SO page prdeisyyvHy pvxed irmol cxvwnws t^ ffstTJCtons & 
the HomcBusmess Pack. Includes a specialty Vitjm guided tour section that 
tattsyouBXQi&Bietr^fealttofead 
usteidiptogmmiHithomfidtnrt 
SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.05! BUSINESS 
8391 (P)Amtsafox (English Desk Top Publishing) 
83& (P) 600 Business tetters (Superbi - Heady to use) 
83S? (P) (f) Text Engine V4 (now the very best wcnforocessot 

with built-in 36,000 word spell cheeked) 
834700 W Address Pnnt V3 (easy to use ***ess label printer) 
0335 (?) forms unlimited ( Design irrvoices etc, cjuidly) 
B33v(P) (I) A-Graph VS.O (new version - easy gnphs!) 
B34S (P) Wordpower (Great spell checker with crossword and 

anagram solving too!) B344 (P) The Money Program V?.5 (Home Accounts with fuN 
printing) 

UTILITIES 0437 (P) (i) D-Copy VS (How an even better disk coprer>.) 
04 78 (P) Typing Tutor (Newt Great features ) 
0495(P) ^diettoSrWQhewtemBidtlB) 
0496 (P) Messysid VS (Heads and writes PC disks) 
(MCO40>) Pools Pmdk^tae^i4K^krm^po<^i^ U4098 (?) Printer Drivers (Over 100-Most Star + Citizen 

models including colour and HP500C1) 

U4029 (P) Degrtder (Turn WBS Of 3 into WB1.3 
U4030 (P) Virus Z Version 3.05 <Ms all known germs!) 
04031 (9) (I) Twilight Zone (Excellent screen blanker) 
04032 (P) See-Pix (Make the colours you print out exactly like 

tricolours on screen!) 
04033 (P) Lyapwovia (Creates weird pictures - try ScHV) 
04036 (Wti 2(3 onfy) Kick 1.3 (lets you use W8 TJ software 
U403$ (P) OPamt tutor (easy route to Pro Graphics) 
U4030 (p) (S disks) Video Backgrounds (great backdrops) 
04041 (P) Cyclops (great picture generator - fasti) 
U4Q4S (P) (I) V-Morph (Mc^prmg program) 
U4043 (P) (!) Superdark (brand new screen blanker with over 

20 patterns -superb!) 
U4044(W8 m onfy) (!) Japanese tutor (helps yw term the 

language) 
U4045 (P) F E.S Basic (n complete Basic programming package) 
IM046 (P)Arexx 60+ Help (Arexx help disk) 
U4047 (P) Bics (Make intros for your disks) 
GAMES 
G6036 (P) (i) Totat War (Perfect version of The Risk board game) 
<W38(P)Cybemetb((JnebestPDsarr)ety 
G604S (?) Super Pacman 92 (the txst ever) 
G6050 (P) Yacht C (Classic five dice game ■ new version) 
G6051 (P)0) Bridge fjhe full card game- speed AISOO version 

irKtudedtl) 
G605S(P) Wofdseatch 9 (2 good versions wtfo loads of puzzles) 
G60S3 (I) m2f3onfy)GW Chess (excellent graphics ■ the best 

chess game yd!) 
G60S4(I) (WB 2/3 onfy) flutters Grove (new commercial 

standard Boutderdash game - brilliant!) 
G6Q55 (P) (I) Poach Motel (wonderful pfatfcm game) 
G6056 (P) Cash Fruit (probabfy the best fruit machine ever!) 
660S7 (P) (l)Poker(the card game - loads of features!) 
G605S (P) Oblivion (bniiiant detehdet arcade game!) 
(56059 (P) Mega Cheats Oisk (latestgames cheats) 
G6060 CVB 3 onfy) Tetns. AGA (Tetris forA1200)4000 onfy!) 
CHILDREN* 
C71S (P) Colour Pad (New colouring book for youngsters; 
C7H Storyiand H (Brilliant kids game) 
C719(P) Total Concepts (2 Disks) (Astrrwxny & Dinosaur 

EcbcricrtPKk-Gxxl)) 
C7S0 (P) Colour the alphabet (Great education for early 

learners 4ys +) 
C724(P) Doody. {LteMano Bros and very good -NEW) 
C7S5 (P) Mr+ Mrs (Platform adventure for 7yrs+ - it's got 

everythingl! 
C7S6 (P) GCSE Maths (Great revision disk) 
C727(P) Top Secret (Previewedas the bestplatfrym game 

ever!!) 
C729 (?) Counting Fun (For age 4+, Excellent simple 

arithmetic practice) 
C730 (?) Wzzys Quest (Wizard, Oomsei+.Monsters,, great gamel) 

Phone your order or send chequefPO. Please add 60p {per total order) for post and packing. 

mf\ ^nglia 

nglia un?l ang! 

anr t iglia 

nglia ~igL angl 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (P) (100%) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Pmbsbty our best pdck yet! Pnovtdes everything to start you off m 
video. S Movie for Smooth sadFmg frfjes using any font of any size; 
Shomz for SfctefaMfl with loads of wipes and fades. A-Graph for 
l^iness videos: Shadow fvtttoacttshaekjwand smooth any font-. 
Video tfoarian.- Vtdeb Took: Video Tests.- Loads of fonts and moreH 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK S 
INSTRUCTION MANUALMI (P) £2.99 

j A 50 page instruction manual for DTVpack 2. Ptpfessiorvjlly printed, 
contains teMJCtfortS for al! She programs in the pack and a setiicn 
tutorial that takes you trough the ma^pxograxns step by step. 
Setting you create your own titles asyougo! Designed for beginners 
and experienced users, thts manual will make desktop video easyf 
FISH DISKS IN STOCK 

350-850 
ONLY £L<J5 EACH! 

DEJA YU 
"l-LATEST" 
£3,09 EACH! 

HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
3mm High Quality Mouse Pad £2.99 
Amiga 50CV5O0+/60O/12OO Dust Cavers £3.99 
Phillips 8833 Monitor Dust Cover £4.99 
3.5" Disk Drive Cleaning Kit £2.99 
Printer Stand (fits all Dot Matrix Printers) ....£5,60 
Blank Disks Chish quality with labels) £0.50 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

(Dept ASH), 30 Victoria Street, Felixstowe IP11 7EW 
PHONE 
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contents of any KickStart ROM into a 
file; the author, Raff Gruner, says 
that you can then use a program 
called SetCPU to start an Amiga with 
an MMU (Memory Management Unit) 
using the KickStart ROM data in that 
file - for example, to test software 
under development with earlier 
versions of the Amiga's ROM. 

Fred Fish has gone out of his 
way to point out that neither he nor, 
presumably, the author condones 
using the program for any illegal 
uses - although he says that "there 
are many legitimate reasons for 
wishing to make a file copy of a ROM 
image." Personally, the only 
legitimate use I can think of is if 
you've got 32-bit RAM: copy the 
contents of the ROM into 32-bit RAM 
and an accelerated processor can 
access it more quickly than ROM, 
thereby boosting the speed at which 
the operating system can fun, If 
you're taking this issue's lead and 
going down the upgrade route, or if 
you already have 32-bit RAM, the 
program's here for you... 

There's no program rating for 
this particular offering; it does its job 
just fine, as far as I can tell, but its 
legitimate uses seem rather limited 
to me and I'm still rather sceptical 
about the principle of giving peopie 
loaded guns on the assumption that 
they won't misuse them. 

DISKTEST 
Fish disk 828 
DiskTest checks 
the integrity of hard 
and floppy disk 
drives. In other 
words, it makes 
sure that what you 
think is on a disk is 
actually okay, with 
no errors which will 
cause the data to 
be unreadable just when you need it 
most. If you're putting files on to a 
floppy before taking them away from 
your home machine, you'd do well to 
run this program over the floppy 
before you go - that way, you can be 
at least fairly sure that you'll be able 
to extract the files at the other end. 

The program first reads all the 
tracks on the disk, to make sure that 
there are no basic media errors; it 
then reads all the files on the disk, 
record by record, to ensure that the 
files have been written correctly. 

To check a floppy disk, you 
simply click on a button - DFO to DF3 
- and the disk in that drive is 
verified. Or, you can drag a folder or 
disk into the program's window, in 
which case only the second part of 
the verification process will take 
place (this is the only way to check a 
hard disk - the program won't verify 
the media, only the data), This can 

IBIEI 

file FF828:&istribution.info ,,. 
file FF828:9rdefs MJ 
file fF828:0rders.info .„ 

checking flies in directory FF828:P«st 
file fF82S:P«st/LICEHK.ififo „. 
file FF828:Post/LICEKSE 
fiie FF828:Pflst/Bunoifncenent.info 
file FF828:Post/flnnouncwent ■„ 
file FF828;Post/po$tlj,doc,infii ... 
fUeFF82S:Post/mtij.doc 
fiie FFB28:Post/post band.due.info ,,. 
file FF828^Post/postband«doc ,,, 
file FFm;Post/post.doe.inf(> ... 
file FFI28;Post/pist.doc ,., 
file FFf28:Po5t/f«adHe.fnf ... 
file FF828;Post/RE(ll»IE.info ... 
file FF828:Post/REBMIE 

DT «2,I3 

(lick here to Break 

DFI 9F1 
mm 

List file nanes Quit 

DiskTest: verify the integrity of your floppies before you take them on holiday 
with you... it tells you everything yon never wanted to know, and then some. 

"Probably the most 

fulfy'featured 

comms program for 

the Amiga" 

be awkward, however; the program's 
window takes up most of the depth, 
and all of the width, of the screen - 
so you have to move your disk icon 
to the top or bottom of the screen 
before you launch the program, f 
thought that I'd found a way around 
this problem: the program has a 
"shrink" button which reduces the 
window to a small title bar, and I 
assumed that I could drop a disk 
icon on to this bar- Fooiish me: I 
tried with one of my hard disk 
partitions and was rewarded with one 
of the more spectacular crashes I'd 

seen - the colours 
^^^^^^mmm on my monjtor 

would have been 
great if I were into 
psych erJelic trips 
through a paint 
factory, but do tend 
to be a bit worrying 
when you realise 
how long it's been 
since your last 
backup. 

In fact, no harm had been done. I 
repeated the experiment with a 
floppy and found that that too 
caused a crash, but again didn't 
damage the data on the disk. Still, it 
looks like this is a serious bug that 
really does need fixing. 

Even before that fix comes outT 
though, you should still seriously 
consider getting hold of DiskTest; 
using its floppy disk buttons works 
perfectly well, and it's always good to 
be abie to verify your floppies before 
you send them winging their way 
around the world. 

Program rating 8/10 

POST 
Fish disks 828, 829, 830 
Post is a complex and important 
program - assuming it all works, I 
confess, it's so complex that it will 
take me many weeks to check out 

thoroughly. However, I thought I 
should at least draw your attention to 
its presence. 

Post is a full PostScript 
interpreter which enables you to view 
PostScript images on-screen or 
output them to a file or any non- 
PostScript printer. So if you've been 
given a graphic in PostScript format, 
or (as is sometimes the case) you 
have a documentation file that's 
been saved as a PostScript 
document, but you don't have a 
PostScript printer, you can now view 
and output it. The program supports 
both Type 1 and Type 3 fonts, and 
has a full Intuition interface. It 
requires Amiga DOS 2.04 or later to 
run. The main program is on Fish 
disk 828, along with some PostScript 
fonts, and other fonts can be found 
on disks 829 and 830. 

I'm in the process of giving Post 
a proper evaluation now, using 
PostScript files from a variety of 
sources; watch out for a definitive 
review next month! 

tern 3.1 (15.2.93) Screen ID - "TERM" 
I 

TERM 3.1 
Pish disks 831, 832, 833 
Amiga programs just seem to be 
getting bigger and bigger. Term 
comes on three Fish disks: 831 
contains the main program, 832 a 
special 68020/030/040 version and 
the source code, 833 the 
documentation in DVI and PostScript 
formats. (Now where did 1 put those 
disks with Post on them...) 

Term is probably the most fully- 
featured comms program available 
for the Amiga. It would take the 
whole PD section to list all its 
features, but they include: 
• Full ARexx control 
• XPR transfer support (that is, 
external protocol libraries are used 
for file transfer - a sensible way to 
do things, since it means that a new 
protocol doesn't mean a new version 
of the program). XPR libraries 
shipped with the program include X, 
Y, Z and JModemT Kermit and 
CompuServe's QuickB 
• Cut and paste of data on-screen 
• Auto upload and download 
• Unlimited-size scrollable buffer for 
received data 
• VT102, VT220 and ANSI terminal 
emulation, with support for external 
terminaf emulation libraries 
• Phonebook 
• Save and print the contents of the 
screen as an IFF or an ASCII file 
• Supports all screen modes, 
including AGA and ECS modes 

Quite simply, if you1 re a comms 
nut you really must check out Term 
(assuming that you have AmigaDOS 
2.04 or above, which is required). 
It's a solid, well-written program 
which performs faultlessly. When Vm 
using my Amiga for comms, this is 
the one for me. Indeed, I'm always 
amazed when a new version appears 
- I can never believe that there's 
anything else to add to the program] 

Program rating 10/10 

s; Hodea settings 
fflTZV 

"T1TDP 

Mod en ifitt command 
Moden exit connand 

If an A up connand 
Dial prefix 
Dial suffix [\r 

% carrier1 nessage HQ CflRBlER 
'Ho dialtoneJ neasage ^ 

'Connect' Message jCQHKECT 
^oite1 nessage [MICE 

*Rir»g' nessage 
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1» I 

|N0 DIAL TONE 

mm 

Red[at delay   8:28 ntn. 
Dial tetries 18 _ 

Hal iineout   1:18 ntn- 
Rediat after banging up   

Connect auto~haud 
Drop DTR when hanging up _ 
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Status 
Font 
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Tine 
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Term 3.1: is this the most sophisticated Amiga comms program yet? Put it 
this way: think of what you want in a comms program, and it's probably here. 
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PREMIUM BULK 3.5'DS/VD DISKS 

26 

20 99 

100 ^7 99 

£AJ\J 71 QQ 

250 33.99 

500 173.99 

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

3.5" SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 

Qty 100 Cap. 140Cap. Bank Box 

1 4.49ea 6.49ea 9.95ea 

2 4.39ea 6.39ea 9.75ea 

4 4.19ea 6.19ea 9S0ea 

6 3.99ea 5.99ea 9.25ea 

3.5" PREMIUM BISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap. box+50 3.5" PS/DD 24.99 

100 Cap. box+100 3.5" DS/DD 4J.49 

140 Cap. box+100 3.5" DS/DD 43.99 

90 Cap, Bank box+50 3.5" D5/PD 29.99 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 # 

457111 

RIBBONS-POST FREE 

Full Mark Brand 2off 4 off 
PRICE EACH 

Citizen 12DD/124D Swift 24 Z75 255 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour tase* 
Panasonic KXr10&0/1123/1124 3.25 3.05 
Star LC10/LC20 2.60 240 
btar LoiU-4 Oolour 5.90 5.70 
Star L C24-1Q12A-2DQ 2.95 275 
t?tar LCZ*HU Colour 10.95' 
Star LC200 5.00 250 
Star LC200 Colour 10.95' 
Star LC24-200 Colour 10.95' 
Ribbon re-ink 1295 

COMPATIBLE INK. JET REFILL 
HP Deskjet.500 Double Refill 9. 95 
Canon BJ10E Double Refill 9. 95 

Mrfifmum order - 2 ribbons, except those 
\^ marked with an asterisk * 

ACCESSORIES-POST FREE 

Mouse Mat 239 
Mouse Holder 239 
toll 100035 Disk Labels 339 
Amiga A500/A600 d ust cover 3J5Q 
Rifllips monitor cover 399 
Sta r/Citizen/Panasonic 
00 colour Printer cover 5.99 j 

All products are subject to availability - All prices include VAt 
Flease add £5*50p+p for disks and boxes. E&QE. 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Nettey Abbey, Southampton SOS 5OA 

AMIGA REPAIRS 

Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at £44*95 inclusive 
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing 

Commodore registered for full technical support 

Computers repaired in the quickest possible time 

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability 

Entrust your machine to the experts, Mi 90 day warranty 

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also included 
(extra charge possible if Found to need complete replacement) 

Repairs to other Commodore systems undertaken - phone for details 

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details 

f 

£44.95 

To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex, 
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address, 

along with your daytime and everting telephone number and we will do the rest. 
Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, simply add £5-00 to the repair charge. 

I WIS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 BIZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines) 

(We reserve the right to reject machines which. In our opinion, are beyond repair* Normal charge applies) 



SUPERDARK 
Fish disk 835 
SuperDark is a screen blanker based 
on After Dark, the most popular 
Macintosh screen saver (it's also 
available on the PC}. A screen 
blanker changes the image on your 
Amiga's screen when your computer 
hasn't been used for a while - that 
is, when you haven't moved the 
mouse, clicked a button or hit a key 
for some period - to prevent screen 
burn-in (which is when the phosphors 
that actually "paint" the screen 
display become desensitised by too 
prolonged a static image and you 
end up with a permanent "ghost" of 
that image on-screen). 

The earlier screen blankers just 
did exactly what their names suggest 
- turned the screen to black until you 
moved the mouse or pressed a key - 
but now you'll find that most display 
some sort of pattern instead* 
SuperDark has numerous different 
"modules" that it can use, from 
simple bouncing lines to some really 
very sophisticated and neat displays; 
for instance, "shuffle" superimposes 
a grid on the screen and then 
shuffles the squares around, like one 
of those puzzles you see people 
muddling hopelessly on Crystal Maze 
(you'll know what I mean when you 
see it). 

The program is easy to install: 
just put the directory full of blankers 
on to your hard disk, put the main 
program in your WBStartup drawer 
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  : 
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SuperDark: a screen blanker with some neat modules, based on the Mac and 
PC program After Dark. More fun than watching the telly, sometimes-.. 

(there is a version of the program 
supplied for users of OS 1.3, too) 
and re-boot your Amiga, Hitting the 
hot-key combination (left-shift 3) 
brings up the main configuration, 
from where you can select which 
blanking module to use, edit any 
parameters which are associated 
with it and sample it. The main 
screen also controls when the 
blanker will take effect (any time 
from 10 to 256 seconds of 
inactivity), and whether to password- 
protect the screen. If you seiect this 
option, then moving the mouse or 

hitting a key will bring up a password 
requester - you have to enter the 
correct password before you can use 
the Amiga (although you could, of 
course, just re boot the machine). 

All in all, SuperDark isn't at all 
bad - especially since it's freeware. 
However, I was a little disappointed 
with the "Flying Toasters" module. 
This is incredibly popular in the 
Macintosh world - it displays 
pictures of, yes. toasters with wings 
floating across the screen. But when 
I tried to use this particular module 
on my Amiga, I was told that it 

requires OS 2.0, and so will not run 
on my machine - which is odd, since 
i've got an A500 Plus, running 
Amiga DOS 2.04. Far be it from me to 
even whisper the word "bugs?",,. 

Program rating 8/10 

SUPER FORMATTER 
Fish disk 835 
Super Formatter is an Intuition-based 
disk formatting program intended for 
use by people who don't like using 
the CLI version supplied as part of 
the Amiga's basic operating system. 

I had trouble getting it to work at 
first; double-clicking on the icon 
produced a message telling me that 
the Amiga couldn't open my tool 
"Super Formatter1', it turned out 
after a little experimentation, that the 
Fish disk has a .info file called 
"Super Formatter", but the program 
itself is called "SuperFormatter" (no 
space between the two words). So, 
copy the program to your boot disk, 
enter the CLI, change directory to 
that drawer and type in the following 
(all as one line): 

rename "Super Formatter.info" 
SuperFormatter.info'. 

Now when you double-click on the 
icon, the program will launch. 

As for the program itself, well, it 
works as advertised. There are 
check-boxes for you to specify 
whether or not to use the FFS (Fast 

PUTTING FLIP-FLOPS ON THE BREADBOARD 

DBB 
Fish disk 844 
DBB is short for Digital Breadboard, which is a 
freeware digital logic circuit simulator, written by 
Dan Griffin, which runs on Amigas with Amiga DOS 
2,04 or higher, There are some limitations: 
primarily, you can't include more than 40 

Digital Breadboard is an excellent digital circuit simulation program. 
It's the only one of its kind for the Amiga, Its welt-featured - and ltTs 
well worth checking out if you're any sort of chip-head! 

eiements in your circuit (so you won't be 
designing the 68080 chip on your Amiga). On the 
other hand, the program copes with muiti pie-input 
AND, OR, NANO and NOR gates, XOR and NOT 
gates, D, JK and SR flip-flops, multiple user- 
defined clocks, switched and pulsed circuits and 
so on and so on, 

When launched, the 
program displays a blank 
design screen (in interlaced 
mode, so it will be unusable 
without a monitor), along with 
a tooi paiette of elements 
from which to choose. You 
place these elements (clocks, 
gates and so on) on the 
design screen, and then 
connect them up simpiy by 
clicking on the output of one 
item and the input of another. 
When you've finished (at least, 
when you think you've 
finished), you can select "run" 
from the Control menu to see 
your circuit working. 

If you've selected a clock (a 
device which provides a pulse 
at regular intervals), you can 
specify the delay before start, 

width of the pulse and period between pulses. A 
normal input can be either a switch or a 
*pulser\.. and so the list goes on. There are 
even event counters, a variable speed timer and a 
four-channel "oscilloscope", which you can 
connect to various parts of the circuit to trace 
what's going on. 

If you're an electronics student doing a GCSE 
in Control Technology or an undergraduate 
computer scientist, DBB will prove invaluable to 
you. The author says that he doesn't know of 
another similar program - I've certainly never 
seen one for the Amiga. For that reason alone it 
will be popular, and the fact that it's actually 
really very good, has more features than you can 
shake a stick at and is free to boot can only serve 
to increase that popularity. 

Even if you're not an electronics geek, take a 
look at DBB - it's fascinating, just playing around. 
And, of course, it'll help you understand our 
series on the internal workings of the Amiga,,. It's 
not designed for really high-level work - it doesn't 
allow you enough elements to make up an eight- 
bit full adder, for instance, which Gus informs me 
comprises 97 logic gates, let alone the dazzling 
stuff we" re bringing you this month on pages 57 
to 60 - but it's still a remarkable little package. 

Program rating 10/10 
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Super Formatter is an Intuition-based replacement for the CU Format 
command, If you're tooking for an easy way to format disks, try ft out 

Filing System, implemented on OS 
2*0 and above), which disk to format, 
whether or not to include a Trash 
icon and so on. You can even have 
the program Autostart formatting, so 
that a disk is automatically formatted 
when it's inserted. And, of course, 
you can name the disk. 

If you still find that you struggle 
with the Format command from the 
CLE, get a copy of Super Formatter - 
you need never enter the CLI again. 

Program rating 9/10 

NEWAQUA 
Fish disk 837 
New Aqua is a replacement for the 
old Aquarium program, which is a 
database specifically designed to 
reference the contents of all the Fish 
disks. It is contained in an archive 
called "AquaPack", along with 
NewFish and CiiAqua. 

New Aqua comes in two versions; 
one standard, and the other 
optimised for 68030-based Amigas. 
Even the standard version, though, is 
anywhere up to four times as fast as 
the old Aquarium program when 
searching for disks. It also now 
supports a "packed" database - that 
isT one which has been compressed 
so that it takes up less disk space. 
The disadvantage (there had to be 
one...) is that searching takes 
around 20 percent longer than on an 
unpacked database - but if you're 
running on a floppy disk-only system, 
you'll be pleased enough to get a 
version of the database on one 
floppy, and the extra time taken to 
search probably won't worry you too 
much. 

Using NewAqua is easy; if you 
know a program's name, just type it 
in and hit Down or Up - to start 
searching from the top or bottom of 
the database. Not sure of the 
program's name but know some of 
the text that's likely to be in the 

description? No problem - there's 
space to specify that instead, If 

NeuRqua V1.81 I 1992 by Silvano Gesch 

you can give your users access to 
the Fish database - they enter their 
search query, and the program 
comes back with the results in plain 
text format. 

If you're serious about Amiga PD, 
you really should have some kind of 
Fish disk database - and NewAqua is 
pretty damn good, Shame that the 
database supplied only goes up to 
disk 740, though - and it looks as 
though a couple of disks are 
missing, too; disk 739, for example, 
doesn't exist in the database. 

Program rating 9/10 

MATH PLOT 
Fish disk S50 
MathPiot is a program (or do I mean 
yet another program) which plots 
mathematical functions on the 
screen. The resulting curves can 
then be printed out or saved as IFF 
files. You can also plot the first and 
second derivatives of the curves. 

Operative 
Utilities 
flppi ^cat Ion 
Data 
Documentation 
Cane 

Text processing Graphics Hardware 
Calculation    jSoand £mnick 
Database Programing Subroutines 
Cotthunication   Diagnostics Conversion 
Simulation       Intuition £nhanc?nents 
flnination       Kernal D0S2.9 

Source 
C 
fissenbly 
Basic 
Hock) la 
(lost Current 

Start 

lenane 

Down 

I ha 

Up     Stop    Keys Soto Quit     Saye About 

Content 

Lhfl 
fl very fast arcbiyer that is compatible with MS-DflS tbflrc 
¥1,13 and LHfi W2.12, as yell as the Bniga Ihflrc.  Lhfl is 
very nenory efficient, hi* been written with stability 
and reliability in hind, his carefully optinized compression 
and decompression routines, is multitasking reentrant and 
pure, handles multiple volune archives (registered version 
only), and nore.  Version 1.32, an update to version 1.22 
on disk 637, Shareware, binary only, 
Author:   Stefan Boberg 

NewAqua: a fastT easy-to-use database of at! the programs released on Fred 
Fish's collection of disks... well, the first 740 of them, anyway. 

you're tooking for a type of program - 
graphics, for example - click on the 
category button at the top of the 
screen, and again hit Down or Up. A 
useful button is "Most Current", 
which will scan the database and 
only produce a listing of the latest 
Fish disk to contain a version of a 
specified program. 

NewRsh enables you to add 
details of new Fish disks to the 
database - which is useful, since the 
database supplied with the package 
only goes up to Fish disk 740. Again, 
it's easy to use: it just reads a 
standard Contents file, as is present 
on every Fish disk, from whichever 
disk drive you specify, and adds the 
details to the database. 

Finally, CHFtsh is a version of the 
database which will only run from the 
GUI, and which has been designed 
for people who run bulletin boards 
from their Amigas. By running CUFtsh, 

The program only works with 
Kickstart 2.04 or higher, and is 
shareware; for your DM30 or $20 
you get a newer, more fully-featured 
version. Up to ten functions can be 
stored in the program at any one 
time. You can plot them all on the 
same screen if you want, and include 
axes; the annotation of the axes is 
either calculated automatically or 
entered manually, and you can zoom 
in to look more closely at a particular 
area of the plot if you wish. Things 
like precision of plotting, user- 
entered interval to plot over and even 
numerical integration are all 
supported. 

I have to say that it's hard to get 
excited over this program. Tm sure 
that students who cant be bothered 
to plot sine curves and the like by 
hand will find it useful, but in reality 
the user-base for a package like this 
must be fairly small - mustn't it...? 

Program rating 7/10 

AMIGA-PASCAL 
Fish disk 849 
Pascal is still a very popular 
programming language, even though 
it s now being superseded by C as 
the language of choice for many 
professionals. So it's nice to see 
new versions of the language 
appearing, even if - as with this one 
by Daniel Amor - they aren't 
particularly fully-featured. 

Daniel says he's a university 
student who's written this compiler 
partly because his course required it, 
and partly because he wanted a 
compiler which creates optimised 
code. He wrote the compiler in Kick- 
Pascal - although, as he says, it 
"seems like the old problem with the 
hen and the egg," it's actually 
common practice to write at least the 
first version of a compiler in a 
different high-level language. 

Amiga-Pascal isn't a full version 

MathPiot has loads of features for plotting curves, and even printing them 
out, but It's still not the most exciting program on the planet,. 
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TELEPHONE OR FAX HOTUNE (0702) 466933 

PD SOFT (AS27) 1 BRYANT AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

!□ A* VK)37 A1200 WB HACKS An excelten1 collection of Utilities and Hacks t V1038 AMOS PRO UPOATER vl.11 Updafle la ll'iH Amos Pre: Itissiiriul _j M ^039 WORKBENCH 3.0 INSTALL II you need ra install your A1200 hard disk then you need this disk. Excellent 

VT3 PLAY ft READ CHALLENGE !) Fd'..irn'ii:-i nroQS lor Iho under 7'5 ■ A+V54* KIDS PAINT A palming ■program designed tor children. ■Includes various colours & speech i j A+V584 FASTFACTS, iverylhmg you ■ever needed So know nrxx.1 the sobr 
TJSYS'ET WORlDMAP Produces diffenenr ■sorts Of N&p$. PLANETS Inslanl loCqrikHs IJ A* V774 AMOS LESSON 1 The Jbesf Amos Tutorial program AP0151 [ J A+ v792 KIDS GAMES '.dudes lOeography, Wcfh, Sicenceand Word ■Games. Also contact Wheel ol fortune. [ J A+ V793 AMIGA BEGINNER iou ask- led lor Itt A tutorial tor Ihe beginner on ■using vour Am*ga! Covers CU & WB. Hj *+Vfl24 EOEMENTv^.OMceirwo- ijclr.ediscfay oJTie rviodicTacteol EeTterts. ft+ VB25 WORLD DATA BANK lv2.2 Using a database of coordinates d he ■OA's, it pfcts wffild map's n cylindrical Of sph- Bencal projects in degrees cf rriognif caTor- i_| *+ V&43 DESERT STORM Yau Can Bseiecl .Map's., and all rnformation ■sL.rrounding the Deserl Storm Attack ■□ *+ V449 LANGUAGE TUTOR vl.O I hfjoi- sh French German & Ikihan 3 J* V331 SECOND WORLD WAR ■Excellent Information production ■□ *+ Y90B DPAINT TUTOR Do you Jhad DPaint, Then learn la use it. lux V927 CU TUTOR HelpM program 3I0 understand how to use CLl/Shell. "+ V933 GCSE MATHS Prog/am ■to help wiih trie GF5E moths course Ij J " + V940 MATHSADV Smptemam ■ problems rosette Rf FLEETEST Tests ■addition, subtract-on & mulhp o:noi~ !□ *+ V94T AMIGA FIRST START Help Ian any subject vou want + Fo:vy Slu t - + V944 AMIGAWORLO Contains fl information about every country on Forth I ] J A+ V1015 JAPANESE 2 programs J10 hetp> leach Japanese Ward-o-doy 
ILK Vocabulary 1019 words database. 

J AMK5 ADOS QUICK REFERENCE : 

Jyou have |usl gat yo jr New Amiga & the I manual's to corpse* then !ry this €7.99 I J USING AREXX ON THE AMIGA 3 you haw on Amigo* >eo you car. use :his as a fioTh-tii Includes o disk£2fi.99 S J AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS If you ■want to learn k> program from Ihe basics Ithen ms is the book for you €M.99 J AMIGA DOS 3NSIOE & OUT ' 11. Shell is hard 1O learn or you need a I complete reference "hen this is 'A £19.99 tl J AMIGA FOP: THE BEGINNER Its here Itie A "a Z beajrrer*. Guide to Ihe Amkja. ■ "'       It    '     ' is £12.99 
1 j CD! FRED FISH DISKS Thfi rcn, ■ collection frow diskl 10 660 £19.99 IJ CD2 FRED RSH DISKS The complete hurl ::>- d'ik oak £19.00 

R Get the facts on a. started: S^Up.Vvorkbench, Amiga >os2.6t. txpersien Shell & CL £15,99 J DESKTOP VIDEO MASTERS EDITION 11 The U ■ ^cJe Guide ro ihe desktop video j experience. Ixk-dfefi background music. [sound effects & graphic drops £15,99 
+ COMPLETE A64 PACKAGE v2.0 i interface £ Full Camencol soruvore I Transfers disks Irom your origjrval 64 disk Mi"vie- i.J in->,"- \>\ -sLiijrurli£44.W I □ *+ CROSS SUICH Frinis out a picture Uina pOtleiH fc- ^uLrO^irnu: £16.99 

workbench syslems vl.3 to v3.0 □ 300 ADOBE TYPE 1 FONTS Jus' 
CH& 303 fanis Tor use wi!h PPage 3 04 Pagflslreom 2.1/2.4 only. £44.*9 □ 120 PDRAW FONTS For use vyilh 
oS Pfoles5«naf Draws. £24.99 
_l 300 SCALABLE FONTS For use wSfi PPage3. PaoeSetter 2/3, DPdH 4.1, ■NBtf .04+ and WordsWorth £44,99 Ay tho packs whate or just 1 / 4 

dnkx at a time, £3.00 Per Disk 
V3*2 PUNT PROGRAM Predcr which harse will win The race □ V3S9 SPECTRUM EMULATOR Data Qtjik ' T.'ie Adven"urR Clnssics + V350 BUSINESS CARD MAKER Design your own Business cards, □ *+ VS66 6O0 BUSINESS LETTERS Over 600 Standard Business lexers □ *•+ VS90 DESK TOP PUBUSHfNG Exira 1eatures.Te.ift & Graphtcs Editors V392 AMFCASH BANKlN Best bankin program 1ha11 h/ave ever used V394 CHEMESTETtCS V2.14 Draws molecules using Ihe ca'olle model □ V401 WtNDOWBENCH vl.O (2) An excellent Workbench ? repl&te- ment / Upgrade for all W8 vl .3 users. □ A+ V413 WORKSTATION Noljusl anolherWBcbne Its a collection or utilities w"h Ihe Workhench iher e [2) □ b V420 CURSOR BASK COMPILER ComorteanyAmi^i H;IM( proortim J *+V424 ANTl-FUCKER Soid to Slop Ihe Bicker in High Res mode durirvg some pfograms oberations. U *+ V444 PRINTER DRIVER DISK HI Now canlains ir^hud un>> on how to mslall ihern. includes over *C + V479 CHESS & UTIUT1ES A collection of chess related Puzzles. "J ! - V4B4 ADVENTURE SC^UTIONS (2} Ooluiions kx various games _t *+ V4B9 AMIEASE PRO v2.0 'his s most popular PD Database program □ *+ V490 MESSY SID v2.0 Reads MS-Dos disks. Transler any iext files 

1O & Irom the PC. So you car. do work an an IBM or an Amiga & swap rexl " " GRAPHICS 

! 

J A+ 1700 ANT1-UEMMINS \2\ . '•' !      2133 GULF WAR CONFLICT 2Mb Jft+ 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES ll ft| JA+ 2311 AMY vs WALKER II 42, V'-k :_!'•+ 23H4 AMY AT THE BEACH |2'i 3ML JA+ 2477 AMYWALKS 247B UNSPORTING 2Mb 4500 rut SKY D^IVL 

J ^+ V41S VCEO SCREENS: 1 Back qroi.nd      irss lor video :;"idi.: "i:ir. □ ^+ V517 VCEO DB Program tor <.^[>.-a Irat ,c ur^nr wdeo tolleclions. □ V510 IMAGE LAB This program c like a nrwrii Art DE^T Tools On Tap Does redes, cofourbors & gray bar Ll ft+ VSW VIDEO: 5TILL5TORE Used 1o crea'e everlhe shoulder graph^s □ A+ V647 VIDEO WIPES A colieclion ol ft FJnjtshs S oockgroi^rd graphic erfeds J % V693 HAHUOUIN VIDEO ART Si FONTS A virteo production with excellent backgrounds & Fonls |3] □ *+ VB1S INSCFdPT vT.l deduce video titles Includes fujy editable text I enjoys. Use IFF Pctures as bac»; grounds I □ A+ VB49 VIDEO PRC^UCTION 3^ 14 This is the latesi collectkin of the B New video - elated u1ili1les |2] B J A+ V866 COMPUTER GEHETATEO 8 ART Coledion or bock ground pidures. la A+ VS74 TTTUR PRODUCTION Used ft for generating video Titles. " ' ¥ FFP10 FICTCHER FONTS A 3 pock of 50 -100 point 16 colour Fonts. Includes temples £9 * 

□ ft+V521 PLOTTING & PLOTXY, A powerful full feoiured planing prog. PLANS A computer a deri drafting prog Requires ARP J    VS22 ARP vi.3 : Carman v1.3c Makes many improvemenis fo Dos. includes full developers guide. □ *+ V523 DICE C COMPILER (2) Matthew Dillons full featured power- ful C compiler & ertvirortmenl system J '+VS36 CATALOGUE UTILITIES A :olledion ol uipiiies used to catalog |disk; Video & Tape co lections {2| J !- V567 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR A selection of utilities with various excellenl Printer Driver Generalors. + V569 DUNGEON MAPPER vl.l Can desigri maps for dungeons & Towns. J V573 fl£ & HD HDCJ+ck v2.0r Sefedor lo moke HD Menus with gad geis. file Minder, for maintaining liles & Direr lories DosCor lrol. Corr'LTi i«a fundions of many seporale fools. 42] J     V57S HOME BUSINESS PACK Exceheni selection of utilities based on ward processing, Dato Manag-emenl. Spread Sheets, Accounts &Pnr*vg. |6} ■j *+ VSB3 SCONEDTTOR III v2.0t Can create Icons upto 640x400 riixels icons. Eclt S Creole ony icons. *+ VS37 GEUGNITE FONTS (2] A se4edion of foms lor use with ony OTP Package or Dpoinl disks J *+ V610 GOLF SCORES v1.B4 II will record each round you play, Store it make up an eclectic score NEW! -   +> V611 FOOTBAU. LEAGUE FJDTTOfi vl.l iNarrl to update your teems league posfton as foe resuhs come in j *+ V620 ASP1CE v3.2 Full feolu-red program for e*edix circuit JA+V6Z1 EDWOfiD v4.2iS u fully featured & operational V/ord processor J   V624 NIB COPtEH v2 0 W, copy in AmgaDos, index Nibb* modes., seurch'^cde i sp^co purcrneter copy. J A+ V627 DPAINT FONTS No's i-3 (3) The lalest selection Fonls for use with any IFF Poind™ / D7P Program J I- V635 IBeM EMULATOR WI S IS a CCA Colour IBM-PC Emulator wrirtenlo run on ony Amiga. Shareware version J *+> V660 HOME MANAGER is 0 greol all in one address book with an invenlo'Y rlvTnhas.Ri ro-ao -IK! + V661 VERTEX Cede 3d objeds vflthoui using the K T fls Z wev/s Loads Sculpt 3d/4di Turbo Silver. □ I- V662 DCOPY y3.0 PRO You con seiecr the speed of Ihe disk drive, Copy iddeSvDos, Nibcopyr Ver&sofecopy I n + V666 MODELLING OBJECTS 42J Oonlainsever 20 vector object in Image format Perfed wiih DiskV66l □ A+ V678 DRAW MAP v4,l [2) Yau car genefaieworid maps In delafl views.3d or 2d  □ 2Mb or □ IrVtt V6B1 GAME TAMER v2.2 Gc a hold of ihot exlra hard gome & Cheoi, + V6*4 FONT EDITOR vl.O, Also conlairs o'her utilities IFF Font? V68S ASTRO ASTROLOGY PRO FiRsl As'-oiogy program en Ihe An-wga J    V686 MULT1DOS vl.12 Alter shis program - as been insulted your Amiga drives can Ihen read 720k l&M Disks. V6Q9 MAGNETIC PAGES vl 30 Craiftisdist. hosed nogotnesvHiti graphs. J At V690 WB 1/3 UnUTES Canloirs theorograms that should have been with WB 2. Tuke full cdvonlage of the marry NEW capacities thai are available |2j 

ipdate tolhe famous music program □ A+ VTK1 AREXX TUTORW. hcUdes seveiol sample ArOtt scripts £ sample pogs AJ?eia cones hae on all AB ^.M* rJsks + V7T1 UNIX Conlains a working demo of Minix. A Unix workalike. Min x is system call campolable YTM COMUGRAPHK FONTS Wi wori; wiih DPaint v4.1. ProPage. Page stream. Pagaselter & Workbench V2.04+-. V715 COMPLETE BIBLE Wiih the entire text or me New Testament & Toroh lOld Teslamenli ?Mb m ~ + V71B SPECTRUM EMULATOR •1.4 Which is NOW!! 3 times faster. Requires a spectrum computer once - "+ V719 FREECOPY vT.S Removes protected games copy proteclion so that the user can iftstcfl friem on HD. - V720 DISKPRINT v3.51 ■' : : : base whkh pn"n»s & siores disk labels. + V744 PRINTER DRIVERS v4 Is an updated Drivers disk ■ Canon LPfJ, Canon Bubble |ets & star 9 pm. ~ + V727 ART OF MED 2 Anoiher excellent select of Med tunes. + V730 ICON MANIA An excellent setedwn of Icon ci^p Ad for your WB Disk "   V731 AM058RGTvl.li] Mare Iradal types which include logistic Equation, Coast lines & trees V732 WB ¥2.04+ UTTUTTES F°ic DCopy, Eioot Nvenu, Scenery, Huge □ "+ V733 SOFTWARE LISTER vl.6 This program is designed 1o keep □ track ol your Sortwore collection. J » + V744 ONUNE vl.4 Program will allow you fo find cheats within games. Ffi91 PROFESSIONAL C MANUAL irt.O ts Ihe largest collection ol ufdir>es, documents & exomples Jor Cr It consists ol six manuals, vrfh over   chocfflrs tS) □ A+ V757 AMSGADEX Ail Creates a cord Index dalabose system. " ■+WSB TEXTPLUS v4.£J^ Another update of this exceliem Word pro- cessor program fiequires HarrJ drive J*t V759 TEXT ENGINE v4.0 up doled versian of 1he Word processor with AZSPELL Excellent spell checker '' - + V761 A-GENE v4.1B ThetaleSl version of ihe populor genealogy data ■ base program. By Wjke Simpson □ A+ V762 BBASC v5 .S database ith loads of features & it's easy lo use □ A+ V770 ACCOUNT MASTER ¥2.12 Excelled Arrocwrillen program V773 WB v2,04 WlNDOWKNCH v2-Q Excelleni workbench replace- ment for all WBv4.04+ usersm ''  +V7T7 VOICE CLI vS.S The see.- E to control *>e CLI with your own voice. + V77B RAYSHADE v4.0 Complex Rayiracing Dockage. 2Mb 43} " "+V7B2 FORMS C ojle. Edil. 

! 

+ VT6 AQUARIUM Turns your ien imo an eyocaiching Rsh lank. + VT09 PRINT STUDIO Exte'leM lor printing graphic pidures orlesxt. J I-V19T MASTER VIRUS KILLER Virus Checker & Killer ExceHenf options. J !-V21S DISKMASTER v3.2 Copies files from one disk to anoiher. _l ft + V2 62 DUPLICATION & BACKUP Super Duper.Turbo copy, Sanity copy & PCopy. four new d^sk copters. J ft+ V277 FORTRAN-77 vl.3t CUrn- p ler. !mker & run "ime supporr hbs. J ft+ V279 CROSSWORD CREATOR Creoles crosswords. UPDATTD VERSION. V234 MCAO PROGRAM The Ob|ud U uwi-iu P ogrom, ie C A.D. □ A + V29B NORTMC vl.3 The Complele p>»e DOf al checking ">e wiring lines C aoouatje w ■■. uil i-le:; -rscst: |2J        J *+V7©1 STRATA vl.O is a loodsc- J A+ V301 EYE OF THE BEHOLDER Disk Book with Maps Sfrolegy & Solution. J A+ V323 ANALTICALC SPREAD g| SHEET The best spread sheel. [2| 
■ ■■liv mm i 

who warrl information about horse roces. 4- V693 AGRAPH v2.0 Fjnngs the world a cheap draw Bar, line. Area & Pie c-arl prcc.rlinnr prfiseinln'Dn prucjrcTi □ *+ V700 PERM CHECK fokftlM 

ape generoter which allows priming from ony angle, position or maqoificato'i ' ■  V704 AMOS COMPILER vV34 ISecond AM05 Compfler Update -  V70S MSO V3.21 U  

Draw Colour £■ print your awn farms V783 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX Many programs lo help in yourdevetop- menf efforts (mosl C but some in basucj. □ A+ V784 AREXX [21 diskswftch co'ilum Arexx programs & examples □ *+V7d6 PASCAL This disk conlains everything needed to program In Pascal, ncijdes oo4k 66000 assembler & more J " + V7B7 PROGRAMMER TOOLS GadTaofs 1o design your user interface to your own programs using oil of Amiga X3S 4.0+s new features Also RegTods '   V79D ANIMATION UTLS Includes CyroUlfis for splitting, combining, and erecting animations from ifF pidure hies. V791 DWEODRV ULT5 Includes Ihe mosl powerful and higNy recommended programs wtwch are designed lo mafee CLI & Shell tests virtually obsolete. □ A+ V794 GRINDER Complete graphic conversion pockogelhaf supports GIF. JPeg, Atari Si INeochrome / DegasJ, PCX, Targa TIFF, Ham-€ and *F Formal pics "+V797 EASY AAflOS PROGS 42] Conlon source code for use wth Easy AJTHK. + V799 ADVENCQ} LTTILs SerNel ic ParNel, Connect 2 Amiga & share res' ources via ihe serial / Porofiel ports My Menu Puts menus on your WB screen. □ *+ V60T TOO PRO PAGE 3 FONTS Theses fonts ore for use wlh Pro Page & hove be checked with the lorrl converter which comes wiih your Pro Poga3. J VB06 WB v2.04 UTILITIES \t] 2nd callecnon ol W6v2.04+ utilities ihal lake odvanlage of Ihe NEW capaOilrlies □ fl+ VB11 ELECTROCAD vl,42 & PRO TOYPER A^oSW Updoied on the cod / Gedronks drawing Programs. "  VB12 CANON This dislt contains Prinier Drivers & Canon Siudio, Owes belter pml output far any 9 pin pmler J A+ V814 PC TASK ¥1.11 is a software i&M-FC Emulator. Allows you to run Ihe mojO/ity ol IBM soltwars with NO oda"-ionol haroware CGA Colour □ A+ VB1S FILE & HO UTILITIES 4: DirWark vl 62 File copier. MegoD Anoiher new updole on on excellent File copier like the new Disk Master Pro II in it's Operations. Also comoins loads LII Cher programs to help aul (2] □ !- VB17 AS00 PIUS EMULATOR sounds will let vl.31 vl.2 owners run WrTJ v2.0^+ software with out ony need la purchase 1o WB v2.o+ chips VB19ICONAUTHOR vl.O* RerJace- menl kx Icartd*2D. II tan tarsftem IFF ar bnjsnci irtrj reszc-d 2-E'lF1are :rist>es + VB20 BBBBS v5.7 Baud Bandit bulletn Board System Flmes include up to 99 file tbraries. interface lo exlra devices 3*+ V62T SNOOPDOS vl.S Monitors AmigaDos calls & allows yau to see what library, devices, lonlsare required. "" VB22 BACKUP V3.77 A hard drive backup program foot leoiures, mufti- drive supoort, ful backup, compression V823 POWERPLATER v3,4 v^v V69 2 RfiCE RATER vl .6 tor people wwerM.      lrsiri:y modufel pfoyer It can riandie reirlr ai irodueiarTds can rood PP rnadvles & comes wth ts awn Ouricher □ *+ VB26 AHDM v3,4 Hard Drive Menu. When placed m your stanup- sequeoce, offers a 16 page menu, each page moving upto 10 possible adions. J A+ V827 REPAJH-IT: MflwZap v3.3, A rnulli sector ileeditng system FVCDfSKvl.l Becr/ie-'s as much as possible from a defe- dwdtik DISKSALVE vl42, (TROIIS anwile system stradure on another device, wlh as much data sot/oged trom lt« aijnz\ device, 

□ A+ V841 MODULA-2 Contains maduto-2 language on Ihe Amiga, J A+V842 Stb V2X1 Sid con be used for venous operotians, The best is Ihe tile copier an ihe Arrsaa. Recammened j A+ V844 DEUfRACKERvT.3 Pcwedul 6 syslem friendly music paye- Wif play over dfi c Terence types ol modules " VB45 OLMJ VS.31 Generofe ji,tin sers & complex Quaternion Julia slices. Displays mandelbrols. □ A+V84<5 SCOPKXIS MAPPER An exeellenl C^rcco^ "ooping program j A+ VB47 MONEY MANAGEMENT vl.01 The home uccoui n package whkh allows you fo keep frock of upio 12 occourvls slmulloneously j A+ VBJB SUDESHOW GENERATOR v3.1 Creates slide shows of pidures ir, various formats for ihe amigo. "+ VBSO FRAC vl.l s u graph cul Role ploying game c real or. □ ^+ VB56 PrCTU*tf TOOLS rjofwerts Pictures to other farmols and styles + VB57 POSTSCRIPTERS Down loads Posiscnpt Fonls for printing on standord Dot matrix primers _   + VBSB MUSIC MAKERS A selection of progroms fo produce music produtlians. Make your own music □ *+ VS59 AUDIO TOOLS L2| Sound and Audio produdion uliliries □ rt+ VB61 3d DESIGNER Various id graphic prorl.idion n'ili'ifis including UighL DKBTrace and Surf. J ft+ VB6S IMAGE PROCESSORS Contains Tools lo perform a wide variely of Image Techniques fjFFf ■J *+ V366 MANDEL EXPLORER [2) This 1$ tie best collection of Fractal Generating software on the Amiga. □ *+ VB69 ANIMATION ASST [2) W solve marsy d your animatian problems Iftdufes Aflrkdne. Ftoyers, OA ^ AnknTools □ A+ VB71 3d HELPER iro vcustertng aul witi 3d graphics This is what yau need A+ VB72 ICON TOOL KIT Jusl about every tool you couSd Imagine □ A+ V073 UGFC vlT m help you Ironside bev/eer Graph ; lomcb □ A+ VB7S SPACE Help yev study, identify Ihe S-ars &. ceeslial abjects. ^1A+ VB76 SYSTEM TEST vA-1 Checks &t repods on your computer J A+ VB79 BEAT DIS MODULES >-or i.ue wil'i :>C^:U II CI JCUS a ;jlav^i □ A+ VSS2 MAGNUM vl.4 Another exceltem Disk Magazine Creator □ A+ VBB8 TRONI CAD vl .O The best CAD program for your Amiga WITH Various power fundions. ■ ■ VB96 TOOUVLANAGER v2.0 Includes the oWitylo add menus to your Tools menu, add WB icons ar Windows J **VB*7 OCTAMED v4.0 Save disabled version of OdaMED Pro + VFJ 9 9 ABACKUP v2 4 A Powerful backup iflilny thai may be used tor Hard Drive backup 4 File Archiving, □ WOO BOOTJQB vl.O tndLde fund ions to stare, install view ar e»«uie any boalUock Con. save BfJ as enecLtebe ties. J A'VTO1 RM v2.2 IntrOMqker to creale vou own miros. IFF imports _l fl * V902 JCGRAPH vl.l Defflte which can show data as bar.line. planes, slack, blocks. 2d& 3d ed. Oulpots in EPS, 3d Geo. AegisDraw and IFF. □ A+ V90S UEDTT v4.0 43} Word Processor wdh leam modes. Online Help. A teach Mode, copy & pasie ■ V921 COMPUGRAPHIC FONTS Wi« work with DPainl V4.1, ProPoge3, Paacst^eam. Pagcsener & Work bur*h v2 oA+ AlTOLii 30 Fanis p] □ A+V924 PLOT MAP vO.M An extra Tor use with draw map v4.Q or v4.1 " ■+ V925 SLAUGHTER CHEATS Anoiher selection of Hocks & Cheals □ A+ V92S THE LfTTU OFFICE Ooe of Ihe best disks, ol ihe presem lime □ VW6 LETTERS & BOILERPLATE Letters lor you lo use as your own or cui & pause into a Word Processor "+V939 ANIM PB vl .2 Will show long sequences of animations or pictures Iramn memory Or disk. J "-+V942 SCREEN BLANKERS A disk pocked wiih screen blankers. Includes IheTwiligM Zone blanker. \rtir lakes odurys      u malheniatcc luniiulu □ *+ V945 PROPAGE 3 ENHANCER Cantors over AO Genies far use with PrnPage 3,0, including useMones like Mate Pie Chart iofriers. Induces slructwed clipart for unique borders! □ A* V946 SYSTEM OPTlMFZER KCommodity gives you memory melers, rrKxjseykeyboard enhancements. REorg wfl optimize hard / floppy disks lor big speed increase. HDMem virtual memory. □ A+ V947 GNUPLOT ts a command driven interactive function planer. Creates stunning plol/graphs of molhemalkal functions. Req HD & unpacks to 1.6Mb □ V94B INTUITION BASED BENCHMARKS A great package with all 1he popular BMs indudina Sieve, Dhryslone. Savage. iMath iMalnti. J A+ V949 TESTS Contoins doffhe classic speed lests and system checks we cauidlind mckjdes CPU Speed, A full featured systom ckwnostic loal & more J h+ V950 GAME CONSTRUCTION ADLis a progromming language and run-lime envwonmeni designed tor the convenient wrrting of adventure games. J ft+ V951 PROTECTION s a Colect- Ion of utilities aimed 10 proteel your data Password prateds aulobaoling HD's & Document FUe. Lock your dato ^iles w>lh a ua^s-A'0*ded incriptlon. _I fl+ V9S2 X-B84CH vl.O Complele sokrtion lolhe replacement Workbench Confers Degrade-, LaslHope. View, Virus Checker. Power packer and DCopy2 ■ '    V9S4 WHOM III (SJ Excellent dOWbose which cavers Star Trek The Next generation, Classic Trek, Star cops,The prisoner, Blake 7 4 Tripods □ A+ V957 TACKS VI^2 Help you create setf-booling animation disks. '   V95B CLUB LEAGUE s r: LliMv that wHI allows you to edh and keep track of your divisoris/leaqgue slats. □ A+ V959 AMIGA_E v21b Specific 

boggingly cokxafuS program ll : iui es ;'0^i o malhemahcad I 

compter E Is a powerful ond flexible prrxedural programming language j A+ V960 CLEO vl.O Inplemenlatton of a new experimenlal Pascal like kanguoge Includes Complier ond Source □ *# V961CPK vl.O Render a space filling representotions of atoms in mole cules. Handles ^dimensional spheres. ■ " V962 SUPER KlUuERS v3 .0 (2) The latest virus <i-ers iike Ek>5lX vS 23a, which can save any bootbkxk and install il on anoiher dsl: as well as check for viruses. VCv6.2 and VrrusZ v34 □ A* V976 WB V2 .04 UTILITIES 6 Nexl t U.HCIIOI- of.VB v204+ uhlil ui>. □ A
+ V977 FILE & HD No 5-6 Next E^ceHem colled of HD utilities. [2) □ A+ W79 NOD MM v3.0 Is a comm- unicabons program based on Comm vl 34 wiih lots of very nice entxince- menls. Hot new lunctionsover v2.Q V9B0 KICK vl.B Villi down grace 

AS004, A600. A1200 users machines to 
run software 1hol would NOT norrfioV work. Turns Ihern mloo Workbench 1.3. □ ^+ V9BT FONTS & TEXTURES m Harlequins Presenls some High Quality fonts and Texture disks J *+ V9B3 MEGA CHEATS v3.0c Now contains over 500 Cheats. juSl Potnt & click al Ihe game you want. J ft+ V964 PROTRACKER v3 0q The lolest updated version from Norway. Varios bugs fixed and about 70 new learuros, ITo many to lisl iheml. h V936 MAD TEES MODULES 2 Excellent menu system for you to listem to ihe modules with out needing a Tracker program. About 20 Modules, j A+ V9B8 ZIPBENCH v4 0 Another Workbench replacement but conlains excelled utlir.es i «•. powerpacker v2.2ar powerployer, Syslnfo, VirusX, Archtver, b- Base, Bootlnlro, rtegroder. Fist Aid &ox 42) J *+ V990 DESKTOP MUSIC WORK SHOP vl.O Is rtended to be a totoriol in etedronic music lechniques. Is a simple ^uide & inlradudiuT! Requires l.Vb chip Ram ond 2 disk drwes ore required [3) j A+ V993 5UDEMAN1A A selection Ol very impressive high doss pidures. j A+ V994 THE MONEY PROGRAM vl.5 Features include upto o mawwn of 60 accounts, uplo 50 dlredpoymenys. keyboard short cuts. Contains documents ■J A+ V10O0 GRAPH PRO Vl.O Written with Amos professional by David Jordan. Basically this program lakes a sel of data, plots Ihern on a graph. □ A+ VT0O1 VMORPH v2 0b By lee Wilkte will allow you lo create smooth morphs/worps between two different images over a period of frames 10 Creole an animation. Requires 1Mb □ A+ YTO02 RAMOS PRO FOR AMOS PRO If you have Amos Pro then ihis disk moke your programs Bool without having lo use your Amos pro even time. J A*V10O3 NICKPREFS Is an enhance- ment 1D WB 2/3 which adds 3 newpref- erences MWdUNt EiuryPionler & Floppy. □ H VT004 VtEWTEK Pic^'evtewer which supports. AGA/ECS. 24-bit HBMs. Shows JHF. JPEG & mosl AMM Op owns _l * A V>00S WB v3 Q+ UTtUTlES Is ihe first In a series of upcoming disks for 1he 1200 & 4000 Compters J " + VT009 TURBO TEXT vl.l Excelerlt Word Processor. Very impressive version wdh all the features who would need. □ A+ V1014 POOLS PREDK7TTON TOOL2 Need another helping hand wr|h the Pnolr, -hf-i Ihi^ \r, r □ A+V1016 OCTAMED v2.0 Music editor which was des9r<ed far mc'<.r>g music for progress Irua * NEW VHSOH) J A' V1017PO5T vl.Bfi.--! t-Kt. nr Postscriol interpreter tor the Amigo which implements the full Adobe lonwbofl I3| □ A+ V1020 SCROSS STTTCH v3,7 Demo of 1he full regersted version □ Aft V1021 WB 3 SCREENS Enhance your Warkberth disks backgrounds with theses nice full coloured pictures J ft+ V1022 LITTLE TRAVELLER vl.l Shows a world map& you can select any Courvlry forlravel information, Zooms up anoiher close up map with more detail. □ A+ VT023 QUIZ ConlOirtS Questions & Answers with ihe option to add '   " » V1024 MANDELSQUARE vl. 6 PlTcigram lo generate enhanced AGA chip sel Mandelbrot sel images, requires an 020t CPU & a numerical coprocessor. You can create 256 colour cdouree pics □ ** VW25 TERM v3,l Comms program Features Full Arexx control Xpr Iranster. filelype sdenl after download, cut & paste, pami-ond-click. aula upload/ download. vnQ2^/r220,Ansi emulolion, powerfull pr o -^xxx i. AGA sjuparl [3) □ V1034 AOM vl.01 A Rexlble address database with loads of feoiures lo many 10 lisf here. Comfortable to use. J A+ V103S FES BASIC Just m time for all Ihe new machines which do not have Basic w:lh . mare. 

-I I - 1073 TETfflS ORIGINAL This is 1he closesr gome '.n Ihe artg nal lelris J A+ 1420 DTRIS :1 you want al or 2 player Telris 1his has to be 1 af fhem □ A+ TSol TRfTWB Contains 1 player. 2 player & 3 Payer ourit: u-uloris. □ ! - T747 UAMATRON GAME 2001 By terf Winter & on excellent production. ' + 1749 SCRAMBLE 'The Original' Remember lhrcl old classic game ' 1670 PATIENCE'S Play vs Ihe compiler or anoiher human player □ A+ T977 POM POM GUNNER Shoot down the rooming world war II OH planes in ihks Operation WoU game 201 & JETMAN .Vomer ipectru m classic convetied lo Ihe amiga It's JelPak with oil the original sounds. □ A+ 2022 SEA LANCE The first SiJenl Service type sub war game on PC □ A+ 2054 ATIC ATAC A rendition or Ihe game from the original Spedrum □ «+ 21*2 BATTLE Of BRfTlAN WAR GAME 2 Slrategy war games. □ A+ 2164 DUNGEON ON Tins Is Ihe best Dungeons & Dragons PuhUc domoin type game. Load Wb □ "4 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES Elernol Some Lards or Hosts, fn Moonshine. □ A+ 2221 MIND GAMES 21 ol the best challenge your mind noi your shoaling skills □ A+ 2272 BLACKJACK LAB Flay alt Ihe papular versions of Ponloon □ A+ 2278 CARD SHARP A arafessionolty presented selection af soAtalre games. J *# 2279 SUB ATTACK vl .O Control Ihe torpedoes 9. s^nk the enemy □ A+ 2230 DIPLOMACY Class* strotegy gome loosely based on World War V 2Mb □ A+ 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS ; «.; ;e timt with cornels □ A+ 2390 PETERS QUEST This is Irirty an excellem platform game 'o- all ages □ A+ 2411 TOTAL WAR A slrategy wo*) conquest Risk type game, t or more plovers J A+ 2432 GOLDEN OLDIES Gologa, Gabxians, Space invaders. Aslerioas, ooHy 3i Missle Command. J A+ 243ft DRAGON TILES V/jlipiiq ISO aroeru Chinese gome wifri coloured lies "+ 2447 COINDROP Kuil MC<" "C- simulator with various gamble modes. 2448 CRAZY SUE Anoiher firs! rale cute school girl platform gome ■   2450 SMASH TV arcade orioinaS machine Graphics & sound □ *+> 2460 FRUIT MACHINE 2 As near as poss ta the Arcade machines □ *+ 24B2 DESCENDER is a dene o4 the arcade. Tempesl vectariied graphics game 1 "4 24B3 INTRUDER Is c Muhi level Serserk clone with smooth graphics □ rt+ 2484 CATACOMB vl.7 Graphical arlvenlure came se' nn c small island in the nciddle of the land of EXOUSJA □ A+ 24B5 IRON CLADS (tfVfclj Update folhe exccllen' i_ra'cq : v'var uame (2) J "+ 2491 LEGEND OF LOTHIAN vl.02 An adventure game in rhever ol L.-'.nno 2494 HUNCHBACK This is a conversion of the oW classic game, •J A+ 249fl AMOS CRICKET 'jtcelleill arcade cricket simulator with graphics □ *+ 2534 BATTLF CARS H Gel behind the wheel ol a heavify ormed cor as you race round caurses.I pliers wlh the computer Irit. □ *+ 2S35 SUPER PACK MAN 92 This is ihe best Pack mart 10 dale with super smooth scrolling c\ excellent graphics J A + 2613 DUAL ? player gone v^.ere yo- control amoved tenks i rockets. _i ft+ 2614 TETREN is a 1 or 2 player Ton is game. 2 player is Head 1 Head _i ft+ 2615 WAR Slrategy war gome in which you conirol a fleer of space cta*t. □ A+ 2617 GOLDEN OUOIES 2i Croc*, ExceJem 1 or 1 player version ot f^ogger. GiPlanes&lhe most additive games we have ployed here 2 player only. TrailBlaier, Cfr4 aossic. Scamble. □ A+ 2020 CR MARIO A Telris like gome where you move coloured pills 

bes1 graphical adventure game 42] It I - 2732 CYBERNETTX Delender, Star Gale style gaTiewiir, super fasi scrciL:rg "J A+ 273B AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL Try la Cj-ade upto 500 pieces into the AirPon J A+ 2775 ROULETE ROYAL Why not gomle with chips Money al trecosio wirri Ihis gore j * + 2775 SOCCER CARD Truly a very sample | fooftJal Mjanrjggroent gome compo'er gome J !+ 2502 CAPrD-O-RAMA Sea he,/en,Crib Ulark- rx<. Soade   :     I . J F+ 2503 PUZZLES Gold, X ^bDC . Flying. CobroBunrty.GeS My Goot,Wordhai,Rmyco, Rabbit □ A+ 2505 LADY BUG Classic game sfmular la Pock man in style, is well worth ploying * 2511 WIZZ WAR Shoot trflh lire balls not tire poviier Tr^te wirfd Ihcugh L^know^ Lands □ «♦ 2514 BULL RUN vl.3 This is or* ol the dassc slruflergy games. Very popdo; □ A+ 2525 ALL ROUNDER A Cricket simula- tion wirh, great graphics & arcade type came play. ; □ A + 23261AUSMAN \l) 1Mb CmdeTMinicrlureS | dwarfa in o shock horror game done with teste □ A + 2M2 CRAZY SUE II Sequol to Ihe oil lime | best sell"vg Public Domain platform game. □ A+ 2543 ROTON Requies 2 pksyers but is very odrirve for people you teed ihe original Thrust J A+ 2BS4 SPACE tNVAIDERS 11 iWasst: version o? Iho' old classic Space Invaioers game. □ A+ 2Bft3 FIGHTING WARRIORS A fcrjmle combat flghllng contcsl game. 1 or 2 players □ A+ 2B76 ESCAPADE OLjKl is 10 to break bncks in o wall by hir -"g a ooll with boi Fj-'ecV Ct,' I ■JL 
A
+ 2932 HUMERI* ' vou enjoy pjizie.' lems f then This is a must. Yau hace a scrabble board & you must place 1elri$ tiles around Mj get poMs, □ *+ 2941 EXTREME VIOLENCE Scretr. scrolls around and are much tugger than Smash TV. □ | - 2949 CJBUVTON7 DEFENDER Is the closesl 1 hove seen to the original defender □ * + 2987 BOMB J AC ICY A dossic conversion nol os good as Ihe engine but -1 s as ihe best yet □ *+ 2988 BALDERS GROVE its here Boulder dash with a selection of levels from easy 1a hard. □ 2991VEKTOR Tron tight cycles gome will- exce;lerl yraphics sound fit playable 3 flA 3023 UCHESS 4 AGA) Do YOU line :hess games eosylhen trv 1hrs Advanced game which requires WB v3, JMb* o dear mind j "+ 3037 SSW Salor System Wars is a gome for 1 players based around Space Wars bul with rrany HX-CI feC/t-i ^Pantli 4j!«-s 3t £ys-t-^s □ A+ 3038 TANK HUNTER vT.O Anoiher two | plaryer Tank Attack gume wit'i various bevels □ A+ 3039 ASTEROIDS II vO.35 .his * the bestvetsion of Asteroids I hove ever seen, If you like Asterokfagames Ihen Ihis is a Musi,. _l A * 3040 TETHIS1AGAJ If you lite tefris & have 0 new WB v3.0 machine Ihen yau need this disk. Excellent full colour graphics 

GLOBAL IMAO£ SOFTWARE 
J rt+G51 FORMULA ONE The LJBSI 

cu'mulu one manogmcnr game on ihe Amiga £4.W I J » + GS2 POWERBASE is a data uase lhai should cater for evertones needs. Siores uplo 10 000 records Is a must o! Only £4.99 j A+ GS3 EARLY LEARNING MATHS Teach yoi.ny cl irldren ayes b-f with -"nee O Cj+j ten school III type graphics & sounds £4,99 j A + GS4 SPE'UJE COPTER one oHhe best educaticnol game on the morket. great graphics ana oi excellent idea. £4.99 

down the screen 3 in a row go's 161\ ETERNAL ROME Start ihe romon Empire from 32BC Build fleets, armies & send Ihern into battle □ A+ 2022 DONKEY KONG Original plcrtlof m game in which you must rescue Ihe girl. + Mad Bomber. 2674 iNTERPtO In Ihe Artie ice VOU control 01nnk on a missian to rescue hos'oges m ihis superb Amigo origional □ A+ 2*74 MORIA v5.4 ioodsol new fealures, better graphics, larger dungeons, screen updates overview or durti + 2710 CLASH OF THE iv2,1 Strategical War game By T.A.Sear □ A+ 2712 ACT OF WAR Simular fri style to Ihe classic game Loser Squad. You control a team of special Iroops J ft+ 2715 TANK ATTACK 'his IS 0 M player version of ihe Qossic Cartridge gome Combol. 4 joysticks can be used J n+ 2716 RESCUE Spaceship gome : I    Excellent graphics J I - 2721E-TYPE H Asleriods adv where you iei c^nd collecting weapons □ *+ 2723 SOUTAME Popular cord game on 1he amigo. Exceren' version. .x«+mA NEIC^£0IJRSThH;is.hft 

J V*31 .. J vw.. •J ViftS .. J V707 ,. 
 GARriELD „, XATIfrX POTTER  WALtPISHtTf „ SCALEAfiLEAET  PSOORAW ,,-DtSKVOXDUft ,^MW£D1(S>  MIXED 1 (If   FfiUlT (51 ..CHH5TMA5£5t ... MCWSTtRSm 

AT05 BUNGON D7 CAUSU fires tattedMS. rthle paHT-q frr.HCCO*44 □ * * ATIO GOTEEtPRICES Leaves we SHv sJahon ckKk WCC 1701-A L tisiie tx igirwl - AT}2 AF9AOACHIMG IS Fkght Wiretname AT23 STAR THK. FLEET MANCWW NCCI940 * M33 IHE PROH fl s wm of p«fv ■ AT34 HAVING SPACE 

■- * 1040 STAR 1BEK': TNG %\ Terr A Mc lr*«h - * wai urnntflATE STAR | Oi (!) OamH by Tubus J filthier. Nov* in Engl&h ■ * 2!3J STAR 1HEK 1HG K 1h& is Tie kaes- qwz flame | bastd tn the T.N G [U UmflHTMChiJIfflbt Buibc? Air-ier-c-jn 43) CXthT] * SSOJ STAB TBfit £rk &j£lfifecfl. 1HH£(3|<2(W1 • 2VS4 STAR TRK THEMES The original sampled] i^tvcn tie Slq r T r#it (MM ► 2fl7VCULTTVIH!|l-i:ihj tm IkAifi 4 mare iut I stoves trom the 60s A eo'ty I 70s. Thp TwiligH Zane. The I man trom Uncle, The Salm, I T!-u-durL r^i. Tt« =■ i^-mr. & | ind'jdfl complfll* Episi Guxles, InSeptb tKKkgraud I ■'H jcaswis lisrir>gs, .Lti£.11 and Cred»5. and SVir prp*l«5 f J * t. 2S&.1 THUNDERBJ AROOMEt^^relTilr based around tlve Thunder | IV ptogam 15Mb 

["dunpo-'smap E EMPIRES $2| 

□ A+ 3000  LE'MAI. [XT ; DIGfTAL**. □ A+ 3004 MIKHOR / ANDROMEDA [2j LNEW) | 
J

A
+3024  x-RAY L> □ A+ 3002 DEMON DIL DEMO (2) [MEW) fc J ! + 2030 ... 3d DEMO ll V2.01 / ANARCH^ [Nfw) I □ A+ 2921 STATE OF THE ARTS / 5PACE6AILSI ■J A+ 23*7  TR5J / W1CK.ED SENSATION ffl | J A * 2 BTS A1200 LAWNW.OWEfi MAN (2) I J A+ 23SS JESUS ON E'S / LSD E2JI J A - 29B4  rViOVE VOUR IViOUSE j2f H J A+ 2633 XPOSE / THE 5ILENTS (2] I □ A-2?77 , „.BI/.- ■ 12! J     274v  UTUMATE DANCE / INTENSE I □ A+ 2*23 TIME ZONE / TRSl |2J I J 1 - 2632 TECHNO CONSPIRACY/ MAJICl 21 Q 1 - 2«6S m TECHNO / INVESTATtON jwfw] I □ A+ 2670  OLDBUILS / DAMAGE I 'J ft+ 2ft72 C64 !Hb DUKE SOX TUNES! ll □ ^ 2763 ITSTIMIETOPlAYi 3 A+ 27B1  I?AVE ATTACK II □ 2833  :j ft+ 2753 HISTORY Of HOUSE MUSIC 42f| □ ^»287l ,..,....„..., C64 MEWIORYSI J *+ 29*2 , GfiAPrVINE \A (3) £4 00 inert) | J "+2986 .... ACCOUSTIC SILENCE / QUADRIGA I 

ORDERING BY POST       Fiease lick ihe boxes to the left of the COLLECTING DISKS       You can now collect any disks of our I disk numbers wflho coloured pen, Hi-Lighter or just outline lhedisk(s| office address fi-FJ  Durhom Road, Unit 2, Sourhend-On-Sea, ' you wanttoorder. After selecting your order p ccsc lill m y:.' Pete" 3. i$SZ?., SSI 2YD Orders are quicker if yau ring in advance, delails on the order form provided CUT OUT or Photocopy this adven" Etc ORDERS When ordering fromwrlhin a European I and Post to the Address above. Hc^d wntter orders are also aceptec counlry remember that thereisa min orderof 5 disks and all orders I Cheqi^&Poslalrxa^slTOuldbenxriec^oW^ Hyou sent by AIRMAIL ol 17.5% postage Eurocheques are acepled. Non I have ordered before please lick the Accou^ Number bono' wsi till in EEC orders please add 10% olthe toial costs IMin £1.001 you[_Accoum number which was on your previous delivery nole. INTERNATION ORDERS    All orders ore sen! by Air iVteil. Pleose I ' fONE ORDERS Cred'rtCard orderscao be accepted add 20% lo your order's lolal (Min £2 00I Cover any postage I Tetepharte^F-Oj<^^ 

CATALOGUE Tired of bong cote'ogue disks'? Get the unique, DISKS    eosy la use Oatebase Ihrsks. They confains TMb 
details ol over 6.000 daks & ore oil ovailotile directly froml stock. A multitude ol options including Search & Print. X££ui Conloinsdetoils on FRED RSH TBAG, Arnas, FAU- Scope, Agatron. APDC. Amicus. Slip Disk. NZAUG. TOPIK & |  £2.50 MEW, NEW Contoins all Fred Fish Disks 

1  OISKS £3.00 2-5 £2.75 6-10 .OISK5 £2 50 11-20 HIK» £2,00 21-SO .DISKS £1.75 SH ruins. £1 50 

I □ MOUSE PAD £3.49 i j OUST COVERS. £4.49 U A500 J A6D0 f □ A12O0 £4.99 J LC10 J LC24/10 J 3 5 DEK Q£AMN0 KTT .£3-49 1  OISKLABELS3p Each/Min50or 1 rJ <E11.99 lor 1000. Which Includes P&P f DISK BOXES □ 40 £5,49 J 80 £8,99 I 



WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold of Amiga PD and shareware: from a bulletin 
board or from a PD library, 

The advantage of using a bulletin board is that often the latest software is 
uploaded as soon as it's available. On the down side, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay phone charges (and sometimes a connection fee 
to the bulletin board as well). 

There is a growing number of bulletin boards with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. Check out 01-for Amiga {071 377 1358) and 
the Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board (081 644 8714). Another good option is 
joining CIX (the Compulink Information exchange)t which not only has Amiga 
software but also contains conference and file areas on a wide range of 
subjects. Many of the Amiga Shopper writers have accounts on CIX, so you can 
get first hand advice on your problems, too* For more details, call CIX on 081 
390 8446 (voice) or 081390 1255 (modem). 

If you don't want to use a bulletin board, the other way to get PD software 
is from a PD house. Many advertise in Amiga Shopper, and you 11 find a 
comprehensive list of names and addresses below. Expect to pay between 99p 
and about £2.50 per disk - there's often a discount if you buy in bulk, too. As 
for the difference between the companies which charge 99p and those which 
charge £2,50 - well, try both types. There are brilliant, totally professional PD 
houses which charge Jess than a quid, and there are totally incompetent 
(disorganisations which charge more than twice that. 

PUBLQftflAIN 

of the language; the keywords it 
supports are PROGRAM, VARr 
INTEGER, BEGIN, END, WHILE, DO 
BEGIN, :=, +,   * and /. The 
documentation, too, is rather sparse 
- less than 4K. "If you'd like to know 
which functions and procedures this 
compiler understands then please 
look at the example file," says 
Daniel, and you'll find that since the 
only example file is one which just 
prints the first 46 numbers in the 
Fibonacci series, some 
experimentation might be required. 

Still, if you're just starting out in 
Pascal programming and you want a 
language which runs fairly quickly 
and will let you compile the sort of 
beginners' example programs that 
you find in most textbooks on the 
subject, you could do worse than 
take a look at Amiga-PascaL Included 
in the distribution are the very 
popular A68K assembler and BUNK, 
a program which turns the output of 
A68K into an executable file. 

Program rating 8/10 

UN1XDIRS 
If you Ye a Unix user as well as an 
Amiga fant you'll probably find that 
half the time you type \." in the CLI 
when you should have typed 
instead, For non-Unix users out 
there, K„* means "the next 
directory up in the tree structure 
as V" does on the Amiga. 
Likewise, V in Unix means "the 
current directory" - and again, this 
will give an error if used on the 
Amiga, It's the age-old problem of 
having to change your mind-set as 
you change programs. 

To avoid the hassle of having to 
remember to use Amiga file 
specifications all the time, Martin 
Scott has written the tiny utility 
UnixDirs, which patches calls to 
DOS so that you can use ".."and 
V with no problem. 

It's small, it works, it's useful 
to some people. Can't say fairer 
than that. Oh, except that it's 
inexpensive to boot. 

Program rating 0.0/10 

Amlganuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road 
Holly brook 
Southampton 

AMOSPtJ 
1 Penmynydd Road 
Pen I an 
Swansea 
SA5 7EH 

Anglla POL 
115 Ranelagh 
Felixstowe 
Suffolk 
IP11 7HU 
' 0394 283494 

Blltterchlps 
Cliffe House 
Primrose Street 
Keighley 
BD21 4NN 
tr 0535 667469 

Craiy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherham 
South Yorks 
S65 1BL 
™ 0709 S29286 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodelwyddan Ave 
Old Colwyn 
Clwyd LL29 9NP 
* 0492 515981 

Deja Vu 
7 Hollinbrook 
Beech Hill 

Wigan WN6 7SG 
' 0942 495261 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex 
SS16 4JA 
* 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hall Farm 
Cucumber Lane 
Essendon 
Herts 
AL9 6JB 
* 0707 664 654 

ICPUG 
PO Box 1309 
London 
N3 2UT 
' 081-346 0050 

1 Chain Lane 
Newport 
Isle Of Wight 
PO30 5QA 
* 0983 529594 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Ave 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 
SSI 2YD 
** 0702 466933 

Pert!ire PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane 
Taplow 

Maidenhead 
Berks SL6 OJH 
tr 0628 666641 

RIverdene POL 
30a School Road 
Tile hurst 
Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 
» 0734 452416 

Telescan Computer Services 
Hands worth Road 
Blackpool FY5 1SB 
« 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way 
Cowley 
Oxford 
* 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO Box 97 
Wakefield 
West Yorks Wf 11XX 
* 0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Unit 4 
44 Beauley Road 
Southville 
Bristol BS3 1PY 
* 0272 639593 

Softvirie 
Unit 5, Stratfleld Park 
Elettra Avenue 
Waterloo vi lie 
Hants P07 7XN 
« 0705 266509 

Startronlcs 
4 Arnold Drive 
Droylsden 
Manchester M35 ORE 
» 061 370 9115 

Valry PD 
PO Box 15 
Peter lee 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ 
tr 091-587 1195 

Virus Free PD 
31 Farringdon Road 
Swindon 
Wiltshfre SN1 5AR 
* 0793 512321 

Buyer beware; inclusion in this 
directory does not imply that 
Amiga Shopper endorses or 
recommends any PD library in 
any way. 

If a library is named in a review, 
this means that that library 
provided us with the disk 
reviewed, Given that PD can be 
freely copied, the same program 
may well be available legitimately 
from several libraries. 

■ If you run a PD library not 
listed here and wish to be 
included, or if you want to amend 
any information gfven, send full 
details and a copy of your latest 
catalogue to: 
PD Directory, Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon 
BA1 2BW. 
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cv3| WORLD CLASS 
WW PERIPHERALS FOR THE 

2GVP 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1500 AND 2000 

11 you use your Amiga for DTP, ray 
tiacmg, graphics or any other serious 
applicator*, you'll appreciate the power 
and improvements in performance Ehiat an 
accelerator brings. Accelerators replace 
the mam processor with a fasler version 
and by doing so trio speed o! the Amiga Is 
dramatically improved. 
QVP offer a range of A15QG/A2000 accel- 
erators that simply outstrip the compesmon for 
speed and specifications. TheJr G-Force range 
includes the faslesl Amiga accelerator available • (the 6S04Q 33y>4z version) whiisi offering a range of 
functions, such as 32-blt RAM upgrades, SCSI 
Interfaces and mains co-processors. ff you're looking 
for ways lo boost the power of your Amiga, then 
can'l beal ihe GVP G-Force ranger 

G-FORCE ACCELERATORS 
030 

25MHZ 
030 

40MHZ 
030 

SOMHZ 
040 

33MHZ 
Speed MIPS* 7.48 12.1 15 30 

Processor 6S030EC 68030EC 68030 68040 
Math co-pro 64682 

included 
68882 

included 
688B2 

include In 68040 
Std 32-bit RAM 1w 4MI> 4Hn 4Mb 
Max 32-bit RAM 13Mb 16Mb 16M» 16Mb 

Extras SCSI SCSI SCSI SCSI 
Ser/Par 

PRICE £399 £699 £999 £1299 
UPS MID INC VAT UPG li,:-. UPGO740 
"MIPS. Milion* d iftfiRmiirts / sacc«id 

PLUG-IN 
HARD DRIVE & ACCELERATOR 

FOR AMIGA 500 AND AMIGA 500PLUS 

\\\\\\\\ 
The A530 is a unique combination 
of a hard drive, RAM board and 
an acceerator. Inside is a full 
Motorola 68EC03O processor 
running at 40MH* making your 
Amiga faster than you thought 
possible. The A530. with a 
maths co-processor, is up to 300 
times fasler man a standard A500I 
The new processor and 32-blt 
SIMMs is joined by up to 8Mb of 32- 
bit    RAM,    further enhancing 
performance. 
Fealirres Include: 
* 40mir S80S0EC Processor 
* Up to But 32-bit Memory, fln fitted 
• Cut Off Switch For Game Compatibility 
* Designer Styling to Match the AS0O 
e Dedicated Power Supply and Fan 

Unlike Many Competitors 
• Mlnl-alvt for Futum Expansions 
9 Factory Installed Hard Disk 
• High Speed DMA SCSI Controller - 

Can Handle 7 Devices 
A530 HARD DRIVE & 4€MHz ACCELERATOR 

PC EMULATOR PLUGS INTO TK HDfk OR A530 TO ALLOW YOU TO RUN PC COMPATIBLE SOFTWAJIE OH VDUR AMIGi 
286-l6rVlHz   EWU05CO £99 Si 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE 
FOR AMIGA 500 AND AMIGA 500PLUS 

A hard drive will nave an Immediate effect on your Amiga. Where you used to constancy swap disks, wail for files and programs lo load, and &rl around wailing for disk accesses you'll now be pushed lo keep up with your Amiga! Hard drives work in the same way as floppy disks, bui can hold 1ar. far mora information and access Ihis dala much quicker. 
The A500-HDB+ provides ihe ultimate in hard drive performance, it can also mcrease the memory of your Amiga, and provide PC compatibility- Fealynes include: 
• Ultra Fast Access SCSf HD 
• Up to 8*n> of FAST RAM 
• Mini-slot tor Future 

Expansions 
• Cut Off Switch For Game 

Compatibility 
• Designer Styling to Match 

theASOO 
■ Dedicated 

Power Supply and Fan 
Unlike Many Competitors 

• High Speed DMA SCSf Controller - 
Can Handie 7 Devices 

42Mb 80Mb 120Mb 42Mb 80Mb 120Mb 

£499 *tc WAT ■ HAR 09«2 £599 ■mc »T. WAR wee 
£699 

IHC^AT, HAR 0974 £299 HC VAT -HAH 0&40 £399 £499 we VAt ■ HAR OS522 

HDS+ HARD DRIVES 

GRAPHICS CARD 
FOR A1500/A2000/A30O0/A400v 

ALL-IN-ONE GRAPHICS CARD Impact Vision 24 is a folty featured video card. Unlfce olher graphics cards which require you to buy extra modules later, IV24 has everything you could want from a video doard built inlo the base model! 
Included with IV24 is EVP'S custom Video Interface Unit (V1U). This gives yenu mgre Ctioices for in and outpulting video signals lhan any other Amiga peripheral on the market. 

wee SOFTWARE WITH These free titles can create stunning 3D rendered images, retouch captured imagas and fade between: 2 video sources with SO psckaqes video transitions for production studio elfecTs, Also included is MacroPeinl 2, a powerful ?4-ci| 
graphics package which can paint In 16.8 million colours. 
* 1.5Mb 24-bH, IS.Bmlllton colour hatter 
* Reai-time framegrabber/digitiser 
* De-Interlaced video Nicker fixer 
* tfovabWSlzabt* FIP (Flctun^rhPlstura) 
* 2 Video genlock (RGB A Composite) 
■ ?$& x 580 Resolution 
* Captured Image nrtouchtrtg/procesetng 
* Titling/character generation 
9 Real-time Z+Mpeinmg 
* Antmt\foftf3D rendering 
» FREEf Csligarl 24. MacroPalfsi 2, MyLsd 

and Desktop Darkroom software 
AT5WA3OQ0- ADAPTOR ■ £U,M ■ GVA 6234 
[V2WVIU-S IV24i™V.U-CT 

£999 «: VAT ■ Vfi Till* £1299 rfC VAT ■ VC n2+ 

VIDEO GENLOCK 
FOR ALL AMfGAS 

G-Lock is a 
fully featured 
Genlock, 
allowing you 
to mix Amiga 
generated text and 
pictures with video pictures and send 
the combined result back to your 
video recorder for recording. 
» Two Composite video inputs, S Vktoo (YJC) Input 
# Simultaneous Composite/S-Vldeo and RGB Output * VkJeo Processor - Reai TJrm Software Control of Video Attributes (sharpness, gain, brightness ate) 

ARexx Compatible      f     G LOCK e Works with FiiCker 
* Multiple Kayer Modes 
t Full Audio Support 

£349 

SOUND SAMPLER 
FOR ALL AMIGAS 

Capture sound 1rtxn en eide mal source end olsy it hack on your Amiga, With ©VP's Digital Sourvd Studio (DSS) you can create your own 

Jlngiesl 
• HoldtuptcST Memory At Once 
a Rsai-time Csciiloacopa, Spectrum Analysis. Echo and Hevertietetioft 
« Graphic Editing of 

Wave Forms 
a Stereo or Mono QscKittiii'} 
* MOD File & MIDI £39 

95 
tWC VAT ■ WUS ^S<B 

HARD DRIVE CARD 
FOR A15O0/A2000/A3000/A4OO0 

The HC6+ hflrd drive card gives 
iNe ulhmple in hard drive performance and 
increases your Amiga's RAM. 
• High Speed DMA SCSI Controfter - 

Can Handie 7 Devices 
• Ultra fast access 
• SCSi Hard Drive 
• Up to 6Mb of FAST RAM 
• Direct memory access style design 

0ML. 40MI?     B0M& 120M[> 

£129 £299 £349 £429 

SCSI/RAM EXPANSION 
FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

Adding RAM or a hard drive to your 
Amiga will have a considerable impact 
on its speed. The GVP SCSI/RAM 
altows you to enhance your Amiga with 
either. Its SCSI hard drive interface is 
one of the fastest a variable, whilst its 32- 
bit RAM upgrade is based an the same 
technology as that featured in the best 
setting A1230- 
• Built-in, Full SCSI Herd Drive Interface 
• Optional 8Mb of 32-blt RAM 
• Optional SB382 Maths Co-pfoCSSSOr 
• Easy to Fit and Doesn't Void Warranty 

SCSI CABLE KIT ■ lift INC VAT R*(: HAR124S 
0Mb RAM 

£199 IHC VKT -HAR li-fti 

3*1] HAM + 33MHT CP *RQ 

£399 *4C V>.T ■ H*fl I 

IMAGE PROCESSING 
FOR All AMIGAS WITH 3M RAM 

• APta* Compatible 
• VrfTUfffMumwy Support L • JLamf. Saw ami Csmnwrt 16 ttv WW™ F, AJHU. BUPr Citoboanl, DC TV. DPUE. GIF. HAM-E. JLGW, itmSLSt JPEG. RENOmOH, SCULPT, TAMA, TIFF AND MORE iflrePPfrifj A 24-blt flowd StrppwT rth Mbibfaf for Savaral Poptittr rnnArar ■ MM. iVSi. AA   

CvmpQsWAft etc 

IMAGE RX 

£199" 

VIDEO EFFECTS 
FOR ALL AMIGAS WITH 3«9 RAM 

CineMorph from GVP opens up the world of Ulorphing. the prtcess of converting one 
image lo anolher to create dazzling speciaF effects. Currently very popular in music 
videos and feature films, morphing has 
become Ihe lashionabie video efled to use. Now with Gir>eMorph you can creale Ihese stunning effecls on your Amiga. 
■ Supports the AA Chipset 
• Static or Fuff Motion Morphlng 
• Single image Warping 
• Fasf Render Times ■ Renders to HAM-E tmd DC TV 

CINEMORPH 

£49 
95 

HC VAT ■ «BC *B3. 

40MHI ACCELERATOR 
FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

Other A1200 cards claiming to be 
accelerators only add maths co- 
processors and extra RAM, whilst 
the A1230 can provide both of 
these PLUS an enhanced CPU. 
This replacement CPU upgrades 
the A1200's existing processor with 
a 68030EC processor running at 
40 MHz 1 
32-bit RAM and a mattis co- 
processor can also be added, 
enhancing performance still further. 
The A1230 doesn't void your Amiga 
warranty, and is also compatible 
with every PCMCIA standard card, 
and doesn't prevent their use! 
• The First True A1200 Accelerator 
• G&Q30EC Processor Running at 40um 
• Vp to 32Mb of 32-blt RAM 
■ Optional Maths Co-processor 
• Easy Fitting Trwpdoor Expansion - 

Doetn'l Void Your Warranty 
a Doeani Disahie PCMCiA Interface 
• Optional 68382 Co-processor - Twice 

the Speed Of a 6B881 
A1230 40MHz ACCELERATOR 

0M& PAM 

£299 

to RAM t Wmiti como 

£499 inc VHT ■ mta nan 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY. On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
m TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at yourseivlce, 
• PRtCE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price* basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0808. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores, 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms {APFI 29&% ■ written qurtes on request). 
Before you decide when lo buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy them. Consider what It will be Kke a few monlhs after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, wiFI the company you 
buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have 
rtorJiing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled 
expenence and expertise, we can now claim to meat our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return (he coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40X Qfdgr Liras Open: Manual ft.fflBm-&.«pm Ho Lata Night Ogettng  Tel: 061 309 1111 Fax NO: 061-306 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hour*     Man-Sal •a.fftarn'ftjflQprn 52 Tottenham Court EoarJ, London, W1P DBA  No Lata Night Owr-fig  Tel: 071-500 4QQ0 Fa* No: O71-323 *W 
LONDON SHOP: Self ridges [Baseman Arena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Opening H&.ifs      van-Fn g.aOam-J.rjQpm {gal draa E.ffipm) Lala Nighrl: Thursday - Bpm  Tel: 071-629 1234 Extension- Wt 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hallierley Rrj, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Qpenirjg Hojrs     *fcn-Bal S.Man-S.Mprn Lala WiqlH: Frkfty ■ 7pffl Tel: 081-302 Bftll Fix No: 081-309 0Qt7 
ESSEX SHOP;      Keddies Mr* Fmr). High Street, Southend-on^Sea, Essex, SSI 1LA Optfiiivg HLvrs      Wcn-Fri 10y)tiin-5■ j0pfllf5H9.COMihM0piTl| fjjl M<gh1: Thursaay - 7pm  Tel: 07D2 468039 Fax No: 0702 468039 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Sirica Systems,   AMSHF-Q793-68,   1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sid cup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:         Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name {if applicable):  

ri 

 ,  Postcode:  
Tel (Home):  „ lei (Work):  ,  
Which computer^ if any, do you own?  

ESOE - Wvartisarj pneaa and spedteationa may change - Pleaaa relum Ihe coupon tor foe lat 



Whether you're a seasoned Amiga user 

or a total newcomer to the best home 
computer in the world, you will always 

want to get more from your machine. 

And the best way to get more is to 
know more. This is where we come in. 

rhe Amiga format 

Questions and 

Answers Special is 

packed to the gills 

with exactly the 

kind of information 

fou must have. 

And once you've got 

it, who can stop you? 

rhere's a question only you 

:an answer... 

rhe Amiga Format Question A Answers Special I 

»n sale from Thursday May 6th priced at £3.95 



CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS 

• FREE DELIVERY      • WINDOWS 3.1 
Next Day - Anywhere In Hie UK mainland        Free Windows 3.1 dtow with Slarter Kit 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY •FREE HELPLINE 
0 deluding ihe dot matrix printer head) Technical support during oflice hours 

• FREE STARTER KIT Wilh Cilizwi dot matrix primers from Sitka 

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES: 
* 3'^ Disk with Amiga Print Manager 
* 3'A"Disk with Windows 3.1 Driver 
* 1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
* 200 Sheets at Continuous Paper 
* 108 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels 
* 5 Continuous En velopes on Tractor Feed 

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.CH rjr fesier joining toffl your Amiga. dearer ima^fls and more tteant cotouis. Availac* fn» of ctiarof as pan i TB Silica Primer 5-^mr Kt, FBBtjfK induda * lfpo*?d Imags Sn»otHng • image Saiftg • GHmmCc4Qurf^nwliW * CGIKF SepaiSion 

KIT 
VALUE £49 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

24 PIN 270CPS 80 

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 

• Citizen Swift 208 - 24 0 - 80 column 
• 270cps SD rfapii, 216 cps Draft, 72cps LQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer (worn * 6 LQ Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 380 dpi 
9 Epson, IBM, & NEC P20 Emulations 
• Quarter Printing and Auto Set Facility 
• Uitra Quiet Mode-43dB(A) 
• Colour Kit - Optional Extra (See Below) 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

SWIFT 200 
RHP £259 SILICA STARTER SIT £49 

TOTAL VALUE: HOB 
SAVmS: £129 

SiUCAPfllCE £179 

£179 
*WTs£2t0.tt-Pfil2«Q 

i Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin 
i 144cp$ Draft, 3Qcp$ NLQ 
> 4K Printer Buffer * 2 Fonts 
> Parallel or Serial Interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x 216dpi 
* £psof? and IBM Emulation 
* Pull tractor & bottom feed 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
Hw CUtwn 1200 printer Domes supplied whh a] parallel interface a& standard. If you require a serial interiara instead, please slate ret PRi 2125 when phjijjtfl yftur order with Silica. 

CITIZEN T20D+ 
HHP  £199 
SILICA sr*fiten *rr _m 

TOTAL VALUE: ttiti 
SAVING: £133 

SILICA PHtCE: £115 

£115 
tVAT=£l3S.t3 PRI 2120 

STAND OFFER 

CITIZEN PRINTER 
STAND 

For Swift 9,90,24,246, 
200, 240 and 224 Printers • Nefos koeppace with Citizen Printer's 
powerful paper handling 

• flGousf j Durante Construction- 
• Saves space andprtJlsets continuous 

stationery from dust and damage 
• Compatible with bottom and rear feed 

£19 

SHEET FEEDERS PRA 1200 120D+  £7133 
PflA 1222 1MQ/QM 80 Col Psinuis. EBB. 13 PflA 122fl 124W!2«ttft SO Col Printers. £42.00 

SEflML INTERFACES PRA1U9 12DD*  £5645 PRA1299 Swift S/!tof 24DE24 ... £32 25 
PRA1799 Swift 24£to24eraKlMD.... £26.36 

32K MEMORY EXPN PRA 1753 224/Switt 24/24x24* £14.45 
PRINTER STAND PRA 1274 Swift 9X/24X72WV240  £34.95 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS 
H-B3E20 lED-'S^SMOtoCk . £291 RIB3W9 Swifl 9N nacft £7.15 RIB 3924 124Di$wift 24imi2iu Black. £4 20 RIB 3936 224/Switt$™t™2DG/240Cal, £15.63 
RI83246 PN44 Single Strike .£3.61 RI8 334B PN4I Mulli Strike £3.61 

COLOUR KITS 
PRA 1236 2Z4,'5#iftft«Me0OMtt_. £35.25 PRA 1240 Swift 9K74X £45.25 

PN4S ACCESSORIES PRA1HB PN4ft Batlery mm PRA 1155 FN+BCatie'Ejdn  £29 37 
PRA '162 FM8 Car Adaptor £16 74^ 

9 PIN  240 CPS 80 COLUMN 

INKJET 
• Citizen Projet 

iftffet - $0 column 
• 360cps Draft, 

120cps DILQ 
• 50 Nuzzle Head - 

Whisper Quiet 47dB(A) 
• BK Printer Buffer 
• HAM Card Options 
• 3 Fonts Built-in 
• Optional HP 

Compatible Font 
Cards 

• Parallel and Serial 
interface 

• Graphics Resolution: 
300x 300dpi 

• HP Deskjet Plus 
Emulation 

• 2 Year Warranty 

m NEW 
■ LOW 
■ PRICE! 

HRP „ E496 
TOTAL VALUE: £496 

SAVING; 
SILICA PHtCE: £279 

1 Citizen Swift 24Q/24QC *Z4pir)-80a)i • 300cfiS SO (tScpif. 24G cps Draft. SQcps i Q • Ac Printtr Buffer - 4QK maximum • 9 LDFmtsi-2 Scalable fonts • fori Cartridge Slot ■ iorptoe it} isfj*' 7wtte • ParsM lrrisrt$ce • Graphics Resolution: 360 K Jtfftfor » Eom IBM. NEC P20 & C£L F.mo!aiaa$ • Quarter ^.di^iiiff facility • Auto Set Facility - tif-dfrectmitl t/F, Auto Emulation Detection • Ccmmsnrf Vue IV front Control Panel 
• Ultra Quiet Mode-4M8SA} • Colour Printing Slandarti - Swift 24VC, Colour Mifoij? QpOOIUl - Swift 240 t fflFFSUM Printer Starter Hit 

SWIFT 240 MONO 
HRP. taae 
STAHTEHXET, JMI 
W;AL VAIL'E. £see 

PtirGl; £ZJS £239 
+VAT=£2S083-PHI 2560 

SWIFT 240C COLOUR 
STJWWER Kit. _I« 
TOTAL VAtltE; UU SAVING £M9 
SlltCAMlCt: £259 £259 +VAT=£M*33 ■ PRI S71 

* Citizen Swift 90-9 pin-80 column 
* 240cpsSD(tQcp() 192CQ5 D'aft. 48cpt ftW 
tffl Printer Butler 
y 6 fonts Built-in 
r Purgfifi interface 
*Gr3phics Resolution: 240 x216dpi 
1 fjpson jjjtf IBM Emulation 
i Auto Set Facility 
> Ultra Quiet Mode - 45dB{A) 
»Advanced Psper Handling 
t Colour Printing Standard ■ Swift 90c 

Colour Printing Optional - Swift 90 
1 FREE Siiica Printer Starter Kit 

SWIFT 90 MONO RflP , EISA STflRTTEn KIT, _£« 
TOTAL VALUE. S24B SAVING: £99 
Stilt* Witt: fug £149 

4WHl7S.Ce-PHI 22% 
SWIFT 90C COLOUR BW r^. E21t STAftlER KIT . JM 

Wtiff: £2tt 
S.'i O W £189 £169 

*VA7=E1M.M'fRl22S7 

• dozen Sv(iil24x-24 pin -136 col 
• J92cps Drafti Mcpe NlQ 
■ 6K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
m Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi 
■ Epson, IBM and DtEC P6 Emofatton 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
HHP  —EUt SiLO STAftltH HIT Lie TOTAL VAiUS; ttJB 

SAVINO: aae £299 «VAT3£ai.3J.pfli 2374 

• Citizen Phl48 htotobook Printer 
• Hon-impact Printing on Plain Paper \ 
• 5$cp$ LQ - 4K Buffer i 2 Fonts 
* Rear and Bottom Paper Loading I 
* Parallel interface 
• Graphics Res: 360 x 3BOdpi 
* BpSOn, IBM, NFGP8 & Cftzeo EnnMon I 
* Power: Mains. Battery or Car Adaptor I 
SRP  E3Z5 
TOMt VALUf: £125 SAVHV6; jCIHj 
SSLKAPfttCE: £1M £199 

r #   

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service, 
• PRICE MA TCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product ■ Same price" basis, 
• ESTABLISHED J4 YEARS: Proven track reconJ in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff}: Solkt. reliable and profitable 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 061-308 08BB. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all cur stores, 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Alt of your requirements from one Supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers 4 software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monihly terms IAPR 29.s% ■ written quotes on request). 
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy rt. Consider what it will be like a few months after yog have rnaoe your purchase, when you nay 
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from 
contact you with details ol new products? At Silica Systems, wa ensure mat you will have nothing to 
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and 
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements wilh an understanding which ES 
second to none. Bui don't just take our word for it. Complete and return (he coupon now lor our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 Hie Odtf li(m Open: Mbn-5at S.Ktem-fi.frjpm 
LONDON SHOP; Opining Hbure:     Man-Sat S.SQflnvfl C^ptn 

Mews, Hatherley Hd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX ^ Nu Lata Wignt Qpen»tg  Tel: DB1-309 1111 Fax NO: Oei .308 0606 

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges Opefiir>3 H<Xirs:     Mon-Sat &.3aam-7.0Qpm 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA  No Lais frUqM Opening  Teh 271-580 4000 Fax Mo: 071-323 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: H The Opening htourc:     Man-Sal 9.i30tvr>4.30c*ri 

m\, Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB  Lata Hig>it: Thursday - 3pm  Tel: 071-529 1234 Ejfl«*Wi; 3514 
Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Late Night: Friday ■ 7«n Tel: GS1-3B2 8811 Fax Na: 061-309 0017 

ESSEX SHOP; KedOles (2nd FIDM^. Opening Hours:     Mon'Fti 10.00am-S.30pm |Sal 3 High Street, SouthenrJ-on-Sea, ESSSK, SS11LA OO^nf^S.QOpfin) Late Night: Thursday - 7pm Tel: 0702 468039 FftK No: 0702 463039 

... r\ MA,L ORDER HOTLINE 

Ml 081-309 1111 
SILICA if; A nivisicw    PBOO»a PLC 

SlUCA 

SYSTEMS 
ES 

To: Silica Systems,   AMSHP-Q793-5S.  1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4D)T>) 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Ms:  Initials: , 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address:   

Date: 

Postcode: 
la (Home):  Tel (Work):  
Which compuler(s), il any, do you own?  

EtOE - AdvertMed prices and specifications, may change - Pftase rotum tfw coupon inr lha l^ast infgnral»n 



BACK ISSUES 

WACK issm 

ZJ*er*r* ISSUE 26   AS £M° ISSUE 26 

The Amiga Exposed begins our 

daring, in-depth examination of the 

innards of your Amiga with an 

overview of the circuit board and 

an introduction to microprocessor 

logic DIY Hardware Repairs takes 

a look at a handy hardware gadget 

that helps in the tracing of faults, 

and Video carries a review of 

Persona! Paint, an AGA-compatibie 

rival to the famous Deluxe Paint 

Missing the complete set? - 

Well fill up the gaps in your 

knowledge while you tan with 

our back issue service 

AMIGA SHOPPER BINDER only £4.95 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and protected right from the very start! 

BACK ISSUES • ORDER FORM 

SEND THIS FORM TO; 
Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TAI1 7BR 

Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders 
Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited 

BACK ISSUES Please tick the issues you require: 

£3.00 each 
*£4,Q0 for those issues 

with a disk 
Issue numbers not 
listed are sold out 

□ 2 

□ 10 

□ 18 

□ 25 
Total 

□ 3      □ 4 

□ 11     □ 13 

□ 20     □ 21* 

□ 26 
payable: £ 

□ 6 an 

□ 14    □ 15 

□ 22    □ 23* 

□ BINDER £4.95 

□ 9 

□ 17 

□ 24 

Name 

Post code  

Telephone No. 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • P0 • 

Credit Card Ho. Expiry Date  

Signature  

116 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN * PUBLIC DOMAIN * PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN * PUBLIC DOMAIN 
Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide tells you what's hot and what's not In the This month we deal with public domain software. For reasons of space, It 
Amiga market place. It's a comprehensive guide to help you make the may not Include each and every PD product ever produced for the Amiga, 
right buying decisions. We'll be updating It as new products are released,       but rest assured that all the major titles are here. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Program 
TextPlus 3.0 

library Disk Type Issue Rating 
PDSoft V261 Word processor 1 **** 

TextEngJne 3.0 Dlgrtz 277 Word processor 13 *** 
WordWright PDSoft V2S Word processor 13 **** 
AZSpell Olgttz Utl277 Spell checker 13 **** 
PowerSnap Fred Fish 542 Grab screen text as ASCII file 8 * * ** * 
UEdEt Amiga Nuts 1162 Text editor a -kit*!* 
AmigaFo* Office Choice U173 Combine text with graphics s ** 
AmlBase Pro 3 AmlgaNuts - Powerful database 9 **** 
Liner Fred Fish 285 Ideas processor like Row 10 * * ** 
NewPRT Dfgltz 149 Printer drivers for PageStrearn 10 **** 
PageStre am Fonts Digits 149 Fonts for PageStream 10 ***** 
EasyBanker GTS Home2 Home finance program 10 **** 
Ho me Help GTS Homel Computerised grocery lists 10 **** 
1 Man GTS Home2 Inventory list management 10 *** 
MultiPtot Fred Rsh 467 Data graphing program 7 **** 
Power Planner Deja Vu Ucenseware Diary/tetephono book 15 *** 
Power Base Deja Vu Licenseware Database 15 ***** 
Crulseword PDMajlk Word processor 16 * * 

PS Soft V630 Home accounts 16 *** 
Home Manager PD Soft V660 Personal organiser 16 ***** 
Word Power Deja Vu Licenseware Spell checker 17 **** 
WBase Anglia PD U4015 Pop up Workbench database IS ** 
PowerText Deja Vu Licenseware Word processor IS 
Account Master Various Home accounts program 19 **** 
AmrgaOex PD Soft V757 Pop up address book 19 ***** 
Wlir&Tesrtamont PDSoft V706 Template for wills 19 ***** 
Forms Really Unlimited PD Soft V782 Create your own business forms 21 * 
Phlto 
Atbl 

Startronics N/A Databases for beginners 21 * 
Fred Fish Rsh 746 Unix-like table formatting utility 22 **** 

PaperBack! Fred Rsh Rsh 749 Create printed booklets with ease 22 ***** 
Epoch NBS U726 Pop up address book and calendar 22 ** 
BuddBase 1 Deja Vu 1/28 Powerful database program 22 ***** 
JCGraph Demo Fred Fish Rsh 760 Demo of shareware graph program 23 ***** 
Stock Control 1.0 Deja Vu L/lll Powerful stock control utility 23 **** 
WF1LE Fred Rsh 776 Convert PC and Mac text files 24 **** 
Home Business Pack Anglia PD H81 Database, spreadsheet, wp 25 ***** 
Insprre Demo Fred Rsh 815 Powerful word processor 26 ***** 
DalaBench Fred Fish 620 Very good PD database 26 **** 
QuiekFHe Fred Rsh 820 Absolutely awful PD database! 26 None! 

I MUSIC ununts  
Nutcracker Suite 17-Bit Software M/A Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker suite 21 **** 
CDTV Player Fred Rsh Hah 759 Play Audio CDs from WB on A570 23 ***** 
MED 3.11 AmigaNuts 973 Sound Tracker 1 ***** 
Module Processor Amiga Nuts 864 Convert modules to executable 1 *** 
Rippers Disk 17Brt 1055 Rip modules from memory 5 ** ** 
Sound Ed Fred Rsh 486 Sample editor 5 **** 
Module Master TBAG 58 Play modules in various formats 9 **** 
Kl Editor Fred Rsh 332 Patch editor for Kawall Ki 10 ***** 
CZED Fred Fish 223 Patch editor for Casio synths 10 ***** 
Desktop Harp Various Collection of tunes 18 ***** 
EMULATORS 
IBEM Virus Free 1485 PC compatibles 3 A64 AmlgaNuts 1030 Commodore 64 3 ***** 
ST Emulator Digitz UtU49 Atari ST 15 *** 
QL Emulator AmlgaNuts 1030 Sinclair QL 3 * * • 
ZX Emulator AmigaNuts 1030 ZX Spectrum 3 **** 

i VARIOUS mums  
Wofd Finder-Plus Virus Free PD Ucenseware Crossword puzzle solver 2% **** 
File & HD UtiEs 3 PD Soft V815 Various file and hard disk utilities 21 
Flndlt Fred Rsh Rah 731 Search for named files on any disk 22 **** 
Fontvrewer Fred Fish Fish 732 Keep track of all your bitmapped fonts 22 **** 
Megad 2.0 Fred Rsh Rsh 736 Brilliant SIEMike directory utility 22 ***** 
CFX Fred Rsh Fish 750 File type identifier 22 
Pools Tools NBS U725 Pools predictor 22 *** 
Boot Logo Fred Rsh Rsh 754 Display picture during boot up 23 **** 
PopUpMenu Fred Rsh Rsh 75S Modified Workbench menus 23 **** 
GeoTime Fred Rsh Rsh 758 Wodd Time Zone Display 23 * 
ABackUp Fred Rah Rsh 759 Hard Disk backup utility 23 +■*** 
ARestaure Fred Rsh Rsh 760 Restore deleted files 23 
Booilob Fred Fish Rah 760 Stone game bootblocks on disk 23 ** 

Fred Fish Fish 760 Create stand-alone text fries) 23 ** 
Assassins Handy Tools Aardvark PD U186-188 Three disks of handy utilities 23 *** 
A-Gene AmigaNuts 933 Genealogy program 1 
Command.COM 179K 868 CLI commands in RAM 2 **# 
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PRODUCT LOCATOR 

MessySID 2 PDSoft V490 Access PC disks with ease 13 ***** 
Elements Fred Fish 593 Periodic table of elements 13 **** 
Cass 1-1 Fred Fish 579 Make your own cassette covers 13 *** 
Badger Fred Fish 543 Event scheduler 13 * * * 
School TimeTabfe Amiga Nuts 1100 Generate school timetables 5 *** 
Arq CIX Download - Improved system requesters 8 ***** 
LC24-200 Fonts IMBS L503 Fonts for Star printers 3 **** 
Menu Runner AmigaNuts 1024 Run programs from menu 8 *** 
ButExchange Fred Fish 494 Reverse mouse buttons 9 **** 
DeafLab Fred Fish 494 Sign language utility 9 *** 
PWKeys Fred Fish 494 Manipulate windows with hotkeys 9 *** 
InputLock Fred Rsh 494 Turn off mouse and keyboard 9 **** 
RunMe AmigaNuts 1186 Run programs from menu 9 ***** 
Hard Drive Special GTS - Col lection of hard drive utlls 9 ***** 
Sere en MOD TBAG 58 Modify screens and windows 9 ** * 
Words 3 AmigaNuts - Solve anagrams 9 *** 
ClockTick TBAG 58 2.0-1 ike clock mouse pointer 9 **** 
HleSearch Fred Fish 531 Rnd files on a hard disk 11 *** 
Format 1.1 Fred Fish 535 Replacement disk formatter 11 4** + * 
PowerPacker Utlls Fred Fish S42 Utilities for PowerPacker 11 *** 
Label Maker Fred Fish 548 Create disk labels 11 *** 
ToolsDemon Fred Fish 561 Run programs for 2.0 Tools menu 11 * * * * 
Filer Fred Fish 562 SID clone for Workbench 2.0 11 **** 
AWP Fred Fish 554 Animate WB2.0 clock pointer 11 **** 
RMBShift Fred Frsh 547 Select multiple icons 11 **** 
Smart Icon Fred Fish 316 Iconlfles wmdows 10 *** 
Rash Disk GTS UtJls2 Disk opttmiser 10 **** 
Snap 1.4 Fred Fish 326 Grab screen text into clipboard 10 **** 
Syslnfo Fred Fish 571 System information program 11 ***** 
MKSLens Fred Fish 574 Magnify area of screen 11 *** 
Font Manager Digit* 149 Manage your bitmap fonts 10 **** 
Recover Digit* 149 Rescue files from corrupt disks 10 *** 
Track Display GTS Utllsl Shows position of drive heads 10 *** 
FastDiskll GTS uatai Disk optimise r 10 * ** 
FileM aster GTS Utilsl Binary file editor 10 ***** 
DiskSpeed GTS Utllsl Disk drive benchmark program 10 **** 
Formatter GTS Utilsl Replacement disk formatter 10 *** 
SetNoClick GTS Utllsl Turn off annoying drive click 10 * * * 
DevRen GTS Utilsl Rename devices including DPO 10 **** 
LockDevice GTS Utllsl Better Amiga DOS 'Lock' command 10 **** 
Label Print Fred Fish 227 Disk label printer 10 *** 
Banner TBAG 52 Print huge banners 10 **** 
Avail Mem Fred Rsh 285 Graphical memory monitor 10 *** 
DCopy AmigaNuts 700 Disk copier 10 * * * * 
MessyDOS NBS U619 Read and write PC disks 6 ***** 
Master Virus Killer AmigaNuts 971 Virus killer 1 **** 
Imploder Fred Rsh 422 Rfe compressor 7 *** 
ARTM 17BM 1274 System monitor 7 ***** 
Rle and HD management PO Soft V573 Hard drive utilities 15 ***** 
Sid 2 1TBit - Directory utility 16 ***** 
File and HD management 2 PD Soft V575 More hard drive utilities 16 *** 
Outline fonts George Thompson - For ProPage and PageStream 1£ ***** 
Electronic baby book PDSoft V658 Record your baby's details 16 **** 
Astro 22 PD Soft V&S5 Astrology program 17 **** 
Touch typing tutor IMBS CLU03 Teach yourself touch typing 17 **** 
Magnetic Pages PD Soft V688 Create your own disk magazine 17 ***** 
HAM Radio Aarcfvark PD HAM radio utilities 18 * * ** 
MegaStatlon Five Star PD U195 More CLI commands IS *** 
C Commands PD Soft V586 Even more CLI commands 18 *** 
Morse Tutor Deja Vu L101 Teach yourself Morse Code 19 ***** 
Minix Demo PD Soft V711 Demo of Unix-like OS 19 ***** 
Printer Drivers PD Sort V724 Star and Canon printer drivers 19 ***** 
Icon Mania PD Soft V730 Lots of new icons 19 * * 
Anti-Virus Soft Expression U155 Kill those viruses 19 ***** 
CG Fonts PD Soft V713 Lots of Compugraphic fonts 19 **** 
X^Stltch Deja Vu Li cense waTe Pics to knitting patterns 19 **** 
Distance Deja Vu Ucenseware HAM radio utility 20 * # * * 
Main Event Soft Expression U149 Event scheduler 20 * *** 
Disk Manager 2 Various - Disk cataloguing program 20 **** 
VCR Tape Filer Fred Rsh 721 Organise your video collection 20 *** 
An i Man Fred Rsh 722 Voice control your Amiga 20 *** 
DIskMate Fred Fish 723 Disk copier 20 ***** 
BackUp Fred Rsh 724 Hard disk back-up utility 20 ***** 
HAM Lab 2 Demo Fred Fish 726 Powerful Image processor 20 ***** 
Auto Save Fred Rsh 771 Execute ARexx script at regufar intervals 24 ** ** 
NicePrefs Fred Fish 780 Extra WB 2,0 Preference programs 24 ***** 
LS Fred Rsh 772 Very powerful Unix-like 'LS' command 24 ***** 
Twilight Zone Fred Fish 782 After Dark-like screen blanking utility 24 ***** 
Ego Mouse Fred Rsh 778 Make your mouse point where it's going 24 ** 
Macro 1,0 Fred Ftsh 786 Record and playback user Inputs 24 **** 
VtrusZ Fred Rsh 786 Virus Killer 26 ***** 
QC Fred Rsh 788 Display Information on CLl/Shetl 24 *** 
QJvlouse Fred Rsh 789 Mouse accelerator utility 24 
AIBB PD Soft V94S Standard benchmark program 25 ***** 
Cook & Stitch GTS Learn to cook, stitch and brew beer! 25 
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KingFisher GTS Database of Fred Fish disks 5 4***4 
File & HD Utilities 6 PD Soft V978 Selection of file and hard disk utilities 25 * * 
Sksh Fred Fish 791 Unix ksh'-iike Shell 25 ***** 
Draglt Fred Fish 792 Drag a window without using drag toi ir 25 ***** 
Lock It Fred Fish 798 Password protect your files 25 **** 
Password Fred Fish 804 Password protect a hard drive 26 **** 
XSearch Fred Fish 804 File searching utility 26 *** 
Star Clock Fred Fish 814 Display time In StarTrek fashion 26 *** 
Fa stlntro Maker Fred Fish 814 Create your own scolly demos 26 + * * * 
Install 1.2 Fred Fish 817 Workbench Install disk utility 26 
Syslnfo 3,11 Fred Fish Latest version of system analyzer 26 ***** 
COMMS UTILITIES 
LHA 1,11 Fred Fish 593 Archiving utility 13 **** 
Phone Line Watcher TBAG 58 Keep track of phone bill 9 **** 
Term 1.8 A Fred Fish 534 Terminal Program for WB2,0 11 ***** 
NComm 17Bit 1275 Terminal Program 7 **** 
BBBBS Fred Fish 729 Bulletin Board System 20 *** * 
PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 
GadTootBox Fred Fish Rsh 731 Create Intuition font ends 22 * * * * tc 
ICalc Fred Fish Fish 742 Brilliant Shell-based calculator 22 ***** 
MegaEd Fred Fish Rsh 743 Powerful text editor 22 ***** 
Stripit Fred Fish Rsh 750 Strip comments from ascii source code 22 **** 
DICE Fred Fish 443 C Compiler 3 ***** 
Copper Master AmigaNuts 1083 Generate Copper Lists 5 *** 
BFEef Fred Rsh 494 BASIC cross referencing utility 0 **** 
Power Logo Ed Lib 24 Enhanced Logo Interpreter 9 *** 
MIDI Library Fred Rsh 227 Program MIDI applications S ***** 
PCQ Pascal AmigaNuts 1113 Pascal compiler 6 **** 
NorthC AmigaNuts 1112 C Compiler 6 **** 
Acc Assembler AmigaNuts Fast Assembler 6 ***** ■ 
Remm and Rams Deja Vu Li cense ware Map editor and scroller utilities 17 *** 
Frac AmigaNuts 1251 Adventure game creator IS **** 
Map Editor AmigaNuts Map editor for AMOS 19 **** 
DPU Fred Fish 721 Hex disk and file editor 20 **** 
Amiga E Fred Fish Programming language compiler 26 **** 
GRAPHICS UTILITIES 
DPaint Tutorial Soft Express U160 Comprehensive DPalnt tutorial 22 ***** 
CMOemo Fred Rsh Fish 757 Demo of ASDGJs CineMorph 23 *** 
Spectra Paint Slipped Disk 19 Paint package 3 **** 
Deluxe Draw Slipped Disk 18 Paint package 3 ** 
AMOS Paint Deja Vu 83 Paint package 3 • *■* 
HAM Lab AmigaNuts 1149 Image processing 3 ** 
3DFont 17 Bit 1007 Text to Sculpt Object 3 *** 
SkyPaint TBAG 37 Text-based graphics 3 *** 
SlideShow Kit VlrusFree 1465 Create your own slideshows 3 * * * * 
Mandsf Mountains Softville 751 Creates 3D Mandelbrots 5 **** 
3D Objects Dish 1 AmigaNuts Collection of Sculpt Objects 8 **** 
PictS aver Fred Fish 543 Grab screens In IFF Format 9 ***** 
LandBuJId AmigaNuts 1190 Fractal landscape generator 9 ** 
Video Text Displayer AmigaNuts 1199 Basic text scroller 9 *** 
Converters 17BFt 1221 Image conversion tools 9 *** 
Vector Designer AmigaNuts Vector graphics designer 9 ** 
Plasma Fred Fish 573 Fast fractals program 11 *** 
BezSurf 2 Fred Ffsh 315 Create shaded 3D objects 10 *** 
DrawMap Fred Rsh 315 Generate maps of the world 10 *** 
Sprite Designer AmigaNuts 1102 Create animated sprites 6 ** 
ImageLab PDSoft V518 Image processing program 12 + *** 
Desktop video pack 2 Anglia PD Various DTV utilities inc titler 17 ** * 
FracScape Various Fractal landscape generator 18 ***** 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
WarBook Asgard Software Freeware History of World War 2 21 *** 
C hem Balance Fred Rsh Rsh 759 Balance chemical equations 23 **** 
Learn&Play Riverdene Mis637 Maths/ Reflex/ Logic 5 **** 
Simon Deja Vu APD13S Reflex/Memory 5 *** 
Space Maths Oeja Vu APD135 Maths 5 **** 
Touchstones Deja Vu LPD1S Logic 5 **** 
Shapes Riverdene GAM907 Maths/Logic 5 
Quingo Deja Vu LPD21 3 R1s 5 *** 
Treasure Search Deja Vu APD2 Maths/Logic 5 *** 
JigWania Deja Vu LPD13 Maths/Logic 5 **** 
Spell4Fun AmigaNuts 1146 Spelling 9 ****• 
Maths4Fun AmigaNuts 1146 Maths 9 **** 
XTables AmigaNuts 1146 Maths 9 ***** 
Runes DTP 05125 Mystic runes explained IS *** 
4 Stroke Engine PD Soft V738 Demonstrates 4 stroke engine 19 #*** 
Complete Bible PD Soft V715-717 Complete Bible on three disks 19 * * * * 
Constellations Astronomy News Info on stellar constellations 20 *** 
Maths Reflex Anglia PD C728 Test your maths 20 **** 
CPK Fred Fish 809 Create rendered molecule illustrations 26 ** * * 

FOR SUPPLIER INFORMATION ON ALL THE PRODUCTS LISTED ABOVE SEE UK PD HOUSES PAGE 114 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether you're buying over the phone or at a local 

store, here's our advice on getting what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly. 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm ail the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering is 
actually in stock, 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you are 
buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should aiso make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

I " ■  
A CHECKLIST FOR 

MAILORDER BUYING 

• Before you send any money, ring the supplier to confirm that the item you 
want Is In stock and when the delivery is likely to be made. Enquire about 
returning unwanted goods and the supplier's refund policy. Rnd out about 
hidden extras like postage and packing charges, and whether the prices 
quoted Include VAT. 

• Beware of companies that do not Include an address in their adverts. 

• If ordering goods of more than £100 In value, always try to use a credit 
card - If anything goes wrong, you will be legally entitled to claim against 
the credit card company, oven if the retailer has gone bust. You may also 
get extra Insurance - check with the credit card company. 

• Always buy from the most recent Issue of Amiga SAopper. 

• When your order arrives, check everything carefully. If anything Is missing, 
don't use the product at all - contact the supplier. If it doesn't work, make 
the obvious checks such as the fuse, but don't try to fix the product, 

• If a problem does arise, contact the supplier In the first instance and 
calmly and politely explain your problem. In most cases these things are 
merely a mix-up or a misunderstanding that the supplier will happily put 
right. If you think you have a genuine grievance that has not been resolved, 
you might consider contacting your local Trading Standards Officer (the 
number will be In the phone directory). 

• Always keep records of correspondence with any mail order company you 
deal with and also make a note of where and when you saw the product 
advertised. False or misleading advertising Is an offence, and suppliers must 
stick to what they've said In adverts. 

• The goods must be of 
1 mere h a ntabl equal ity1. 
• The goods must be +as described'* 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all cf the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible wayT whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company evert if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit- 
making operations, © 

AD INDEX-, 

1st Computer Centre 
(Leeds) 50,51 

16 Bit Centre 100 

Amivision Software 52 

AngliaPD 106 

Artworks 52 

BCS 71 

Belshaws 106 

Computer Mates 83 

Digita International 13 

Direct Computer Supplies 27 

Diskovery PD 105 

Evesham Micros 90,91 

Express PD 106 

Fred Publishing 44 

Hagars Electronics 44 

Harwoods 18,19,32-35, IBC 

Hobbyte 72,73 

INDL; IFC.6-9 

KingswayUKLtd 52 

Kosmos 44 

KTsPD 106 

Manor Court Supplies 44 

New Horizon Computers 15 

PD Soft 111 

Phoenix Computer World 42,43 

Phoenix Services 44 

Power Computing 22,23,0BC 

Selectafont , 52 

Siam Ltd 52 

Silica Systems 113,115 

Snap Computer Supplies 108 

Software Demons 4 

Trevan Designs 106 

Trilogic 66,67 

Weserve 38 

WTS Electronics 78,79,108 

York Electronics 44 
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Get the most 

~*  
out of your 

Amiga 

< jLn-.it- to JM, rnu>ic t>L/snu' 
pff>i.j/clrnnnriij ^"ilL£gUUJ 
Pubtithimj Wojj^ rub iiiMnij Uvj| 
domain U'IUMB 

■ ■ Just 

£19.95 

nj including 2 
U disks! I 

What': 

Amiga 

ANSWER: I 

• Computer art 

• Desktop video 

• Games 

• 3D modelling 

• Comm5 

• Programming 

• Multimedia 

• Business 

• Word processing 

• Desktop publishing 

• Music 

(...Cont. on p2194) 

rfffa «t the Most out of your Amiga C 0©S is 
■^^the third edition of the best-selling Amiga title first 
■ ^B launched in 1991. The aim is simple: to produce 
^OM^ the most authoritative, comprehensive and up-to- 
date guide to the Amiga, its uses and its software, 
Separate sections are devoted to specific subjects [ike 
music, word processing etc. and they're structured so as 
to provide background information about that area 
followed by specific product recommendations. 

The Amiga market continues to expand at a terrific 
rate foil owing last years hardware launches. Because of 
this, Got the Most... has been completely rewritten for 
1993, and in the process has swelled to well over 300 
pages, Also included are two disks packed with specially- 
selected public domain and shareware software * 

The Amiga is the most powerful, versatile and cost- 
effective computer there is. Find out just what yours can 
do with Got tho Most out of your Amiga H0©8. 

• 300+ pages 

• 90 reviews 

• 50+ game tips 

• 1.5Mb 

software 

Get the Most out of your Amiga 1993 Priority Order Form 

Get the Most out of your Amiga fl ©5>©       CARD NUMBER 
will be available in the shops, but you can □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ t I I I I Your signature  
order a copy of this book right now, direct 
from our own Mail Order department. Postage    Expiry date; □□□□ Now send this form to: 
and packing is FREE - you don't even need a 
stamp to send this order offl  Please tick here if you do not wish to receive Future Leisure Books Offer 

di reel mai I fro m othe r com pa n ies: □ Futu re P u b I \ shi n g Ltd 
Pfease send me: (tick as appropriate) Free post 

Your name  Somerton 
 copy/copies of Got the Most out of Somerset TA11 7BR 

your Amiga   008 at £19,95 each        Your address  

Method of payment (pfease tick one): ,  For office use only: 

VISAC]    ACCESS □    CHEQUE □    P/OD  ORDER CODE: FLB009A 



COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

Have the last word! 

Well, the Final Copy, actually. Five 

lucky readers will get their hands on 

Final Copy II for free. This easy-to- 

use "word publisher" gives you all 

the power you need to create 

professional-looking documents. 

B 

Lidding wordsmiths and 
designers will be 
interested in what's up for 
grabs In this month's 

bumper competition - five copies of 
the latest release of Final Copy IL 

Produced in the States by leading 
software house SoftWood trie, Final 
Copy it is distributed in the UK by 
Gordon Harwood Computers and 
retails at £99.95, 

Final Copy i! has all the features 
you'd expect from a state-of-the-art 
word processor - multiple rulers and 
multiple columns, full IFF graphics 
support up to 4,096 colours, a 
110T000-word dictionary and 
826,000-reference thesaurus, ARexx 
support, and much more, {For 
details, see Amiga Shopper 250 The 
page printed here with the picture of 
a tiger on was produced using Ftnai 
Copy II and output on a 24-pin colour 
dot matrix printer. As you can see, 

pictures can be imported, resized 
and cropped, and text can be run 
around or over the graphics, 

One of Final Copy ii'$ best 
features is the ability to use scalable 
outline fonts. Support is provided for 
CompuGraphic, Adobe Type One 
PostScript and Nimbus Q PostScript 
fonts. These fonts are available on 
any Workbench-supported graphic 
printer. The minimum system 
configuration that you need to run 
Final Copy //is 1 Mb of RAM and two 
floppy drives (or a hard drive). 

So, want to get your paws on a 
copy? Just answer the three easy- 
peasy questions on the right. The 
first five correct answers drawn on 
the closing date, Friday 9 July, win. 
Simple as that. (No multiple entries, 
no employees of Future Publishing or 
Gordon Harwood, and no arguments.) 

Write your answers on a postcard 
(or the back of a sealed envelope), 

ItW^j I ■ J 1MI/GA SHOPPER SELLS 

IrlWCQtl\ i 3LIKE PARTICULARLY HOT 

Ulii^JE^flJUU PATISSERIE - SO DON'T 

MISS OUT: RESERVE IT AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! 

DEAR NEWSAGENT, Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Mgo Shopper every month, 
beginning with the August issue, which goes on sale on Tuesday 6 July. 

Name  ,  
Address  . 

Phone 

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: UmigoShoppet is published by Rifwe Publishing (0225 442244) 
and is available from your local wholesaler. 

* PS Oh, and if you do have any problems getting hold of your favourite 

Amiga mag, coll Kale ihton on 022S 442244 and shell help you out 

include your name, address, 
postcode and details of your 
Amiga and any peripherals. 
The address is: 

Copy Deadline 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 2DL 

Please state if you would 
rather not have your name 
included on a mailing list, 

THE CHALLENGE • THE CHALLENGE 

1. Final Copy II Is distributed in the (a) William Blake 
UK by: (b) Rudyard Kipling 
(a) Gyles Brandreth (c) Tony Harrison 
(b) Gordon Harwood 3. Which of the following Is a serif 
(o) Teak Hardwood font? 
2. "Tygerl tyger! burning bright {a) Franklin Gothic 
In the forests of the night" (b) Helvetica 
are the first lines from a poem by: (C) Times 

IN NEXT MONTH'S FACT-PACKED ISSUE 

0 Make money with your Amiga! We'll be giving you ideas for 
how you can turn your Amiga to profit in every conceivable 
area: video, word processing, desktop publishing, 
graphics, programming, music, database management 
and more. Well be including a whole host of general 
business tips, dealing with such things as tax, national 
insurance, accounting and even getting hotd of grants to 
help you out. Can you afford to miss it?, 

• A look at the new version of Art Department Professional. 

• And a review of Deluxe Music Construction Set II. 

Plus: regular columns on Amiga Answers, public domain, 

video, AmigaDOS, desktop publishing, programming, 

education, music, comms and much more 

»» On sale Tuesday 6 My »» 

22 
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Power Computing's mnovalive 4MB 32 bit memory 
expansion for the Amiga 1200 is now available. The 
PC 1204 includes these many features: 

Zero Wait State ■ Unlike some other expansion* 
the PC 1204 never leaves the processor waiting around 
for dota, which means that your A1200 can run at its 
maximum speed 

Ultra Fast FPU An optional maths co-processor 
speeds up intensive calculations A 50MHz chip will 
speed up operations by up to fifty limes 

Real-Time Battery Backed Clock Allows 
files to be date-stampea with the correct time and date 
so that you know exactly when they were created. 

Low Power - High density RAMs means low power 
consumption. 

Easy To Fit Fitted in minutes without the need to 
remove the computer's case 

Optional FPU Disable Switch   Disable the 
FPU instantly for software that will not run with a maths 
co-processor installed. 

Power PCI 204 A leading competitor 
4     ^es fa Mr 

opced Vv -standard A 1200 
CPtl MIPS 

2 19 tinw fwjlor 
2^6 

PC 1204 4MB with dock, 
PC 1204 4MB with dock, 
PC 1204 4MB with clock, 
PC 1204 4MB wuh dock, 
PC 1204 4MB w,ih dock, 
PC 1204 4MB with dock, 

no FPU Processor 
20MHz 68881 FPU 
25MHz 68882 FPU 
33MHz 68882 FPU 
40MHz 68882 FPU 
50MHz 68882 FPU 

£185.95 
£259.95 
£279.95 
£289.95 
£299.95 
£339.95 

The PC1204 4MB Memory Expansion 

for the Commodore Amiga 1200. 

The XL 1,76MB Drive 

for the Commodore Amiga* 

Power Computing's XL 1 76MB Drive* for any 
Commodore Amiga is now available. The XL Drive 
includes rhese many features: 

Formats to 1.76MB Using high density disks 
you can fit a massive 1 76MB on each disk 

Acts as a standard drive Insert an 880K 
Amiga disk and the drive behaves like any other 
Amiga drive 

Fully compatible - Will read and write disks writ 
ler> on an Amiga 4000 internal high density drive. 

Compatible with PC disks* Also read and 
write high density PC disks using a suitable device driver. 

Compact size No larger than a standard 880K 
floppy disk drive. 

High quality design N < ; high quality Sony 
high density mechanism. 

Free  Box of 10 3.5" Polaroid high density disks 

Comes complete with disable switch and through port 

XL Drive £129.95 

'Requires Kicksiatt 2 or above *8cqu>rev WoAbench 7 1 or above 

48Hr delivery £2.50, 24Hr delivery £4.50 
Parcel Post delivery £1 (Orders under £50 & UK mainland only] 

Specifications and prices sub|ect to change without notice 
All Trademarks acknowledged VAT included 

Goods aio void vubieti to our itundotd tofrns a 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate 
Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234 

ore available on request 


